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During the
the

first

half of the twentieth century, Mordecai Wyatt Johnson

most notable leaders and orators

known

in the

as the first Black president of

1960. But throughout this public

rights, a vocal critic

Jr.

African American community.

Howard

life,

University, a post he held

was one of

He was

from 1926

he was also a forceful defender of Black

best

to

civil

of colonialism in Africa and Asia, and an opponent of American

militarism during the Cold War. This dissertation examines the intersections between

Johnson's roles as an educator

at a

federally-funded Black institution and his political

stances on behalf of civil rights, economic justice, and self-determination. In particular,

it

seeks to determine the extent to which the competing

constituencies

—White

the larger African

federal officials,

Howard

demands from Johnson's various

University students, faculty and alumni,

American community, and other Black leaders

expression of his political ideas during his tenure as

Howard

and educator,

this dissertation will

the

president.

Given Johnson's long public career as a Baptist preacher,
orator,

— affected

civil rights activist,

examine a number of important themes,

including the role of the Black church in early civil rights movements; the effect of anti-

viii

Communism on

African American protest; academic freedom in historically-Black

colleges and universities; African American perspectives on United States foreign policy;

and the impact of White funding on Black

institutions of higher education.

manner, the career of Mordecai Johnson

used to

themes
1960s.

in the

development of Black

is

political

illustrate a

In this

number of important

movements from

the 1910s through the
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INTRODUCTION
In

George Schuyler's

classic satire, Block

No More

(1930), there

the leading Negroes of the period meet to discuss their opposition to Dr.

his

answer

to race relations: a scientific

uses this section to

mock some

method

of the Black

that

elites,

mocked

the first Black president of

a scene where

Crookman and

makes Black people

white. Schuyler

offering recognizable portraits of

W.E.B. Du Bois, James Weldon Johnson, Robert Russa Moton, and so
these parodies

is

Howard

forth.

One

of

University, Mordecai Wyatt

Johnson. Through the thinly veiled disguise of "Rev. Herbert Gronne of Dunbar
University," Schuyler took dead aim at the head of the "capstone of

Negro education":

He had been in turn a college
worker and a minister, had received the approval of the white
folks and was thus doubly acceptable to the Negroes. Much of his popularity was
due to the fact that he very cleverly knew how to make statements that sounded
radical to Negroes but sufficiently conservative to satisfy the white trustees of his
school. In addition he possessed the asset of looking perpetually earnest and
They

all

listened with respect to Dr. Gronne.

president, a social

1

sincere.

Some

of Schuyler's darts struck

his reference to Dr.

case,

Gronne

at the fair

as a "white

complexions of these "Negro" leaders, as

man

contemporary readers surely chuckled

"black"

Howard

in

of remote Negro ancestry." In this particular
at this description,

bearing in

mind

president occasionally had to identify himself as Black in

that the

some of his

public appearances before white audiences.

Schuyler included Mordecai Johnson
reason.

He knew

in this

that this satirical depiction of

for his audience. For

when Schuyler

meeting of Negro leaders with good

Johnson would be instantly recognizable

published this classic

at the

Depression, few leaders within the Black community held as

Schuyler, pg. 69.

I

dawn of the Great

much power and name

recognition as did Johnson. His role as the head of

Howard

national attention, particularly in the pre-Brown era

when such

African American college students matriculated
colleges and universities.

As

the

at the

a high percentage of

nation's historically-Black

head of Howard, Johnson was considered one of the

preeminent "race men" of his time, a reputation reaching

Black

him

University brought

far

beyond the realm of the

elites.

Yet Johnson and other educational leaders of

Perhaps part of the problem

historical attention they deserve.

is

No

trend or

theme

the tendency of

American (and, indeed,

historians to compartmentalize various aspects of the African

American) experience.

accorded the

his ilk are not

in history exists in a

the

vacuum, unaffected by

other aspects of society and having no effect in return. Yet in the study of the African

American experience,
and
is

there

that of "education."

is

often a dividing line placed between the realm of "politics"

When

historians

acknowledge the confluence of these

trends,

it

typically because of extraordinary circumstances or figures that bring out the political

side of education (the

integration of Little

Du BoisAVashington

Rock

Central High School,

example of a Black educator who
however,

it

is

division,

is

also

etc.).

v.

Board of Education,

Booker T. Washington

acknowledged

as a political leader.

not his role as the principal of Tuskegee that affords

his political machinations

and reputation on a national

educators are routinely viewed in a non-political

Such a

Brown

characterization,

I

level.

him such

All in

all,

is

the

the rare

In his case,

attention, but

African American

light.

believe, does a grave disservice to the role of

educators in the political developments of their communities. This

is

Black

not merely because

of the symbolic value of education, although this aspect cannot be underestimated, nor

2

—

the intersections

between public policy and the academy. Black teachers,

professors, and administrators were

on the national
on Black

level, as

politics, they

acknowledged

in their

important race leaders. But

approach

this field

when

communities, and sometimes
historians focus their attentions

through the eyes of organizational leaders or

The voice of the educator as educator

elected officials.

principals,

is lost.

assert that this

I

represents the biases of historians themselves: their pre-conceived notions of what

constitutes "politics" colors their approach to educators and ignores the

manner

in

which

these figures were viewed by their contemporaries. Particularly in the pre-Brown era,

Black schools on
leaders

who

levels provided important leaders for the

community

as a

whole

publicly and privately confronted the most pressing issues facing the Black

communities of
social

all

their days,

and whose roles were recognized by African Americans of

all

and economic backgrounds.
Part of the

men/great

problem also

women"

politics, this

to

rests

with the historical tendency to focus on "great

summarize important events or

In the case of

in his

A

focus on the power wielded by Booker T.

heyday, for instance, ignores the manner in which the Black press,

churches, clubs, and historically-Black colleges and universities

network of leaders on

by these

Black

propensity to focus on the individual obscures the extent to which networks

of power developed across time and space.

Washington

trends.

all

(HBCUs)

created a

levels of society. Oftentimes, the individual leaders produced

institutions held a multitude of different roles, bringing

him or her

into contact

with a greater number of other Black leaders on professional and personal levels.

It is

nearly impossible to place these leaders into a proper context without understanding the

3

degree to which they interacted with other members of the Black leadership class,

whether as

enemies.

allies or

Within

this

Black leadership

context

—

and education within networks of

the confluence of politics

— Mordecai Wyatt Johnson remains one of

American leaders of the twentieth century. Johnson's

the

most overlooked African

role as the president of

Howard

University from 1926 through 1960 carried great symbolic weight with the Black masses

and brought him into constant contact with a wide array of African American leaders.

Howard

University served as an epicenter for Black thought politics, due to

as the "capstone of

government, and

head of

this

Negro education,"

its

its

its

reputation

unique relationship with the federal

contributions towards the growth of a Black leadership class.

august institution during

was intimately involved

in various

its

As

the

most important period of development, Johnson

developments of the Black community for the three

and a half decades he served as president.

So why have Johnson's

historical contributions

been overlooked by historians of

the Black experience? Indeed, the aforementioned tendency of historians to focus

on

organizational heads seems to be directly at odds with Johnson's historical anonymity.

Even

if

they were not afforded the same political standing of other leaders, Black college

presidents like Charles S. Johnson and Horace

historical due.

Other Black educators

who

Mann Bond

have (belatedly) received their

crossed into the realm of politics, like

Washington and Mary McLeod Bethune, have hardly been ignored by
sole

monograph covering Johnson's

life

historians.

Yet the

and work started as a collection of his speeches

and sermons and developed into a short biography

4

—one

that the author admits

is full

of

gaps.

How can the most prominent

reside in

leader of this sacred Black institution continue to

shadows while many of his contemporaries receive book-length treatments?

There are several potential explanations for
realm of Black college presidents, Johnson
characteristic or

Booker

T.

this

phenomenon.

within the

First,

not viewed as possessing one strong

is

accomplishment upon which historians can focus

their attentions.

Washington and Mary McLeod Bethune both exhibited strength

in

Washington's corridors of power. Charles Johnson and Horace Bond were recognized
for their

own

between Blacks and
this

Johnson was not considered an important link

intellectual contributions.

liberal

Southern Whites

like

John Hope and Gordon Hancock. But

completely misses the point. As a Black leader, Johnson was unique

contemporaries

at

Black colleges

politics, particularly

government. His

in the

intellectual

to his school's relationship with the federal

accomplishments were insignificant

academic impact, but Johnson assembled and oversaw a distinguished
doggedly defending

their

his

degree to which he had to consider national

anti-Communism, due

own

among

in

terms of their

faculty, while

academic freedoms. Johnson's few published pieces and

numerous speeches worldwide offered pointed
particularly in the international arena,

his

criticisms of America's race record,

making him

far too controversial to curry favor

with conservative (and sometimes moderate) White leadership in the South.

Second, Johnson suffers

came of age during an

in part

from

his

era that took for granted

respected American institution.

Much

own

success. African

Howard

American Studies

University's status as a well-

of this can be attributed to the accomplishments of

the Johnson administration: increased federal funding, millions of dollars in

improvements

to the physical plant,

expansion and accreditation of

5

all

the school's

major

Howard

programs, and more rigorous academic standards.

an important institution

government,

its

after the Civil

in

Afro- America, given

its

University always represented

unique relationship with the federal

location in the nation's capital, and the circumstances of

War.

It

was not

until

great university. Such a distinction

Johnson took
is

office,

founding

however, that Howard became a

crucial to understanding Johnson's significance.

Moreover, the caliber of faculty and students

much of the

long and storied presidency draws

its

at

Howard

University during his

attention of historians in other directions.

At various points between 1926 and 1960, Howard University witnessed the comings and
goings of Kelly Miller, E. Franklin Frazier, Ralph Bunche,

Abram

Harris, Charles

Houston, Pauli Murray, William Hastie, Sterling Brown, Rayford Logan, and Stokely

Carmichael

2
,

to

name

but a few of

distinguished professors and alumni. All of these

its

people have received tremendous historical consideration, and rightfully

overwhelming

historical relevance,

anonymity. Perhaps

it is

however, has contributed

much more

contributions of these great leaders

to

working behind the scenes at Howard

to create an

But

their

Johnson's relative

attractive to historians to focus

who came from Howard,

so.

upon the

rather than the people

atmosphere

in

which they could

flourish.

Finally, the

aforementioned bias towards "apolitical" educators comes into play.

In a sense, historians

have not only failed

Black higher education,
that

2

in

and of

itself.

to adequately address the political nature of

They have adopted longstanding assumptions

Black college presidents lacked a distinct political voice.

Carmichael began his first year at Howard several months
end of the 1959-1960 academic year.

the

6

To some

after

extent, they

have

Johnson's retirement

at

accepted Dr. Bledsoe, the college president in Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, as a
representative sample of the entire species:

".

.

.

Negroes don't control

learned even that? No,

this

sir,

school or

much of anything

else

—haven't you

they don't control this school, nor white folk either.

True they support it, but / control it. I's big and black and I say 'Yes, suh' as
loudly as any burrhead when it's convenient, but I'm still the king down here.
don't care

how much

it

appears otherwise. Power doesn't have to show

off.

I

even pretend

more than they

to please are big white folk,

and even those

I

.

.

The

Let the Negroes snicker and the crackers laugh! Those are the facts, son.

only ones

.

I

control

power set-up, son, and I'm at the controls.
You think about that. When you buck against me, you're bucking against power,
3
rich white folk's power, the nation's power
which means government power!"
control me. This

a

is

—

Bledsoe embodied a number of stereotypes of the Black college president during the

first

half of the twentieth century: power-hungry, tyrannical, willing to say or do anything that

cements his own power, unwilling
vague assurances of racial
degree

among

to significantly disrupt the status

To be

"uplift."

quo while offering

sure, these characteristics did exist to

leading Black educators, including Mordecai Johnson.

Too

little

some
attention,

however, has been given to the power dynamics that produced these characteristics,
including the battles for control and autonomy of Black educational institutions.

Furthermore, there

from

this

is

a tendency to

paradigm. Hopefully,

Johnson attempted
structure, giving

this

to carve out his

him and

assume

others at

that

Black college presidents never strayed

study will demonstrate the ways in which Mordecai

own autonomous
Howard

space within that

University the

power

strict

room they needed

to critique

the international color line.

In a

manner of speaking,

Mordecai Johnson

is

one

that

the

model of leadership

that

emerges

few people have ever been willing

hybrid between the styles of Booker T. Washington and W.E.B.

Ellison, Ralph. Invisible

Man.

New

to

Du

in the story

acknowledge: a
Bois. Although

York: The Modern Library, 1994.

7

of

more

nuanced views of their rivalry now

exist, there is still a

see a strict dichotomy between the

two men. Mordecai Johnson, however, represents an

tendency

Du

attempt to bring together Washington's political deftness with

activism.

On

manner

Washington

made

as

the one hand,

valuable

allies.

Johnson needed

work

Black and White, among those
realities facing

century, Johnson and other Black educators had

forth

by

the

"Wizard of Tuskegee."

Washington's

On

political conservatism.

who were

HBCUs

little

Du

power

his career, he

in a position to materially

in the early- to mid-twentieth

choice but to follow the plan set

Bois, Johnson

saw

mean

that

he adopted

the desperate need for

African American leaders to directly engage the problems facing people of color
the world.

At no point

in his career

same

in the

Throughout

the other hand, this did not

Like

scholars to

Bois' emphasis on

the corridors of

to ensure the survival of his institution.

Given the economic

aid his cause.

to

among some

all

over

did he avoid his duty to "speak truth to power,"

whether dealing with issues of racism, economic

injustice, colonialism, or militarism.

For Johnson, there was no discrepancy between his use of conservative power structures
to strengthen

Howard

racist society in

I

University and his vision of Black college graduates changing the

which they

lived.

have already mentioned on several occasions the symbolic value of the Howard

University presidency, the high regard in which

Mordecai Johnson's presidency certainly
head of

experiences

—

as a

boy

Black and White

the Black

to root

community.

symbolic value, as the

in constant contact

government. This study, however, will attempt
the tumultuous halls of

was held by

carries great

and as a Black leader

this institution

it

Black

with the federal

Johnson's experiences not only

politics, but in

in

Johnson's personal

in Tennessee, a student in Atlanta, a preacher in rural

8

first

New York

and urban West Virginia. He

which were

is

not only of value to historians for his accomplishments,

significant, but for his ideas.

Johnson's political philosophies carried great

weight with the Black community, yet they also represented the convergence of African

American thought on
rights,

economics, labor, foreign policy, education, religion,

civil

and pacifism. Though criticized by some of his contemporaries for his lack of

Johnson recognized the interactions between these trends and was quite

intellectual rigor,

adept

politics,

at

pointing to areas of intersection. Such a holistic approach to Black political

much

thought deserves

greater attention.

Given the lack of secondary

Johnson's work,

literature directly dealing with

I

believe his career needs to be approached from several directions at once: as a Black
educator, as a "race man," and as a political figure navigating the rising tide of anti-

Communism. As

a Black educator, his career and choices at

with those of his contemporaries, particularly

White support

for their institutions.

in the

Howard can be compared

decisions they had to

make

At the same time, Johnson the "race man"

to curry

is

typically miscast as a political moderate, a reputation severely at odds with his public

statements on global race relations and one that overlooks the problems his politics

created for

him

America's

racial

as an educator.

mores and

which saw any challenge

its

Both of these roles were affected by the intersection of
political antiradicalism, particularly

to the status

quo

as subversive.

There

is

anti-Communism,

no easy way of

delineating between these three identities, as they constantly overlapped in his

his politics.

It is

the

manner

in

which these aspects of

the basis for an analysis of his career.

9

work and

his life interacted that will

form

Surprisingly, with the

Cold War, even within

amount of research

the African

on Black higher education. Part of

that exists

on anti-Communism and the

American experience, there
this dissertation will

is little

about

its

impact

examine the unique ways

that

anti-Communism and other forms of political pressure affected historically-Black
colleges and universities

(HBCUs). Given

challenging American racism,

it

the missions of these institutions in

not surprising to find them attacked by the White

is

establishment for their "radicalism," whether warranted or not.

From

the 1920s through

the 1960s, opponents of racial equality often equated Black attempts to break

and social barriers as "Communist." Indeed, for these people, both
and Marxism of any

stripe represented serious attempts to

down

legal

racial egalitarianism

overthrow everything they

considered "American."

Black institutions of

Communism
White

at

some

point.

all sorts

had

In response,

to confront the

HBCUs

not only faced the

universities, such as dismissing radical faculty

content of their classes.

They

also

had

to find a

growing menace of

way

anti-

same challenges

members and monitoring

as

the

to balance their progressive

undertakings in the realm of race relations with a political structure that often painted

such beliefs as

anti- American.

Thus, while Johnson's career

in light of existing historiography

the impact that

on Black education,

it

at

Howard must be analyzed

should also be viewed in

anti-Communism had on African American

institutional

light

of

and academic

life.

It

should be clear that in studying Johnson's

life

and career,

it

is

insufficient to

approach him simply through the lens of Black education. One certainly needs to be

aware of the existing

literature

on

this area of the

10

Black experience

to

understand his role

—

in the

African American community. But the public nature of these institutions

that served

such a

vital role to the race

and represented so many of

necessitates a multifaceted approach that goes well

and

political activism, the

Politics

religion,

and larger networks of Black leadership
in this

all

intersected in these bodies, and

own

to office during a

Bay of Pigs

decade that witnessed the

will

backdrop

typified the difficulties of

to take

A

rise

as

and White

that often pitted these interests against

examine the confluence of these trends

foreshadowing the

down

rise of

Howard

of anti-

nativism as a

president less

in

political support against a

one another. This dissertation

Johnson's career.

autonomy facing Black college

It

will argue that

into account in pushing

its

he

presidents, while

of a Black leadership class in the Civil Rights

anti-Communism

tide

Between these two mileposts, he juggled

Invasion.

issues of institutional autonomy, academic freedom,

historical

and the rising

leftist politics

reaction against radical political ideologies, and stepped

than a year before the

all

president from 1926 to 1960, Mordecai Johnson engaged

balancing act between his

Communism. He came

beyond the bounds of educational

work.

As Howard University
in a delicate

aspirations

Black press, organized African American

history.

need to be approached

its

—ones

Movement

that

had

political agenda.

Note on the Sources and Scope
There has been only one major monograph on Mordecai Johnson's

Richard McKinney's Mordecai: The

Man and His

morphed

place Johnson's speeches into the larger context of his career.

1

and career,

Message. That work, originally

intended as a collection of his speeches and sermons,

I

life

into a short

biography to

McKinney admitted

that

the biography

was not comprehensive and encouraged

future historians to

add greater

depth to the outline he offered.

A

major problem facing any scholar Johnson's career

is

that all of the relevant

primary documents are not yet available to researchers. The Howard University Archives

began processing

and

his presidential papers several years ago,

his papers into the early 1940s are

open

to the public.

at the

present time only

His "personal" papers,

all

of which

are currently available, are classified as such because of the years they cover, primarily

before and after his reign as

Howard

presidential administration, there

with

little

to differentiate

For a

was

little

man

is

University president. Within the papers from his

a mixture of the personal and the professional, often

between the two.

with Johnson's commitments and exhaustive schedule, however, there

time to write lengthy personal

letters.

It is

often difficult to find glimpses

behind his steely facade, to find out what he really thought on given matters or
his personal side.

Moreover, he

left

look

to

at

behind relatively few publications or written

versions of his speeches (he often preferred to speak without notes or, at most, a brief

outline).

As

such,

I

depend heavily on press accounts of his public engagements

delineate his political stands, and there are few opportunities to

Where

possible,

I

have

tried to

fill

some of these gaps with

Mordecai Johnson, but such accounts must be viewed

had

his share of enemies, as

must be placed

Howard

we

in the context

shall see,

his personality.

the writings of others

critically

and any attempt

examine

to

on

and skeptically. Johnson

to incorporate their voices

of the contentious state of affairs often prevailing

at

University (and, indeed, within the larger realm of Black political leaders).

12

Surprisingly, the white press proved to be a fertile ground for filling in

the gaps in his public

This dissertation incorporates extensive use of the

life.

Times and the Washington Post, both of which paid a good deal of attention

some of

New

to

York

Johnson

over the years. At times, the focus was primarily on Johnson; often, however, he was in
the background, as these papers focused

possible,

I

have

tried to use

at the

in his

I

own

hope

that the

lifetime: as

on

Mordecai Johnson's FBI

his public life.

approached with a
depth

in

As with
fair

latter part

and

at the vast differences

its

upper echelon. The FBI

worth of materials, provide a broad look

Thus,
as the

it

seems

his extracurricular activities.

of opinion that existed within the Black

some of the more "incriminating"

him

of Johnson's presidency.

friends and foes alike provide a peak into his leadership

extensive review of Johnson's coverage in the Black and

1960s, portraying

some of the gaps

has been a valuable source of information

his presidential administration

community, especially within

the full text of

fill

degree of skepticism. They are indispensable, however, for their

examining both

Howard and

more

the writings of his enemies, these files certainly need to be

FBI interviews with Johnson's
style at

file

to provide

Where

an important leader whose words and

from the unavailability of papers from the

Similarly,

events.

Black and white papers demonstrate

deeds carried weight. More importantly, these accounts help
resulting

same

Black press coverage of the same events

depth on Johnson's role. Together,

how Johnson was viewed

on white speakers

at his

articles.

file

also offers a fairly

leftist presses,

These

files,

even providing

over 250 pages

career from the late- 1920s to the early-

as distinctly leftist in his political thought.

fair to call this

major focus will be

work

a "political biography" of Mordecai Johnson,

his political ideologies

13

and the ways they influenced his

leadership style, both

at

Howard and

institutional history of

Howard

histories already exist,

and there

histories

Black community

at large.

University during the Johnson years.

is

no need

to rehash that history.

It is

Two

not an

institutional

Similarly, those

and other works on Howard University have already pointed to the rocky

relationships between Johnson and

worked

in the

at the

of the high-profile faculty members

school during his administration.

here, others will not. For the

most about

many

most

his leadership style

part,

I

Some

will focus

who

of those battles will be examined

on those conflicts

that revealed the

and the challenges facing Johnson as the head of the

university.

Although Howard dominated

his public life

thought stretched far and wide both in

its

and commitments, Johnson's

impact and

its

focus. Thus, this

work

political

will

attempt to weave together the varied strands of Johnson's thought as they related to Black

higher education, the African American experience in general and the overriding trends

of United States history in the "American Century." For too long, historians have
attributed ideas to

Johnson based on

their perceptions of

him

Baptist preacher, or merely as a Black man. Here, Johnson's

his

own view

of the world around him, will take center stage.

14

as a college president, a

own words and

thoughts,

CHAPTER

1

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,
In 1890, the

Paris,

man

the world later

knew

as

1890-1917

Mordecai Wyatt Johnson was born

in

Tennessee. The year also marked a crucial turning point for African Americans,

became

particularly in the South. Mississippi

the first Southern state to begin the legal

disfranchisement of Black voters through the use of poll taxes, grandfather clauses, and

literacy tests.

in the

Then, throughout the South, Jim Crow laws became the norm, culminating

Supreme Court decision of Plessy

v.

Ferguson

in

1896

that

upheld the "separate

but equal" doctrine. Over the following quarter century, Booker T. Washington

epitomized popular Black leadership

in the region (and, indeed,

on the national

But even his brand of moderation was too "radical" for some Southern Whites,
feared any attempts to

weaken

their

At the same time, Blacks attempted

economic and
to

meet

their

political

own

stage).

who

hold over African Americans.

needs within the community with

the establishment of churches, mutual aid societies, schools, businesses, and other civic,

political

and social organizations. These attempts

traditionally faced various

at

group improvement, however,

forms of opposition from local Whites.

This resistance to racial equality was not confined to the Deep South. In

Tennessee, well into the twentieth century, the legacies of the Civil

War and

Reconstruction dominated White manipulation of the state's politics and history.
history of

Henry County, a sparsely populated area

in the

northwest corner of the

One
state,

included a section that reveled in General Nathan Bedford Forrest's attack on a Union

15

Landing.

fleet at Paris

1

He

state's attempts to protect

Militia

the

were sent

Ku Klux
own."

their

also praised

Black voting

White resistance during Reconstruction
rights.

"When two companies

to Paris to prevent a free election, the

kept them

away from

of Brownlow

simple threat of the local den of

the polls, and the oppressed people

came back

the author of that account exaggerated the situation slightly, his writings

did point to the state of race relations in Western Tennessee. In 1867 the

Henry County,

in

Governor Brownlow during
free

into

2

While

newspaper

to the

the Paris Intelligencer,

main

denounced the use of the

local

militia

by

the gubernatorial election that year as an attempt to "quash

speech and prevent an honest election."

Two

years

later, in

August 1869, the county

Major

"failed to hold a valid election"

due

Robeson

Henry County where he "supervised Registrar James

to lead his militia into

to the activities of local Rebels. This forced

Guthrie's registration of the county's loyal voters." Undoubtedly,

some of the

"loyal

[Republican] voters" of Henry County were reluctant to go to the polls in light of local

Klan

home

activities earlier that year.

"Sometime

in April or

May, four Klansmen entered

the

of Virgil Bingham, a black tenant farmer, and accused him of having poisoned his

landlord's horses. Ignoring his pleas of innocence, the intruders

first

whipped Bingham's

wife and then hung him up by a rope, three times, in an effort to extract a confession."

The decades following Reconstruction reinforced

the South' s racial hierarchy

through legal and extralegal means. Violence, of course, played a key role in

1

McLeod

3

this

A

History of Henry County, Tennessee: Descriptive, Pictorial
Reproductions of Old Papers and Manuscripts. 1958. Pg. 89A-89E.
E.

2
3

Johnson,

Ibid. pg. 40.

Ben H. Severance, Tennessee's Radical Army: The State Guard and Its Role in
The University of Tennessee Press, 2005.

Reconstruction, 1867-1869. Knoxville:
63, 169, 220.
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Pg.

transition, led

by the

But another way

that

activities

of an increasingly public and high-profile

White Tennesseans reinforced

this

Ku Klux

Klan.

4

code was through the prison

system. Between 1865 and 1880, the state prison population increased sixfold, with

African Americans representing two-thirds of the incarcerated population in
Coincidentally, this increase

lease system.^

came

after the

880.

1

passage of an 1866 law instituting a convict-

Widespread incarcerations of Black men coincided with White actions

eliminate African American voting rights. Voting soon

became

to

the almost exclusive

province of White men. "Confronted by laws that imposed both an educational

requirement and a tax on the right to vote and that generally placed the election

machinery

in the

hands of Democrats,

Tennessee] came to view voting as a

1

not surprising that

it is

futile enterprise."

many Negroes

[in

Revisions of the voting laws in

890, combined with a lack of Republican effort to organize and register Black voters

after this date, effectively eliminated the

Much
slavery

of this animosity revealed

was concentrated

conditions

at

the

in the

dawn of the

Black voice from statewide
itself in the

antebellum

era.

6

politics.

western part of the

Lester

state,

Lamon, describing

where

these

twentieth century, wrote, "Most blacks (48 percent) lived in

the western third of the state, and they were primarily (73 percent) in rural areas. Racial

4

Alrutheus

Ambush

The Associated
Ibid, pg. 42-4.

Taylor, The

Negro

in

Tennessee, 1865-1880. Washington, D.C.:

Publishers, Inc., 1941. Pg. 92-105.
In 1865,

66 of the

state's

200 prisoners were Black; by 1880, there were

821 African Americans among the 1,241 prisoners

in

Tennessee. For an analysis of the

development of the convict-lease system in the South after the Civil War, see Edward L.
Ayers, Vengeance and Justice: Crime and Punishment in the 19 -Century South. New
!l

York and Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1984, pg. 185-222.

lease labor helped support railroad construction and mining,

abandoning the system

in

In

Tennessee, convict-

among

other industries,

1895 only when free laborers rebelled against

it.

Ayers, pg.

191-5, 221.
6

Joseph H. Cartwright, The Triumph of Jim Crow: Tennessee Race Relations

1880s. Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1976. Pg. 242, 250.
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in the

relationships in this region reflected the strong white fears and prejudices of the

Mississippi Delta

." 7
.

The

.

.

state

assistance in from Mississippi in

Klux Klan,

after

of Tennessee as a whole, however, needed

becoming

a racist state.

and the scene of some of the worst

all,

War, from the Memphis

riots

It

little

was the birthplace of the Ku

racial violence after the Civil

of 1866 to the People's Grocery Store lynchings in 1892.

Along with

the dismal history of racial violence, Tennessee increasingly

direction of

two separate and unequal

societies in the late- 19

[eighteen] eighties available evidence suggests that

.

.

.

th

moved

in the

century. "During the

segregation

became more

overt

statewide in hotels, theaters, and public parks." African Americans did not accept these

events passively: some directly confronted the rise of Jim

Crow with

lawsuits and other

direct actions, while others left the state rather than suffer further indignities.

who remained

behind, however, Black

life

For those

represented a balance between the outright

discrimination and violence of White racism and the opportunities and resistance

embodied by Black

By

institutions, including businesses,

1890, Blacks accounted for

Tennessee population. In the

churches and social groups.

more than twenty-four percent of the

rural northwest,

entire

Henry County's African American

population was slightly higher, nearly 28 percent. For young African Americans growing

up

in this

environment, educational and occupational opportunities were limited

Census figures show

County during

7

that

that year.

1

132 Black youths attended the

common

at best.

schools in Henry

Unfortunately, these numbers paint a picture of Black

life that

Lamon, Black Tennesseans 1900-1930. Knoxville: The University of
Tennessee Press, 1977. Pg. 2. While Lamon makes this point at the outset of his work,
he offers much more detail on African American activities in other areas of Tennessee.
8
Cartwright, pg. 175; Alfreda M. Duster (ed.), Crusade for Justice: The Autobiography
of Ida B. Wells. Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1970, passim,
Lester C.

especially 18-20, 47-67.
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was much more optimistic than
secondary education to any of

the reality

its

on

the ground.

Of the 284

residents of color.

1

aged 5-20, just over 42 percent were enrolled as pupils
the 1284 African

were students.

American females

By way

in the

Henry County did not

in the

offer

African American males

common

among

schools;

same age group approximately 46 percent

of comparison, almost 74 percent of white males and nearly 79

percent of white females aged 5 to 20 were

The 1890 Census does not

common

offer a statistical

opportunities available to Blacks in

9

school pupils in Henry County.

breakdown of the economic

Henry Country. An examination of the occupations

of African Americans in Tennessee as a whole, however, reveals a population firmly
entrenched

in the

in the

lower rungs of Southern society. Nearly one-third of "colored males"

workforce (39,714 out of 121,148) served as "agricultural laborers," while an

additional 30,500

percent of

were classified as "farmers/planters/overseers." All

employed colored men

or on small family-owned farms.

occupations. Colored

women

in

Tennessee worked

about 58

in agriculture, largely in

The remaining men tended

were also represented

told,

in large

working class

to cluster in

numbers

tenancy

in agricultural

work, but were more likely to serve as either servants or laundresses. More than sixtythree percent of colored

women

in the

Tennessee workforce

while nearly twenty-eight percent worked in agriculture.

9

fell into

these

two

fields,

10

United States Census figures generated through the Geostat Center Historical Census

Browser, Fisher Library, University of Virginia.
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/collections/stats/histcensus/php/county.php.
10

August

1,

2006.

Eleventh Census of the United States, 1890, Volume I Part 2 Population. Washington,,
Government Printing Office, 1891. Pg. 610. "Colored" included small numbers of

D.C.:

Native American and Asian workers, but
of African Americans.

Of the

colored

in

Tennessee was almost exclusively made up

men who

did not

fall

into agricultural pursuits, the

numbers were classified as "laborers (not specified)" (17.928), "servants" (5294),
"steam railroad employees" (4039), and "draymen, hackmen, teamsters, etc." (3,631).
largest
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1

Anecdotal evidence, however, suggests that there

may have been

opportunities for

African Americans within the narrow confines of Paris, Tennessee, the seat of Henry

County.

A

town of only 2,500 people,

national census.

home

Many

local Blacks

to a cotton gin, but this

it

was not

enough

large

were involved

to

be included

in raising cotton

by no means exhausted the economic

in the

and the town was
activities

of the local

African American community. For one thing, Paris was a railroad town. The

"Y"

through the middle of town represented the switching station where the Louisville
Nashville and the Nashville, Chattanooga

Mordecai Johnson remembered

that the

&

1

According

Louis railways met. Decades

St.

Louis

to his recollections of the period,

portion of the railway

work

force.

They

later,

L&N maintained railway yards near the

home, while the Nashville, Chattanooga and

home.

St.

line

had a

Parker

freight yard near his

Negroes represented a

filled positions as

&

significant

switchmen and maintenance

workers, while others were employed in the depot and the roundhouse. Local employers,

however, employed Blacks

in part to artificially deflate

wages.

Negroes asked for more wages, the reply was, "Well now you are getting
What do you want? You want us to give you as much as we give the
white men?" If the white men asked for more their answer was, "Well, what do
you want, we are giving you more [money] than the niggers, now."
If the

$1.25 a day.

Some

African Americans sought non-agricultural work outside the railroads,

at local

lumber, flour, or cotton mills. Other local Blacks exerted more direct control over their

These men comprised 25.5 percent of the remaining colored men in the workforce.
point of comparison, there were 35 lawyers, 76 government officials, and 102

By

among these colored men. Interestingly enough, although there were
many colored men as women in the workforce, their representation
of teachers/professors was nearly equal: 547 women, 546 men.

physicians/surgeons

nearly three times as

among

the ranks

11

"The First Period of My Life: January 12, 1890 to about September 9, 1913," pg. 3.
Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box 178-14, Folder 30. Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

Howard

University.
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2

economic welfare, including several prominent barbers and

at least

two grocery

store

owners. Even with the inequalities in pay facing some Black workers, these economic
opportunities probably had a significant and positive impact in such a small town as

Paris, Tennessee.

Wyatt and Carolyn Johnson
Perhaps

it

was with these opportunities

Carolyn Freeman Johnson, established

their

in

mind

home

that

Wyatt Johnson and

On

in Paris.

the surface,

his wife,

Wyatt and

Carolyn seemed polar opposites in every conceivable manner. Yet the balance between
their

worldviews explained a great deal of the mindset of
There

is

their only child.

no definitive date of birth for Wyatt Johnson, a former slave who served

"several slave masters" in middle Tennessee. Richard

McKinney gave

a rather wide

range, marking his birth sometime between 1822 and 1838. Before the Civil War,

whom he eventually had three children.

Johnson married Nellie Biass, with

July 21, 1885, and Johnson remarried three years

later.

It is

Biass died on

not clear from the record

whether Wyatt' s second wife had much of a relationship with his three children from the
first

marriage. In any case, Wyatt outlived two of these children; his eldest son, Jonas,

died in 1900, and his eldest daughter Dora died in 1913, leaving only another daughter,

Sallie,

from

his marriage to Nellie.

1

~

Such longevity was apparently a family

according to family estimates, Wyatt' s father passed away

By
displayed

12

all

accounts, Wyatt Johnson

little in

was

at the

age of

1

trait:

15 years.

a hard-working, pious individual, one

who

terms of emotion yet maintained a firm hand as the head of his

Richard McKinney. Mordecai, The

Man and His Message:

The Story of Mordecai

Wyatt Johnson. Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1997, pg. 4.
13
"The Influence of My Father Upon Me," n.d., pg. 8. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box
178-15, Folder

8.

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University.
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One

household.

from

whom

writer described

him

as "honest, methodical, careful, silent, stern; a

to inherit sterling qualities, but not

one to

whom

accounts refer to his height as either "short" or "stunted," but

he was not far from the average of his day.

built,

15

a child

would

14

cling."

inches

at five feet six

All accounts agree that he

was a

More

tall,

thickly

importantly, although he lacked formal education, Wyatt

Johnson could read. After the Civil War, he

felt

the "call" to

become

a preacher.

evident whether Wyatt learned to read before or after his decision to serve God;

Embree wrote only

that

to get help arose,

page, and eventually he learned to read."

Wyatt would

in

not

Edwin

Henry County during

of thousands of Blacks in his

tried his

itself,

home

decipher a printed

many

of his fellow African

the latter years of the nineteenth century.

Immediately after the Civil War, he

and livestock." This, by

try to

16

Wyatt' s literacy gave him an economic benefit over

Americans

It is

he "taught himself to read and figure," while McKinney noted

"[w]henever the opportunity

tools

Two

powerful man, in spite of injuries he suffered serving with his master in the

Confederate Army.

that

man

was

hand

at

a notable

state suffered

farming for a while "with his

accomplishment

in a period

own

when

tens

under the debilitating effects of tenant

farming and sharecropping. Eventually, however, he worked over a period of forty years

at

a succession of local mills in and around

Company,

14

his

employer for twenty

Mary White Ovington,

years,

Henry County. At

the Paris

"Wyatt Johnson and a white

Portraits in Color. Freeport,

1971, pg. 47.
15
Edwin R. Embree, 13 Against the Odds.

New

NY: Books

Lumber

man named

for Libraries Press,

York: Viking Press, 1944, pg. 177;

Ovington, pg. 47; McKinney, pg. 4. According to the Economic History Services
website, the average height of a native-born American male in 1890 was 66.6 inches,
placing Wyatt Johnson right around the national average.
http://eh.net/encyclopedia/article/steckel.standard.living.us. October 29, 2006.
16

Embree, pg. 177; McKinney, pg.

5.
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McAdoo

were the leaders of the lumberyard crew." Thus Wyatt was

among African Americans

in the South:

authority over other workers.

While
forced

him

to

this position

in a rare position

he had secure employment in a position of

17

provided a relative degree of comfort for Johnson's family,

develop an almost Spartan

lifestyle.

Embree described

it

his daily routine as

follows:

Every morning he rose at four. First he built a fire in the kitchen stove and put on
two big kettles of water, one for the household cooking and cleaning, one for his
own ritual of bathing. For half an hour he busied himself with tasks outdoors,
chopping wood in summer, shoveling snow in winter. Then he filled a big wash
tub with water
and slowly bathed and groomed himself, brushing his long hair
for a full ten minutes. Clean and burnished, he climbed solemnly to the upper
room a big attic in the four-room frame house and devoted an exact hour to
prayer and meditation. Then he came downstairs, drank a cup of hot water, and,
after a long grace, ate breakfast with his family. Before seven he was on his way
to the mill where he put in a hard day's work as painstaking and methodical as his
home ritual. Reaching home after seven, there was a long, silent supper and long,
.

.

.

—

—

formal prayers.

18

After working a twelve-hour

energy

to

shift, six

days a week, Wyatt Johnson had

time or

devote to conversation in the evenings. Occasionally he read from the small

library he maintained, or else he retired early in the evening.

Somehow,
found the energy

known

little

in his

to

19

"spare" time and especially on Sundays, Wyatt Johnson

make

his presence

as a preacher at the Mt.

known

in the local

Zion Baptist Church

the mill were driven by routine, so too

were

his

1

still

community. He was best

in Paris.

Sundays with

Just as his

working days

at

the celebrants:

McKinney, pg. 5; Ovington, pg. 47; Embree, pg. 177. Both Embree and Ovington
noted that Wyatt Johnson worked as the stationary engineer at the planing mill. Given
the amount of work that went into maintaining the stationary engines at an average mill,
this was an important skilled position and essential to the management of the operation.
18

19

Embree, pg. 177.
Ibid, pg. 177-8.
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After breakfast [Wyatt] went to the front porch, read his Bible until he found the
text he wanted, then sat silently for

and planning

his

organized with his

Ovington noted

own

will

and helped

he preached to a

"little

was experiencing growth under

the church

collateral,

that

two or three hours, "collecting

sermon. At ten-thirty he started to the

to build with his

304 Rison

Street,

his thoughts"

church

own

that

he had

hands.

congregation," but the evidence suggests that

his leadership.

Johnson secured the materials needed

structure at

little

where the church

to build a

still

Using his

own home

as

new, "far more substantial"

stands today. Johnson

was

considered a "mighty powerful preacher" with a "booming voice," although his

"restraint"

was considered unusual

thirty minutes.

state, as

.

.

."

for rural Baptist preachers

— "[h]e never spoke over

Apparently, he became a preacher of some renown in that area of the

he was asked to preach once a month in Lexington."

Moreover, although the details of his involvement are sketchy

Johnson also joined the local Masonic Lodge, presumably

McKinney wrote
organization," a

life,

that

that of the Prince Hall

Johnson even "served as Worshipful Master of the

somewhat

ironic

title

Wyatt Johnson's son observed

for a former slave.

Masons.

local

Looking back on

a reverence in his father bordering

on the

his father's

religious.

bedroom with three drawers, all of which
drawers, you would find his apron, his gavil [sic], and all

There was a long, slung, dresser
he kept locked. In these

21

Wyatt

at best,

in his

Embree, pg. 178; Ovington, pg. 47; "The First Period of My Life:
9, 1913 [sic]," n.d., pg. 4. Mordecai Johnson
Papers, Box 178-14, Folder 30, Moorland Spingarn Research Center, Howard University

McKinney,

January

12,

(hereafter

pg. 4, 6;

1890 to about September

MSRC-HU).

McKinney, pg. 6. According to William A. Muraskin's study of Prince Hall
Freemasonry (Black Masons), Tennessee established its Grand Lodge in 1870. Muraskin
also pointed to the tendency of Prince Hall Masons to "restrict entrance to those blacks
who demonstrate a prior commitment to middle-class morality" and an "adherence to the
bourgeois lifestyle." Thus, membership was viewed as a sign of one's standing in the
community and as a means towards social mobility. See Muraskin, Middle-Class Blacks
in a Wliite Society: Prince Hall Freemasonry in America. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1975, pg. 38nl08, 43-85.

24

of the basic literature required by the presiding officer of the Masons.

month, however,

would go

Once

a

drawer and take these things and go
in the drawer in a fashion
so orderly that if you had been blindfolded you could have put your hand on these
objects at the same place every time from month to month."
to the meeting.

Taken with

think he

I

When

in this

he returned, he would put them

his activities in the Mt.

Zion Baptist Church and

his skilled position at the

planing mill, Wyatt Johnson emerges from the scant historical details surrounding his
as a leader within the local Black

many

firmer ground than

life

community. Economically, he probably stood on much

of his race in Henry County, yet he

The Black Church and

active in local race organizations.

made every

the Black

effort to

Masons,

remain

after all,

represented two of the earliest manifestations of African American organizational efforts,
dating back to the end of the eighteenth century. Perhaps his

own

legacy in the shackles

of forced servitude taught Wyatt Johnson the importance of unity within the race and
instilled in

oppression.

also

seems

him

a desire to

work closely with those who shared

As evidenced by
to

his stern

have taught Johnson

a

common

demeanor and strong work

that he

ethic,

history of

however, slavery

could take none of his personal achievements

or advancements for granted.

By comparison,

little is

was known

Allen," as she

white, Indian, and

much younger

known about Carolyn Freeman Johnson,

to the

community."

Negro" blood,

She was very light-skinned, "a mixture of

in stark contrast to her

"The Influence of My Father Upon Me,"

178-15, Folder
23
"

25

McKinney,

dark husband.

than Wyatt Johnson, roughly thirty years his junior.

exact date of birth, but one does note that she was

22

8.

MSRC-HU.

Ovington, pg. 47.

Embree, pg. 176.
25

24

No

She was

also

source gives an
•

"still in

n.d., pg. 9.

pg. 147n5.

or "Carrie

25

her twenties" in 1890."

Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box

McKinney's description of her background
prior to marrying

Wyatt

is brief,

with no real details about her

life

in 1888.

Carolyn Freeman Johnson

is

remembered

as having possessed intelligence,

patience, and love for her family.

She enjoyed planting and maintaining beautiful
flower beds around the home. She had learned to read the Bible and other
literature and to develop an appreciation for music, but the limitations of her
schooling prevented her from securing work other than that of a domestic servant
for the well-to-do families in town"
Both Embree and Ovington likewise focused on her personal qualities more than her
accomplishments, depicting a

to the

caring nature

Without disagreeing with

a supportive wife."

extent to which she

woman whose

was

a strong-willed

its

her a doting mother and

their assessments, they failed to note the

woman who made

Johnson family and helped maintain

made

comfortable

her

own

way of life.
28

In spite of a physician's error that left her partially blind,"

"sewed, and washed, and ironed, and raised vegetables.

.

.

crucial contributions

."

Carolyn Johnson

Some

of these activities

fall

under the realm of domestic service, thus to an extent corroborating McKinney's
description of her

employment

history.

chance that she raised vegetables

But given her circumstances, there

in part to sell at market, to

women's employment

situation.

piecemeal existence for their families by engaging
activities

throughout the year."

29

with the contributions of Black

26
27

28

McKinney,

Many

good

a

supplement the family's

regular income. Jacqueline Jones, in her excellent history of Black

the "fluidity in black

is

women's work, noted

patched together a

in a variety

of income-producing

Carolyn's activities in local markets were consistent

women

throughout the South, as they earned

money

pg. 6.

Embree, pg. 176-9; Ovington, pg. 47-8.
Embree, pg. 176-7.

Jacqueline Jones, Labor of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work,
Family from Slavery to the Present. New York: Vintage Books, 1995, pg.

26

and
1

14.

the

in "a

localized foodstuff and domestic-service

in a

community

that faced limited

income was often

insufficient.

economy."

These incomes played a

means of economic advancement and

everyday tasks

On

that kept the

after his father.

Young Wyatt Johnson was

"Mordecai," after the Biblical hero
the hands of

who

King Xerxes. According

and

breast and looked as

allowed

me

that

if

I

I

heard

was

it,

Young Wyatt,

to

his

it

came

and, child that

trying to rise.

to forget this revelation."

Johnson read the story of

women

while also tending

31
It

namesake

first

and only

given the middle

child, a

From

to her

I

was,

that

was not

day

until

at

name came

to his

mother

from a voice

in the

western

the

I

moved

until her

much

in his father's Bible

definitely

boy

name

helped save the Jews of Susa from slaughter

under mysterious circumstances. "She said
part of the house,

one

household running.

January 12, 1890, Carolyn gave birth to the couple's

who was named

whom

manner, Carolyn Johnson and other Black

In this

like her contributed directly to the financial viability of their families,

to the

for

vital role

upon her

death she never

later that

Wyatt Mordecai

and understood

his

mother's

vision for him.

She suspected

that

it

had

to

do with the Lord's preparation of

—

my

life

for an

own people. It was a long time about 10 years when I
was reading a huge Bible which my father kept on the center table in the upper
room of the house into which he went every morning to pray. I then came upon
the story of Esther and Mordecai. And for the first time I was not only deeply
impressed but I was instructed as to the direction of my life which the revelation
32
indicated I would take/
unusual service to our

u
31

32

Ibid, pg. 90.

Mc Kinney, pg. 7.
"My First and Best Educator From

Death," pg.

1.

the

Very Beginning of

My

Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box 178-15, Folder

27

Life in 1890 to

14.

MSRC-HU.

Her

Given

which Wyatt

the daily routine to

Sr.

devoted himself,

shouldered the bulk of the responsibility of raising

it

was Carolyn who

Young Wyatt,

a task into

which she

threw herself whole-heartedly.

Wyatt the Younger

Even

the veil of six decades could not

He

childhood home.
land upon which

it

dim Mordecai Johnson's memory of his

recalled, in vivid detail, the

four-room frame house and the plot of

stood, recounting every angle, tree

and walkway.

In the garden,

Carolyn planted chrysanthemums, rose bushes, several sunflowers, and morning glory
vines near one corner of the porch where she sat in the evenings, looking upon their

neighbors'

homes and up

the "Baptist

Road" leading

Mordecai remembered how he "learned the
in his early childhood, before

taste

town from

to

the countryside.

of mulberries from the mulberry trees,

they decayed and had to be cut down." The cedar trees

provided homes to song birds and the occasional owl, while the blooming of the
buttercups always

marked

the beginning of spring. Just as vividly, he

Black maintenance workers passing by his home
handcars to their next job.

Young Wyatt,
mother

in the

after a full day's

7.

"The

Box

First

as he

was

still

or riding the

known, always wrote of his relationship with

most loving fashion. The words he used

Period of

work

33

to describe her

nurturing relationship between them. Perhaps nowhere

33

evoked visions of

My Life:

was

this

connoted a loving,

more evident than

January 12, 1890 to about September

178-14, Folder 30. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

his

MSRC-HU.

in

1913," pg. 1-4,
The Louisville
9,

&

th

some Blacks as strikebreakers in the late- 19 century,
although it resisted placing them in positions of authority until the 1960s. See Eric
Arnesen, Brotherhoods of Color: Black Railroad Workers and the Struggle for Black
Nashville railroad employed

Equality.

Cambridge and London: Harvard University
28

Press, 2001, pg. 30, 244.

Wyatt's introduction to Southern race relations. Her instinct was to protect her son from
the ugliness of the situation.

The

would
him to avoid thinking of white folk en bloc or
permitting occasional injuries to overshadow kindnesses he received at their
hands. When the day came for Mordecai, as it must for every Negro child, to hear
gentle mother, solicitous over the racial affronts that the boy

ultimately face, took pains to teach

the epithet "nigger! nigger!" cast into his teeth, she explained without hinting at

the standard retort

One

that it was a rather poor
34
was "Caucasian! Caucasian!"

contemptuous overtones,

the word's

minor incidents of this

enjoyed some limited protection due to his

everyone certainly knew their

them

in the

Wyatt

Sr.

sort.

light

racial identity.

Perhaps Wyatt,

But a

light

wish

may have

relieved

him from some of the worst

to discuss

complexion may have protected

silent regarding the

is

dominated

It is

likely that

racist practices in their

impact of

Wyatt's parents

community or

that

he did not

such incidents, even several decades removed from them.

his writings

decades

father,

later reflect

on the other hand, was more complicated.

unresolved feelings towards Wyatt

his account of his father's influence

was

It

As he noted

in the 1960s, "I

structurally, in the

now know

that

Sr.

The word

"orderly," rather than loving or

was many years before young Wyatt understood

supportive.

the impact of his father.

he laid the foundations for

my

life,

most fundamental and comprehensive way." This was surely a

Excerpt from The Negro Vanguard, pg. 127.

Papers,

like Paris,

them from some of the uglier manifestations of racism

Wyatt's relationship with his

Even

mother,

eyes of outsiders, while the respect their white neighbors demonstrated to

statewide racial violence on Henry County after 1890.

shielded

like his

complexion. In a small town

within the city limits. Sadly, the historical record

34

of joke, and that

author noted that Johnson's childhood was largely "uncomplicated by racial strains,"

aside from relatively

that

sort

MSRC-HU.
29

Box

178-17, Folder

2.

Mordecai Johnson

reference to Wyatt Sr.'s religiosity and his love for hard work, both of which heavily

influenced his son later in

life.

Still,

even

removed from these events,

that far

almost a degree of fear and of distance that permeated his memories. "I
a strong positive

man who could not be played

orderly and that he

with, that

was a man who was generally

causes which he loved."

35

[Italics

Mordecai wrote cryptically of

loyal to his convictions

"My

is

that he

was

he was stern, that he was

added.] In another personal

their relationship.

knew

there

father

and

moment, an

was

.

.

.

to the

elderly

but he was not

consciously engaged in any undertaking to educate me. His greatest educational ability

was generally applied from

the rear.

He

nearly beat

me

," 36
.

.

.

[Gaps

in original text.]

Elsewhere, he tried to downplay his father's temper, pointing out that Wyatt

him

in

anger once. But even in that account,

it

was

Sr.

only beat

clear that his father never spared the

rod with his youngest child. Wyatt Sr. always discussed the offence with his son and

it

be

known
I

that a

whipping was coming.

would always expect

have

it,

take

me

He would

36

I

a big

heavy switch and

maybe weeks,

I

let

I'd never hear

did something else which filled his cup and caused

it

to

then go over that same gentle, quiet talk, but then he would

could remember

it

as well as

I

me

so

remember Christmas, July

4,

My Father Upon Me," pg.

1.

Box

178-15, Folder

8.

and

Mordecai Johnson

MSRC-HU.

and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of My Life in 1 890 to Her
Death," n.d., pg. 1. Box 178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.

"My

me

other outstanding occasions.

"Influence of
Papers,

would come out with

out to the peach tree and cut a substantial piece off and whip

effectively that
all

that he

but he did not. For days and days and days,

about that again until
run over.

let

First

30

Carolyn "feared these days. She knew
hand." There

no evidence

is

that

son-in-law to the point that he

Wyatt
his

boyhood

Jr.

Wyatt

left

ever raised a hand

Sr.

to

whip with

young man attempting

ended when Wyatt

to play a practical joke

Memphis Commercial Appeal and

but he did beat a

at her,

Wyatt

full-time,

one day.'

the Nashville Banner.

owned

39

A

At the age of 12 or

Later,

Mr. Jenkins,

Wyatt

a store where

his dexterity with a knife, as he learned to cut orders for

especially busy there, as the tiny

"On

serving

so,

37

I

all

who

Jr.

Wyatt

sell

"Influence of

13,

he

when
it

hamburgers.

great

for

I

mean hamburger."

bacon on the

to

at Lassiter

two summers

as a

of

first try.

visitors

into the

from

county

go out on one of the leading

had a great time doing
all

for one

He grew proud

crowds of people came

my job

was

worked

worked

also

worked

Jr.

town of Paris swelled with

kinds of people, white and colored from

could cook a

Papers,

Saturdays,

on other business,

corners and cook and

this

—meeting and

over Henry County.

If

I

must say

40

My Father Upon Me," pg.

10.

Box

178-15, Folder

8.

Mordecai Johnson

MSRC-HU.

38

Ibid, pg. 8.
39

"The

Box
40

First

Period of

My Life:

January

12,

1890

to

178-14, Folder 30. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

"My

Death,"

First

37

caught his son and another

Sr.

clerk, helping Mrs. Jenkins in her husband's absence during the day.

seat to the court or

Sr.'s funeral.

& Nashville Railway shops, distributing the

of the local Black-owned grocery stores.

neighboring towns.

heavy

from both parents a penchant for hard work. During

delivered papers near the Louisville

Weekends were

a

he worked several different jobs, including one position under his

father at the planing mill. That job

Lumber Company

was accustomed

the state and did not return until

certainly inherited

in Paris,

that he

about September

9,

1913," pg.

8.

MSRC-HU.

and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of My Life in 1890 to Her
Box 178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.

n.d., pg. 1.
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While chances
opportunities were far

for jobs

more

seemed abundant

limited.

he spent approximately six years

Black youth. His

young Wyatt beyond

that

He remembered

total, as Paris

earliest teacher,

young Wyatt, educational

to

offered nothing

boys

of being a

in a bent-over position

more

which

for the education of

Mr. Howard, did not leave much of an impression on
Indeed, the only true

strict disciplinarian.

when

he recounted of his time in Mr. Howard's class was
to 14

a three-room schoolhouse in

and began

to

memory

the instructor "lined up

some 6

whip them vigorously on the buttocks."

There were some vague recollections of performing arithmetic problems on the
blackboard, but

little

else to

show

for his time in

Mr. Howard's classroom.

But his second teacher, Miss Nora Porter,

him and

a

more

although, as he recalled, he

Porter

was

With

lasting one.

the teacher

was

her,

Wyatt had

"relatively

left

much

his first

dumb"

who showed him how

a

greater impression

and

upon

exposure to geography

More

in the subject.

to read

41

write. This

importantly, Miss

may have

occurred

before he was a pupil of hers in this particular school, as she was a close friend of his
parents and ran a private school during the summer, which Wyatt

his later years.

He compared

his

summer

summer months

Most

"Public Schools in Paris, Tennessee," n.d., pg.

Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
32

1.

likely,

her "calm and

wilted under the pressure of the

"crowded" classroom she encountered during the regular school

41

recalled fondly in

school experiences with Miss Porter quite

favorably to her demeanor during the regular school year.
thoughtful helpfulness" during the

Jr.

Box

year.

Wyatt himself was

178-14, Folder 30. Mordecai

glad to escape that classroom after about two years,

when he moved on

to his next

42

teacher.

In spite of his desire to escape

on

his future life

skill as a

and career.

It

was

Miss Porter's classroom, she had a profound

in her class that

young Wyatt began

effect

to discover his

public speaker. At the end of each week, the school had a student program of

"Friday Speech Making," one in which the students presented poems and speeches to the
student body.

With help from Miss Porter and

was especially

skilled at

without notes.

He

his mother,

memorizing pieces they presented

recalled that he

young Wyatt realized
to

him and

that

he

them

reciting

was usually given a "poem or speech of real

significance" by Miss Porter, his mother, or one of the other

household. "From the very beginning of

my

members of the

memorize

efforts to

Porter

until this day,"

he stated

modestly, "I have been able to rely upon a vividly powerful memory, with a retention

almost photographic."

If

43

Miss Porter helped young Wyatt recognize

his talent as a speaker, his

subsequent teacher, B.K. Sampson, allowed him to realize that

level.

Wyatt had a tremendous memory, but had not yet perfected

audience. "[N]obody had taught

was very awkward

Ibid, pg. 1-2;

1890

to

me how

in looking out the

the people's eyes."

42

skill at a

Sampson seemed

"My

Her Death,"

First
n.d.,

to look at the

window

or

down

to recognize the

people to

greater

his style in front of an

whom was

at the floor

promise

much

I

speaking.

or anywhere except at

in this

young man and

and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of My Life in
pg. 1. Box 178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
43

"Public Schools in Paris, Tennessee," n.d., pg. 2. Box 178-14, Folder 30. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. "My First and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of
My Life in 1890 to Her Death," n.d., pg. 2. Box 178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson
Papers,

MSRC-HU.
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I

taught

not

him

make

in a single

day

how

to correct this

problem.

what advice Sampson gave him

a reference to

Johnson's private writings did
that day, but he did reveal

it

to an

interviewer in 1944.

He

"When you

said,

to him.

he

If

is

room and deliver your speech
be moved; if he laughs at your

speak, pick out one boy in the

moved,

the

whole crowd

will

jokes, everybody will be laughing. If he gets bored or looks as if he didn't believe

you, stretch out your hand, shake your

do anything

to hold

him and make him

fist at

him, walk

down and tower over

him,

believe you."

Furthermore, Sampson worked closely with young Wyatt to help him speak more clearly

and learn the

of debate. "The teacher was so keen on debate that he schooled his

art

pupils to think of

all

the

arguments

their

opponents might use and have witty or biting

answers ready. ... He wanted clash, jokes, even anger
conviction."

Beyond
him

teacher, drilling

that,

During

in algebra

and geometry, and possibly

the

way

his first real

and

mathematics

his first teacher of history.

became known

this period,

at

As

school as the "math and

Johnson had one other significant "teacher"
of his classmates. Caldwell

teacher himself, and Johnson later speculated that he

on

zest

45

man named Caldwell who was one

support of his

would add

Johnson remembered Sampson as

a direct result of Sampson's tutelage, Johnson

debating shark."

if it

own

teaching duties.

to school,

in Paris: a

may have been

was attempting

grown

a rural

to finish school in

Young Wyatt passed by Caldwell's house every day

and Caldwell often waited for him with a notebook

Occasionally, Caldwell challenged Johnson, telling

him

that he

full

of

facts.

had no appreciation of

"Public Schools in Paris, Tennessee," n.d., pg. 3. Box 178-14, Folder 30. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. "My First and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of

My Life in
Papers,
45

Op.

1890

Her Death,"

to

n.d., pg. 2.

Box

MSRC-HU.

cit.;

Embree, pg. 180-181.
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178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson

history

and asking him questions

like,

"Who

invented the cotton gin?" Johnson, ever the

competitor, could not stand to be outdone by his elder.

mother

to

buy him

either

my

Book

mother's room."

challenge Caldwell. Years

in hand,

Sampson would be
the sixth grade for African

many

—

in this case,

map

convince his

almost big enough to cover one

Johnson began

to write his

he could recall Caldwell in every

later,

"one of the best and most provocative teachers

"college"

to

"The Book of Knowledge" or "The Book of Facts," which

featured not only historical trivia but "a great big

side of

He managed

I

have ever had."

his last teacher in Paris, as there

Americans

in this

detail, calling

him

46

were no opportunities beyond

was

in Nashville.

Roger Williams,

to

many Blacks

in the

South. Apparently, while Johnson had impressed Sampson, he never shared with

him, he found

known
was

that

I

I

was about

was going

a graduate

to

go

"When

I

he would have prepared

me

He

to students in his

elsewhere. Unfortunately, the state senator
already promised

it

to the son of

town

who needed

Wash Palmer in

to

Box

said that

if

he had

to secure

Johnson

to seek higher education

approve the scholarship had

return for his vote.

Untitled autobiographical statement, n.d., pg. 4-5.
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his

for college entrance for he

and a good one from Oberlin." Sampson did attempt

one of the two scholarships available

him

graduated from the public school under

to college. This astonished him.

to college,

like

really a secondary school attempting to

compensate for the lack of educational opportunities available

desire for additional formal learning.

to

town. His only choice was to go to

Roger Williams University

other Black "colleges" of the period,

own notebooks

Beyond

Paris

Undeterred and insistent upon a quality education for her son, Carolyn made
arrangements for Wyatt

Jr.

to attend

Williamson, one of the teachers

Woodson,

Roger Williams University

at the

school,

the pastor at the Johnson's church.

was

a

Dixie

in Nashville.

kinswoman of the Reverend G.

She arranged

for

young Wyatt

P.

to give

an

address to a local Black organization to which his father belonged and was so impressed

with his speech that she insisted he further his studies

at

Roger Williams. Williamson

took up the matter with Carolyn, assuring her that the costs were very reasonable.
Carolyn, in turn, took in extra sewing to help defray the school's monthly fee of nine

dollars for

owing
to

to

room, board and laundry service. (This was a discounted price

it

seems,

of the Gospel.) As difficult as

it

was

Wyatt

Sr.'s position as a preacher

send her only son away from

home

for the first time,

her work over the years on behalf of his education.

The school began

its

(ABHMS).
Tennessee
trustees.

It

was

in 1883,

although the

According

also the culmination of

Normal and Theological

American Baptist

officially incorporated as

was

all

48

existence as Nashville

established under the auspices of the

it

for her

Home

Institution,

Mission Society

Roger Williams University by

the State of

ABHMS continued to control the appointment of

to its mission statement, the school

was founded

"to furnish the

elements of a solid and liberal Christian education for Negro youth." Technically, the
school resided in the suburbs of Nashville, on "a gentle slope facing the city."

Its thirty

acres included orchards of apple, pear, and peach trees, with additional land devoted to

gardens and small-scale farming. Only four buildings comprised the whole of the

48

Ibid, pg. 2-3.
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University

when Johnson

arrived, including the president's house.

The handful of

professors comprising the faculty expected "good moral character" as the primary

incoming students and strove

to

would

Wyatt

Sr.

receive at

was surely pleased with

Roger Williams.

Johnson qualified

to enter the school as a

different

The

entire

his son

at

As

such, his

first

and Composition, Algebra, and

Government; and two hours on the

was the

atmosphere

second-year student.

in Rhetoric

in Civil

recalled later that this

for specific subjects.

and discipline

4

Elementary Latin; four hours per week

He

qualms about parting from her only

the type of instruction

term included five hours of weekly recitation

English Bible.

of

develop "Christian manhood and womanhood" through

discipline "parental in character." If Carolyn had her

son, then

trait

first

time he ever had separate teachers

Roger Williams was,

for him, completely

from any prior educational experiences. Not only was he away from home

the first time, but the interracial environment in

for

which he found himself was something

of a culture shock.

The following experiences

first

time

in

my

Roger Williams University were

my life
whom was

(1) for the first time in

teacher each one of

at

life I

came

I

entirely

new

to

me:

studied each separate subject with a different

giving attention to a specific subject. (2) For the

in contact

with educated white teachers teaching

Negro children. (3) For the first time in my life I became acquainted with white
and Negro teachers working together in the teaching of Negro children, of white
and Negro teachers living with Negro students in the same dormitory and
worshipping with them in the same religious services.

Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Roger Williams University,
Nashville, Tennessee, 1903-1904." Pg. 3, 7-9, 15. Box 178-29, Folder 21. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
"Fortieth
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It

was

his earliest real experience in

lifelong insistence

an interracial environment, and

it

began

on the importance of such contacts for the good of both

him

for

races.

a

50

on personal behavior, including compulsory

In addition to strict regulations

chapel attendance and prohibitions on tobacco and alcohol, Roger Williams University

expected

all

students to perform one hour of service to the school every day, to help

maintain the institution and lower costs.'

the

odd jobs he performed

in Paris

and

1

his

Johnson was accustomed

own

to

hard work, given

father's strict example, but he probably

did not expect the challenges posed to him by Professor Hezekiah Walden, a Colby

University graduate

who

taught science courses as well as the Holy Bible.

52

As Johnson

later recalled,

You may know
They gave me
this hall

that they

were skillful in getting this one hour's work from me.
men's dormitory which was very long. I was to sweep

a hall in the

everyday. Professor Walden was the overseer. This

is

the

way

he

that

oversaw me. He took a bucket of wet bran and had me throw the bran from the
beginning to the end. He knew that the effort to sweep the wet bran would get the
floor clean.

A

53

fellow student, Will Harvey, took a liking to Johnson and tried to help

daily nightmare.

office

He advised

on the top floor of

that

young Wyatt seek out

their dormitory.

a

him avoid

Mr. Petty, who ran the printing

Harvey assured him

the

work was much

strenuous and a good deal more rewarding than sweeping the hallway every day.

Johnson's

relief,

Ibid, pg. 28,

'

Harvey was

correct.

this

During the remainder of his time

44; Untitled autobiographical statement, n.d., pg. 1-2.

at

Box

less

To

Roger

178-14, Folder

Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Roger Williams University,
Nashville, Tennessee, 1903-1904." Pg. 14. Box 178-29, Folder 21. Mordecai Johnson
15.
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"Fortieth

Papers,
5

"

MSRC-HU.

Ibid, pg. 4.

Most of the

teachers, regardless of

academic specialty, were expected to

teach courses on the Bible, religion, or ethics.
53

"My

Death,"

First

and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of My Life in 1 890 to Her
Box 178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.

n.d., pg. 3.
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Williams, Johnson learned "how to set type, to
the printing press."

Archer, a

at

form

for the

page and operate

Roger Williams, however, was Professor Samuel

brownskinned" Colgate graduate who taught Mathematics and

"tall

More than any of his

Public Speaking.

the

54

Johnson's greatest influence

Howard

make up

teachers in Paris, Archer earned Johnson's

admiration and became a guiding force in his future academic endeavors.

Johnson on the football team and taught him mathematics

Above

play.

football training he insisted

He was

fought

it

a strong

man

in his football

the rest of

my

The

"an inspiring manner."

seemed, Archer's moral guidance impressed his young student. "[B]oth

all, it

math and

in

He coached

life.

first

I

year

upon

and squareness of the work and the

fairness

With vigorous opposition he

against any form of cheating.

team and

in his classroom.

I

came

to love

him from

have been inspired by him toward a strong masculine
at

in

Roger Williams (1903-1904) passed

that time all

integrity."

55

relatively smoothly,

considering the rigorous workload expected of Johnson and the separation from his
family. During the second year, however, the school suffered a series of mysterious fires

that

decimated two buildings. These hardships forced Johnson to continue his education

in the fall

of 1905

at

Howe

Institute in

Memphis where,

as he put

it,

"I learned ... in a

ragged manner to do the work of the third year academy." The opportunity was not a

complete waste for Johnson, even

if

Howe

did not live up to the standards of Roger

Williams. While in Memphis, he learned that his idol. Professor Archer, had decided to
take a job

at

Atlanta Baptist College, later

known

as

Morehouse. Eager

to follow

Archer

54

Ibid, pg. 3.
55

Ibid, pg. 4; "Fortieth

Annual Catalogue of

the Officers

University, Nashville, Tennessee, 1903-1904." Pg.

Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
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4.

and Students of Roger Williams
178-29, Folder 21. Mordecai

Box

and expand his

own academic

where he would

horizons, Johnson applied and

finish his secondary education

higher education.

and begin his

was accepted
first

to

Morehouse,

experiences with Black

56

Atlanta

Given the impact of his Atlanta experiences upon

his life

and future careers,

it is

remarkable that Johnson did not leave behind any substantial account of his time there.

What

is

clear

is

that as

Roger Williams attempted

and Carolyn wanted their son's education to continue

However, the other major schools

in

at

at the level

Tennessee belonged

to other

deficiencies in his

some

it

language.

who

Jr.'s

education. Johnson

at the college,

a decision that he concluded

was

gave him additional time to compensate for some of the

Howe

Institute education.

influential professors

professor

denominations, making

of a high-school senior, but "in consultation with his advisor,

he entered the third-year academy
providential," since

It

also afforded

him

greater contact with

such as Prof. Archer and Benjamin Brawley, an English

profoundly impacted his use

of,

and appreciation

for, the

English

57

Amazingly, none of the biographical sketches written on Johnson's
mentions the defining event that occurred in Atlanta in the

moment when he

arrived for his

first full

year

at

ABC.

fall

of 1906,

life

at the

and career

very

In late September, Atlanta

experienced three days of vicious rioting, the culmination of a widespread campaign in

"My First and
Death,"
57

Sr.

another Baptist institution.

Atlanta Baptist College the nearest acceptable school for Wyatt

was technically

Wyatt

to rebuild following the fires,

n.d., pg. 4.

Mc Kinney,

Very Beginning of My Life in 1 890 to Her
Box 178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.

Best Educator

From

the

pg. 13-14.
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media publicizing alleged instances of Black men attacking White women.

the local

Gregory Mixon' s history of
because of summer recess"

the Atlanta riots indicated that "[n]o students

at the three

major Black colleges

in the city:

were present

ABC, Spelman

College, and Atlanta University. Nonetheless, "John Hope, Atlanta Baptist's

president, patrolled the

mob among

campus armed and recognized
by one of the

the militiamen. Challenged

faces

first

black

from the previous night's

Hope stepped forward with

troops,

his hands raised, disarming the militiaman with a smile and an invitation for a

cup of

coffee in Hope's home, which the guardsman accepted." Hope's biographer, Leroy

Davis, speculated that the president's light skin probably helped save him, as the soldier
CO

could not recognize immediately whether he was speaking with a

Wyatt

Jr.

was not present

and

its

Black

city itself

elite.

for the riots, but the violence

The

riots

marked "a new era

in

man

had a

of his

own

race.

lasting impact

on the

urban race relations" in the

South, "defined by legalized segregation and antiblack violence," not to mention

"reduced black
aspirations to

political participation."

work with

ruling

to acting "as a

halls of

ABC, John Hope was

took part

in Atlanta.

in interracial

city's

Black

elite, in spite

Whites for the good of the race and the

rubber stamp of the [White] commercial-civic

reduced

community

Members of the

city,

saw
59

elite."

of their

their role

Within the

largely silent on the carnage that struck his Black

He was

not included

meetings after the

among

riots,

the "conservative" race leaders

nor did he evince any trace of

who

trust in the

Gregory Mixon, The Atlanta Riot: Race, Class, and Violence in a New South City.
The University of Florida Press, 2005. Pg. 106; Leroy Davis, A Clashing of
the Soul: John Hope and the Dilemma of African American Leadership and Black Higher
Education in the Early Twentieth Century. Athens and London: The University of
Georgia Press, 1998. Pg. 168. For a more extensive discussion of the riots, see Mixon,
Gainesville:

chapters 7 and
59

8.

Ibid, pg. 127-129.
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who claimed

Southern White "liberals"

was about
the

to

embark upon

most pressing issue on

his first

his

to take

academic year as the

mind was

trying to assess

students' decisions to attend the school and

Young Wyatt witnessed

an interest in mending racial

Hope

ABC and

first

Black president of

how

the riots might impact

White philanthropists' desires

first-hand the efforts of

ties.

John Hope

to support

to establish his

60
it.

own

leadership over the university, beginning with his appointment as acting president at a

chapel service in the spring of 1906. Over the years, he and

relationship,

much

Hope developed

closer than that which Johnson had with his

own

father.

a close

Hope

provided him with advice on career decisions well into the 1920s, while working
unsuccessfully to recruit Johnson to pursue a career in the academy. Ultimately, as a
testament to their relationship, Johnson offered one of the two major addresses

ceremony honoring Hope

Even
first

after his death in 1936.

the students at

at a

61

ABC recognized the precarious position facing Hope as its

African American president. Johnson "remembered that students quietly got

together and agreed 'there must be no untoward act of ours that will put a strain on him.'"

They did not want

to "reflect negatively

incoming students likewise conformed
one of the
William

J.

first

upon

to their calls for

students to step out of line

Harvey

Jr.,

his administration,"

good behavior.

was Johnson himself.

recalled that Johnson

61

Dr.

W.W.

Davis, pg. 175;

Mc Kinney,

that

Unfortunately,

former roommate,

November

pg. 18.

42

"old

28, 1936, pg.

Alexander, executive director of the Commission on Interracial

Cooperation, gave the other address.
62

it

late at night to steal

Davis, pg. 171-173.
"Atlanta In Memorial to Dr. John Hope," Chicago Defender,

18.

A

~

to

was one of the most mischievous students on

campus. He had an unusual habit of sneaking from his room

ou

and saw

Civil

War cannonballs from
Mordecai would

retired,

on the campus. After

a pile

roll the balls

down

the dormitory residents had

all

the stairs, causing quite a clamor." Johnson

then "hustled" back to his bed and pretended that he had been sleeping

knocked on

his

door looking for the

prankster forced President

Hope

A stern letter from Wyatt Sr.
whereupon he "modified

culprit.

By

forced his son to calm

down and

young man's behavior.

concentrate on his studies,

and became and outstanding student

academy." Johnson's work was so exemplary

the monitors

January 1907, Johnson's reputation as a

to write his father regarding the

his behavior

when

that

upon completing

in the

his high school

education in the academy, he "received a scholarship for attaining the highest academic

average

in the class."

Around

that

whether

it

Johnson began

his youthful stride

name 'Mordecai'"

that led

explanation of

have triggered
look

at his at

63

is

all,

him

rest

at this time,

of his

life.

left to

adopting

at

speculate

why

age 17 the

Richard McKinney wondered

to this action. Perhaps, he argued,

since there

this decision.

64

is

Given Johnson's

it

was "symbolic of

later writings, this

no indication of a particular incident

One of his sermons from

seems
that

the

might

1924, however, might give us a

the time. In this speech, Johnson offered a biting criticism of educated

African Americans

Negro who

as a college student in

toward "self-determination" or simply a "preference for

an emotional distance from his father."
likeliest

ABC

other major change: his name. Scholars are

remained with him for the

was

to matriculate at

Mordecai Wyatt Johnson

to register as

moniker

the

this time, as

made one

1907, he also

he began

63

who

selfish

McKinney,

is

failed to contribute to their

own

communities.

an egregious, hellish monstrosity. Why,

pg. 18-19.

64

Ibid, pg. 19.
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if

I

"An educated

had one

for

my

daddy, and

I

was named

after

relinquishing the father's

him,

name

is

would change

I

name."

Here, the idea of

seen as a just course of action in view of his "selfish"

Perhaps a younger Mordecai

nature.

my

family for granted. In any event, the

felt that the

introverted

name change

Wyatt

Sr.

took the rest of the

certainly typified the

rift

that

developed between father and son over the years, a chasm that never truly faded from
view.

While Johnson continued

to

develop into an outstanding student and leader on

campus, he never completely surrendered those roguish impulses
in 1907.

During his junior year, he was caught playing cards

that got

in his

room

him

—an innocuous

"offense" today, but one worthy of a suspension from Atlanta Baptist (and

institutions with religious affiliations) at the

Johnson's strong reputation
disciplinary action.

suspension

at

home

It

among

many

other

beginning of the twentieth century.

his professors could not save

him from severe

did spare him, however, the embarrassment of serving that

with his parents. Mordecai convinced school officials to allow him

to serve his suspension with a relative in Chicago,

parents. His close friend,

helped

in trouble

John W. Davis

facilitate the deception:

presumably without informing

(later president

he forwarded

letters

his

of West Virginia State College),

from Mordecai 's parents

to his

address in Chicago, received Johnson's responses in Atlanta, and mailed them to Paris on

his behalf. Davis, in fact,

Mordecai was reinstated,

was so
it

trusted

was on

by

the faculty

and

the condition that Davis

order to exert a positive influence on him.

staff at

ABC that when

would be

his

roommate

66

Ibid, pg. 182.
66

Ibid, pg. 20-1.

deeply hurt

when

Years

later,

Johnson was so mortified by

a national feature article on

him included

44

this incident that

he was

a reference to this

in

Johnson returned

Mc Kinney
honors

became

in

ABC

to

chastened by his experiences of the previous year.

noted that Johnson "caught up with his classwork and graduated with high

May

1911."

a respected

By

his senior year, he not only excelled in the classroom, but

campus

leader in his extracurricular activities. With Claudia Floyd of

Spelman College, he was co-editor of the school newspaper, The Athenaeum', president of
the

Athenaeum Publishing Company; President of Chi Delta Sigma

fraternity; Secretary-

Treasurer of the Glee Club; a quarterback and punter on the football team; captain of the
tennis team; a

debater."

67

member

By

of

ABC's

1911, Johnson

inaugural basketball team in 1910; and a "varsity

was so respected by

immediately offered him a position

at the

the faculty that President

John Hope

school, teaching courses in English and later

economics. During his time as a professor, Johnson also served as faculty advisor to the
debate team and was an assistant coach on the football team. Fortunately for Johnson,
the school also hired his close friend,
..

capacity.

Alice

John Davis,

to teach

and serve

in

an administrative

68

Woodson
In his personal

During

his time in

life,

Johnson was faced with an important

Memphis

several years earlier, he

life

choice in 1912.

met a young woman three years

his

and Katherine Pringle, "America's Leading Negro
University." Saturday Evening Post, February 9, 1949, pg. 36-7, 92-8, especially 97.
The article makes no reference to his attempt to keep the truth from his parents and
stressed that the offense was playing cards "on Sunday."
embarrassing episode. See Henry

67

F.

Athenaeum, Atlanta Baptist College, Vol. XIII No 2,
November 1910, pg. 31-6. Box 178-23, Folder 2, Mordecai Johnson Papers. MSRCHU; The Athenaeum, Atlanta Baptist College, Vol. XIII No 6, March 1910, pg. 106. Box
178-23, Folder 3, Mordecai Johnson Papers. MSRC-HU; The Athenaeum, Atlanta
Baptist College, Vol. XIII Nos. 7-8, April-May 191 1, pg. 1 17. Box 178-23, Folder 4,
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McKinney,

pg. 20; The

McKinney,

pg. 21.
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Woodson. Reflecting upon

junior, Alice

room

in a

house across the

the street bearing

street

from

that

hers.

summer, Johnson recalled

that

he rented a

Alice's mother occasionally sent her across

cake for the young boarder. Disingenuously, Johnson wrote

in his

unpublished memoir that the two "had a very strong mutual affection for each other" but
their relationship lasted "only for

one summer."

69

In fact, the

two corresponded with one

another throughout Johnson's time in college. Ultimately, Alice finished high school in

Memphis and

Howard

attended

alma mater, Fisk University

University for a year before transferring to her mother's

in Nashville.

She was a student

at

Fisk in

May

1912 when

they agreed that "Morty" should travel to Nashville, where they would announce their

engagement

to their families.

One can imagine

his impatience

on the

train

campus. Alice's

letters

his arrival with similar expectation.

And,

station to the Fisk

eagerly.

With

and during the ride from the

had assured him
to

that she

be sure, she was in her room waiting

great anticipation, he climbed the steps of Jubilee Hall, the girls'

dormitory, approached the matron's desk, and asked to see Miss Alice

For some strange reason

—

perhaps because she did not want young

—

Woodson.

women

be courted by anyone outside of Nashville the matron told Mordecai
Miss Woodson was "out with her Meharry boy friend."

to

Johnson never wrote of this episode or of the emotional exchange of

two afterwards. Alice's matron

assumed

that

unfaithful.

"My

Following

First

their written

Similarly,

had no

McKinney,

letters

at

Fisk

that

between the

visitors that night, so Alice

Mordecai assumed

that Alice

had been

arguments, the two stopped speaking to one another

70

and Best Educator From the Very Beginning of

Death." Pg. 4-5.
70

told her that she

"Monty" never came.

for nearly sixty years.

train

was awaiting

Box

pg. 22-4.

My Life in

178-15, Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

Mc Kinney's knowledge of the

episode

1890

to

Her

MSRC-HU.

came from an

interview

with Alice's son, Dr. John Q. Taylor King. Unfortunately, there are no details about the
identity of the matron: her name, race, or possible reasons for lying to Johnson and

Woodson.
46

McKinney could

not offer any feasible explanation for the matron's behavior,

other than the possibility that she viewed Mordecai as an "outsider."

needs to be addressed, however,

Johnson's racial

identity, she

is

the color issue. If the

was

also very light-skinned, so

color.

But since

it

is

it

is

unknown whether

the matron

ignore

Whatever
it

in his

Johnson

the reason,

this

knew

man and was

should be noted that

possible the matron took

he had an ongoing relationship with Alice,

least.

It

possibility that

matron was unaware of

might have thought he was a White

suspicious of his intentions with a young Black co-ed.

One

little

thus

Woodson

notice of Johnson's

Johnson was Black and

that

needs to be considered a possibility

that

at

betrayed enough by the incident to completely

felt

subsequent discussions and writings of his early

life.

Finding Religion: From the University of Chicago to Rochester Theological Seminary

Johnson may have been blindsided by the abrupt end
Alice, but this did not deter

him from

his

immediate goals.

to his relationship

In the

with

summers of 1912 and

1913, he took classes at the University of Chicago to secure a second bachelor's degree

from the young but prestigious
the reactions of his friends

University of Chicago.
socialism," warning

institution.

and family

"it

a dean of the graduate school instructed

I

do not know what the

When

him

third course

course in evolution and the course in socialism

47

I

And

if

up for three courses.

have not made up

—

I

you study socialism,

he arrived in Chicago, he recalled that

to sign

is.

and

of study. "If you study that thing

your religion.

will ruin

then you will just be ruined in every way."

Small,

Mordecai joked about

the school as "a hotbed of atheism

to pursue certain courses

called evolution," they pleaded,

his career,

in Paris to his decision to matriculate at the

They described

him not

Throughout

want them

right

"I said,

my mind

yet.

'Dean

But the

away." For Johnson,

studying evolution "enlarged [his] conception of

ongoing processes

that

He used

God" by demonstrating

And

forming the universe.

in

credit his course in Socialism with impacting his political

although he did not overtly

development,

it

beginning of a lifelong interest in issues of economic justice and a more

many of his American contemporaries

of Marxism than

After completing his

event of his young

had told her

life:

that she

first

summer

was gravely

When

Clarksburg to receive a second opinion.
diagnosis

to

7,

Carolyn returned

bed and quietly consented

forced him, for the

do with

his

own

first

life.

home

"One

night, as

in the twentieth century.

in the fall

of 1912.

Carolyn traveled

that doctor

rocked in

sat at

mother bequeathed

my

to be

remembered

familiar seat,

the door

opened and people came

line past

my bed. And
I

By

the

I

as they passed, each

lay there, dying,

end of that

71

72

this as a

McKinney,

No

miles to

confirmed the

I

to

home

fatal

in Paris for several

him, asking himself what he

at the

time of his

had a vision.

I

night,

had

in trouble.

I

that his destiny

To him,

waste of his considerable

this

was

lying on

still.

Then,

pg. 25-6, 297.

sources explain the exact nature of her illness.
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was

coming

to

my

silently,

who moved

in

in

I had
and passing out,

embark upon

meant a career

talents, or as

death.

had comforted another.

the line distinctly,

Johnson decided

own

something to say in affection and

I saw
on the coarse bed."

"service to the poor and the afflicted."

viewed

Paris physician

poorly dressed, plain people,

in,

had helped one who was

given wise counsel to a third.

while

A

fifty

death-bed in a rough cabin, quite alone. The place was very

gratitude.

71

no further consultation." Mordecai's grief

Before returning to Atlanta, he

I

liberal treatment

time in his twenty-three years, to seriously contemplate what to

and how he wished

life

the

"without tears or complaint of any kind," "went back

to die, seeking

nights, rocking in the chair that his

wanted from

mother

In response,

ill.

marked

Chicago, Johnson faced the most difficult

in

the passing of his

the lengthy and

a career of

in the ministry.

one person put

it,

Some

"Another good

man gone wrong." But Johnson

become

not only decided to

would be one

a minister; he

of a distinct minority of African American preachers to pursue advanced study in
theology, thus connecting his thirst for knowledge with his desire to serve

God and

man.

Having decided

to

opportunities to study at

choice was

embark upon

some of the

Newton Theological

a career in the ministry,

nation's finest theological seminaries. His

first

America's "oldest and foremost

in Massachusetts,

Baptist-related theological school."

Johnson sought

Newton, however, had an

official policy

of

excluding African Americans until 1926, forcing Johnson to seek opportunities
elsewhere.

As Richard McKinney has pointed

out,

African Americans denied an opportunity to study
president of Morehouse, and

Johnson was
at

in

good company among

Newton; both Benjamin Mays,

Howard Thurman, one of the

nation's great religious leaders

of the twentieth century, were encouraged to pursue further training
rather than applying to

Newton. Instead of seeking opportunities

however, Johnson applied

New

to

at

at

Virginia Union

Black

institutions,

and was accepted by Rochester Theological Seminary

in

York. Founded in 1850, "this institution established a reputation as an outstanding

center for theological education.

The curriculum was relevant

Some

month he received

his

nationally

for the time,

wherever they served." Johnson began

73

later

and

its

known

scholars were on the faculty.

graduates showed solid preparation

his studies there in

September 1913, the same

second bachelor's degree from the University of Chicago.

74

Ovington, pg. 48-9. Ovington cited an anonymous race leader as making the "good

man gone" comment.
74

McKinney,

pg. 30-2. Rochester admitted African Americans, but maintained a strict

quota of only two Black students

at a time.
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Perhaps nobody on the faculty made the curriculum more "relevant"

to serving

the "poor and afflicted" than Walter Rauschenbusch, America's leading theological

advocate of the "social gospel" in the early twentieth century. Rauschenbusch' s

initial

conservatism as a minister was challenged when he started working more closely with his
congregants in

New York City's

social issues at

work

"Hell's Kitchen," and

in their lives.

In time,

came

Rauschenbusch combined

training with decidedly worldly influences, including Karl

cooperative movement.

and attempted

to

remake

He
it

led a theological

in the

movement

Marx and

that

his theological

the British

engaged the larger world

most progressive image of the Christian

Central to his religious activism

was

the idea of the

Rauschenbusch and a group of like-minded clergy used
intellectual group, the

to recognize the larger

75

tradition.

Kingdom of God.

Indeed,

this idea as the basis for

an

Brotherhood of the Kingdom.

met every summer for a week's discussion of what
came to be called the social gospel. The members pledged themselves to
"exemplify obedience to the ethics of Jesus" in their personal lives and to
"propagate the thoughts of Jesus" to the limits of their ability. They were to "lay
stress on the social aims of Christianity" while endeavoring to make "Christ's
teaching concerning wealth operative in the Church." Expected to "take pains to
For more than twenty years

keep

in

touch with the

it

common

people," the brothers pledged themselves to try

"to infuse the religious spirit into the efforts for social amelioration."

For Rauschenbusch, the "Kingdom of God" was not meant

phenomenon based

in the next life, but

it

is

the

whole of the

be an other-worldly

an ideal for which to strive in this one. "In his

mind, the Kingdom was a universal ideal
humanity;

to

76

that included the entire social existence of

social gospel, he

once exclaimed."

77

Mays, (editor), A Gospel for the Social Awakening: Selections from the
Writings of Walter Rauschenbusch. New York: Association Press, 1950. Pg. 15-16, 18.
~

76
77

Benjamin

E.

Ibid,pg. 16.
Ibid, pg. 19-20.
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The

idea of the

"Kingdom of God" was
was

also intended to

not merely a set of criticisms towards the

goad organized

larger secular society.

It

emphases on doctrinal

issues, into constructive action.

We

saw

the

Church of Christ divided by

religion, with all of its

selfishness; every denomination intent

on

own progress, often at the expense of the progress of the Kingdom; churches
and pastors absorbed in their own affairs and jealous of one another; external
forms of worship and church polity magnified and the spirit neglected; the people
estranged from the church and the church indifferent to the movements of the
people; aberrations from creeds severely censured, and aberrations from the
its

Christian spirit of self-sacrifice tolerated.

To Rauschenbusch,

the ideal

embodied

in the

"Kingdom" gave people

a goal to

which

they could aspire in the reformation of their political, economic, and social institutions.

At the same time,

it

gave Christianity a renewed focus and relevancy

in the

modern

world, invigorating an institution that was increasingly seen as either outdated or distant

from the everyday concerns of its members.

Rauschenbusch saw no need

for the

78

modern Church of Christ

compete with

Church had a great

secular ideologies, including Marxism. In his mind, the Christian

deal to learn from these philosophies, ideas that were by no

to

means

antithetical to the

doctrines of Christ himself. For example, in his 1907 classic Christianity

Crisis,

he attacked the unequal balance of power between the economic

political

power

employees

inevitably on their side, and the conditions they inflicted

in the quest for

more wealth. Rauschenbusch

should support the labor movement, given

its

felt that

any

and

the Social

elites,

with

upon

their

true Christian

goals of uplift for the masses of working

people.

78

Hudson, Walter Rauschenbusch: Selected Writings.
Mahwah: Paulist Press, 1984. Pg. 74-6. The quote is from an 1893
Rauschenbusch, "The Brotherhood of the Kingdom."

Winthrop

S.
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New York
article

by

and

1

If

Christian

men

human lives and in the
and the morality of the people, they must wish

are really interested in the salvation of

health, the decency, the education,

well to the working people in their effort to secure such conditions for themselves

and

their dear

ones that they will not die of tuberculosis

in their prime,

nor feel

ground down by long hours of work, nor see their women and
children drawn into the merciless hopper of factory labor, nor be shut out from the
79
enjoyment of the culture about them which they have watered with their sweat.
their strength

Similarly, while

many

to spiritual matters,

ground with

its

ministers of the Gospel attacked

Rauschenbusch applauded

its

Marxism

for

its

lack of attention

goals and sought to find

common

adherents.

economic inequality] is even approximately feasible, it
should be hailed with joy by every patriot and Christian, for it would put a stop

If

such a solution

[to

our industrial war, drain off the miasmatic
our political democracy, and

lift

the great

swamp

working class

to an altogether different

footing of comfort, intelligence, security and moral strength.

embody

Five years

religions,

And

it

would

the principle of solidarity and fraternity in the fundamental institutions of
80

our industrial

life.

later,

Rauschenbusch took up many of the same ideas

Order (1912). Here, he drew

the Social

to

of undeserved poverty, save

based upon

The personal

their

a sharp distinction

engagement with

religion created

by

in Christianizing

between "dead" and "living"

society.

social Christianity will stand

one practical

test

of

which exceeds in value most of the proofs offered by theology: it
creates a larger life and the power of growth. Dead religion narrows our freedom,
contracts our horizon, limits our sympathies, and dwarfs our stature. Live religion
true religion

brings a sense of emancipation, the exhilaration of spiritual health, a tenderer [sic]
affection for

all

living things,

widening thoughts and aims, and a sure conviction

of the reality and righteousness of God.

8

Thus, Rauschenbusch brings to a logical conclusion more than twenty years of writing on
the social gospel. His emphasis

linear path

v

upon

a "live religion" rooted in "emancipation"

from the Gospel of Christ and the Kingdom of God on earth

Ibid, pg. 153-5.

°Ibid, pg. 155-6.
1

Ibid, pg. 175.
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to

draws a

modern

social

movements aimed

movement on

at

greater equality and the creation of a

the side of "the people,"

humane

Rauschenbusch saw no

Christianity and science or modernism, for

it

between

conflict

"requires surprisingly

little

engage
itself a

it

to

impose

and take from these social movements qualities

more dynamic presence

permanent danger

not to fence out the

and create a new

is

that could

make

an unsettling force which

new

to personal religion.

total that will
its

it

which had the

potential to

Rauschenbusch did not speak
relations, at least not to

this

ideology

in

unbalance for

new

contacts that

this

danger

83

entire generation of

this

was a form of

engage society and change the world.

to the possibilities of the social gospel in the

any great extent.

84

realm of race

Johnson, however, saw the great potential for

transforming race relations both within the United States and across the

globe. Throughout his career as a minister, a University president, and a "race man,

Johnson would rely upon some of the basic arguments

82
83

is

be completer and more Christian than the old

best.

passed through Rochester Theological. For Johnson,

Christianity

Church

fuse with the old religious faith

These ideas had a profound impact upon Mordecai Johnson and an

who

the

may

But the way to meet

social spirit, but to let

religious individualism at

pupils

sense."

on the social order, but

a time, break old religious habits and connections, and establish
are a

good

in the lives of people.

enthusiasm

true that the social

It is

itself

social

dogma and

speculative theology, and a tremendous quantity of holy will and scientific

At the same time, Christianity must not attempt

Placing his

society.

set forth

by Rauschenbusch

1 '

in his

Ibid, pg. 178-9.
Ibid, pg. 181-2.

84

Rauschenbusch did refer to the American abolitionist movement as the type of social
movement that was noticeably absent in the early history of the Church. In his mind,
however, this had more to do with the challenges facing the early generations of the
Church than it did their desire to improve the world around them. Walter
Rauschenbusch, Christianity and the Social Crisis. Edited by Robert D. Cross. New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1964. Pg. 152-3.
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teachings and writings.

By

infusing the social gospel and the

"Kingdom of God" with an

message, Johnson was able to use Rauschenbusch's ideas to attack a

antiracist

larger series of injustices than his

much

mentor ever imagined engaging through the modern

Christian Church.

Beyond Rochester, 1914-1916

As Johnson prepared

for the

summer of

1914, he cast his eyes upon the larger

landscape facing African Americans in the early twentieth century. In March, he wrote to
his mentor,

John Hope, on the

state

of affairs

at his

alma mater and within the larger

Black community. He was quite pleased with the direction Morehouse
1913) seemed to be taking, de-emphasizing the role of

itself in

Johnson hoped

that this

"that the College

was

preparatory school.

its

a sign of the school's maturation into a first-class university,

would some day be an

academic and college

training,

institution placing special

having no preparatory department

emphasis upon

at all."

divinity school, of course, that received his especial attention, as he

future, "It

(ABC renamed

ought not be necessary for our best

men

to leave the

It

hoped

South

was

the

that in the

to get their

DC

undergraduate divinity school work."

On more

general matters, Johnson viewed the landscape of Black America and

placed himself squarely on the side of W.E.B.
86

activists.

85

"I

am more and more

Mordecai Johnson

to

Du

Bois and his

impressed that agitation

is

camp of political

worth while.

If

the

John Hope, March 29, 1914. MJP, Box 178-8, Folder

1.

HUMD,

MSRC.
no evidence of contact between Du Bois and Johnson when both of them were
in Atlanta in the early 1900s. Johnson never mentioned any meetings between the two
men, in spite of their mutual friendships with John Hope. It is likely that Hope
There

is

introduced
full-time

Du

Bois to his favorite pupil before

work with

the

NAACP,

but this

is

Du

Bois

left

Atlanta University for his

merely speculation.

54

Neighborhood Union
their

work,

I

feel that

generation than

we

NAACP keep up

with other local organizations and the

in Atlanta

much

shall see a

many have hoped

measure of

larger

liberty

accorded us

in this

Although Johnson credited his experiences

for."

at

Rochester with broadening and challenging his perspectives on the world around him, his
support for a more aggressive campaign against American racism
leave the academy. "Sometimes

thick of the fight. But

factor in the

the

new

modern needs

I

must

adjustment.

get very impatient with

I

wait.

.

.

.

my

left

studies.

prudent to wait. Religion

It is

is

This religion re-emphasized with

will bring forth great

moral and

him anxious
I

to

long to be in the

going to be a great

new

spiritual engineers.

aspects to suit

God

grant that

I

0-7

may

be one of these
In the

among my own

people."

meantime, Johnson was busy preparing for another

took over a small pastorate

at the

Second

Baptist

Church

in

Mumford,

upstate village about twenty miles southwest of Rochester. His

Second Baptist came

in

November

1913,

when he gave

great Black writer, Paul Laurence Dunbar.

88

That summer, he

role.

first

New

York, a tiny

experience with

a recital there of the poetry of the

The following

year,

when

the church needed

a minister, Johnson found an opportunity to practice his future vocation before a small

yet willing congregation.

benefits to be gained

Ibid.

His correspondence with John Hope stressed the practical

from such an experience. "Here

Unfortunately, there

is

no evidence

Bois during the years when they were both
88

Flyer,

"A Rare

that

I

Johnson had any

in Atlanta at the

Treat in Store for You. Mr. Mordecai

with his Lecture Recital

Of the

Life and

shall gain a

Work

same

much needed

direct contact with

Du

time.

W. Johnson

Will Entertain us

of the Great Negro Poet Paul Laurence

Dunbar," Second Baptist Church, Mumford, NY, November 8, 1913. Box 178-15,
Folder 40. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. The flyer notes that the recital was a
"Great success in Chicago and Polatco, Fla." Unfortunately, neither Johnson nor anyone
else has ever given greater detail of

they

may have been

how

often Johnson gave these recitals, other places

given, etc.
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discipline in adaptation of

incidentally,

rural church.

I

shall

I

am

mind and

soul to the needs and affections of plain people, and

have the opportunity of studying
persuaded that here

largest opportunities for religious

the majority of African

in this field

work

that

Americans were

at first

hand

the

problems of the

of the rural church

can be found

in the rural

among our

South

one of the

lies

people. " Given that

at this time,

it

was a

rational

on

decision to spend the

summer

Unfortunately, there

in

in

such a setting.

is little

Mumford from 1914 through

surviving information regarding Johnson's activities

1916. According to

Edwin Embree, Johnson did

a "bold

thing" upon taking over the pastorate: "he opened the church to Methodists,

Presbyterians, Campbellites,

members of any

without giving up loyalty to their

own

come

sect, to

for these African

Americans

to

in the area to

form

this as a practical solution to the lack

worship

at

a Black Church.

It

constant in his speeches and sermons throughout his

denominational

lines.

When

90
life.

Mumford, even

as he

their

own

race-

of opportunities

also reflected his lack of

tolerance for strict divisions between Christian denominations, a trend that

to cultivate a substantial following in

members

church." Unlike the Baptists, these other

denominations did not have enough Black congregants

based churches. Thus Johnson saw

in as associate

would remain

Moreover, Johnson managed

worked across

he attempted to tender his resignation in

late

1915, citing the

Mordecai Johnson to John Hope, June 3, 1914. Box 178-8, Folder 1. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
90
Embree, pg. 1 86. Carter G. Woodson pointed out that the Black community
maintained far more churches than

it

needed because of the lack of cooperation across

denominational lines and an excess of Negro preachers. See Woodson, The History of
the Negro Church. Washington, D.C.: The Associated Publishers, 1972, pg. 292-6.
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demands of his
to deliver only

studies, the congregants refused to accept

one sermon each Sunday instead of two.

While few

details of his early pastorate exist,

offering instead to pay

it,

him

91

Johnson maintained a steady stream

of correspondence with John Hope throughout the period, including some detailed
discussions of Johnson's future prospects and of particular offers of employment.
(Virginia Union, for example, offered

ultimately declined.) Johnson

him

a chance to teach in 1915, an offer he

was primarily focused on whether he should continue

education after Rochester Theological or whether

more

constructive. In

expand

his

I

own

November

it

was time

to

engage

in

his

something

1915, for instance, Johnson yearned for opportunities to

horizons outside the academy.

have been persuaded

in the scholarly

—

mode

that there is

such a thing as getting one's mind

of thought and presentation

—

set

so firmly

and problems
humanity may

in abstract ideas

sympathy with the concrete problems of common
be alienated and passion to live among and to serve them may be lost. To me this
would mean spiritual death. I have no desire so deep as that my profoundest
thought and study shall take root from the struggle and sweat and pain and
fleeting joys of the common herd and spring up cast back its blossoms to refresh
the lives of those from whom it sprang.
of thought

that

Although Johnson downplayed the
other changes in his

a

life.

prominent Black family

idea,

Since his days

in

Johnson's eye when he was

it

seems

likely that he

in Atlanta,

was

also motivated

still

a professor at

woman from

he had courted a young

Augusta, Georgia. Anna Ethelyn Gardner

ABC. Her

father

was

by

first

caught

a brick

mason

in

Augusta, where his family came into contact with a number of prominent Black leaders,
including John Hope, Channing Tobias and Walter White.

Johnson met Walter White,

later the

head of the

91

Mordecai Johnson to John Hope, December
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
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2,

(It

was through Anna

that

NAAACP and an important backer of

1915.

Box

178-8, Folder

I.

Mordecai

Johnson throughout
have a relationship
traveled

his career.) Since she

until she

from Rochester

to

was a student

at

graduated in 1914. During the

Spelman, the two could not

summer of

Alabama, where she was teaching

a formal proposal of marriage,

which she accepted. His

1915, Johnson

Alabama

at

letter to

A&M,

John Hope

indicated that he wished to marry within the following year; ultimately, the

exchanged rings on Christmas Day, 1916

Augusta.

in

in

to

make

November

two

92

The Young Men's Christian Association, Colored Division
Aside from his pending nuptials, 1916 was a crucial year for Johnson on many
fronts.

He graduated

as valedictorian

from Rochester Theological Seminary

and was formally ordained a Baptist minister

at

Second Baptist

in June.

93

in the spring

As he

approached these milestones, however, Johnson received various offers of employment,

most notably from the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA). Johnson was
already developing a reputation as a public speaker, having "been invited to speak at

student

YMCA conferences" during his time at Rochester Theological.

As

early as 1914,

he addressed a meeting of the International Sunday School Convention in Chicago,
Illinois.

These engagements, combined with the

led to a concerted effort

by

the

direct

recommendation of John Hope,

YMCA to recruit him in

1916. This campaign was,

Mordecai Johnson to John Hope, November 4, 1915.
Box 178-8, Folder 1. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. A 1926 letter from Walter
White to Mordecai Johnson indicated that he had know Anna in Atlanta at the same time
Mordecai was a student at Morehouse. White even referred to the times he and Anna
worked together "in the chemical laboratory of Atlanta University." This connection
with Walter White served Johnson well in later years. Walter White to Mordecai
Johnson, September 13, 1926. Box 178-13, Folder 15, "Correspondence
Walter
White." Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
93
McKinney, pg. 34-5. McKinney pointed out that Johnson did not formally receive his
"

McKinney,

pg. 26-29, 34-36;

—

Bachelor of Divinity degree

until 1920, as

it

was

the policy of the school to grant the

degree after the submission of a thesis, which was to be written after the completion of
course work.
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spearheaded by the group's secretary of the Colored Men's Division, Dr. Jesse E.

Moorland.

94

Jesse

Moorland was not only a well-respected minister and

YMCA official, but a

founder of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History
Coincidentally, he

in

Memphis

was

also the uncle of Alice

Woodson, and had met

dampen Moorland's enthusiasm

YMCA sought promising Black candidates to
Max

Yergan,

who was

for the

fill

young Baptist

prod him

young Mordecai

sent to conduct missionary

April,

Johnson appeared

in the direction

of the

work

to accept

its

Student

in India.

95
.

Moorland's

to agonize over the decision, as

YMCA.

The

minister.

the shoes of one of

Throughout the spring of 1916, Johnson debated whether

March and

a

nine years earlier. Apparently, the rough break between Alice and Mordecai

did nothing to

Secretaries,

in 1915.

Moorland

offer.

In

tried to

Ultimately, in spite of Moorland's heavy

campaigning, Johnson insisted that he wanted to pursue a pastorate.

96

This seemed to

close the matter, but the surviving correspondence indicates that Moorland did not give

up quite so

easily.

Johnson reiterated his desire

to pursue the pastorate in early July.

stressing the points of confluence in their diverging paths.

I

desire again to thank

me
me

invest

my

life in

you for the

interest

the best possible way.

also repeat the wish that in

my chosen

which you have manifested in having
Let
I shall always be grateful to you.
field

of labor

opportunity to cooperate with you in your work.

I

may

Our aims

frequently find

are one.
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Mordecai Johnson to John Hope, July 28, 1914. Box 178-8, Folder I. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
95
McKinney, pg. 35; Embree, 186; Ovington, 50. Two decades later, Yergan and
Johnson would become founding members of the Council on African Affairs.
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Mordecai Johnson to Jesse Moorland, March 15, 1916; Moorland to Johnson, March
Ibid;

17, 1916;

Johnson to Moorland, April

3,

1916.

MJP, Box

178-9, Folder 18.

HUMD,

MSRC.
97

Mordecai Johnson

to Jesse

Moorland, July

6,

HUMD, MSRC.
59

1916.

MJP, Box

178-9, Folder 18.

Less than two weeks
starting salary of

Moorland offered Johnson

later.

$1200

starting in September.

situation, this proposition

was too tempting

the position one

more

Given Johnson's precarious

to resist.

time, with a

financial

Johnson wrote him two days

later

accepting the position of Student Secretary to the Colored Men's Department of the

YMCA. 98
Appropriately enough, Johnson's
a study of the African

American colleges

McKinney, Johnson's work "resulted
the

YMCA's

him

leaders

major task with the

in its

Southwest Region. According

in the reorganization of the Student

its

religious

programs

in these areas,

to gain challenging experience as a speaker

who would

leadership

YMCA was to conduct
to

Conference of

Southwest Region." In essence, Johnson helped the organization dictate the

nature and success of

for

first

At the same time

economic issues

to get to

know

important national

recognize his talents and potential. The demand for his future

was thus assured."

and-coming Black

and

while offering "an opportunity

that

leader, his

99

Johnson continued

to

make

a

name

for himself as an up-

YMCA experiences also allowed him to refine his views of

in the African

American community and

their intersections with issues

of spirituality. In August 1917, Johnson supplied the most detailed overview of his work
with the

YMCA in a memorandum to Moorland.

with students in

May

the Harpers Ferry

He made

work

several references to his

and June, specifically the Kings Mountain Student Conference and

Summer

School. The bulk of his

memo, however, was devoted

to

Johnson's work with Negro students and professors in the tobacco fields around Hartford,

98

Jesse

Moorland

Moorland, July
99

McKinney,

to

Mordecai Johnson, July

19, 1916.

MJP, Box

17,

1916; Mordecai Johnson to Jesse

178-9, Folder 18.

pg. 35-6.
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HUMD, MSRC.

Connecticut.

100

Given the amount of

detail

Johnson offered on

this subject,

it

deserves an

extended treatment here.

The Colored Men's division

Johnson

sent

these Black college students in their

to investigate the conditions facing

summer work. Hundreds of students (and

a handful

of professors as well) from historically-Black colleges and universities worked in these

Connecticut tobacco fields to earn some

money

for the

coming school

year. "I

found 762

students from about 25 colleges and schools located on 18 plantations of the

Connecticut] Leaf Tobacco Association

(a voluntary organization

composed of

individual and corporative tobacco growers) within a radius of 25 miles from Hartford,

Conn."

101

The schools represented among

institutions in the country, including

these students ranged from the leading Black

Howard, Tuskegee, and Morehouse,

to

schools like Allen University and the Holsey Institute. They included both

women, although

there

is

no numerical breakdown along gender

much

smaller

men and

lines.

Johnson's research received an "unexpected" boost from a local employment
agent, a Mr.

J.

Luddy of

Hartford,

who

provided Johnson with the use of his
visit

offered himself as a personal tour guide and

car.

Johnson readily accepted and thus "was able

14 of the 18 plantations" during the month-long investigation.

For information on the tobacco

fields in these regions, see

He hoped

to

to

Adrian Francis McDonald,

of Tobacco Production in Connecticut. New Haven: Yale University Press,
1936; and Elizabeth Ramsey, The History of Tobacco Production in the Connecticut

77?^ History

Valley. Northampton,
101

Mordecai Johnson

Folder

18.

102

MA:

Department of History at Smith College, 1930.
Moorland, August 9, 1917, page 1. MJP, Box 178-9,

to Jesse

HUMD, MSRC.

Johnson offers a table listing the name of the employer, the number of
farms they owned, locations of the farms, total student employees, and schools
represented. On page 2, Johnson refers to the women on the way: "You will be interested
to

Ibid,

page

know

that

10.

some school

girls are

Tobacco Co., has already prepared

expected also during harvest season. The Farnum
for the

coming of a group from High Point Academy."
61

accomplish four basic things: conduct inspections of the "sleeping and eating quarters,"
interview the students and professors working the farms, interview the "owners,

superintendents and overseers," and deliver personal addresses to the students. Thanks in

large part to

cases.

Luddy's help, Johnson accomplished

all

of his goals in the vast majority of

103

In

many ways,

with what he heard.

given the tenor of the times, Johnson had to be pleasantly surprised

"No

student complained of harsh and unsympathetic treatment."

A

majority of the students worked for around two dollars a day, while privately arranging

for their

own room and

board.

students, paid the prevailing

One

large firm,

employing almost a

wage and charged $4.50 per week

for

third of the total

room and board;

students were dissatisfied with this arrangement, as others were able to get

the

by on about

$2.75 per week. (The owner of that firm, the Griffin-Newberger Co., stated that he was
looking for a

new system

wage of about

What
racial

for the following year.)

thirty dollars

is

among

One

for the students.

from a contemporary perspective,

the employers, both in their

perspectives of the students.

other firms offered a monthly

and covered room and board

striking in the report,

animosity

Two

"Irish overseer"

is

104

the lack of

own comments and from

who was

initially

opposed

the

to the

presence of "Niggers of any kind" was converted by the examples of the students
themselves: "Mr. Johnson they are a fine set of boys

not believe

I

could get a group of white boys in

this

[,]

satisfactory in every way.

I

do

country to give such satisfaction in

Johnson inspected 13 of 14 sleeping/eating quarters; conducted
all 14 visits, interviewed professors in 4 of the 5 camps where
they were present, met with owners or overseers in 1 1 cases, and addressed students 12
times. At one camp, he gave two addresses.
104
Ibid, page 3.
Ibid,

page

2.

interviews with students in

62

every

way

as those

boys are giving and

Conn. Leaf Tobacco Association
labor a permanent feature for

the Black students

fact that

many

all

is

am

I

glad to say this."

so well satisfied that

it

Luddy

asserted that "the

proposed to make student

tobacco growing industry." The farmers did notice that

worked more slowly than

of the Poles had been doing

students were engaging in tobacco

work

the Polish hands, but attributed this to the

this for years,

while most of the Black

for the first time in their lives. Indeed, the only

note of dissatisfaction resulted from a small group of students, perhaps no more than
twenty-five,

who

decided to "leave the companies for other types of employment before

they have done sufficient work to pay their transportation expenses."

Some

of

this

10 '^

good-will carried over into relations between the Black students and

other laboring groups, including Poles, "Spaniards," and "Negro emmigrants [sic]"

working the

fields.

Johnson noted

themselves were often the

that the students

"aggressors" in seeking out interracial contacts with these groups, and that no "interracial misunderstanding[s]"

had resulted from these

Black students from Morehouse working
[sic]

Negro workers

in a

Sunday School which
mixed gathering

at the

page

in Floydville "cooperated with the

attracts these families

Sunday School

—

at

emmigrant

established a

and the Poles." Here, Johnson addressed a

"students,

emmigrant

[sic]

Negro

— gathered under one roof and engaged

many of the camps where

center of Negro population

Ibid,

one remarkable case,

In

community cleaning up campaign and they have

Poles['] families, native whites

Since

efforts.

in

families,

worship."

106

the Black students lived were separate "from the

Hartford," they created their

4.

Ibid, pg. 4-5.

63

own

institutions

among

themselves, including glee clubs, baseball teams, and religious meetings. Johnson was
particularly interested in this final aspect of

camp

life.

"In every group the general average of moral

organized

Young Men's

Several are close enough to villages to
camps have no organized religious life

While pleased with the overall
that "in

life is

Christian Associations.

effort

made

at

Overall, Johnson

believed, based on his

to take

.

.

Three camps have

Two or three

107

at all.

maintaining religious

life,

Johnson worried

sufficiently strong,"

and

an active role in attending to their needs.

came away with

own

.

have Sunday Schools.

attend church in a body.

most campus[es] the Christian students are not

encouraged the Association

good.

Two

several general impressions.

He

108

firmly

dealings with the owners and with Mr. Luddy, that the

Connecticut Leaf Tobacco Association could be convinced to pay the expenses of a

YMCA representative to visit the students each summer and check on their welfare.
Johnson particularly identified Luddy as a potential

ally in case the Association

an ally "to bring pressure to bear upon any employer

who

is

needed

negligent of his duty toward

our men." Johnson foresaw the growth of a mutual friendship, not only between the

employers and the

YMCA,

but employers and the leaders of the

the students. College presidents

HBCUs represented by

and administrators, Johnson thought, could

assist

employers when students failed to repay transportation expenses, while also serving as a
pressure group protecting the rights of the workers themselves.

Johnson's analysis of

this

109

symbiotic relationship carried over into his assessment

of student behavior. In a very telling section, Johnson wrote:

I

know

that these students are

making a broad way

107
108

109

Ibid, pg. 6.
n, .
n
Ibid, pg. 7.
•

Ibid, pg. 7-8.
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for increasingly large groups

1

of other fellows to follow them in

this and similar work; they are confronting
on the Negro question; they are creating an atmosphere of
confidence in the worthiness of Negro labor and they are making it less difficult
for fund seeking Presidents to secure the needed financial support for these

many

sceptics [sic]

1

schools.

added.]

[Italics

10

His addresses to the Black students

urged them to pray and work as
tasks

may

men who

continue and increase." Here,

side of Johnson emerging.

To

work camps

at the

stressed these very ideals. "I

are conscientiously concerned that these large

we

see a pragmatic and

somewhat opportunistic

his credit, he does not seek to sacrifice the interests of the

students themselves. But he does wish to use their positive experiences to build bridges

between Black colleges and white

ABC

industrialists.

Perhaps Johnson's

and his relationship with John Hope allowed him

such a perspective. For someone

who was

such a way, however, demonstrates a

Black America and

its

much broader

understanding of the realities facing

almost a

It is

coming

and promoting inter-group solutions.

dollars and cents of Black education, however,

an old idea."

at

not yet an academic to connect the pieces in

"complexional institutions."

common problems

experiences

approach the situation from

to

the racial situation: the best representatives of each group

through

own

Du

Boisian analysis of

together,

working

In getting

down

to the

Johnson reveals a very pragmatic take on

1

Mordecai Johnson's experiences with the

two important purposes.

First,

YMCA in the summer of

1917 served

they solidified his existing relationship with Jesse

Moorland because Johnson's work with Negro youth touched upon an area of concern
which Moorland devoted much of his professional

Moorland remembered

110
1

the

Ibid,

page

It is

work they did together when,

Ibid, pg. 6-7.

1

life.

7.
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highly probably that

as a

member

of the

Howard

to

Board of Trustees
institution.

in 1926,

he supported Johnson's candidacy for president of the

Moorland knew

students and,

Johnson had experience with Black college

first-hand that

more importantly, an understanding of the

relationships needed to maintain

such an institution financially.
Just as crucial to the trajectory of Johnson's career

political

development. In particular, his work

in July

was

the effect

it

had on

his

1917 investigating the conditions

facing Negro students working on Connecticut tobacco farms provided a subtle, yet

ultimately radicalizing, effect.

rural

communities,

this

Black workers, nor was

summer project
and

did,

was not

Given
the

his

first

this his first

academic background and

time that he learned of the challenges facing

hands-on experiencing with the Black masses. This

Since the

YMCA was interested in both the spiritual and

material well-being of these Black students, proposing to

activism,

in the future to

economic

They were not just

work with

however, provide a very tangible link between his religious calling

his political outlook.

employees

his earlier

justice

work

directly with workers

and

improve labor conditions as much as possible. Here, labor
and

spirituality

abstract ideas.

were inextricably linked with one another.

Johnson examined the religious and moral practices of

these students in connection with their basic living conditions: wages, shelter, diet,

entertainment, and organizations. For him, there

was no

artificial

boundary

line

separating the secular and the spiritual, both of which needed to be rooted in the lived

experiences of people and influencing those lives in a positive way. These ideas

dominated Johnson's public stances on a wide range of
the

Cold War,

for the duration of his public

life.
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political issues,

from unionism

to

Moreover, the Connecticut project gave Johnson an appreciation of the possible
alliances to be had

between not only labor and

and Black leaders. As he saw

one

in

which

all sides

it,

there

capital, but also

was room

between white

capitalists

for a mutually-beneficial relationship,

of the equation derived some

profit.

In theory, the fostering of

such liaisons between the Black and white communities might cut through difficulties
facing not only Black colleges, but Black laborers, business leaders, and political activists

as well.

The problem, however, was

tenuous foundations in

that

Johnson's entire idea rested upon several

this specific instance: 1)

an absence of overt racism from the

whites in question, 2) an inter-racial situation devoid of tension or competition, and 3) a
lack of Black protest against any particular issue under white control.

As Johnson

later

learned, his best efforts to control these intangibles often ran into the harsh walls of

reality.

Those harsh

realities

made themselves known

in the

YMCA itself.

Johnson attended a conference sponsored by the organization
Jersey.

To Johnson's shock and dismay, "he found

When

in Atlantic City,

New

Negro members barred from

the

eating and sleeping in the hotel where the meetings were held." Faced with such overt

acquiescence to racism, Johnson "resigned
could hope to carry out

its

at

once.

He

didn't see

program of bringing the whole world

not carry out the central teachings of Jesus in

"showed moral courage and

fortitude

its

when he

home

country."

how

this

organization

to Christianity if

~

it

could

While Johnson

resigned suddenly from the

YMCA,

especially because he had no immediate job prospects," he certainly had to be concerned

with his decision. His bride of six months, Anna, was already three months pregnant

112

Embree, pg. 186-7.
67

1

with their

13

first child.

Luckily for the Johnsons, his work with the

national attention and an intriguing opportunity to

The end of the summer of 1917 marked
Johnson's
Virginia.

in 1926,

On September

life.

114

1,3

do God's work soon presented

the beginning of a

new chapter

1917, he assumed a pastorate in Charleston,

itself.

in

West

His years in Charleston, leading up to his ascension to president of

Howard

coincided with his growing reputation as an orator and race leader. These

crucial years allowed

religious

L,

YMCA attracted

work

Johnson

to

to the well-being

McKinney,

develop his leadership

skills,

of the Black community

pg. 36-7.

114

Ibid, pg. 38.
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while connecting his

at large.

CHAPTER

2

ANSWERING THE CALL TO SERVICE,
T.

Edward

Hill, the director

Statistics,

bragged

in

There

is

of the West Virginia Bureau of Negro Welfare and

1922 about the

no State

in the

1917-1925

status of colored

men and women

United States where there

is

in his

home

state.

greater harmony, better

understanding, or a better spirit of co-operation between the white and Negro
races than there is in West Virginia. The races live side by side, work side by

co-operate for community uplift and show a spirit offairness and tolerance
unsurpassed anywhere and equaled in but few places. Each race pursues its

side,

happiness with high regard for the happiness of the other. Neither radical
Negroes nor demagogic white men who seek to accomplish the desired ends by

fanning the sparks of race prejudice into hate and strife find favor with the great
mass of sane and conservative people of West Virginia}

While Blacks

in

West Virginia

certainly

had greater

political

and economic opportunities

than the rest of the South, severe challenges stood between them and

full equality.

Lynching, segregation and job discrimination posed formidable barriers to African

Americans

in search

of a

full

arrived in 1917 to take up his

stake in

new

Baptist

difficult if not

society.

his duties with that city's

Association for the Advancement of Colored People

overlap between the two roles that

it

is

sometimes

NAACP were
1

T.

Edward

may

not

seem

at the First

branch of the National

(NAACP). There was

difficult to assess

and the other began. Given the role of Black churches
it

Johnson

wherever possible.

impossible to separate Mordecai Johnson's work

Church of Charleston and

struggle in later years,

When Mordecai

pastorate, he immediately plunged into the efforts of

local Blacks to fight these conditions

It is

West Virginia

so

much

where one job ended

in the African

American freedom

surprising that First Baptist and the Charleston

so closely connected. At the time, however, Black churches were far less

Hill.

The Negro

in

West Virginia, 1921-1922. Charleston,

Printing Co., 1922. Pg. 51.
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WV:

Tribune

likely to play

such a direct role in political matters, making

interesting note in the early history of the

NAACP. 2 Where

with the points of coincidence between these institutions.

however,

NAACP.
Baptist

that other

to

needed,

One must

this

chapter will deal

not assume,

must not ignore the unique programs established by the

meet the needs of the growing Black community

separate from those advanced by the

Johnson's work in each area

When Johnson

NAACP.

—programs

1

Therefore,

I

will try to

~

First

entirely

review Mordecai

in turn.

arrived in Charleston in 1917, he encountered a city in the midst of

a tremendous period of growth. In 1900, the city had a population of only

1910, this figure

involvement an

Black religious denominations were excluded from the work of the

Similarly, one

Church

First Baptist's

jumped

to 22,996,

and continued growing

John Brown Childs' work on intersections between Black

to nearly forty

politics

1,099.

By

thousand

in

1

and religion includes

a brief yet helpful overview of the literature the field and the debates over the nature of
politics in the Black church. See Childs, The Black Political Minister: A Study in AfroAmerican Politics and Religion. Boston: G.K. Hall & Co., 1980, pg. 1-25. Gilraud S.
Wilmore pointed out that during the first years of the NAACP, the group "met in many
churches immediately after the benediction was pronounced." But during the same
period, he argued, the Black Church was "becoming thoroughly middle-class" and
marginalized from the more radical politics of the Black masses. See Gilraud S.
Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism: An Interpretation of the Religious

History of African Americans. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1998, pg. 163-195.
3
In this respect, of course, First Baptist mirrored the activities of other Black churches
nationwide, especially those tending to growing Black urban populations. For histories

of Black urban parishes in the early twentieth century, see C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence
in the African American Experience. Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 1990, Chapter 6; Milton C. Sernett, Bound for the
Promised Land: African American Religion and The Great Migration. Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 1997; Ida Rousseau Mukenge, The Black Church in
Urban America: A Case Study in Political Economy. New York: University Press of
America, 1983, Chapters 1 and 2. For urban church histories focusing on particular areas
of the country, see Henry Pratt, Churches and Urban Government in Detroit and New
York, 1895-1994. Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2004, Chapters 1 and 2;
Clarence Taylor, The Black Churches of Brooklyn. New York: Columbia University
Press, 1994, Chapter 1; Wilson Fallin, The African American Church in Birmingham,
1815-1963: A Shelter in the Storm. New York: Garland Publishing, 1997.

H. Mamiya, The Black Church
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1920.

4

The population

total population.

1910

—

1920 included 4,502 Negroes comprising

in

This actually marked a decline

in their

1

1.4 percent of the

percentage from 13.4 percent in

a trend that started in 1900 due to an influx of both native Whites and foreign-

born Whites to the

5

city.

It is

not surprising that the vast majority of

Black workers were relegated to blue-collar occupations.
as a whole,

For the

West

state

Virginia's

of West Virginia

more than 56.5 percent of working-age Black men were involved

in the

"extraction of minerals." Another 15.2 percent

worked

mechanical industries" and 8.8 percent were

"domestic and personal service." Thus,

nearly eighty percent of employed Black

the

numbers were even

starker.

in

men worked

in

"manufacturing and

in these industries.

Of 6,001 Negro women

For women,

workforce, 5,1

in the

percent were in domestic and personal service. Included in that

1 1

or 85.2

number were 2,999

servants and 1,182 laundresses. All the numbers point to a heavily working-class

environment for African Americans

During

this time, a

much slower rate

than

its

in

West

Virginia.

6

small Black middle class did begin to develop, though

White counterpart. By 1920, Black males comprised 4.3

percent of the state's "professionals"; over two-thirds of these
schoolteachers or ministers. African American

women were

men were

4

over 84 percent of these

women were

either

virtually equal in their

professional percentage (4.4 percent), although they were even

activities:

at a

more concentrated

schoolteachers. At the

same

in their

time, Black

United States Census Bureau. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Vol. 1:
Number and Distribution of Inhabitants. Washington, D.C.: Government

Population,

Printing Office, 1921. Pg. 313.
5

United States Census Bureau. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Vol. 3:
Population. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1922. Pg. 1110.
6

United States Census Bureau. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Vol. 4:
Population. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1923. Pg. 1039-1042.
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women
all

controlled a relatively large

female businesswomen

businesses

among West

number of businesses, representing

By

in the state.

Virginia males.

contrast, Black

men

ran only 3.8 percent of

The men, however, demonstrated

of business activities, including barber shops, restaurants, pool halls,

tailoring

and shoemaking.

On

10.8 percent of

the other hand,

Black

proprietors of boarding houses or small hotels.

women were

retail

a greater range

shops,

almost exclusively the

Both Black men and

women

represented

only a miniscule portion of clerical workers, but they did include a small number of

bookkeepers, insurance agents, mail carriers, and other positions that placed African

Americans firmly within the middle

class of the race.

For Charleston Blacks, however, there did seem
Setting aside for a

moment any arguments over

Black youths held

their

aged 7

to 13 years,

own

to

be one ray of hope: education.

the quality of local schools, Charleston's

against whites in terms of school attendance. For children

Blacks attended

at

a 91.2 percent rate, compared with 93.9 percent for

native-born whites. Between the ages of fourteen and twenty, however, Blacks actually
o

attended

at

higher rates than their white counterparts.

The quality of this education,

though, can be seen in the illiteracy rates for both groups. While Blacks routinely scored

higher than foreign-born whites, they were more than three-and-a-half times as likely as

7

Joe William Trotter,

Jr.,

Coal, Class,

and Color: Blacks

in

Southern West Virginia

1915-32. Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1990. Pg. 148-155. The

number of Black women
According

to the

1920 may actually be understated.
there were no Black women listed as

in the business class in

1920 Census

figures,

hairdressers/manicurists, in contrast to 317 Black male barbers, representing nearly half

of

all

businesses run by Black men.

hairdressers.

It

seems

By

1930, 109 Black

women were

some of the 1920 businesses
outright, by women.

likely that

listed as

attributed to

Black

were in fact run, jointly or
8
United States Census Bureau. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920,
Population. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1922. Pg. 1129.
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men

Vol. 2:

their white counterparts to

be

likely after the age of twenty.

To be

age of

ten,

and four-and-a-half times as

9

these statistics also reflect the educational flaws of the South as a

fair,

whole, for during

illiterate after the

this

period Southern Blacks were slowly moving towards the North.

The coal-mining regions of West Virginia and developing urban
thus attracted a great

Edward

Hill,

Statistics,

West

number of Black workers from other

Virginia's

wrote in 1922,

[1890-1920] were wholly
families

West

many of the

first

"Many

areas of the South.

of the adults

all

who came

T.

to this State during that period

and when they became established and brought

their

ages had had no schooling whatever. For 30 years,

Virginia has been busily engaged in educating Negroes

sadly neglected by their native States."

Taken

As

Director of the Bureau of Negro Welfare and

illiterate

children of

areas like Charleston

whose education had been

10

together, these factors pointed to a growing, distinctly working-class Black

population in a rapidly expanding urban environment, along with a small but stable

middle

class.

These African Americans believed

social uplift, as

in the

power of education

as a tool of

evidenced in the number of Black children attending schools. But they

were certainly victims of discrimination and threatened with an expanding white
population

that,

perhaps, saw

little

need

to

change

its

racial priorities.

Even

Hill,

who

maintained optimistically that few states in the nation were as progressive on racial issues

9

Ibid, pg. 1230.

10

T.

Edward

Hill,

The Negro

in

West Virginia 1921-1922. Charleston,

Printing Co., 1922. Pg. 24.
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WV:

Tribune

as

West

Virginia, lamented

Ku Klux Klan

activities in the state, including threats against

prominent Blacks and parades through Black sections of some cities."
Fresh from his experiences with the

YMCA,

Mordecai Johnson arrived

fields of Connecticut,

not far

removed from

in Charleston

Black population. The events of these years helped bring him
and, ultimately, thrust

The

First Baptist

The

him

on a much

into the spotlight

the tobacco

on a mission
to national

to serve

its

prominence

larger stage.

Church of Charleston

Baptist faith

among West

Virginia Blacks predated the existence of

West

Virginia as a separate state. Richard Hill dated the beginnings of the Black Baptist

experience in the state to

Hollow.
in

*"

1

852 with the meeting of a

In the aftermath of the Civil

and around Charleston sought

Much

circumstances.

War,

as in

Hawk

of the South, the Black Baptists

new

of the early history of Black Baptists in this region coincided with

presumably for former slaves and Black youths
to

much

to institutionalize their faith in light of their

the formal establishment of local church branches

home

Black

"free-for-all" church in

two "colored schools"

in

and the attempt

alike.

By

1866,

to build schools,

Kanawha County was

Chappel's Hollow and Tinkersville

13
,

as well as the

African Zion Baptist Church in Tinkersville. Splits within the church, particularly over

11

Edward, pg. 52-54.

Hill, T.
12

Richard

(Richard
to the

History of the First Baptist Church of Charleston, West Virginia.
Charleston, WV), c. 1934. Pg. 5. By a "free-for-all church," Hill referred

Hill,

Hill:

presence of both "Missionary Baptists" and "Regular or Primitive Baptists" in the

congregation. There

name of one
13

is

no further discussion of the composition of this group beyond the

early leader.

The Tinkersville school had a notable
eight-year old Booker T. Washington, who later founded
Ibid, pg. 5, 7-8.
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pupil shortly after
its

Sunday School.

its

founding:

the dismissal of a popular leader, Elder F.C. James, led to the creation of Little

Baptist

Church

in

Chappel's Hollow and a

First Baptist

the flock.

As

sister

church

Zion

in Charleston, First Baptist.

14

took special care to seek "prepared" or educated ministers to tend to

early as 1878, the First Baptist Church's executive committee passed a

resolution that sought to ensure learned preachers in the future.

Whereas

it is

necessary that the Baptists should adopt some plan of procedure for

recommendations for
license, and whereas this is an age of improvement, both mentally and morally
and requires a higher order of talent than formerly, and in order to stimulate our
young men to greater exertion, especially those who have the ministry in view,
therefore be it resolved, that all applicants for license shall be examined in
Reading, Writing, Grammar, and Geography, and if found competent in the
fundamental principles set forth in the above, there being no other
their officers in relation to the granting of licenses or

disqualification, said license shall be granted.

At the same time,
changing

William

this increased

15

emphasis upon education

interests within the larger ranks of

at First

Baptist also reflected

West Virginia's Black population. As Joe

Trotter, Jr. pointed out, these African

Americans increasingly expected members

of the Black clergy to be not only educated, but engaged and informed as to the larger
struggles of the

community.

As blacks entered

the southern

West Virginia

coalfields in greater numbers,

although they retained important cultural links with their rural past, their religious
beliefs

and practices underwent gradual transformation. Although the evidence is
emerged in the prewar years.

quite sparse, apparently an educated black ministry

leadership, emotional services increasingly gave way to ones featuring
and logical sermons often concerned with improving temporal society,
economic, and political conditions, and above all, with the proper attitude and
behavior for racial progress in the new industrial age. These emphases

Under

its

rational

undoubtedly had antecedents

emerged

southern West Virginia.

14

15

16

in the southern

black religious experience, but they

clearly within the socioeconomic, political, and cultural environment of
1

Ibid, pg. 8-9.
Ibid, pg. 12.

Trotter, pg. 41.
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Thus, the ascension of Mordecai Johnson to head the church

1917 was merely the

in

culmination of several decades of ideology within the First Baptist Church and the larger
sociological trends in Black

West

To be

Virginia.

sure,

none of

anything approaching Johnson's education. But then again,

anywhere

As

in the

it

in

had

his predecessors

1917, few Black preachers

country could match his educational attainments.

17

turns out, other churches outside of Charleston also noticed the fiery

orator and were intent on

wooing him

to their parishes.

formally approve Johnson's position until

May

The

10. 1918.

18

First Baptist

Just over a

young

Church did not

month

S.R.

later,

Morsell wrote to Johnson, extending him an invitation to take over a large church in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Morsell

parish. "Personally I'd give

among

the

much

young people of this

was

own

direct in presenting the case in favor of his

to see

you have your hand

great city.

.

.

.

More

in the

work of leadership

important, however,

is

the great

opportunity for service presented by this pastorate. The membership of the church

about (2,000) two thousand."

19

Johnson politely declined the offer

is

after careful

17

While there were increasing numbers of African Americans attending seminary schools
at this time, it was hardly enough to keep up with the demand for qualified ministers. At
the same time, many of the professors teaching theology courses at HBCUs were
concentrated in a very small number of institutions. See W.A. Daniel, The Education of
Negro Ministers. New York: George H. Doran Company, 1925. His study is discussed
in further detail in Chapter 4. See also Benjamin Elijah Mays and Joseph William
Nicholson, The Negro's Church. New York: Russell & Russell, 1969, pg. 40-57. Their
original 1933 study indicated that "80 per cent of the urban pastors of this report are not
college trained; that 86.6 per cent do not have B.D. degrees; that 81.6 per cent have
neither B.D. nor B.Th. degrees; and that 72.3 per cent have neither college nor seminary

degrees." Pg. 55-6.

who

Still, it is

important to keep in mind that even those Black preachers

lacked a degree in theology often had

much more

education by the early 20

th

century

than their predecessors in previous decades. See Carter G. Woodson, The History of the
Negro Church. Washington, D.C.: The Associated Publishers, 1972, pg. 194-7.
18

19

Edward, pg. 20.
S.R. Morsell to Mordecai Johnson, June

9,

Folder 17.

Hill, T.

MSRC, Howard

14, 1918.

University.
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Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box 178-

consideration. "I have been at Charleston less than a year.

I

have found the

service large and the people heartily willing to cooperate in hard

My

kind.

but

I

am

salary

is

somewhat

less than that

determined to remain here

which the Pittsburg

in spite of that fact."

work of a

[sic]

the popularity of the Baptists

January 21, 1921

compared

to

letter,

among

Johnson wrote

approximately 250 in the

constructive

church might

offer,

20

Johnson entered a thriving parish on the verge of outgrowing

Given

field of

area Blacks, this

is

its

present home.

hardly surprising. In a

that area Baptist churches totaled

1400 members,

AME Churches and 350 in the ME Churches.

Recognizing both the opportunities such growth provided for his church and the need for
careful planning, Johnson sought as early as 1917, before his formal election as the

pastor, to shore

up the church's financial

situation.

"In 1917, under his direction, the

church instituted a budget system, established on the principle that each
pledge to give a certain amount, per week, per month, or per year, and
distributed to pay

it

supported."

plan

its

21

all

the current expense of the church

and

the church deal with

Richard

its

should

system was

to sustain all the causes

its

which

revenues and

coming year accordingly.

activities for the

to

member

this

This budget allowed the church to increase and monitor

According

new

Hill,

it

was

this sort

of tightly-focused planning that helped

next round of expansion in 1920. Part of the reason for the

growth, Hill argues, was Johnson himself. "By continued preaching of a high order, and
a series of evangelistic campaigns, the

capacity of the building

Mordecai Johnson
9,
21

Folder

17.

.

.

.

."

to several times the

Johnson and the church leaders agreed

to S.R. Morsell,

MSRC, Howard

membership was increased

in

June 1920

to

June 26, 1918. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box 178-

University.

Hill, Richard, pg. 23.
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borrow $6,000 towards the purchase of a new church property

Shrewsbury and Lewis

two weeks time

in just

Streets.

A pledge

at the

corner of

drive later that year succeeded in raising $7,000

to erase the church's debt to the bank.

"In the course of Mr.

Johnson's administration thru successive and well planned drives, the entire indebtedness
of the

new property was

liquidated, thereby clearing the title to the ground.

Johnson apparently had no problems rallying his congregation

."
.

.

to the support of the

church. Moreover, in the eyes of the local Black community, he was a dynamic speaker,

a capable administrator,

and an

intelligent leader

who was

slowly growing in national

importance as well.

Johnson's accomplishments were not confined to the budget or the enrollment
the church.

He was

at

also genuinely interested in improving the intellectual and material

conditions of his followers.

leadership, the First Baptist

social welfare auxiliaries

23

According

to

one

historian,

"Under Johnson's energetic

Church of Charleston developed an expanding variety of

and a weekly news

black business and professional advertisers."

bulletin, supported
24

For example, the

by an extensive roster of
First Baptist

Church

began a "Church Library on Negro Life and History, Religious Education, Social Service,
and Missions" during his administration.

25

Unfortunately, there are no details of the

types of materials included in these categories or

the Church.

22
23

how

they were used by the

But the existence of a library with such foci does point

members of

to several important

Ibid, pg. 23.

This was certainly in keeping with the traditional role of Baptist congregations in the

Black community. See Hans A. Baer and Merrill Singer, African American Religion:
Varieties of Protest and Accomodation. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2002,
pg. 75-7.

Still,

maintaining the church's finances was always a pressing issue for Black

Baptist ministers. Baer and Singer, 79-81.
24

Trotter, pg.

25

Hill,

190

Richard, pg. 24.
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aspects of Johnson's religious and political philosophies. Certainly, time and again

throughout his career, he emphasized the need for service, particularly by the educated on
behalf of the underprivileged. Hence,

it

is

no surprise

"Missions" were represented. Given Johnson's

own

that "Social Service"

educational achievements and the

past emphasis of First Baptist, the section on "Religious Education"

Most
date

is

intriguing of

all,

though,

is

and

was

to

be expected.

on "Negro Life and History."

the section

given by Hill for the founding of the library, other than to say

it

No

was during

Johnson's administration. The evidence suggests that by the time he arrived in
Charleston, Johnson was already a dues-paying

member

Association for the Study of Negro Life and History

(ASNLH). Throughout

years in the city, Johnson corresponded with Woodson,

article

of Carter G. Woodson's

who even

Woodson

it

seemed

also supplied

that

Johnson was too busy

Johnson with copies of

his

to ever

own

comply with

works,

while Johnson returned the favor by engaging in fundraising

in

at

solicit

an

should not assume that
history.

Johnson

in

It is

this

was

possible that

an attempt to

the only reason

why

times free of charge,

library.

the activism of this African

texts available to the entire

American community and

79

ASNLH

and

Of course, one

the church maintained a library

members of this community voiced

make such

this request).

behalf of

purchasing a subscription to the Journal on behalf of the church

Given

attempted to

from Johnson for the Journal of Negro History. (As with many of his

commitments,

Black

few

his first

its

their

own

on

desires to

Church population.
emphasis on an educated

clergy,

it is

reasonable to assume that the library was a result of both Johnson's emphasis

personal interest and the

demands of Charleston Blacks themselves. 26

Another interesting project

initiated during

Johnson's tenure

the establishment of a "Cooperative Business Store."

in

Charleston was

During the summer of 1919,

Johnson corresponded with A.D. Warbasse, Educational Director of the Co-operative

League of America and one of the nation's foremost proponents of the cooperative
model. Warbasse sent him pamphlets on

emphasizing

to

Johnson

that the

key

"How

to Start a

to successfully

Co-Operative Store,"

running such an enterprise was

adequately educating the membership. The result was the Rochdale Cash Grocery
Cooperative,

named

after the

Rochdale Cooperative, an English group founded

in

on the cooperative model. Despite Warbasse's advice, Richard McKinney noted
enterprise "did not endure for

on

its

many

1837

that the

years because of the lack of trained people to carry

operations," although he praised

it

for "rais[ing] the consciousness of those

involved regarding the importance of understanding the economic forces affecting their

security."

27

As with

the library, there

is little

Certainly, part of Johnson's inspiration

existing information

came from

on

this tantalizing project.

his exposure to the cooperative

to Mordecai Johnson, September 14, 1917; Woodson to Johnson,
Johnson to Woodson, March 14, 1918; Woodson to Johnson, April 26,
1918; Johnson to Woodson, May 17, 1918; Johnson to Woodson, September 19, 1918;
Woodson to Johnson, October 29, 1918; Johnson to Woodson, April 1, 1919; Woodson
to Johnson, December 14, 1923; Johnson to Woodson, January 22, 1924. Box 178-14,
Folder 5. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
27
A.D. Warbasse to Mordecai Johnson, July 12, 1919. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box
"

Carter G.

March

Woodson

11, 1918;

178-13, Folder 11.

MSRC, Howard University;
80

and McKinney, pg. 41-42.

28

movement while

a student in Rochester.

venture, Johnson

was heavily influenced by W.E.B. Du Bois,

NAACP's
titled

likely that in the

Du

calls for selfless

sounded the same note of
Tenth and

that

we

economic cooperation

shall

thoroughly understand the

to benefit the

in his calls for "service"

by Black

Bois, Johnson took his cues from similar

Russia, France and Denmark.

Most

likely, as

an

Black masses

elites.

movements

in

It is

unclear

Great Britain,

NAACP member and a subscriber to

Crisis,

Johnson learned of these movements from

model

to his

own

the fiery editor of the

sacrifice he put forth in his earlier theories of the Talented

Johnson stressed

Du

whether, like

to this

Bois took the opportunity to promote the Negro

Cooperative Guild, calling for "a year in study, so that

movement." His

months leading up

Earlier that year, in a January 1919 article fittingly

official organ, the Crisis.

"Consumers' Cooperation,"

It is

Du

Bois and decided to apply that

parish in Charleston."

The author also cites Walter Rauschenbusch's "social gospel" as
an influence in this realm. Beyond Rauschenbusch, it is likely that Johnson was familiar
with the works of A.D. Warbasse, James Peter Warbasse and other members of the Cooperative League of America on this subject. See the following pamphlets published by
the Co-operative League during this period: James Peter Warbasse, "The Destiny of the
Co-Operative Movement," 1919; Agnes D. Warbasse, "The Story of Co-Operation: A
Survey of the Beginnings and Growth of the Movement for the Economic Emancipation
of the People," 1919; Harry W. Laidler, "The British Co-operative Movement," 1918;
'

McKinney,

pg. 41.

and Albert Sonnichsen, "Consumers' Co-operation During the War," November 1917.
29
Du Bois, W.E.B. The Emerging Thought of W.E.B. Du Bois: Essays and Editorial
from The Crisis, ed. Henry Lee Moon. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972. Pg. 160.
Of course, in the late- 1910s and early- 1920s, Marcus Garvey also promoted Black
economic cooperation, soliciting widespread Black support for a number of small
business ventures and the Black Star Line. There is no evidence that Johnson was
directly influenced by Garvey, but Johnson was certainly aware of Garvey' s ideas and
practices. For examples of Garvey's economic policies, see Judith Stein, The World of
Marcus Gar\>ey: Race and Class in Modern Society. Baton Rouge and London:
Louisiana State University Press, 1986, pg. 37, 63-4, 101-7; Tony Martin, Race First:
The Ideological and Organizational Struggles of Marcus Garvey and the Universal

Negro Improvement Association. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1976, pg. 53-5;
Edmund David Cronon, Black Moses: The Story of Marcus Garvey and the Universal
81

Regardless of his motivations, Johnson apparently

After he assumed the presidency of

this effort in Charleston.

Matney, President of the Bluefield
participate in a conference

Johnson

which you

started."

He

Institute

"I

Howard

in

had the pleasure of visiting the store

commencement

Johnson portrayed himself as "deeply interested

Bois with you.

It

people, but once

however, that

it is

in the

established

I

am

in the

cooperative

30

Unfortunately, Johnson

Still,

Cooperative Movement." Johnson

possible for you to have Dr. Warbasse and Dr.

persuaded

it

movement

is

Movement among

can do a far reaching good."

Certainly, given Johnson's concern with issues of

involvement

to

in Charleston

exercises at Howard.

will be difficult to establish the Cooperative

it is

W.C.

also included articles on cooperative activities nationwide,

could not attend, as the event coincided with

to learn,

University,

June 1927. In asking

including several accounts from the Black press of the period.

was "happy

quite an impression with

Co-Operative Society, invited Johnson

on the cooperative movement

Matney wrote,

to attend,

made

economic justice,

Du

colored

31

his

a natural extension of his political and

Negro Improvement Association. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1955, pg.
174, 195-7; Amy Jacques Garvey, Garvey and Garveyism. Kingston, Jamaica: 1963, pg.
26-8; Amy Jacques Garvey (ed.), Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey, Volumes I

& II. New

York: Atheneum Press, 1969, pg. 48 (Vol. I), 69-76 (Vol. II). Moreover, a
number of Southern cities had strong Garveyite followings. See Claudrena N. Harold,

The Rise and Fall of the Garvey Movement in the Urban South, 1 91 8- 1942. New York
and London: Routledge, 2007. One author has noted that a number of Black ministers
across the country became vocal supporters of Garvey, including several well-known
Baptists. See Randall K. Burkett, Garveyism as a Religious Movement: The
Institutionalization of a Black Civil Religion. Metuchen, NJ and London: The Scarecrow
Press, Inc., 1978,
30

Chapter

4.

Mordecai Johnson, May 10, 1927. Correspondence, Office of the
President, Mordecai Johnson, Box 163, Folder "M, 1926-17 (1 of 3)." MSRC, University

W.C. Matney

Archives,
31

to

Howard

University.

Mordecai Johnson to W.C. Matney, May 17, 1927. Correspondence, Office of the
Mordecai Johnson, Box 163, Folder "M, 1926-17 (1 of 3)." MSRC, University

President,

Archives,

Howard

University.
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religious beliefs.

together for

Such

common

efforts

benefit.

would allow

for

Black

elites

and the Black masses

come

together across racial lines. At the

points to another recurring theme in Johnson's career, in that

capitalism, rather than calling for a

always highly

critical

work

Indeed, they did not even need to be racially-based, thus

allowing like-minded leaders to

enemies ultimately made

to

new economic

to the contrary,

order.

No

it

same

time,

it

tries to rehabilitate

matter what claims his

Johnson was not a Communist. While he was

of the inequalities created and perpetuated by the capitalist system,

and while he praised alternative systems

that sought a

more equitable

distribution of

wealth, Johnson never rejected capitalism as the proper system for African Americans.

In

some ways, Johnson helped

establish the interest of African

ministers in the field of cooperative economics.

First Baptist,

The Rev. Vernon Johns,

Consumer's Cooperative

later

in 1937. Johns'

32

American

For example, Johnson's successor

at

became president of the Kanawha Valley

biographers saw no discrepancy between his

divine mandate as a minister and his duties on behalf of workers. Indeed, they cited

32
"

Aside from references to cooperative economics cited in the literature on Garvey, there
in terms of historical overviews of cooperative movements among African

is little

Americans. Prior

to

Johnson's work

in

Charleston, there were two studies conducted

Atlanta University, in 1907 and 1917 respectively, on economic cooperatives

at

among

African Americans. See Studies No. 12 and 19 in The Atlanta University Publications,

No.

3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 19,

and

20.

Arno Press and

the

New York Times: New

York, 1969.

Shortly after this period, E. Franklin Frazier published two articles on cooperatives in the
in Denmark." Southern Workman
52 (October, 1923), pg. 479-484; and "Cooperatives: The Next Step in the Negro's
Development." Southern Workman 53 (November, 1924), pg. 505-9. For later
The
publications on the movement, see Alethea Washington, "Rural Education
Cooperative Movement," Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 8, No. 1 (Jan. 1939), 104111; John Hope II, "Rochdale Cooperation Among Negroes," Phylon, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1
Qtr., 1940), 39-52; Lee M. Brooks and Ruth G. Lynch, "Consumer Problems and the
Cooperative Movement in the Curricula of Southern Negro Colleges," Social Forces,
Vol. 22, No. 4 (May 1944), 429-436; Joseph P. DeMarco, "The Rationale and Foundation
st
of Du Bois's Theory of Economic Cooperation," Phylon, Vol. 35, No. 1 (1 Qtr., 1974),

Southern Workman. See "The Cooperative Movement

—

st

5-15.
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Father Divine as a contemporary of Johns

field.

Both of these

alternative

economic

introduced his

own

part of the 1930s.

efforts,

however, came

strategies gained

organization, the

15
)

who

also pursued

at the

much wider

work

in the

cooperative

height of the Great Depression,

popularity.

34

(George Schuyler

Young Negroes' Cooperative League,

Johnson's work, on the other hand, came

when

at the

in the early

dawn of the Roaring

Twenties, during a period of heightened racial tension and increasing hostility towards

'

radical"

movements.

While the establishment of the Cooperative Business Store deserves a great deal

more

attention, the lack of resources to

modern scholars makes

it

unlikely that

we

will

ever have a definitive history of this local cooperative movement. This should not,

however, take away from some of the other efforts Johnson made
his

growing constituency. Interestingly enough, Richard

to address the

needs of

Hill's history of the early years

of the First Baptist Church listed the establishment of the church's weekly newsletter, the

Bulletin, in the

33

same sentence with

the founding of the local branch of the

NAACP. The

Cooney and Henry W. Powell have written a self-published biography of
Vernon Johns which they have made available on the Internet through the Vernon Johns
Society. Cooney, Patrick Louis and Henry W. Powell. The Life and Times of the
Patrick Louis

Prophet Vernon Johns, Father of the Civil Rights Movement. 1998.
http://www.vernonjohns.org/tcal001/vjbackch.html (August 4, 2006). Unfortunately, the
reference to this cooperative league was made in passing, with no additional information
about
34

its

work.

The Depression

undermine one major attempt at cooperative buying by
Black businesses: the Colored Merchant's Association, formed in 1929 and disbanded in
1934 because of a lack of Black businesspeople who could pay its modest fees. See
Abram L. Harris, The Negro as Capitalist. College Park, MD: McGrath Publishing
also served to

Company, 1936, pg. 178.
35
Henry McKinley Williams, When Black Is Right: The Life and Writings of George S.
Schuyler. [Doctoral Dissertation, Brown University.] Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Dissertation
Services, 1988, pg. 151-2; Jeffrey B. Ferguson, The Sage of Sugar Hill: George S.
Schuyler and the Harlem Renaissance. New Haven and London: Yale University Press,
2005, pg. 121-4.
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Bulletin, while largely

devoted to internal matters of the

publicity to the Association and

its

work

in the

Church, gave great

First Baptist

community. Thus,

it

is

note the prominent role that Mordecai Johnson played in bringing the

not surprising to

NAACP to the

African Americans of Charleston. Here, Johnson's continued emphasis upon themes of
service and justice allowed his duties at the

coincide, bringing

The Struggle

for

him

to

Johnson apparently wasted

"of

men and women

people of Charleston
doctors, business

man"

to

in Charleston

little

time before he became involved in the political

Black community. In early 1918, he participated

representing

—churches,

men,

his calling as a "race

even greater prominence among local Blacks.

Black Civil Rights

activities of Charleston's

Church and

et al

.

.

.

all

in a

meeting

forms of constructive endeavor among the colored

schools, lodges, social service organizations, lawyers,

at

Garnett High School to protest against the forthcoming

production of The Birth of a Nation in our city." The gathering was actually part of an
established civil rights organization already operating within the state, "the militant

Virginia State Civic League

of Rev.

I.V.

(WVSCL), founded

in

Bryant of Huntington, attorney Brown

F.M. Gamble of Charleston.
during the spring and

As

W. Payne

In conjunction with the

summer of 1918

against the racist film The Birth of a

described above.

September 1915 under

the

West

the leadership

of Raleigh County, and Dr.

NAACP' s

national campaign,

WVSCL launched a series of mass protests

Nation" including the meeting

in

Charleston

a result of this mass meeting, a wide coalition of Black activists

called for the establishment of a local chapter of the

85

NAACP. The

delegates decided to

.

look into the matter further and

community members

together.

set

up another mass meeting

to bring all interested

36

But what should have been a demonstration of Black unity temporarily turned
a

power struggle between

local African

American leaders

into

for control of the nascent

organization. Both Mordecai Johnson and a Mr. C.H. James wrote independently of one

another to seek information from the National Office on the protocol for establishing a

new

branch. Johnson wrote

March

9.

W. Johnson

J.

contact with

first

and received a reply from James Weldon Johnson dated

then received the James request and instructed

M.W. Johnson

J.W. Johnson received a

to

letter

combine

their efforts.

named

March

president,

18,

during a meeting

White was

sooner was

this

to get in

resolved than

from Mr. R.W. White, an employee of the West Virginia

Department of Agriculture. White asserted
established on

No

him

secretary,

that a local

at the

home

branch of the
of

I.

NAACP had been

M. Carper. Carper was

and Mrs. G.W. Claire was

treasurer.

37

There was only one problem: the Carper meeting took place without the

knowledge of Mordecai Johnson, C.H. James, or
had been present

at the

branch, according to

meeting. "This

body and
the

."

36

it

new

the

Black community

at large.

Carper

previous mass meeting calling for the establishment of the

M.W.

Johnson, but did not follow the instructions

organization

.

.

.

was organized without

the

new

set forth at that

knowledge of this

larger

consciously or unconsciously took advantage of that body's initiative and of

atmosphere which

it

had prepared for the launching of a representative movement.

Based on these actions and

Mordecai Johnson

to

local perceptions of

.

Carper and R.W. White, M. Johnson

Walter White, March 23, 1918. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box

178-13, Folder 15; Trotter, pg. 246.
37

Walter White

to

Mordecai Johnson, March 21, 1918. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box

178-13, Folder 15.
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".

attacked their circumvention of protocol and questioned their leadership qualifications.

.

.

I

am

informed from various and reliable sources which

both he and Mr. White have long ago forfeited

conduct

in political affairs et al.,

and

that they

full

I

have taken care

to consult that

public confidence by reason of their

cannot be expected to enlist the support of
TO

any considerable number of representative colored people."

Of course, Mordecai had an advantage

that

Carper did

not: a

long acquaintance

with Walter White. White wrote Johnson that he wished to avoid any conflict between
the differing groups seeking to establish a

be avoided. "I do not
frankly because of

will give

White's

me

my

know

that

such

efforts

his misgivings about the

to get in touch with

am

writing to you

new

me

I

am

if

you

answering Mr.

you and Mr. James so

that the three of

and build a strong branch there." Johnson informed White of
leadership, but held out

resolved peacefully. "The situation

James and

I

acquaintanceship with you in Atlanta and would be glad

by asking him

you could unite your

future difficulties could

the case in Charleston, but

your frank opinion concerning the local situation.

letter

invited Mr.

is

new branch and hoped

is

hope

that the situation could be

serious but not without hope.

to its next meeting."

The new body has

Johnson could not attend the proposed

meeting, but pledged to "urge the calling together of a large and representative group" to

form the new branch.

39

However, R.W. White did not see any problem with the way
proceed. In his

March 25

letter to

Walter White, R.W. White

his organization should be recognized as the

38

Mordecai Johnson

to

new

his

group decided

set forth the reasons

to

why

NAACP leadership in Charleston.

Walter White, March 23, 1918. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box

178-13, Folder 15.
39

Walter White to Mordecai Johnson, March 21, 1918, and Mordecai Johnson to Walter

White, March 23, 1918. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

87

Box

178-13, Folder 15.

While

Mordecai Johnson

stressing his high opinion of

scholarly Christian gentlemen this city has ever had,"

only intimated that the city wanted to

start a local

as "one of the

R.W. White

most estimable

felt that

Johnson had

branch. White's group, on the other

hand, "organized, placed ourselves in an attitude to do business and stand ready to

assume the
initiative

responsibilities of the

and portrayed

same

Since this group had already taken such

itself in the local

White wrote, they did not

"feel that

we

should be called upon to surrender an already

organized effort to an unorganized one and in view of that
are

renewing our request

On

the

same

date,

and Mr. James. This

problem

as he

saw

it

to

to

that reason,

and quoting Walter White's
to attend a

40

call for a unified local effort,

meeting

its

own and

representative group of Charleston Blacks.

list

elected

its

leaders, without

community.

to relinquish

power

Little

making any

wonder, then,

to a larger,

more

41

W. White

Walter White continued to deal with the warring parties in April 1918.
wrote to R. White, informing him that since Mordecai Johnson was the

R.W. White

(WV)
41

Walter White, March 25, 1918.

first to

write the

NAACP Branch Files, Charleston

Chapter, Reel 26.

R.W. White

(WV)

to

of local

White implies what Johnson already

prior efforts to incorporate the rest of the Charleston

R.W. White and company did not wish

R.W.

in early April to resolve these issues.

White, Johnson and James were already included on the group's

thought: that the group had met on

40

we

similar sentiments to both Mordecai Johnson

leaders they planned to invite to the group. Here,

that

and for

revealed the crux of the problem. After reviewing the

White asked Johnson and James
According

fact,

you for application blanks for a Charter."

R.W. White wrote

letter

NAACP,

press as the Charleston branch of the

to

Mordecai Johnson, March 25, 1918.

Chapter, Reel 26.
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NAACP Branch Files,

Charleston

national office, he

was

entitled to call a

Walter White encouraged Johnson to
extending the olive branch to R.

mass meeting

call the

several of you,

working

in

common

his cohorts.

On

a

more pointed

the end of

note.

"I

do not see

NAACP,

the Garnett

as they

We are therefore

any

all

asking that

branch.

Du

to hear that the circumstances

come

together in a

community meeting on June

men, however, were added

the thirteen

added

to the active

among

membership shortly

the absentees. (Both

thereafter in an

Based upon the occupations of the attendees
later that

4, 1918, at

forty-three people attended the meeting,

although R.W. White and C.H. James were conspicuous

43

had been

Bois to make an appearance in Charleston to

High School. Approximately

list.)

office.

42

parties agreed to

the original

to identify

were not recognized by the national

May, however, White was pleased

new

The

at the

month, Joe William Trotter noted the

elite

founding members. "Of 56 charter members, 31 were professional,

42

that there is

cause for racial betterment, and the unification of

White asked R.W. White, Carper, and Claire not

resolved and arranged for W.E.B.

bolster the

branch.

and help to make Charleston one of the banner branches of the Association."

this

themselves as officers of the

By

start the

misunderstanding came about solely through

of your efforts will result in a firm and powerful branch.

you do

Charleston to

meeting as soon as possible, while

W. White and

difficulty in adjusting the situation as the

in

addendum

to

June meeting and

makeup of the

clerical,

and business

4, 1918, Walter White to R.W. White, April
Mordecai Johnson, May 27, 1918. Mordecai Johnson
Papers, Box 178-13, Folder 15. Mordecai Johnson to Walter White, May 25, 1918.
NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.
43
"Application for Charter of Charleston, West Virginia Branch of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People." NAACP Branch Files, Charleston

Walter White to Mordecai Johnson, April

4, 1918,

(WV)

and Walter White

to

Chapter, Reel 26.
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people, and the remainder

The numbers

who

are actually a bit

listed their

and one

was comprised of a

variety of skilled and unskilled laborers."

more skewed than

Trotter realized.

Among

the

women

occupations as "housewife," one was married to a teacher, one to a clerk,

to a contractor.

A

fourth "housewife"

was married

to a carpenter,

have placed the couple economically closer to the professional

which may

43

class.

For Trotter, the class composition of the founding members leads him to believe
that they will

maintain a rather conservative agenda. Under the leadership of Mordecai

Johnson, however, the

first

years of the Charleston branch were extremely active and

occasionally dealt with bread-and-butter issues, rather than "traditional" civil rights
concerns. While the group was awaiting executive authorization from the national office

in early July,

Johnson contacted

approval from

to

New

NAACP Secretary John

Shillady, hoping for quick

York. In particular, as president of the new branch, he was anxious

proceed with a local controversy involving the exclusion of African Americans from

organized labor. "I have before

me now

a case of ruthless discrimination against and

persecution of Negro plumbers by the local Plumbers Union.

Trotter, pg. 247.

It

offers us opportunity to

Unfortunately, Trotter does not give any detail as to

certain occupations. Further analysis
45
"
"Application for Charter

on

this point

how he

would have been very

NAACP Branch Files,

Charleston

classified

helpful.

(WV)

Chapter, Reel

Both the original membership list and the addendum dated June 12, 1918 included
most of the signers. Two interesting things stand out. Given their
vulnerability to pressure from local authorities, it is notable that eleven teachers were
among the original fifty-six members. Also, although a number of women joined with
their husbands, several "housewives" seemed to do so independently. Trotter's work
acknowledges that in southern West Virginia, it was fairly common for local branches to
rely heavily upon the wives of coal miners, since the miners themselves were rarely able
to become active participants due to their work schedules. It would be interesting to
know if this was the case in Charleston or whether these women joined independent of
their husbands. See Trotter, pg. 248.
26.

the occupations of

90

do an excellent piece of work on behalf of the Association

in

our city

John

life.'

Shillady was impressed by Johnson's enthusiasm and vision in taking up this issue,

writing,

"The National Office has been quite

organized labor and Negro
of this case."

active in regard to relations

workmen and would be

glad to

know

between

fully the circumstances

47

This indicated the direction in which the Charleston branch could have moved:
facilitating

an alliance between Black laborers and white unions while striking

economic discrimination against African Americans. After
Southern neighbors, the
to exercise.

state did

all,

unlike

at

some of its

permit Blacks to vote, giving them some political power

Indeed, between 1910 and 1920, between the influx of Black workers and

granting of female suffrage, the voting-age Black population increased fro 15,300 to

34,500.

48

tilted the

The makeup of the Executive Committee and

the leadership posts, however,

balance strongly in favor of the professional/business classes. This, in turn,

probably influenced the group's outlook on

49

civil rights.

In the short term, however, the group attempted to

within the local Black

4,1

Mordecai Johnson

(WV)
47

community and of political happenings

to

John R. Shillady, July

3,

1918.

in the state as a

NAACP Branch

Files,

whole.

Charleston

Chapter, Reel 26.

John Shillady

(WV)
48

keep abreast of developments

to

Mordecai Johnson, July

5,

1918.

NAACP Branch

Files,

Charleston

Chapter, Reel 26.

Trotter, pg. 218.

9

Of the seven members of the Executive Committee in July 1918, one occupation is
unknown and one was a housekeeper. The remaining five were a teacher, a merchant, an
undertaker, an attorney, and a contractor. The earliest list of officers came in December
1918, in a letter detailing the elected leaders for the coming year. The officers included
two ministers, a clerk and a manicurist for the four positions; the executive committee
was comprised of two teachers, an attorney, a merchant, a minister, a contractor, a clerk,
and a housekeeper, with one occupation unknown. Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary,
NAACP, August 19, 1918; and Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, NAACP, December
3, 1918. NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.
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s

The

difficulty, in trying to interpret

Johnson's presidency,
these activities.

respected

To be

is

in assessing

how much

sure, as president of the

member of the

NAACP accomplished during

credit or

blame Johnson deserves for

branch for several years and as a

Charleston community, he surely exerted influence over the

direction of the organization.

credit or

what the Charleston

One must

avoid, however, the tendency to give

blame for what was undoubtedly a much wider collaboration.

him

In addition,

external factors helped determine the direction of the group during these years, as

as the outlook

I,

and ideas of the membership. Particularly

NAACP (and other branches

the Charleston

Ku Klux Klan and

in the

all the

aftermath of

much

World War

nationwide) had to confront a revitalized

a surge in lynchings, issues that undoubtedly shifted

its

focus away

from the bread-and-butter issues facing Black workers. Within such a context, an
assessment of the group's activities

Given the
activities,

it

is

is in

order.

relative lack of materials available to describe the Charleston

not always possible to

tell

exactly

how much

credit

NAACP'

Johnson deserves for

the actions of the group. For this reason, the discussion will be limited to his time as the

branch president, from 1918 through 1921. The branch remained very active after

Johnson stepped down, and Johnson himself served on the executive committee for
several years.

It

is

safe to assume, however, that

impact on the group's agenda as

its

president, even

other officers and members.

The

presidency offer a glimpse

how Johnson

at

Johnson probably had a greater

when working

actions undertaken

by

in

direct

conjunction with

the Charleston chapter during his

attempted to put his philosophical and

political beliefs into concrete action.

92

In order to

ways

implement any plan for

to publicize its activities

Initially,

change the nature of

to

lacking any official organ of

to issues of publicity.

to "devote space

It

and

racial uplift, the local

its

own,

the

NAACP had to find

racial discourse in the city.

group utilized a two-pronged approach

Johnson used the Baptist Bulletin issued by

First,

from time

to

his

time in the interest of the Association and

should come as no surprise that First Baptist and the Charleston

own church
work."

it's [sic]

NAACP shared such a

close working relationship. For in addition to Johnson's dual roles as head of both

institutions,

he saw their missions as divinely linked.

He "promoted

NAACP as

the

'an

instrument for the achievement of a Christian objective.' Thousands of black miners, he

believed,

would support the

arm of God.' The national
behind the

civil rights

NAACP,

they once get the vision of the Association as an

office reinforced local efforts to mobilize the black church

campaign."

50

Secondly, Johnson and other

the local

'if

NAACP leaders tried to affect the manner in

which

White press dealt with issues of race. At the time, the "White press" of

Charleston consisted only of "two papers of size." This

NAACP to establish relationships
was dominated by only two
capitalization of the

Luckily for the group,

outlets.

To

this end, the

even more crucial for the

NAACP began

the giving of as

and advancement of the race as

"No

it

with these newspapers, as the coverage of local events

word 'Negro' and

relative to the progress

made

"insisting

much prominence
to that relative to

those lines."

Trotter, pg. 248.
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all

the

to dispatches

any crimes."

trouble has been experienced in securing space

the hearty co-operation of one editor having already been secured in

upon

when

desired,

our efforts along

The branch seemed

to follow

up on these publicity

issues, as in

1919 the group

reached out to local papers "with a view towards eliminating some of the disagreeable
features being printed concerning the race."

By

1920, relations with the local White

newspapers, in spite of their conservatism on racial issues, progressed to the point that
they devoted space to covering the activities of the annual

in Atlanta

and

to

NAACP convention

Mordecai Johnson's ringing denunciation of a lynching

Minnesota. Unfortunately, as

late as 1922, T.

Edward

Hill

complained

working relationship with the

local

arrangement being made where by
notices for the

reaching

all

As

a result, in 1920 the branch began a

[sic] the

press letters will be printed as well as

the chapter turned

segments of the Charleston community.
the Charleston

members of that

Black newspaper, the Charleston American, "the

members of the Branch." Thus,

Over time,

in Duluth,

that local white

papers continued "using 'Negro' in the headlines in reporting crimes by
race," thus inflaming anti-Black prejudices.

that year

its

all

attentions towards

51

NAACP attempted to use

its

meetings as an

opportunity to engage and educate the public, in addition to the more

mundane

organizational needs they fulfilled. For example, according to a February 1920 report to

the national office,

"We

and

such as local housing conditions, discriminatory practices by real

vital subjects,"

estate agents,

51

have held very interesting meetings, and discussed some large

and various aspects of the local labor

situation, including

"Domestic

The National Association [for the] Advancement of Colored
Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, NAACP, November 8,
1919, pg. 3; Edward C. Lewis to The National Association, "Report of the Charleston
Branch," June 19, 1920, pg. 4. NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel
26. See also Hill, The Negro in West Virginia, pg. 52. The relationship with the
American seems to have been short-lived, however, as Hill's list of Negro publications in
October 1922 did not name the American but included a new Charleston weekly, the

Edward C. Lewis

to

People, June 20, 1919, pg. 4;

West Virginia Courier, established

in

June 1922.

94

Ibid, pg. 80-1.

Labor." This report characterized the meetings as "unusually helpful" in creating interest
in the Association's

local

work and

Black community.

52

in helping the

group assess what was happening within the

Later meetings also focused on educating Black voters,

women

including six public meetings in 1920-1 "to particularly instruct the Colored
voters" in the exercise of their

new

53

rights.

Perhaps the most important actions of the local branch came in the realm of law.

As

the

Annual Report issues

constant and steady. This,

in

we

June 1921

attested,

attribute to the

"The growth

for theft in

woman" who made

service." Several

had used abusive language and was

months

later,

in

May

later

which was

impersonated

late Elijah

Monroe. Monroe was

1919 by "Norman Rollins, Superintendent and General Manager of the

NAACP also secured

Edward C. Lewis

The case generated

former Congressman

to the National Office,

Adam

NAACP,

NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter,
Ibid;

investigation

T.G. Nutter, head of the branch's Legal Redress

pretext of [an] accidental shooting."

52

she was arrested

discharged from the

Rollins Chemical Co., and one E.J. Gaujot, an employee of the

the

involved an

facts disclosed that the officer

Committee, worked on behalf of the family of the

murdered

when

March 1919. "The Branch requested of the Mayor an

the Chief of Police,

the large

earliest cases

allegations of police brutality

conducted by the Executive Committee. The

membership has been

number of cases handled and

amount of favorable publicity secured from them." One of its
"aged colored

in

and Edward C. Lewis

NAACP Branch

26.

95

plant

.

.

.

under the

great publicity, in part, because

B. Littlepage to

February

work with

the

18, 1920, pg. 1-2.

Reel 26.

to the National Association,

Charleston Branch," June 1921.

same

Files,

"Annual Report of the

Charleston

(WV)

Chapter, Reel

prosecution.

Later,

among

other cases engaging the time of the

branch fought the extradition of Ed
reports did not

Not
top of the

name Knox's

NAACP* s

to adequately

its

earliest

Negro school

of events in the

latter half

Maryland

of 1918,

when

its

to

56

Throughout the end of 1918

The Grievance Committee succeeded

plans, especially after

in

Maryland shipped them back

in

to

had been made for them." As the children made
trip

alone were

lost for three

days," one

afterwards. In light of these circumstances, the Charleston

appropriation towards a

children with disabilities. This successful

Edward C. Lewis

secretary,

the state attempted to ship deaf and blind

for matriculation.

NAACP succeeded in pushing for a state

54

The group's

in Charleston.

and blind children. The need was especially great

back, "two young boys making the

ill"

right at the

NAACP pushed for the establishment in West

Virginia, saying that "no provision

becoming "seriously

Negro youth were

looking into the failure of the recent municipal bond election

for deaf

convincing the state to alter

way

days

provide for the support of Black schools.

students of color to

their

55

the national office in October 1918 that the Education and

and the beginning of 1919, the local
Virginia of a

the Charleston

Tennessee in 1921, although the branch

alleged offense.

agenda from

Amusement Committee was

West

to

surprisingly, education and the conditions of

Edward C. Lewis, wrote

light

Knox

NAACP,

campaign was,

The National Association

[for the]

in the

new school

for

Black

words of the group's

Advancement of Colored

NAACP

People, June 20, 1919, pg. 3.
Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.
Littlepage not only worked on the case, but soon joined the local
and reduced

NAACP

the rate he charged the Association for his legal services.
55

"Annual Report of the Charleston Branch of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, Charleston, West Virginia," June 1921, pg. 2.
Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.

56

NAACP

Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, October 23, 1918. NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter,
Reel 26.
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secretary, "our greatest

was matched
Bills

1921

in

achievement" during the chapter's

when

the local

This achievement

year.

first

NAACP successfully pushed for passage of House

53 and 54, establishing a State Industrial School for Colored Boys and a State

Home

Industrial

for "delinquent

for

Colored

Negro boys and

West Virginia

teachers.

Girls.'

Significantly, there

girls,"

were already separate

under the direction of White administrators and

legislators, in supporting the bills,

acknowledged

be better for the children and the State to place them in separate

management and care of members of their own
Similarly, the group

race."

was very concerned with

the spring of 1920. After losing their orphanage to

to "the State Hospital for the Insane,

facilities

families in Charleston "by order of the State

would

under the

added.]

[Italics

the treatment of

Negro orphans

in

these children were initially sent

where they were housed

satisfactory conditions." Soon, however, the children

institutions,

59

fire,

that "it

in a

new

building under

were dispersed among various

Board of Control

.

.

.

receiving no training

and doing considerable menial labor." The branch conducted a "quiet investigation" and
reported

its

protests to the Board, declaring that the State received sufficient insurance

funds from the

fire to

rebuild the orphanage. In the meantime, the branch insisted that

Ibid; Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, December 29, 1918; Edward C. Lewis to The National Association [for
the] Advancement of Colored People, June 20, 1919, pg. 2. NAACP Branch Files,

Charleston
58

(WV)

Chapter, Reel 26.

"Annual Report of the Charleston Branch of the National Association

for the

Advancement of Colored People, Charleston, West Virginia," June 1921, pg. 5. NAACP
Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26. The bills were both introduced by T.G.
Nutter, a
59

member

Hill, T.

of the Branch's Executive Committee.

Edward, pg. 71-2.
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since these orphans were wards of the State of

West

obligation to provide for their care and education.

The actions of the Charleston

Virginia, the State had a legal

60

NAACP with regard to education and Negro youth

deserve additional analysis. In the case of the children with disabilities and the industrial
schools, the local branch refused to overtly challenge segregation as a matter of state

policy. This

begs the question: did the Charleston branch, under Johnson's leadership,

take any definitive steps to challenge segregated schooling in

answer, based on the available records,

is

West Virginia? The

a decisive "no." Indicative of this policy

stand the group took in early 1921 regarding the local activities of the

1920 the

NAACP assisted the

Boy Scouts

understanding that provisions would be

became

clear that this

in its fundraising efforts,

made

for

in

with the

the

in

When

it

NAACP demanded

Boy Scout movement,

with the local

charge of such a program, including future fundraising.

These actions can be interpreted

the

Scouts. In late

to participate.

was not happening, Mordecai Johnson and

funds for the establishment of a separate colored

Black community

Black youths

Boy

is

one of two ways. One could see

61

it

as a craven

acceptance of Jim Crow, a complete failure on the part of local Black leadership to
challenge a system designed to subjugate African Americans.

pragmatic decision, a realization that a frontal assault on Jim

unsympathetic local Whites. The matter

is

On

the other hand,

Crow might

further complicated

by

it

was

raise the ire

of

the Branch's decision

61

"Annual Report of the Charleston Branch of the National Association for the
Virginia," June 1921, pg. 3-4.
NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26. There is no indication from
existing records whether this plan was put into effect. A discussion of this matter is

Advancement of Colored People, Charleston, West

included here because the annual report dealt with the issue under the heading
"Educational."
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a

to attack segregation in other areas.

legislative session, the local

would have provided
public transportation.

first

half of the 1921

NAACP rallied support against a proposed measure that

for separate
2

For instance, during the

From

accommodations

its earliest

for white

and Black passengers on

days, the branch also opposed several other

forms of discrimination, opposing Jim Crow practices on a new

athletic field for the

schools, at the local railroad station, and in "restaurants, factories, theaters and other

public places." In the case of Jim

Crow

as practiced

NAACP even attempted to make

Railroad, the

election of 1920.

it

a political issue in the gubernatorial

63

Giving the group the benefit of the doubt,
schools

White

(or,

by the Northfork and Western

it

is

indeed, any integrated group of children)

citizens of

West

possible that the issue of integrated

was

Virginia. Perhaps the group felt

seemed an odd
institutions.

considered taboo for

life,

thus avoiding

strategy for the group to pursue. Schools were, after

applying the Fourteenth

Amendment

all,

Still,

public

to so-called "private" institutions like restaurants

statute designed to

Ibid, pg. 2.

63

Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, NAACP, December 29, 1918, pg. 2; Edward C.
Lewis to The National Association [for the] Advancement of Colored People, June 20,
1919, pg. 5. Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, NAACP, November 8, 1919, pg. 2-3.
Edward C. Lewis to the National Office, NAACP, February 18, 1920, pg. 1-2. NAACP
Branch

Files,

Charleston

(WV)

it

forth nearly forty years of precedents against

and theaters and previously struck down as unconstitutional a federal

°"

some of the

to attack integrated schools (especially miscegenation).

The Supreme Court already put

many

more comfortable attacking what

they described as "petty discriminations" in other areas of

arguments regularly used

still

Chapter, Reel 26.
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regulate racial discrimination in such establishments.

NAACP history,

it

Granted, in light of subsequent

easy to criticize the logic employed by the Charleston Branch

is

in

avoiding the school issue in favor of public accommodations. But during that time
period, Johnson and the rest of the leadership should have taken legal precedent into

consideration.

These events are even more perplexing
group during

its

local

which mentioned

campaign against Jim Crow.

campaigns against

its

Branch also noted an

effort

places of business and

of

this report

in light

in

local

of the other stated goal of the

In the

same paragraph of the

Jim Crow conditions

towards "the educating of our people

patronizing their

own

industries."

in public places, the

own

in attending their

65

[Italics

added.]

—June 1919—coincided with Mordecai Johnson's research

establishment of a cooperative store through the First Baptist Church.

Johnson and the

report

It

The timing

into the

seems

that while

NAACP were trying to prevent discrimination against Blacks who

patronized local establishments, they also sought to increase economic opportunities for

African Americans by promoting Black-owned businesses within the community.

has to wonder

to

how openly

woo White businessmen

the local

NAACP conducted this campaign,

given

its

One

attempts

during times of crisis. For in some areas of the South, these

attempts to promote Black self-sufficiency were met with a violent White backlash and

viewed as

a direct challenge to the region's racial hierarchy.

Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883).

One

could, of course, argue with the Court's

contention that these institutions were not subject to control by the federal government.

At the time, however, the Court tended

to

apply the Fourteenth

Amendment

to state, not

individual, actions.
65

Edward C. Lewis

to

The National Association

People, June 20, 1919, pg.

5.

[for the]

Advancement of Colored

NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter,
100

Reel 26.

All in

all, it is fair

to say that the local

branch of the

NAACP and its

leadership

were grappling with some of the same issues facing Blacks throughout the country. The
tensions that arose between the promotion of Black institutions and the desire to break

down

legal barriers to full participation in

American society remained stumbling blocks

for race leaders over the following decades.

muddled. Johnson seemed

acknowledging

that in

to lend his support to

some

some form of Black

instances local Blacks

with their White counterparts.

interactions

In Charleston, the results

He and

would not be marred by

the

would have

were somewhat
capitalism, while

to interact

economically

NAACP worked to ensure that these

the ugliest aspects of

Jim Crow.

realm of

In the

education, however, the group took a cue from the national organization and proceeded

with extreme caution.

World War

I

and

Between
local minister,

Its

Aftermath

his role in the founding of the

NAACP and his place of prominence as a

Johnson often found himself called upon

to intervene

on behalf of

local

African Americans in distress. Wartime conditions only exacerbated these duties. In

September 1918, Johnson contacted Emmett
to the Secretary

J.

Scott in the

latter' s

of War. Johnson wrote on behalf of a local Black

capacity as Assistant

woman

in

Charleston

and her son, Private Robert Flournoy Edwards of Company A. 542 Engineers,

Humphreys, Virginia. Edwards wrote
trained as an officer as promised.

"He

his

mother when he found

further states that he has

defective tent which has allowed the rain to wet

him and

that he

was not being

been housed

to afflict

Camp

him with

in a

a cold that

threatens to enter into pneumonia, that he has been underfed continually, and that no

bathing

facilities

have been provided for him and for his companions, except what they

101

may

seek in a nearby river." Johnson took his complaints to the state office of military

enrollment and the City Board, neither of which thought
statements.

had the power

to act

on

his

66

The

local

branch did make reference to these and other activities on behalf of

As

colored soldiers returning from the war.

the

it

Branch were especially active

the

war drew

in the recent Liberty

may have been hampered somewhat by

to a close,

Loan

"The members of

drive," although their efforts

the influenza epidemic in the city.

1919, a branch report noted, "Our President

made

67

In

June

frequent trips to local Draft Board

Offices relative to inquiries from families of soldiers, and various

army matters with

excellent results in each case." For returning soldiers, the branch helped guarantee that

there

was no discrimination

in the local

"canteen station" erected by the

Red

Cross.

The

Vice President of the branch, Rev. W.C. Thompson, "visited the homes of many families,
giving advice regarding their allottments

work both reinforced

[sic],

the reputation of the group within the Black

simultaneously alerting local Whites as to the patriotism of

Mordecai Johnson

Box

178-1

1,

Undoubtedly, such

insurance, etc."

to

Emmett

J.

Scott,

September

3,

its

community while

members. This view

is

1918. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

Folder 15. Apparently, this was not the only such request that Johnson sent

acknowledged another Johnson letter in November, this time
in reference to Private Henry Lee. See Scott to Johnson, November 19, 1918. There is
no evidence that Scott acted on either matter, nor is it clear in what capacity Johnson

to Scott's attention, as Scott

wrote him

by the

—

as a local minister or as an officer of the

NAACP to work in this

field,

it

was most

NAACP.

In light of later references

likely part of that group's efforts.

67

Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, October 23, 1918, pg. 2. NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV)
Chapter, Reel 26.

The National Association [for the] Advancement of Colored
1919, pg. 4. NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26

Edward C. Lewis
People, June 20,

to

102

reinforced by other actions of the branch, such as

officially

desire to

its

welcome returning West Virginia troops back

to the

become involved
United States.

in

69

Unfortunately for African Americans throughout the South, the end of the First

World War
ire

also ushered in a period of extreme racial violence, with

much

of the Whites'

directed towards Blacks in uniform. Consequently, instead of dealing with adequate

school funding or promoting Black economic opportunities, the Charleston
forced to address two

after

more threatening

issues: lynching

founding, in connection with a national

its

and the Ku Klux Klan. Shortly

NAACP campaign, the branch publicly

thanked the San Antonio Express for creating a $100,000 fund to aid

"We

and prosecution of lynch mobs.

NAACP was

in the investigation

believe that your deed and the contagion of

will be powerful agents in the eradication of an evil

which

is at

its spirit

once an outrage upon our

country, a heavy and painful burden upon the morale of our faithful troops, a comfort to

our enemies, and a cancer

at the

the branch did not wait for the

emergency helped them appeal

common

cause

—

a tactic

heart of our exalted consciousness."

end of

hostilities to press its case.

to their fellow citizens as patriots

Mordecai Johnson used

The end of the war and

w Edward C.
Files,

Lewis

Charleston

to

residents

The

(WV)

we

see that

Rather, the wartime

and as compatriots

to great effect during

World War

in a

H.

sway White public opinion. Mordecai

Johnson and Edward C. Lewis, Secretary of the Charleston

West Virginia

Here,

the resulting rise in lynching brought national attention to

the issue, and the Charleston branch sought to

letter to

70

on October

Secretary,

1,

1919.

They

NAACP,

put forth an open

recited the grim statistics for

NAACP, December 29,

1918.

NAACP Branch

Chapter, Reel 26.

70

Newspaper Clipping, "Colored People Here Express Gratitude," September 20, 1918;
and Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, NAACP, October 23, 1918. NAACP Branch
Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26. The newspaper in question was not identified.
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all

to see,

both for the year 1919 and from a historical perspective. "Forty-three Negroes

and four whites have been lynched and eight Negroes burned

September 14

th
.

.

.

.

From 1889

to death this year,

up

to

2,522 Negroes and 102 whites have been victims

to 1919,

of lynch law." Given the "disregard for the law" perpetrated by individual states in
refusing to prosecute these crimes, Johnson and Lewis called for "a nation-wide

Congressional investigation of lynching and

mob

violence which will bring

before the country as they could be brought in no other way."

West Virginia

To

all

the facts

this end, they

citizens to urge their Senators to support a resolution

asked

proposed by Senator

Curtis of Kansas and Senator Nelson of Minnesota calling for just such an investigation.

To

rally further public support for

state's first

Congressional action, the Branch organized the

mass-meeting against lynching on October

Church. Johnson and Lewis spent

much

3,

1919

at the First

Baptist

of that day driving through Charleston, posting

advertisements for the announced meeting. Additional aid came from other
the Charleston

Branch and from students and teachers

Collegiate Institute.

To make

sure that

newspapers with information on the

at the

nearby West Virginia

nobody was missed, they supplied

rally for their afternoon

members of

local

and evening additions, and

asked public school teachers to announce the meeting to students with instructions to
inform their parents. Finally, they managed to secure Governor John

John Warren Davis, President of West Virginia State College,
Their efforts,

much

to their relief,

were

71

heartily rewarded.

71

to

J.

speak

Cornwell and
at the

meeting.

72
"

Mordecai Johnson and Edward C. Lewis, "An Appeal for Help to Suppress Mob
Violence," October 1, 1919. NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.
72
Edward C. Lewis to The Secretary, NAACP, November 8, 1919, pg. 1-2. NAACP
Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.
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Based on local press accounts, Lewis estimated the evening's attendance
approximately one thousand residents. As a direct result of their

thousand

letters

and wires were sent

to

efforts,

West Virginia's Congressional

at

more than

a

delegation, urging

support of the proposed lynching investigation. Lewis stressed that this correspondence

came from "persons

NAACP's)

Mayor

every walk in

life,"

ideologies, special efforts were

their institutions.

letters in

in

but in keeping with Johnson's (and the

made

to secure the aid of elite

C.H. James, a member of the chapter's executive committee, secured

support of the campaign from six local banks, five other local businesses, the

of Charleston, and a former

member

of Congress. I.M. Carper, head of the

Grievance Committee, contacted a number of prominent Whites to
including several local coal magnates and

managed

Whites and

to secure

both individual

letters

at least five politicians.

the delight of the

lynchings of

December

Ed Whitfield and

15, 1919.

White ministers.

NAACP and its allies,

approved and did indeed meet

The next

in early 1920.

Earl

Whitney

74

in

Yet

Logan

the lynching

commission was

this did not prevent the brutal

Chapmansville, West Virginia on

day, Governor Cornwell, already in the

Charleston Branch, "wired Prosecuting Attorney
special term of the

The Rev. C.H. Woody

and a group endorsement from the Charleston

Ministerial Alliance, an organization of local

To

solicit their support,

Circuit Court with

Don Chafin

Grand Jury

to

to

good graces of the

immediately secure a

make

fully an investigation."

^ibid
74

"Urge Federal

Check Lynching," The New York Times, January 15, 1920, pg.
effects of the committee were somewhat diluted by the decision to

Law

Unfortunately, the

to

investigate both lynching and race riots.

Much

of the press focus concentrated on

allegations that subversive "agitators" in groups like the

IWW promoted Black rioting to

undermine the war effort. After several paragraphs discussing such allegations against
Frederick A. Blossom, the Times offered one sentence about the call for federal antilynching legislation.

105

4.

Chafin. however, insisted that this step could only be initiated by the Circuit Court judge.
Chariest L. Estep. Estep, in turn, saw no need to call a special session, preferring to wait
for the regular session of the Court to be held in

February

7, the local

was already reporting

press

would be forthcoming

Logan on January

in spite

that

it

an address on

this topic in

drift

facts indicated that lynching has

beginning to feel that there

is

first

always confined

no place

in the

as a national, rather than a sectional, issue,

race to eradicate this practice.

in

itself largely to the

"We

that the

south ...

country where the [N]egro

is

state

He

safe."

lynching

and called on the best members of the white

believe there are gentlemen of the white race in

time has

come

all

for a united appeal to their representatives

his audience that

"702 white people, including

thus outrageously murdered within the past 30 years,"

"threatens the very fabric of law and government for

Edward C. Lewis

(WV)

are

is

out of the

and only federal legislation can cope with existing conditions."

Johnson reminded

Charleston

we

NAACP in describing

congress for the investigation and suppression of lynching. The matter

hands of the

75

of Southern racial mores. In

recorded lynching in that state's history. "While

voiced the concerns of the recent national meeting of the

and

75

June 1920, he was particularly disturbed by reports of a recent

lynching in Duluth, Minnesota, the

parts of the country

By

seemed unlikely any indictments

of a "thorough investigation."

Johnson could not help but notice the northward

12, 1920.

John R. Shillady, February
Chapter, Reel 26.
to

106

making

all

it

people."

16, 1920.

1 1

women, have been

a biracial issue that

He concluded

that

NAACP Branch Files,

Americans of

all

races must have faith in the judicial process to mete out justice, rather

than leaving the process in the hands of lynch mobs.

76

Johnson was deeply stung by the disconnect between the Branch's successful
anti-lynching appeal the previous October and the events of Chapmansville and Duluth.

What

he and the Charleston Branch noted, however, was the relatively strong support

they had from

West Virginia

politicians in their anti-lynching activities.

mind, Johnson used the group's connections to push for a

With

this in

state anti-lynching bill.

They

had a tremendous advantage: there were two prominent Negro members of the House of
Delegates, Harry

J.

Capehart and T.G. Nutter. Nutter, of course, was a

member

of the

Charleston Branch Executive Committee, and later became President of the chapter. The

two men used information from
their case for the law.

body

"Prior to

the local and national branches of the

its

introduction and discussion, each

—delegates and senators —received a copy of

NAACP to make

member

the Association publication 'On

American Lynching.' This data was placed on each desk the morning the
hearing and assisted materially in the passage of the

Wary of the manner

in

which Southern

its

but the

actions.

kind in the nation. Not only was

new law made
Its

Moreover,

it

participation in such a

states attacked

sent a clear

message

was up

laws used to benefit

strictest

and most

mob

a crime regardless of the

Files,

Charleston

moment

for the local

to the rest of the nation that active

(WV)

air-tight

outcome of its

Chapter, Reel 26.
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NAACP.

Black voters and

"Duluth Lynchings Are Deplored by Johnson," Charleston Daily Mail, June

NAACP Branch

for

possible to prosecute lynchers for murder,

passage in the spring of 1921 was a defining

it

bill

bill."

African Americans, Capehart and Nutter wrote, arguably, the

law of

of the State

17,

1920.

politicians

had a much greater likelihood of forcing

their issues

agenda, rather than relying on Whites to do the work for them.

One should

among

detail for

its

one

NAACP. The

to write a

internal

scarce records of the group do not offer

members. One such debate did generate

membership

was no

complete history of the group, including disagreements

early 1921. R.C. Mclver, a local

recent

77

not take from these accounts the impression that there

dissent within the Charleston

enough

onto the legislative

attention

from the National Office

in

baggage agent and one of the captains of the group's

drive, wrote to the group's

New

York headquarters about

the state of

affairs in Charleston.

I

note that there

is

considerable dissatisfaction

among

the local leaders as well as

the general public, relative to the distribution of reconnition [sic] and not have the

branch officers and committees

all

from one particular church or denomination.

All interests, denominations, and elements of our people should be considered, as

they must be reckoned with.

Mclver concluded
could

start their

his letter

own

by asking whether he and a small band of

local branch.

78

Walter White, Assistant Secretary of the
as delicately as possible.

local residents

He informed Mclver

NAACP,

that

it

attempted to handle the matter

was not

in the best interests

of the

NAACP to split the efforts of its membership and suggested he bring his complaints to
the attention of the local leadership.

At the same time, he wrote Mordecai Johnson about

the allegations set forth in Mclver' s letter. Johnson's response included a detailed

"Annual Report of the Charleston Branch of the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People, Charleston, West

Virginia," June 1921, pg. 2.

NAACP

Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26. Additional information on the
Capehart Anti-Lynching Bill is available through the West Virginia Division of Culture
and History. http://www.wvculture.org/hiStory/histamne/capehart.html (August 5, 2006).
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R.C. Mclver to

NAACP,

January

7,

1921.

NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV)

Chapter, Reel 26.
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breakdown of the

religious affiliations of

all

and committee members. Not

the officers

content to merely set forth the facts of the case, however, Johnson launched into an attack

on Mclver.

"We

have been accustomed

his efforts to disrupt organizations

direction in

which

requires constant

his

him use

to see

and draw a

part of their allegiance to himself.

remarkable zeal sometimes drive

community

and other similar methods

this

scrutiny, criticism

[sic] his intelligence

and oftimes

[sic]

stoppage."

Johnson contested allegations of dissatisfaction within the ranks of
Charleston Branch

better spirits."

now

has approximately

1

.

.

.

organization, which began to

demands of his

fail

it

and worth
In closing,

his chapter.

"The

142 members. The Branch has never been in

was Johnson's own

health, not the spirit of his

McKinney noted

him. Biographer Richard

pastorate at First Baptist,

NAACP, combined to create

combined with

much more

that the

his presidency of the Charleston

"health issues" during this period.

of the Branch, considered the matter

serious.

In

Edward Lewis, Secretary

making

his annual report to

the National Association in June 1921,

Lewis

attested to the "arduous" nature of the

which they had been engaged. As a

result,

Lewis himself experienced a "serious

illness

The

79

Within a few months time,

in

in

from over work." More importantly, he wrote, the Branch was feeling the

of "the present nervous break-down of President Johnson.
will suffer the loss of President

Johnson

for

It is

many months."

work

effects

feared that the Branch

80

Assistant Secretary [Walter White] to Mr. R.C. Mclver, January 12, 1921; Assistant

Secretary [Walter White] to Mordecai

W.

to Walter F. White, January 21, 1921.

NAACP Branch Files, Charleston (WV)

Johnson, January 12, 1921; Mordecai Johnson

Branch,

Reel 26.
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"Annual Report of the Charleston Branch of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, Charleston, West Virginia," June 1921, pg. 2.
Branch Files, Charleston (WV) Chapter, Reel 26.
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NAACP

This illness effectively ended Johnson's active participation with the Charleston

NAACP. From

approximately 1923 to 1926, he did serve as a

Executive Committee.

It is

member of the

unclear, however, whether or not Johnson

group's

assumed an

active

leadership role during his time on the Committee. With his acceptance of the presidency

of

Howard

University in 1926, of course, he was also forced to sever

with the

ties

NAACP branch that he helped establish.
Harvard University
Before arriving

in Charleston,

Rochester Theological Seminary offered Johnson a

scholarship to continue his religious studies. At the time, however, Johnson indicated a
desire to engage in concrete work, particularly in the parish in

the toll of four years of uninterrupted

him

that

it

was time

work

to return to school.

at First

Or, as

his scholarship in the philosophy of religion

from the most prestigious university

Baptist and the

McKinney

and

West

wrote,

to secure further

in the country."

Virginia. Perhaps

NAACP convinced

"He wanted

to

broaden

academic credentials

Regardless of the motivations,

Johnson "boldly asked President Clarence Barbour of the [Rochester] seminary whether
the fellowship

it

was

offering could be granted for his study at Harvard.

faculty agreed. Harvard approved his application and he

the degree of Master of Sacred Theology."

Upon

was accepted

The seminary

to

work toward

securing Rev. Charles H. Haynes to

serve as pastor of First Baptist, the Church granted Johnson a leave of absence, and he

started his graduate studies in

It

September 1921.

proved to be a trying year for Mordecai and his family. In April 1922, his

father died after an extended illness. There

1

81

McKinney,

is

no evidence

pg. 42-3.
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that their relationship

had

improved
from

in the years since his

his previous

mother's death. Towards the end, Wyatt Sr.'s daughter

marriage cared for him as his health deteriorated. Mordecai returned to

Paris for the funeral, but his eulogy

still

betrayed the emotional gulf between the.

praised his father as "an industrious [and] frugal

He

man" of "stern opinion and few words."

Likewise, he celebrated Wyatt' s rise from slavery to freedom, literacy and economic

independence. There was

member
to

a

little

to indicate,

however, that Mordecai had

of the family. The gulf between them remained wide, even in death, and seemed

grow a few weeks

later.

Mordecai and Anna welcomed the

boy they named Mordecai Wyatt Johnson,

Jr.,

not occur to them that the child should be Wyatt

completing the break between Wyatt
with the decision to change his name.

Still,

Harvard

lost a close

Johnson managed

in the spring

Sr.

and

shortly after

III.

birth of their

Wyatt

Rather, he

his son that

second child,

Sr.'s funeral.

was Mordecai

Jr.,

It

did

thus

began a decade and a half

earlier

82

to stay

focused on his studies and completed his work

at

of 1922. Richard McKinney described Harvard Divinity School

in

the 1920s as "the epitome of theological liberalism," an institution that "reinforced

Johnson's intellectual heritage from Walter Rauschenbusch." In particular, he cited the
influence of two professors, George Foot

embraced modernist trends

Moore and George La

Piana.

Both men

in theological study, ideas that called for a greater

embrace of

science, a larger role in social justice issues, and a call for the Christian religion in

particular to

its

beliefs

move beyond

and

the preservation of

dogma towards

roles.

82

Ibid, pg. 44-5. Since Wyatt Sr.'s date of birth
was somewhere between 85 and 100 years.
83

a critical reexamination of

Ibid, pg. 43.

Ill

is

unknown,

his estimated age in

1922

George Foot Moore was already
Harvard

in 1921.

in his seventieth year

when Johnson

This renowned professor of the history of religion focused

scholarship upon thematic issues across religious boundaries.

Among

arrived

much

at

of his

other works, he

wrote a two- volume History of Religions in 1914 that included extensive study of Egypt,

Asia and the Middle East, in addition

to the three

major Judaic

religions.

He was

also the

consulting editor of the massive, twelve-volume Mythology of All Races, originally

published in 1925. Although some of his descriptions and conclusions of non- Western
religious practices

faiths

on an equal

may seem

outdated today, he legitimately attempted to deal with these

intellectual footing with their

Western counterparts.

George La Piana wrote extensively on theological

Roman

became

experienced problems because of his openly liberal views.

the United States in 1913 and

When

history, particularly that of the

Catholic Church. Born near Palermo, Italy in 1878, La Piana

priest, but

hoped

to teach at

84

Marquette University

a Catholic

He immigrated
in

to

Milwaukee.

he experienced delays in receiving an appointment, however, a Unitarian minister

in the city introduced

him

to

some

faculty

members

at

Harvard Divinity. They were

impressed with his talent and offered him a teaching position. In time, he became the

John H. Morison Professor of Church History, serving

known

1947. Yet he

was

He wrote and

lectured on conflicts between Catholic

best

as an expert

in that capacity

from 1932

on the separation between church and

until

state.

dogma and American democracy,

For examples of Moore's theological work, see Louis Herbert Gray

(ed.)

and George

Foot Moore (consulting editor), The Mythology of All Races. Boston: Marshall Jones
Company, 1916-1932; and George Foot Moore, History of Religions. New York: C.
Scribner's Sons, 1925.
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and corresponded on legal dimensions of church and

state issues

with Supreme Court

Justice Felix Frankfurter.

Mordecai Johnson did not merely bask
mentors

at

in the intellectual

glow of his impressive

made enough of an

Harvard, however. During his brief time in Cambridge, he

impression upon the faculty that he was called upon to address the Harvard

commencement on behalf of the Graduate
testament to Johnson's success
that very

summons
to

moment over

School. In

at the university.

itself, this

invitation

Considering the tensions

the admission of Black and Jewish students

to the speakers'

podium

embrace the opportunity

is all

the

86
,

more extraordinary. To

to call attention to the plight of African

would be a
at

Harvard

at

however, Johnson's

his credit, he sought

Americans, rather

than a chance to waste his rhetorical gifts on empty phrases in defense of American

democracy.

The

result

was "The Faith of the American Negro," delivered

to a

mostly-White

audience on June 22, 1922. The crowd included Senator Oscar Wilder Underwood of

Alabama, who was present

Underwood addressed

to receive an

honorary Doctorate of Law. Senator

the crowd, hailing the "four-power

future peace, criticizing the soldiers'

demands

for

compact"

bonus pay

at the

as the foundation for

expense of the

See George La Piana and John M. Swomley, Catholic Power versus American
Freedom. Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2002; and George La Piana, "The Theology
of History," in Joseph A. Strayer (ed.). The Interpretation of History. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1943. For information on La Piana's life, including his
relationship with Felix Frankfurter, see John T. McGreevy, "Thinking On One's Own:
Catholicism in the American Intellectual Imagination, 1928-1960," The Journal of
American History, Vol. 84 No. 1 (June, 1997), pg. 122-3; Kenneth J. Conant, Urban
Tigner Holmes and Gerhardt B. Ladner, "Memoirs of Fellows and Corresponding
Fellows of the Medieval Academy of America." Speculum, Vol. 47 No. 3 (Jul., 1972),
600-601.
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"Will Harvard's Culture Stand Her Prejudice?" Chicago Defender, June 17, 1922, pg.

3.
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Republic, and defending the role of the party system in the United States for creating a
"majority to do" and a "minority to see that the work

is

well done.

." 87
.

.

from Alabama, of course, mentioned nothing of another minority group

The Senator
an

in the country,

omission soon rectified on the speakers' podium by Mordecai Johnson.
Calling upon his experiences as a minister of the Gospel, Johnson seized the

moment and
opening
just

delivered a jolt to the collective consciences of those in attendance. In his

he asserted the Negro's long-held faith in "the love and providence of a

lines,

and holy God," "the principles of democracy and

in the righteous

purpose of the

federal government," thus connecting the missions of Christianity and the United States

in

one breath. This

and peonage,

hope

mob

faith,

Johnson

violence and public contempt," clinging to Booker T. Washington's

that their civil liberties

moral

fitness.

would grow

in proportion to their

While Johnson had placed himself squarely

who opposed Washington,
come.

stressed, held firm through years of "disfranchisement

his lip service here

economic power and

in the

camp of the

agitationists

merely paves the way for the argument

to

88

World War

I,

that

"Great War" to "make the world safe for democracy,"

represented a brief period in which the United States "called upon Negro soldiers to stand

by the colors and Negro

was followed,

all

civilians ... to devote their labor

and earnings

to the cause."

It

too quickly, by the "widespread disintegration" of these hopes, as the

"mighty hope" of wartime was "dashed to the ground," and "Southern newspapers began
at

once to

tell

the better."

87
88

the

Negro

soldiers that the

war was over and

Such admonitions were followed,

"1401 Harvard

McKinney,

Men Win

that the

in short order,

Their Degrees," The

pg. 247-8.
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New

by

sooner they forgot

it,

the rise of racial violence

York Times, June 23, 1922, pg.

10.

—
nationwide, from the pogroms of Tulsa and Elaine, to a resurgence of lynching, to the
rebirth of the

Ku Klux

Klan.

89

Taking the audience through these bowels of the African American experience,

Johnson spoke plainly yet eloquently of the rapid disintegration of the Negro's

faith in

response to these developments. "[A]U the colored people, in every section of the United
States, believe that there is

something wrong

and not

accidentally

wrong

—

at the

very

heart of the government." [Italics added.] This phrase, "not accidentally wrong," sets

Johnson's speech apart from so

many

other examples of African

American popular

oratory before White audiences. Johnson did not attempt to dismiss racism as an

anomaly
for

its

in

an otherwise democratic system. Rather, that one phrase indicts the nation

blatantly racist policies over the centuries

and the irreparable harm they were

calculated to inflict upon people of color. These intentional evils created a nihilistic

mindset among young African Americans, a mindset that
repudiates entirely the simple faith of former days.

would put no

under the present form of government.

government

is

It

would put no

trust in

God,

democracy, and would entertain no hope for betterment

trust in

It

believes that the United States

through and through controlled by selfish capitalists

fundamental goodwill for Negroes or for any

sort of laborers

who have no

whatever. In their

members of this group urge the colored man
with the revolutionary labor movement of

publications and on the platform, the
to seek his salvation

America and

by alliance

the world.

Another group, Johnson warned, had given up entirely on the idea of democracy and
religion in the United States.

saw them seeking

89

90

Obviously referring

to the followers

of Marcus Garvey, he

to "lay the foundations of a black empire, a black religion,

Ibid, pg. 248-9.

Ibid, pg. 249.
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and a black

culture'"

through the establishment of "economic enterprises," a bilingual newspaper and

the widespread establishment of branches "wherever

While Johnson assured

his audience that these "radical

represent the Black masses, there

These movements, he

grown

fruits,

stressed,

was no

when they

argued,

was nothing

to

be found."

91

movements" did

not

else he could offer to soften the blow.

were not influenced by foreign

radicals, but

were "home-

with roots deep sprung in a world of black Americans' suffering." The

masses might not subscribe
disillusion

Negroes are

to these ideologies yet,

dramatic or painful.

Johnson surmised, but

their

difficult to

avoid disillusionment, he

are "partly reduced to peonage, shut out

from labor unions, forced

less

It is

to

an inferior status before the courts, made subjects of public contempt, lynched and

mobbed

with impunity, and deprived of the ballot

—

their

only means of social defense."

This lack of opportunity caused most of them to turn away from Booker T. Washington's
belief that they could legitimately rise in

perseverance.

American society through hard work and

92

What, then, did the American Negro want? Simply and succinctly, Johnson
called for "the protection of

peons, for the freedom to

in the courts, for a better

life,

for the security of property, for the liberation of their

sell their

labor on the open market, for a

human

being's chance

system of public education, and for the boon of the

ballot.

ask, in short, for public equality under the protection of the federal government." In

language that foretold the speeches of another African American preacher several

decades

91

92

later,

Johnson cautioned

that the faith

and loyalty of three centuries "can no

Ibid, pg. 250.

Ibid, pg. 250.
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They

They ask

longer feed on the bread of repression and violence.
public equality, and of public responsibility.

In

what would become a popular

for the bread of liberty, of

must not be denied them."

It

refrain for

Johnson

ultimate cost of America's failure to heed these warnings

decades to come, the

in the

was

93

the loss of

moral

its

standing throughout the world. The ''darker peoples of the earth," he said, were asking

the

Western missionaries whether

their religion

can "bind

this

multicolored world in

bonds of brotherhood?" Within the American "crucible" of race
argued, the world might be able to find

embers of

its

religious

and

its

political faiths

answer,

status of the

at

it

is

fate of

"When

the

cries with pain

from

his

is

its

American

to kindle

fires

of

this faith are

anew

— about

line

between the

treatment of people of color

deep hurt and lays
is

his petition for

calling

upon

the crucible of race relationships

—

the

the fires of

94

faith."

This speech, more than any other factor in the early

1

920s,

marked Mordecai

Johnson's ascension into the Black public consciousness nationwide. Part of

undoubtedly rested with the direct and forthright nature of the speech

93

Ibid, pg.
lh

250-1

.

Compare with Martin Luther King's eulogy

itself.

94

Street Baptist

Church

in

Ibid, pg. 251-2.
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this

Richard

W.

to the four girls killed at

Birmingham, Alabama, with his reference
bread of hatred and the spoiled meat of racism."
http://www.africanamericans.com/MLKjrEulogy.htm. June 28, 2007.

the 16

kept

the spiritual fate of the nation as a

elemental justice before the nation," Johnson concluded, "he

American people

able to prevent the

humanity." Thus, Johnson draws a direct

Black Americans, he argues,

Negro

is

Johnson

able to place these United States in

United States as a global power for good and

home. The

whole.

all

the nation

from dying. "If the

burning around that crucible, what comes out of
the spiritual leadership of

if

relations,

to "the stale

Leeman has noted

that the

speech took

white audience on a metaphorical journey

its

through the African American experience.

takes them

"It

down

three paths African-

Americans may follow: revolutionary radicalism, black nationalism, or
the

American dream. The

last

path

blocked, however, as white America surrounds

is

African-Americans and keeps them

in their place.

commence when white America moves

The speech

itself

reached a

was reprinted by The Nation

after the

exercises.

much

The journey forward can only

the responsibility

audience."

is

squarely placed upon the

95

larger audience in the following weeks, as

in July 1922.

the irony of the occasion, with

commencement

—

member of Johnson's

shoulders of each white

traditional faith in

it

Meanwhile, the Chicago Defender recognized

Johnson and Senator Underwood participating

At the end of an

article

in the

same

on Harvard's race problems shortly

ceremony, the author noted, "A southern senator and a member of our race

receiving degrees from the

same platform.

A penny for Underwood's thoughts." 96

...

Return to West Virginia

Upon completing

his

work

at

Harvard, Johnson returned to the pastorate

at

Charleston and soon resumed his political activities with the local Black community.

He

appears to have rejoined the local

NAACP and

remainder of his time in the

But he was slowly being recognized outside the Black

community

city.

as an important race leader with a

Within West Virginia
position

95

among

Richard

circles,

its

executive committee for the

growing national reputation.

Johnson wasted

the Black leadership class.

W. Leeman,

served on

He

little

time in reestablishing his

did so, however, with a more radical tone

"Spatial Metaphors in African-American Discourse." The

Southern Communication Journal 60 (1994), 174.
96

A.L. Jackson, "The Onlooker." Chicago Defender, July
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1,

1922, pg. 12.

than in his previous

stint in the city.

On November

17,

1922 Johnson addressed the West

Virginia State Federation of Labor Convention in Charleston. This speech put forth the

prospect of unity between white and Black labor. Echoing his experiences in Connecticut

he combined a worldly, materialistic outlook with

in 1917,

who

spirituality.

becoming increasingly weary of the
promises of politicians who give evidence from time to time that they have no
fundamental knowledge of the relationship of labor to salvation and no
knowledge of the relationship of wages to politics.
I

represent a group of people

are

This speech put forth the prospect of unity between white and Black labor, citing their

common
the

enemies: political leaders and the industrialists

"men of money" who

political

really ruled the nation

controlled them. Attacking

"behind the curtains," Johnson linked

and economic oppression as two sides of the same coin.

without industrial democracy

Johnson pointed out

wages

who

artificially

coalition,

low

is

forever destined to be a

that the lack

for everyone.

Johnson relied upon

of unity

among

sham and

"Political

democracy
97

a failure."

laborers across racial lines kept

Interestingly, in attempting to build this interracial

glorified white

images of former slaves

to strengthen his

case.

The white laboring man
raper

[sic], that

he

is

is

a

man

that

can be told that the Negro

is

an habitual

simply waiting to attack your unprotected families.

When

you hear that lie remember this: That during the Civil War there were four million
Negroes in the South and that the whole man power of the South had to be
mobilized to fight the battles. The white women and children were left at home
absolutely unprotected in the charge of Negro men; and that Southern white men
will tell you today that the finest example of undivided loyalty and devotion ever
seen in the history of this country was the loyalty of these Negroes to the women
98
and children of the men who were fighting to keep them in slavery.

97

W. Johnson Delivered Before the West Virginia
Labor Convention at Charleston, on November 17, Nineteen Hundred
and Twenty-Two," printed by The West Virginia Federationist, n.d. Mordecai Johnson
Pamphlet, "Address of Rev. Mordecai

State Federation of

Papers,

Box

178-14, Folder 12.

98

Ibid.
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At the same time, Johnson stressed the tumultuous history of Blacks

in

America

to

demonstrate their readiness to join the fight for economic justice.
nothing for him to suffer.

He

suffered for three hundred years and

is tuned up
whether he is suffering for
something worth while. He knows he has to suffer anyway. If he stays out of the
labor movement he has to suffer, and if he goes in there he is going to suffer. It is
a question of whether he is going to suffer for you or not. He is already prepared
It is

to suffer.

The only thing he wants

to

know

is

to suffer."

Putting aside his reliance on racial stereotypes in the slavery example, the comparison he

puts forth

is

an interesting one. Here,

we

see a greater maturity in Johnson's view of

labor issues. Contrasted with his writings in 1917, based on his experiences in

Connecticut, he appeared less hopeful that problems could be solved through a simple

alliance

between labor and

capital, or

between the "best" representatives of the

races.

Johnson's emphasis upon the need for working-class unity across racial lines recognizes
that

Black and white working people theoretically have much more

another than either group has in

common

with corporate

elites.

in

common

with one

At the same time, he

attempted to turn certain racial stereotypes on their heads. In contrast to the depictions of
slaves (and Black in general) as shiftless, untrustworthy, thieving, and childish, Johnson

set forth a

new image

of Blacks as faithful

allies

and veterans of redemptive suffering.

Their experiences served as the perfect compliment to those of the laboring classes, as the
oppression of both groups helped to delineate the boundaries of American freedom.

Johnson thus created new ground for Blacks and unions
allies in labor's

war

to create a true

democracy

120

in

to tread together

America.

—

the perfect

Mordecai as Preacher

As Johnson was

in greater

and nationally, his home base

sermons
in the

to the larger

in

demand

as a public speaker, both within

Charleston recognized the importance of his Sunday

Black community. Thus, several members of

summer of 1924

First Baptist

when

delivering either a sermon or any other public

address, these six speeches represent important pieces of Johnson's legacy.

"religious" speeches, however, as they

view of the Bible

make

American place within

They

are

a clear attempt to link Johnson's

to the larger social implications of the Christian life.

are crucial to understanding Johnson's critiques of

the African

decided

to hire a court stenographer to transcribe several of his sermons.

Since Johnson rarely used notes

more than

West Virginia

American society

In this

way, they

in general,

and of

that entity.

Several key themes emerged from this small sampling of his Sunday sermons.

The

first

and most important theme

is that

of an engaged Christianity whose followers are

not afraid to bring their sense of morality to bear on the larger world.

Johnson stressed

that religion

had a role

selflessness to those aspects of society
100

politics.

Time and

to play in bringing a sense of fairness

where

Efforts to create false divisions

it

had been

lost,

again,

and

particularly business

and

between these realms, he argued, only served

to the detriment of society at large.

Johnson was not unique

in this regard, as

an increasing number of Black urban

To be sure, "most black churches retained a basically
and retreated into enclaves or moralistic, revivalistic Christianity," but
some took a very worldly and hands-on approach to new urban and political problems.
See Wilmore, pg. 190-1. Lincoln and Mamiya argue that because Black preachers had
some economic independence from the White community, they "were expected to speak
out about the pressing issues of the day, especially about the problem of racial
discrimination." C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence H. Mamiya, The Black Church in the

preachers dealt with similar issues.
rural orientation
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See what has happened in the world whenever religion feels it has nothing to do
with the bank and politics and with the man who works out in the ditch. Several
times in history the world has
social

and

become decidedly

God upon

the soul

were so strong

not have anything to do with business, with social

always happens? ...

am

I

its

business and in

Several times in history religious

political relationships.

that the claims of

corrupt in

saying to you

that, as

men have

its

felt

that in all probability they did

life,

or with politics.

.

.

.

What

a matter of history, wherever

and business and work have consented to a separation, both business and
work have suffered on the one hand, and religion has suffered on the other. 101
religion

Notice that

just as

it

much

is

a

two-way

as business

street: religion

and

politics

needs

the

and deeds the same

What

upon deaf ears,

fall

as

engagement on behalf of the Church could only

Church could only be effective

lives

engagement with the

spirit

larger

world

need the moral power of God. Rauschenbusch's

teachings at Rochester Theological did not

a lack of social

this

if its

Johnson recognized

result in its demise.

that

For

followers carried with them in their everyday

they absorbed in the pews each weekend.

which there is no business, no toil, no
world in which money, toil, work,
and business will be sanctified because the men who toil and work and conduct
business will do it by putting the spirit of God in the foreground. They are bound
the church is after is not a

world

wealth, no leisure, no beauty, but

God

to express

Such

in

after a

in their business."

critiques also cut across class lines.

the profits derived

it is

from work applied no

God's

sanctification of

less to the

common

work and of the use of

laborer than to the captains

of industry.

You do

not have to go to the temple on the

have

go

to

this ditch

to the

temple

at

mount

[where] you are working in the slime

African American Experience.

to

worship God; you do not

You can worship God in
and mud. You can worship God

Jerusalem to worship God.

Durham and London: Duke

University Press, 1990, pg.

206-7.
101

McKinney,

pg. 205. This section will deal with ideas expressed in six sermons:

Blindness of Obsession," July 13, 1924;

"On Giving and

"The

Receiving," July 20, 1924; "The

Social Consequences of Sin," July 12, 1924; "Work, Business, and Religion," August 10,

1924; "The Radical Commitment," August 17, 1924; and "Chosen for a Purpose,"

August 31, 1924. McKinney offers the
102

Ibid, pg.

full text

210.

122

of

all six

sermons.

in this hospital

where you stand with your instruments

efficient nurse tending

the

way you work

walking

in there

of your kitchen.

in

soul at death's door.

.

.

You can worship God by

.

your kitchen and attend to the region of your kitchen so one

and seeing how you work

will

know

that

God

has

made

a temple

103

These statements are perfectly
between labor and

some

your hands as an

in

capital.

It

in line

with Johnson's conception of the relationship

was incumbent upon laborers

as a reflection of their spiritual duties

to put in an honest day's

on behalf of God, and

purposes as opposed to the promotion of

sin.

to use their

At the same time,

work

pay for positive

capitalists

had a

responsibility to avoid unfair practices with labor or with customers and shared a duty to
104

avoid investing their profits in any form of
In a sense, though, there

gospel of Mordecai Johnson.

to

sin.

was an inherent tension running through the

He

insisted

upon

a socially-engaged

social

form of Christianity,

be sure, but often warned of the threat of becoming too engaged with society

at the

expense of one's relationship with God. Such arguments, of course, beg the question:

how

should one balance his/her duties to the Church with secular obligations, or more to

the point,

how could people

Johnson attempted
indicate that the

successfully

to

at best, a false

work during

were "true" followers of Christ,

the

week

Ibid. pg.

207.

Ibid, pg.

210-2.

14

two

sides of themselves?

then, they

way was

same man

pew every Sunday.

would make every
is

ways. One

one. Quite simply, the

also sat in the

teachings into their everyday lives. "There

13

the

to deal with this tension in several

dichotomy was,

woman who went

merge

If

to

or

they

effort to incorporate

His

no such thing as a man being a scoundrel

123

in

religion

and a

he preached. "There

saint in business,"

saint in religion

and a scoundrel

in business.

It is

is

no such thing as a man being a

absolutely impossible."

105

Secondly, Johnson differentiated between Christ's real followers and those

merely went through the motions of

was especially fond of Luke

faith to give the

14:26: "If any

man come

mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and

cannot be

my disciple."

for following Christ

secular concerns.

Now why

you know
that

in the

it

anybody

When men

to

own

life also,

in

God's

their guard.

life that

is

it

is

human

carry out His divine will.

path, for

He

And Jesus

is

God

likely to cost us everything

"Kingdom of God" on

gift

of free

In this sense, Christ's death

will.

106

simply a

God Almighty

on the

has known.

God who has made big purposes even before the
He cannot carry them out without the voluntary
Therefore, our God is a suffering
creatures He has made.
an earnest

foundation of the world but

105

it is

earth

does not, however, force anyone to follow such a

Cross was merely a reflection of the deeper anguish that

cooperation of the

trying to let

beings are God's instruments on earth, designed to help

has given humans the

We are dealing with

was

106

necessary to reconcile Rauschenbusch's

matter of recognizing that

will, not

easy, they don't put

with Christ's insistence that people eschew secular concerns. For Johnson,

Him

he

be an easy road, Johnson

get the conception that a thing

very beginning of the Christian

is

his

to get the conception that the Christian life

do they? They don't keep on

you hold most precious."
Again,

hate not his father, and

and

sisters, yea,

The Christian path was not meant

it,

me and

and called forth those who were only interested

not?

their strength into

to

He

This passage, he suggested, forced people to assess their reasons

explained. Jesus "did not want

easy.

appearance of sanctification.

who

.

Ibid, pg. 205-6.

Ibid, pg. 222.
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.

.

God. Therefore, he
running

down

change

that "I

is

continually crucified. Therefore, the blood of his agony

Kingdom of Glory. He knows
won't" into "I will" is to make one fall

that the only

into the

and to make one of his

own

freewill follow

God's

This acceptance of God's love and His divine mandate, then,

Rauschenbusch described

what God desires

for

in bringing the

humans, and

it

Kingdom of God

is in their

power

with

in love

plan.

is

way He can
the love of God

107

part of the process that

is

into this world.

Indeed,

it

is

to carry out that plan if they are

willing to accept, nurture, and spread His love on earth.

One of the major

obstacles to this

Kingdom,

then,

was

the rise of individualism

and the lack of recognition of one's connection with the larger
Johnson

said,

was inherent

in the

way

that

society. This problem,

democracy was espoused

in the

West.

The whole democratic movement in the world places emphasis upon
individuality
upon the sacredness and the freedom as well as the responsibility
of the individual. The vast majority of men never receive the democratic doctrine
as a whole. They receive only the part of it that says, "I am a free individual and
can do as I please, and nobody has a right to say to me what I shall do and what I

—

shall not do."

Too much

of the preaching of the world has been addressed to that

individual without showing

him

our preaching has been saying to the individual, "If
a record of

it,

Unfortunately, this

and

and when you

die,

manner of preaching

society, while ignoring

you

will

go

1

to Hell."

he dies.

individual

what Johnson called the "social consequences of

They concern

commits

sin of

the

whole human

any kind, he

pollution that hurts and oft-times

Ibid, pg.

08

reinforces the individual as the basis of religion

Johnson, "the consequences of sin are not confined to what

when

Too much of
you do wrong, God will make

his underlying grievous mistake.

lets

race.

I

may happen

want

loose into the

damns hundreds of human

232.

Ibid, pg. 189.
Ibid, pg. 190.
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whenever an

race a stream of

beings."

109

For

to the individual

to repeat that

human

sin."

1

His criticism of the individualism of the church's membership was also manifest
in his biting

denunciation of the denominationalism that prevented Christians from

joining one another in

preacher

in his

(including his

common

struggle. This

was somewhat extraordinary

for a Baptist

day and age, as Johnson saw no particular Christian denomination

own)

as having a

monopoly on

virtue or spirit.

The

distinctions

between

the denominations, however, threatened to obscure the teachings of Christ and turn

people away from the Church

Why,

in greater

right here in Charleston

young

numbers.

we have group

distinctions in the Christian religion,

one race worshipping God over there on Quarrier Street with ushers standing
sentinels at every door to keep other races out; another race over here talking
about 'This

is

a colored church"; another one talking about "This

Church" and "This

is

a

Low

Church," making

God
human race. And no man
men and young women in that way. 110
of the

the

God

the

God

has the right to

is

High

a

of a race,

like

when he

is

come between young

This obsession with belonging to the "right" group and disparaging others carried over
into secular society,

where Johnson blasted popular desires

schools, social groups, economic classes, and the like.

de-emphasis on what was right

one acceptable

common

in the eyes

of

God and

As

to his or her fellow citizens.

1

to

belong to acceptable

1

In all these matters, there

increasing attention to what

was a

made

a result, people failed to recognize their

humanity with one another and eschewed action on behalf of the downtrodden

in favor of

defending their

own

social positions.

"righteous" people only served to hinder God's

Such inaction on behalf of supposedly

work on

earth

and promote further

division and sin.

Johnson

utilized the

sin "polluted" the

110
111

human

metaphor of the

river to describe both the

manner

in

which

race and the relationship between the individual and society.

Ibid, pg. 172-3.

Ibid,pg. 161-171.
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Regarding the consequences of

Johnson pointed

sin,

to

both historical examples (the

"laziness" of early colonists leading to centuries of slavery and racism) and contemporary

problems (such as resistance to Prohibition)
actually the remnants of the "pollution"

It is

the sins of the fathers

grip

on your

human
fathers

When

—

to

demonstrate

how many

from past generations.

the sins of

men who have

died long ago

—

have a

that

The redemption of your life, as well as the redemption of the
means getting yourself free from the sins of the
112
and following some noble figure like Jesus Christ in purity of life.
life.

race to which you belong,

Christ thus implored his followers to be prepared to forsake their loved ones in His

name, he thus presented them with an opportunity
introduce a fresh

new

that resists the sins

from

it

Human

little

of the

human

which they

were required

means

from the

God

lived.

me: Every humble

this to

will see to

it

that the

many

legacies

As

river.

mud

from

is put
113

human

youth, Johnson indicated that

when

it

life

race goes

and

and from the

selflessness, people

from the world and transform them

no longer had an outlet

it

down

on the bottom and the

their forebears

In the interest of Christian spirit

to take those positive gifts

the

inheritances for future generations. Describing the lake in which he

it

and

sins of the path

race and allows the love of Jesus to flow out

stream will go on flowing into eternity.

beings, however, received

society in

soul

stream that flows into the

is like that

the stream of time,

clear

to break

current of spirituality into the river of humanity.

The doctrine of the immortality of the

within

current sins are

into positive

was baptized

as a

had stagnated and the

fish

died.

So

it is

with a selfish man.

You

set a

human being down

humanity. Behind him are the unselfish lives of
all

the priests,

all

the martyrs. If

you

let

it

all

in the

cavalcade of

the teachers, all the prophets,

flow out through you into humanity,

you can have life. If you stop the outgo, God himself will stagnate you and you
happy as long as you live. You can't be happy. You can't be happy.

can't be

112

Ibid, pg. 198.

113

Ibid, pg.

200.
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You

can't be happy. Happiness

so glad.

I

am

Given these
opportunities in

often,

so glad."

beliefs,

Johnson

were required

life

impossible to a stagnant selfishness, and

is

am

I

4

those

felt that

to give

more

who had been

blessed with

in recognition of these gifts.

more

All too

however, selfishness and blind prejudice stymied the compassionate impulses these

people should feel and prevented them from truly embracing God's work on earth. To

some

extent, all people

from

their parents or the natural universe.

had certain benefits for which they should be

grateful,

whether

But those who flourished beyond the

level of

subsistence did so because of the "faith" of others: both the faith that other people put in

them

in helping

society, the

them achieve

and the

their success,

faith that

workings of which allowed certain people

own

recognize the contributions of others to their

people put into their shared

Those who

to succeed.

failed to

success were, in Johnson's word, a

"monstrosity."

Any human

being

who

lives for

The very foundation of his
For a

and

man

to

himself and himself only

life is

the basest of

be selfish in such a world as

his heart to all the great things that

must close the windows of the soul
115
flowed unto him from the past.
Interestingly enough,

one group

this,

all

human

a

monstrous creature.

qualities

—

ingratitude.

he must shut his eyes and his mind

he has received from the

to all the potencies

that

is

human

and beauties

Johnson singled out

that

in this regard

He

race.

have

was

the

Black college graduate.

And, above

all,

an educated Negro

will appear that of all the

Some day

it

Negro

an egregious monstrosity, and egregious and hellish monstrosity, because there

is

hardly a Negro alive in the world today

pain of someone

Why
114

a monstrosity!

living earth, an educated

is

education above the high school

115

—my God, what

human beings on God's

I

tell

who

you, hell

is

who

who

has not received a smattering of

has not received

has sacrificed his very

life in

too good a place for you!

Ibid,pg. 183.
Ibid, pg. 181.
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it

through the agony and

order to give

Too good

it

to him.

a place for you!

.

.

.

An

1

who

Why, if I had
name. How
can a man think? How can he think? How can he even breathe below his own
stomach band without realizing that he is in debt so deeply to the human race for
all he has in the world. If he does not, he is a base ingrate and scoundrel.
educated Negro

one for

my

is

daddy, and

selfish is an egregious, hellish monstrosity.

I

was named

after

him,

I

would change

my

1

Johnson did not imply

was concerned

that all

Black college graduates were unselfish. Ultimately, he

that those African

Americans with a higher degree of education chose

distance themselves from the everyday lives of the average Black person.

educated Blacks, he lamented, ran from the South for the big

"our ignorant, poor, benighted people

down

in

cities

to

Too many

of the North, leaving

Georgia." Fearful that too

many Blacks

with education were turning a blind eye to their brethren in the Deep South, Johnson
railed that the race should not expect the grace of

legacies and blessings for the benefit of

the

its

God

unless

it

sought to use

downtrodden members.

"We may

its

own

talk about

Negro race growing big and powerful, but unless God Almighty exercises more

mercy toward

this race

than he has ever exercised toward any race in the world,

produce the biggest bunch of base ingrates

To be

fair,

that

we

will

ever cluttered up God's green earth."

Johnson did not merely single out the

elite

members of the

race.

117

All Blacks,

he argued, had received some benefits, ranging from education to their very freedom after
the Civil War.

1

18

The

produce some good

point, he emphasized,

in the world,

was

that all people

had an obligation

to

and the African Americans, having suffered so much,

should be more diligent in recognizing these duties.

Most of these trends
built

116
117
118

on a foundation of

in

Johnson's sermons focus on a progressive world-view

social justice.

Time and

Ibid, pg. 181-2.

Ibid, pg. 185.
Ibid, pg. 178, 180.
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again,

Johnson exalted those who

demonstrated selflessness, humility, determination and compassion. One cannot ignore,

however,
certainly

he was a Baptist preacher in the 1920s in the Upper South, so there were

that

some fire-and-brimstone aspects

to his

preaching as well. Several of the

sermons touched upon sexual immorality and the

were particularly evident

in his

evils of drinking

and gambling. They

sermon on "The Social Consequences of Sin,"

as he

attempted to deconstruct arguments that these "sins" had no victims other than the
perpetrators. Indeed, these sins

had become so ingrained

institutionalized attempts to flout morality

in society that they spurred

and the law. These were not confined

criminal activities such as bootlegging or prostitution rings, however.

inherent in social formations as well, as with

one another
behavior.

in the

As

men

bragging of their sexual conquests to

presence of their children and passing along the same ideas on sexual

longer impact than anyone initially realized."

them

women. His focus on male sexual

women were

to the status of

"licentiousness of

much

larger and

9

Johnson's social conservatism was evident in the

possibility that

to

They were

a result, the institutional nature of sin threatened to have a

they related to

way he

practices,

by

discussed these issues as

definition,

excluded the

sexual beings themselves. Instead, his analysis relegates

degraded victims of male

men and women,"

lust.

In

one breath he referred

but in the next he focused on

women

to the

with sexually

transmitted diseases as a result of "husbands [who] indulged in the awful license and

lust."

~

Similarly, the

problem of sexual morality was

partially rooted, in

opinion, in "our low estimate of the moral sacredness of the character of

119
120
121

on

Ibid, pg. 190-6.
Ibid, pg. 190.
Ibid, pg. 191.
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Johnson's

women."

121

a

Both of these arguments present

own

women

as sexual objects, not as sexual subjects in their

right.

Had he done

so,

of course,

it

would have been an extraordinary exception

realm of Black Baptist preachers during that

Johnson himself was

sexist.

era.

is it

conclusive evidence that

Rather, a complicated set of gender views emerges from an

He

examination of his sermons.

attacked the "selfishness" of those

decided not to have children, contrasting their

own

Nor

in the

own

men and women who

refusal to bring forth life with their

parents' unselfishness. In doing so, of course, he

assumes

that all parents provide a

nurturing environment for their children and take responsibility for their well-being. In

doing

so,

he accepts the normative structure of the nuclear family as proper and

structure that

was often predicated upon

the subservience of

women. At

he puts forth motherhood, both the physical anguish that brings forth

mothers
selfless

in fostering children's

behavior

in society.

life

the

and the

role of

growth and development, as the ultimate examples of

One could

see this as both an attempt to reinforce certain

to the

122

Johnson's language certainly leans toward a conservative view of women, but

would be overly
press upon

—

same time,

gender stereotypes and as a celebration of the unique contributions of women
larger society.

fitting

simplistic to

women

same with men

assume

that

he was

sexist.

While he

the mantle of motherhood, whether they

as well.

Religion," he placed

it

certainly attempted to

wanted

it

or not, he did the

Moreover, during his discussion of "Work, Business, and

work

in the

"kitchen" on an even standing with both paid manual

labor and the higher professions in God's estimation, while avoiding any reference to a

122

Ibid,pg. 175-7.
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particular "place" for

point to a

women,

vocationally speaking.

man who was opposed

123

Taken

to disrupting traditional

together,

same

role for

women

outside the

home and more

in the ministry to

willing to treat

final note

on

identity politics

international missionary

between the true

spirit

work

in

is fitting.

In

homemakers on

the

two sermons, Johnson focused on

Asia and Africa. Both sermons referred to the

missionaries, "If you

come with

the spirit of Jesus,

we

insisting to

will listen to you; but if

talking of your racial superiority and materialistic civilization, stay

see Jesus;

we want

to see

him;

we

don't want to see you."

attacked the hypocrisy of those Southern Baptists

who

124

under the guise of white supremacy. "[I]f one of these

little

to talk in the service

come

it

is

in the

Ibid, pg.

same time challenging any attempt by

207.

Ibid, pg. 173.
Ibid, pg.

tie

on, and

send the missionary to
125

Aside from

also a subtle indication that the non-white

124
125

to

morning service."

people of the world are attempting to engage this Christian

123

cities

children taught by the

where the money was being raised

pointing to the hypocrisy of the West,

at the

own towns and

here dressed up with a clean collar and

why, he would almost create a panic

Johnson

sent missionaries to China, India

in their

missionary in Africa were to

you come

We want to

home.

In a similar vein,

and Africa, while ignoring the plight of Black children

Africa,

rift

of Christianity and attempts to link the Christian churches with

White supremacy. Johnson lauded the Japanese, for example, for

while

an

level as paid labor.

A

were

of these ideas

gender notions of sexuality and

motherhood, but was perhaps more open than his contemporaries

expanded

all

194-5
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the

spirit

West

to

on

their

impose

its

own

terms,

own

sense of

racial identity

onto these beliefs. This was merely an early manifestation of Johnson's

lifelong interest in the plight of the colored people of the world, and the

ways

in

which

they tried to extricate themselves from restrictive international dimensions of the color

line.

Johnson's sermons made every effort to link the local and the international, race

and class

issues, the secular

experiences.

and the sacred,

They were more than

a

mere

in a

manner

that

spoke to people's lived

recitation of the lessons he learned at

Rochester, Chicago and Harvard. Infused with the imagery and language of the Black

preacher tradition, he challenged the progressive thinkers of early-20

th

century American

theology to take into account the experiences of non- White people across the globe.

was

still

insights,

He

a very young man, only in his mid-thirties, but his speeches, sermons, political

and

his passion for equality

were gaining attention

far

beyond the welcoming

arms of his home congregation. Johnson's emergence as a prominent national African

American leader
the

in the early

1920s coincided with

community's "complexional

institutions."

calls for increased

He would soon

agitation to an unexpected destination: the presidency of

133

Black self-rule over

ride this

Howard

wave of public

University.

CHAPTER

3

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY
During the early months of 2005, Ward Churchill of the University of Colorado
found himself

in the

middle of a national controversy over an essay he wrote

immediate aftermath of September
victims of the attacks on the

1 1

,

2001

.

In that article,

World Trade Center

as

'"'little

he referred to some of the

Eichmanns,' a reference to

Adolf Eichmann, who ensured the smooth running of the Nazi system."
contents of that article led to the cancellation of a speaking engagement

College

in

New

York, Colorado Governor

Board of Regents "investigat[ed] whether

Bill

Owens

in the

When
at

the

Hamilton

called for his dismissal and the

the tenured professor can be

removed."

A

defiant Churchill, addressing University of Colorado students in February 2005,

responded
Regents

to his critics.

in the

way

"I

answer

don't

they think

I

do.

The

to Bill

Owens.

I

do not answer

regents should do their job and

In the end, Churchill's fiery resistance did not save his job.

More
remarks

me do

mine."

1

inflammatory than Churchill's rhetoric. The Rev. Francis

Howard

J.

Grimke, a

University, "was invited to address the annual convocation of the

School of Religion of Howard
Christianity Today,"' in

.

.

.

upon

November

contemporary Christianity

in the

Woodrow Wilson and William
Christian brotherhood. "It

1

let

Board of

than eighty years earlier, public officials hounded a university official for

far less

trustee at

to the

is

the subject,

is

the Trouble with

1923. Throughout this speech,

Grimke

criticized

United States and some political leaders, including

Jennings Bryan, for placing race prejudice ahead of

a burning shame,"

"Colo. Scholar Not Backing

'What

Grimke

cried, "that

we

are under the

Down."

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2005/02/03/national/main671638.shtml. June 16, 2007.
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domination of a Christianity

whom

of God, and for

that discriminates against

human

Christ died, on account of race and color."

controversial statements, "several congressmen opposed"

appropriation.

Among them was

is

As

made

in the

image

a result of these

Howard's annual federal

Representative James Byrnes of South Carolina, the

future Secretary of State under Harry

kind of religion that

beings,

Truman, who wrote,

"I

want

to call attention to the

taught in that school of religion.""

Although Ward Churchill and Francis Grimke came from radically different
political viewpoints,

academic freedom.

both of them presumably spoke and wrote under the protection of
In these cases, they

assumed

that their political statements outside the

classroom would be protected speech and would not interfere with their academic duties.

But both faced the wrath of politicians for openly voicing these opinions. The
differences between these cases also warrant attention. Churchill, a tenured professor,

was being harassed

for taking an unpopular

view on current events outside the classroom.

Grimke, on the other hand, attempted to use Howard University, a federally-funded Black
institution of higher learning, to offer a biting criticism of

He was

not speaking in the classroom; indeed,

anywhere

else.

The heated

on the academy,

America's

Grimke was not

racial caste system.

a professor at

Howard

or

reaction to his remarks, then, pointed to the additional strains

historically speaking,

when

issues of

academic freedom and race

intersected.

In looking at the Fisk presidency of Charles S. Johnson,

one of the few scholarly assessments of academic freedom

Marybeth Gasman offers

in historically

Black colleges.

She argues,

2

Walter Dyson,

Howard

University,

The Capstone of Negro Education, A History: 1867-

1940. Washington, D.C.: The Graduate School,
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Howard

University, 1941. Pg. 432-3.

.

.

.

today's universities are being pressured to adopt a narrow view of academic

freedom

from advocating on behalf of unpopular causes.
the impact of economic pressure on the
academic setting. When an institution is constantly under pressure to garner
funds from remotely connected sources, there is a strong tendency to follow the
that prohibits professors

The context of a Black college shows

The lack of financial resources of many alumni and parents of Black
means that these institutions must rely more heavily on foundation

status quo.

colleges
support.

3

This observation provides an interesting theoretical groundwork for examining the
history of Black colleges in the twentieth century. Tensions arose wherever issues of

racial inequality intersected

with the economic survival of these institutions. Although

most examinations of academic freedom

fail to

include Black schools,

that conflicts in these settings often represented the cutting

I

would contend

edge of academic freedom

debates in the United States.

Academic Freedom

in the

United States:

Before one can look

at

An Overview

academic freedom

in a

Black context, however,

it is

necessary to briefly examine the history of these concepts as practiced in this country.

Clyde Barrow argues

that the history of

to the controversies of the 1890s.

academic freedom

Tensions arose

universities openly supported Populist

in

in

America can be traced back

academia when professors

at

several

and labor movements. Several were dismissed as

a result of this activism, as wealthy trustees objected to their "radical" ideas. Faced with

this opposition,

some

to free expression.

intellectuals

looked to Europe for guidance in defending their rights

"Those scholars who were even interested

in the topic [of

academic

freedom] usually defended an absolutist position imported from Germany: an

3

Marybeth Gasman, "Scylla and Charybdis Navigating the Waters of Academic
Freedom at Fisk University during Charles S. Johnson's Administration (1946-1956)."
American Educational Research Journal, Vol. 36, No. 4 (Winter, 1999), 754-755.
:
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unconditional right to academic freedom on

campus and

speech, petition, and peaceable assembly enjoyed by

Such freedoms, however, often came
the university

all

the equivalent rights of free

citizens off-campus."

4

into conflict with the financial interests of

and the duties of its leadership. Several scholars and college presidents

the late-nineteenth

in

and early-twentieth centuries recognized the "corporate" structure

spreading over the academic landscape, and the impact of these changes on the role of
university presidents.

'The president's managerial

role

was

to insure that all

common

cooperated in a socially efficient manner toward the institution's

Academic freedom was thus circumscribed
social efficiency

economic

had

to

Where

mission.

by the functional imperative of

and the specialized division of labor which defined the

institution's various groups."

scholars, leaders

in principle

groups

'rights'

of an

tensions arose between the school's backers and

its

weigh the choices between absolute academic freedom and the

viability of the institution.

Thus, Barrow explains, "the problem of academic

freedom has appeared almost exclusively as an element of the fundamental class conflicts
associated with the development of advanced industrial society."

At the same time

that they

attempted to appease the people paying their

colleges and universities had to maintain at least a semblance of

influence. This certainly

4

early history of
3

6

became an

in the

bills,

autonomy from outside

issue with the increased role of corporations and

Barrow, 194. Richard Hofstadter and Walter

Academic Freedom

6

United States,

is still

Metzger's work, The Development of
the definitive work on the origins and

P.

academic freedom.

Barrow, 197.

Barrow, 186. As early as 1918, Thorstein Veblen recognized the potential impacts of

the corporate

model on

the

modern American

university.

He argued

"that the intrusion of

business principles in the universities goes to weaken and retard the pursuit of learning,

and therefore to defeat the ends for which a university is maintained." See Veblen, The
Higher Learning in America: A Memorandum on the Conduct of Universities by Business
Men. New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1965, pg. 224.
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philanthropists in funding higher education, starting in the 1890s. Yet the best-publicized

threats to university

autonomy came not from

government. During World

War

I,

the private sector, but

for instance, universities

and

from the federal

their faculties

worked

closely with the Wilson administration in building the case for war, always careful to

place the onus for American participation on the actions of the

In the aftermath

Austrians.

of the war, however, there was a severe and immediate backlash on the

who

part of those

Germans and

regretted the wartime collaboration with the government.

Such

tensions arose time and again throughout the twentieth century, most notably during the

McCarthy

era, as the

government pressured

and other "radicals" from
universities often

universities to purge suspected

their departments.

walked a

As with

issues of

own

fine political line in maintaining their

independent institutions while simultaneously catering to those

While

economic

universities recognized a

need

to

in

Communists

viability,

status as

power.

7

monitor faculty speech, they were

especially sensitive to the activities of the student body.

Time and

again, college

presidents placed severe restrictions on permissible student speech and actions under the

banner of "in loco parentis." In the absence of parental controls, the university claimed a
legal responsibility to protect the well-being of

seems a

fair

and

its

student body.

logical conclusion for universities to reach.

On

the surface, this

In practice,

however,

this

8

provided officials with an opportunity to circumvent the rights of students by imposing

For information on World War I and the academy, see Peter Novick, That Noble
Dream: The "Objectivity Question" and the American Historical Profession. New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1998, chapters 5-9. For McCarythism on campus, see Ellen
Schrecker, No Ivory Tower: McCarthyism and the Universities. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1986.
o

Although

it

took some time before the academy in the United States dealt with issues of

students' rights, they

were inherent

in the

German model of academic freedom under
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the

restrictions

on

political activism

and off-campus behavior.

to the tensions surrounding these issues during the 1960s,

created a considerable body of

new freedoms

however, the various battles waged over the
control over their

own

Much

attention has

when widespread

ROTC

protests

for students. Historians need to examine,

last

century, as students sought greater

—on
—

college experiences. These confrontations

from mandatory chapel and

been paid

to a voice in student activities

issues ranging

illustrate the

gradual

progression of student freedoms, culminating in the rancorous events of the 1960s.

Contemporary Issues
Greater attention has been paid to academic freedom issues in recent years, with
increased conservative criticism of the academy over the

with greater attempts

at

government oversight

analysis of academic freedom under the

relationship between the federal

in the post-9/1

"War on Terrorism"

government and the

The managers of the national

two decades and especially

last

1

era.

Hugh Gusterson's

points to the uneasy

intellectual

security state have since

community.

September

1 1

let it

be

known that they are interested in whatever contributions the university might
make to the development of, for example, biowarfare detectors, information
warfare defenses, airport security technologies, or even Middle Eastern area
studies. ...

On

their allies are

concerned that

and ideological

Dubbing

the

academy

globalization of the

many

faculty

managers of the national security state and
the university may be a locus of dangerous cultural

the other hand, the

instability.

a "multinational Trojan horse," Gusterson argues that the

American

university,

combined with

the liberal or leftist leanings of

and students, creates a feeling with the government

intellectuals are suspect.

The

result is increased scrutiny

that the loyalties

towards the academy

term Lernfreiheit. This implied a large degree of automony for students

and academic

lives.

See Hofstadter and Metzger, pg. 386-7.
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of

in general,

in their

personal

not only from the federal government, but from trustees, non-governmental
organizations, and other decentralized entities working on

Beshara Doumani takes these ideas a step

9
its

behalf.

further, arguing that the increased

efforts at control over the university represent the culmination of several long-term trends

in both the private

and public spheres. Politically speaking, Doumani argues,

the vigorous

campaign

to discipline the

academy unleashed

after 9/1

as part of a sustained effort to shift public discourse in favor of four

agendas

in foreign

and domestic

policies:

1

can be seen

major

dominating the globe through the

doctrine of preemptive military intervention with special focus on the Middle
East, dismantling the
rights

New

Deal society, reversing the gains of the various

and environmental movements, and blurring the

line

civil-

between church and

state.

Within the private sphere, "the privatization and commercialization of knowledge
information age

universities

.

.

.

combination of an increasingly conservative

American

9

Hugh

an

has greatly reduced the degree of intellectual autonomy within

and magnified the influence of private donors and corporations."

critiques of the

in

political discourse at

10

Thus, the

odds with the social

academy, combined with a weakening of the economic autonomy of

universities, creates a dual threat to

academic freedom as the guiding

interest

Gusterson, 'The Weakest Link? Academic Dissent in the 'War on Terrorism."

Dangerous Times. Ann Arbor: The University of
Michigan Press, 2005. Pg. 89-92. In essence, the phenomenon described by Gusterson is
an extension of that which Loren Baritz recognized between academics and the private
sector as early as 1960. Baritz argued that corporations searched for ways to utilize
social scientists to enhance their control over workers and the public. See Baritz, The
Semants of Power: A History of the Use of Social Science in American Industry.
Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1960, passim, esp. 191-210.
10
Beshara Doumani, "Between Coercion and Privatization: Academic Freedom in the
Twenty-First Century." Beshara Doumani (editor), Academic Freedom after September
11. New York: Zone Books, 2006. Pg. 16.
Sarat, Austin (editor). Dissent in
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of American intellectual

life.

Academic freedom becomes "a

luxury, not a condition of

possibility for the pursuit of truth."

Such attacks on
"chilling" effect

the

autonomy of the

on the academy, leading

university,

Doumani

to intellectual stagnation

Lee Bollinger voiced a similar

social or political criticism.

fears,

could have a

and reluctance

to offer

fear with regard to the issue

of external financial support.

Driven by financial needs to seek the assistance of outside individuals and

must deal with donors who

on supporting only
research or programs with a high degree of "relevance." There is the risk that
deans and administrators within the university will themselves tend to internalize
this value, which gradually undermines the ideal of open and unconstrained
institutions, the university

insist

1-

intellectual inquiry.

The donors themselves decide

meaning of "relevance" and, by extension,

the

"irrelevance." Self-sustaining academic research, projects that generate research dollars

from private and public sources or

profits through patents

gold standard for the modern university

at the

and products, thus becomes the

expense of other forms of academic

inquiry. Consequently, radical social criticism

and unpopular

political ideas are

undercut

for the lack of support they bring to individual institutions.

The

critiques put forth

by Gusterson, Doumani and

to several basic notions about the

Bollinger,

contemporary American university.

the shifting of control to centers of

power outside

among
First,

the university undermines

others, point

they fear that

academic

freedom. Second, conservative attacks on the academy as "unpatriotic," especially
post-9/1

11

1

era, cast a pall

in the

of suspicion upon intellectuals designed to subvert legitimate

Ibid, pg. 38.

12

Lee C. Bollinger, "The Open-Minded Soldier and the University." Peggy
Hollingsworth (editor), Unfettered Expression: Freedom in American Intellectual
Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2000. Pg. 45.
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Life.

political debate

and encourage collusion between the government and individual

institutions in the

undermining of civil

liberties.

Finally, those

of political and economic power have a mission that
traditions of

academic freedom and the

is

who

distinctly at

current constraints on academic freedom.

As we

shall see,

odds with the

freedoms are meant

intellectual ferment such

These issues represent some of the cutting-edge debates

protect.

control the corridors

in the

academy

to

as to

however, these and other

aspects of current academic freedom debates have a storied history in America's Black

colleges and universities, a history that has never been discussed in any significant

manner.
Invisible Schools:

HBCUs

Absence of

Three concepts

from Academic Freedom Histories

—freedom of teachers
and outside
classroom,
—form backbone of academic freedom has

autonomy, and students'

the

rights

developed over the twentieth century

university

the

inside

as

it

United States. Nobody, however, has

in the

attempted a systematic study of these concepts as they apply to historically-Black
colleges and universities. Such an omission

is

shocking, considering the social, political

and economic constraints under which most Black schools operated (and continue
operate).

Barrow

astutely pointed to the fluidity of conditions that circumscribed the

existence of academic freedom

at

any given

institution.

"These circumstances were

highly contingent on the character of local politics, on what

as a real threat

by

to

local capitalists, or

individual university trustees.

.

.

.

movements were perceived

on the mere attentiveness and aggressiveness of

Thus, once one moved outside a relatively narrow

range of safe opinions, what academic freedom really meant
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at

any particular

institution

was often an accident of

local circumstance subject to

wide fluctuations."

13

This

statement perfectly embodies the dynamics that often determined the nature of Black

higher education in this country. In these instances, however, the defining factor

was not simply

controlling the reigns of academic freedom

as

Barrow argues

here.

Rather, academic freedom often found itself caught between the

competing demands of economic survival and

The

in

Black colleges and

Academic Freedom: A Guide

universities.

to the Literature

IV, only two dealt with Black colleges.

Black colleges

on academic freedom
This

One

in the 1970s, with particular

and autonomous Black

life."

racial identity.

literature in this field reveals the glaring lack

to these issues in

the self-interest of capitalists,

14

institutions.

in the

article, written

of attention historians have paid

Of the 470

in

and books compiled

by Stephen H. Aby and James C. Kuhn

of these examined the dilemmas facing

emphasis on the tensions between integration

The second, written

Deep South

articles

in 1959,

examined

response to challenges to the "southern

by Stanley H. Smith

in

It

way of

1959 for a special issue of the Journal

of Educational Sociology, was a notable exception within the historical

academic freedom.

restrictions

literature

on

devoted a good deal of attention to the restrictions on Black

schools in the South and discussed them as issues of academic freedom, not simply as
issues of racism.

Examples of repression

detail later in this chapter.

raised in this article will be discussed in greater

15

13

Barrow, 199.
John U. Monro, "The Black College Dilemma." Educational Record 53(2): 132-37,
Spring 1972. Cited in Aby and Kuhn, 85.
Stanley H. Smith, "Academic Freedom in Higher Education in the Deep South."
Journal of Educational Sociology 32 (6): 297-308, February 1959. Cited in Aby and
Kuhn, 68. The article appeared in a special issue focused on the twentieth anniversary of
the Gaines case.
1
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Broadening one's examination of
intersections of race academic

Aby and Kuhn,

freedom are more

it

becomes apparent

likely to be

examined

that

in the context of

predominantly white institutions or with regard to contemporary controversies. Twelve
citations in the bibliography fell

under the heading of "race issues." Setting aside the two

pieces cited above, three of the articles concerned a white professor nearly dismissed

from

his position in

1903 for praising Booker T. Washington; one dealt with an academic

conference that included minority issues; and six dealt with recent conflicts between

academic freedom and multiculturalism or

political correctness.

Stanley Smith article mentioned earlier looked

at the historical

16

Once

again, only the

experiences of

HBCUs

in

the context of these debates.

The lack of attention

to these issues in

Aby and Kuhn's

bibliography

merely a reflection of what historians and educators have failed to do
writings. Ellen

W.

Schrecker' s classic work,

Universities (1986), reveals the

best

of course,

own

Ivory Tower: McCarthyism and the

myopic view of Black academia

that prevails in

even the

works on academic freedom. Schrecker does deal with several important examples

of Cold

Lorch

16

No

in their

is,

War

at

repression on Black campuses, those of Giovanni Rossi Lomanitz and Lee

Fisk University (see below) and Hans Freistadt

at

Wilberforce.

17

These cases

Entries 62, 64 and 68 dealt with the John Spencer Bassett case at Trinity College

Duke

(now

University); Entry 303 offers presentations at a series of public forums at the

first of which featured academic freedom; Entries 197, 240,
322
and
328
focus
281, 321,
on limits on academic freedom resulting from "political
correctness," at least four of them using academic freedom to defend racist practices or
findings. Interestingly, although many of the citations in Chapter 6, "Current Issues and
General Trends," and Chapter 7, "Academic Freedom and the Culture Wars," deal with

University of Hawaii, the

similar issues, they are not cited as related to "race issues."
17

Schrecker, 146-7, 288-291.

at the

Much

of the discussion of Lomanitz focused on his work

Berkeley Radiation Laboratory and the subsequent oppression he faced as a result

of attending a few Communist Party meetings.
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One

short paragraph refers to his single

stand out in her analysis, however, precisely because they were the exceptions in a text
that otherwise concentrated almost exclusively

on predominantly-White colleges. Taken

together, these episodes constitute four pages of text

Her discussions of "race
activities

up her study, Schrecker wrote,

Party has dealt with
19

Due

the "academic

its

anything.

"We know

18

surprisingly

leaders or

community" she
is

little

about the

academic community. Most of the recent scholarship on the
its

impact on trade unionists, screenwriters, and

to her unfortunate turn of phrase, she unwittingly

attention to this subject

if

relations" consisted of fleeting references to the civil rights

activities within the

blacks."

a passing mention,

of Communists or those accused of radical politics.

In setting

CP's

—

set

excluded "blacks" from

out to study. In her defense, Schrecker' s lack of

hardly unique. But even her handful of references to the

environment on Black campuses indicated

that further attention

was warranted. Her

overview of the Freistadt case, for instance, included the tantalizing claim, "Tolerant as
these

Negro colleges were, they were not

middle

fifties,

semester

at

they became involved

politically invulnerable, especially

in the early stages

Fisk and decision to leave

when

of the

civil rights

when,

in the

movement."

20

President Charles Johnson refused to offer

him a contract until his situation with HUAC was resolved. Freistadt, a member of the
Communist Party in graduate school, lost his fellowship from the Atomic Energy
Commission prior to taking a job at Wilberforce. The Board of Trustees decided to
terminate his appointment right before the beginning of the
1

new

term.

o

Page 25 refers
political

to the role the

CP played

agenda"; page 85 talks of

leftist

in bringing

Black

civil rights

"onto the

students being involved in civil rights,

among

other causes; page 135 examines the Berkeley CP's interest in "Negroes in the South";

page 242 discusses white Communist Robert Hodes at Tulane; page 245 mentions Robert
Rutman's hiring of a Black lab technician; page 257 says that Gene Weltfish had been a
member of the End Jim Crow in Baseball Committee; and page 341 contains a passing
reference to the activism inspired by civil rights movement and the Vietnam War.
19

20

at

Schrecker, 24-5.
Schrecker, 290. Gabrielle

HBCUs

also

felt that

Simon Edgcomb's work on Jewish refugee

scholars working

Schrecker' s analysis was inadequate. See Edgcomb,
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From

Such a statement points

to a clear recognition

perfectly to those at predominantly

entire discussion of

Hans

White

of special circumstances that did not equate

institutions.

This quotation, along with her

Freistadt, pointed to a greater willingness

on the part of Black

colleges to hire political radicals, plus a different set of pressures directly linked to racial

activism and identity.

As quickly

as such trends

were mentioned, however, Schrecker

resumed her discussion of White professors and White

colleges.

No

or institutional repression against Black professors were discussed;

an establishment worthy of attention given

its

in its

Howard

21

ignorance of the Black college experience

is

Sigmund

Diamond's Compromised Campus: The Collaboration of Universities with
Intelligence

mentioned

Community, 1945-1955.

in his

work. In

fact, the

No

University,

close relationship to the federal

government, received one mention in the entire work.

Even worse

cases of government

the

Black colleges and universities are even

most extensive references made

of African Americans are a single reference to activities of the

to the

very existence

Young Progressives of

Massachusetts regarding Negro History Week; alleged (White) Communists in
Connecticut working with the Civil Rights Congress; and a short reference in a footnote
to funding for the African- American Institute.

citations of "suspicious" activity

was

indicative of

Communist

22

As with Schrecker' s work,

beg the question:

leanings,

If

these

work on behalf of Black

civil rights

and the government maintained a special focus on

Swastika to Jim Crow: Refugee Scholars at Black Colleges. Malabar, FL: Krieger
Publishing Company, 1993, pg. 91.
Schrecker, 180. Howard University was part of a
1

list

of "colleges that contained

[Communist] party units."
Sigmund Diamond, Compromised Campus: The Collaboration of Universities with the
Intelligence Community, 1945-1955. New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1992. Pg. 32, 204, and 315n41.
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Communists

in

American higher education,

monitor Communists (or any

what extent did the government attempt

political activists) in historically-Black colleges

Diamond

universities? Sadly,

to

fails to

to

and

ask this question, even though he examined

intelligence cooperation with both the institutions themselves and the foundations that

funded them.

some works,

In

S.

23

26 cases

1

problem

War on Campus: A

Lewis's work. Cold

Control, examined

part of the

in

rests

with methodology. For example, Lionel

Study of the Politics of Organizational

which professors were terminated or threatened with

termination as a result of their political affiliations. Lewis

lack of diversity

majority of

to

whom

examine?

within

on

Initially,

for complaints they received

were white males," the vast

How

did Lewis choose which cases

from members. Unfortunately,

AAUP records did not account for the

were more likely

24

quite forthcoming about the

he consulted records of American Association of University

membership. Professors

its

Given

his case studies. "All but five

held progressive political views.

(AAUP)

Professors

reliance

among

is

at the

lack of representation of

few Black schools

that did

have

his

HBCUs

AAUP chapters

to bring grievances to their local unions than to the predominantly-

this particular

focus on foundation support, Diamond's decision to overlook

Black higher education is frustrating. Black schools were even more reliant upon support
from these foundations due to a lack of support from government institutions and a
paucity of funds within much of the Black community. (This issue is examined in greater
detail later in the chapter.) These factors, combined with literature on government
surveillance of African Americans, seem to open the door to such an analysis. Even

Gunnar Myrdal noted the rise of Communist sympathies among
Black intellectuals. See Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and
Modern Democracy. New York and London: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1944, pg.
before the

McCarthy

era,

510. Hopefully, future historians of Black education will offer a systematic study of the
intelligence
24

community and Black higher education.
War on Campus: A Study of the

Lionel S. Lewis, Cold

Control.

New

Politics of Organizational

Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1988. Pg. 39.
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White organization. This lack of understanding of the dynamics between professional
academic organizations

like the

AAUP and the

faculty at

HBCUs resulted in

a nearly

complete absence of discussion of Black colleges and universities.
Just as scholars of

academic freedom have overlooked manifestations of these

struggles in Black colleges, experts on Black higher education have largely ignored

battles

over academic freedom. Perhaps more accurately, historians of Black colleges

and universities have dealt with issues that
But they tend
also viewing

to

examine them exclusively

them

as

academic freedom

both sides of this equation

fall

under the heading of "academic freedom."

as extensions of the race question, without

issues.

The

closest any

—academic freedom and race —

Communists on Campus: Race,

Politics,

and

is

work comes

William

J.

to balancing

Billingsley's

the Public University in Sixties

North

Carolina, published in 1999. Billingsley examined a belated explosion of McCarthyite
repression in North Carolina's public universities during the 1960s, especially in attempts

by the
to

state legislature to regulate

speakers on campus and using the power of the purse

maintain control over these institutions.

Much

of the focus of the book rests with

predominantly- White schools, but Billingsley does a credible job integrating
his analysis.

Still, at

into

times the academic freedom issues inherent in these debates remain

overlooked in his work. As a

25

HBCUs

result, Billingsley expertly

handles these episodes as

Lewis did discuss the Lee Lorch case at Fisk, but never openly
discussed an African American professor, nor did he examine any other Black colleges.
As to the question of the AAUP and HBCUs, one recent work indicates that the AAUP
formed Committee L on Predominantly Black Institutions in 1973, while another
committee provided its first report on faculty members at HBCUs the following year.
There is little in the work to indicate any substantial efforts on the part of the AAUP at
Black institutions prior to the 1970s. For a brief discussion of the formation of
Committee L, see Philo A. Hutcheson, A Professional Professoriate: Unionization,
Ibid, pg. 277-8.

Bureaucratization,

and

the

AAUP.

Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 2000, pg.

162.
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manifestations of the Cold War, but

on academic freedom

As

such,

it

is

fails to

issues in the 1960s.

incorporate

them

into the larger

body of work

26

HBCUs

necessary to reexamine the literature on

from a new

perspective, one that views these institutions as intersections of racial politics and

academic freedom

The remainder of this chapter

battles.

ways

thematically, looking at the

in

themselves through the lens of race.

ways

will

examine these issues

which questions of academic freedom manifested
It is

not possible to offer a complete look at the

these issues surfaced in the context of Black higher education. But in highlighting a

few instances of academic freedom debates, one can see
important trend on Black campuses in the 19
context,

we can

Johnson

in his dual roles as

th

and 20

that these matters represented an

th

centuries.

Within

this larger

begin to understand the institutional constraints faced by Mordecai

Howard

University president and as a "race man."

African American Perspectives on Academic Freedom

Academic freedom

community

that

issues

some of the most

were important enough
influential African

to

segments of the Black

American newspapers took up

on academic

subject.

In 1937, for

example, the Chicago Defender included an

freedom

in a series

published on Black higher education. Praising the professors

it

article

the

at

these schools for attempting to implement the most up-to-date methods and information,

the article took dead

approach

to

aim

at

the administrators at the

HBCUs

management. "[0]ur college presidents, who

for their

are

power-hungry

more concerned with

exercising their authority than with the notion of providing effective leadership, remain

conspicuously ignorant of the progressive developments that are taking place in other

26

William

J.

University in

Billingsley,

Communists on Campus: Race,

Politics,

and

the Public

Sixties North Carolina. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1999.
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institutions of similar character,

article

went on

and of the true purpose and function of

to assail the "frigid

The

their office."

atmosphere" that such administrators fostered,

stifling

9*7

free

academic inquiry among students and faculty

What
on a

common

is

interesting about the article

plane with

elite

White

alike.

is that its

institutions.

It

rhetoric sought to place the

looked

to

HBCUs

Harvard and the University

of Chicago as exemplars of what the Black schools should be doing in the realm of

academic freedom, including the defense of faculty members with unpopular
views. Their courage in this arena

was countered by

the attempts of presidents at

to control materials available to students, the political voices of faculty

power

in

political

HBCUs

members, faculty

shaping university policies, and even their personal activities outside the school.

Making matter worse was
schools, which

made

the lack of an established tenure policy at

critics

and radicals alike even more susceptible

many
to

of these

high-handed

treatment and possible dismissal. In the Defender's opinion, the shortsightedness of these
presidents with regard to academic freedom

"men who

qualification for office,

ideas as Indian medicine

actions, unfortunately,

While the
not always place

Metz

May

1,

at

ease

some of the

real educators

to generate.

in the

and world

The ultimate impact of their

development of these schools,

their faculty,

and

28

HBCUs,

it

does

context of these schools and the conditions

HBCUs

with religious affiliations

"Academic Freedom Missing

1937, pg.

among

defense of academic freedom in the

arguments squarely

T.P. Lochard,

Defender,

directly related to their lack of

trained physicians."

to restrict the

article is a brilliant

its

much

Race they were meant

they faced. For example,

27

men among

was

the future leaders of the

are as

was

2.

28

Ibid.
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in U.S.

may have had

a

Race Universities," Chicago

different set of pressures than public institutions, in terms of acceptable conduct, voicing

radical political views,

and so

More

forth.

importantly, the very real external challenges

to these institutions, particularly in terms of funding,

crucial part of

The tenuous

were never discussed. But

any academic freedom discussion related

financial standing of

many of these

schools

to a

Black college or university.

may have shaped

towards tenure, as some schools could not necessarily plan

this is a

who

the policy

could be retained three

years hence. Likewise, the vast majority of these schools operated in the South, where

the political landscape

conditions,

on

it

is

was

restrictive, to

easier to see

why some

say the very

least.

Operating under such trying

administrators were wary of political engagement

the part of faculty, the hiring of "radicals," or anything else that

controversy. This

is

not to defend the actions of these presidents, but to examine

from a different perspective
credit, the author felt that

HBCUs, deserved

that the

Defender

article

did not take into account.

Black college students, overwhelmingly represented

the best education possible

strong defense of academic freedom.

this

smacked of

What

it

and

that this

them

To

his

at the

could only be attained by a

could have done, however, was combine

wish with an analysis of both the internal and external factors influencing

how

these

schools operated and the constraints on academic freedom they produced.

While formal
and race are
historically

rare,

intellectual

some

examinations of the intersection of academic freedom

intellectuals

have discussed such ideas and

their

Black colleges and universities. As early as 1936, Black

impacts upon

political scientist

Ralph Bunche questioned whether Black colleges and universities could ever truly
independent

critics

act as

of American racism, given their dependence on the nation's capitalist

structures for their very survivals. All

American
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universities, he argued,

were compelled

to serve the

particular

dominant structures and ideologies of the

society,

i.e.

capitalism.

Given the

economic challenges of the HBCUs, however, Bunche thought they were more

susceptible to external pressures on free inquiry.

Negro schools even more completely than white,

are subject to the munificence of

Negro

the controlling, wealthy groups in the population.

institutions of higher

learning, particularly, are the inevitable puppets of white philanthropy.

Obviously, therefore, whatever reorganization and reorientation of "Negro

Education"

is to

be contemplated, must meet the

full

approval of these controlling

9

interests."

Bunche lamented

that schools like

Hampton and Tuskegee

that

emphasized

industrial

education "make no effort to give them any industrial or social orientation" through open
discussion of labor activism and protest.

great for

many Black

In the end,

as

merely the

schools to take such a

Bunche considered

latest

The

"risk of losing financial support"

was too

30

risk.

the attempts to stifle intellectuals during the 1930s

examples of an ongoing phenomenon.

"We

are

now

witnessing an

unusual era of academic repression, but the controls are always present, in good times or
bad." Longstanding restrictions on rights of teachers to express their opinions outside the

classroom or to unionize had a chilling effect on inquiry

at

Black colleges. "Such

conditions explain the forced indifference which most Negro teachers assume towards the

problems of the Negro; they
attitude as 'objectivity.'

pitifully attempt to dignify their position

This

is

by describing

their

necessary in order to protect their positions against ultra-

conservative school and trustee boards." In lieu of equipping students with a "true

understanding" of their place in the industrial order, Bunche argued that Black schools

Ralph

J.

Vol. 5, No.

Black and White." The Journal of Negro Education,
The Reorganization and Redirection of Negro Education (Jul., 1936), pg.

Bunche, "Education
3,

in

356.
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could only give their students the best foundation

them

the necessary tools to engage

college or university

would "be permitted

Negro group

the position of the

American
to

in

fundamental concepts, thus giving

society.

But he doubted whether any Black

remodel the social order" or "revolutionize

in that order,"

given the political and economic views of

the ruling class, philanthropists, and "the controlling boards of

As

pessimistic as he was,

Bunche hoped

boards" might allow Black schools to

at least

that a liberalization

take a

academic freedom,

freedom as part of

Du
its

two years

after the

of these "controlling
32

to take the initiative in

free intellectual discourse, regardless of the political

ramifications. In 1942, just

31

more progressive point of view.

W.E.B. Du Bois, on the other hand, pushed Black schools
promoting

Negro schools."

and economic

AAUP issued its definitive

statement on

Bois challenged Atlanta University to uphold Black academic

cultural mission.

Du

way

Bois was keenly aware of the

racial

matters impacted Black academia, but did not see this as an excuse to stymie intellectual

As defined by Du

expression.

Bois, academic freedom for Black colleges, out of

necessity, struggled against the racist laws

institutional

and

intellectual

and customs

autonomy. For example,

that stood in the

Du

Bois began

way of complete

this discussion

by

asserting the right of these colleges

to decide

whom

being achieved

it

should teach and what

in the

it

should teach them. ...

white institutions of the West and South, but

It

it

was slowly
was

threatened and dangerously threatened by the determination of the white South to
curtail the

education of Negroes; to insist that Negroes and whites be taught in

separate institutions and so far as possible to see to

it

that the

curriculum

in

Negro

•

institutions should

31

the graduates for the facile acceptance of caste conditions.

Ibid, pg. 357-8.

32

Ibid, pg.
33

fit

Du

Bois,

358.

"The Cultural Missions of Atlanta University," Phvlon
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3.2 (1942), pg. 109.

33

Du

Bois pulled no punches

in attributing these

conditions to the influence of Booker T.

Washington, Northern philanthropists, and Southern

racists.

Atlanta University, he

wrote, was one of the few Black institutions that tried to resist this trend completely.

Unfortunately, most Black colleges and universities capitulated to

effort to maintain

Negro

Northern and Southern financial support. As such, "Nearly

institutions refused to

freedom."

some degree

come

to grips with the basic

in

all

an

of the

problem of academic

34

Interestingly enough,

Du

Bois included

this issue

of academic freedom along with

three additional "cultural missions" for Atlanta University: Higher Education, Racial

Equality, and

Democracy and

Social Power. Indeed,

Du

Bois gave equal attention to

academic standards (under Higher Education), the refusal of some Black colleges

to

accept segregated facilities (under "Racial Equality), and the increased connections

between

politics,

as he did to the

summarized

interests,

makeup of the

and education (under Democracy and Social Power),

student body and the curriculum. In the end,

the "mission" of Atlanta University

American Negro
a

moneyed

in a position

where he

post-WWII world. Taken by

itself,

by demanding

Du

will be able, not simply to follow, but to lead" in

his treatment of

academic freedom would have been

viewed

on these three "missions" of racial advancement,

in the context

it

is

of

clear that

Bois saw the issue of Black academic freedom as intertwined with African American

identity,

34

Bois

that the school "put the

a noteworthy assessment of Black education in this country. But

a larger article focused

Du

agency and autonomy.

35

Ibid, 111.

35

Ibid, 105, 106,

political

1

12,

1

15.

Du

Bois was not alone in making these connections between

and economic control of Black schools and the impact on
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their mission.

Horace

Du

Bois was not alone

in

recognizing the connections between race and academic

freedom. Dr. Edward Jones, a 1949 graduate of Morehouse

who went on

to write a

history of the institution, dealt with the issue in 1957. Writing on the ninetieth

anniversary of the founding of Morehouse, Jones celebrated the university's tradition of
"building

More

men" and

recited the notable

accomplishments of its distinguished alumni.

importantly, however, he hoped for a democratization of the university experience

in the aftermath

of the

Brown

decision. Indeed, he fully expected Black institutions of

higher learning, including Morehouse, to "be great American colleges where the quest for

truth will

be carried on ... in an atmosphere of true democracy and genuine academic

freedom, unhampered by the myth of race or the curse of color superiority."
added.] For Jones,

it

was only

[Italics

natural that historically Black colleges take the lead in this

area "because under racial segregation the only free education, the only truly liberal

education in the South, has been given in the Negro liberal

have been free of the great blight of racial myopia.
felt that this

.

.

."

arts college, for

In a

only they

post-Brown America, Jones

legacy of liberal education represented "a distinct contribution of the Negro

college to American culture." Here, Black colleges and universities were not merely

victims of the denial of academic freedom, as depicted by

essential to the

Bois. Rather, they

were

development of a wider American notion of academic freedom, free of the

racism "which has distorted

Mann Bond

Du

human

values, and stymied the search for truth, and

authored several important works on these very issues. See Bond, Negro

Alabama: A Study in Cotton and Steel. Tuscaloosa and London: The
University of Alabama Press, 1994, esp. 135-147, 287-292; and Bond, Education of the
Negro in the American Social Order. New York: Octagon Books, 1970, passim.
Education

in
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neglected vast

human

human

resources by ignoring the divine spark and the innate dignity of

souls housed in dark-skinned bodies."

In 1959, a

freedom issues

expand

36

Black sociologist, Stanley H. Smith attempted to place academic
center of his analysis of education in the South.

at the

the focus of

to

academic freedom beyond "loyalty oaths and fifth-amendment

professors," issues that dominated examinations of

sought to place race

He wanted

at the

Cold

center of Southern academic

War

life.

Smith

universities. Instead,

"Little attention has

been

given to the increasing invasion of academic freedom in connection with the covert

made

and/or overt attempts

South

who

to control the thoughts

and actions of professors

in the

Deep

attempt to analyze the southern structure in the light of changing social

conditions." For Smith, only

including

its

restraints

upon them

racial policies,

in

by taking the "social conditions" of the South

into account,

can one understand issues of academic freedom and the

Southern colleges and universities, Black and white.

Smith attributed the lack of academic freedom

in these universities to the anti-

democratic nature of Southern society in general, and particularly the concentration of

power

in a very small

political

group of white leaders. Just as the existence of a one-party

system was geared towards the maintenance of Southern social mores, the

colleges and universities of the South were geared towards the

analysis of the techniques adopted in the states of the

freedom, indicates that

it

is

same purposes. "An

Deep South

against academic

seemingly the consensus that one of the primary roles of an

36

Edward A. Jones, "Morehouse College in Business Ninety Years— Building Men." The
Phylon Quarterly 18.3 (1957), 244-245.
Smith, "Academic Freedom in Higher Education in the Deep South." Journal of
Educational Sociology, Vol. 32 No. 6 "Southern Higher Education Since the Gaines
Decision:

A Twenty

Year Review."

(Feb., 1959), 297-8.
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—
educational institution

the southern

To

is

maintenance of a particular socio-politico-economic structure

way of life." 38

place his arguments in perspective. Smith offered a

pressures placed on Southern schools, including
State Legislature of

Alabama threatened

HBCUs,

to withhold

number of instances of the

for their racial politics.

Tuskegee's funding

students began attending white public colleges and universities.

39

if

The

any Black

At Alabama

Polytechnic Institute, an assistant professor was dismissed for criticizing the state's lack

of progress in school integration. In attacking the actions of the school president, the

American Association of University Professors refused

to accept adverse public opinion

or threat of retribution as a justification for diminishing academic freedom.

It must be recognized that academic freedom cannot be measured or limited by
vague threats to the welfare of an institution or a community which may or may

not result from what a professor says or does. If a professor must hold his tongue
lest

he cause an alumnus to withhold a

gift,

a legislator to vote against an

appropriation, a student not to register, or a citizen's feelings to be ruffled, he will

be free to talk only to himself.

Other

states

40

found creative ways of enforcing the "'southern way of

In

life."

South

Carolina, the Legislature "decided to withhold acceptance of the graduates of Allen

University

[a

Black college] for teaching

government voiced

its

certification."

Defending

disapproval of several white professors

names were ostensibly on

the files of the

House Un-American

at the

at

a

Negro

institution of higher learning in

Smith, 299-300.

Smith, 301.
Smith, 302-3 (quote from 303).
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university

Activities

objected to the presence of a white exchange student from Hungary
student

actions, the state

its

South Carolina."

—

Committee" and

"the

In

"whose

first

white

South Carolina

and elsewhere, accusations of Communism were never

far

removed from challenges

to

segregated education.

These are only a few of the examples
schools.

Both

state

set forth

by Smith

governments and private organizations,

in

both Black and white

like the

Council, exerted pressure on these schools to uphold segregation

White Citizens

at all costs.

He

concluded that the situation was exacerbated by the "close relationship existing between
the operation of state-owned institutions of higher education

Such close relationships were especially important when
is

of threats to academic freedom and attempts

made

threats to

academic freedom

Several years

the state

at

movement

One

accelerates in the future that

will also increases [sic] in intensity."

"

two Howard professors, James A. Bayton (Psychology) and

later,

extraordinary legal and legislative developments of the 1960s.

problems facing historically Black colleges, they
is

governments were

desegregation in any form.

Harold O. Lewis (History) re-examined Black higher education in

autonomy. "Power

officials."

a correlation between increasing intensity

devoted to a policy of segregation. "[T]here

will expect therefore, that as the desegregation

and government

felt,

was

light

of the

One of the major

the issue of institutional

hardly exercised by Negroes on the 5

1

campuses under

State,

county or municipal control. The influence of externally centered power upon such
publicly controlled schools has, on occasion, assumed

Du

41

42

awesome

proportions."

As with

Bois a quarter of a century early, they argued that public and private funding sources

Smith, 306.
Smith, 307.

An AAUP

statement in April 1957 lamented the increased threats to

academic freedom as a result of the Supreme Court's decision in Brown v. Board of
Education. The group went so far as to help establish a fund to aid professors dismissed
from their jobs due to attacks on academic freedom, including those displaced because of
their pro-integration views.

Smith, 308.
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exerted an undue influence on the Black university. This editorial lamented the lack of
analysis of these trends in Black higher education, at a time

when academics were paying

much more

the emphasis

in

attention to the corrupting

predominantly-White schools.

Beyond

power of money and

upon "research"

43

the traditional issues of

government and philanthropic

Bayton and Lewis placed academic freedom

at the

control,

however,

center of their assessment of Black

higher education. Criticizing what they saw as the "paternalistic" tendencies of Black
college presidents, they put forth the ideas at the heart of academic freedom as a

democratizing force on college campuses. "[P]rofessors in the 'prestigious' universities

and colleges participate

in the

governance through control over curriculum,

appointments, promotions and dismissals of colleagues.

.

.

.

Evidence of a reawakening

of faculty concern about academic freedom in the universities where professional

interests

had been distracted by internal and external forces ...

of a recapture of the

spirit

Academic freedom was not merely

future success of historically Black colleges

"No

a luxury, however;

and

will prove a frustrating illusion unless faculty

to the social

Lewis believed

and

most hopeful omen

embrace serious concern with student

political

may

was

essential to the

be, distinguished

and students share

concerns of Blacks in the

that "[b]roader participation

it

their relevance to the larger society.

matter what the focus of educational programs

Speaking

the

and content of quality education." This trend extended beyond

the ivory towers of academic departments "to

rights."

is

in

governance."

late- 1960s,

by students and professors

43

achievement

Bayton and

in the

governance

James A. Bayton, Harold O. Lewis, and The Journal of Negro Education Editorial
Committee. "Reflections and Suggestions for further Study Concerning the Higher
Education of Negroes." Journal of Negro Education, Vo.. 36 No. 3, The Higher
Education of Negro Americans: Prospects and Programs (Summer 1967), pg. 290-1.
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of Negro colleges and universities should facilitate responses to the challenge of social

reform and revolutionary militancy."

44

Only a decade

after

Jones optimistically looked to

an integrated future, Bayton and Lewis seemed to accept the permanence of Black
educational institutions, connecting issues of academic freedom in these schools to the

concerns of the Black community
In these five

at large.

—representing
decades and
of view —
of academic freedom

examples

complementary) points

five different

separate

(if

are integral to notions of

issues

Black identity on college campuses. With the exception of Bunche, however, none of

them attempted

to use this theoretical

framework

examine the larger history and

to

themes of Black higher education. (Du Bois looked

at

some

historical aspects of the

problem, but, like the others, was most concerned with contemporary matters.)
relevant to this larger discussion

is

that issues of

academic freedom were not

lost

Black educators during the decades coinciding with the biggest push for Black
liberties.

problem

Rather, the denial of academic freedom

in

was

America and intimately connected with

control their

own

Institutional

Autonomy

What

is

upon

civil

yet another facet of the race

the efforts of African

Americans

to

destinies.

The emergence

for Historically-Black Colleges

in

America of the academic freedom issue

in the

1890s coincided

with a defining decade for Black higher education. In 1890, Congress passed the second
Morrill

Land Grant Act, extending

the creation of agricultural

were reserved for those

Ibid,

the reach of the 1862 legislation

aimed

and engineering colleges. Under the original

states that

remained loyal

292-293.

160

to the

at

bill,

promoting
the benefits

Union; now, they were offered to

sixteen Southern states, provided that the benefits were split between whites and Blacks.

At the same time

drew

that this bill led to the creation of the

A&I

Black

the curtain of legal segregation closed around the region.

upheld "separate but equal"

views on Black education

1896

in

—

just a year after

Booker

colleges, the South

The Supreme Court
T.

Washington offered

his

the Atlanta Exposition.

at

Robert G. Sherer argued that in the case of Alabama, earlier White support for

Black education gave way to segregated

facilities

and an emphasis on Black

industrial

education as tools of social control.

came

Later white reaction against black education

not only because of black and

missionary political activity, but also because the Southern whites found that
educating free

who

men was

efforts.

The

did whites,

same

trouble with education

i.e., it

social mobility.

Taken

not the

as indoctrinating slaves. Thus,

aided black schools immediately after the Civil
that

it

many

did affect blacks the same

way

it

45

—
support
"separate but equal" and White
Black population — had dramatic implications
autonomy of Black
for

federal

desire

for the

colleges and universities. At the very

new

state-sanctioned tools to create

moment

that

schools, Jim

Southern Blacks theoretically had the

Crow gave Southern

whites the means

of separating and marginalizing educational opportunities for African Americans.

Without the

whites

betrayed by their

increased the students' qualifications and desires for upward

together, these factors

to control the

was

War felt

political

power

to

46

change these conditions. Southern Black colleges

Robert G. Sherer, Subordination or Liberation? The Development and Conflicting
Theories of Black Education in Nineteenth Century Alabama. The University of
Alabama Press, 1977. Pg. 5-6. See also Bond, Negro Education in Alabama, pg. 135163.

Bond argued,

in part, that

"advocates of the education of Negroes were obliged to

argue for funds on the same economic ground, that education would equip Negroes for
profitable
46

employment

in industrial

communities. Bond, 147.

Sherer, pg. 9-16. Sherer described what he called a

federal and state

power of the

governments

to control these

purse.
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Black

"web of restrictions" used by

institutions, particularly

the

through the

increasingly turned to the private sector for educational funds

that

businessmen looked for opportunities

Moreover,

precisely the

moment

and universities.

of this occurred as Washington changed the terms of the discussion to

all

focus, in the short run,

To

to support colleges

at

on

agricultural

and technical education.

be sure, Booker T. Washington did not invent the idea of industrial education,

nor was he the
foundations.

first to

A

gift

bring

it

to the attention of

from the John

F. Slater

major corporations and charitable

Fund, "established in 1882 and devoted

exclusively to the Christian education of Black people," allowed for the building of Slater

Shop

at

Talladega in 1883, an event that "contributed significantly to the expansion of

industrial training at Talladega" over the following decades. In language that later

reverberated in the speeches of Washington, the

1

882-3 Talladega school catalogue

proclaimed the institution's desire "to cultivate the hand, the head and the heart."
Similarly, the

Reverend George

Seminary

Sale, President of the Atlanta Baptist

47

(later

Morehouse) during the 1890s, was a strong proponent of industrial education, although
he was unable to secure funds to realize his goals on a larger scale. "Although the
facilities

were

scant,

manual labor was required of all Seminarians.

.

.

out-of-doors, on the walkways, and in the printing office or laundry."

is

its

significant for

becoming

the public

48

They worked
Yet Washington

embodiment of this growing trend and

domination of Black higher education for the

century.

.

first

accelerating

two decades of the twentieth

49

Addie Louise Joyner Butler, The Distinctive Black College: Talladega, Tuskegee and
Morehouse. Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1977, pg. 24.
48

49

Butler, 105-107.

A

History of Fisk University, 1865-1946. Alabama: The University
of Alabama Press, 1980, pg. 55-6. Richardson indicates that industrial training gained

Joe M. Richardson,
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Such an emphasis on vocational education imposed severe
the

autonomy of Black

reason

the

why

the

As Joe M. Richardson pointed

institutions.

Hampton and Tuskegee had

discovered in 1910 that
education in the South."

50

made
as he

it

more

.

.

.

had come

faculty.

.

.

the rise of

modify

their

New York funds

to feel that his controversy with

."

1

what they viewed as accommodation

for black

to secure resources

Booker

T.

Washington

funds from certain foundations as long

John Hope, the president of Atlanta and

Morehouse, "made a conscious choice

his

little

focused on "a systematic study of the Negro."

difficult for the University to receive

remained on the

'cornered'

Meanwhile, Atlanta University struggled

to continue its influential conferences

Bois

liberal arts colleges to

was

on

At Fisk University, "President George A. Gates

curricula in order to obtain funds.

Du

out, "there

two types of education should have been antagonistic." But

"Tuskegee Machine" put undue pressure on

"[W.E.B.]

institutional limits

to join the ranks of black radicals" in rejecting

to

white racism. "With that decision,

Hope turned

back on the conservative philosophy of Booker T. Washington, thereby alienating

powerful white philanthropists and arousing the suspicion and hostility of prominent
Atlanta whites."

52

One should
Indeed,

it

is

not assume, however, that these trends were limited to the South.

indicative of Washington's

power

that his vision for

Black higher education

extended north of the Mason-Dixon Line. Pennsylvania's Lincoln University, for
example, waged an ongoing battle between

its

commitment

great currency in the United States prior to the Civil

debate for the
50
51

52

NEA in the

1880s.

Richardson, 57-8.
Bacote, 136-137.
Davis, xxv.
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to liberal arts education

War, and became

and

a heated source of

the external pressures to

1900s.

It

conform

to

Washington's program throughout the 1890s and

did not help matters that nearby

Hampton

Institute,

and educational model, became "a competitor for funds

Lincoln's backyard." After

in

1900, the school experienced a noticeable drop in financial

Bond

Washington's alma mater

gifts,

one

that

Negro

attributed to "a climate of opinion that increasingly relegated the

of inferiority and

.

.

.

Horace

Mann

to a status

regarded classes for Negroes in Latin. Greek, Logic, and

Psychology as 'ridiculous.'" Meanwhile, Hampton bragged of the number of
Philadelphians

"who gave

was now being given from

the institution

from $500

In spite of support

that city to Lincoln."

Lincoln's leadership saw the writing on the wall.

serve as the

Commencement

speaker in 1909.

was complete; the annual catalogue

$1,000 annually, while very

to

They

"Two

for 1910-1911

invited

years

local press,

Booker T. Washington

later,

announced

from the

to

Lincoln's capitulation

that 'as

soon as the funds

can be secured,' a course in Scientific Agriculture would be established, leading
degree of B.S. in Agriculture."

little

to the

53

The concentration of the "power of the purse"

in

White hands, as evidenced

in the

preceding examples, leads inexorably to a second crucial point in understanding the

problems facing these schools: the inherently radical mission of the
create Black leaders

Some might

and

to challenge

American racism, both

HBCUs

directly

and

to help

indirectly.

question this categorization, pointing to the pro-capitalist, gradualist

approach to race relations that these institutions often embodied. Such viewpoints,

however, ignore the historical and geographic contexts

They downplay

the extent to

which

the

HBCUs

Bond, Education for Freedom, 406-409.
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in

which these schools operated.

were contested

terrains

whose

identities

and missions were the

result of

competing and often contradictory forces within the

Black and White communities. These debates over Black higher education revealed
important disagreements over visions of the future American power structure and the
society in which

it

would

operate.

The dynamics of power,

As William H. Watkins

argues,

control, racial subservience, and class conflict shape and

construct education, particularly the curriculum, politically and ideologically.

Education has been romanticized to the extent

that, like religion,

it

.

.

.

appears

disconnected from the world of power, partisanship, and the shaping of the social
order.

Based mostly

54

in the

American South, these schools attempted

to not only

form a

significant educated Black stratum, but they served as "safe spaces" for the

of critiques of the American racial caste system. Operating

where

direct challenges to the racial status

ideas, the

HBCUs

American

were seen as a potential

development

and national society

quo were often equated with revolutionary
threat to the continued

dominance of racism

in

life.

The response of the White community

was

in a local

tiny yet

to the

development of these schools, then,

largely an attempt to control the direction of their energies.

Throughout the

late-

nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, there were concerted attempts on the part of

White philanthropy
education.

55

to

guide these institutions towards an industrial approach to higher

Indeed, figures such as

Thomas

Jesse Jones and Robert C.

Ogden embodied

the attempt to institute and control "a larger philanthropic objective of social engineering

William H. Watkins, The White Architects of Black Education: Ideology and Power in
America, 1865-1954. New York and London: Teachers College Press, 2001. Pg. 10.
55
Henry Allen Bullock maintained that Northern philanthropists were careful to avoid
upsetting the racial hierarchies of the South when granting their support to Black higher
education, while promoting forms of Black education that were palatable to White
Southerners. See Bullock, A History of Negro Education in the South. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1967, pg. 120-146.
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whereby neither unbridled capitalism nor
altered." Their

racial subservience

approach was two-pronged.

First,

White philanthropic money towards the types of

when

would be fundamentally

they played a key role in guiding

activities they

the larger philanthropic foundations established

sought to support. Hence,

by Rockefeller, Carnegie and Ford

decided to support Black education, Jones, Ogden, and some of the smaller charitable

groups were already in position to
the decisions they

made

in the

money

them how

their

monies should be

spent.

awarding of grant money sent clear messages

institutions that charitable support

funneled seed

tell

came with

to "acceptable"

strings attached. Their dual

to

Secondly,

Black

approach

forms of Black education while simultaneously

pressuring Black schools to toe a specific ideological line, one grounded in the creation

of a permanent skilled industrial work force.

Defenders of Washington and his
arts

allies insist that

they were not opposed to liberal

education; indeed, Tuskegee's teaching staff consisted largely of graduates from

Black

liberal arts colleges.

intents

Yet his influence on individual American

and purposes, gave vocational training his stamp of approval

Ibid, pg. 90-1, 110-1, 151-3.

that

5

The

institutional histories of the

capitalists, for all

at the

funds and philanthropists

supported Black education tend to paint a different picture of these

pointing to the positive aspects of philanthropic aid to the

expense of

HBCUs.

activities,

Nonetheless, they are

White funds played in Black higher education.
See Raymond Fosdick, Adventure in Giving: The Story of the General Education Board,
A Foundation Established by John D. Rockefeller. New York and Evanston: Harper &
Row Publishers, 1962; General Education Board Review and Final Report, 1902-1964.
New York: General Education Board, 1964; Peter M. Ascoli, Julius Rosenwald: The Man
Who Built Sears, Roebuck and Advanced the Cause of Black Education in the American
South. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2006; Edwin R. Embree
and Julia Waxman, Investment in People: The Story of the Julius Rosenwald Fund. New
York: Harper, 1949; John E. Fisher, The Slater Fund: A Nineteenth Century Affirmative
Action for Negro Education. Lanham: University Press of America, 1986; J.L.M. Curry,
A Brief Sketch of George Peabody, and a History of the Peabody Fund through Thirty
Years. New York: Negro Universities Press, 1969.
helpful in pointing to the important role
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In turn, this reinforced

classical education.

what the

was already

capitalist class

attempting to do: direct funds towards types of Negro education that would ultimately
benefit

looks

them the most,

at the

training.

manner

i.e.,

which defenders of Black education defined

in

As embodied

Black men and

in the writings

women

of W.E.B.

Du

Hope, during

his time at

[the school] with a spirit of race leadership

personal responsibility."

In this

manner,

when one

this liberal arts

Bois, higher education prepared

not only for the workplace, but to assume the mantle of race

leadership. Likewise, John

"imbue

vocational education. This becomes important

Morehouse College, attempted

—of commitment,

to

obligation, and

57

racial self-assertion

became intertwined with

institutional

autonomy. Black colleges and universities required infusions of private funds

to survive

and, in time, expand. Their interests in developing race leaders, however, contradicted

the aims of

many Northern

capitalists

and a majority of white Americans, regardless of

geographic boundaries. Industrial education, correctly or not, was viewed as

less

threatening to the racial status quo. Thus, those institutions that depended on Northern

philanthropy for survival had

paradigm of the period.

would promote Black

In

little

doing

choice but to accept the dominant educational

so,

they sacrificed funding for the programs they hoped

leadership.

Booker T. Washington's death

in

1915 did not

alter

America's

racial

mores

in

any

considerable way. The handful of individuals controlling the purse strings for Black
colleges and universities

57

Davis, 199. For

still

used their influence to restrain Black militancy

some European

in the

colonial powers, however, Washington's program had

"Booker T. Washington
and the White Man's Burden," The American Historical Review, Vol. 71 No. 2 (Jan.

radical potential that they sought to defuse. See Louis R. Harlan,

1966), 443,450-1.
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academic realm. Leaders of Black schools, particularly
mindful of the threats posed to their
matters.

own

While these philanthropists

institutions

tried to

in the

South, needed to remain

by philanthropists' views on

emphasize

their role in

racial

promoting

"progress" for these Black colleges and universities, administrators recognized that this
"progress"

came with "increased black dependence on white

oversight and regulation."

The

ability to successfully balance institutional interests with a

thus

became

a delicate balancing act, even for the

presidents. Perhaps

nobody

58

message of racial activism

most accomplished of university

better exemplifies this trend in the

immediate aftermath of

Washington's death than John Hope.

Leroy Davis's assessment of John Hope perfectly captures the dilemma of the
Black university president, what Mordecai Johnson called a "clashing of the soul." This
"clashing" was "the inner turmoil that resulted from attempting to balance John
college president and John

educational career,

Hope

Hope

the race leader."

tried to separate

Hope

the

During the early part of his

himself from the "accommodationist" tactics of

Booker T. Washington. American antipathy towards radicalism

in the

post-WWI

era,

however, helped to change his adamant stance. In the aftermath of the "Red Summer" of
1919, "The potential for race warfare ... led white leaders to turn to
established black leaders of his generation for advice and assistance.

Hope and

Many

other

of those same

white leaders reevaluated their commitment to black higher education and decided the
time had

come

for increased financial support." But, as Davis points out, "it

was not

co

Anderson and Alfred A. Moss, Jr. Dangerous Donations: Northern Philanthropy
and Southern Black Education, 1902-1930. Columbia and London: University of
Missouri Press, 1999, pg. 192. In large part, the philanthropists and funds helped create
greater dependence on public funding, in part by choosing in certain periods to refrain
from funding small private schools across the South, both on the secondary and collegiate
level. Anderson and Moss, 191-218.
'

Eric
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Hope

the militant

who

attracted these

who was

conservative educational statesman,

of the segregated South."

realities

prominent and influential whites, but Hope the
willing to

compromise and

adjust to the

59

There were certain principles of political and social equality which Hope refused

even as a university president. Yet Washington's example helped him recognize

to yield,

the balancing act that

"Hope

Barrow described

as typical of the president's managerial duties.

learned, for example, that targeting influential philanthropists for public criticism

was very

American college presidents dependent on external

risky business for African

funds." Indeed, within a few years of Washington's death,

himself as a "responsible" Black leader to
help.

When

whom

Hope

fostered an

Northern philanthropists could turn for

Board (GEB) offered Morehouse a

the General Education

image of

gift

of $100,000 in

1918, they did so in large part because they hoped to create a cadre of race leaders with

whom
the

they could work in the future

GEB

was unsuccessful

Morehouse graduates,

in its

—

leaders in the

mold of John Hope

attempt to pass these

traits to

a

were amenable
is

gift to

to a

liberal

Tuskegee during

in

new generation of

that

Alabama

how

60

as a sign that all philanthropists

approach to Black higher education. Nathan B. Young

Black college presidents faced into the 1920s and

in attempting to create a nurturing learning

Young, born a slave

59

Morehouse should not be taken

emblematic of the struggles

beyond

60

more

While

speaks volumes to the mindset of Northern capitalists and

this

they attempted to shape Black identity through financial means.

The GEB's

himself.

in 1862,

environment for

their students.

worked closely with Booker

T.

Washington

at

the 1890s before differences over their approaches to education led to

Davis, xxv.
Davis, 208, 249-250.
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As "head

his departure.

his fellow faculty

more aggressive

teacher" at Tuskegee,

members.

Young served

When Washington

insisted in

in a supervisor's role

1896

that

over

Young needed

to be

in correcting defects in individual professor's teaching styles,

particularly in the classroom,

Young

offered a nascent defense of academic freedom in

calling for a laissez-faire approach. "If

I

go into further

teacher's individuality. Class-room supervision

is

details,

I

cross or check the

a delicate piece of work, and needs to

be done with the greatest precaution, else the work be marred by useless personalities."

While Young's biographer described these statements as
freedom"

were ineffective

that

in light of the deficiencies

they are important as an early example of a Black faculty

teachers' rights within the classroom.

arose between

in

In time,

in 1897.

member

at

arts

to the

presidency of two

Both administrations were

Sadly,

Young

both schools because of his emphasis upon the liberal

at the

61

By

At Florida

internal forces"

more of his

expense of "Mechanical Arts."

faced heavy

arts.

Young "faced opposition from

"the state legislature and educational governing boards" as

departments

HBCUs:

education and their dexterity in building sound

in a relatively short period of time.

the state's only Black college,

in liberal arts

attempting to defend

differences in academic emphasis, resulting

A&M College and Lincoln University of Missouri.

opposition

professors,

also indicative of the tensions that

Young's academic career brought him

academic programs

many Tuskegee

of

academic

62

noted for their emphasis on liberal

A&M,

They were

Young and Washington over

Young's resignation

Florida

61

"idealistic concepts of

and

students enrolled

late

1920,

Young

Antonio F. Holland, Nathan B. Young and the Struggle over Black Higher Education.
Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press, 2006. Pg. 40-1.
62

Ibid, pg. 53-4.
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called for the elimination of

all

high-school classes

at the

A&M based on a "modern college organization."

Florida

school and a restructuring of

His vision for the school

clashed with conservative elements in the state government and

These tensions came

to a

head

in 1921,

changes to the curriculum and halted
advertise

its

when

many

in his

own

college.

the Board of Control ordered a series of

of Young's efforts to improve the college and

work. Following two years of additional wrangling over the curriculum,

student fees, and control of the budget, the Board refused to re-elect

in 1923, replacing

him with W.H.A. Howard,

Young

as president

the head of the Mechanical Arts

department. In response, turmoil erupted on campus, with students boycotting classes

1923 and a series of fires destroyed the women's dormitory and the mechanical

in

arts

building in early 1924.

Nonplussed, Young was offered the presidency of Lincoln

hoped

to

what he

make Lincoln

tried to

accomplish

A&M faculty with him.
more

August 1923. "He

a standard, fully accredited liberal arts college," along the lines of

at

Florida

A&M.

school's qualifications for the teaching

it

in

staff,

Immediately,

Young revamped

bringing several key

the

members of the

Florida

Moreover, he reorganized the school's administration, bringing

in line with other colleges, organizing a College

of Liberal Arts, and giving deans

and faculty committees more oversight. Young succeeded
school's funding from the state and took a

accreditation for the school.

Once

number of steps

in greatly increasing the

in anticipation

of gaining

again, however, Black and White proponents of

vocational and agricultural education, including several within the state government, took

aim

at

Young's

Ibid, pg.

policies.

Unfortunately for Young, these opponents included

88-104.
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Sam

A.

Baker,

who

took over as Missouri's governor

board of curators against Young early in his

Baker succeeded

in 1925.

and

finally

in replacing a

removed him from

in

first

1925. Baker attempted to stack the

term, but failed to elect a

new

president

slew of Young's supporters in 1927, however,

office in April of that year.

Black voters within the

state

took note of these events, however, and Baker's successor was forced to take a different
position relative to Lincoln's leadership.

A

newly-appointed board reelected Young as

president in 1929, but the year-and-a-half term

the direction of the school.

was marred by continued

The board of curators "blocked a number of Young's

attempts to improve the school" and ultimately fired

hearing.

infighting over

Young

in

much

1931 without as

as a

64

Hope and Young were
dilemma, but

their trials in the

donor relationship.

Many

certainly not the only Black college presidents to face this

South

illustrate the inherent tensions in the university-

challenges to university autonomy, however, did not show

themselves outwardly in the direct dealings between college officials and philanthropists
or other funding sources. Rather, they

came

in the clashes

over academic freedom

between faculty and students, on the one hand, and university leadership on the

One needs

to

keep in mind the issues of autonomy facing college presidents

Black and White
decades

to

alike, in

come. To be

at

other.

HBCUs,

order to fully understand the nature of these conflicts in the

sure,

many

of the same conflagrations occurred on

64

Ibid, pg. 131-175. See also Raymond Wolters, The New Negro on Campus: Black
College Rebellions of the 1920s. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975, pg. 192229. Lincoln was not alone in trying to make the transition to a modern college.

Hampton

Institute

experienced similar uprisings in the 1920s that included student

change the curriculum. See Wolters,
247-275. Northern universities, including Lincoln University in Pennsylvania and

criticisms of the quality of faculty and the need to

Wilberforce University in Ohio, also faced controversies during the decade. Wolters,

Chapter VII.
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predominantly- White campuses over the years. But the most profound differences of
opinion arose

at

Black colleges when issues of racial identity and self-determination

entered the mix. Ever fearful of losing white financial support, presidents had to

carefully

weigh the types of racial

Freedom of Teachers and Students
While

the

politics they

in

chose to encourage on their campuses.

Black Universities

emergence of academic freedom

as an issue in the 1890s did not

include any parallel development emphasizing the rights of students, in the context of

Black colleges the two often went hand-in-hand. Both groups revolted against the same
"authoritarian" administrations that sought to control their activities on and off campus.

Students in particular pressed university administrations over the years to meet their

demands on

on

a variety of issues. This began

a large scale during the 1920s, as

and White campuses alike witnessed a major increase

mandatory

ROTC, compulsory

difficult to ignore,

in activism

around issues of

chapel attendance, limited social opportunities,

however, the

Black

racial undertones of these debates as they

etc.

It is

played out

at

Black colleges and universities.
Fisk University's student rebellions of the 1920s and 1930s perfectly demonstrate
the assertion of student independence, this time without

President Fayette

of the time. "'I

McKenzie was known

am

much

faculty support. (White)

as a strict disciplinarian,

increasingly convinced,'

McKenzie

even by the standards

wrote, 'that fidelity to school and

college youth requires unfailing and constant supervision, constant insistence on

regularity, reliability

and

in itself in education."

fidelity.'

He was

Discipline, he thought,

was both a means and an end

"especially careful in controlling social relationships,"

and there were a number of suspensions during the 1920s for men and
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women

walking

together on campus. Restrictions on male/female interactions, strict dress codes, the
"lack of an athletic association and student government" and other issues created a tense

atmosphere between students and faculty. "Worse than the

was

the atmosphere of distrust

rules, the students thought,

and suspicion created by the watchfulness of the

faculty.

Students charged the faculty with having a spy system designed to catch them in the
smallest violation of rules, and evidence suggests that they were not exaggerating."

spite of this

wary relationship between

his dictatorial rule. "His

heavy-handed

limiting student and faculty speech,

academic freedom."

the groups, both students

tactics,

McKenzie with

demand

and faculty chafed under

including curtailing the curriculum and

66

W.E.B. Du Bois, students attacked

like

1924 and 1925. Students struck

in

In

were a clear violation of the accepted principle of

Encouraged by prominent alumni

McKenzie

65

raising

money

that Fisk teach

in

for the university

1924 shortly after

"by yielding

Du

Bois charged

to the white

Southern

and practice submission." The criticism leveled by

not without merit. "There

Du

Bois was

doubt that the president's belief in conciliation as the

is little

proper path to racial peace and his desire to win wealthy white friends influenced his
actions." Students took

to replace

it

a step further, charging

McKenzie with

them with whites," although "the charges cannot be

firing "black teachers

substantiated." In October

1924, they submitted a statement of grievances to the board of trustees, complaining that

they "were allowed

little

initiative

to agree with university policies.

Furthermore

65

66

.

.

.

discipline

.

.

.

and they were urged not only

to

obey

all rules,

They were not permitted expression of opinion.

was supported by

a widespread spy system."

Richardson, 84-89.
Gilpin and Gasman, 238.
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The

.

entire

.

.

but

Nashville community watched the drama unfolding

at Fisk,

with most local Blacks

supporting the students and alumni while local Whites sided with McKenzie. Although
the administration only took tentative steps towards meeting the students'

McKenzie saw

the writing

on

and submitted his resignation

the wall

demands,

in April 1925.

67

This was not, however, the end of student activism in Nashville. About a decade
later, in

1934, "The

members organized
was lynched
areas.

at the

"When

Denmark Vesey Forum
a

campus

.

.

.

was organized

Fisk University.

at

protest under the leadership of Ishmael Flory

when

Its

a

Negro

edge of campus." This new sense of militancy carried over into other

in late

1934 President Roosevelt visited the campus

sing one of his favorite spirituals

—

'Ain't

to hear the Fisk

Gonna Study War No More'

petition signed

by 250 students protesting the Scottsboro case

of Claude Neal

at

Marianna, Florida, and violence

the Black press for canceling a performance

by

in

in general."

the Fisk Singers

Choir

—he was handed

a

Alabama, the lynching

When
at

a

Flory took credit in

Jim Crow theater

in

Nashville, however, the administration committee reviewing his actions voted 37-7 in

favor of expulsion."

As

Joel Rosenthal wrote, "Fisk President, Dr.

expelled Flory for his activities which were

the University.'"

deemed

'detrimental to the best interests of

on the

rights

and

activities of

Black professors and students

sometimes extended beyond the campus. Ralph Bunche, the
recipient of a Ph.D. in political science, taught at

Howard

Throughout the year 1935, Bunche spoke of the need

68

E. Jones,

68

Restrictions

0/

Thomas

first

African American

University during the 1930s.

for minority groups to maintain

Richardson, 84-100; Wolters, 29-69.
Richardson, 129-130; Joel Rosenthal, "Southern Black Student Activism: Assimilation

vs. Nationalism."

Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 44 No. 2 (Spring 1975),
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1

16-1 17.

freedom

their intellectual

positions in

American

in order to

society.

In

devise

new

November

ideas to confront and change their

1935, however, he

was scheduled

speak

to

before the Capitol City Forum, a "liberal Washington, D.C. -based speaker's group,"

when

local police

broke up the meeting, claiming they lacked a permit to meet there and

the building violated fire codes.

weeks

later,

When Bunche

finally addressed the

he issued a strident defense of academic freedom.

very foundation of the educational process.

It

It

same group two

was, he argued, "the

involves the right of free inquiry and

discussion on the part of both students and teachers, and protects both from discipline for

nonconformity."

He went on

to attack the corporate controls

the anti-Communist, anti-intellectual hysteria that

made

did not receive any punishments from his superiors

at

it

on modern academia and

"unpatriotic to think."

Howard

for these statements.

he was deeply disturbed by the efforts of the local and federal governments to

was a professor

at the

Avery

Institute in Charleston,

primarily devoted to training teachers.

there

was

a discussion as to

why

of 1944, Julia

fall

Mae Brogdon

South Carolina, a small school

on "Problems

part of her class

in

Democracy,"

the local (White) College of Charleston, a tax-supported

institution, did not accept applications

students to write to the school about

69

As

sent to

campus activism had unintended

African Americans. In the

that benefited

it

69

Occasionally, White resistance to Black

consequences

Yet

restrict free

speech and open inquiry in the nation's capital, not to mention the clear message
intellectuals of liberal or leftist political views.

Bunche

from prospective Black

its official

policies

and

its

students.

She asked her

responsibilities as a public

Jonathan Scott Holloway, "Ralph Bunche and the Responsibilities of the Public

Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 73, No. 2, The Legacy of Ralph J.
Bunche and Education: Celebrating the Centenary Year of His Birth (Spring, 2004), 130Intellectual."

1.
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When word

school.

of these actions reached the local press, the White community railed

against the "assignment," and

some Blacks argued

against

it

for fear of a backlash.

Acting Principal Florence Alberta Clyde defended the school, but not the professor,
claiming she and other leaders of Avery were not notified of these actions ahead of time

and were not aware of the

letters until

they were reported in the press. In the end,

however, White legislators were so fearful of a court case over the issue of publiclysupported colleges, even though there were no plans to

funding to Avery

70

Supreme Court paying more

equal," the school

was

In the context of the

able to use a potentially negative episode to

— implied

Clyde's perception of the situation was

its

some of the dynamics

Black professors and college heads. Her defense

were sent

episode points to

attention to the "equal" in "separate but

reaction of Florence Clyde, however, pointed to

the letters before they

Institute, this

and academic freedom.

larger issues of institutional control

1940s, with a

they increased

Institute.

Although the outcome was positive for Avery

much

initiate one, that

—

that she

that her office

advantage. The

at

play between

was not made aware of

should have been told ahead of time.

that, as principal

of the school, any activities that

smacked of controversy should have been discussed with her before any plan was put
place.

Of course, one could approach

this

from the perspective of

Clyde certainly feared retribution against the school from White
indicated that professors in these schools did not always have

classrooms,

Edmund
Normal

at least

L.

when

Drago,

Institute.

it

institutional control, as

authorities.

full

into

But

it

control over their

also

own

concerned politically sensitive matters.

Initiative,

Paternalism and Race Relations: Charleston

's

Avery

Athens and London: The University of Georgia Press, 1990. Pg. 232-

5.
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—
At other Black universities, external economic and
greater role in determining the limits of Black initiative.

actions

at

political factors played a

Take Charles

S.

Johnson's

Fisk University, both as a professor and as president. During the 1940s, he

launched a series of public conferences known as the Race Relations Institutes
conferences that were bound to

meeting drew the

Edward Embree's

ire

stir

fears

among

Nashville's white residents.

of local racists for Johnson's

criticism of

to offer his resignation if

Western

own

civilization.

A

The 1945

reference to intermarriage and

year

Johnson went so

later,

far as

he was not allowed to conduct the Institutes with a free hand.

71

Faced with a different controversy as Fisk president, however, Johnson took a
radically different approach.

differed considerably

from

Of course,

that of a

the

dynamics controlling

his range of options

prominent faculty member. "Incidents

like this pitted

the professors' right to speak out according to their conscience against their institutions'

well-being. Such incidents frequently resulted in bitter debate and unjust dismissals,

even

in the

damaging

most prominent research

at

universities.

Such controversies could be even more

black colleges, which lacked the political clout of the major universities." In

Johnson's case, these existing restrictions on his ability to practice academic freedom

were exacerbated by the wave of McCarthyism sweeping the United States
1950s.

in the

72

This particular controversy involved Lee Lorch, "a white Fisk math professor,"

whose case "provides an example of the

collision of civil liberties with civil rights

the cause of black higher education." Restrictions

on Lorch's activism stretched beyond

the realm of historically Black colleges and universities. "Lorch

71

72
"

Gilpin and Gasman, 183-200.
Gilpin and Gasman, 237.
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and

had been denied

reappointments

due

at

both the City College of

to his political activities

when he accepted

New York

and Pennsylvania State University

on behalf of blacks." This

the position at Fisk.

During

liberal streak did not subside

his time there, he pressed for an

end

to

discrimination in the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association

of America; he deliberately lived in the heart of the Black community with his family;

and

after the

Brown

decision in 1954, he attempted to enroll his daughter in an all-Black

school. This last action drove his opponents to report

subpoena
to

September 1954. Lorch was held

in

answer questions about

the

in

him

73
it."

As

HUAC,

which served him a

contempt of Congress when he refused

his political affiliations in graduate school in 1941

subpoena as an attempt "to smear Fisk University and

publicity for

to

and blasted

to procure unfavorable

the controversy lingered into the following year, however, the

board of trustees voted against renewing his contract.
Here, the fact that Lorch

this

case demonstrate that even

is

white makes

little

difference.

when anti-Communism

The lessons inherent

in

or other factors were the overt

reason for a particular course of action, race was always the real driving force. Lorch

was not singled out by

the local

community because of his

political past, but for his

present actions against Southern racial etiquette. Gilpin and

Gasman

point to the tenuous

position that Johnson occupied, balancing the interests of students, faculty, the university

as a whole,

and

its

White colleges and

financial backers.

universities, the

While these issues were certainly not absent from

dependence of Black schools on white philanthropy

undermined principles of academic freedom
political radicalism did not prevent a

73

as

much

as

McCarthyism. Indeed, issues of

number of Black campuses from

Gilpin and Gasman, 240-243.
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hiring refugee

scholars fleeing the Holocaust in the 1940s and 1950s, even though a

were persecuted
factor at

in

74

Germany because of their

many Black

colleges

Hence, the dominant

political beliefs.

was not anti-Communism per

se,

number of them

but

how

this

impacted the

race question.

It

should be noted that

in at least

one instance, Black students were able to use an

instance of McCarthyite pressure on their school to push for greater control by African

Americans.
the uproar

Fritz

One

graduate of Talladega College in the 1950s, Jim McWilliams, recalled

among

the students over the denial of tenure to a Jewish

Pappenheim.

When

the

Board of Trustees met

Pappenheim tenure because he refused

Communist

the students and the

position, but in return the

Beittel,

Board also

1952, they denied

and windows of the building where the

Party. Students locked the doors

was reached between

May

whether he had been a member of the

to say

predominantly- White Board met, refusing to

in

economics professor,

let

them

leave.

Ultimately, a

Board of Trustees. Pappenheim

fired the white president.

Reverend

compromise
lost his

Adam

Daniel

and replaced him with a Talladega graduate, Arthur Gray. To replace

Pappenheim, the Board hired a Black scholar from the University of Chicago named
Lloyd Hogan. McWilliams described the hiring as
self-described anarchist

"who

believed that

should burn the building down."

if

''poetic justice," since

you did not

like

Hogan was

a

what was going on, you

75

Occasionally, a controversial White scholar was able to withstand the pressures

and remain

at

a Black institution, despite external opposition. Such was the case with

Ernst Borinski, a

74
75

German Jew who earned

his Ph.D. in sociology

Edgcomb, passim.
Edcomb, 91-93.
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from the University of

—

Pittsburgh and thereafter took a position at Tougaloo in 1953.

Over

the next three

decades, Borinski built a renowned sociology program and developed a Social Science

Laboratory

at the

school. His Social Science

Forums were described

as "the only

occasions in Mississippi where black and white people could gather together to hear talks

by famous people, among

whom

were Ralph Bunche, James Baldwin, Otto Nathan,

David Riesman, Pete Seeger, Joan Baez and many others
attracted negative attention

Legislature,

from the

who accused him

local

of being a

accent and 'funny' name." "Of course,

White press and

Communist and

Tougaloo

until his

that there

death in 1983.

.

.

."

Borinski's activities

the Mississippi State

called attention to "his strong

some of these goings-on worried

administrators; on the other hand, Borinski brought so

from the outside world,

.

was no

much funding

the

—and

prestige

significant interference." Borinski

remained

at

7

Conclusion

While
chapter,

freedom

it

it

is

impossible to delve into

all

the

nuances of

does provide a foundation for future research

are

prominent

in

this subject in

in this area.

back on the history of academic freedom

in

Black schools, however,

not a static concept, but one that has developed and

it

came

to protect

speech

off

76

1

restrictions

activities across the nation.

issues were prominently connected with existing views on race.

century. In time,

Issues of academic

contemporary American society, with post-9/1

speech and opinion threatening student and teacher

so short a

we

Looking

see that these

Academic freedom

grown considerably over

campus

on

is

the last

as well as in the classroom.

The

Edgcomb, 1 17-129. For more background on Borinski's work at Tougaloo, see Donald
Cunnigen, "The Legacy of Ernst Borinski: The Production of an African American
Sociological Tradition." Teaching Sociology, Vol. 31, No. 4. (Oct., 2003), pp. 397-41 1.
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tensions between these freedoms and the restrictions on Black institutions in this country

provide a

new framework

reexamining the history of these schools and

for

bulwarks of the African American community.

77

This attempt to integrate the academic freedom issues facing the
larger literature

address

its

own

on the subject
history.

is,

in part, a criticism of the

in the

post-World

academic freedom debates
outside of these

Black schools

same

War

at

moment and

II

lens.

institutions.

to

Too much of their

But by examining academic freedom

in the late-nineteenth

view

focus

in the

and early-twentieth centuries, we begin

is

context of

to ask a very

on the academy today. For years,

in the recent past

hyper-capitalist, anti-democratic impulses that are starting to

in this

inability to

its

predominantly-White institutions can have no history

dominant question has been, "What factors

freedom

into the

the assumption that current trends in

different set of questions about the nature of the attacks

the

academy and

HBCUs

The experts on academic freedom have attempted

contemporary debates through a very short-sighted

grounded

their role as

have contributed to the

impinge upon academic

country?" In restoring the Black colleges and universities to their rightful

place in this discussion,

we may have

White manifestations of the
represent the "chickens

to face a discomforting reality: that these

historical challenges facing

coming home

modern

Black higher education merely

to roost."

Within such a context, one recognizes some of the dangers facing Mordecai

Johnson when he became the

In giving this

first

Black president of Howard

overview of academic freedom

in a

Black context,

omitted references to the manifestations of these trends

much

in 1926.

at

Howard

I

His ascendancy

have intentionally

University.

greater detail in later chapters. For now,

my

These

purpose
happening
on
this chapter is to place the rest of the work into the context of what was
other Black college campuses with regard to academic freedom.
incidents will be covered in

182

in

marked an apex of Black college activism
assume control over
78

capital.

The

rise

their

own

in the 1920s, as

African American attempts to

institutions achieved a crucial victory in the nation's

of Blacks to these positions of power, however, did not always

guarantee complete institutional autonomy. Schools like

white philanthropists and politicians

who

Howard

still

controlled the purse strings.

depended upon

And

as long as

those power brokers as a group maintained a conservative outlook, Johnson and other

Black leaders had
political

to tread carefully

amid

the

competing demands of race activism and

pragmatism.

See Wolters, The

New Negro on Campus, passim.
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CHAPTER 4
THE CALL TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY,
In looking

back on Johnson's

rise

1926-1928

from being a Baptist preacher

in

Charleston to

becoming the president of Howard University, some observers seem surprised

was even considered

for the post in the first place.

lack of appreciation for

how Johnson was viewed

To

a large extent, this

is

he

that

based upon a

within the African American

community of the 1920s. He was not "a poor Negro preacher of a one-horse town,"
although later in
1

speeches.

life

he put forward that very image of himself

Nor was he lacking

in

in

some of his public

academic accomplishments, although

Miller questioned his capacity to lead a

modern

university.

2

Rather, as

Kelly

critics like

I

will

demonstrate, Mordecai Johnson was considered a young, up-and-coming leader and
orator

who

already had a good reputation within Black leadership circles. Johnson's

activism in Charleston, his fiery oratory, and his education at

institutions in the nation created a great

demand

some of the leading

for his services in the early- to mid-

1920s.

During these years, Johnson continued to preach

at First Baptist

and to speak out

on a number of national issues facing African Americans. The attention these

activities

brought him also created more interest in luring him away from Charleston. Just before
he gave his

1

commencement

address

at

Harvard

in 1922, Stanley

Durkee, the (White)

Rev. Richard Hurst Hill to Mordecai Johnson, March 16, 1935; Mordecai Johnson to

Rev. Richard Hurst Hill, April
Folder "H, 1934-35."

Howard

3,

1935. Mordecai Johnson Presidential Papers,

University Archives. Hill was the minister

Box

at First

151,

Baptist

Charleston at this time, and while he supported Johnson in his ongoing battles at
Howard, he took issue with Johnson referring to himself as "a poor Negro preacher of a
one-horse town" at a recent Alumnae Banquet. Johnson assured him in response that the
statement was out of context and he did not intend to demean his time at First Baptist.
in

~

See discussion of Kelly Miller

in

Chapter

5.
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president of

Howard

University, approached

him regarding

a position in the School of

Religion. Writing on Durkee's behalf, Jesse Moreland strongly encouraged Johnson to

"Now you must heed

accept the position.

God

I

have done

my part

and

wants you there." Johnson, however, had some specific reservations.

him [Durkee]

written

(1)

the call.

That

I

that the offer in outline is very attractive to

I

should find

it

hesitant to leave a position in

community. He

my

life

insisted

where

I

which he had such

that,

with two exceptions:

on giving the matter much more thought.
do not

feel that

I

"I

upon

him

year, in

a

the Black

have come

to the

[am] warranted in making any change without

I

am

answering the

of God." In the end, Johnson returned to Charleston to resume his pastorate.

The following

make

however, Johnson

a direct impact

great deliberation and prayer, and without the consciousness that

offered

have

"I

necessary to request that he

decided advance in the salary which he named." More than

place in

sure

should not care to accept the official status of 'Baptist professor' and 'pastor of

the Baptist students,' and (2) that

seemed

me

am

I

March 1923, John Hope once again wrote

a position in the Divinity School at Morehouse. "I believe

to

call

3

Johnson and

we can make you

comfortable and happy here," Hope wrote, "and give you such an opportunity to grow

and

to help others to

grow

perspective, the position at

much wider

as will

make you thoroughly

contented."

Morehouse would give Johnson

From Hope's

a base from

which

to reach a

audience:

Dr. Buttick feels that you could render the greatest service in the

stimulating

young men

if

you had a

definite position

somewhere

way

of

as a basis and

background. Then you could go out from time to time and do that work of talking
to

3

young men

in different schools, colleges,

Jesse Moreland to Mordecai Johnson, June

Moreland, June

7,

churches and elsewhere.

— Moorland,

Jesse."

MSRC-HU.
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told

1922; Mordecai Johnson to Jesse

10, 1922. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

"Correspondence

I

Box 178-13, Folder

18,

him

that if

you came

to

Morehouse College

the college

would give you ample

opportunity to carry on this mission in various places and would be happy to have

you do
Furthermore,

Hope shared

Johnson went
as

so.

to

Morehouse, the school could develop

Rochester has."

clear that he

for

Johnson

4

Although there

is

"just as

good

to ignore the calls

committee on faculty

ABTS

it

became

it

is

difficult

towards academic service.

at the

in April 1924,

when

the Rev.

E.W.D.

Isaac, chair of

newly-established American Baptist Theological

Seminary (ABTS), asked Johnson whether he would be interested
school.

that if

a theological school

no record of a formal reply from Johnson,

once again rebuffed his mentor. Increasingly, however,

Yet another temptation came
the

Nixon of Rochester Theological

the belief with a Prof.

in the

presidency of the

grew out of 1913 resolutions from the annual conventions of the National

Baptists and the Southern Baptists.

Based

in Nashville, the school later

became

a

key

contributor to civil rights activities in that city during the 1960s, with such famous alums

as

James Bevel and John Lewis devoting

however, Isaac was looking for someone

opened

its

doors that

Fall.

Johnson

their energies to

Black equality. In 1924,

to serve as the school's first president

initially

responded

that he

when

it

"would consider such a

proposition both thoughtfully and carefully," but ultimately declined that offer as well.

These offers point

community by

4

the

to Johnson's

growing

visibility

mid- 1920s. He was a young man,

still

5

and influence within the Black
only in his

thirties,

with a

Mordecai Johnson, March 7, 1923. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box 178-8,
Folder 1. "Correspondence
John Hope." MSRC-HU.
Rev. E.W.D. Isaac to Mordecai Johnson, April 8, 1924; Johnson to Isaac, April 25,
1924. Mordecai Johnson Papers, Box 178-8, Folder 8, "Correspondence: I-Jac." MSRCHU. Information on the founding of American Baptist is available at
John Hope

to

—

http://www.abcnash.edu/about_abc.html. July
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1,

2007.

desire to take the position that

while, this opportunity

would provide

seemed

good

the greatest

to his people.

be his pastorate in Charleston. But

to

much

For a

larger events

within African American intellectual circles would soon offer Johnson a powerful role

which he could not have foreseen

in

previous years: the presidency of the most important

Black institution of higher education, Howard University.

The New Negro and Howard

University:

The Case

In order to appreciate the situation

for

Black Self-Rule

Mordecai Johnson and Howard University

faced in 1926, a brief overview of Black higher education in that period

Doxey Wilkerson,

a

1939 on the general

Howard University
state

of Black education for the Interior Department's Advisory

institutions during the early- to

still

necessary.

professor during the 1930s, prepared a study in

Committee on Education. Many of Wilkerson' s

of Johnson's long tenure

is

at

statistics detail

conditions at Black

mid- 1930s, placing his analysis within the

Howard. Thus, although

it

first

was published much

few years

later,

it

is

a useful tool in reviewing the state of Black higher education at that time.

Most of Wilkerson' s focus was on
Southern

the Black colleges

states, since, at the time, these states also

and universities

in the

contained the vast majority of the

African American population. Wilkerson found that Southern Whites ages 18 to 21 were
five times

more

likely to attend college than their

Black counterparts during the 1933-34

academic year. As bleak as these numbers were for the region as a whole, they were

worse

in the

Deep South. "The

.

.

.

far

States at the other extreme with respect to racial

differences in the popularization of publicly controlled higher education were Alabama,

Georgia, South Carolina, and Mississippi. In these States the number of Negro regular
session enrollees per 1,000 persons 18 to 21 years of age
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was from 3

to 10 percent of the

corresponding number for whites." In these

states,

of course. Black represented a

greater percent of the population than the states like

where the numbers were more heartening.

Those African Americans

in the

West Virginia

or North Carolina

6

South

who

did attend the region's segregated

colleges and universities witnessed first-hand the affects of unequal Jim

Crow

education.

For example, the average Southern Black land-grant college received $260,000
funding in 1935-6,

at the

height of the Great Depression.

the region received an average of $3,000,000 per

were typical of the

result, accreditation

difficulty

annum. Most of the funds

Black schools had

in state

Comparable White schools

African Americans by the federal government never reached the

results

much

set aside for

HBCUs either. 7

in securing

in

These

proper funding. As a

groups rarely gave these institutions their highest ratings. Indeed,

those schools that did not have to rely on Southern States for their chief support fared

much

better in these analyses.

By December

1936, the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools

had awarded Class 'A' ratings to only 5 public and 1 1 private 4-year Negro
and to 1 public and 2 private Negro junior colleges. In addition to these,
3 public and 2 private institutions had been accredited in 1938 by the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Only about one-fifth of the 117
Negro colleges and universities in the Nation are accredited institutions, and
8
nearly two-thirds of those accredited are under private control."

colleges,

Perhaps the greatest discrepancies between White and Black higher education came

realm of graduate schools. Wilkerson wrote,
facilities for the

6

8

on

the graduate level that public

higher education of Negroes are least adequate. With two exceptions

Doxey Wilkerson, Special Problems of Negro Education. Washington,

States
7

"It is

in the

Government Printing

Office, 1939. Pg. 63-4.

Ibid, pg. 76-8.

Ibid, pg. 69-70.
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D.C.: United

noted below, five private institutions afford the only facilities for graduate education
available to Negroes in the Southern States.

.

.

.

During 1933-34, these institutions

enrolled

more than 300 graduate students and granted 76 master's degrees."

added.]

A

few

states, in lieu

[Italics

of establishing graduate and professional schools for Blacks,

offered them scholarships to attend schools out-of-state. This practice, however,

misleading. "It

population

is

is

important to note

.

.

.

that these are not the States in

most heavily concentrated. None of the 7 States with 29

Negro population provide scholarships
the increased Black militancy of the

for graduate

post-WWI

improving the conditions on the ground for many of the
however, the decade did
over these

institutions.

facilitate the drive for

Nowhere was

which the Negro
50 percent

to

and professional work."

period did

little

in

was

Thus, even

terms of immediately

HBCUs. As we

shall see,

African Americans to exert more control

this trend

more evident than Howard University.

The Demise of Stanley Durkee
In assessing the factors that

brought Johnson to Howard,

it

is

necessary to look

at

the controversy that resulted in the resignation of his predecessor, Stanley Durkee.

Raymond Wolters

described Durkee as "singularly ill-prepared to handle" the "rising tide

of racial consciousness" on Black college campuses during the 1920s.
race pride

was

not only a result of popular

movements during

culmination of several decades of trends within

American faculty and

autonomy over

9

staff

members

at

the years, particularly in the deanships

Wolters, pg. 77-8.
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This growing

the period, but the

University

Howard succeeded

Ibid, pg. 65-6.

10

Howard

10

itself.

African

in gaining a large

on campus.

degree of

1

Thus although

the presidency

was

in

white hands, effective power resided with

the deans, especially during the years of

Newman's

administration, 1912 to 1918.

With blacks also occupying two-thirds of the faculty positions, it was clear that
white influence was waning at Howard and blacks were coming to play a larger
role in the direction of the institution. This trend

toward greater black

participation raised expectations and increased the longing for the day

Negro would be named as president of the

university.

when

a

1

Since the deanships were usually held by Blacks, Durkee should have respected
the degree to

which

their concentration of

power acted

as a safety valve.

The

situation

gave African Americans a voice in running the university, even as the Board of Trustees

and the presidency continued to be dominated by Whites. Unfortunately, Durkee
dismissed faculty opposition to his plans in the 1920s to centralize power within the
office of the president, particularly through the establishment of a secretary-treasurer

position.

That

this position

difference to the deans

diminished.

was held by an African American, Emmett

who saw

their

own power

Scott,

made no

over budgets and personnel

12

Throughout
the forefront in a

this period,

Durkee' s strained relations with faculty members came to

number of ways. His disagreements with Carter G. Woodson and G.

David Houston led

to

both of their resignations from Howard. In 1925, Durkee removed

Kelly Miller from the middle of a class to criticize

him

for jeopardizing the school

by

taking a public position on the controversy regarding the superintendent of Washington's

Negro schools. Numerous faculty and
supporters on

campus much

staff

members charged Durkee with

larger raises than his critics

giving his

and employing capricious

standards in the hiring and promoting of personnel. Worst of

all,

Durkee accepted a

temporary position running the Curry School of Expression in Boston, an institution that

11

Ibid, pg. 78-9, 82.
12

Ibid, pg. 94-7.
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excluded African Americans. The uproar surrounding his decision convinced him to

change

his

mind, but not before doing irreparable damage to his reputation within the
13

Black community.

Of course,

it

American press had

did not help matters

own grudge

his

much

that a significant voice in the African

against Durkee. Carl

Baltimore Afro-American had been a

member

of the

Murphy

Howard

of the influential

faculty.

His

own

personal

disagreements with Durkee led him to authorize a series of fifty articles in the Afro-

American by former professor G. David Houston. Houston
by Howard alumni
Durkee. These

ROTC

make widespread

May

allegations of

their

to delay

summer of

Howard's

Afro-American

whether Durkee should be

for

also called for a

them

mandatory

to take

advantage of his waning

most powerful hand. After the board of trustees gave Durkee a

vote of confidence in the

Alumni

strike against

14

power by playing

forth in the

against President

1925, severely undermined Durkee' s power to successfully run

Alumni and other enemies of Durkee attempted

campaign

documents provided

mismanagement

combined with a damaging student

articles,

training in

the university.

to

utilized

1925,

members of the Alumni Association

led a

federal appropriation until such time as the allegations set

articles

fired.

could be fully investigated by the school to determine

In

an apparent power-play with the board

more "democratic" means of

to address this situation as well.

As

selecting board

a result, in

itself,

members,

December 1925,

the

calling

the board held

hearings into the allegations against Durkee, calling dozens of witnesses from the

Howard community

13

to testify.

Eventually, the board concluded

Ibid, pg. 98-9, 105. 107-8. 110-1.

14

Ibid, pg.

111-118.
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its

investigation

by

exonerating Durkee of

all

15

the charges levied against him.

"Yet no expression of trustee

confidence could obscure the fact that this hostile testimony, in conjunction with the
alumni's threat to Howard's congressional appropriation, placed Durkee
position and

made

resignation in

prestigious

his resignation inevitable." Consequently,

March 1926, opting

to leave

Howard and

Plymouth Congregational Church.

Immediately, members of the
Association called for the board to

In a letter to

Howard

name

16

faculty, student body,

and Alumni

American

president.

one member of the Howard University Board of Trustees, James H. Dillard
it

was time

be appointed to the post, he would have to "accept

and not have the 'missionary idea'

it

his

accept the ministry of Brooklyn's

for

some

serious changes in

Whites approached the idea of Black higher education. He stressed

that

an untenable

Durkee offered

the school's first African

of the General Education Board realized that

man

in

was time

for a

Negro

to

in the

back of

it

that should a

how

White

as a regular college position

his head."

But he also acknowledged

head Howard University.

The number of positions of high trust open to colored men is not large and it
seems to me that when good fits can be found the doors should be opened to them
especially as heads of institutions for their

well educated colored

men

colored college presidents

13

16

in the South.

who

I

own

people. There are

could

name

now many

at least half a

are filling their positions admirably.

able,

dozen

17

Ibid, pg. 125-8.

Ibid, pg. 128-9.

Within African American

circles,

Durkee's inflammatory treatment of

Black faculty members received considerable attention, including from W.E.B.
in Crisis, the official organ of the NAACP. See David Levering Lewis, W.E.B.

Du Bois
Du Bois:

The Fight for Equality and the American Century, 1919-1963. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 2000, pg. 144-5.
17
James H. Dillard to Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart, March 11, 1926. The Rockefeller
Foundation Archives, Papers of the General Education Board, Accession No. 23, Box 27,
Folder 249.
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The board recognized
power
in

this legitimate

to find qualified

argument, and to

its

credit did everything in

its

Black candidates. There was an important consideration to keep

mind, however. Given the hostility generated on campus over the preceding years, the

board was hesitant
there

to give the position to

were too many open wounds

somebody from
community.

the

at

anyone within the school. From

Howard

University.

Any

competing factions within the school might

effort to

its

perspective,

choose

tear apart the fragile

18

This did not mean that the board refused to even consider such nominees. Their
initial offer,

however, did go

to an "outsider,"

Bishop John Andrew Gregg of the African

Methodist Episcopal Church. The Board extended the offer to Gregg on June

He was an

was well-known

South Africa.

When

month, however,

for his role in the

the bishops' council of the

it

1926.

former president of Edward Waters College and Wilberforce

ideal candidate; a

University, he

that

8,

Church and

for his missionary

work

AME church met at Wilberforce later

"frowned upon the prospect of the bishop relinquishing his

Episcopal duties for the university post." Gregg was hesitant to accept the position
as he

saw

minister.

relieve

it,

he would probably need to resign from the

The only other option was

him of his

duties, but

it

AME Church after 23

to wait for the general conference to

was not

set to

that

Gregg declined

convene and

meet for another two years. Thus, Gregg

the offer, the

members of the

Op. cit.,pg. 133.

19

Ibid, pg. 133;

McKinney,

pg. 58; "Dr.

Defender, June 26, 1926, pg.

Gregg Declines Howard Offer," Chicago

I.
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19

Chicago Defender noted seven

possible candidates for the presidency, including several prominent

18

for.

years as a

declined the offer, citing his pledge "to return to missionary work in South Africa."

At the time

in

Howard community: Emmett

W. Holmes,

J.

Scott,

John R. Hawkins, Charles H. Wesley, Dwight O.

Kelly Miller, Jesse Moreland and Mordecai Johnson. The paper noted that

Hawkins were "two of the most formidable prospects" but described them

Scott and

as

"cool" towards the position. Wesley supposedly had Scott's support, but was strongly

opposed by certain factions

at

Howard.

In the end, the

Defender focused on two

candidates for the post.
Jesse E. Moreland,

Y.M.C.A. head, was placed

in

nomination against Dr. Gregg

commencement week meeting of the trustees' nominating committee and
may figure prominently in the new deliberations of the trustees. On the other
hand, the boom for Mordecai Johnson, prominent minister of Charleston, W. Va.,
at

the

which attained considerable proportions before Dr. Gregg was

may be
It is

possible that Johnson's

"boom"

in the previous

increasingly visible position within the African

relations with the school through his Prayer

Black newspaper publisher

round of voting was based on

American community,

Week

with any particular campus faction. Several years
influential

activities,

later,

black Republican congressman Oscar

Johnson

De

Priest, in

Priest privately explained that

... for the presidency of

support their 'petty ends."'

21

De

Howard on

the

and close friend

"Dr. Gregg Declines

Howard

'campus

that they

is clear:

could use him to

what these "petty ends"

certain elements within

own

Howard
purposes.

Offer," Chicago Defender, June 26, 1926, pg.

1910-1962. Charlottesville,

VA:

with

had supported

politicians'

assumption

Henry Lewis Suggs, P.B. Young, Newspaperman: Race,

New South,

Mordecai

Young caucused

University thought that Mordecai Johnson could be controlled for their

"

to

Norfolk to address the Independent

Priest did not elaborate as to

might have been. But the larger implication

affiliation

however, P.B. Young, the

in Norfolk, Virginia

De

his

his positive

and his lack of

Johnson, heard a different side to this story. "In February 1932

Voters League.

finally nominated,

20

•

revived with his declination."

Politics,

1.

and Journalism

in the

University Press of Virginia, 1988. Pg. 73.
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Perhaps his lack of administrative or academic experience led them
In

any case, Johnson did emerge as a serious candidate

Johnson had followed the events

at

to

such conclusions.
of 1926.

in the late spring

Howard with utmost

recognizing the

interest,

importance of the school to the larger goal of Black higher education. Emmett Scott
invited

him

to discuss the situation with

some other

interested parties in April, at

time Johnson asserted that the two best candidates were already

at

which

Howard, namely,

Charles Wesley, a history professor, and Dwight Holmes, Dean of the Graduate School.

At

that time,

he insisted that "he would not be an active candidate for president of

Howard and persuaded

the group never to consider or mention his

connection."" In June, when the board was uncertain as to the

name

fate

in that

of Gregg's

nomination, Moreland and others began to rally around Johnson as a possible consensus
candidate, should

Gregg

decline. Indeed,

Emmett

Scott and several

members of the

nominating committee sought Johnson's advice on June 23, the very day he was sailing

from

New York

to Europe.

When

questioned, Johnson insisted he had no experience

handling large sums of money, but allowed them to place his
position.

name

in

23

Ultimately, the committee finally set forth two names: Charles

Mordecai Johnson. By a vote of twelve
presidency; a subsequent re-vote
the Black

lecture

to two,

was unanimous, allowing them

community. At the time, Johnson was

room once used by

23

McKinney,

the philosopher Henri

pg. 58.

Ibid, pg. 58-9.
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Wesley and

Johnson was nominated
to

Bergson

at the

for the

show

in Paris, France, "in a

He had embarked upon an extended journey through Europe,

22

nomination for the

Howard

a united front to

group session

College de France.

as part of a

group of

in a

."
.

.

"national leaders

World War

I."

.

At

Sherwood Eddy,

.

seeking a 'peaceful and constructive settlement of Europe' after

.

least

one member of the party, the noted (White)

leader

Johnson from accepting the position," asking him

"tried to dissuade

instead to "return to America with

YMCA

him and engage

in a partnership of

programs of

'social

evangelism.'" Surely, this was a tempting offer to Johnson, given his respect for Walter

Rauschenbusch's teachings and his

McKinney

own

experiences in Charleston. Yet, as Richard

noted, "Johnson viewed the presidency of

and a duty," one

that

would

that,

as a calling, a challenge,

surely bring "tremendous difficulty and suffering" but that

also had the potential to wrought extraordinary

With

Howard

Johnson accepted the position

to

good on behalf of African Americans.

become

the eleventh president in

Howard

24

University's history."

Reactions to Johnson's Ascension

In

that

historical

anonymity has created the

he was unfit for the Howard University presidency. Such a viewpoint

Johnson

new

some ways, Mordecai Johnson's

into

any

president,

it

historical context.

is

Based on the

illusion

fails to

place

results of the University's search for a

evident that clergymen received a great deal of attention. Within this

subset of the Black population, Johnson was as educated and qualified as any of his

peers.

W.A. Daniel's 1925 study of the education of Black

status that

Johnson occupied compared with his contemporaries. Taking into account the

fairly limited

~

ministers revealed the elite

number of Black

Ibid, pg. 59-60.

It is

ministers

who

interesting to note that

given the Board's desire to seek an "outsider"
controversies on campus. Similarly,

it

is

attended White theological schools, there

Wesley made

who

the final round of voting,

could stand apart from recent

tempting to speculate whether Johnson would

have been considered for the post had he accepted Durkee's overtures to teach
School of Religion.
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in the

were

1,01

1

African Americans enrolled in fifty-two

1923-24 academic year. There were a

total

of

1

HBCUs

for theological study in the

15 professors catering to these students;

of this number, only fifty-four professors taught full-time, and two-thirds of them were
concentrated in thirteen schools. Thus, there seemed to be a wide differential in the level

of education offered by Negro theological schools and departments.

25

Johnson's

educational experience at Morehouse, Rochester. Chicago and Harvard placed

him on

a

par with some of the best black theological minds in the country, both within the

community of
Even

HBCUs

if

and beyond

it.

historians have failed to recognize Johnson's

prominence among

his

contemporaries, African Americans across the country welcomed the news of his
ascension.

new

The black press

president of

Howard

in particular hailed the

University.

naming of Mordecai Johnson

Members of the Chicago Bee

"agreeably surprised" by the choice of Johnson. "He

is

editorial

a very capable

man,

as the

board were
alert

and

progressive, serious about social problems, able to think originally about them, and

withal, possessed of statesmanship." Likewise, the

New

York Age hailed his

qualifications for the job. "Dr. Johnson's record from the point of academic training and

scholastic ability

is

exceptionally high, and his experience in the ministry and other

public service has been such as to prepare

him

for the position.

There

is

every reason to

25

W.A. Daniel, The Education of Negro Ministers. New York: George H. Doran
Company, 1925. While the numbers are fairly bleak, there is reason to believe that the
quality of the professors themselves was much higher than one would believe. A quarter
of the total number of theological professors at these schools came from those thirteen
HBCU programs that accounted for so many of the full-time faculty members.
Moreover, nearly forty-two percent (48 of 1 15) graduated from white seminaries,
including the University of Chicago (5), Oberlin (5), Boston University (4), Princeton
and Yale (2). Still, with such a concentration of personnel in one-quarter of the Black
theological schools,

it is

likely that the best-trained teachers

leaving the other 39 to fend for themselves.
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worked

at

(4),

those institutions,

believe that he will efficiently

fulfill

the duties of his

including the Pittsburgh Courier, urged the

new

post." Several papers,

Howard community

to rally

behind the

newly-appointed president and support his decisions. "[H]e should not expect any
than a free hand and a free opportunity to

show Howard University and

can do for the cause of higher education.

It

new

president a united front."

becomes

the alumni of

The Guardian of Boston lauded

the world

Howard

the support

less

what he

to give its

Johnson

garnered from "a large and important group of the general alumni, faculty, and studentbody, to

whom he

Johnson's

has annually lectured for a number of years."

first

formal statement as president of

assessment of the school and

its

address at Rankin Chapel in the

the first

Race leader

fortunes.

fall

When

Howard

26

offered a realistic

he welcomed the students with an

of 1926, he did not bring attention to his

in the institution's history.

own

role as

Rather, he hearkened back to the

example of the founder, General O.O. Howard, and celebrated

his

example of leadership

and his vision of what Howard should be.

The Howard university community was established in 1867 by a man who had
been a soldier and who was not content to see the 4,000,000 American Negroes
physically free from bondage. He desired to see them intellectually and
spiritually emancipated. During the 58 years of its existence the Howard
27
university has kept in unswerving view the desires and ideals of this noble man.

"

"Mordecai Johnson," Chicago Bee, July 10, 1926; "Howard's Second Choice," The
New York Age, July 10, 1926; "Dr. Mordecai Johnson," Pittsburgh Courier, July 10,
1926; "New Howard Head Able," (Boston) Guardian, July 10, 1926. At least one of
Johnson's closest friends, the Rev. James E. Rose of Mt. Olivet Baptist Church in
Rochester, used the Black press to sing Johnson's praises. His editorial appeared in both
the New York Age and the Chicago Defender in the weeks following Johnson's election.
See "Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, Howard's New President," The New York Age, July 17,
1926, and "Dr. Mordecai
27

3,

"New Howard Head

W. Johnson," Chicago

Defender, July 24, 1926.

Praises University Sponsors in Talk," Washington Post, October

1926, pg. S15.
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More

than once, Johnson acknowledged the physical and financial shortcomings of the

need

university, but stressed the

"What

it

lacks in adequacy, you help us to supply in

government and

all

words"

shall

all

the

Howard community and

to his

job

at a

in

energy, and

be glad to give us increasingly what

When

establishing

human

it

provided.

let

us give the

of the interested givers such a demonstration of economic and

use of equipment that

Johnson

to take advantage of the opportunities

we

need."

other well-wishers formally

28

welcomed

banquet in November, the new president wasted no time

two key points

that

dominated

his administration. First,

fruitful

in

he "did not mince

warning Howard alumni "of the whole-hearted co-operation he expected of

graduates, and then

made

it

clearly understood that the playing of internal politics

factions

must be avoided during

honored

in the

his administration." This

by

pronouncement was often

breach during his presidency, but in the minds of some

it

certainly struck

an antagonistic tone that soon dominated his dealings with certain "factions" in the

Alumni Association. Secondly, Johnson "pointed out
graduates getting in touch with the humblest

the importance of

members of the

co-operation are most desirable and necessary."

It

was

A clearer picture
pomp and circumstance

of Johnson's vision for

whose confidence and

a notion that often seeped into his

baccalaureate addresses as he pressed several generations of

with the Black masses, particularly in the South.

race

Howard

Howard graduates

to

work

29

Howard

University emerged amid the

of June 10, 1927, the date of his formal inauguration as

president. That fateful afternoon, a fanfare of trumpets

welcomed some of

the

distinguished guests on hand. Preliminary speeches from Johnson's friend and mentor,

29

"Negro Educator,"

New

York World, November 28, 1926.
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John Hope, Dean Edward Balloch of the Howard School of Religion, and

Department Secretary Hubert
the

man who had been

Work

highlighted the preliminary events. Jesse Moreland,

so instrumental in Johnson's rise over the years, presented the

ceremonial Seal and Keys to Johnson on behalf of the Board of Trustees.
noted that the spectacle was "the most brilliant and colorful

perhaps that have ever been held

Johnson delivered a

University "has

from 37

states

at

Howard

University."

far the

Negro race

grown from one department

and

1 1

still

to nine;

exercises

30

had

to go.

how

far

Howard

In sixty years,

from four students

Howard

to 4,204,

nothing to an average of $500,000; and

mature university organization

to

come

it

its

annual income from

has 7,016 graduates.

to pass

among Negroes

k

It is,

he said, the

first

in the civilized world."

he was troubled by the lack of African Americans in the professions, calling on

Howard

to lead the fight for

importantly, he

saw Howard

more Black doctors, lawyers, teachers and
as the logical place to

embark upon

the like. Just as

a "serious" national

study of conditions facing the Negro in America. "[H]e indicated that there was

need

coming

foreign countries; from one teacher to 160; from a rented frame

building to 25 buildings and grounds valued at $3,000,000;

Still,

One journalist

commencement

emphasizing

stirring inaugural address,

come and how

University had

Interior

in the

[a]

country for some national educational center to develop a series of studies for

the purpose of discovering for the

Negro and

for the country

what the actual situation of

Howard U.," Chicago Defender, June 18, 1927,
"Johnson, New Howard Head, Makes Notable Inaugural Speech," The Washington

"Dr. Johnson Inaugurated President of
pg. 4;

now

Sentinel, June 18, 1927.

Schomburg Press Clipping
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Files,

"Mordecai Johnson."

Negro

the

how

is

may

he

in general,

where he

get there with the

is

going, what

good

to

Johnson's perceptions of Howard University

Such

needed

institutions

the

way of him

will of the rest of the

These highlights of the speech point

general.

is in

getting there and

community."

31

some of the fundamental

in particular

ideas shaping

and Black higher education

to root their activities in the

needs of the Black

community: recognizing the challenges facing African Americans, forging new ways

combat racism, and producing educated Blacks who could tend
this

community. He was not merely interested

but in creating

whole. There

men and women who
is

wrap

his

agenda

directly to the needs of

producing Black dentists and teachers,

Du

Bois' "Talented Tenth" at

work

here, as well

program of the Black women's club movement. Like those

forebears, while there

was

the potential for elitism in Johnson's view, he

in the idea of

to

could aid in uplifting the Black community as a

certainly an element of

as the racial uplift

in

in

community engagement, of working

was

intellectual

careful to

with people, not

merely for them.

Johnson was not naive, however,

in assessing the challenges before

him.

He

understood that the school's financial situation had to be stabilized, that incoming funds

needed

to be increased to

teachers' salaries.

all

maintain and expand the physical plant and to increase

To accomplish

these and other goals, Johnson realized that he needed

the help he could get, secular and divine. "I promise to devote

the preservation and further

development of

noble predecessors, and since

Ibid.

There

is

no evidence

I

know

that

that

this institution

my

utmost powers to

handed down

to us

by our

no man under such heavy responsibilities

Johnson carried

this plan forward.

is

Perhaps the onset of

the Great Depression and the resulting financial strains on the University precluded such

a series of studies.

It is

also likely that Johnson set forth this idea as the guiding principle

upon which Howard University should operate as a whole.
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capable within himself alone,

I

do now invoke the co-operation of

all

men

of good-will

everywhere, and further invoke the blessings of Almighty God." 32

Black Higher Education and Anti-Communist

Howard
problems
to the

Politics: Historical

University certainly needed a leader

in a forthright

presidency of

who

Context

could directly address

its

manner. In the decades following Mordecai Johnson's ascension

Howard

University, however, his continued desire to openly and

honestly express his political beliefs drew harsh reactions from White and Black critics

alike.

In part, the

Communism,

backlash against Johnson's politics resulted from his "soft" stance on

not to mention a larger political ideology that actually applauded certain

aspects of Marxist thought.

As we have already

expression of political thought

fall

seen, such debates over the free

squarely within the realm of academic freedom.

Throughout the history of these debates, anti-Communism and anti-radicalism played a
academic freedom issues

crucial role in bringing

the harshest restrictions

American

the context of African

course

among Blacks

rights.

history.

Yet

we must

The

and instigating some of

attempt to place these trends within

effects of

anti-Communism took

than in the White community, in large part because of

in leadership positions

Communist

on these

to the surface

how Whites

viewed the respective positions of Black leadership and

activists.

Regin Schmidt's work on the origins of anti-Communism
clearly delineated the connections

American

a different

loyalties in the period

in the

United States

between federal racism and suspicion of African

immediately following World

War

of Black organizations began during this period out of fear that the

32

Ibid.
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I.

Early surveillance

"New Negro"

militancy was being spurred by foreign elements. At the same time that Black patriotism

was

called into question, groups

deemed

suspicious

at best

and individuals espousing

and subversive

at

worst.

racially egalitarian

Of course, during

views were

the late- 1910s and

1920s, as Barbara Foley has shown, there were significant relationships between

members of the White
however, as

Left and African

American

leaders. This is beside the point,

views on the "race question" quickly became prima facie evidence of

liberal

one's un-American politics. Such views poisoned federal relationships with the Black

community

for

Within

more than
this

33

half a century.'

atmosphere, leaders like Johnson were continually questioned for

have any reasons to oppose American

ulterior motives, as if they could not possibly

racism. While he enjoyed the accolades of the Black

Johnson probably did not realize the extent
citizen

would be conflated with

that his close friend

to

his duties as

which

community
his political

Howard University

John Hope advised him of the

early in his presidency,

views as a private
President.

pitfalls that lay

It is

likely

ahead, especially for

Regin Schmidt, Red Scare: FBI and the Origins of Anticommunism in the United
States. Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2000. Pg. 61-69, 182-203; Barbara
Foley, Spectres of 1919: Class and Nation in the Making of the New Negro. Urbana and
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2003. Pg. 1-69, passim. For information on early

Theodore Kornweibel, Jr., "Investigate
Federal Efforts to Compel Black Loyalty During World War I.
Everything
Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2002. For Black relationships
with "radicals" during the 1920s, see Philip S. Foner, American Socialism and Black
Americans: From the Age of Jackson to World War II. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1977; Philip S. Foner and James S. Allen, American Communism and Black Americans:
federal surveillance of African Americans, see
":

A Documentary

History, 1919-1929. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1987;
Wilson Record, The Negro and the Communist Party. Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 195 and Wilson Record, Race and Radicalism: The NAACP and
the Communist Party in Conflict. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1964, esp. 23-51.
1 ;
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someone
little

ills

as

outspoken as Johnson.

to dissuade

his presidency as a bully pulpit

from which

to attack the

of American racism. For example, Johnson addressed an annual Chicago meeting on

racial issues in

to

him from using

At the same time, such opposition apparently did

December

1926. His speech offered a clear challenge to White

open the doors of opportunity

to

people of

all

America

races.

Open your universities, make it possible for a black man to get on your faculties;
open the doors of industry, and let us advance only by merit; give us a seat at your
council table, and let us speak where we are concerned; make it possible for a
black face to get a

born

by

[sic] alike

human
all

being's

the courts. ...

By

the

common

cross

we shall make a country where every man
government for the people, by the people in behalf of

lovers of liberty

shall be physically free, in a
all

trial in

men.

During the question-and-answer session

that followed,

he refused to

make any

predictions as to the pace of change in the South, pointing to the divisions in White

opinion in the region.

When

asked about Black strikebreakers, however, he wasted no

time in blaming White organized labor for creating this problem through systematic
exclusion of African Americans from unions. "Let unions receive the Negro on the basis

of individual merit, then

Nor was he
audiences. In late

strike,

hesitant to

May

and see what will happen."

35

make such remarks before predominantly-White

1927, for instance, Johnson spoke before the National Council of

no surviving correspondence of this nature between the two.
Hope, however, continued to advise Johnson in the early years of his presidency. After
one trying period in Johnson's presidency in the early 1930s, John Hope wrote him some
words of encouragement, stressing that Mordecai and Anna were now in a position to
find their "finer selves" after their recent struggles. He then spoke of his desire to speak
with Johnson at some point about these "finer selves," lamenting that he had "spent a
large part of my life having to do those things that were least in accord with what I could
Unfortunately, there

is

do and most desired to do." John Hope to Mordecai Johnson December 3, 1931.
Box 178-8, Folder 1. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
35
"Howard Head Gives View of Race Problem," Chicago Defender, December 18, 1926,

best

,

Pg- 4.
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the Congregational

must be

Church

in

Omaha, Nebraska. He warned

as attentive to people of color here in the

"You may seek

Chinese

to save the

The message was

in his native land

and lose the Negroes

in

Johnson called on White churches

in literacy rates.

Johnson

tried to

open

their

arms

to their

men

of the Black

Black brothers and

of different races and you cannot afford to do

as possible given his tremendous

remain active

in the

workload

at

Howard

it

demand because of his new

YMCA colleague. Max

conditions in South Africa.

speech

at

a session of the

Congregational Church

Washington's

St.

in

position.

In

A jaunt

through

in

February 1927, he introduced his

New York

World Unity Conference and
Brooklyn on the value of

this

which were now

Yergan, before a Washington D.C. crowd

37

University,

Black community outside of academia. Often,

best accomplished through his extraordinary skills as an orator

ever greater

36

to

in the case

Yet he

36

As much

old

America."

pointing to the example of Jesus in leading them to racial egalitarianism. "Jesus

Christ never discriminated between

was

in

such a short time since Emancipation, pointing to the number of

lamented the lack of access to higher education, particularly

now."

that they

United States as they were abroad.

farms and homes they owned and the tremendous growth

sisters,

body

not entirely negative: he stressed, for example, the great progress

Negroes had made

clergy.

this religious

a

at

a session on

City in October 1927 included a

sermon

suffering.

38

to the

Nazarene Colored

Catholics in

Monica's League heard Johnson's plea for well-intentioned Whites "to

"Omaha Council Hears Johnson," Boston

Chronicle, June 4, 1927.

Schomburg Press

Clipping Files, "Mordecai Johnson."

Chicago Defender, February 12, 1927, pg. A7.
"World Unity Conference," New York Times, October 7, 1927, pg. 29; "Sees Value
Suffering," New York Times, October 10, 1927, pg. 26.
"Briefs,"

38
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in

assist the

own

negro in creating his

the Bahais in the District of

Prejudice."

39

public servants," while an interracial committee of

Columbia heard him speak on "The Conquest of

Capping a hectic

year,

Johnson joined W.E.B.

A. Philip Randolph, and old friend John Davis,
leaders in

Durham, North Carolina

in

among

December

Bois, Carter

Woodson,

the dozens of prominent Black

to take stock of the

and challenges before the Race. Here, Johnson was

accomplishments of

in the rare role of elder statesman,

defending the Black Church from charges of younger

"White man's religion." The Baptist minister

Du

men

insisted that

that

no

it

merely propagated the

institution with a following

of four to five million people in the Black community could be ignored in the
for racial equality.

40

So when he was not

movement

raising funds for the school, attempting to

defuse the tensions of the previous administration, or working with the federal

government

to secure a

permanent appropriation, Johnson took

his

work

as a

spokesperson for the African American community very seriously.

Needless to say, matters concerning the church held a special place in Johnson's
heart.

Shortly after taking his position

negative experiences with the

youth in Washington D.C.

41

at

Howard, Johnson put aside

his previous

YMCA to help raise funds for the group's work with Negro

On December

conference of the Student Volunteer

30, 1927,

Movement

Johnson warned a Detroit

that the

modern

danger of becoming a mere "distributor of charity" through
Business. "The price the Church pays for

its

alliance with

its

Christian Church

was

in

relationship with Big

mammonistic economic

39

"Howard Story Told St. Monica's League," Washington Post, May 15, 1927, pg. 20;
"Bahais Plan Amity Conference Tuesday," Washington Post, November 6, 1927, pg. 2.
40

5;

"Fact Finding

Guy

Group Holds Big Session," Chicago Defender, December

Johnson, "Race, Cultural Groups, Social Differentiation:

A

24, 1927, pg.

Stock-Taking

Conference on the Negro." Social Forces, Vol. 6, No. 3 (March 1928), pg. 446.
"YMCA Citizens' Committee Formed," Washington Post, October 24, 1926, pg. M13.

41
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interests is its subordination to dispensers of charity

who would

never risk themselves in

the interests of Christianity." Rather, true followers of the Christian ideal

their love of

humanity into the existing economic structures of the age.

World's Baptist Alliance

members of the church

in

42

had

to infuse

Before the

Toronto in July 1928, "He pleaded for a tolerance and

to face

problems with a

liberal

mind."

43

[for]

Later that year, he

scolded the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America for the separation of
the races in America's churches,

which he viewed

as a continuation of the separation of

AA

the races brought forth under slavery.

Johnson also realized

that these duties to

speak out on racial issues included

conditions beyond the boundaries of the United States. Addressing the 100

meeting of the American Peace Society

in

May

1928, Johnson

"made

th

anniversary

a strong plea for

the organization of world peace inclusive of justice for the darker races in Africa, India,

China and elsewhere throughout

the world."

needed

to give these "darker races"

marked

their perceptions of the

To Johnson,

the United States

an alternative to the "European aggression"

White

imperialistic aggression of

On

that

race.

The darker peoples now have before them two major
the Russian people.

and Canada

choices: between the

European powers and the beacon set before them by
one hand they are offered an all too hasty exploitation

the

of their economic resources together with that external interference with their
is begotten of the strife of the European powers with each
hand they are offered the friendship of a Russia which, let us
say, objectively and without prejudice, is the only great European power which
has completely relaxed the imperialistic will, but a friendship greatly weakened
by the economic loss incident to the violent transition which it has made from the

governments which
other.

On

the other

established order in Europe.

42
43

44

The darker peoples need

a better choice.

New

York Times, December 31, 1927, pg.
"Air Racial Affairs At World's Parley," Chicago Defender, July 7, 1928, pg. 3.

"Says

Its

Alliances Dishonor Church,"

"Urges 'Republic' of World Religions,"

New
207

York Times, December

1

1,

3.

1928, pg. 28.

By

sharing the "scientific knowledge, industrial machinery and resources of the western

world" and giving the "darker peoples"

and Canada could provide

that alternative,

Blacks themselves, whether in

Western nations

real

New

power over

their

left

him open

An August

life,

it

United States

was imperative

York, London or Paris, take the lead

in dictating the course of this "battle" for Africa.

throughout his public

lives, the

he argued. Meanwhile,

the cornerstone of his political philosophies regarding Third

Union

own

that

in these

These ideas became

World independence

while his relatively conciliatory stance towards the Soviet

to charges of

Communist

leanings.

5

27, 1928 meeting of the Institute of Politics gave Johnson the

opportunity to speak directly about the plight of Africans under European colonial rule.

While agreeing with another speaker
excellent

work on

that there

were some Christian missionaries doing

the Continent, he asserted that "the development of Africa has been

dominated by economic and imperialistic groups for the benefit of the

capitalistic class."

Striking a decidedly Marxist tone, Johnson declared that "the conflict in Africa

between the white and black

races, but

was

the

same

conflict

which

was not

exists in every

country between a comparatively small group of capitalists and the great mass of people."

When

challenged by a White speaker as to

how many educated Negroes had

many more would do

Africa to uplift the race, Johnson stood his ground, insisting that

if

they had the chance.

statements and his official duties

to

so

46

Occasionally, of course, there were conflicts between

"Makes Plea

returned to

at

some of these

Howard. Just a few months

Secure World Peace," Chicago Defender,

public

after giving his stinging

May

26, 1928, pg.

Al;

"Authority on Africa Tells of Conflicts," Chicago Defender, September 22, 1928, pg. Al.
"Charge Exploiting of African Natives," New York Times, August 28, 1928, pg. 20.

46
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rebuke of European capitalists in Africa, Johnson hosted the British Ambassador to the
United States, Sir Esme Howard, amid protests from students. Mimeographed copies of a

document by George Padmore, Secretary of the

International Anti-Imperialist

League, decried the role that British "imperialists" played

in Africa

and

that

Youths

Howard

himself allegedly played in the deportation of Marcus Garvey. Playing the polite host,

Howard

officials at

was not a student

distanced themselves from the document, pointing out that Padmore

at the

University.

It

was merely an

early example of the delicate

balancing act that Mordecai Johnson had to maneuver throughout his
presidency.

47

At the same time, Johnson was more than willing
as something of a "safe space" for the Black

He

personally

their 16

th

welcomed

the

of the chairs of a conference co-hosted by
Interior, focusing

center

at

issues,

a tangible place

"Sir

A

Howard

49

Howard

later,

Women

and recreation, health and

University was not merely a symbolic

the race problem;

it

was increasingly

Howard compelled him

to

to confront old

in these

developments.

speak out on these larger issues and

U. Meeting," Washington Post, December

6,

1928, pg.

24.
48

49

"Club Federation Ready For Meet," Chicago Defender, July 21, 1928, pg. 10.
"U.S. Race Problems Will Be Discussed," Washington Post, December 9, 1928, pg.

M19.
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for

Johnson served as one

where race leaders could hash out new ways

Esme Addresses Howard

itself

University and the Department of the

and Mordecai Johnson saw himself as playing a key role
at

Howard campus

to discuss its place in the nation.

few months

agriculture, housing

among African Americans.

mind, his position

In his

47

on "industry and

48

which Black America could dissect

becoming

community

to use the

members of the National Association of Colored

biennial conference in July 1928.

education"

Howard

'

engage the Black community

manner. Avoiding these duties was,

in a constructive

to

Johnson, a betrayal of his notion of what Black higher education was supposed to

Some saw

represent.

from which

the

Howard presidency

as a

muzzle on him; he saw

it

as a platform

to address the world.

Mordecai' s Early Administration

at

Howard

Regardless of the larger restraints placed upon Mordecai Johnson in his position
as a

Black educator, he recognized

anything

else,

he needed

Only

University.

at the

to acquaint

beginning of his term that before he did

himself with the tangible conditions

then, he argued, could he decide

standards of the school as a whole.

It

also represented, in

period for an institution that had witnessed so

that

remained divided on many

fronts.

what needed

Worse

much

to

at

Howard

be done to raise the

some ways,

a "cooling-off

turmoil in the preceding years and

yet, the divisions

of the Durkee era

reduced the likelihood that individual professors or administrators would actually
exercise their

president.

As

own judgment,
a result,

for fear of ruining their

power had become centralized

working relationship with the
in the president's office to an

almost comical extent:

seemed clear that there was a universal ducking of responsibility on offices and
meant to me that the competing political system prevailing had caused these
administrative officers to be uncertain of their security and was not disposed to
risk this by responsibly tackling and handling the cases. They had come to have
the habit, therefore, of encouraging the students to see the president so the whole
University was afflicted with the disease of by-passing administrators of first
contact and loading the president with a multitude of decisions which could have
50
been disposed of one by one on the first and second levels of power.
It

that

'The Multitude of Appeals Made Directly to the President," pg.
Folder 12. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
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1-2

Box

178-15,

To

deal with this high level of negativity on campus, Johnson attempted to sidestep the

factions completely. In this endeavor, he thought back to his early days in Charleston,

when

his wife

informed him of the regular complaints she received from some members

of the congregation about the moral conduct of other "low" members.
the only

way

to deal with these situations

was

to listen politely to

Anna

told

what they had

him

that

to say,

but not to act upon that information. Rather, she saw their arrival in Charleston as a

chance for the congregants

to start

anew with a clean

advice and attempted to use the same approach
1926.

slate.

when he

Mordecai cherished

arrived at

Howard

this

University in

51

One person who was impressed

with Johnson's attempts

year was Ernest Just, the noted Black scientist and head of the

Department. In April 1927, Just wrote to H.J. Thorkelson

Board (GEB), a Rockefeller

entity

education. Admitting that he had

at neutrality in this first

Howard Zoology

at the

General Education

and leading philanthropic supporter of Black higher

some

initial

misgivings after Johnson was

named

president of Howard, Just agreed with Thorkelson's earlier assessment that Johnson

"just the

man

was

for the place."

shown that he is a simple, straightforward man of tremendous
and honesty. He has been an amazing revelation to me. For back of his
simplicity and bard [sic] common sense he is a thinker and a student. I didn't
Dr. Johnson has

sincerity

suppose

that there

was a Negro

in this land so free

of pose and

frill.

I

early

recommendations for the department of Zoology, which he turned down
others because he wants to study the situation impartially.
Just's admiration for Johnson's character led

right support, he argued,

Johnson

"is

him

to a very bold conclusion.

made

as he has

With

the

going to do for Negro education what Booker T.

51

"Important Steps Taken After Congress Approved the Substantive Law," pg. 2-4.
178-15, Folder 7. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
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Box

Washington did

To

in his day."

this end. Just

implored Thorkelson and the

President Johnson in his endeavors to create a first-class university.

On
with the

the

same day,

GEB,

a

Just wrote a similar letter to

well-known White physician and

Board of Trustees. Here, Just was more
as essential to the furtherance of

He wants our

Abraham

later chair

52

Howard

is

Just,

—by

men and women.

mind more of respect and reverence and
depend upon you and men like yourself, if you
him. Could you interest the Foundation in Dr. Johnson and

inculcating in the student

evidence faith in

To

at

much

will

Mordecai Johnson's

call for

Black civic engagement represented an important

many Southern

white

—not

a solution, but a

way

that he has a definite

message and a

soften the acuity of prejudice.

Like

Just,

And

definite

this largely

Johnson recognized early

promise

through the Negro himself."

in his administration the

need

was

men

to

53

to foster

positive relationships with those Whites in a position to help the university attain

goals. This

his

Howard?

step towards the ultimate goal of racial equality. "I believe as

do

it

Mordecai Johnson's educational programs.

graduates to do something definite toward helping the Negro

appreciation. But

work

University

from the GEB, seeing

going South as doctors, teachers, lawyers, preachers, as sound

He

back

to

Flexner, another official

of the

direct in asking for aid

GEB

its

especially evident in the first major undertaking of his presidency:

securing funds to improve the School of Medicine, particularly improving the personnel

in its pre-clinical branches.

52

To

this end, the

GEB

agreed to grant

Howard

University

Ernest Just to H.J. Thorkelson, April 20, 1927. The Rockefeller Foundation Archives,

Papers of the General Education Board, Accession No. 23,

Box

27, Folder 249. See also

Kenneth R. Manning, Black Apollo of Science: The Life of Ernest Everett Just. New
Press, 1983, pg. 153-155. Just and Johnson
eventually feuded over the nature of a grant to Just's department from the Rosen wald

York and Oxford: Oxford University

Fund. See Manning, 208-237, 242-3, 246-8.
53

Ernest Just to

Abraham

Flexner, April 20, 1927.

The Rockefeller Foundation

Archives, Papers of the General Education Board, Accession No. 23,
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Box

27, Folder 249.

$250,000. This grant, however, was a matching
quarter of a million dollars on

its

gift,

contingent upon the school raising a

own. By February 1927, the school was halfway

to its

fundraising goals, which had to be met by June 30. At this time, Julius Rosenwald, the

Sears-Roebuck tycoon, prominent (White) philanthropist and creator of the Rosenwald
Fund, contacted Johnson to ask him about the fundraising
revealed

some of Rosenwald's

reasons for taking the

earth

this position?

the worst places to spend your

life in

in the first place.

check

to the

the

Howard could

whole of

first

In 1922, in the aftermath

in

is

one of

the United States?" Nonplussed,

astonishment as Rosenwald offered to aid

raise $100,000,

school for the final $25,000.

This was not the

"Well, Dr. Johnson, what on

Don't you know that Howard University

Johnson answered him politely then listened
the fundraising cause. If

Their conversation

paternalistic tendencies, as he questioned Johnson's

Howard presidency

made you accept

efforts.

he would personally deliver a

54

time Rosenwald offered to aid Johnson in his public career.

of Johnson's commencement speech

at

Harvard, Judge Julian

Mack, "a member of the Harvard Board of Overseers," contacted Rosenwald and brought
the speech to his attention.

Rosenwald

in

a telegram from

Chicago," arranging a face-to-face meeting between Johnson, Rosenwald,

Mack, and another White
Scarsdale,

The following day, Johnson "received

New York

philanthropist,

Nathan Strauss. Johnson met the men

to discuss his future career goals.

in

These three prominent Whites

offered to underwrite a career for Johnson as a public speaker and writer on issues facing

African Americans, with Rosenwald "promis[ing] to give Johnson his financial support

54

"Julius Rosenwald: The Great American Philanthropist Who Decided What Blacks
Should Teach," The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education, No. 24 (Summer, 1999), pg.

54; Ascoli, pg. 295.
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should he accept the offer to change careers." Johnson thanked them for the offer, but
insisted that he

becoming

'a

had a duty

to return to his pastorate in Charleston

professional writer and speaker so early in

and feared that "his

might lead him ...

life

a propagandist of a growingly shallow kind, without spiritual depth

intellectual power.'"

Though disappointed,

Johnson should the need ever

to

become

and without true

the three pledged to offer future support to

55

arise.

Rosenwald apparently sought

to fulfill the pledge

he made to Johnson in 1922.

Uplifted yet worried, Johnson quickly formulated a plan to involve the

Alumni

Association in the fundraising efforts. At the time, the Executive Committee of the

General Alumni Association was pushing for the ouster of the Alumni Secretary, Rev.

Emory

Smith. (The position was controlled by the Board, and the Alumni Association

had no power
accomplish
school.

to actually

this

office.)

while simultaneously finding a

He convinced

"Financial Agent" for

Johnson

remove him from

way

Johnson was looking for a way
to use

Smith's

skills

the Trustees to create a special appointment for

Howard

to

on behalf of the

Smith

as a

University. In this role, Smith traveled the country with

to help raise funds for the

Medical School, visiting individual alumni

who

pledged more than $ 1 ,000. At the same time, Johnson approached a group of about 25
female graduates in the Alumni Association and asked them to organize their

campaign

to raise funds within the District

solicitations

of Columbia. Their

by members of the Medical School faculty on the

Washington, paid off handsomely. Howard was able to meet
final

55

$125,000. Just as importantly, the success they had in

McKinney,

pg. 46-7.
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efforts,

including

street corners

its

this

own

of

deadline in securing the

campaign so impressed

Abraham Flexner and

the

GEB

that the

building for the Medical School.

What

group pledged additional funds

to

equip the

new

56

stands out in this episode and others from the period

is

the extent to

which

influence with one philanthropic group begat similar successes elsewhere. Here, of

course,

we

see the connections Johnson fostered with the

prompted Julius Rosenwald

to put forth his

own money. At

special point of telling representatives of the

efforts to further

to

Abraham

trip,

GEB

that

and

how

its

grant

other times, Johnson

Rosenwald would support

made

Flexner, informing

Howard University

it

correspondence between the

their

him of a recent
to say to

you

visit

by Julius Rosenwald. During

that if the

may depend upon him

his

General Education Board decides

to cooperate."

GEB's Thorkelson and James

57

Later that year,

Dillard, President of the Slater

Fund, reflected their shared desire to bolster Howard's ability to pay adequate salaries
the faculty

a

fund Howard University. In January 1928, for instance, Johnson wrote

Rosenwald "requested me

to help

GEB

members.

to

38

These overlapping

interests

between the charitable foundations proved

positive and a negative for Mordecai Johnson.

As long

to

be a

as he could convince these

philanthropists of the worthiness of his cause, he could be optimistic that these

50

"The First Task that Confronted Me at Howard," Box 178-14, Folder 31. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. The GEB had pledged $80,000 towards the equipment
funds, and Johnson believed he had a pledge for the final $50,000 from another
philanthropic group. Flexner informed him that the GEB would grant the final $50,000
as well, telling him in time to make the announcement at his first commencement
exercises. See also McKinney, 65-6.
57
Mordecai Johnson to Abraham Flexner, January 12, 1928. The Rockefeller Foundation
Archives, Papers of the General Education Board, Accession No. 23, Box 27, Folder 249.
58
James Dillard to H.J. Thorkelson, May 14, 1928; Thorkelson to Dillard, May 16, 1928.
The Rockefeller Foundation Archives, Papers of the General Education Board, Accession
No. 23, Box 27, Folder 249.
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relationships

government.

would
If

benefit the university and

he failed to

reluctant to lend their

own

solicit the

from the federal

the gaps in funding

fill

support of one, however, other groups might be

support. In essence, each fund

was

afraid of

Howard

University (or any other Black school, for that matter) depending solely upon

particular project.

the

amount

that

If

other funds contributed or

one fund had

creating wards of the

to give.

HBCUs, and

for a

it

matching grants were offered,

if

Otherwise, as the funds saw

it,

it

limited

they ran the risk of

they did not want to see themselves as completely

responsible for the financial well-being of these institutions. In the case of the Medical

School, this system worked to Johnson's advantage.

When

such funds were not

forthcoming, however, Johnson and other Black educators either had to find

new

external

sources of funding or curb their ambitious plans for the schools over which they presided.

Towards

a

New

Federal Relationship

Unlike the other

HBCUs, Howard had

to deal with the Executive

and Legislative

branches of the federal government in addition to the philanthropic organizations in
negotiating

its

annual budget. For years, Southern members of Congress mounted an

annual challenge to the

insisting

upon funds

for

Howard University
White

Part of the reason for this

was

universities,

appropriation, blasting

and moving

it

as unconstitutional,

to cut the appropriation entirely.

a loophole in the University's charter: there

was no

provision requiring the federal government to give an annual appropriation. According
to historian Babalola Cole, since the

appropriation,

1867 Act of Incorporation failed to approve an

any member of the House of Representatives could temporarily

appropriation simply by raising a point of order.

became increasingly

"When

the point of order

the case after the turn of the century), the

216

derail the

was

raised, (as

Chairman was forced

to

sustain

it,

and thus throw out the Howard appropriation." Members of the Senate could

reinstate the appropriation, since they operated under a different set of rules, but the

annual headaches this created for the University made for torturous negotiations every
year.

Moreover,

of order

it

in 1924, Senator

Senate. Although

in the

Overman of North Carolina attempted

it

was

to raise a point

ultimately overruled after several days of debate,

pointed to a renewed effort by Southern Democrats to seriously challenge any federal

support for

Howard

University.

59

During the reign of Johnson's predecessor, Stanley Durkee, two Congressional
representatives had attempted to secure a revision of the charter, to

no

avail.

After

Senator Overton's point of order in 1924, Representatives Louis C. Cramton of Michigan

and Daniel A. Reed of
But the 1924

bill

was "never acted upon.

1925 and 1926; but
acted on them."

mission.

As

61

New York proposed revisions

Cramton,

Muse

in particular,

Howard

University charter.

was introduced and passed by the House

both sessions the Senate

in

Clifford

It

of the

was

let

the bills be passed over

60

in

and never

a strong supporter of the school and

its

wrote,

For him, Howard's plan of development, and the university's enhanced status
culminating from the plan's implementation, would serve four specific purposes:
first,

in

become

concurrence with the attitude held by Julius Rosenwald, Howard would
the "testing ground for identifying friends of blacks"; second, the

university

would develop black brain power;

third, the university

the center for the dissemination of black scholarly thought

would become

and "a market for

black brain power"; and fourth, the university would "contribute materially to the
intellectual leadership

•^Cole, pg.
60
61

62

of the black race."

~

12.

McKinney,

pg. 67.

Cole, pg. 13.
Clifford Muse,

"An

Intellectual Stepchild:

Howard University during

1933-1945." Ph.D. dissertation, Howard University, 1989. Pg. 21.
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the

New

Deal,

By

the time that

Johnson came

optimism with regard

to

power

to this legislation.

importance of federal funds

in 1926,

Still,

to the financial

however, there was

a

new

solvency of the school. While the federal

effort to stress the

whole and remind members of Congress

careful attention to the votes

heartening to

that

at

play here. Each year, Howard's

importance of the University to the race as

Black voters outside the South paid

on the Howard appropriation. Such

members of the Howard community,

knew

that

some of the

building,

63

their institutions.

Johnson

government support. They feared

gave a sizable grant towards a particular project

at

Howard, such

as a

new

and the University could not get adequate federal support, the grant would

ultimately be wasted.

Nobody wished

afford to pay teachers to

As support

work

for the

to

pay

new

for a

there or purchase

like the

Cramton Amendment grew

in these drives.

NAACP and institutions

In 1927, for instance,

building

if

the school could not

equipment for the classrooms.

attempted to find reasons to challenge passage of the

Groups

while

philanthropic groups were afraid to give significant funds to

the University unless they had assurances of continued

that if they

efforts,

necessarily took time and attention

away from other challenges facing African Americans and
also

reason for

Johnson and others recognized the

support itself was important, there were other factors

backers had to mount a

little

like the

in

1

bill.

64

928, opponents in Congress

Babalola Cole's work on the

Black press often played a crucial role

Mordecai Johnson wrote

to Carl

Murphy

of the

Baltimore Afro-American to thank him for the newspaper's support in the most recent
appropriation battle. Mordecai Johnson to Carl

Folder "M, 1926-17

(1

J.

Murphy, June

"MJPP-HUA.")
"Memorandum re Howard

Box 163,
Howard University

16, 1927.

of 3)." Mordecai Johnson Presidential Papers,

Archives. (Hereafter
64

H.J. Thorkelson,

24, 1928."

University, Washington, D.C.

— September

The Rockefeller Foundation Archives, Papers of the General Education

Board, Accession No. 23,

Box

27, Folder 249. This

memorandum

twice mentioned

concerns over federal appropriations (pg. 2 and 4) and the assurances of certain

members

that the appropriations

were a "practical certainty."
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GEB

school's relationship with Congress indicates that "several Congressmen searched out

evidence that

Howard was

Some

a hotbed of subversion.

were a speech by the Reverend Frederick Grimke

'examples' which they found

criticizing the hypocrisy of Christianity,

a remark by Dr. Mordecai Johnson about racial intermarriage, and

Howard

library

on socialism,

as well as a class

some books

in the

on socialism." As with many supporters

of white supremacy in the 1920s, they attempted to link racially egalitarian ideas with
"radical" or "subversive" politics, hoping to discredit the entire idea of federal support for

Black higher education. Other opponents raised issues of discrimination against
schools

who

Wliite

did not get similar federal funding; the opportunities for higher education

that already existed for Blacks outside of

Howard

University, thus rendering the school

unnecessary; and even that any federal funds for Black education should specifically

support technical or vocational education, rather than the liberal education offered

Howard.

65

Luckily for Johnson, he was growing more adept

power

in

at

Washington D.C. and beyond. According

to

at

working the corridors of

McKinney, he "worked closely

with Congressman Cramton," contacting prominent supporters of the University in

Congress and

Rosenwald

in the private sector.

for assistance.

Department of the

Rosenwald,

Interior, to

Congress also attempted

Johnson, for instance, turned once again to Julius

in turn,

"met with Roy O. West, secretary of the

urge his support of the

to rebut the specific

66

bill."

Cramton, Reed and others

arguments raised

in

in

Congressional debates,

pointing to precedent for race-specific schools on Indian reservations, the need for Black
professionals to tend to the needs of the race, and the continued oversight the federal

65

66

Cole, 15-18.

McKinney,

pg. 68.
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government would maintain over the funds through the Department of the

Interior.

strange convergence of interests, several Southern Democrats supported the

because they saw
state,

it

as a

to

uphold the color

Thomas Blanton

Representative

declared,

"We

Government of the United

On December

will not let

and for one

States to have a University for

keep them segregated there and away from Texas."

Cramton

Referring to education in his

line.

We do not want them there,

University of Texas.

the

way

I

Negroes

in

Bill

home

to the State

am perfectly

them

In a

willing for

Washington, and

to

67

13, 1928, this interesting coalition

of Northern Democrats,

moderate Republicans, and Southern segregationists succeeded

in

passing the

amendment

and securing a permanent federal appropriation for Howard University. The legislation
also

mandated

and

that

Bureau of Education conduct a survey of the school once a year

that the

Congress receive an annual report on the

"affairs of the University."

68

Mordecai

Johnson recognized the importance of this achievement, as the vote represented
something of a referendum on the very existence of Howard University as a
institution for African

also

opened the door

monitor and control
University

Americans. What he probably did not

to

more invasive attempts by enemies

affairs at the school.

was absolutely necessary

A constant flow

realize,

first-class

however,

in the federal

is

government

of federal funds into

to the school's survival.

that

it

to

Howard

At the same time,

Johnson's perceptions of what Howard University needed did not always meet with a
positive reception in Congress.

Even Louis Cramton,

amendment, clashed with Johnson
meeting over funds for

67

68

Cole,pg.

salaries,

in a

champion of the

fateful

December 1928 Appropriations Committee

prompting the president of Howard

19.

McKinney,

the

pg. 68.
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to ask the school's

recent champion, "Is

it

your judgment, Mr. Cramton,

that the

congress

[sic]

any time, take under consideration the actual needs of Howard university?"

now had

to find

ways of

would
69

not, at

Johnson

utilizing the tools at his disposal while maintaining the

independence of the institution from federal interference. This challenge would consume

him

for the next three decades of his

life.

"Howard Prexy Admonished by House Members," Chicago Defender, December
1928,

pg. 4.
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CHAPTER

5

THE HONEYMOON ENDS,
"'Tradition,' Dr.

shoulders so as to

mother. But

make

we know

Johnson

tribute to the

memory

Carnegie Hall.

better than that.

of

we have

and place a halo around the head of his

We know

common

Abraham

He went on

nature. '"If ever

said, 'will press his trousers, fix his coat, straighten his

his figure symmetrical,

one-horse town. But he was no

1929-1934

that

he was just a country man, from a

country man."' So began Johnson's annual

Lincoln, in an address in the Free Synagogue at

to stress Lincoln's love of equality

seen

God on

passed through Abraham Lincoln."

and his honest, direct

went with him

earth in our time ... the light that

1

There were few such accolades, however, awaiting Mordecai Johnson over the
next few years.

to end.

style.

It

did not take very long for his

Part of this

must be

honeymoon period

attributed to his personality

But the nature of the position

itself

made

it

it

came with

the

Howard

a target to critics in both the Black

same disagreements and

Howard

and

University in

scrutiny that followed

leadership positions of other important Black institutions. That a Black

in

University

and his heavy-handed leadership

white communities. African Americans held the presidency of

high regard, but

at

man was

finally

charge of that august body only added to the public oversight. The Black community

in general

expected a Black president to uphold the interests of the race, but there was

never a consensus as to what comprised those "interests." This was true regardless of

which

1

HBCU was being discussed.

Once

the provenance of a school like

"Lincoln's Views on Equality Praised," The

New

222

York Times, February

Howard

is

4, 1929, pg. 19.

added

mix, however,

to the

greater stake in the

it

easy to imagine that African Americans had an even

is

management of the school's

Even whites recognized
were much

Booker

T.

the importance of the position, but their expectations

With the examples of more conservative and moderate leaders

different.

like

Washington and John Hope, whites expected many Black college presidents

act as a voice of moderation, a

thus the type of leader with

interests

affairs.

—between

whom

race,

and

white leaders could cooperate. These competing

and Black communities, between various

the white

the Black masses (and elites)

inevitable.

check against the more radical tendencies of the

to

—

created an atmosphere in which conflict

was almost

Complicating these matters was the struggle for control over

throughout the twentieth century. These were institutions whose

first

among

interests

HBCUs

obligation

was

to

serve the Black community, providing future leaders and advancement for the race. Yet

for

much of their

history, these schools

trustees or indirectly

Calm Before

the

were

by white foundations

either ruled directly

that controlled the purse strings.

Storm

Johnson had already conquered a major obstacle
securing from Congress a permanent appropriation for

Johnson was

community

still

by white presidents and

in this regard

Howard

basking in this glory and the recognition

at large.

institution in Atlanta,

For instance,

Gammon

it

with his success in

University. In 1929,

brought him

in the

Black

Theological Seminary, a Black religious

awarded him an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree,

"for his achievement during the last year of obtaining legislation

in large part

by which Howard

University becomes a recognized institution of the Government of the United States."

The following

year, the noted

Jewish scholar and Zionist leader, Rabbi Stephen

223

S.

Wise,

named Johnson

"as one of the ten greatest religious leaders in the country."

2

In

recognizing Johnson's achievements. Rabbi Wise applauded his
aggressive interest in social problems, forward-looking interpretation of religious
creeds, enmity to perfervid chauvinism and
unite

men

and, above

all,

all

doctrines that divide rather than

simplicity in personal

life

which

carries ideals into

3

reality.

Most notably, however,
Johnson

its

the

NAACP announced in May

highest honor, the Spingarn Medal.

success with Congress in granting

for Johnson,

him

1929 that

The committee

the award.

It

it

was awarding

actually noted Johnson's

must have been especially satisfying

however, given the presence of his mentor, John Hope, on the award

committee. At thirty-nine years of age, Mordecai Johnson had found his place
elites

of the African American community.

the Black

NAACP at its

20

th

annual meeting.

community's "indignation

the

4

Before Johnson accepted the award on July
to address the

among

2,

He

into intelligent

1929, he

was given an opportunity

lauded the organization for turning

and non- violent channels, peaceful,

but properly protected behind a constructive program and sticking to

it

with

all

power

over a period of years." The answers for African Americans rested not with "ineffectual
radicalism and violence," he said, but with "powerful and peaceful persuasion." While

applauding the

NAACP for its tangible course of action against legal discrimination,

Johnson also warned

'

its

members, particularly those of the professional

McKinney, pg. 68.
"Dr. Mordecai Johnson

is

Named By

Dr. Wise,"

classes, to

Chicago Defender, October

4,

1930,

Pg.ll.

"Wins Spingarn Medal," The New York Times, May 29, 1929, pg. 13; "Mordecai
Johnson, Howard University President, Awarded Spingarn Medal," Amsterdam News,

May

29, 1929.
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maintain connections with the core of the Black community
the racial

in

order to truly understand

problem from the bottom up.

It is

quite possible that the

learn in a year as

much

Commission of learned lawyers and educators may not

about the root causes of disobedience to law in committee

meetings as they could learn in an hour

knows about law

if

they

violation in America; for the

man

knew what

the suffering black

most

and sure diagnosis of

direct

any social trouble can be had not by the disinterested and objective reflections of
at a distance but by giving immediate attention to those who suffer

men removed

most deeply from the wrong which
At the same time, Johnson examined the

American jurisprudence, pointing
for Blacks in the United States

to the

it is

hoped

to get rid of.

institutional foundations of

manner

and contributed

in

which

this bias

to the social

racism within

has created suffering

problems facing his people.

For sixty-five years the lawyers and judges and legislators of America have
deliberately perpetrated, in the presence of their children and

all

mankind

the

misinterpretation of the intent of the law knowingly, keeping within the letter of
the law, in order to maintain a status
to the

quo agreed upon

in

advance, and in violence

fundamental rights of the American Negro.

Racial discrimination caused

mistreatment of
nations, based

its

much deeper problems

non-white population.

upon

their

It

also

in the

West, however, than the

deepened the

distrust

between Western

contemptuous treatment of Africans, Asians, and other people

of color.

There

is

no kind of paper agreement which white men in the Western World can
make them trust one another, and they
For there is not a single great nation in the Western World which does

execute between one another that will

know it.
not know

that

it

is

a perpetrator of violence filled with perpetrators of violence,

and perpetrators of violence cannot fundamentally
Thus, African Americans recognized
essential

that

in their

own

trust

one another.

suffering at the hands of Whites the

problem facing humanity as a whole. "The tap root of the fear and suspicion

produce war the Negro knows

— violence

in
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human

relations."

Such violence,
Americans

—namely,

the solutions to their

in turn, led to political leaders fearing the worst of African

that they

own

Woodrow Wilson and

would

turn to violent and radical political ideologies as

pressing problems. Consequently, Johnson argued, leaders like

former Attorney General Alexander Mitchell Palmer, representing

"a group of

men who had been accustomed

lives," fully

expected that violence to be returned

feared the Negro:

it

feared that

its

own

to seeing violence

in kind.

done

This was

to

Negroes

why

the

all their

government

violence towards African Americans would

generate violent reprisals by Blacks themselves. If the United States wanted to avoid

such problems, Johnson exclaimed,

NAACP.

had

to start listening to the solutions

For the Association held the key

and "ethical cowardice"
"[I]t is a

it

that

movement which

marked

to the "diseases"

of "violence," "lawlessness,"

American experience

the

posed by the

in the early

20

th

century.

has not only been helpful in the emancipation of the colored

people but a movement which has been making for twenty years a most powerful and

most persistent attack upon the great

social diseases

foundations of the American Republic."

which threaten

to

undermine the very

5

Already, though, there were dark clouds on the horizon for Johnson and for

Howard

University.

By

the

end of 1929, Americans witnessed the resounding end of the

Roaring Twenties with the stock market crash
Depression. African Americans, of course,

growing Black populations

in

in

felt

October and the dawn of the Great

the

economic

crisis

most keenly. The

both Southern and Northern cities found themselves the

5

"Address Delivered by Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson Before the Twentieth Annual
Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
Cleveland, Ohio, June 30, 1929."

MSRC-HU.
June

8,

Box

178-14. Folder 11. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

See also "Dr. Mordecai Johnson Gets Honor Medal," Chicago Defender,

1929, pg. 10
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"first fired, last hired," as

employers saved the scarce available jobs for White men.

Throughout the South, hundreds of thousands of Black farmers, tenants and
sharecroppers suffered acutely from plunging agricultural prices. Desperate Whites took
out their frustrations on Blacks through an upswing in racial violence, especially

lynching.

And Howard

University, an institution that depended on

White philanthropic

funds, government appropriations, and tuition payments from Black families, suddenly

found

itself in a

vulnerable financial situation.

Reviewing the Relationship with the Federal Government
Prior to the stock market crash of 1929,

was

ripe for a

Johnson and federal

officials felt the time

major infusion of government funds into the physical plant

After the successful passage of the government funding

amendment

to

at

Howard.

Howard's

charter,

Johnson met with Roy West, Louis Cramton, representatives of the Office of Education
and the Julius Rosenwald fund, and members of the House Appropriations Committee

and Senate Finance Committee
left

to

develop a ten-year plan for Howard's growth. Johnson

the conference optimistic that the federal

increase faculty salaries.

plan for

Howard should be

government supported,
states

More

government would aid

his efforts to

importantly, the conference agreed that a development

created "based upon the financial practices of other

state colleges

and professional schools under the auspices of the

and supported by the Federal Government." For perhaps the

history of this relationship, the federal

government began

6

New

For information on the impact of the

to

first

time in the

approach Howard as a truly

Deal on African Americans, see John B.

Kirby, Black Americans in the Roosevelt Era. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,

A New Deal for Blacks: The Emergence of Civil Rights as a
York: Oxford University Press, 1978; Raymond Wolters, Negroes

1980; Harvard Sitkoff,

National Issue.

New

and the Great Depression: The Problem of Economic Recovery. Westport, CT:
Greenwood Publishing Corporation, 1970.
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public university, rather than a private school which happened to receive government

funds.

7

Ultimately, the tangible result of this meeting

Interior

Department and the Office of Education

Report,

named

for

came

in a report

November

in

1930.

The

so-called John

Walton John of the Division of Colleges and Professional Schools of

the Office of Education, set forth an ambitious plan for expanding

physical plant of

approved by the

Howard

government firmly on

University. At the

the side of expansion,

same
it

and modernizing the

time, while placing the federal

attempted to set limits for federal

appropriations. According to the report, federal appropriations should not exceed

of the total budget for the school.

8

These parameters created
government.
the federal

On

the

one hand,

government closer

66.4%

it

a

dilemma

seemed

to

for

Howard

move

University and

the relationship

to the type that existed

between

its

proponents in

between Howard and

traditional state institutions

of higher education and their state governments. Yet the government was trying to act in
the

same manner

as the private philanthropic trusts:

be exceedingly dependent upon
streams.

To some

extent, this

Johnson recognized
as well.

it

was

that increased

it

did not want

University to

for financial support at the expense of other revenue

certainly in the best interests of the University, as

government funding usually meant increased oversight

Indeed, in later years Johnson openly expressed this concern over the school's

increased dependence on Congress. In the short term, however,

7

Howard

it

gave opponents of

"Important Steps Taken After Congress Approved the Substantive Law," n.d.

Box

178-

Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU; McKinney, pg. 68-9.
8
Memorandum, Harold D. Smith, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to Franklin
Roosevelt, February 5, 1940, re: Appropriations for operation, maintenance and
expansion of Howard University. FDR Papers, Official Files, Department of the Interior,
15, Folder

Box

7.

14, Folder 61, "Interior

D.

Howard

Univ., 1933-45."
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FDR

Presidential Library.

Howard's appropriation
John

cited in the

a tool.

report, hostile

Although they often

tried to ignore the funding requests

members of Congress

attacked the amount of the

appropriation by referring to the spending limits that John proposed.

Finally, the timing of the report could not

9

have been worse. The Great

Depression gave Congressional opponents another weapon against increased
appropriations for Howard, as the federal government could argue that there were

pressing needs in the country at that time. Moreover, the timing

for

Howard

to avoid that

maximum

made

it

more

more

difficult

threshold for government support. Outside sources

of funds were quickly evaporating due to the collapse of the economy, increased
competition for philanthropic support, and greater caution on the part of charitable

Thus,

at a

time

when

the terms of increased

government support required Howard

maintain strong connections with philanthropy, the Great Depression

difficult to

it

to

more

preserve those very relationships with private capital.

The bulk of these fundraising

efforts, public

Mordecai Johnson. As Clifford Muse has pointed
courage, and unselfish dedication to making

educational institution" garnered

and private,

Howard

ability to appeal to influential

to constantly

work

upon

the shoulder of

a "creditable and efficient

him supporters within

make Howard University independent from

fell

out, "his integrity, earnestness,

corporate, both private and public, sectors of society."

not

made

trusts.

10

the academic, federal and

These connections, however, did

outside forces. Indeed,

if

anything his

people only increased the pressure on Johnson individually

at fostering these relationships in the interest

of

Howard

University.

9

Ibid.
10

Clifford Muse, "An Educational Stepchild: Howard University During the
1933-1945." Ph.D. Dissertation, Howard University, 1989, pg. 68-70.
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New

Deal,

When Howard

trustee

reward Johnson's
traveling partner

seemed

little

moneyed

and Rosenwald

efforts with a

Edwin Embree convinced

two-week Caribbean vacation

was George Arthur,

more than

official

a

Fund

official.

Even

in 1930,

this "gift"

the

Fund

Johnson's

from the Fund

a working vacation or an opportunity to strengthen ties with

11

interests.

Luckily for Johnson, he also grew adept

at

working behind-the-scenes with other

African American leaders to present a united defense on behalf of the school.
occasion, his Black supporters created their

that of

Howard

University.

Tuskegee

own

A friend of Moton' s

opportunities to

Institute principal

November 1931 regarding

contacted Johnson in

elections.

to

informed him

work on

On

his behalf

and

Robert Moton, for example,

the following year's Congressional

that if the

Democrats held

House of Representatives,

the likely chair of the Appropriations

ranking Democrat, Joseph

W. Byrns

a majority in the

Committee was

the

of Tennessee. This anonymous friend hoped to

speak with Byrns about the funding of Howard University,

to insure that

it

would not be

threatened with a Southern Democrat in such a key position.

me some confidential facts that I may present to him in a
way in order that he might better understand the criticisms that most
come before the Committee by the enemies of the president of the

Could you give
confidential
likely will

institution?

can speak with Joseph Byrns

I

in strictest

confidence with the

we would not be betrayed in any way. He has been a personal
mine for more than a quarter of a century and it was my privilege and
pleasure to manage his campaign when he was elected to Congress in the
assurance that
friend of

Hermitage

11

District in 1908.

Ibid, pg. 69-70.

R.R. Moton to Mordecai Johnson, November 23, 1931, with enclosed letter,
anonymous to R.R. Moton, November 17, 1923. Box 178-9, Folder 17. Mordecai

Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.

autobiography, Finding a

For biographical information on Moton, see his

Way Out

(1969).
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Similarly, friends of

Congress

in

Johnson and Howard exerted

new

construction projects at Howard, citing economic

Johnson immediately marshaled forces throughout the Black community,

particularly Walter

White and

members of Congress,
significant

on members of

defense of the school's funding. In early 1932, several members of the

Senate cut funding earmarked for
necessity.

direct pressure

the

NAACP.

particularly those

numbers of Black

voters.

White

initiated a letter-writing

from Northern

districts

Ultimately, the push

and

states

campaign

to

with

was unsuccessful,

as a

number

of sympathetic representatives insisted they fully supported Howard's regular
appropriation, but could not support additional

moneys given

the difficulties of the times.

Yet the pro-Howard forces were pleased both with the tenor of the debate and the

campaign they waged. Ralph Bunche acknowledged
clean one and

we

that the fight in

Congress was "a

could have been done had been done."

feel that everything possible that

Johnson thanked Walter White "for the vigorous and thoroughgoing work which you did

on our behalf. ...

many

feel that the

I

friends in the Senate

helpful to our cause in the

campaign carried on for us by the

and throughout the country. These friends

coming

years."

Black community

Johnson found ways

13

Ralph Bunche

to

to rally

for the

power

plant, but pleased

by the

around Howard University. More and more,

to tap into the collective energies

Walter White, April

will be greatly

13

Johnson was frustrated by the lack of funds
ability of the

NAACP has made us

15, 1932;

and experiences of these

Mordecai Johnson

to

Walter White,

Moton to Walter White, March 10, 1932. Mordecai Johnson
Box 649 S, Folder "W, 1932-33 (1 of 2)." Howard University

April 19, 1932. R.R.
Presidential Papers.

Archives.

The

White and Johnson
between White and members of

folder contains detailed correspondence between

during the early months of 1932, including

letters

Congress. White also convinced others to support their letter-writing campaign. R.R.

Moton,

Howard

for instance, "sent about

20 telegrams"

appropriation.
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to

members of Congress

in

support of the

supporters to improve his school and

on Howard's attempts "to
Charles
14

Fisk.

S.

set

its

standing in the nation.

up thorough-going work

When

he wanted advice
he wrote to

in the social sciences,"

Johnson, the noted African American sociologist and future president of

When

he needed to strengthen the school's relationship with philanthropy "to

develop substantial private support for Howard University over a period of years,"

Johnson asked Hampton president Arthur
taking office, Johnson was becoming
the Black

community and

The University
Still,

as an

for assistance.

more adept

at

15

Within a few years of

pulling the levers of power, both in

the federal government.

Agent of Change

Johnson worked feverishly

utilize this increased

Howe

in the early

government support. In

his

1930s to effectively maintain and

mind, Howard University could not

only create professionals and leaders to serve within the Black community,
potential to completely change

American

society.

To

this end,

Johnson

it

had the

later recalled

one

of the most important conversations he had in the early years of his presidency. During a

meeting with Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, the famed jurist told him

number of occasions

in recent years,

civil rights.

on

a

he and his colleagues ardently wished to issue

rulings protecting the rights of African

abuses of their

that

Americans and overturning some of the worst

Unfortunately, "these important cases have been so poorly

prepared by both white and Negro lawyers that the Court was obliged to throw the cases
out or to decide them apparently against you, because the case

1

Mordecai Johnson

to Charles S. Johnson, January 9, 1930.

Mordecai Johnson

Howard
Howe, October 8, 1931. Mordecai Johnson
Papers, Box 649S, Folder "H, 1930-1." Howard University Archives.

Presidential Papers,
'

Box

was so poorly prepared

Mordecai Johnson

649S, Folder "J, 1930-1."

to Arthur
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University Archives.
Presidential

that the constitutional issue

pour

was not

To

clear."

his energies into developing the

this end,

Brandeis implored Johnson to

School of Law.

Dr. Johnson, your civil rights are in that constitution. If
aside
first

all

considerations of numbers and set aside to train

place,

how

to recognize a

good case involving one of the fundamental

and constitutional rights of your people
second place,
third, to

how

to

bring them

civil

in its first stages in the courts; in the

nourish those cases through the intermediate courts; and

at last

Supreme Court with the constitutional issue
Supreme Court will be obliged to decide to rule

before the

so clear that the justices of the

upon

were you, I would put
a few able men; in the

I

the constitutional issue itself.

Brandeis insisted that such a legal strategy would be successful and would represent "the

most important single contribution

that

can be made by your law school."

shared Brandeis* passion on the issue. At the time, there were only

in the

United States, of

schools.

White wrote

100 Black lawyers

only one hundred received training from accredited law

to

this time, the

Johnson

in

NAACP decided to pursue just such a strategy.

18

There

is

Walter

September 1930, outlining the Association's strategy

campaign by focusing on discrepancies

institutions.

16

Johnson

17

Around

its

whom

1

16

in school

funding

in

to begin

state-supported

no record whether Johnson ever responded

to the letter,

which

document re: Howard University Law School, n.d., pg. 2-3. Box 178-15,
Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. What is unclear, in the case of Black
attorneys to whom Brandeis referred, is the extent to which their shortcomings resulted
from a lack of proper education or whether it was their lack of equal access to law
libraries and other public institutions throughout the South, including Washington, D.C.
17
Richard Kluger, Simple Justice The History of Brown vs. Board of Education and
Black America 's Struggle for Equality. Westminster, MD: Knopf Publishing Group,
2004, pg. 125. For an overview of the history of Black lawyers, see J. Clay Smith, Jr.,
Emancipation: The Making of the Black Lawyer, 1844-1944. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1993. Smith also offers a brief overview of the history of the
Howard University School of Law. See Smith, pg. 41-56.
18
Walter White to Mordecai Johnson, September 2, 1930. Mordecai Johnson
Presidential Papers, Box 649S, Folder "W, 1930-1." Howard University Archives. See
Untitled

Folder

4.
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solicited his feedback

on the proposed course of

beginning to shape the School of
the

NAACP in changing the

Law

But Johnson was already

action.

into the institution that

soon worked directly with

laws of the United States.

At the time, Johnson noted, there was heavy skepticism among the

Law

School

faculty about the possibility of transforming the institution and "securfing] any

considerable

number of young and

able Negroes with a purpose and the

full-time attention to the study of law in a rigid daytime curriculum."

means of giving

Howard Law

School was a night-school when Johnson arrived, giving opportunities to working people
to attain their law degrees in the evening.

men

The

faculty

members were

largely "part-time

earning their living in distinguished positions in the public life" and using the

Howard

position to supplement their incomes. Consequently, they were not enthusiastic

about Johnson's plan to establish a quality daytime school along the lines of other law
schools across the country

—

move

a

that threatened their

These skeptics included the vice-dean of the
an African American, was an

Alumni Association, and

1

899 graduate of the Howard Law School, active

Cobb was "one of the

to hold a legal post in the Justice

attaining that position in 1907.

Department

A Republican

party and support from the Black

community

Mark V. Tushnet, The NAACP 's Legal

1925-1950. Chapel

Hill:

19

interests.

School, James A. Cobb. Cobb,

a municipal judge in the District of

Prior to serving on the bench,

also

Law

economic

at the

first

in the

Columbia since 1926.

20

African Americans in the nation

rank of an Assistant U.S. Attorney,"

stalwart,

Cobb used

his connections in the

to secure his judgeship in 1926, a position

Strategy Against Segregated Education,

University of North Carolina Press, 1987.

19

Op. cit., pg. 3.
Walter J. Leonard, "The Development of the Black Bar," Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 407, Blacks and the Law (May, 1973), pg.
20

138.
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he held

until 1934.

As

number of issues facing

a lawyer and judge he spoke out on a

the

Black community, most notably the need for strong federal legislation against lynching.
Like

many of his

Howard. Thus, he had
time School of

Law

little

inclination in supporting the

to replace the night school at

He

Johnson, of course, had other ideas.

in

money through

colleagues, he earned additional

his part-time

work necessary

work

at

to build a full-

which he taught.

presented a plan to the Board of Trustees

February 1928 to establish a full-time, three-year day school to begin operation

fall

21

in the

of 1928. His overriding concern was to develop a daytime law school which might

receive accreditation from the major national agencies.

his plan and, beginning that Fall, the

years.

In

to the post of Resident

and gave him oversight of the law
and Harvard

Law

the transition of the

for accreditation,

library.

Effectively,

Law

its

at the

newly established day school

Houston was a graduate of Amherst College
first

African American student editor of the

Johnson gave him the unenviable task of overseeing

School into a permanent day school, meeting

and developing

board approved

part-time faculty members, Charles

Vice-Dean

School, where he was the

Hansard Law Review.

this end, the

day and night schools ran concurrently for several

June 1929, the Board promoted one of

Hamilton Houston,

To

all

requirements

a focus on civil rights law to aid in future legal battles

on behalf of the Black community.

22

Houston was only thirty-four years old when he was promoted

to Resident Vice-

Howard.

In retrospect, he

Dean, but he already had five years of teaching experience

work he did

at

law school

Howard

University and,

is

celebrated for the

21

The Howard University Law School website provided an overview of Judge Cobb's

to create a strong

at

and career, http://www.law.howard.edu/alumni/legalgiants/huslgiantmar2k2.htm.
March 1, 2005. (The link has since been removed.)
22
Logan, pg. 266-7.
life
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work against Jim Crow with

later, to

the

NAACP.

At the time, however, he not only

faced the daunting challenge of building an accredited day school. Houston also faced
harsh criticism from some in the Black community because critics of the Johnson plan

felt

it

was

elitist.

school and, with

it,

was working towards

own

reducing the opportunities for working-class African Americans to

father

had graduated from Howard

Law

while working as a janitor. Yet he

believed in Johnson's vision and worked tirelessly to

Johnson and Houston dedicated themselves
for their efforts

start

the elimination of the night

law degree. More than anyone, Houston was sensitive to these perspectives since

attain a

his

In their minds, he

much sooner

producing the

sort

make

it

a reality.

to the task at

hand and reaped rewards

than anyone anticipated. In particular, Johnson

was eager

to

of lawyers Brandeis wanted to hear before the Supreme Court.

His sense of urgency came from the realization that forces in the Black community
required such legal expertise immediately.

—

might take years, decades, even generations to build a law school
to enlist
enough library, to attract promising
students, to develop the courses and traditions and intellectual rigor. Johnson
It

a competent faculty, to assemble a big

wanted
Just

two years

it

done overnight.

after

23

Houston became

Association placed the

the Resident Vice Dean, the

Howard Law School on
24

vigorous inspection process the previous Fall."

Whites-only organization made
distinction.

23

it

its list

of approved schools, following a

The unanimous vote by members of this

the first law school for Blacks to earn such a

That same year, the Association of American

Kluger, pg. 125.
"Howard University's

Law

American Bar

School Put

On Approved

1931, pg. 11.
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Law

List,"

Schools "elected Howard

Chicago Defender,

May

9,

to

membership 'without

As Richard Kluger

qualification.'"

noted,

pedigree now. The next step was settling upon a battle plan."

In fact,

"They had

25

Mordecai Johnson and company were already working on

that

of the 1920s as well. Under the direction of law professor James Nabrit, the

School offered the nation's

first

course on

Mr. Nabrit began a course
reached the courts of

Johnson recalled

civil rights law.

in the history of all civil rights cases

last resort;

their

and since most of them had

upon an analysis of the reasons why they

by the end

Howard Law
that

which had ever

failed,

caused the

and he assigned
theory on the
basis of which a particular case of importance could, presumably, be won."
students to enter

failed;

each student the task of reporting in writing his discovery of a

Just as importantly, the

staff.

Law

Johnson encouraged

School developed a relationship with the

this association

NAACP's

from the 1930s onward, as

it

legal

served several

allowed the students to play a direct role in developing

purposes dear to him.

First,

civil rights cases, thus

enhancing their education

it

new

at

Howard. Second,

it

aided the cause

of Black equality in a tangible manner. These students utilized their newfound

knowledge of past

civil rights defeats before the

Supreme Court

to analyze particular

cases for their strengths and weaknesses while providing "a steady nucleus of creative

power around which many lawyers, white and
unusual interest in these cases." Finally,

it

black,

all

paved the way for these aspiring lawyers (and

their professors) to participate in the civil rights struggle

University.

The

fruits

of these labors were clear on

Supreme Court overturned segregation

"

over the country, came to take an

in public

even

May

after they left

17, 1954,

education in

when

Brown

v.

a

Howard

unanimous

Board of

Kluger, pg. 131. For additional information on Houston's efforts to build the law

school, see

Genna Rae McNeil. Groundwork: Charles Hamilton Houston and

the

Struggle for Civil Rights. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983.

Chapters 6 and
26

4.

Untitled

7.

document

re:

Howard

Mordecai Johnson Papers,

University

Law

MSRC-HU.
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School,

n.d., pg. 4.

Box

178-15, Folder

Education ofTopeka, Kansas. Nine of the ten attorneys working on the case for the

NAACP had been Howard Law
Trouble

in

27

Mind: Accusations Inside and Outside Howard

In time,

time he

School faculty or alumni.

left

Johnson replicated

Howard, every

his

Law

School success across the campus.

By

single school in the University received accreditation

national and regional boards. His successes during these years, however, did not

without controversy. Several times during his

first

few years

in office,

the

from

come

Johnson received

stinging criticisms over the dismissal of university professors and officials. In 1928, four

—Lorenzo Turner, Moses
Beckham — were dismissed because of

professors

F. Peters,

William H. Jones, and Albert

S.

allegations of misconduct with female students.

Johnson's actions, backed by the Board of Trustees, led to a student petition, threats of
student strikes, and lawsuits by two of the dismissed professors."

Several years

later,

Johnson suspended Dr. Arnold Donawa, dean of the College

of Dentistry, for "insubordination"

when he refused

attend faculty meetings of the School of Medicine.

his school

was

at stake,

to allow his faculty

Donawa

while the administration argued

"it

members

insisted that the

was

to

autonomy of

essential that the several

college faculties of the School of Medicine should meet for the discussion of interlocking

27

Ibid, pg. 4-5.

For additional information on the School of

attorneys connected with

it,

Law and

see Gilbert Ware, William Hastie:

the prominent

Grace Under Pressure.

New York: Oxford University Press, 1984; Jack Greenberg, Crusaders in the Courts:
How a Dedicated Band of Lawyers Fought for the Civil Rights Revolution. New York:
Basic Books, 1994;

Genna Rae McNeil, Groundwork: Charles Hamilton Houston and

the Struggle for Civil Rights. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983
28

"Scandal Stirs Howard

U." Chicago Defender, June 23, 1928, pg. 1; "Ousted
Howard University," Chicago Defender, January 19, 1929, pg. 1;
Reinstate Ousted Howard Professors," Chicago Defender, August 10, 1929,

Professors to Sue

"Refuses to
Pg-

1-
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business and matters of mutual interest."" Johnson and the trustees then replaced

Donawa

while he was suspended.

call for his resignation,

Trustees failed to

Donawa

act.

Some

even threatening

of Johnson's critics used this episode to publicly
to take the fight to

Congress did not act

Congress

if

the

Board of

in this case, but a lawsuit followed,

receiving $1,000 in lost wages in 1933.

with Dr.

30

Such instances certainly provided ammunition

for Johnson's critics, but did not

necessarily threaten his position at the university. Other firings had lasting effects. In

1930, Johnson continued to push for the eventual elimination of the evening classes

Law

School.

To

this end,

Dean of the Law School,

he asked the Board of Trustees to abolish the position of Vicethe position that essentially

same meeting, Johnson asked
Houston

—

to the position of

the

Board

to

to fire

Vice Dean, a position they just voted to eliminate! The

James Cobb from

31

The

logical conclusion to reach is that

his position as

backlash that might result from dismissing a

member

oversaw the night school. At the

promote Resident Vice Dean Charles

Board adopted both of Johnson's proposals.
Johnson wanted

at the

sitting

Vice-Dean without enduring the

municipal judge and distinguished

of the Black community. Judge Cobb, for his part, never seemed to forget

"Howard University Names Acting Dean of Dental College," Washington

this

Post, August

13, 1931, pg. 20.
30

"Howard U. Ousts Dr. Donawa," Chicago Defender, October 31, 1931, pg. 1; "Want
Howard Prexy Ousted," Chicago Defender, November 14, 1931, pg. I; "Dr. Arnold
Donawa Wins Suit Against Howard U.," Chicago Defender, April 8, 1933, pg. 4.
Donawa had sued for $3,660.68. The judge upheld the right of the Board to suspend and
ultimately fire him, but not to suspend his pay during the interim period.
31

Logan, pg. 285.
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slight.

For the

rest

of the decade,

Johnson's dismissal.

By

to

leading figures pushing for

32

1931, tensions also rose between Johnson and the Secretary-Treasurer of the

University,

coming

Cobb was one of the

Emmett

Howard

Scott. Scott

J.

in

1919 following

and as an assistant secretary

Logan noted,

the

was

in the

a holdover

stints as

Booker

War Department

Board of Trustees complimented

years of the Johnson administration.

which Johnson was

from the Durkee administration,
T. Washington's personal secretary

during World

work

his

War

I.

As Rayford

several times during the early

Logan was unaware, however, of the extent

dissatisfied with Scott's work.

Johnson made

to

this clear at several

board meetings in 1931, through his declaration that Scott's work was "highly
incompetent" and his opposition to a pay raise for the Secretary-Treasurer. While Logan

covered these events

in great detail,

he was unaware that behind the scenes, Johnson

threatened to resign over his frustrations with Scott's sloppy financial record-keeping.

Edwin Embree convinced Johnson

Trustee

split Scott's

to

remain

in his post and, in time, the

job duties, making him Secretary and appointing Virginius D. Johnston as

Treasurer, in keeping with the terms of Scott's existing contract.

Had

this

been the end of

their dispute, the

Scott might have faded once Scott

March 1933, however,

Howard

University.

was no longer

in

charge of the school's finances. In

Donawa

in his case against

Asked whether he could remember any other examples of faculty

lost his position as

a school year with or without cause and

Vice-Dean, but remained a

faculty until 1938.
33

33

disagreements between Johnson and

Scott testified on behalf of Dr.

members being dismissed "during

Cobb

Board

Logan, pg. 288-290; McKinney, pg. 84-85.
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member

now allowed

of the School of

Law

compensation," Scott referred to the four professors dismissed in June 1928. Later, Scott
testified that the

retain

procedures used to review faculty members and decide whether or not to

them applied only

to the

which retained control over
opposite was the case

although

it

—

their

that the

own members. The judge

Board did have

ultimately ruled that the

the right to suspend

and

fire

Donawa,

lacked the right to suspend his salary between the time he was suspended and

his official firing in October.

Donawa

"academic colleges and not the professional schools,"

34
Still,

Johnson probably took Scott's defense of Dr.

as a sign of disloyalty against his administration

grudge continued for years to come, culminating

in his

and the University

push

to

at large.

His

oppose Scott's

reappointment past the school's retirement age in 1938 and Scott's ensuing lawsuit
against the school.

Not

all

35

of Johnson's difficulties stemmed from internal disputes

University, however.

As

his

own

stature as a leader

develop, Johnson's public statements
the halls of Congress.

Johnson called for
his patriotism.

On

came under

at least three

at

Howard

grew and the University continued

increasing scrutiny, particularly within

occasions between 1931 and 1933, critics of

his resignation, attacking his

"Communist"

doctrines and questioning

William Wood, a Republican congressman from Indiana and

of the House Appropriations Committee, insisted

in April

sitting

Chair

1931 that Johnson "has

outlived his usefulness in that office" and questioned the use of federal funds in

"preaching ... the sort of doctrine they are trying to enforce

34

"Dr. Arnold

Donawa Wins

Suit Against

Howard

U.,"

in

Russia."

Wood's

Chicago Defender, April

8,

1933, pg. 4.
35

Logan, pg. 340-1 McKinney, pg. 86; "Trustees of Howard U. Vote to Retire Dr.
Emmett J. Scott," Washington Post, April 13, 1938, pg. XI 7; "Dr. Emmett Scott Sues
;

Howard

to

University," Chicago Defender, July 12, 1938, pg.
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1.

comments emboldened other

critics

of Johnson to step forward, including a Black

Republican committeeman from Mississippi, Perry Howard. Howard called Johnson
"temperamentally unfit for the position" and criticized the kind of education his
sons had received

at the institution.

own two

Howard Board of Trustees

In a stinging rebuke, the

asserted their full faith in Johnson's abilities to run the school and defended his patriotism

from these

attacks.

While

Wood's

this

temporarily quieted the critics and Congress did not proceed with

threat to investigate the school, others took

up

the mantle against Johnson.

Representative Robert Hall of Mississippi avoided any references to

Communism when

he introduced a House resolution calling for an investigation into Howard's finances.

"He

did,

however, charge

that 'continuous

tumultuous' conditions existed

at

the

University as evidenced by frequent resignations and 'violent separations' of important

members of long

standing,

all this

disposition' of President Johnson

educational matters.'" Nothing

reportedly due to the 'arrogant and overbearing

and

'his

meager experience

came of Hall's

resolution.

in

executive and

The following

year, another

Southern Democrat, Alfred Lee Bulwinkle of North Carolina, resumed the

Communist crusade of Representative Wood. Attacking Johnson's
address, Bulwinkle insisted, "In this entire speech this

man,

whom

anti-

recent baccalaureate

the

Government of the

United States through a board of trustees has placed in charge of a college for the Negro
race,

and which

is

costing the

year, advocates doing

Government of the United

away with

all

religions,

Catholic religions have fallen down, and that

3

because he says both the Protestant and the

communism

is

the religion for

Americans

in

"Two More Critics Enter Howard Row," Washington Post, April 12,
Ml; "Howard Indorses Dr. Johnson," Chicago Defender, April 11, 1931, pg. 1.

Logan, pg. 293;

1931, pg.

States a million dollars next
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the future." Bulwinkle's tirade led to

floor,

no resolutions, nor was

it

debated further on the

although several people in attendance applauded his speech.

37

Luckily for Johnson, he was developing friends in positions of authority, people

who

could defend his administration and

previously mentioned, gave

accusations.

When

him

its

record.

The Board of Trustees,

a vote of confidence in the

Bulwinkle took to the House

congressman from Chicago, answered

floor,

Oscar DePriest, the Black

day by having relevant

parts of Johnson's speech read into the record. DePriest agreed "that

minister, advocated

Communism

lampooned

was

wake of William Wood's

his tirade the following

doctrines should not get Federal funds," but

as

un-American

the idea that Johnson, a Baptist

as a suitable replacement for Christianity."

It

certainly

aided Johnson's cause that with the arrival of Franklin Roosevelt's administration in
1933, he gained a key ally in the person of Harold Ickes, the

Interior.

Public

new

Secretary of the

Ickes served in this capacity from 1933 to 1946, while also presiding over the

Works Administration (PWA) during

the early years of the

New

helped fund works projects across the country, including a number of

Howard University during

the Great Depression. Secretary Ickes also

position with a keen interest in African

president of the Chicago branch of the

American

affairs.

NAACP. Upon

He had

Deal.

new

Logan, pg. 293-4.
Logan, pg. 294-5.
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PWA

buildings at

came

to the

previously served as

taking office in 1933, Ickes

declared in a radio speech that "despite the depressed national conditions,

incumbent upon the federal government to make sure

The

that the then current

it

was

economic

crisis

As

did not interfere with the 'maintenance and progress' of black education."

happened, Johnson needed
particularly

when

all

it

of the help he could get in the years that followed,

a towering figure in

Howard's history joined

the fray.

Kelly Miller and the Alumni Association

Johnson's most powerful nemesis within the University in the early- to mid- 1930s

was
the

that long-time fixture

two should be

certainly

of

Howard

life,

some ways,

Kelly Miller. In

it

seems odd

that

odds, given Miller's views during the period. While Miller was

at

much more

conservative than Johnson, his calls for increased Negro militancy

and for a greater emphasis upon religion seems to make him a perfect match for the

Howard
at the

president. Indeed, these

very

moment

editorial. Miller

that

two ideological

Howard was about

strains

to hire

Johnson

in 1926.

among Black

wrote of the need for militancy

organization of the Negro Race today must

came together

first

of

all

discrimination and prejudice without compromise."

40

life.

"The new Negro lacks the

has nothing to take

its

place. In

my

It

one newspaper

"The

must

militant

fight

At the same time, he lamented

what he saw as the passing of religion from a role of prominence
educational

In

leaders.

be militant.

in Miller's writing

in

Black public and

religious conviction of the old leadership and

view he

is

destined to lamentable failure until he

Muse, "Howard University and The Federal Government During The
Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1928-1945."
The Journal of Negro History, Vol. 76, No. 1/4, (Winter-Autumn, 1991), pg. 6; "Harold
Clifford

Presidential Administrations of Herbert

L. Ickes

Dead

pg. 1,18. For

at 77;

Colorful Figure in

more information on

New

Deal,"

New

York Times, February

4, 1952,

the life and career of Harold Ickes, see Jeanne

Nienaber Clarke, Roosevelt's Warrior: Harold

L. Ickes

and

the

New Deal.

Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996; T.H. Watkins, Righteous Pilgrim: The Life and
Times of Harold L. Ickes, 1874-1952. New York: H. Holt, 1990; and Graham J. White,

Harold Ickes of the

New Deal:

His Private Life and Public Career. Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1985.
40

"Kelly Miller Says," June

Howard

5,

1926. Kelly Miller Papers,

University.
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Box

71-3, Folder 77.

MSRC,

strikes a

deeper spiritual and moral note than which

of mind and

now seems

this dual

theme of religion and education, Miller wished

Black community supported their colleges and universities as
If so,

he

be able to

move

set

become more dependent upon

it still

will lead

me on/"

42

the assurance that

racial obligation in the

generation

we could

new

fill

—

At the same time

together to control these institutions, he

felt that

'so long thy

by college bred men and

if

women who

men

men

of the scientific

spirit

and social

are

consumed with

life,

a sense of racial duty and

and opinion were manned by

our whole racial

life

would be on

43

"Kelly Miller Says,"

MSRC, Howard

May

29, 1926.

Kelly Miller Papers,

Box

71-3, Folder 77.

University.

"Kelly Miller Says," April 24, 1926. Kelly Miller Papers, Box 71-3. Folder 77.

MSRC, Howard
43

of culture and consecration;

our colleges and high school faculties were

of college breadth and righteous outlook on

upward way."

power has helped

the schools needed to instill a sense of

responsibility; if the high places in the leadership of thought

42

not

encouraged Blacks to work

that he

our leading pulpits with college

impulse towards private and public health;

41

He may

generation of Black leadership. "If in the next half

the medical profession could be recruited with

men

himself.

as rapidly as possible in that direction. In the meantime, he can surely rely sensibly

me, sure

filled

as they did their

up independent educational housekeeping for himself, but he must

upon a generous philanthropy with

if

much

that the

they might attain the same degree of autonomy in their places of

felt,

higher learning. "The Negro must

now

mood

way of thinking." 41

Carrying forth

churches.

to characterize his

University.

"Kelly Miller Says," April 17, 1926. Kelly Miller Papers, Box 71-3, Folder 77.

MSRC, Howard

University.
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its

These words echoed many of the sentiments

Howard.

situation.

In the early 1930s, this

demanding

to

work

side-by-

not only possible but the reality of the

1931 and early- 1932. Indeed, they were both instrumental

that the effort include

at

Du Bois

Howard

Communism

was somewhat
At

late-

from W.E.B.

conference

that

was

men

Miller and Johnson both participated in the efforts to create an "Encyclopedia

of the Negro" in

calls

Johnson expressed throughout

and should have provided a foundation for the two

his public life

side at

that

in

Whites and Blacks alike on the

that the editor-in-chief should

May

editorial board,

be a Negro.

4

1933, Miller and Johnson attacked two speakers

this point, Miller

when

was on

amid

During a

offered African Americans their only hope for the future.

surprising

in

45

who

felt

Thus,

it

Miller began to attack Johnson's administration in 1934.

the verge of retirement, so

it is

possible that he held previous

misgivings that he did not wish to express until he was beyond the reach of Johnson's

power.

It is

also possible that Miller resented Johnson's attacks in the preceding years

James Cobb, a close friend among
46

Scott.

Still

another possibility

was not named
papers

at

the first

Howard

is

the faculty and fellow

that Miller

Lewis, W.E.B.
46

"Warns United

Cobb and

in 1926.

in part

by jealousy

that

he

Unfortunately, Miller's

University are largely devoid of correspondence or any sort of personal

reflections, so his ultimate motivations

45

Howard alum, and Emmett

was motivated

Black president of Howard

on

Du

may

never be known.

and the American Century, 427-33.
Race," Chicago Defender, May 20, 1933, pg. 12.

Bois: The Fight for Equality

States of Injustice to

combined

Johnson on several occasions in the mid- to late1930s. See Chapter 6. In January 1933, Miller used his syndicated column to attack
members of the Black press who had recently criticized Scott. "Kelly Miller Says,"
Philadelphia Tribune, January 13, 1933. Kelly Miller Papers, Box 71-3, Folder 82.
MSRC-HU. For more information on Emmett Scott's work at Howard and beyond, see
Maceo Crenshaw Dailey's dissertation, "Emmett Jay Scott: The Career of a Secondary
Black Leader."
Miller

to attack
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Ostensibly, the cause of Miller's hostility towards Johnson was his dissatisfaction

with the president's efforts to involve the Alumni Association
processes of the University. His June 1934 piece in the
Journal on conditions

at

Howard made

the official public break between the

decades

at

Howard,

all

trustees, administration

in the

Howard

decision-making

University Alumni

national headlines in the Black press and

two men. Miller lamented

that

marked

during his five

of the presidents "failed to understand the proper relation of

and alumni." He lashed out

at the presidents'

presumption of

"omniscience and omnipotence" in the paternalistic manner they addressed the alumni

and ignored

their suggestions in favor of

wealthy trustees. Most of

all,

Miller claimed,

under the Johnson administration,
... the university's

morale has been torn asunder by dissension, internal

strife,

feuds and dissatisfaction, and that these demoralizing effects are far-reaching,

causing the 'Capstone of Negro education' great humiliation and preventing the

and devotion of the alumni for

love, loyalty

that he

Not content

to "flay"

was willing

to sacrifice his

May

Johnson

47
it.

in the national

own

Negro

press, Miller

made

it

clear

deeply-held beliefs to embarrass him face-to-face.

The previous month,

in

teaching youth

National Conference on Fundamental Problems in the Education of

Negroes

Dean

at the

in Pittsburgh.

Miller said,

it

is

1934, Miller lamented the passing of religion as a tool for

"'Religion seems to have lost

48

Just a

place in the educative

few weeks

later,

is

that

we have

not yet found anything to take

however. Miller changed his tune

"Kelly Miller Flays Dr. Johnson," Chicago Defender, June
48

field,

no longer used by the great teachers of today as an emotional

stimulus for learning. But the trouble

place.'"

its

2,

in a

speech before

1934, pg.

1.

Dean Kelly Miller Tells Educators," Pittsburgh Courier, May
1934. Kelly Miller Papers, Box 71-3, Folder 84. MSRC-HU.
"Religion Needed,
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its

26,

members of the Howard Alumni Association
Johnson present on the same

A

in

Washington, D.C. With Mordecai

stage, Miller said:

minister of the gospel by his very office and calling

disqualified to conduct a

is

great educational enterprise. His religious bigotry and pious cant disqualify
for developing sane, simple

him

and sound character on part of young men of college

age and degree of intelligence. His pious platitudes, ceremonial cant and
supernatural pretentions can not register

and generation.

Coupled with

upon the mind of young men of this day

49

his strident criticisms of

Johnson

Miller considered Johnson unfit to continue as

in the press, the

Howard

message was

clear:

president.

Following Miller's speech, the editor of the Howard Alumni Journal and newlyelected secretary of the

Alumni Association, Michael Jones, blasted Johnson

derogatory comments he allegedly

no evidence as

to

how

the

made

at a

meeting of the deans on June

ability to

There

is

in

speak on behalf of the

alumni and urged the University to "pay them no attention." Jones cited

this as

only the

example of Johnson's "brazen vulgarity" towards the Alumni Association and

celebrated Kelly Miller's recent remarks against the beleaguered president.

organization, he said, firmly backed Miller's calls for regime change at

Howard
social

19.

Alumni Association became aware of these comments,

which Johnson supposedly questioned the Association's

latest

for

The

Howard. "The

University general alumni association officially recognizes that the intellectual,

and moral

activities at

Howard have become paralyzed under

Dr. Johnson and the alumni adopted the slogan, 'Dr. Johnson

the administration of

Must Go.'"

50

Unlike other controversies in his young presidency, these tensions continued to

hound Johnson time and

49

Text of speech

Box
50

at

again. Miller

promised members of the Chicago branch of the

Alumni Association banquet, June

71-3, Folder 84.

23, 1934.

Kelly Miller Papers,

MSRC-HU.

"Oust Johnson! Howardites Cry," Chicago Defender, July
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14, 1934, pg. 1-2.

Alumni Association
administration in a

traveling towards

there

that he

would "expose

November 4

the 'corrupt' conditions" of Johnson's

speech. According to Michael Jones, he and Miller were

Chicago when a

local alum, Dr. F.

was no Chicago alumni meeting scheduled

Eugene

for that date

Butler, informed

them

and falsely claimed

that

that

B.G. Pollard, the president of this local chapter, had actually been inactive for three
years. Jones

and Miller, receiving the news

in Pittsburgh, returned

home.

Pollard, in the

meantime, had gathered 120 alumni to hear Miller speak and was unaware of the change
in plans.

Claiming

that Butler

knew

the

Chicago alumni would believe Miller, Jones

accused him of trying to keep the truth about the "hectic and crumbling administration

Howard University" from

his fellow alumni.

There was no quick resolution

to the

Alumni Association. For more than four

at

51

problems Johnson encountered with the

years,

Johnson tangled with the alumni, led by

Kelly Miller, Michael Jones and James Cobb, over everything from allegations of

financial

mismanagement

to Johnson's "radical" political beliefs.

Dixiecrats and anti-Communist Republicans,

Johnson's major opponent for the

An

rest

at

Howard's own Alumni Association became

of the decade.

International Focus: India and Haiti,

These internal controversies

More than Southern

Germany and

the Soviet

Union

Howard, however, did not prevent Johnson from

speaking out on the international issues of the day. His international perspective was

deeply rooted in his belief in non-violence as the guiding principle for change. Even
before coming to

51

Howard

University, Johnson's reputation as a believer in nonviolence

"Johnson-Miller Feud Stirs Howardites," Chicago Defender, November 17, 1934, pg.

1-2.
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began

to attract attention in the

White-dominated

pacifist

community.^

2

Although he

left

no recorded thoughts on the subject, Johnson's pacifism may have motivated his
unsuccessful campaign in 1928 to abolish the
early 1930s, his views

Howard chapter of the ROTC. 33 By

on pacifism garnered enough public attention

that friends

the

and

acquaintances began to send him literature on the philosophy of non-violence,
particularly as practiced

What makes
Americans

to

this

and elucidated by Mahatma Gandhi
noteworthy

is

that

54

in India.

Johnson was one of the

first

African

openly espouse Gandhian nonviolence as a potential answer to the nation's

race problems. Sudarshan Kapur's history of African Americans' relationships with

Gandhian ideas highlighted Johnson

as

one of the Mahatma' s most eloquent early

spokespeople in the United States. For Johnson, Gandhi provided a political alternative
to other

forms of radicalism which had gained new credence

in light of the

Great

Depression.
In an address he

gave

in

Washington, D.C.,

in

March 1930, Johnson

said,

"Negro

college graduates of today should don a special brand of cheaper variety of

homemade overalls to let the Negro farthest down know that they are one with
him." He declared that "Gandhi is conducting today the most significant religious
movement in the world, in his endeavor to inject religion into questions of
economics and politics." Believing as he did that the economic situation of
African-Americans was akin to that of the Indian people, Johnson encouraged
young people to "study and understand Gandhi perfectly." The movement led by

52

Anna Rochester

to

Mordecai Johnson, February

Box

Rochester, February

5,

HU. Rochester was

the editor of a

1926.

178-1

New

1,

Folder

I,

9.

York-based

1926; Mordecai Johnson to

Anna

Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC"The World

pacifist journal,

Tomorrow."
53
54

Logan, pg. 277.
Richard Gregg to Mordecai Johnson, June

19, 1930.

Mordecai Johnson Presidential

Box 649S, Folder "G, 1930-1"; Richard Hurst Hill to Mordecai Johnson, October
1932.
Mordecai Johnson Presidential Papers, Box 649S, Folder "H, 1932-33."
14,
Howard University Archives.
Papers,
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Gandhi, and not communism, he argued,
careful consideration."

Just

weeks

after

"is

deserving of the Negro's most

55

Johnson delivered

his address,

two Howard

students, Martin Cotten and

Vivian Coombs, refused a driver's order to go to the back of the bus

They were subsequently

ejected from the bus and forced to take a train back to

Washington, D.C. Apparently, some of Johnson's students took

Gandhian nonviolence

his statements

56

was enough of

in

because

is

it

seems

some of our

to offer a

never possible."

57

superficial

Negro thinkers

like

chance to be revolutionary and secure

Johnson did not see

movement

for the Pittsburgh Courier, singled

scorn as he argued against nonviolence for African Americans in

to

Gandhi's methods, of

a public spokesperson for this nascent

George Schuyler, the acid-penned writer

Gandhism appeals

it

this

way. For him,

May

1930.

political ramifications for the

Black community

in the

that

him out

for

"Of course,

Mordecai Johnson
at the

this

same time which

"movement

redemption of the Indian people, through the endurance of suffering," had great

and

on

to heart.

Johnson was not the only African American interested
course. Yet he

in Philadelphia.

for the

spiritual

United States and for the

CO

world

at large.

issue, but

it

One can argue

and Johnson's position on the

does point to the early signs of African American recognition of Gandhi and

debates within the

55

the merits of Schuyler's

community

Sudarshan Kapur. Raising

as to the efficacy of his methods.

Up a

Prophet: The African-American Encounter with

Gandhi. Boston: Beacon Press, 1992. Pg. 86.
56
"Students in Suit Against Bus Company," Chicago Defender, May 3, 1930, pg. 18.
57
Kapur, pg.. 44. Schuyler's language is interesting in that it foreshadows his satirical

view of Johnson in the novel Black No More as someone who tried to seem radical to one
constituency and conservative to another. (See Introduction.)
58
Mordecai Johnson to Mary S. Young, April 5, 1930. Mordecai Johnson Presidential
Papers, Box 649S, Folder "W, 1930-1." Howard University Archives.

Johnson also worked with some of
to

Howard

Mahatma's message

his colleagues to bring the

University. In October 1934, Johnson helped bring Madeleine Slade, a British

disciple of Gandhi, to speak at the school. Slade, the daughter of a wealthy British

admiral, had forsaken her previous

Mahatma's

closest advisors.

59

Kapur described

significant ramifications," given

Johnson's

own commitment

to

converted to Hinduism, and became one of the

life,

Howard's place

Gandhi.

60

cause in celebrating Gandhi's example

More
for

the "encounter" as "rich

at

in the African

Shortly after her

Johnson took up her

religious convocation.

61

a professor of religion he recruited in 1932, so that he could lead

an African American delegation to India. Thurman thus became the
to

of

importantly, Johnson helped secure a leave of absence the following year

Howard Thurman,

American

full

American community and

visit,

Howard's annual

and

come

into contact with the

first

African

Mahatma. Upon meeting Thurman, Gandhi

encouraged him and other African Americans

and practices of nonviolence as an antidote

to

pay special attention

to the

to the principles

West's misrepresentations of

Christianity to justify "racial, economic, and sexual discrimination" and the "segregation

of the world's peoples."

62

Thurman was

not Howard's last connection with Gandhi:

Channing Tobias, Benjamin Mays, and William Stuart Nelson
1930s and 1940s.

all

met him during the

63

"British Admiral's Daughter, Gandhi's Disciple, Visits America,"

Washington Post,

October 21, 1934, pg. F2.
60
61

Ibid, pg. 85.

"Annual School of Religion Set

at

Howard

U.," Washington Post,

November

5,

1934,

pg. 16.
"

Walter Earl Fluker and Catherine Tumber

Howard Thurman on

Religious Experience

(editors),

pg. 4-6.
3

A

and Public

Kapur, pg. 161.
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Strange Freedom: The Best of
Boston: Beacon Press, 1998,

Life.

Closer to home, Johnson took part in a more tangible effort to deal with political

problems facing a non-white nation.

In

February 1930, R.R. Moton of Tuskegee asked

Johnson and several other Black educators
assess the education system in Haiti.

this

commission

a strike

as part of

its

by customs workers

64

to join

him on

a fact-finding

The Hoover administration asked Moton

efforts to deal with recent

that led to a declaration

problems

calm

Commission

to

to lead

in that nation, including

65

After waiting for

be restored and assessing the needs of the delegation, the Moton

finally set sail for Haiti

aboard a Navy cruiser on June

66

10.

Sadly, Johnson did not leave any detailed accounts of his time in Haiti or his

on the Commission.
Prattis

that

On

the

way home, however, he was approached by

work

a reporter, P.L.

of the Chicago Defender, on the deck of the steamship Cristobal. Prattis noticed

Johnson was deep

in thought as he leaned against the starboard railing.

prior twenty-four days, he

During the

and the other members of the commission were deluged with

information on the state of the educational system in Haiti.

When

recommendations the commission would make

Hoover, Johnson hinted

Washington might not
out to people

65

to

of martial law and continued

resentment over military control and the lack of free elections.

relative

commission

to President

like the response. "Well, Prattis,

who have been good

to you."

it

the reporter asked what

is difficult to

that

deal strict justice

67

"Moton Forms Committee," New York Times, February 26, 1930, pg. 12.
"Two Cities in Haiti Under Martial Law," Washington Post, December 6,

1929, pg.

1;

"Borah Urges Action on Haitian Question," Washington Post, January 9, 1930, pg. 2.
R.R. Moton to Mordecai Johnson, May 29, 1930. Mordecai Johnson Presidential
Papers, Box 649S, Folder "M, 1930-1." Howard University Archives; "Dean Holmes

66

Appointed Temporary Howard Prexy," Chicago Defender, June 21, 1930, pg. A4.
"America in Haiti: Big Bully or Big Brother Which?" Chicago Defender. August 2,
1930, pg. 2. Henry Lee Suggs has written on the reactions of the Black press to
American actions in Haiti, including an overview of the Moton Commission. See Suggs,

67

—
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It

was

several

more months before

Hoover administration.

to the

Haitians"

at

Its

its

findings

report noted "substantial grounds for complaints

the state of their schools under

American military attempted

Moton Commission presented

the

American

to institute a dual

by

military rule. Essentially, the

system of education: the traditional

schools offering a standard curriculum and a separate "service technique" or "vocational

school system." The Commission

that the

felt that

American occupation wanted

Haitians were

this vocational

somewhat justified

in their fears

system to eventually overtake the

national school system as the primary instruction for Haitian youth. Indeed, under

American

rule, this joint

system was

set

up during a time when

government expenditures on education actually decreased from
rule.

the

Blasting the dual system as a "mistake," the

American military

to institute

the percentage of

their levels

Commission questioned

under Haitian
the

any new system beyond "a limited program

power of
to

demonstrate a desirable type of school for town and country." Seven years of these
efforts

had resulted

in

"no practical results in agricultural promotion or improved

standards of living," while American officials drew high salaries with

While the Commission acknowledged

demanded more power

in the

that these technical schools

little

to

show

were necessary,

for

it.

it

hands of Haitians themselves and an infusion of funds from

the United States Treasury and

American philanthropists

to help the ailing system.

68

"The Response of the African American Press to the United States Occupation of Haiti,
191 15-1934." Journal of African American History, Vol. 87, The Past Before Us
(Winter, 2002), 70-82. Suggs noted that the Hoover Administration did not provide a
Navy cruiser for the return trip, forcing them to travel in "steerage." Some took this as a
sign of Hoover's racism; others took it as a sign of his "displeasure" with Moton, who
"exceeded his budget and aligned himself with Haitian radicals both during and after his
visit."
68

Suggs, 76-7.

"Haitians Upheld on Education Issue,"

New

the entire text of the report, see United States

York Times, December 1, 1930, pg. 3. For
Commission on Education in Haiti. Report
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Within a year, control of these "Agricultural and Industrial Schools" rested
hands of Haitians themselves. Thus, the Commission successfully accomplished
pressing goal. But this

it

was

his

most

was not

the only

example of Johnson's

direct effort to aid its people.

The following

corresponded regularly about the humanitarian
in the

summer of 1931 and

change

its

the

need

crisis

to bring pressure

policies towards the nation.

in the

its

most

interest in Haiti, although

year, he

and Walter White

following heavy rains and flooding

on the United States government

Although some scholars

assert that

to

meaningful

African American interest in foreign policy began with the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in
1935, these efforts of Johnson and other Black leaders on behalf of Haitian self-rule point

to their recognition of the

rule abroad.

need

to

connect

home with Black

self-

69

This was especially evident

who

civil rights struggles at

protested

when Johnson joined

American intervention

State William Phillips. Johnson and

in Liberia

a delegation of Black leaders

during a meeting with acting Secretary of

W.E.B. Du Bois led the committee of prominent

African Americans, which drew direct parallels between America's involvement and the

interests

of colonial powers and corporations. Regarding American relations with non-

white nations, they wrote:

of the United States Commission on Education

in Haiti,

October

1,

1930. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1931.
69

Walter White

to

Mordecai Johnson, July

14,

1931

;

Walter White

to

Mordecai Johnson,

July 27, 1931; Walter White to Mordecai Johnson, September 17, 1931; Walter White to

Mordecai Johnson, October 28, 1931. Mordecai Johnson Presidential Papers, Box 649S,
Folder "W, 1930-1." Howard University Archives. For an example of the emphasis on
1935 as a turning point, see Brenda Gayle Plummer, Rising Wind: Black Americans and
U.S. Foreign Affairs, 1935-1960. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996.
Henry Lee Suggs similarly argues that this debunks arguments that Blacks were apathetic
regarding foreign policy prior to World War H. See Suggs, "The Response of the African

American Press

to the

United States Occupation of Haiti, 1915-1934," 78-9.
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Here we see no "New Deal." Continually the old method is renewed: loaning
money to small countries, encouraging them to buy and spend beyond their ability
to pay, finding or inventing some moral excuse for intervention, and then taking
charge of the country in the name of some white country and in the interest of a

commercial organization whose chief and only object is profit. Black America
believes that this is what took place in Haiti.
Now, in Liberia we think we see
.

the

.

.

same process incubating.

Such actions threatened

"white superiority" and the practices of

to perpetuate the ideas of

"perfect capitalist exploitation" in accordance with the models established

and France

by England

in their colonial holdings.

In the past France

and England have

tried

every possible injustice by ways of

government of Liberia, to curtail
its territory, and to discredit it in the eyes of the civilized world. The propaganda
that has deliberately distorted the fine and creditable efforts of this little land to
become an independent refuge of the Negro race is directly traceable to these
sources. And now comes America with, in our opinion, the same technique, the
same propaganda, the same attempt on the part of a great corporation [Firestone]
to disrupt and overthrow this government of black folk.
loans, intrigue, and brute force to overthrow the

As with

Haiti,

Black leaders recognized the need for the United States to promote Black

self-rule in Liberia, rather than allowing its

"independent" non-White nation.

own

interests to dictate policy in an

70

Johnson's international outlook also extended to events in Europe. In

Johnson joined a group of American clergymen
in

Germany

as a result of the rise of the

in

May

1933

denouncing the anti-Semitic practices

Nazi Party and Adolph

Hitler.

Concerned clergy

nationwide issued a statement "expressing their 'sorrow and indignation"'

"endeavor to humiliate a whole section of the human family." Given his

at this

interest in

Make New

Plea for Liberia," Chicago Defender, August 5, 1933, pg. 3;
"Current Events of Importance in Negro Education," Journal of Negro Education, Vol.

"Leaders

No.

4, (Oct. 1933), pg. 517-520.
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2,

interfaith dialogue

and understanding,

is

it

no surprise

that

Johnson was among the

African Americans to attack the "medieval barbarity" of the Nazi regime.

Throughout

Union

to highlight

this period,

first

71

Johnson increasingly used the example of the Soviet

America's lack of vision on the

of the American Interracial Seminar in

New York

and Catholic churches for excluding Blacks and

Presiding over a meeting

racial front.

City,

Johnson

failing to take

criticized the Protestant

an adequate stand

in

favor

of racial equality. While downplaying the "alarmist" notion of an imminent race war,

Johnson noted the need for a "cure"
relations into old formulas."

cognizance of color."

The

to the

West's "bungling inefficiency of fitting human

Soviets, by contrast,

He was quick

had "made

to separate himself

it

a crime to take

from a defense of Communism,

while celebrating the Soviet approach to issues of race. "I don't believe in the ultimate

triumph of communism," he said, "but
than the lukewarm, teaspoon thought

believe

I

we

it

is

put forth."

better to

have the blunders of Russia

72

Other times, Johnson's comments were perceived

in

both the Black and White

communities as an endorsement of Communism. His Howard University baccalaureate
address in 1933, for example, was highlighted by one

Black press as supporting
described

Communism

economic and

Communism

as a

new

in the

member

of Congress and by the

United States. In

religion "based

this

speech, Johnson

upon the determination

political institutions, the family life

to

make

and personal relations subject

themselves and be ordered by this comprehensive belief that

is

intrusted [sic] in the hands

of the church." While Johnson pointed to the Western fears of this "religion," he
indicated that the only

71

"Howard Prexy

way

to actually defeat

it

was

to

"produce and follow with purity of

Joins Protest on Hitler," Chicago Defender,

"Bias Against Negro Charged to

AF of L," New
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May

20, 1933, pg. 2.

York Times, January

3,

1931, pg.

5.

which we do believe." Johnson

heart a great religion in

formulate such a religion

at that

moment, but

"the scientific and technical resources of

felt that

the nation

was more

insisted he

was

trying to

interested in using

for the emancipation of the people" than the

life

preservation of the "American system" as currently constituted. Johnson did not call for

the violent overthrow of the

American government; indeed, he pronounced himself in

"hearty sympathy" with preserving the nation. But he
the Soviets in forming an

the address

Still,

Johnson
"I

am

compelled

felt

American response

was close enough

was much

to learn

from

and economic exploitation.

to poverty

to a full

to address his critics

felt there

endorsement of Communism

73

that

through a formal written statement. Insisting

not a Communist," Johnson nevertheless railed against the anti-Communist

hysteria his remarks unleashed.

On

am not in accord with those who believe that the best way to
Communism is to persecute those who believe in it. And I am not of the
that patriotism requires any thoughtful man to subscribe to the doctrine

the other hand,

I

deal with

opinion

that there is nothing

In particular,

good

to

be found in the Russian experiment.

Johnson hailed the Soviets for

their attacks

"acquisitiveness" as models for the type of program the

able

men

and

their

in

America

are trying to

following will increase."

do

this.

The work

is

on "poverty" and

West needed

"Many

to create.

timely, their patriotism

is

wise,

74

Challenging Racism during the Great Depression

Johnson brought the same intensity and desire for justice

American race

relations

and the myriad examples of racial

national landscape during the Great Depression.

7

74

to his

views of

injustice that

Even before

the stock

permeated the

market crash of

"Howard U. Prexy Indorses Communism," Chicago Defender, June 10, 1933, pg. 2.
"Dr. Johnson Explains Stand on Communism," Chicago Defender, June 17, 1933, pg.

1.
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1929, he warned

Howard

graduates in June 1929 about the need for leadership in this

country driven by selfless, rather than selfish, motivations.

The Negro

in

America, like the masses of

leadership which
greatest

is

men

other people today, needs a

anxious to have him realize his

need of the nation

the law, but

all

is

not

fullest possibilities. The
power to control the people who enforce
government who love the people and set the

men

in service of the

in

example of law observance. The danger confronting the nation is not petty crime,
but enormous and far-sighted greed of men of superior intellect, who in order to
satisfy this greed and make themselves and their families secure forever, would
75
throttle, choke and keep the people down.

Once
in

again,

it

was

clear that issues of

economic and

racial inequality

went hand-in-hand

Johnson's political outlook.
Later that year, Johnson once again connected the domestic struggle against

unjust forces to America's place in the world. In

speech

in

Chicago on

"New Developments

for

December 1929, Johnson

American Negroes"

at the

Atkins Moore, head of the Chicago Adult Education Association and a

ACLU

delivered a

behest of Fred

member

of the

and the National Council for Protection of Foreign Born Workers. Johnson's

far-

ranging speech touched on the election of Oscar DePriest to Congress, the crushing
effects of chain stores

on

local businesses,

Black farmers. He also connected the

fate

and cooperative movements among Southern
of Blacks in the United States to the nation's

standing with the non-white world. "If this country cannot

work out

a

means of giving

Michael Winston, Education for Freedom: The Leadership of Mordecai Wyatt
Johnson, Howard University, 1926-1960: A Documentary Tribute to Celebrate the
Anniversary of the Election of Mordecai W. Johnson as President of Howard
University. Washington, D.C.: Moorland Spingarn Research Center, 1976, pg. 9. Box

Fiftieth

178-17, Folder 4. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
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10,000,000 people a man's chance in

this country,"

China, India and Africa to trust us, no matter what

Nor was he

community during

NAACP,

were

afraid of dealing with the

Alabama. By 1933,

Left, as the

same

it

was

men accused

defense of the Scottsboro Nine, a

Communists of trying

to stir a "race

1933, however, Johnson

Union

in

Alabama,

war" and

as local

their appeals.

At the

Whites accused the

instigating recent violence.

77

In April

American

the

that visited President Roosevelt's personal secretary.

"mob

aboard a

members of the American

was a member of a delegation representing

concerned with the specter of

women

of raping two White

a major cause celebre for

emerged

76

members of the

Communist-led International Legal Defense worked on

time, a state of "hysteria"

Liberties

put on paper."

leaders, including

initially reluctant to participate in the

group of Black teenagers and young
train in

we

most controversial issues facing the Black

Some Black

the Depression.

he warned, "we cannot expect Japan,

Civil

They were

violence" against the defendants and pushed for the

President to use his influence with the

Alabama governor

content to meet with the president's secretary, the group

to secure their safety.

left

White House

the

Not

for the

Capitol building, where they had a conference with Alabama's two Senators, John

Bankhead and Hugo Black.

As

frightening as the prospect of "Southern justice" was,

Americans were also afraid
federal

78

that the

many

African

growing influence of Southern Democrats

government would reinforce Jim Crow

in federal relief efforts.

in the

Johnson and other

76

"Howard President Sees Color Caste System in America," Chicago Defender,
December 21, 1929, pg. 3.
77
Dan T. Carter, Scottsboro: A Tragedy of the American South. Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 1979, passim, especially Chapters 3
78

"Civil Liberties

Union Fears

Mob

and

6.

Violence in Scottsboro Case,"

April 9, 1933, pg. 17.
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New

York Times,

Black leaders attempted

to confront the

growing inequalities of the

New

Deal

itself,

as

it

pertained to wages for Black and White works under the National Recovery

Howard

Administration (NRA).

University hosted a meeting in

December 1933 between

twenty Black leaders, including Johnson, John Hope, William Hastie, Kelly Miller,

Eugene Kinckle Jones of
Ira

the National

Urban League, Abram

Harris, T.

Arnold

Hill

deA. Reid, and representatives of the Roosevelt Administration. One account

Black press reported
in 1936, stole the

that

John

P.

and

in the

Davis, later the founder of the National Negro Congress

show by revealing

details of

pay

differentials in the

South on federally-

funded projects and the "starvation wages" endured by many African Americans.

Government
workers,

it

representatives insisted that

"would inevitably lead

of the Black leaders present

at the

to the

Davis went a step

the Industrial

Recovery Board where

in the

mass displacement of blacks by whites." None

further, revealing transcripts of a

by Black leaders for representation
in

they offered equal wages to White and Black

meeting, however, agreed to endorse the

differentials.

Johnson's participation

if

New

in the

such efforts

Deal officials openly complained of lobbying

more importantly,

administration of federal relief funds) did

administration.

September meeting of

decision-making processes of the

(or,

wage

little

to

New

Deal.

his refusal to accept racism

win friends within

the Roosevelt

79

As much

as

Johnson professed

however, his attachment

to this ideal

students to protest Jim Crow.

7Q

Du

A

his support for forthright action against racism,

was severely

tested

when

it

came

to the rights of his

glaring example of this occurred at the height of the

and

American Century, pg. 326-7;
"Record Discloses Secret Confab on 'Negro' Question Under NRA," Chicago Defender,
Lewis, W.E.B.

December

Bois: The Fight for Equality

23, 1933, pg. 10.
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the

Great Depression.

in

Members of the Howard community were outraged by

January 1934 that "Morris Lewis, secretary to Oscar DePriest, was

in the public restaurant

.

.

the revelation

refused service

.

operated in the capitol of the nation and under the control of

congress." Congressman L.C. Warren, a Democrat from North Carolina and chair of the

accounts committee, defended the Whites-only policy in no uncertain terms. "In refusing
to serve the

restaurant

two Negroes today

my orders

was acting upon

employees or

visitors,

in the

nor will

it

house restaurant. Manager P.H. Johnson of the

and

instructions.

so long as

I

It

has never served Negro

have anything

to

do with

Abbott of the Defender recalled several occasions on which he dined
establishment, "but that

was when we had no

New

it."

Robert

at the

same

S.

Deal." Indeed, Abbott took the

resurgence in Southern Democratic power under the Roosevelt administration as a
troubling sign. "The

New

Deal

is

either a fact or a fallacy.

impartially to every citizen alike or

hypocrisy and insincerity."

it

is

It is

a hypocritical pretense fostered

government had

clear that the federal

civil rights.

Immediately following

House of Representatives
jurisdiction over the

power

80
1.

to intervene

this episode,

and promoted by

Chicago,

it

on behalf of African American

committee

to

restaurant and whether the Accounts

to enforce segregation therein.

district in

he introduced a resolution into the

calling for a five-person

House

be carried out

80

For Oscar DePriest, representing Congress from a Black

was

either to

examine

the issue of

Committee had

The sweeping language of his

the

resolution reminded

S. Abbott, "Is This the New Deal?" Chicago Defender, January 27, 1934, pg.
Abbott pointed out that foreign dignitaries from non-white countries were able to dine

Robert

at the restaurant, in spite

of the ban on African Americans.

He

also pointed to the

hypocrisy of "the ex-slaveholding descendants of the South" balking

with Blacks while saying nothing of the "debauching
girls."
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[of]

at

the idea of dining

thousands of young black

other

members of Congress of the

sacrifices

made by Blacks

since the

dawn of the

Republic, from Crispus Attucks, through the Battle of Argonne. In March,

Southern Democrats succeeding

members of Congress

for 145

debate on the resolution.

in bottling the resolution in

to sign a petition dissolving the

fired

by

committee and forcing

81

Clark," protested the White-only policy of the

member

committee, DePriest pressed

March of 1934, "a group of thirty [Howard] undergraduates,

In

of the group

who had no

the restaurant one

newspaper

reporter.

when

day

affiliation

earlier for

led

House of Representatives

by Kenneth

restaurant.

One

with Howard, Harold Covington, had been

breaking

its

rules

and serving a Black

Harry Parker, a Black doorman working

at the restaurant

allegedly

confronted Covington as he and the students were turned away from the restaurant's door

by "a

detail

of nearly a dozen Capitol policemen." According to press reports, Parker

grabbed Covington's arm and instructed the student "not

Covington then struck Parker, who
separated." Covington

secure his release.

was

When

"hit

arrested,

up the hallways."

back twice before the two men could be

and several students followed Covington

to jail to

they attempted to "arrange for the release of their friend," they

"were arrested for allegedly blocking the sidewalk."

As news of the

[to] clutter

arrests spread,

82

"Southern legislators denounced the Howard

University demonstrators as hoodlums and Communists."

One

in particular,

81

"House Members Back DePriest in Jim Crow Fight," Chicago Defender, February 3,
1934, pg. 1-2; "DePriest Files Jim Crow Protest in House," Chicago Defender, March 10,
1934, pg. 1-2.

82

and the Jim Crow Restaurant in the U.S. House
of Representatives." The Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 35, No. 1 (Winter, 1966), 7980; "DePriest Gets Signers in Cafe Fight Protest; More Pledge Aid," Chicago Defender,
Elliott

March

M. Rudwick, "Oscar De

Priest

24, 1934, pg. 1,3; "DePriest Jolts Congress,"

pg. 10.
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Chicago Defender, March 31, 1934,

Representative

Thomas

L. Blanton of Texas, placed the

on the shoulders of Mordecai Johnson.

They

its

at the

House

for this incident squarely

Johnson's "communistic

In Blanton' s opinion,

tendencies" resulted in the student protests

disregard for

blame

restaurant and their blatant

policies.

[the students]

Johnson ought

Communism

to

ought

to

be kicked out of

Howard

university. Dr.

be kicked out with them. And, unless

out of that institution,

we ought

to close

it

Mordecai

we can weed
up and not give

it

further

0*2

sanction and support by this government.

During the same discussion on the
the

Howard

students, although he

floor,

DePriest distanced himself from the actions of

was quick

to point out that

Covington had no

connection with the university. "If they had consulted me," he stated, "I would have told

them

to stay

away from

restaurant, he at least

here." Although Blanton continued to defend the color line at the

applauded DePriest for his denunciation of the students'

his past statements against

Johnson's

ire;

Mordecai Johnson individually.

"fearing that angry

Congressmen might

appropriation, [he] considered expelling the

84

tactics

and

These criticisms raised

slash the University's

young men."

In the end,

Ralph Bunche led

"an influential segment of the faculty" in convincing Johnson not to punish the
protestors.

8^

5

"Texas Democrat Flays Mordecai W. Johnson," Chicago Defender, March 31, 1934,
was speaking against a bill that called for investigations into Nazi

pg. 4. Blanton

propaganda

in the

United States.

He argued

that investigations of

Communism had done

nothing to rid the nation of that problem, so any efforts to eliminate Nazism would likely
fail as

well.

The anti-Communist angle then

led to his attacks

on Johnson and Howard

University.
84

Ibid;

"DePriest Jolts Congress," Chicago Defender,

March

31, 1934, pg. 10. For an

example of DePriest' s earlier criticisms of Johnson, see, "Dr. Johnson 'Under Fire' of
Congress," Chicago Defender, June 24, 1933, pg. 1-2.
8*>
Rudwick, "Oscar De Priest and the Jim Crow Restaurant in the U.S. House of
Representatives." The Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 35, No.
(Winter, 1966), 791

80.
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There are no surviving records of Johnson's personal thoughts on the student
protests

matter

are

among

his collected papers. Thus,

falls into

any attempt to delineate his thoughts on the

the realm of speculation. Throughout

Howard

numerous examples of the administration acting out of fear

University's history, there

that

Congress would

reduce the school's appropriation as retribution for political acts or speech by students

and faculty members

some vague

alike.

threat or a

In this instance,

wave of irrational

however, Johnson's fear was not based on

paranoia. Rather, Representative Blanton's

statements on the floor of the House were a direct threat to the University and to

Johnson's role as president of an "independent" Black

institution.

year's controversy regarding Johnson's supposed defense of

any opposition by the Howard community towards
created a cruel

dilemma

for the school, as

"radical" and "un-American" political

its

He used

Communism

institutional racism.

the previous

to

The

undermine
situation

very mission of Black uplift was tied to a

movement. Hence, Johnson's anger over

episode was grounded in a very real threat to the standing and purpose of

the

Howard

University.

At the same time, one needs

to ask the question: if

Johnson did perceive such a

grave threat to the institution, why did he allow others to dissuade him from taking action
against the students? Perhaps his reaction

have surmised.

It is

is

more complicated than previous scholars

very likely, given his temperament and prior controversies involving

Congress, that he was livid with the students over the negative publicity they brought to
the school.

At the same time, he very well may have agreed with

their tactics

and

motivations personally, even as he was aggravated by them professionally. In other

words, Johnson

may have

supported the students in their actions but acted in a

265

manner

threatening

to create the illusion that he disapproved.

of Congress or other
that his advisors

critics

were the ones

who wished

students resisted Jim

such actions, thus distancing

conditions on a bus from Philadelphia to

Indeed, the law firm representing the two students in their dispute

in 1930.

with the bus

company was Howard

many

to tolerate

supported by the lack of reaction from Johnson

is

Crow

Washington

for

questioned by members

within and without the university, Johnson could then argue

himself from the controversy. This

when two

If

years and which later

documents, of course,

is

it

& Hayes — a firm that represented Howard University

employed James Cobb.

In lieu

of supporting

impossible to determine what Johnson was thinking during the

spring of 1934. But given the widespread perception of Johnson as dictatorial and heavy-

handed

in his leadership

of Howard,

in this case reflected the feelings

it

imagine that the lack of punishment

is difficult to

of everyone

at

Howard

except Mordecai Johnson.

Johnson, Gender, and Dean Lucy Diggs Slowe

As with
critics

his handling of student rights in the restaurant controversy,

Johnson's

To be

sure, there

accused him of holding conservative views on gender issues.

were times

in his career

contemporaries when

Howard,

it

where

came

for example, the

enrollment

at

it

seemed

that

to issues of

women's

number of female

Howard was below 23

Johnson was more
equality.

liberal than his

Under

his leadership at

students rose dramatically. In 1915, female

percent (319

women

out of 1401 total students).

This reflected a larger trend within the private Negro institutions of excluding

"Students in Suit Against Bus Company," Chicago Defender,

Logan, pg. 97, 429.
87
Department of the

May

3,

women

1930, pg. 18;

Bureau of Education. Negro Education: A Study of the
Private and Higher Schools for Colored People in the United States, Volume 2. New
York: Negro Universities Press, 1969. Pg. 149.
Interior,
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7

from

their ranks.

According

percent of total enrollment

compared

to

47 percent

University.

89

jumped considerably,

one study,

in

public schools.

still

1910

women

represented only fifteen

sixteen private institutions surveyed, including

at the

at the

significantly increased, but

Howard

to

88

As

late as 1924,

female enrollment had

only represented 38 percent of the

as

women outnumbered men among

his surviving papers,

Women

in Light of

at

the undergraduates in the fall

and public utterances, Johnson occasionally expressed a

clear understanding of the opportunities and the challenges facing

of

body

total student

After Johnson assumed power, however, female enrollment

In his professional duties

Among

Howard,

Her

Johnson

New

left

modern women.

notes of an undated speech entitled, "Education

Freedom." While these notes only provide a bare outline

of his thoughts, they include a clear recognition of women's increasing opportunities to

engage

in political

privilege to

work

and economic

affairs outside the

home,

particularly their "right

and

[outside the home]." Similarly, he forthrightly pointed to the social

ramifications of these trends for the contemporary family:

love rather than economic considerations, had

women were

more control over

children, even the choice to avoid marriage altogether.

While

freer to

marry for

their decision to

his (brief) notes

have

seem

to

U.S. Office of Education. National Survey of the Higher Education of the Negro,
Volume H: General Studies of Colleges for Negroes. Washington, D.C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1942. Pg. 4.
89
Memorandum, "Howard University, Washington, D.C.," August 31, 1925, pg. 3. The
Rockefeller Foundation Archives, General Education Board, Accession No. 23 Box 27,

Folder 249.
90

Martin D. Jenkins, "Current Trends and Events of National Importance in Negro
Education: Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Education of Negroes 1941-1942." The

Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 11, No. 2 (Apr. 1942), pg. 220. It should be noted that
this increase came before the massive reductions in male applicants as a result of

American entry

into

World War

II

and the influx of Black men into the armed forces.
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accept these developments, they also betrayed

implications of these

new freedoms and

"chastity and restraint." Thus,

a desire to

Johnson attempted

traditional Baptist conceptions of personal

opportunities increasingly available to

At Howard,

at least

something of a trailblazer

some discomfort with

the moral

emphasize education

that stressed

to strike a delicate balance

between

his

and sexual morality with the real-world

women.

91

one source posthumously recognized Mordecai Johnson as

in

recognizing the needs of working

women

and

their families.

obituary, the Washington Star pointed to one of his earliest (and unheralded) efforts

In

its

at

Howard

to help

women

with families.

Often Johnson stood as a sentinel of social trends and needs. For example, nearly
half a decade before day care centers

became

a reality, Johnson asked for

volunteers to staff nurseries that would care for children while their parents

worked. "Thousands of children could be saved ... by establishing such centers,"

Johnson

said.

"We

can cut the ground out from under juvenile delinquency by

co-operative effort."

92

Unfortunately, no additional information exists on this early effort

centers at

Howard

at

establishing daycare

University. Johnson's critics might point to the statement, with

emphasis on juvenile delinquency, as an implicit criticism of

women

and a contributing factor to the problems facing young people.
families in question, however, so

much

as

it

acknowledged the

It

leaving the

does not

its

home

criticize the

realities facing

working

families and offer a solution to their potential problems.

In Johnson's day-to-day activities as

some of his myopia

in the

Howard

University president, however,

realm of gender equality came to the surface. Most notably,

91

"Education of Women in Light of Her New Freedom," n.d. Box 178-14, Folder 24.
Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
92
"Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, Former Howard President, Dead at 86," Reprinted from
The Washington Star, September 1 1, 1976. Box 178-17, Folder 6. Mordecai Johnson
Papers,

MSRC-HU.
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his relationship with

Dean Lucy Diggs Slowe,

epitomized the difficulty that Johnson had

was

first

Dean of Women

in dealing

Howard

University, where she

was

1885

in

in Virginia,

the first president of

Slowe

Alpha Kappa Alpha, the

African American sorority. After graduating as class valedictorian in 1908, she

taught English in Baltimore and took additional studies

she eventually earned a

Black students

dean

until 1937,

with strong female leaders. Slowe

from the Durkee administration. Born

a holdover

attended

the

in

Howard

at

MA. Slowe

at

Columbia University, where

served as principal of the

Washington, D.C., before becoming the

first

first

junior high school for

Black

woman

University in 1922. Shortly after taking over as Dean of

to serve as a

Women at

Howard, she became president of the National Association of College Women, an
1

organization for "highly educated' Black

women

that

took a particular interest

conditions for Black female students and employees at the major

only pushed the

HBCUs

to hire

more Black women

as faculty

administrators, but insisted that "they should have the

advancement
rendered."

that

in

first

not

members and

opportunities for

93

academia, but conditions

at

Howard

it

came

to equal treatment for

few years of Johnson's

the additional funding

reign.

Black

forced her to be even more forthright in

pressing Johnson to respect her position. These tensions did not

the

HBCUs. Slowe

male members have and should receive equal pay for equal services

Dean Slowe was always outspoken when

women

same

in the

seem

as evident during

Indeed, in 1927 and 1928, Johnson helped secure

Slowe had been requesting since 1923

93

for additional

women's

Linda M. Perkins, "Lucy Diggs Slowe: Champion of the Self-Determination of
Women in Higher Education." The Journal of Negro History, Vol. 81,
No. 1/4 Vindicating the Race: Contributions to African- American Intellectual History
(Winter 1996), pg. 89-92.
African-American
,
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As she put

dormitories.

it,

these

dorms served

as "cultural

and educational

environments" for her students. They were "important for molding character and
developing a sense of community, fellowship, leadership, and independence." With more

women

living

them and provide them with chances

directly with

of their

own

resources

at

on campus by the early 1930s, Slowe had greater opportunities

living space.

94

to exert leadership in the

Unfortunately, she was attempting to do

to

work

governance

more with fewer

her disposal, both personally and professionally, while feeling that her

contributions were not being taken seriously on campus.

Some

scholars have

assumed

that the tensions

between Slowe and Johnson

appeared immediately after Johnson took office. This does not appear to be the case,

however. Linda Perkins,

in her excellent piece

Although he hired many black

women

on Slowe' s

career, wrote.

Howard, he held
traditional and paternalistic views. He rejected Slowe's views on gender equality
and the empowering of women and was somewhat appalled by her liberal
attitudes towards women in general. Within months of his arrival, and until her
death in 1937, Johnson and Slowe had consistent clashes concerning her role,
95
authority, equitable pay, and the overall status of women at Howard.
Perkins

is

for the faculty at

correct in her description of the nature of the clashes

Slowe over

the years.

however, are

set forth

Some

between Johnson and

of her extraneous comments on Johnson's gender views,

without any examples or documentation. There are no examples

cited of Johnson's specific statements

on gender equality. Rather,

his status as a Baptist

preacher and a Morehouse graduate was set forth as prima facie evidence of his sexism.

Moreover, the disagreements

"Howard Dorm
4;

set forth

by Perkins began about three years into Johnson's

Given Senate's O.K.," Chicago Defender, January 15, 1927, pg.
"Congress Gets Fiscal Items for Howard U.," Chicago Defender, December 15, 1928,
Bill is

pg. 13; Perkins, pg. 92-3.

Perkins, pg. 96.
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administration, not "within

need

to create this

months of his

image of a

sexist

arrival."

More

Johnson standing

to the point, Perkins does not

in opposition to

Slowe' s notions of

gender equality. There were several early instances of Johnson's insensitivity to gender
discrimination that Perkins did not discuss,

all

of which would have strengthened her

argument and supported the time frame she posited for

their disagreements.

As

for those

episodes covered by Perkins, she provided more than enough evidence that these later
conflicts pointed to Johnson's hostility

University.

toward Slowe and other

women

at

Howard

96

In 1927, shortly after Johnson's arrival

on campus, he became aware of a

developing case involving sexual harassment on campus. In January 1927, Slowe
received a complaint about the use of "vulgar" classroom language by Clarence Mills,
Professor of

Romance Languages,

in the presence

of female students. Slowe persuaded

the angry parent not to take the case directly to President Johnson, as she sought to

quietly deal with the situation. Thus,

"and he

left in

good humor

after

Slowe met face-to-face with Mills

thanking

me

for bringing the matter to his attention

rather than to the attention of President Johnson."

from him one of the

The tone of the
on January

I

vilest letters that

letter

seemed

any

in her office,

woman

The following

day,

Slowe "received

could possibly receive from a man."

patently at odds with Slowe' s description of their meeting

10.

do not disagree with the assertions put

forth

by Perkins

in

her

article.

Rather,

I

take

some of these statements.
Self-Respect: Dean Lucy Diggs Slowe' s 1927

issue with the lack of documentation for
97

97

Patricia Bell-Scott,

Memorandum on

"To Keep

My

the Sexual Harassment of Black

(1997), pg. 73.
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Women." NWSA

Journal, Vol. 9

on blackmailing my character and attacking my name, I will take you
Washington and make you prove beyond a reasonable doubt these
various assertions of which you are the recipient from paid stool pigeons.
If

you

insist

to the courts of

wonder do you realize that many of these same girls, who are so incensed over
some vulgarity that I am supposed to have uttered, will leave you in order to
spend a whole evening in a cat house with some of the very members of the
I

Student Council

whom

you are egging on

charges against

to prefer

me?

Last year you were instrumental in prosecuting lies against Professors

You

Peters. This year you are being egged on to attack me.

merely the Dean of

Howard

Women

Dyson and

forget that

you are

and not the custodian of the morals of the male

my opinion if you

had something to do and
two classes to teach as the other Deans, you wouldn't hear so much. And if what
I hear about your character is true, you would be summarily dismissed from
Howard University and made hall matron of the principal whore houses in
Washington.
teachers of

University.

It is

Since you seem to be in cahoot

[sic]

my job,

I

want

According

you you can get it for the asking; I happen to be
from the rest of you Negroes I still have youth, ambition and

to assure

differently situated
a brain.

—

98

to Patricia Bell-Scott,

and President Johnson agreed
letter to

with the mulatto Negroes of Washington for

Dean Dudley Woodard of the School of

that the case

should be handled quietly. After reading his

Slowe, they decided he should issue a written apology to Dean Slowe for his

behavior and that he would leave the school

As Slowe
spring quarter.

recalled,

"When

some people thought

at the

end of the term."

however, Mills was allowed

[Slowe]

made

that Prof. Mills

to

complete

that

withdraw her demands

was

sick and that

we ought

that he leave the university.

to try to

In her opinion, if

Clarence Harvey Mills to Dean Lucy Slowe, January
Presidential Papers,

Box

163, Folder,

"M, 1926-27

Archives.

Op.

cit.,

term and the

inquiries of the President about this, he said that

University." She refused to cave in to pressure from Mills' friends on

99

Liberal Arts

pg. 72.
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1

1,

keep him

campus

at the

to

he was sick enough

1927. Mordecai Johnson

(2 of 3)."

Howard

University

.

to

make such remarks, he

disqualified

did not belong

him from being able

him

school;

it

do

to

he was not sick, they

The Board of

gave Mills a one-year leave of absence from the

half-pay. Mills used the time to complete his doctorate at the

University of Chicago. Slowe caustically noted,

have been able

if

to teach at a reputable institution.

Trustees finally settled the matter:

school and granted

at the

"He could

not have been very sick to

100

this."

Sadly, Slowe' s quest for acceptance on

campus did not end with

the Mills

controversy. For example, Slowe constantly clashed with the Johnson administration

over her salary. In the aftermath of the Mills episode, Slowe noted that she was not given
as large a raise as others

on campus

in 1928.

"When

the time

came

to raise salaries,

[Johnson] raised mine $200 and raised other Deans with qualifications no better than

mine

in

amounts ranging from $850

since the Executive

raises in

to $1 150."

Slowe took

this as a slight, particularly

Committee of the Board of Trustees already denied her requests
102

October 1926 and October 1927.

that the raises to

101

What

which she referred were given

she did not acknowledge, however,

to faculty

members whose

salaries

considered far too low. Indeed, in 1928-9 Dean Slowe's salary exceeded that of
five professors or

deans on campus. Her

as her

own

deans

at the university.

IUU
101

102
103

salary did not rise in the

real

for

problems began

same proportion

as

is

were

all

but

in the years that followed,

some of the

other professors and

103

Ibid, pg. 73-4.
Ibid. pg. 74.

Logan, pg. 292.

Memorandum, "Howard

University: Increases in Salaries," n.d., pg. 2-5. Rockefeller

Foundation Archives, General Education Board, Accession No. 23 Box 27, Folder 250.
memorandum indicated that Slowe's salary in 1927-28 had been $3300. In the

This

following year

it

increased to $3500, and increased again to $3750 by 1930-31
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of 1929, Slowe wrote to Johnson reminding him of her recent

In the spring

promotion

to full professor

position. Evidently, her

and the pay increase

promotion

Dean of Women was not

yet reflected in her paycheck.

among

represented the middle range of dean's salaries.

began

to

104

By

the early 1930s, however,

on campus,

the highest for deans
105

As some lower-ranked

at

Howard

Women. She demanded

to

University, her qualifications, and the position of

know why

she was paid less than her peers,

no record

There

is

were

still

that

Mordecai Johnson adequately addressed

arguing about

it

Now,

the following year.

the

became

it

clear that this

other deans and professors.

of the university and

how

Trustees, for instance,

different departments

It

Board of Trustees was

was not just about her pay

involved

how Slowe was

106

this issue in 1930,

involved, as Slowe wrote them directly about her problems with salary in

Increasingly,

Dean of

some of whom

had neither her academic achievements nor her tenure with the university.

1

professors

approach her pay scale, Slowe wrote Johnson in January 1930, stridently

defending her work

as they

new

to associate professor in addition to her role as the

she realized that her pay, which once ranked

now

should have come with her

that

March 1931.

in relation to that

perceived by the

men

in

of

charge

they viewed her position on campus. Before writing to the

Slowe contacted Johnson
on campus.

in

February about relations between the

In the early part of his administration, as with the

Lucy D. Slowe to Mordecai Johnson, April 10, 1929; Johnson
Lucy D. Slowe Papers, Box 90-3, Folder 69. MSRC-HU.

to

Slowe, April

1

end

1,

1929.
105

Op cit. By

this point,

seven associate professors,

full

professors or deans surpassed

her annual salary, compared to five two years earlier.
10

Lucy D. Slowe

90-3, Folder 70.

to

Mordecai Johnson, January 30, 1930. Lucy D. Slowe Papers, Box

MSRC-HU.

Mordecai Johnson, March 24, 1931. Lucy D. Slowe Papers, Box 90-3,
Folder 71 MSRC-HU. Slowe forwarded to Johnson her letter for the Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees, requesting that he send the letter to the Board on her

Lucy Slowe

to

.

behalf.
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of Durkee's reign, the administration met weekly with

all

of the deans as a group so that

everyone was aware of what was happening on campus. Slowe lamented that these
meetings did not take place as regularly as

dismayed

that neither the

Dean of Men nor

gatherings anymore. After

know what was happening
their positions that they

in

all,

how

previous years.

the

for Slowe' s position only

qualifications

It

on

his

was an

own

the school. Nonetheless,

they did not

that

it

say about

meetings?

worsened with the

letter to the

Slowe present him with documentation of

what she and President Durkee discussed with reference
109

if

outside of their departments? Moreover, what did

to attend these

was

invited to these

could they stay in the loop on campus

Board of Trustees. Johnson demanded

responsibilities.

importantly, she

Dean of Women was

were not important enough

The lack of respect

More

insulting proposition, as

to her

job description and

Johnson could judge her work and

four-plus years in office and Slowe's nine years of service to

Slowe responded, defending her

right to participate as an equal

with the other deans on campus.

We

went over the whole question of scope of work and meaning of the position in
I should have the standing and status of other
deans on "the hill" which status was already established for Dr. Parks. I would
not have given up a $4000 Principalship in the public schools of Washington to
accept a place in Howard University which furnished no opportunity to have part
these conferences, and agreed that

in

Slowe

shaping educational policies.

felt that

under the previous administration, a certain amount of respect was shown

towards her and the position of Dean of

was beginning

Lucy Slowe
3,
109

Folder 71.

to

to

Sadly, she

felt, that

respect on

campus

wane.

Mordecai Johnson, February 28, 1931. Lucy D. Slowe Papers, Box 90-

MSRC-HU.

Mordecai Johnson

Folder 71.

Women.

to

Lucy Slowe, March

24, 1931.

MSRC-HU.
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Lucy D. Slowe Papers, Box 90-3,

1

Upon

Dr. Durkee's representations,

I

He was

accepted a certain type of position.

certainly sincere in his representations for he carried out the agreement of
sitting in the

my

educational conferences of the Board of Deans during his entire

The present administration definitely committed itself to this
me follow the same course until September, 1930, when a
radical change of procedure took place. The question is, why this change of
110
policy was adopted.
administration.

policy by having

Johnson never attempted

to explain these

changes

to

Dean Slowe or anyone

campus, based on the surviving documents. His defenders might argue
motivated by gender discrimination in

this case, as

same manner. But they do not take

the

Slowe

in this case

were

that

into account

how Johnson's

on

he was not

he acted against the Dean of

Men

in

actions towards

part of a larger pattern of discrimination against the

Women — a pattern that did not end in

else

Dean of

1931.

Throughout the early-to-mid 1930s, Johnson systematically cut funds and workers
designed to aid Dean Slowe

in her

work. In December 1931, Slowe asked for

hire a "vocational counselor for the

women

their vocational aptitudes, their present

various vocations open to

students,"

in

academic programs, and

women." Johnson denied her

November 1932

that the Director of

due

Lucy Slowe

to

1

request.

1

During the 1932-33

Dormitory

2,

Slowe

Elaine Fancil, had

number of women

living

on

departments on campus suffered severe drops in enrollment

to the Great Depression, but

Folder 71.
111

that other

their possibilities in the

to her department.

suffered a 70 percent cut in her salary due to a declining

campus. She noted

to

someone who might "discover

academic year, the Board of Trustees made drastic cuts
complained

money

none of them experienced similar cuts

to their

Mordecai Johnson, March 25, 1931. Lucy D. Slowe Papers, Box 90-3,

MSRC-HU.

Perkins, pg. 97.
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"

2

funding."

Slowe wrote

year, insisting that she

funds and personnel.

1

to the

Board

in April

1933 and again

in

October of the same

was already operating her department with

13

minimum

a bare

of

Nevertheless, the Board eliminated several jobs in her

department, including the "women's physician, dietician, and director of dormitories.

Slowe indignantly responded
that

I

had

its

in

staff

May

16

one day, practically everything

Nor was

this the

as an Executive

end of the Board

Committee meeting

with a view to recommending a reduction in annual costs."

Johnson and the Board of Trustees decided

1933 to force Dean Slowe to
1

in

1935 that Finance Committee "study the Budget of the Dean of

In a final indignity,

served.

114

"power of the purse" over Dean Slowe,

recommended

Women's

had "destroyed,

up over a penod of eleven years."

built

exercising

that they

Slowe was

on-campus,

live

furious, as she

had

in order to

insisted

in the spring of

Howard campus might reduce

it

send about the morals of

that the

Dean of Women needed

behavior?

1

17

move

her position to that of a "matron." The

Howard

University's

to live closer to

women

them

that

her onto

Dean of Men,

What kind of message

students, her friends argued,

in order to better

Ultimately, powerless to refuse the move,

112

she

from the beginning of her tenure

she pointed out, was not required to live near the male students.

did

women

be closer to the

she wished to keep her off-campus house. She feared that an attempt to

the

115

monitor

Slowe attempted

to

their

work with

Lucy Slowe to Mordecai Johnson, November 1 1, 1932; Lucy Slowe to Mordecai
Johnson, December 1, 1932. Lucy Slowe Papers, Box 90-3, Folder 72. MSRC-HU.
Lucy Slowe to Mordecai Johnson, April 26, 1933; "Memorandum of the Department
of the Dean of Women, Howard University," October 9, 1933. Lucy Slowe Papers, Box
90-3, Folder 73.
114

MSRC-HU.

Perkins, pg. 98.

"'Logan,

pg. 292.

116

Ibid.
117

Perkins, pg. 98-9.
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Johnson

campus
Slowe

to facilitate the action

as possible."

to inhabit

District of

8

To add

and agreed

insult to injury,

was located near

Columbia.

1

19

proper residence for her

that she

however, the house

the University

Dump

1-0
,

seemed

so this

to

3, citing

regarding the payment of

chosen for

to find

and renovate a

be an attempt to punish Slowe for her

fall

1933 semester living in

Women's

Johnson's lack of communication to resolve certain issues
121

Johnson, for his

utilities.

summer prevented him from speaking with

over the

initially

and the Water Department of the

Johnson was empowered by the board

outspokenness. Slowe ultimately began the

Dormitory Number

should be as close to the women's

part,

intimated that Slowe's illness

her about the details.

122

Unfortunately for Johnson, his attacks on Dean Slowe's office during the 1930s

obscured some of his positive accomplishments and
allegations.

Slowe

in

linguist

In the aftermath of the Mills controversy,

left

the University

open

Lucy Slowe
Folder 73.

122

to

'"favors" for

from the

good grades. This episode

fired professors

and

at least

one

Finance Committee, but Johnson refused to reinstate

Mordecai Johnson,

May

16, 1933.

Lucy Slowe Papers, Box 90-3,

MSRC-HU.

Lucy Slowe

Folder 73.

3,

Johnson apparently worked with

had inappropriate relations with female

to lawsuits

threat to take the fight to the Senate

120

that they

some of which may have involved

eventually

119

susceptible to false

1928 and dismissed four professors, including the noted African American

Lorenzo Turner, on charges

students,

him

left

to

Mordecai Johnson, June 26, 1933. Lucy Slowe Papers, Box 90-3,

MSRC-HU.

Logan, pg. 292.
Lucy Slowe to Mordecai Johnson, September 22, 1933. Lucy Slowe Papers, Box 90Folder 73. MSRC-HU.
Logan, pg. 292.
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the dismissed faculty

123

members.

During the 1930s, even as Slowe had problems

own

maintaining positions and funds for her

Her work with the

classes in social work.

educated Black

women

department, she pressed Johnson to institute

NACW convinced her of the need to prepare

for service in this field. Eventually, social

offered in 1935 through the Sociology department. Just ten years

Work began

School of Social

Howard

to operate at

University.

work

later,

classes were

an independent

124

These accomplishments were ignored, however, when Lucy Diggs Slowe passed

away

October 1937

in

after

an extended

issued a deathbed order that she

He merely wanted

the case.

Dean Slowe was

illness.

name her

Johnson's

The

truth

he had

was

successor. Johnson insisted that this

her input on someone to

recuperating.

critics insisted that

fill

not

the position temporarily while

no longer mattered: members of the Alumni

Association dedicated a special issue of the group's newsletter to Dean Slowe and took

him

to task for nearly firing her as she laid dying.

arguments put forth

in the

Mordecai W. Johnson."

123

It

was only one of a number of

cover story of that special issue, "The Case Against President

125

Howard
Sue Howard

Chicago Defender, June 23, 1928, pg. 1; "Ousted
University," Chicago Defender, January 19, 1929, pg. 1;
Professors to
"Refuses to Reinstate Ousted Howard Professors," Chicago Defender, August 10, 1929,
pg. 1. Anson Phelps Stokes wrote to Johnson in late 1928 and early 1929 regarding one
of the professors, W.H. Jones, who apparently threatened to go to the Senate after
Johnson refused to grant him a hearing on his dismissal. Stokes even invoked recent
agreements on academic freedom in asking Johnson to give them a fair hearing. Anson
Phelps Stokes to Mordecai Johnson, November 16, 1928, January 1, 1929, and February
"Scandal

U.,"

Stirs

1

20, 1929.

MSRC

University Archives,

Box

161, Correspondence, Office of the

President, Mordecai Johnson, Folder "S, 1928-9."
124

Perkins, pg. 97-8. Perkins

inception of the

Work.
125

In

1

work

15.

of the fact that

it

took ten years from the

classes until the creation of a

academic terms, however,

Howard

Folder

first social

is critical

this is

new School of Social

no small achievement.

University Alumni Journal Winter 1937. Lucy Slowe Papers,

MSRC-HU.

In a strange

Box

convergence of events, pg. 3 featured an

279

90-5,
article

To be
carefully.

sure,

any assessment of Johnson's handling of gender issues has

Without justifying any of his actions,

when

University was hardly alone

women.

Indeed,

compared

by 1946, of the 48 Black
University.

126

These

it

came

women

should be noted that

Howard was

often faced discrimination at

Howard and

"Men's higher pay was justified

women were

their role as providers

ignored."

"

and

Thus, while Johnson's

was

Black

actually fairly progressive;

Ph.D.'s in the country, eight were employed

particularly in terms of pay.

caretakers,

Howard

to a lack of equity or opportunity for

to other institutions,

women

it

to tread

at

other institutions,

as a 'family wage,' but

evident, even if conveniently

own views on gender

are certainly a part of this

discussion, larger social factors should be taken into account. Conditions facing

at

Howard need

much

larger trend for

Black

women

in the early-to-mid twentieth century.

at

whether Johnson was acting out of sexism or
his cuts to

women

to be seen not only as institutional problems, but as a small part of a

Moreover, the particular conditions

Were

Howard

Howard make
in

it

difficult to

keeping with other trends

determine
at the

school.

Slowe's programs a result of economic problems from the Great

Depression? Should his disputes with Slowe be considered
controversies with other faculty and staff

members over

in the

same

light as his

the years, male and female alike?

"The Death-Bed Ultimatum," claiming that Johnson ordered Slowe to return to
work immediately or a successor would be named in 24 hours. That same issue featured
criticisms of Johnson by Lorenzo Turner, one of the professors Slowe helped terminate a
entitled

decade

earlier.

Stephanie Y. Evans, Black

Women

in the

Ivory Tower, 1850-1954:

An

Intellectual

History. Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2007, pg. 122.
127
1_

Ibid, pg. 175.

Stephanie Shaw's work provides a glimpse

at these social conditions facing Black
See Stephanie J. Shaw, Wliat a Woman Ought To Be and To
Do: Black Professional Women Workers During the Jim Crow Era. Chicago and
London: The University of Chicago Press, 1996.

women

in the professions.
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Does

the lack of controversy

between Johnson and Slowe's successor mean

disagreements were purely based on personality conflicts?
to argue that the institutional

women

just as easy for his critics

impact of his decisions were decidedly

was not motivated purely by sexism,
Black

It is

at the university.

his cuts to

that these

Even

sexist.

if

he

Slowe's department adversely affected

Furthermore, Slowe argued that while other departments

suffered from the Great Depression, none faced such severe cuts, even with significant

declines in enrollment. President Johnson's lack of understanding in light of these

arguments remains

much room

difficult to explain,

even

if

the overriding conditions at

Howard

leave

for interpretation.

Johnson's shortcomings regarding issues of gender equality represented a serious
departure from his progressive views on other pressing issues of the period.

seen, of course, he

was

not completely blind to the needs of

University. But his tenacious efforts to attack

women

Dean Slowe's

at

Howard

position at the university

certainly belie his developing reputation as a "radical" critic of racism,

inequalities, colonialism,

and militarism.

If

As we have

economic

anything, they helped reveal a pattern that

emerged, as Johnson increasingly faced opposition from both the Right and the Left.
Conservatives continued to voice displeasure with his critiques of Jim Crow, capitalism

and imperialism, while radicals either focused on particular issues
he was more conservative or simply viewed him as too ingrained
ever truly be a revolutionary voice. Throughout the thirties and
turns attacking

Johnson and attempted

to

end

his reign as

281

(like

gender) in which

in federal politics to

forties,

Howard

both sides took

University president.

CHAPTER

6

RED SCARES AND BLACK CRITICS,

1935-1938

The venerable Mary McLeod Bethune always seemed

to

be

at

the center of a

cyclone, a whirlwind of activity following her between her various organizational duties,

New

her work with the federal government during the

Deal, and her obligations to the

college she founded. In late 1938, however, she found a

interests

and responsibilities into one pet

project.

Youth Administration's (NY A) Office of Negro

Under

way

to

combine her varied

the auspices of the National

Affairs, of

which she was

director,

Bethune organized a "National Conference on the Problems of the Negro and Negro

Youth"

was

in

January 1939. According to invitations sent to conference participants,

actually a follow-up to a similar conference Bethune organized

two years

this

earlier.

That conference prepared a report that was presented to President Roosevelt to guide his
policies with regard to the "race question."

By November

1938, Bethune

felt

"the time

has arrived to evaluate the status of the Negro, as far as federal relations are concerned,
since the last conference and to consider the possible effect of

If

nothing

else, the

participants, including

more recent

1

legislation."

conference was notable for the lineup of presenters and

Mordecai Johnson, Benjamin Mays, Charles Hamilton Houston,

Alain Locke, Carter G. Woodson,

Lampkin, Rayford Logan, Emmett

For copies of the form

Mary Church
J.

Terrell,

Scott, Charles

letters sent to

Nannie Burroughs, Daisy

Wesley, Kelly Miller, Charles

S.

would-be participants, see "Correspondence Re

Negro Conference Jan. 12-14 1939," Records of the Director, Director's File of
Correspondence and Reports on Negro Conferences, 1935-1941, Box
National Youth Administration, Record

College Park, Maryland (hereafter

Group

"NYA

1

Papers").
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1,

19. National Archives

Records of the
at

College Park,

Johnson, Walter White, Lester Granger, and

Lady Eleanor Roosevelt.

First

conference also deserves attention for the fact that
the Roosevelt administration, even though

it

it

was

2

The

carried out under the auspices of

was designed

to assess critically the

administration's policies. Bethune herself recognized the importance of this idea in her

opening address. "In

what

light of

is

Ethiopia, the persecution of the Jews,

voices heard

now and

happening
it

in other parts of the world, the raping of

behooves us

to be a real factor in the

to think sufficiently well to

machinery of American

conference like this under the auspices of the government

is

life.

have our

Therefore, a

vitally important."

3

Johnson's role in the conference seems to have been as a low-key observer, as he

is

not listed on any of the conference planning literature as a speaker on one of the panels.

And

yet, the

meeting offered an interesting corollary

Howard. Here, Bethune used her
government funds,
racial policies.

politics

to

Johnson's

own

role in the federal government, not to

to bring together

Black

elites

and offer a pointed

experiences

mention

critique of federal

Likewise, from the mid-thirties through the mid-forties, Johnson's

and those of his faculty

at

Howard followed

at

own

a similar course. This decade also

2

M. Johnson to Bethune, December 9, 1938; Mays to Bethune, December 17, 1938;
Houston to Bethune, December 8, 1938; Locke to Bethune, December 21,1938; Woodson
to Bethune, December 10, 1938; Terrell to Bethune, January 2, 1939; Burroughs to
Bethune, December 8, 1938; Lampkin to Bethune, November 28, 1938; Logan to
Bethune, December 29, 1938; Scott to Bethune, December 13, 1938; Wesley to Bethune,
December 15, 1938; Miller to Bethune, December 8, 1938; C. Johnson to Bethune,
December 23, 1938; White to Bethune, November 29, 1938, in "Conferences, Including
Out of Town Acceptances, Nov. 1938-Jan. 1939, Folder 1." Telegram, Granger to
Bethune, December 21, 1938; M.C. Thompson to Bethune, January 3, 1939, in
"Conferences, Including Out of Town Acceptances, Nov. 1938-Jan. 1939, Folder 2,"
Records of the Director, Director's File of Correspondence and Reports on Negro
Conferences, 1935-1941,

Box

1,

NYA Papers.

3

"Opening Statement of Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune, Director, Division of Negro
Affairs, National Youth Administration," in "Conference Materials Dec. 1938-Jan.
1939," Records of the Director, Director's File of Correspondence and Reports on Negro

Conferences, 1935-1941, Box

1,

NYA Papers.
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taught Johnson the importance of recognizing which battles were worth fighting, and

when

a strategic withdrawal

was necessary

to preserve larger

degrees of autonomy.

It

should have been a time for him to celebrate, given the considerable successes of his

first

nine years in office: between 1926 and 1935, "the capital assets of the University tripled;

the

book

collections of

tripled; the full

its libraries

doubled; scientific equipment in

time faculty increased by 98.7 per cent, and for the

its

laboratories

first

time in the

University's history uniform standards for promotion and tenure were adopted."

Instead,

it

was

a tumultuous period that tested Johnson's

freedom, free speech, and

left

wing

politics, yet

one

commitment

to

that consolidated his

4

academic

power

at

Howard.

The year began on an ominous note
that University treasurer Virginius D.

for the University, with the

Johnston brought a

libel

announcement

and slander

suit against

Michael "Casey" Jones, General Secretary of the Alumni Association. According
complaint, Jones had recently addressed a gathering of the Chicago

made

several disparaging remarks about both V.D. Johnston and

to the

Howard Alumni and

Mordecai Johnson

regarding their stewardship of the university. Jones allegedly maintained that the two

men

"are jointly and severally largely responsible" for what he described as the "Chaotic

and Crumbling Condition

promoted

at

Howard

at

Howard." "They have caused, designed, fostered and

University the present academic crime, social, financial and political

corruption to the extent that

it

embarrasses every loyal Alumnus of Howard." Jones

dismissed talk of the lawsuit, claiming that Johnston would not want him to
school's dirty laundry in public, particularly as

4

Winston, Education for Freedom, pg.

Papers,

7.

Box

MSRC-HU.
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it

pertained to his

own

air the

failings as

178-17, Folder 4. Mordecai Johnson

Mordecai Johnson, he

treasurer.

Howard's problems

asserted,

was "too wise"

to sue

him and bring

all

of

3

into the open.

This controversy notwithstanding, in the early part of 1935, Mordecai Johnson

was more preoccupied with
University. Black club

honor

his

women

A

in early February.

customary long

list

of obligations outside

Des Moines, Iowa held a testimonial dinner

in

few days

later,

Later that month, before a large crowd

He lamented

religion

.

.

.

which

that such trends

common
Caesar

is

Columbia

in February.

Rankin Chapel, Johnson spoke of the need

by

certain nations in suppressing religious practices, citing

in particular.

causing Jew,

"It is the

new

nationalism, and

Mohammedan and

modern aggressive

Catholic to suffer." Johnson feared

eroded the possibility of various faiths and peoples to come together in

cause against humanity's problems. "These are dangerous signs of a

in the

for

around the world, citing Howard as an example of such enterprises.

the actions taken

Russia and Germany

at

in his

he presided over a panel on "health and

recreation" at a conference on race relations in the District of

interfaith cooperation

Howard

world

conscience. There

who

is

a

exalts the

hegemony of the

power which,

in the

state

above

new

that of individual

midst of international imperialistic

competition, will not permit the nations to relax their economic organizations and give of

their plenty to bring about the

more abundant

life."

Johnson encouraged the United

States to be an "instrument of humanity for the entire world" against the negative forces

of European imperialism.

5

"Suit

Looms

in

Howard

6

U. Dispute," Chicago Defender, January 19, 1935, pg.

I.

6

"Interesting Account of Social Happenings," Chicago Defender, February 9, 1935, pg.
6; "Race Relations Will Be Topic of Conference," Washington Post, February 10, 1935,

pg. 20;

"Warning Given of New Caesar by Dr. Johnson," Washington

1935, pg.

7.
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Post, February 25,

Between these public pronouncements, however,
at

Howard,

this

time regarding federal funds for

returning to Washington from a trip to

allegations of the mishandling of

Among

New

PWA projects on campus.

Upon

York, Johnson was met with public

government funds

the contentions against the

new controversy was brewing

a

in

University building projects.

Johnson administration

in

an Interior Department

report were charges that the school refused to abide by federal

wage

guidelines for

PWA

workers. "Skilled workmen, such as plumbers and bricklayers, entitled to the

minimum

hourly rate of $1 .10, were paid from 46 to 90 cents, according to the report."

As

a result

of these reports, rumors spread throughout the District that Secretary of the Interior

Harold Ickes might "turn down any further requests by the university for

PWA aid

pending assurance such funds will be used only on those projects for which they are

A harried Johnson

allotted."

anyone should comment on

attempted to keep the press
this controversy,

Flexner, chairman of the Board of Trustees.

In actuality, the controversy

December 1934, Claude

his article

had been brewing

had been

in contact

was actuated by

7

"Howard Head

student

to reveal that

information. "I do not

should be Secretary Ickes or

for several months.

Barnett, Director of the Associated

ANP. This former

seemed

know

all

was

Howard alum

he had internal sources

Abraham

at

As

early as

offered

him

for syndication

Emmett

Scott and

Howard supplying him with

of the sources of his information," Barnett wrote, "but he

a desire to serve

on

if

Negro Press (ANP),

also a former secretary to

with one of the local alumni groups.

Silent

bay, telling reporters that

7

contacted Johnson regarding an article that a

through the

it

at

what he regarded

PWA," Washington

286

As

far as

I

could ascertain, he

as the best interests of

Howard." For

Post, February 14, 1935, pg. 9.

his part. Barnett strenuously attempted to prevent

alleged that the Interior Department

PWA funds and materials.

recommended Johnson's

"I tried to

show him

information and was being used as a catspaw.

agreed that

it

him from publishing

I

the article,

which

retirement over misuse of

he had been given partial

that

He

think the effort was successful.

looked as though he had been primed incorrectly and

he did not wish to

that

D

harm

the institution nor see

it

revert to white leadership."

national headlines in February. Barnett once again tried to

Just before the story

work with Johnson,

made

this

time

preparing for damage-control and positive publicity.

Perhaps you have already thought of it or arranged for it. but it would seem of
paramount importance for you to have the publicity affecting Friday's board
meeting handled promptly and effectively. If the final report is made and is
favorable, by all means the detractors should be beaten to the public mind.
I sought to see you Sunday but failed. However, Dr. Adams and Mr. Johnston
and I chatted at some length. We agree that some definite steps should be taken.
9
I think it might be well for you to talk with Dr. Adams or Mr. Johnston.

It

certainly helped that

Johnson had supporters

like Barnett

the fallout of these allegations. But they also forced

the pressing needs of the University

One of those

and

left

ready to help him deal with

Johnson

him vulnerable

taking advantage of the situation

to divert his attention

to attacks

was Kelly

from

Miller.

from

his enemies.

In early

March

1935, he published an open letter to Mordecai Johnson, stating he was "impossible" as a

colleague and administrator. Luckily for Johnson, his supporters were paying attention.

One such

person, Ralph H. Jones

(Howard

'31),

was the

assistant editor of the

Philadelphia Independent. Jones published a response to Miller in the form of a direct
appeal to Secretary Ickes.

8

letter

"took exception to former Dean Miller presuming to

C.A. Barnett to Mordecai Johnson, December

1934-35,"
9

The

Howard

Claude A. Barnett

1934-35,"

Howard

15,

1934.

MJPP, Box

151, Folder "B.

University Archives.
to

Mordecai Johnson, February

University Archives.
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5,

1935.

MJPP. Box

151, Folder "B,

speak for
he

is

all

Howard Alumni" and "charge[d]

working

is

that Kelly Miller

and the group with which

responsible for the major portion of the so-called turmoil that has

characterized the past eight years of Dr. Johnson's administration of

Jones implored Ickes to investigate the charges
investigation into the cabal that Kelly Miller

level, Secretary Ickes

attacked those

who

and

fairly

seemed

Howard

University."

fully, but also called for

to represent.

From

a

much

an

higher

himself defended the Johnson administration in early March.

He

leaked details of his ongoing investigation, while calling for future

disputes to be taken up with the Board of Trustees, not with the Interior Department.

Another Howard alum, however, accused Johnson of attempting to

10

stifle

opposition from the Alumni Association. "Casey" Jones, undaunted by the lawsuit
against him, attacked Johnson for failing to appropriate funds to print and send ballots to

22,000 alumni

to elect their representative

on the Board of Trustees. The alumni, he

declared, wanted to elect their candidate in time for the next Trustees meeting in April

that the

Board might approve

the candidate at that time.

But

to Jones, the delay

represented nothing short of an attack on the Association's campaign against "moral,

social

and financial corruption

controversy involving

of

10

PWA funds.

Abraham Flexner from

"continuous chaos" to

The

the Board,

Howard

16, 1935.

whose leadership Jones derided

was

the resignation

as bringing

11

Dean Miller

Is

a Trouble Maker," Washington Afro-

Kelly Miller Papers,

University; "Expresses Satisfaction

certainly a reference to the recent

silver lining, in his opinion,

University.

"Secretary Ickes Told Former

American, March

Howard," almost

at

Box

71-3, Folder 85.

MSRC, Howard

With Howard Administration," Boston Chronicle,

March 9, 1935. Kelly Miller Papers, Box 71-3, Folder 82, MSRC, Howard University.
11
"Howard Prexy Blocks Alumni Voters," Chicago Defender, February 23, 1935, pg. 1.
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This episode proved especially embarrassing for Johnson and the University
leadership. Ultimately, the school voluntarily returned $4,000 to the Interior Department

to

cover

"PWA funds

spent on rental property of the university," an additional $32,000

"to cover the misapplication of

PWA funds" on projects for which they were not

earmarked, and another $25,000 for what was merely termed "improper use." Critics of
the University, writing for the Chicago Defender, accused Johnson of conspiring with his

longtime friend, John Hope, to make Treasurer Johnston the "sacrificial lamb" and thus
retain his

own job.

recommended

Indeed, an Interior Department study of the situation

the firing of President Johnson, Treasurer Johnston,

and Edward

S.

Hope, superintendent

of buildings and grounds, but Johnson ultimately escaped with his job

Defender hinted, Johnson retained

his

intact.

In part, the

job because of his political connections. The paper

pointed to Clark Foreman, special counsel to Secretary Ickes, as a defender of Johnson
within the Interior Department. His salary,

whose board of trustees had

it

was noted, came from

Rosenwald Fund,
Whether or not

"friendly relations" with President Johnson.

these conspiracy theories account for what happened,

Johnson and probably prevented

his firing

Foreman did indeed defend

by the Board of Trustees.

Johnson also benefited from the language of the

While

the

Interior

12

Department report

itself.

the report uncovered "serious mistakes" in the record keeping of the Treasurer,

did not

make any

accusations of intentional dishonesty or illegal activity.

As

it

a result,

even Treasurer Johnston escaped without any repercussions, as the Board unanimously
approved

12

his

reappointment

in April 1935.

"U.S. Probes 'Fund Spending'

As

it

at

Ickes, for his part, wrote the

Howard," Chicago Defender, March

Board of

2,

1935, pg. 1-2.

turned out, Treasurer Johnston retained his post as well, thus refuting allegations

that he

would be

the "sacrificial

lamb" offered

289

in return for President

Johnson's retention.

Trustees, impressing

and leaving

them the power

to

11

recurrence.

upon them

Once

position intact.

As

again,

the importance of avoiding such mistakes in the future

to institute

proper "safeguards" against such a

Johnson managed

to quiet his critics

and escape with

his

usual, however, Johnson's survival merely served as a brief respite

before a

new round of attacks, another wave of controversy, and

ongoing

battle with Kelly Miller,

Howard

University and the

among

the resumption of his

others.

"Red Menace"

While he was certainly no stranger

to controversy or charges of radicalism,

Johnson faced serious allegations of Communist

ties in

host to a conference on "The Position of the Negro in

Jonathan Scott Holloway noted, above

all else,

May

1935 when Howard played

Our National Economic

Crisis."

the "extraordinary" "breadth of

experience" represented by the speakers, ranging from government and labor leaders to

steel

workers and domestics. Controversy arose, however, over the involvement of a

number of

leftist leaders,

including

Norman Thomas

(Communist). The Department of the

House Appropriations Committee

(Socialist)

Interior took notice,

"visited the university a

and James Ford

and a delegation from the

few days

after the gathering

ended." Johnson vehemently defended the free speech rights of the conference's
participants to a Black

Illinois.

member

of this delegation, Representative Arthur Mitchell of

In response, Representative Mitchell

Johnson personally, calling for the

first

seemed

to take his confrontation

federal investigation of

Communist

with

influences at

a Black institution of higher education. Moreover, Representative Jed Johnson of

Oklahoma

13

"felt

moved

to threaten

Howard's federal appropriation." Although

Logan, pg. 303.
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the school

retained

its

funding,

"A

history of the events that followed the conference reveals

Howard's tenuous position

Much
itself,

as an independent institution

of the attention to

this

but from an internal source

at

."' 4
.

.

.

event was generated not by the federal government

Howard: Kelly

Miller. Miller and

Johnson already

had a history of disagreement, but the conservative elder statesman of Howard University

was disturbed by what he saw

as an

open display of anti-American

ideas.

the "old guard," he attacked President Johnson for allowing "Prominent

Socialists, reds,

Howard.

and semi-reds of varying degrees of radicalism"

Communists,

to congregate at

15

As was

his habit, Miller utilized his outlets in the

letter" to

Mordecai Johnson. The

first

to bring his take

on

newspaper printed

his

Black press

the controversy to the masses. For example, one Washington-area

"open

Representing

part of the letter

merely rehashed some of

the recent controversies surrounding Johnson's administration, without going into great

detail.

Miller decried what he saw as Johnson's attempts to "mak[e] your subordinates

the scapegoats for your

own misdeeds" and

the inability of the

Board of Trustees

satisfactorily resolve the prior charges leveled against the administration.

14

Jonathan Scott Hollo way, Confronting the Veil:

and Ralph Bunche, 1919-1941. (Chapel

Hill

Abram Harris Jr.,

E.

"As a

to

result,

Franklin Frazier,

and London: The University of North

Red Quiz for Howard," Chicago
The article pointed out that a recent investigation of
Howard University by members of Congress in connection with the school's annual
appropriation never mentioned this "red menace" in its report. Rep. Mitchell, though not
an official member of the delegation, did accompany the representatives on their trip to
Howard and reported no qualms about radicalism at the school. Yet Mitchell's
biographer, Dennis S. Nordin, indicated that the congressman was very close to Kelly
Miller, which may have contributed greatly to his growing disdain for Mordecai Johnson.
The two men also shared a virulent dislike for Communism in any form. See Dennis S.
Nordin, The New Deal's Black Congressman: A Life ofArthur Wergs Mitchell.
Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press, 1997, pg. 183-7.
Carolina Press), 2002. Pg. 66-83; "Mitchell Asks

Defender, June

1,

1935, pg.

1.

15

Ibid.
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we have an
It

is

administrative stalemate which can only be described as a 'peculiar anomaly.'

for the trustees to determine

circumstances."

Having
the recent

how

satisfactory

your administration can be under these

16

laid the foundation for an attack

economic conference. He informed

on Johnson, Miller turned

the audience of his

own

his attention to

question raised,

namely,

.

.

.

whether the conference intended

keep within the frame-work of the

to

Christian religion, democratic institutions and the Constitution of the United
States.

I

was informed

that there

were no such intentions, but

that there

would be

no limits of any kind to the range and scope of the discussion.
Since Johnson was present

of the moderator's decision. Worse yet,

Congressman Mitchell, Miller

felt that

the university, not to jeopardize

Miller

was not

said nothing

—but

its

when asked

existence.

a Board

that

danger

to safeguard the welfare

Your judgment was

of

as miserable as your

in a college president, discretion is the better part of valor."

content, though, to paint Johnson as a fool.

when

himself to

entire university in

"You were chosen

member "upbraided

complaining against harsh regulations. ...

government

after the fact to explain

Johnson placed the

with his defense of "academic freedom."

courage was admirable

Miller took his silence to be his tacit approval

at this session,

you advocate?"

Is it

the

women

He was

also a hypocrite

who

teachers in the university for

only freedom of speech to overthrow the

17

Amazingly, Miller cited Johnson's White predecessor, Stanley Durkee, as an

example of the "discretion"

16

that he

expected of a college president. Durkee' s decision to

"Kelly Miller Says H.U. Prexy Presided Over

Washington Afro-American, June

MSRC, Howard

I,

One Session

of

1935. Kelly Miller Papers,

University.

17

Ibid.
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Red Conference,"
Box 71-3, Folder 82.

withdraw a "book bearing on Sovietism" from the school

library, at the request

of

Senator Smoot, was contrasted with Johnson's presumption to defend academic freedom,

even

if

it

cost the university

decision, and

it

was now up

trustees adopt your policy

result in

its

to

funding.

them

The

trustees, Miller wrote,

to decide the future course of the university.

and place the challenge squarely up

one of two conclusions: either the witholding

[sic]

to

Congress,

it

"If the

can only

of the appropriation or your

own

withdrawal." Miller thus implored Johnson to resign, for his
school.

backed Durkee's

sake and that of the

18

Apparently, Miller's "open letter" did not sufficiently address his feelings on the

matter. In a reactionary editorial

on "Academic Freedom"

in

by the Constitution for

radicals for, in his opinion, twisting the freedoms guaranteed

own

Pointing to the various schools

benefit.

propaganda alleged

"now under

June 1935, Miller blasted

investigation for teachings and

to be subversive of democratic institutions," he

"academic freedom" as

little

more than

their

saw

the cry of

a ruse in defense of un-American activities.

'Freedom of speech' is a sonorous phrase which well fills and befits the mouth of
the demagog [sic] and the mob orator, it is easy to beguile the inflamable [sic]
minds of youth with such demagogical appeal. With such phrases he calculates to
make the welkin ring and the eagle scream.
In Miller's opinion,

upon them by

employees of public schools are subject

the state.

Professors and other teachers

who

to

any restrictions imposed

place themselves in the

service of the state should be aware of these limitations and abide by them.

19

Miller saved his most pointed shots for political radicals, such as those

represented

at the

recent

Howard

conference. "[Discussions of the relative claims of

18

Ibid.
19

"Kelly Miller Discusses," Washington Tribune, June 19, 1935. Kelly Miller Paper,

Box

71-3, Folder 82.

MSRC, Howard

University.
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democracy, socialism, fascism and nazism" needed to wait

until public

opinion "came to

look with greater complacency upon these radical departures than they do

Contrary to

to

uphold

this point,

however, Miller

in return for the

felt that

at present."

publicly-supported institutions had a duty

government funds they received. "[T]ax-supported

are expected to extol the virtues of

democracy and not

institutions

to serve as a laboratory for

experiment in rival economic and political theories." Professors

who

advocated different

forms of government from the present one should, in Miller's opinion, "have the decency

and courage

to

withdraw from the payroll of such

with detached energy, to the

new

institutions

and devote themselves,

order in which they profess devoutly to believe."

Miller expanded this warning to the institutional level, stressing that public institutions

like

"Annapolis, West Point and

Howard

University" could ill-afford to engage in "risky

experiment" that defied the general will of the American people.

To be

sure,

Johnson had

20

his defenders in the press, particularly Robert S.

Abbott

of the Chicago Defender. In spite of the paper's numerous criticisms of Johnson over the

years,

Abbott could not "believe that he would advocate the overthrow of the United

States

government" and called on

all

friends of the University to uphold Johnson's

defense of academic freedom. Moreover, Abbott blasted the "attacks by reactionary

groups and irresponsible individuals

20
~

who

lack social vision and proper comprehension of

between Howard University and the military academies is
interesting. In placing these institutions on an even plane, Miller seems to be arguing for
the necessity of Howard in American life, offering a subtle plea to those who felt it (and
its appropriation) expendable. At the same time, the comparison asserts the patriotism of
the institution at large, in spite of what Miller might have considered the anti-American
values on display at the May conference.
Interestingly enough, the one radical whom Miller seems to admire in his article is
Eugene Debbs, both for his full-time devotion to his cause and for his willingness to
endure jail in defense of his beliefs. At one point, he compared Debbs' s imprisonment
with the sacrifices of Socrates, Christ, Martin Luther and John Brown.
Ibid.

Miller's parallel here
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the nature and function of academic institutions." Specifically, he

"wave of patriotic
defeating

"to

hysteria that

now

Communism. American

examine

was appalled by

seeks to wither academic freedom" in the

the

name of

colleges and universities, he asserted, had to be free

and economic philosophies including those of

critically all political, social

capitalism" in order to provide the "surest safeguard against reactionary tendencies and

violent revolution."

Abbott

insisted, but

Americans.

The
from

real threat to

racists

who

American freedom came not from Communism,

continued to trample upon the rights of African

21

Subtle support
June. Dr. Fred

J.

came

to

Johnson during Howard's commencement exercises

Kelly, chief of the division of higher education within the Interior

Department's Office of Education, hailed Howard University
graduates for

its

promotion of Black leaders and

its

in his

address to the

attempts to address the nation's race

problem. Offering an implicit defense of academic freedom, Kelly insisted that

Howard

in

University wanted to create

university, a place

new

generations of leaders, "She must be a true

where independent scholarship flourishes."

Johnson himself, according
contrast to his customary 60 to

if

to the

22

Black press, "only" spoke for half an hour,

90 minutes

for a baccalaureate address,

in

and eschewed

controversial subjects. While stressing primarily the "faith" that underlay the mission of

Howard and
has not yet

21

Robert

its

graduates, he lamented the "one institution in the civilized world which

come under

S. Abbott,

the

yoke of the

faith

"Howard University

of which

— An

speak and

Editorial,"

that is the

economic

Chicago Defender, June

I,

Abbott openly speculated whether Representative Mitchell was attempting
members of Congress in his attacks on the University.
Howard
"Academic Freedom at
U. Is Outsider's View," Chicago Defender, June 22,

1935, pg.

1.

to curry favor with Southern

"

I

1935, pg. 10.
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institution."

Yet even in the "tragic era"

positive signs in cooperative

may be

competitive world."

of recent events

Had

23

is at last

full

society in

which the

able to capture the last bulwark of exploitation in the

down

his politics in light

might have passed with relatively

entire episode

little

Unfortunately for Johnson, his opponents helped initiate a Congressional

"Communistic

Activities at

Howard

University." Miller apparently

account of his perceptions of the conference to Claude H. Wetmore of

Wetmore,

in turn,

Wetmore with copies of his

letters to

Mordecai Johnson

provided copies of these materials to Senator Millard E.

Tydings of Maryland and "requested an inquiry by the Senate, charging
revolution, and bloodshed were recently preached at the conference at

University." Senator Tydings referred the matter to Secretary Ickes,

investigation of

Howard

One of the

University on July

I,

1935.

that riot,

Howard

who

authorized an

24

interesting aspects of the report is

its

scope.

To be

investigators thoroughly delved into the events of the conference

sure, the

from a number of

perspectives, including Miller, Johnson, John P. Davis, Ralph Bunche, and a

other participants and spectators. This, however,

21

of love,

spirit

these articles and responses represented the extent of Miller's opposition to

Riverdale, Maryland, supplying

as well.

new economic

economic justice. "[W]e

at the University.

investigation into

gave a

struggles for

Apparently, Johnson saw no need to tone

Johnson and the conference, the
attention.

which they found themselves, Johnson saw

movements and other

witnessing the birth pangs of a

manifest in this institution,

in

was not

number of

the extent of the investigation.

"Howard Grads Hear Prexy At Commencement," Chicago Defender, June

8,

1935, pg.

24.
24

"Alleged Communistic Activities
th

Document No. 217, 74 Congress, 2

at
nd

Howard

University, Washington, D.C." Senate

Session. Pg. 14.
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In addition to the

immediate cause of the inquiry, the agents decided

Mordecai Johnson's history as well, including a review of some of
and press coverage dating back

to 1928.

to look into

his public statements

Several speeches referring to issues of world

peace and economic inequality, as well as one or two directly confronting the issue of

Communism, were reviewed and
less a study of

than

it

"Communistic

included as exhibits in the

Activities at

Howard

political views.

The

University," as the report

was an overview of the May 1935 conference and

Mordecai Johnson's

final report.

result

was

was

called,

a fishing expedition into

25

Several interviews seemed to have no other point than to paint Mordecai Johnson

as a

communist, including discussions with people

who

did not attend the conference and

had no current relationship with Howard University. Claude Wetmore was not able

to

provide any information about the conference outside of what he was told by Kelly
Miller.

26

But he was more than happy

professor of law

at

Howard and

to introduce the special agents to

a former municipal judge.

James Cobb, a

Cobb accused Johnson of

holding views that were "too liberal," pointed to previous controversies involving his

politics,

and even supplied the agents with stenographic notes of Johnson's 1933

baccalaureate address, which was supposedly a defense of

referred the agents to several sources, including

It is

startling that the federal

Marxist intellectuals

at

government took

Howard

Communism. Moreover, he

Congressmen Arthur Mitchell of

this

Illinois

approach, as there were a number of

University during the 1930s. For the most part, however,

Alan Wald's Exiles from a Future
Time refers to the presence of these radicals in the thirties and forties, including Doxey
Wilkerson, W.A. Hunton, and Abram Harris. See Wald, pg. 85.

their activities

26

and ideas are ignored by

this report.

Ibid,pg. 15.
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and Louis Lautier

worked

at that

27
,

a

Black reporter

who covered

the 1933 graduation address and

time for the Department of Justice. Their interview with Representative

Mitchell furnished them with several newspaper articles of Johnson's earlier speeches

and led them

to Perry

Howard, an attorney whose law

office

was next door

James Cobb. Howard had written Mitchell, complaining of the
had acquired

at

Howard

Howard contended

that

Given a chance

University.

Johnson was "not

.

.

."

He

stated,

to share his

.

.

.

who

teach

views

his

son

views with the agents,

fitted for the position as

as he used his position to shield radical professors

Socialist doctrines.

political

to that of

head of such a school,

Communist and

without reservation, his belief that Johnson himself

subscribed to such radical political tendencies.

One former

professor of the University,

Algernon B. Jackson, accused several Howard employees of radicalism, but claimed

Johnson was "the most radical of anyone

at the

These excerpts highlight the extent
original purpose

one especially

to

university" and a "destructionist."

which

the investigation strayed

that

28

from

its

and bordered on a Communist witch-hunt against Mordecai Johnson. In

telling episode, the agents interviewed Representative Jed

Oklahoma regarding

his verbal

Johnson of

and written spats with President Johnson over the

conference. This seemed logical, given the debate between the two

men

in the

immediate

aftermath of the conference. Representative Johnson gave an account of his dealings

with Mordecai Johnson, then indicated that a

to try

and convince him that there was no

Although Lautier was
this

officially an

Howard

student from

Communism

Oklahoma

at the school.

visited

Johnson claimed

employee of the Department of Justice by the time

controversy took place, he was the reporter

who covered

the 1935 baccalaureate

exercises for the Defender and asserted that Johnson's address avoided "provocative
topics."
28

him

Ibid, 28-33.
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that

he challenged the student and forced him to eventually admit

had sent him

to

that

Mordecai Johnson

speak with Representative Johnson and had even coached him on what to

say in the meeting.

The

agents, in their zeal to find evidence against Johnson, actually

reviewed the Howard University catalog

an effort to determine which students resided

in

from Oklahoma and assigned another agent

to investigate the matter in

Oklahoma. In

time, however, this portion of the inquiry yielded no results, as the agents were unable to

locate the "student" to

whom Jed Johnson referred. With

the final report stated,

"The allegations

Johnson

...

do not

fall strictly

an unintended touch of humor,

relating to the present views of Dr.

Mordecai

within the scope of the original complaint," but

nevertheless proceeded to go into great detail about them."

The investigation

sorely tested Johnson's ability to withstand political scrutiny

without losing his temper. Nothing better illustrated this difficulty than his experiences
with Special Agents Christensen and Humphrey,

conference and his role in

it.

who

Their report noted that

interviewed Johnson regarding the

when

they visited him on July 31,

1935, "Dr. Johnson received the agents very cordially and spoke very freely" of the

events in question. Johnson repeatedly denied that there were any calls for violence or

bloodshed

at

the conference; the one reference to bloodshed that he could

remember was,

he believed, an attempt by one participant "to quote that portion of the Bible wherein
states that

'By the shedding of blood,

shall sins

be atoned' and that he did not refer to

revolution." Likewise, Johnson freely answered questions regarding the alleged

29

Ibid, pg. 30-1.
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it

Communist

beliefs of a professor at the University,

assert that all political beliefs

were represented

Emmett Dorsey, and continued

at the

conference.

to

30

Johnson's cooperative tone changed when the special agents requested a signed

memorandum from him and
"He

transcripts of the proceedings.

inferred that he and his university had been persecuted

on a written statement from Secretary Ickes requesting
from Johnson, and permission
Johnson stressed

that

to interview other

When

contacted Ralph Bunche,

memorandum. The agents

visited

his secretary that the signed

Interior

and insisted

transcripts, a signed statement

members of the campus community.

was

who provided

materials in his possession, and instructed

by

this division"

the agents returned the next

authorization from Ickes, "Dr. Johnson's attitude

He

by

to their report,

he wanted this written request to "establish a precedent ... on

future investigations or inquiries."

injured."

According

them

that of a

person

all

day with written

who had been

the agents with all of the written

to return in several

him again on August

5, at

days for the signed

which time they were

memorandum "had been mailed

told

to the Secretary of the

by mistake," while Johnson warned the agents against publication of the

speeches, as they were the property of the authors themselves. Their impression of

Johnson was
Later,

when

that he felt

"he was being persecuted by the Division of Investigations."

they visited yet again on August 16 with a written request for a copy of his

1933 baccalaureate address, Johnson seemed to humor them more than anything

Informed of their request, "Dr. Johnson read the
he might have

it."

He

said he

was

letter,

laughed, and asked the agents

in a hurry, but assured the agents

Ibid, pg. 18-19.
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else.

if

he would answer the

letter.

In spite of his assertion, the record

request completely.

The

seems

to indicate that

Johnson ignored

their

31

final report

of Special Agent R. F. Farrell did not take any firm position as to

whether the economic conference called for the overthrow of the government through
violent revolution. Rather,

it

noted,

'The majority of persons interviewed advise

that the

overthrow of the present form of Government by force was not advocated by the
speakers, but that social revolution and

referred to

by

communism

certain speakers. Radical

the addresses." This

was enough

to attain relief for the

remarks were made

for Farrell to

recommend

University be advised that inasmuch as that institution

Government

is

in the

Negro were

open forums following

that "the president of

Howard

supported by United States

funds, he should not in the future permit the university buildings to be used

for meetings such as those held" in

May

1935.

32

Luckily for Mordecai Johnson, Farrelfs supervisor did not feel the situation was
quite so cut-and-dried. Louis R. Glavis, Director of Investigations for the Department of

the Interior, referred the matter to the department's Office of the Solicitor.

Margold, the solicitor

who

33

Nathan R.

handled the request, called the entire investigation into

question. First, with regard to Farrelfs recommendation, he stated unequivocally that

"the only authority reserved to the Secretary of the Interior in regard to the affairs of the

university

"silent"

was

to control the expenditures

of Federal funds." While the charter was

on the specific issue of control of the buildings,

University, not the federal government. Finally,

31

32
33

Ibid, pg. 19-21, 31.
Ibid, pg. 13-14.
Ibid, pg. 12-13.
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legal precedent sided with the

Margold shared

his "grave

doubts

whether any investigations of the university" outside of the jurisdiction already described

"may

properly be

made by

the Department."

autonomy of Howard University

34

Thus, an investigation that threatened the

as an independent institution actually

defense of the school's ability to run

its

In the midst of this controversy,

own

affairs.

Johnson received advice and assistance from a

most welcome source: Anson Phelps-Stokes. Phelps-Stokes took
answer Kelly Miller

work

ended with a

directly, in a letter written in

it

September 1935.

upon himself to

35

Invoking his

for a quarter of a century at Yale, he attacked Miller's understanding of

freedom and defended the expression of minority opinions, especially

in

own

academic

an academic

setting.

Furthermore,

I

feel that a university has a far

say, "to inculcate

virtues." This

minded

to

new

is

upon minds of youths
undoubtedly one of

American

Phelps-Stokes buttressed his

fall

certain received

own

citizens of character

and education.

patriotism, insisting that he does not

under the spell of communism. "But

I

were abiding by the laws of the nation and the

want Howard

should also feel badly

not allow responsible liberals a chance to be heard so long as

that they

and accepted values of
is to be open

functions, but another

visions of truth whensoever they come, so long as their advocates

are law-abiding,

University to

its

broader function than merely, as you

it

was

District of

if

it

did

clearly understood

Columbia, and were

not advocating anything contrary to our fundamental ideals of morality."

Privately,

own power and

34
5

however, Phelps-Stokes once again warned Johnson of the limits of

position. Reiterating his

own

his

defense of academic freedom, he

Ibid, pg. 4-5.

Apparently, Phelps-Stokes was writing in response to a letter from Miller, but

present time,

I

have been unable to locate any copies of Miller's original

at

the

letter.

at Howard University include almost no correspondence.
Anson Phelps-Stokes to Kelly Miller, September 10, 1935. Phelps Stokes Fund, Box
29, Folder 14. Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Manuscript Division.

Unfortunately, Miller's papers
36
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nonetheless stressed the dangers confronting any university president in his position, and
especially Johnson himself.

I

have no sympathy with those

communism and

similar

who wish

to

keep books on socialism and

movements out of our College

libraries, or feel that these

matters should not be objectively discussed in class rooms. But

have told you

supported by the Government
the fact that

of

wisdom

it is

for

essentially a

you

to

make

I

do

feel, as

I

your position as President of the only University

in the past, that

is

a peculiar

and

difficult one,

Negro University, and

made doubly

that as President

it is

so by
the part

educational matters your major theme in public

discussions.

Mentioning Kelly Miller by name, Phelps-Stokes asserted

Department employee expressed "considerable alarm"

As

about the nature and content of the conference.

Johnson

to

acknowledge

that with his position

that at least

at the stories circulating

difficult as

came a

one Interior

it

publicly

was, he implored

great deal of scrutiny regarding his

public utterances.

As you know,

I

think you have been most unfairly attacked from the standpoint of

your University administration, with whose policies and principles

have been most sympathetic, and for which

am most

anxious that

measure of
has to

restraint

show

in

in

I

in general,

I

think you deserve great credit, but

I

your particularly delicate position you should show that

which every public

official in a Federal executive position

discussing extremely complicated social and political matters so as

not to create needless enemies.

In the future,

he stressed, Johnson should confine himself to his responsibilities as

Howard's president, even making
to avoid future controversy.

that

37

Further support for Johnson

Interior

Department

report,

work "the theme of most of your public addresses"

came

in

September 1935, prior

to the release of the

from Secretary Ickes himself. Ickes called Kelly Miller

office to discuss the recent controversy

to his

and issued a clear defense of Mordecai Johnson

Anson Phelps-Stokes to Mordecai Johnson, May 28, 1935. Phelps Stokes Fund, Box
29, Folder 14. Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Manuscript Division.
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and

his administration.

"Telling Kelly Miller

university/ Interior Secretary Harold L. Ickes

communism was

taught at

Howard

.

.

.

want

that 'you fellows

.

.

.

to break

up the

declared he did not believe

University nor that President Mordecai Johnson

Red." Rather, he attributed these accusations to "disappointed faculty members or

alumni"

who

attacked Johnson "for personal and political reasons."

was even

before the final report

issued, Ickes' s defense of

Coming

as

it

a

is

.

.

.

did

Johnson and Howard

University practically assured that no negative consequences would result from the

investigation.

38

This was not the end of Ickes' support for Johnson in particular and

The following March, Ickes served

University in general.

school's annual observance of Charter Day.

assailed the stereotypes that they

is

were

essential to all of us intellectually

He

hailed the

If

it is

to be

in the

primary speaker

manner

in

at the

which Negroes had

unfit for higher education, stating "that education

and morally as

Through the course of the speech, Ickes went on
academic freedom

as the

Howard

light

and

us physically."

air are to

to deliver an emotional defense of

United States.

supposed

on freedom of thought and of
not merely a whimsical and momentary thing, but

that the present attack

research in our universities

is

some purpose behind it, then the inference is inescapable that it represents an
attempt to force upon America either a dictatorship of the right or of the left. A
free America, serenely and confidently pursuing the course charted for it by our
has

forefathers, has
rather,

no

interest in

learning

While Ickes used the speech
were

clear.

impinging upon academic freedom; the contrary,

we know what a priceless
have made to our civilization.

because

Just as

to attack

contribution our institutions of higher

both Fascism and

Communism,

the implications

Johnson had defended freedom of expression as crucial

"Miller Loses Fight Against

Howard

Univ.; Ickes Tells Kelly Miller

He

to the

Is

working

Trying to

Destroy University," September 26, 1935, Philadelphia Tribune. Kelly Miller Papers,

Box

71-3, Folder 82.

MSRC.
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of the university, Ickes argued that such freedom was essential

He

cited Justice Oliver

better reached

to get itself

by

Wendell Holmes

free trade in ideas

accepted

in the

—

competition of the market.

indicate that in the short-term,

Department.

As

at

.

.

."

is

the

Ickes' s

ally in the

is

power of the thought

remarks would not

Howard during Johnson's

Johnson had a powerful

good desired

tenure, but they did

head of the Interior

39

if to

underscore the points

Liberal Club invited Angelo

noted

democratic society.

in asserting that "the ultimate

that the best test of truth

conclude the red-baiting that took place

in a

Communist

activist

Herndon

made by
to

Secretary Ickes,

Howard

speak before the students

University's

in April.

Herndon, a

based in the South, was convicted by an all-white jury in

Georgia under "a Reconstruction law providing the death penalty for 'any attempt

...

to

induce others to join in any combined resistance to the lawful authority of the State.' In

all its

old

66 years no one had ever been convicted under

at the

that statute."

He was just

19 years

time of his conviction. The International Labor Defense committee took up his

cause, posting bail and raising

money

for his defense.

Between

hearings,

Herndon spoke

widely across the country about his ordeals and about his work on behalf of labor. In
time, the United States

Supreme Court would

set aside his conviction, finally

suffering in 1937. According to one report of his speech,

own

case, but the larger causes of African

ending his

Herndon addressed not only

his

American equality and of American

progressivism in general. Insisting that "one must take a stand either on the side of

39

"Address by Hon. Harold

L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior before the Faculty

and

University, in celebration of Charter Day, March 2, 1936, at 1 1:00
1938-1939" [misfiled], MJPP. Box 151. Howard University Archives,
MSRC; "'Howard Not Red,' Says Ickes," Chicago Defender, March 14, 1936, pg. 10;
"'Anti-Reds' Aim is Dictatorship, Ickes Charges," Washington Post, March 3, 1936. pg.

Students of

AM."

Howard

Folder

"I,

3.
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reaction or that of progress," he blasted the "old passive leadership that attempts through

cringing 'Uncle

Tomism'

to solve the

problems

that beset the

Race."

40

This was a direct

challenge to Johnson's opponents of the previous year: a student organization
University inviting a Black

funded

Communist

to

openly speak of his experiences

at

Howard

at a federally-

HBCU.
Once

again,

Unfortunately, this

Communist

Johnson managed

was not

the last time that he

Nor would

tendencies.

it

from the situation

to escape

be the

relatively unscathed.

would be investigated

last

for alleged

time that the economic conference was

used as evidence of his political radicalism. Indeed, the mere existence of the report

would continue

to

haunt Johnson

at least into the 1950s.

In the short term,

probably more concerned with damage control than anything

else.

It

Johnson was

certainly did not

help his cause that Miller's words reached far and wide. Aside from his dealings with the

Interior

Department and his writings

as to write

when

went so

far

members of the General Education Board, important backers of the

University, to apprise

frustration

in nationally syndicated articles, Miller

them of the

41

situation.

This was indicative of the amount of

and turmoil these episodes caused for Johnson and his followers, particularly

the forces of the federal

government were involved.

"Washington's Social Whirl," Chicago Defender, April

Magazine published an

article

decision in 1937. For the

on the Herndon case

full text,

Time
favorable Supreme Court

18, 1936, pg. 9.

after his

see

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,931575,00.html. August

9,

2007.

See also Charles H. Martin, The Angelo Herndon Case and Southern Justice. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1976; and Angelo Herndon, Let Me Live. New
York: Arno Press, 1969.
1

Kelly Miller to Trevor Arnett, September 10, 1935, with attachments. The Rockefeller

Foundation Archives, General Education Board, Accession No. 23 Box 27. Folder 251,
"D.C. 3 Howard University 1933-1938." Rockefeller Archive Center. There is no
indication that the

GEB

responded to Miller's

letter,

monitor Johnson's speeches into the 1950s.
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but the Board did continue to

Service to Youth

at

Howard and Beyond

Rather than recoil from the federal government, however, Johnson continued to
find

ways

to utilize

reminded those

in

its

resources for the benefit of the race, particularly

power

that they

had a special obligation

its

youth.

He

Black youth overcome

to help

the systemic obstacles to their happiness and success. Speaking to

members of Congress

about Howard's appropriation, for instance, he emphasized the need for adequate funding
of his

own

women

school in view of the few opportunities available to so

of college age. "While the colored people constitute one-tenth of the population

of the Nation

.

.

.

they have less than one-fiftieth of the enrollment in colleges,

universities, teachers' colleges

are,

far

and normal schools, and the schools which they attend

with very few exceptions, operating upon such a meager income that their work

below"

that available in

White schools.

These comments came, however,

at

one of the most important and successful

Howard and

September 1936, the school witnessed the opening of a

serviced both

Building.

Howard

Taken

falls

42

junctures in the history of the relationship between

In

many Black men and

heat,

the federal government.

power and

University and Freedman's Hospital, as well as a

light plant that

new Chemistry

together, these buildings and the recently-dedicated Frederick Douglass

Hall constituted an investment of over $1.6 million by the federal government under the

auspices of the

PWA.

Johnson saw the opening of these new buildings as an

opportunity to publicly acknowledge and strengthen the relationship between

and the Roosevelt Administration. To

42

"PWA

Helped

to

this end,

Johnson used

his influence with Ickes to

Finance 3 Additions," Washington Post, September
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Howard

13, 1936, pg. F7.

secure President Roosevelt's presence at the dedication of the Chemistry Building in

October.

With

CBS

Radio broadcasting the speech

dedication on October 26, 1936.

live,

Roosevelt did indeed attend the

Members of the Howard

University

ROTC, "270

strong," served as the "guard of honor" to Roosevelt's party. Typically,

when

President

Roosevelt appeared in public, he was "either standing with his braces locked, or seated in
an open car," to hide the effects of his polio. This time, however, Johnson asked

"Roosevelt to allow the students to see that he was crippled. They had been so crippled
themselves" by American racism, he argued, that Roosevelt's ability to overcome his

own

disability

"He

let

would serve

himself be

lifted

The president acceded

as an inspiration.

from the car and

proceeded to walk slowly and painfully

set

down

to the

in full public

to

Johnson's request.

view, and then he

podium." Roosevelt proceeded

to

celebrate the founding of the school as typical of "America's faith in the ability of

respond to opportunity regardless of race, or creed, or color."

its

contribution to the future of the

Negro race and

work on behalf of African Americans and of
the

PWA. "As

far as

it

was humanly

Government has followed
forgotten

men and no

continue faithfully to observe

symbol of his administration's

the nation's poor through

among American

It is

programs such as

citizens there should be

a wise and truly American policy.

We

no

shall

44
it."

Mordecai Johnson to Harold Ickes, September 15, 1936, and Harold Ickes to Col.
Marvin H. Mclntyre, October 14, 1936. FDR Papers, Official Files, Department of the
Interior, Box 14, Folder 61, Interior D. Howard Univ., 1933-45. Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Presidential Library. See also "Roosevelt, Ickes Attend H.U. Services,"
Chicago Defender, October 31, 1936, pg. 27; "Text of Roosevelt's Address of
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to

hailed the structure for

possible," he told the student body, "the

the policy that

forgotten races.

as a

He

man

Johnson wanted his

own

students to pressure their government to uphold

Roosevelt's noble pledge. Earlier in the year,
the graduates to dive into the

that of

improving the

lot

work

at

commencement

was destined

that

of the Negro race

to guide

in particular

Speaking of the great doctors, lawyers, and teachers

exercises, he exhorted

them

in the years to

and humanity

who preceded

come,

in general.

them, Johnson

foresaw a new phase of the movement towards Black liberation and the key role college
graduates would play in
capacities can

make them

Our

a great people.

every phase of

life

live,

the individualist mindset,

leads a

possible for

life

them

it

to

man

was

to penetrate

is

every section

men and women

the great task of

to take care of

making a country." Johnson

to help

him

to a higher level" the "central secret of

the degraded status of Blacks in

On

nothing further down, that there

is

is

downplaying personal wealth and accomplishments

embrace

of great adventure.

that every step

they will spend their devotion in trying to

task in the next 70 years

of the people. This

victorious living." Indeed,

it

if

with every form of intelligent

while calling "the aid given to

made

see what these vanguard exponents of our

do with the whole people

where black people

eschewed

"We must

it.

this type

the

American society

that

of social mindset. "The Negro American

ground floor of American

no danger of

falling

life,

because there

he makes must be progress because there

is

he knows there

is

no place

no other way

to

is

to fall,

go than up."

Dedication," Washington Post, October 27, 1936, pg. X28. For Johnson's request that

Roosevelt allow students to see his disability, see Doris Kearns Goodwin,

No Ordinary

Time: Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front in World War II. New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1994, pg. 532-3.
45
"Howard Class Told Education Teaches Faith," Washington Post, June 1, 1936, pg.
X9. The essential arguments here were nothing new for Johnson, who often stressed the

Black college graduates to service the entire African American community. His
is fascinating. Referring to an educated "vanguard" helping construct
a Black "country" in the United States, Johnson's images were suspiciously close to the

need

for

language, however,
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Throughout these
larger audience.

years,

Johnson attempted

Black and White

alike.

On

to bring this

February

message of service

1937, Johnson visited his alma

7,

mater, the University of Chicago, to address the students gathered for

services at

its

cathedral. Stressing that "'living a full

and high stations," Johnson
penetrating eloquence."

in

A

year

later,

life' is

body with

stirred the student

Rebecca

Stiles

to a

Sunday morning

not contingent upon honors

his "close-knit logic

and

Taylor quoted Johnson extensively

an article on the needs of the Black community. Speaking from a spiritual basis,

Johnson's response was pure Rauschenbusch. The modern African American "needs to
cease to stress the Jewish history of 2000 years ago and in

religion that will

meet the needs of today.

today after a pattern 2000 years old."

in

religion is a

want to do

new

sympathy

all that

that

makes one

unfitting that

It is

He went on

contemporary conditions and a desire

to

stead teach himself a living

we should

to stress the

this

fashion our lives

need for a devotion rooted

change conditions for the

treat all

he can for others. In

its

better.

"A

great

people with courtesy and will make one

way

the

power of God

will bring to pass a

creation and a great people." For Johnson, as for his mentor Rauschenbusch, these

sentiments had to be rooted in tangible efforts to improve the lives of

all

people. His

1937 baccalaureate sermon echoed these same thoughts. "Do the thing that needs to be
done.

who

Be among

let

those

men and women

of your institution's faculty

themselves out to the utmost because they love

are waiting for

your service,

if

such

is

the kind

it.

who

love youth, and

Leaders of such institutions

you may render."

46

language of the Black Belt Thesis held by Communists earlier in the decade. Whether
Johnson spoke with these ideas in mind is unclear, but the similarities are striking.
4
"Mordecai Johnson Speaks in U of C Cathedral; Makes Hit With Faculty, Students,"

Chicago Defender, February

13, 1937, pg. 11; "Pertinent
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Views of Three Profound Race

Unfortunately for Johnson, one of the people
into

him passed away. John Hope,

Johnson since
special

his undergraduate

instilled those ideas

the legendary educator

days

memorial service was held

who

at

died in February 1936. In December, a

honor

in Sisters

in his

Morehouse and organizing

served as a mentor to

ABC,

Chapel

Johnson offered one of the two keynote speeches, praising
institution at

who

his

at

many power

made him

Howard,

Hope had long been one of Johnson's
Johnson had unlimited

trust.

his life's

this

was

a terrible

it

seemed

Now, he was

Howard

payment

to

football

be made

as if nothing could save

at his side.

body

Johnson personally.

November 1936 members of
entire squad, with

square meals a day. They refused to compete against

games

if

the school did not

these demands. That month, the team even succeeded in getting the student

to stage a short-lived walk-out.

and the football players themselves

Johnson explained

that if

to both the entire student

"Memorialize Dr.

is

Stressed

at

November 28, 936, pg.
December
Hope At Spelman," Chicago Defender,
12, 1936, pg. 3.

"Atlanta In Memorial to Dr. John Hope," Chicago Defender,

18;

body

he supplied them with jobs because of the

Leaders," Chicago Defender, February 26, 1938, pg. 17; "Value of Ideals
Howard Service," Washington Post, June 7, 1937, pg. 3.
47

whom

47

team demanded scholarships or jobs for the
in three

middle

Johnson from experiencing

Virginia Union and threatened to forfeit their remaining

comply with

to

in the

forced to tackle future attacks on his

controversy, even something as innocuous as football. In

the

blow

coming

closest and ablest supporters, a confidante in

presidency without this important teacher and friend

At times,

a great

body of work, however, they made

citizens of the nation. Undoubtedly,

struggles at

in building a great

the Atlanta University system. Either of these

American educator. Taken together with

of so

Spelman College.

work

achievements, Johnson told the assembled audience, would have

him one of the "pre-eminent"

of service
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1

status

on the team, they would lose

Howard's agreements with

their

amateur

status.

This was in clear defiance of

the Colored Intercollegiate Athletic Association and the

Middle States Association. The schools did agree

to set

up a committee

these agencies possible remedies for the students, given the

time.

While

this did

prompt

the students to

resume

to discuss with

economic conditions of the

classes, the football

budge, forcing the cancellation of Howard's traditional Thanksgiving

team would not

Day game with

Lincoln University.

Following the negative publicity

Johnson went on the offensive.
Officials,

On December

this

to the

was

importance of

instilling respect

a pointed criticism of the football

to

and honor

team and

team and

its

in

its

young Black

members,

training, culminating in an

recommendation by the Board of Athletic Control
soon relented

to student

demands

that

it

that the

it

students.

was hardly

the

to set aside

October 1938

team be disbanded. The Board

reverse course and retain the team. Under

Johnson's leadership, however, the school never emphasized football as

under previous administrations.

Board of

succeed by evading the rules

end of the controversy. Criticisms of Johnson continued as he refused
additional funds for the

game,

31, speaking before the Eastern

Johnson decried the tendencies of some schools

and pointed

While

after the cancellation of the Lincoln

much

as

it

had

48

"Howard Student Body Learns Fate of Football Team Today," Washington Post,
November 18, 1936, pg. X5; "Johnson Denied Howard Team's Plea for Meals,"
Washington Post, November 22, 1936, pg. Ml, M8; "Lesson in Logic Dims Howard U.
Threat of Strike," Washington Post, November 24, 1936, pg. X7; "Howard Prexy Talks
on Ideals in Sports," Chicago Defender, January 2, 1937, pg. 3; "Howard U. Plans to End
Football," Chicago Defender, October 22, 1939, pg. 1; "Howard Athletic Board of
Control Favors Football," Chicago Defender, November 5, 1938, pg. 10
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In spite of such criticisms

for Black youth to

and controversies, Johnson never wavered

become engaged

problems facing the

To

race.

in the civic life of their nation

this end,

SNYC

Congress (NNC), seeking

hampered by

to

the advice of

and particularly

Johnson delivered the keynote address

founding meeting of the Southern Negro Youth Conference
Virginia in February 1937.

in his calls

(SNYC)

in

in the

to the

Richmond,

developed as an offshoot of the National Negro

engage Black youth

some of their

elders."

in civil rights struggles

To

this end,

"without being

Black high school and

college students planned a meeting to coincide with the birthday of Frederick Douglass.

Drawing "534 delegates
meeting of the

SNYC

.

.

.

and an estimated crowd of 2,000 observers," the

attracted students, teachers, sharecroppers, domestics,

laborers from throughout the South.

work

to

He

and various

49

Speaking as an educator, Johnson blasted those
their

first

intellectuals

who

failed to use

engage and change the society around them.

asserted that "the tragedy of suffering people

is

that the paralytic exhibitions

of their intellectuals fascinate the exploited and the weak." Johnson criticized the
"don't rock the boat philosophy as a fatal philosophy of the self-satisfied
return to worse evils

Johnson

who

fear

which existed before."

criticized both the individualist ethic in

American society

that

downplayed

the

idea of collective action and the emerging efforts to repress free inquiry into the nation's

problems. "The greatest damage to Democracy

in

Socialism, but the political situation in which most

themselves

—

the

shame of a man

is

America

men

are

.

.

In the end,

49

not

Communism

or

no longer free to express

to eat without working; to

have community standing without service."

.is

have without giving;

to

he encouraged the students to

C. Alvin Hughes, "We Demand Our Rights: The Southern Negro Youth Conference,
st
1937-1949." Phylon, Vol. 48, No. 1 (1 Qtr., 1987), pg. 38-9.
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think for themselves and formulate their

own

ideas for solving the nation's race

problems, rather than accepting the wisdom of their elders.

50

National Youth Administration

Outside of his role as

Howard

President,

Johnson attempted

ethic into action for the benefit of the race and, in particular,

has noted, Johnson

advising

input

was considered

part of Franklin Roosevelt's

him on Black appointments

on other areas pertaining

its

to civil service positions

to federal policy pertaining to

1935, President Roosevelt invited Johnson and

to put this service

youth.

As James Sears

"Black Brain Trust,"

and occasionally offering
Black issues.

Mary McLeod Bethune

51

In late

to attend the

organizing conference of the National Youth Administration (NYA). Johnson and

Bethune, the founder and president of the Daytona Educational and Industrial Training

School for Negro Girls (now Bethune-Cookman University), were the only
representatives of the race

on the NYA's national advisory board

President Roosevelt then asked

established, with

them

to serve in the Office

Bethune leading the

Johnson's contributions to the
advisory role, as his duties

at

Howard

in early 1936.

of Negro Affairs after

it

was

52

unit.

NYA seemed to confine themselves primarily to an
permitted

little

time or energy for outside

""Ibid, pg. 41.
51

James M. Sears, "Black Americans and

No.

1

the

New

Deal." The History Teacher, Vol. 10,

(Nov. 1976), pg. 93-4; Walter Daniel, "Current Trends and Events in Negro

Education: Federal Activities and Negro Education, and General Progress," The Journal

of Negro Education, Vol. 6 No. 1 (Jan. 1937), pg. 101. For more information on the
"Black Cabinet" during the Roosevelt administration, see also Kirby, 106-51, and Sitkoff,
77-79.
52

"2 Race Educators

NYA Confab,"

Chicago Defender, January 25, 1936, pg. 10; B.
Joyce Ross, "Mary McLeod Bethune and the National Youth Administration: A Case
at

Study of Power Relationships

Negro History, Vol. 60, No.

1.

in the

Black Cabinet of Franklin D. Roosevelt." Journal of

(Jan., 1975), pg. 22.
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commitments. He acknowledged
Black leaders,

"My own

duties at

this

problem himself

Howard

was

53

Based on

I

have not kept

in

the surviving documents,

have been working towards the organization of a national

to

committee of Negro leaders

to

work with

issues facing Black youth. This

seems

Office of Negro Affairs to bring as

making process

June 1936, telling a meeting of

University are so heavy, that

touch with the situation for the past six months."
his initial role

in

By

as possible.

to

the

NYA's

national advisory committee

on

have been an attempt by Bethune and her

many Black

voices and perspectives into the decision-

the middle of 1936, however, "This

committee was

never organized due to the fact that Dr. Johnson was extremely busy and never perfected

arrangements for getting a group together."
of Negro Affairs

may

54

Sadly, the complete history of that Office

never be fully known, as some of

its

records have been lost by the

the

NYA painted an interesting

National Archives.
Historian B. Joyce Ross's

power dynamic between

work on Bethune and

two Black educators. Comparing

the

the two, she painted

Johnson as the more outspoken of the two.

complexioned but in
reality very black," Dr. Johnson presented to the Advisory Committee the image
of an articulate, candid black representative who spoke in terms of the "right" of
Negroes to equality, the "consequences" to the nation of segregating itself into
two distinct races, and the validity of the "demands" which blacks advanced.
Indeed, one can only imagine what thoughts must have gone through his mind
Described by one contemporary as being "extremely

53

fair

Minutes, "Conference of Negro Administrative Assistants of the National Youth
nd

rd

Records of the
Director, General Subject File of the Director, 1936-1941, Box No. 3. RG 1 19, Records
of the National Youth Administration. NARA, College Park, MD. (Hereafter RG 119,
Administration, June 2

-3

,

1936." Student Aid Bulletins Folder

1.

NARA-CP.)
54

"Report Covering

First Six

Months of the Work of the Office of Negro

National Youth Administration,"

n.d..

File of Early "Inactive"

Affairs,

Correspondence, 1935-

1938. Records of the Director, General Subject File of the Director, 1936-1941,
4.

RG

119,

NARA-CP.
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Box No.

when

his colleague [Bethune]

spoke

at the

1939 meeting and employed the term,

"darkie."

Yet Ross cogently noted

that

Johnson, like

Committee, was so preoccupied with

demands

to test his inflexible

federal bureaucracy.

of

Howard

many

other

members of the National Advisory

his other duties outside the

NYA that he never had

for Black equality against the everyday

One could

argue that this

University, but Ross's point

is

is

workings of the

precisely what Johnson did as president

was

well-taken. There

a difference between

Bethune 's role within a government agency and Johnson's stewardship of a nominally
independent institution that depended heavily upon federal appropriations. Bethune was
the person

who had

to navigate these waters daily while

developing and maintaining

space for Blacks to operate within the federal bureaucracy. "Thus, in comparison to the
Director of the Division of Negro Affairs, the

a major figure within the

It

was

power

relationships surrounding

largely the Janus-faced Mrs.

lion's den."

more publicly

Bethune who stood

forceful Dr.

Negro

in the

activities

of the

NYA.

midst of the proverbial

56

Looking back on

this period in 1974,

Johnson himself acknowledged

Bethune' s outwardly conciliatory approach was extremely effective.
respected her accomplishments with the

Black

Johnson was not

interests.

He

that

greatly

NYA and the manner in which she represented

"She was not primarily an administrator; she was more a symbol of

Negroes' aspirations, and she knew

Johnson chafed against Bethune' s

how

to wield influence."

tactics,

While Ross intimated

including her use of "darkie"

that

humor during

meetings of the National Advisory Committee, Johnson recognized what Bethune was

Ross, pg.

7.

Ibid, pg. 7-8.
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trying to accomplish within the

my

heart that she sincerely

NYA amid difficult circumstances.

worked on behalf of her people

.

.

.

"I believe

and had

with

all

their best interests

57

at heart."

Johnson's biggest impact on the group, outside of his participation in several of
conferences of Black leaders,

NYA Administrator.
garnering

may have been

Throughout the

in his role as

latter half

of the

thirties,

President rather than

he was quite successful

at

NYA funds for projects at Howard University. On a national level, the NYA

provided funds for Black students to help them stay
indicated that over 19,000 African

NYA,

Howard

its

in school.

Figures from 1936

American students received some kind of aid from

including 5000 undergraduates and a handful of graduate students.

the

Most of these

funds served as an early version of the work-study program, giving students small

incomes

in return for

economic

school-supervised work. With so

despair, these

choosing to work

in support of their families or

made

students often

meager funds often meant

the

many Black

the difference

families facing

between Black youth

going to school full-time.

Howard's

most of their opportunities, with medical students engaging

in

laboratory work, law students working at the law library and sometimes reviewing legal
cases, and students in the schools of Religion and Education assisting their professors

with research.

3/

58

7.

59

Ibid, pg. 28.

"5,000 Colleges Students Get Aid from

The wages amounted

to

NYA," Chicago Defender, March

monthly averages of $6

for high school students,

7,

1936, pg.

$15 for

undergraduates, and $25-30 for graduate students.
59

"Howard

University, Report on Special

Negro College and Graduate Work" and

"Schedule of Earnings for Each Student by Month and Total for Academic Year," n.d..
Special Negro College Aid and Graduate Aid Fund. Records of the Director, General
Subject File of the Director, 1936-1941,

Box No.
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3.

RG

1

19,

NARA-CP.

The research being performed by medical

students, however, revealed a

NYA funds at Howard, one that was perfectly in

particularly interesting use of the

keeping with Johnson's view of the government.

An

advocate of government

intervention on behalf of the poor, Johnson witnessed the establishment of a public health

initiative in

1938 with these federal funds.

Youth workers were assigned to the College of Pharmacy, to the Department of
Bacteriology and to clerical positions in the health office. The supervisor, in
addition to responsibilities in connection with the assignment of youth conducted
a health

program

for the

Negro youth employed by

the

NYA in the District of

Columbia. Physical examinations, individual consultations for
health agencies for

were carried out.

Over

some

treatment, and an extensive

referral to local

program of health education

60

the course of the program, the Health Clinic served

additional 161 receiving examinations through the

699 individuals, with an

program

at

Howard

University's

Freedman's Hospital. Black youths, and particularly young Black women, were able
take advantage of these opportunities through the

well as referrals for treatment for

same

time, the

workers on various issues relating to
including free

TB

screenings

NYA to seek routine medical exams as

communicable diseases and chronic

Howard Medical School was

disorders.

At the

able to host speakers to address Black

their health as well as other public health initiatives,

at the local

YMCA.

Taken

immediate need among Black youths while pointing

Johnson often emphasized

to

to the student

body

at

together, these efforts served an

to the type of

Howard

hands-on work

University.

that

61

"Health Programs for Negro Youth, National Youth Administration, 1938-1941," n.d.
Health Programs. Records of the Director, General Subject File of the Director, 19361941,
its

Box No.

Black workers
61

2.

RG

1

19,

NARA-CP.

This

summary of the program

incorrectly listed

founding date as August 1939. Other documents indicated that the program served
in 1938.

For general information on the

following folders in the

NYA

between 1938 and 1941, the
papers are particularly helpful: "Proposed Study Course,
clinic

and

its
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activities

With

the onset of

end, including the

NYA.

World War
These

II,

many

of FDR's

earlier efforts with the

New

NYA,

Deal programs came to an

however, did serve to

expose Johnson to some of the problems facing Black youth beyond the relatively
comfortable confines of Howard University.
In the

home and

post-war years, Johnson took up the issues of the impoverished, both

abroad, with renewed vigor.

Most of these

calls for greater

opportunity placed the onus of action on the federal government.

between

his role as

government needed
causes.

As

Howard
to use

president and his

its

considerable

work with

the

It is

at

economic
no

surprise,

NYA that he believed the

power and reach on behalf of progressive

a result of these duties, however, his words

became more focused. Rather

than calling for vague actions towards "equality," he targeted specific domestic
interventions into education and health care and international aid for

development

in the

emerging Third World. Such pronouncements were perfectly

with his earlier political views, but they were
positive government intervention in the

Towards

a

now emboldened by

economy and

direct

in line

examples of

society.

Wider World View

Even before coming
agenda

economic

to

Howard

University, Mordecai Johnson pursued a political

that linked the welfare of African

Americans with conditions throughout the non-

White world. However, once he became Howard's

president, he had greater institutional

opportunities available to act upon these beliefs. In

May

1936, just a year after the

controversial conference on Blacks and the Great Depression, the School of Social

Folder 1" and "Health Programs," Records of the Director, General Subject File of the
Director, 1936-1941, Box No. 2. See also the folder on activities in the District of
Columbia, Records of the Director, Director's Files of Reports of State Directors of
Negro Affairs, 1936-1939, Box No. 2. RG 1 19, NARA-CP.
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.

Sciences hosted a conference on "The Crisis of Imperialism in
East."

Modern Africa and

the Far

The newly-built, federally-funded Frederick Douglass Hall hosted discussions on

such issues as the "clash of cultures" in both Africa and Asia and the political
implications of these clashes for the natives of each region. Experts ranged from

Melville Herskovits,

still

several years

away from publishing

work The Myth

his seminal

of the Negro Past, to Haridas T. Muzumdar, editor of "India Today and Tomorrow."

Johnson himself presided over a session on the economic impact of imperialism
Africa. Apparently, the red-baiting of the previous year did not dissuade

tackling this charged subject.

Johnson's work

on Africa, some of

at

whom

in

him from

2

Howard

also brought

strove to put their

the Italian invasion of Ethiopia

him

into contact with a

knowledge

prompted one such

number of experts

to practical use.

effort

based

at

For example,

Howard

University.

Realizing the dearth of reliable information about Ethiopia in the United States,

Howard University Africanist W. Leo Hansberry had founded the Ethiopian
Research Council in December 1934 with Ethiopian emissary Malaku Bayen.
The council disseminated material on Ethiopian history and civilization.
Hansberry' s and Bayen' s collaborators at Howard included the Africanist political
noted

science professor Ralph

J.

Bunche and two Ethiopian

students.

The Ethiopian Research Council eventually developed branches

at

including Wilberforce. Increasingly, the original group sought to

63

other Black colleges,

become

directly

involved in the Ethiopian conflict, establishing "an Ethiopian Emergency Medical Aid

Crises," Washington Post, May 4, 1936, pg. 13.
Plummer, Rising Wind, pg. 40-1. For more information on the impact of the Italian
invasion of Ethiopia on African Americans, see Brice Harris, Jr., The United States and
"

"Howard Conference Will Discuss

the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1964, esp. 41-2; Joseph

African-American Reactions to War in Ethiopia, 1936-1941. Baton Rouge and
London: Louisiana State University Press, 1994; and William R. Scott, The Sons of
Sheba 's Race: African-Americans and the ltalo-Ethiopian War, 1935-1941
Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1993.
E. Harris,
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group

at the

Howard Medical School and

endorsement."

New York

in

renamed

this

example

in

mind,

in

January 1937 Johnson joined an interracial

City to establish the International Committee on African Affairs, later

on African Affairs. Brenda Gayle Plummer described the intimate

the Council

"The founders of the Council on Africans Affairs

yet crucial nature of the enterprise.

(CAA)

American Red Cross

64

Perhaps with

group

tried to get

did not intend

it

to

be a mass organization. Instead, twelve Africanists, seven

black and five white, lobbied for colonial reform, supplied public information, and

coordinated stateside scholarship opportunities for Africans." According to Hollis

Lynch, "Radical, black-led and

interracial, its goal

was

Africa and to promote the liberation of that continent."

to enlighten the public about

65

The dearth of materials regarding Johnson's involvement
difficult to

Africa.

understand his role in the organization or

It is

assume

safe to

that

its

in the

group makes

impact upon his thinking about

he was invited to participate by

Max

Yergan, the founder

of the Council and an old acquaintance of Johnson's dating back to their

Both men shared an

internationalist

Yergan spending the

better part of

after the

approach to

their religion

two decades working

founding of the Council, Yergan lectured

at

in

and

YMCA days.

their politics, with

South Africa. (In

fact, just

Howard's Rankin Chapel on

conditions he saw there.) Both

men

group's work

they were both workaholics. While Johnson was

in its early years:

consumed with

64
63

his

work

at

shared another

trait that

Howard, Yergan served as a

it

the

probably hindered the

"lecturer in

Negro History"

at

the

Ibid, pg. 47-8.

Lynch, Black American Radicals and the Liberation of Africa: The
Council on African Affairs, 1937-1955. Cornell University Africana Studies and
Ibid, pg. 79; Hollis

Research Center, 1978. Pg.

17.
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City College of

New York

and as a founder and early officer

Congress. The few tangible accomplishments of the Council

have been a

result of the varied

commitments of

its

in the

National Negro

in its early years, then,

major members, including Yergan,

Johnson, Paul Robeson, Ralph Bunche, Channing Tobias, Hubert Delany and
Leslie Buell.

may

Raymond

66

Hollis Lynch' s history of the group intimated that the increasing influence of

Communists on

the group in the early 1940s

position at that time and the spur towards

Unfortunately,

Lynch does not

indicate

—had already

about Johnson's role in the Council,
his

so

work with

many

name

the group or impact

what impact

left

it

on

is

its

result of the organization's

—

this

had on Johnson. "By mid-

Buell, Bunche, Johnson, [Rene] Maran,

the Council."

7

With such

little

information

impossible to offer any substantive analysis of

thinking. In fact,

it is

more

likely that, as with

of Johnson's commitments outside of Howard, he could offer

to the cause.

weak

increased activism for the rest of the decade.

members

1943," he noted, "five of the original

and [Mary] Van Kleeck

its

was both a

little

more than

his

That Johnson recognized the importance of such an enterprise,

however, and sought to participate in

its

founding,

is

indicative of his

worldview

pertaining to Africa and larger questions of colonialism and economic justice.

Howard

University: Controversies and

Comings and Goings

While Johnson's espousal of economic equality as a guiding principal for
governments

to follow

was

laudable, he occasionally encountered trouble with organized

"Howard U. Head Speaks Tomorrow," Washington

Post, February 27, 1937, pg. 14;

Lynch, 17-21. According to Lynch, these early years did include the publication of a

pamphlet on South African conditions, lobbying against British recognition of Italian
claims to Ethiopia, and sponsoring visiting African speakers in the United States.
67

Ibid, pg. 21.
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labor.

One such

considerable

instance

came

in the spring of 1938, a period that witnessed

PWA activity on campus.

At the beginning of the

year, the

Trustees entered into an agreement with a non-union firm to conduct

Board of

some minor work

on the President's home. By April, the American Federation of Labor decided
pressure on the University to reconsider this perceived anti-union stance.

first

labor picketing in the history of the institution.

many of them

African Americans, walked off the

More

It

to put

staged the

than one hundred workers,

PWA work sites on campus, bringing

construction on those sites to a stand-still.

Union

officials

met with Johnson several times, imploring him

workers to complete the work on
that the Trustees

his

home. Johnson pointed out

to

to hire

them and

had entered into a contractual agreement three months

was

not rescind the offer now. This

community, who saw

little

comfort

to

many members

the entire episode as a black eye

union
to the press

earlier

and could

of the university

on the school's image.. For

example, "members of the Howard University Student Council, becoming alarmed over
the present embarrassing situation, pointed out to the president the chagrin of having the

university picketed for the

Howard alumni

first

time in the 70 years history of the institution." Likewise,

across the country voiced their

own dismay

at the

events on campus,

while picketers continued to carry signs reading, "President Johnson
"President Johnson Does Not Practice

Weary of another public

new

library

What He

is

Anti-Union" and

Preaches."

relations nightmare yet eager to

complete work on the

and men's dormitories, Johnson publicly defended the practices of the Board

of Trustees and the University

at large.

He

indicated that of the $1,638,000 in building

contracts for current projects at the school, 99.4 percent of those funds went towards
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construction by union labor. Johnson vehemently denied that Secretary Ickes pressured

him

to

drop the non-union contract to bring about labor peace on campus, despite reports

to the contrary in the

that the

Black press.

68

Once

again, however, rumors circulated

Board of Trustees was considering taking action against Johnson

for his role in

the controversy, even though responsibility for the contract rested with the

Adding

to the

Board

69
itself.

confusion and controversy that the University faced was another

labor fiasco, this time involving the medical school. Dr.

the teaching staff at

on campus

Howard Medical School

position, apparently without cause.

following academic year

at half

Henry A.

for nine years,

Callis, a

member

was dismissed from

The University granted him

of

his

a leave of absence for the

pay, with the understanding that his

employment would

be terminated the following June. Dr. Callis requested a hearing to find out the
university's reasons for terminating his

prompting him

member
year

to take his

employment, but the school denied

complaint to the teacher's union. Later that spring, a second

of the medical faculty was terminated. Dr. Ferdinand D. Whitby was a sixteen-

member of the

teaching faculty and head of the department of neurology.

apparent reason was given for Whitby's termination, either.

The problem with
that the

his request,

No

70

these episodes, aside from the actual labor issues involved,

White and Black newspapers

is

alike latched onto the initial controversies, without

following them to their conclusions. Thus,

Howard

University and Mordecai Johnson

endured the negative publicity associated with these events, while the public never

"Labor Strike at Howard University," Chicago Defender, April 2, 1938, pg. 1; "Labor
Unions Open War on Dr. Johnson," Chicago Defender, April 16, 1938, pg. 1; "Howard
Head Denies War on Union Workers," Washington Post, April 10, 1938, pg. M12.
9
"H.U. Trustees Begin Probe of Dr. Johnson," Chicago Defender, April 16, 1938, pg. 1.
70
Ibid; and "Howard Medics Fight for Jobs," Chicago Defender, May 21, 1938, pg. 1.
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learned

how

alumni

to

its

they ended. People observing the activities of

government

officials,

were thus

left

Howard

University, from

with a certain impression of the school and

leadership. All indications, however, point to

some

resolution of these matters, and

Johnson received neither disciplinary action from the Board of Trustees nor

from

new

returned to their jobs and the

remove

the stigma associated with these incidents, however.

into another. For the

Board meeting

fired former

two

first

two much more notable

actions.

Johnson and

On

April 12,

Scott, longtime secretary of the university,

Law

and

School. Scott had served

as secretary-treasurer, then as secretary

when Johnson

The Chicago Defender took umbrage with

roles into separate positions.

the

feet.

"The opposition

some members of the Board] was provoked by

a conviction that

firing of Scott, laying the

the retirement law [by

to

one controversy dovetailed

to decide the fate of

Judge James A. Cobb from the faculty of the

the school for nineteen years,

split the

Emmett

little

71

lost as

was supposed

that

the labor controversies actually ended with

1938, the Board voted to retire

PWA workers eventually

buildings were indeed completed. This did

Perhaps the resolutions of these episodes were

this

The

the aggrieved parties in the medical school cases.

legal action

blame squarely

enactment was aimed specifically

at

at

Mordecai Johnson's

Dr. Scott with

whom

Johnson was

at

to

odds ever

since the disclosure of alleged unethical practices indulged in by the president of the

university."

71

The paper

stated that Scott had the right to request a five-year extension past

by the Howard Board of Trustees came from
the Washington Post, which indicated that the PWA issue was referred to a committee
and that discussions with union officials were ongoing. "Trustees of Howard U. Vote to

The only

indication of the actions taken

Retire Dr.

Emmett

was made

in this or

J.

Scott,"

Washington Post, April

any other

article to

13, 1938, pg.

Trustee action on the fired

Medical School.
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XI 7. No reference
members of the

"

the retirement age of

65 and was considering a lawsuit to seek his salary for those five

72

years.

If

was debate over

there

the reasons

why

the Trustees retired Scott,

doubts lingered as to their decision on Judge Cobb.

no such

He "was charged with appearing

before the Senate Appropriation committee two weeks ago with Eugene Davidson,

alumni secretary, protesting against an item of $3,000 which Mordecai Johnson had

recommended
other

for

for the

employment of a

members of the Alumni

Cobb and Davidson

field agent."

Association, that this field agent would

claimed, with

work

specifically

Mordecai Johnson, rather than the university, "disrupting] the Alumni Association

and silenc[ing] the opposition

With regard
that Scott

was

to Scott's retirement, the

73

Defender was probably

correct,

assuming

the source of the earlier leaks regarding misappropriations at the

University. There

decision

to his administration.

seemed

was almost

to be

little

reason to press Scott into retirement and the

certainly motivated

by

politics rather than policies.

Cobb's case,

however, deserves closer scrutiny. Again, there were political motivations that probably
factored into the decision, particularly Cobb's participation in previous attempts to oust

Johnson from
perspective.

professor

72

office.

It

who

The Defender, however, did

uncritically set forth

deserved

all

Cobb's two major arguments:

the rights

"Mordecai Johnson Retires

and protections

that

that he

was

a full

went with the position, and

Judge Cobb From

Law School

that

Chicago
"Scott, Cobb May Sue Howard Trustees," Chicago
"Trustees of Howard U. Vote to Retire Dr. Emmett J.

Scott; Fires

Defender, April 23, 1938, pg. 1-2;
Defender, April 23, 1938, pg. 1-2;

not explore the issue from that

Post,"

Washington Post, April 13, 1938, pg. XI 7.
"Mordecai Johnson Retires Scott; Fires Judge Cobb From Law School Post," Chicago
Defender, April 23, 1938, pg. 1-2; "Scott, Cobb May Sue Howard Trustees," Chicago
Scott,"

73

Defender, April 23, 1938, pg.

1-2.
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;

Committee

his statement before the Senate Appropriations

Alumni Association,

the

His actions

Cobb
As

in

whom

reflected only the position of

he was chosen to represent, and not his personal opinions.

1935 with Kelly Miller, however,

call into

question his second defense, as

exhibited a great deal of personal opposition and animosity to President Johnson.

to his first defense, that

More

short order.

was

to the point,

a matter of debate, one that the courts

Cobb's very testimony

at that

would

take up in

hearing was a clear

violation of University policy. Before Johnson even arrived at

Howard,

the school

prohibited professors from lobbying with regard to the federal appropriation on the

grounds

that

many

74

salaries.

of them used

it

as an opportunity to

stump

for larger personal

not clear whether professors were excluded from

It is

all

forms of lobbying

with regard to the annual appropriation. But the Defender's coverage did not take time to
explore whether there were other considerations behind the Trustees' actions.

Regardless of the reasons for these terminations, neither Scott nor

accepted the results. Scott filed a lawsuit against

claiming that the University

and

initially hired

him

in

Howard

Cobb

passively

University at the end of June,

1919 for an "indefinite" period of time

that the forced retirement explicitly violated the school's rules.

This

initial

lawsuit

sought an injunction preventing the University from dismissing him on June 30. Later in
the year, a federal judge granted Scott the right to voluntarily withdraw the complaint and

file

a

new one

requesting monetary damages instead of seeking to retain his job.

Likewise,

Cobb sued

because of his testimony before the Senate,

74
75

May, claiming

the University in

in clear

that

Johnson

fired

defiance of his status as a

75

him

full

Dyson, pg. 430.
"Dr.

Emmett

"Dr. E.J. Scott

December

Scott Sues

Wins Right

Howard
to File

University," Chicago Defender, July 2, 1938, pg.

New

Suit Against

10, 1938, pg. 1-2.
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Howard," Chicago Defender,

1

professor. Ultimately, both a District municipal court and the United States Court of

Appeals denied his motion for a writ of certiorari against the University, citing the
school's charter and the

Cobb appealed

power

his case to the

it

granted to the Board of Trustees. In a last-ditch effort,

United States Supreme Court, which refused to overturn

the lower court rulings in late 1939.

As

the case

wound

its

way through

With

that, his legal

the courts, however,

vengeance against Mordecai Johnson.

remedies had been exhausted.

Cobb found another way

to exact

76

Red-Baiting Redux

Johnson's contemporaries recognized the
tool against

him and

the University.

rise

of anti-radicalism was a powerful

The 1935 controversy over Communism

at

Howard

brought national attention to Johnson's politics and federal investigators to his doorstep.

Such

tactics,

however, were not confined

most, nor to those in the
"outsider" like Johnson

Howard community who remained
becoming

against Johnson in particular or

and thus make

life

Johnson of radical

its first

Howard

activities

Cobb served

1920s and 1930s. The

first

disgruntled over an

University in general could play the "red card"

was James A. Cobb.
first

Johnson feared

Black president. Anyone with a grievance

miserable for Howard's leaders.

Washington, D.C., and one of the
States Attorney,

to the opportunistic politicians

A

One such person who accused
former municipal judge in

African Americans hired as an Assistant United

as a faculty

member

at the

sign of tensions between

Howard Law School during

Cobb and Johnson occurred

the

in 1930,

"Cobb, Lawyer, Sues to Retain Job at Howard," Washington Post, May 28, 1938, pg.
X26; "Ex-Judge Cobb Loses Howard U. Job Fight," Chicago Defender, July 22, 1939,
pg. 2; "Fired Howard Prof. Appeals to U.S. Court," Chicago Defender, October 28, 1939,
pg. 3; "Cobb Denied Reinstatement At Howard U.," Chicago Defender, December 2,
1939, pg.

2.
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when Johnson suggested

that the

Board of Trustees abolish the

office of vice

law school, the position held by Cobb. Richard McKinney indicated
action created considerable enmity on the part of Cobb's friends."

What McKinney

fails to note,

however,

is

the extent to

grudge. During the Interior Department investigation of
aftermath of the

Johnson's

May

politics.

He came

Cobb "advised

Illinois

77

University in the

1935 economic conference, Cobb spoke with FBI agents about
into contact with the

FBI through Claude Wetmore,

come

directly

a friend

from Miller

agents that president Johnson had previously been accused of

having views that were too
of

"Johnson's

which Cobb carried a

Howard

of Kelly Miller whose knowledge of the episode seems to have
himself.

that

dean of the

and an employee

liberal," referring the agents to

in the Justice

these interviews, agents concluded that

Department

for

Congressman Arthur Mitchell

more information. Based on

Wetmore, Miller and Cobb "are

opinion that Dr. Mordecai Johnson should resign from the presidence

clearly of the

[sic]

of

Howard

University for the benefit of that institution because of his views which they state are set

forth in his speeches."

78

In 1938, however,

Coincidentally,

Cobb

Cobb sued

the University for terminating his

testified later that year before the

employment.

Dies Committee that Johnson

"had publicly advocated doctrines of Communism." Although Cobb asserted

"was doubtful of the propriety of my

that

he

testifying before [this] committee," he determined

" McKinney, 82.
FBI Report, "Mordecai Wyatt Johnson, Security Matter C, Labor, Federal Security
Appropriations Act of 1953," April 30, 1953, pg. 44-5. The name of the Justice
Department employee is redacted from the declassified version of this document. Cobb
also supplied agents with a copy of Johnson's 1933 baccalaureate address at Howard, an
address that defends aspects of communism. FBI Report, April 30, 1953, Exhibit 12- A,

—

78

pg. 50-4.
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"importance" of the Committee's mission warranted his

that the

He believed

full

and free cooperation.

Johnson's role within the Black community warranted the

that

full attention

of the federal government.

By

virtue of the position of Dr. Johnson, as president of

occupies an office of such preeminence that he

is

Howard

University, he

able to influence and

mold

the

thoughts and political views of the future leaders of the colored race. Since

Howard

University

is

an institution, largely supported and maintained by the

Federal Government, this
national interest.

In testifying that

is

not a private affair, but

upon

five full

the investigation of the school in the

pages of the testimony given by

Cobb

upon any

these opinions, in large

conference. Indeed,

consist of excerpts and exhibits from the

articles

Cobb's rehashing of old accounts, there

information to be gleaned from his testimony.
Secretary Ickes at the

at

rely

of Johnson's speeches in

80

In spite of

Communism

He based

wake of the 1935

1935 Interior Department report, including newspaper

1928 and 1933.

and should be a matter of

Mordecai Johnson was a Communist, Cobb did not

personal knowledge of Johnson's politics or activities.

part,

is

7

latter' s

Howard was

First,

are

Cobb

two important pieces of

reported that he met with

request sometime in 1936, well after the report on

released. Apparently, the Secretary

wished

to discuss

United States House of Representatives. Hearings Before a Special Committee on UnActivities, House of Representatives, Seventy-Fifth Congress, Third Session,

American

Volume

3.

Washington: Government Printing Office, 1939. Pg. 2150. (Hereafter "Dies

Committee.")
80

FBI Memo, "Mordecai Wyatt Johnson," 4/30/53; "James A. Cobb Dead," New York

Cobb v. Howard University, 106
Moot Court Room at Howard University Law

Times, October 16, 1958, p. 37. See also the decision in

F.2d 860, July 10, 1939. Today, the
School is named in Cobb's honor, perhaps in part because of his generous contribution to

Howard

in his will.

For more information, see the Howard

Law

School's website,

http://www.law.howard.edu/alumni/legalgiants/huslgiantmar2k2.htm (March
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1,

2005).

Johnson's political views with Cobb in further

detail.

According

to

Cobb's version of

events, he told Secretary Ickes outright his opinion of Johnson:

knew

knew about his various utterances, that he
lectured largely over the country, and for some unknown reason he always in
those lectures brought in communism; that he spoke of it; that I had heard him on
one occasion in a sermon say that communism was a religion. I said I had no
evidence of the fact, but I had heard that the Communists had paid propagandists
told

I

him

that

I

the president and

Q

in the

When

asked

United States and

if

he had any proof,

and the evidence cited

therein.

You have had an

here.

I

was inclined

Cobb

investigation made.

.

."

.

Howard

Cobb went on

to insist that

University" and took

him

advance the "seeping" path toward a Communist revolution.

against Johnson, but with the fact that

doubt

why

did Ickes call

Cobb

Howard

to request

Johnson was

to task for the

took place

in

such a

way

82

with the allegations set forth by

at all.

as

Cobb

Giving Cobb the benefit of the

roughly as described,

it

begs the question:

such a conference? Throughout the

fall

of 1935 and

months of 1936, Ickes publicly backed Johnson without reservation, unwavering

in his assertion that

1

rests not

that the event did take place, at least

the early

8

it

report

Before being dismissed by Ickes, Cobb

voiced his concern that Johnson was "preaching Communist doctrines"

The significance of this exchange

own

him, 'Why, Mr. Secretary, you have the facts

earlier allegations of misappropriation of funds.

to help

I

he was one of those.

pointed to the Interior Department's

"I said to

"not a proper person to be the head of

to think that

Johnson was not a Communist and

University quite admirably.

Even

in

that he

was advancing

the goals of

Cobb's account, Ickes was described as

Dies Committee, pg. 2150.

82

Dies Committee, pg. 2150-2153, 2156. Although Chairman Dies insisted that the
committee was not really interested in the misappropriations scandal, Cobb continued to
talk about the issue in

some

Interior

Department report

resign.

See pg. 2151-4.

detail

through several pages of testimony.

that resulted

from the investigation and
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its

He

cited the

call for

Johnson to

"impatient" with criticisms of Johnson, attributing them to "personal grievances" above
83

all else.

But

subject.

seems

These statements seem
he indeed called

if

likely that Ickes harbored

to be perfectly in line with his public utterances

Cobb

in 1936,

some

months

on the

after the controversy ended,

it

reservations about Johnson privately and sought to

reassure himself that the charges were unfounded.

A

second point of

Cobb testimony

interest in the

is

the extent to

which members

of the committee, particularly Chairman Dies himself, attempted to connect these
allegations of

political

the

Communism

to the

going so far as

Ickes' s continued support of

the

to attain

and legal equality. Several times, Dies asked about Johnson's connections with

NAACP,

try to

mainstream work of African Americans

to

ask

Johnson

make any such connections

NAACP in the past. 84

it

of the South.

was

as

connection with that group was the reason for

Howard

president.

for the chairman,

Cobb,

even pointing

to his credit, did not

to his

Setting aside any mention of Johnson and the

discussed the larger issue of

opinion that

if his

Communism

in the

own work

NAACP, Cobb

Black community, asserting

a growing threat, especially in Northern cities but also in

When Cobb

cited the large presence of

Communists

at

with

his

own

some

areas

a political rally in a

Baltimore church as an example, Dies seemed especially interested in whether the

meeting was "mixed" or integrated. These lines of questioning,

Mordecai Johnson, offer a glimpse
even

in

pre-Cold

War

at the intersection

beyond

the scope of

of racism and anti-Communism,

America. Here, not only are groups

enough

far

like the

NAACP automatically

to raise the suspicions of

Southern

Dies Committee, pg. 2151.
Dies Committee, pg. 2153, 2159. Ickes himself had been an active

member

suspect, but

any integrated group

Chicago branch of the

is

NAACP prior to

coming

administration.
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to

Washington

of the

to serve in the Roosevelt

politicians.

would use
Black

Within a few years, Joe McCarthy and other like-minded Cold Warriors

the

tactics to attempt to discredit a

growing mass movement on behalf of

civil rights.

Once

again, segments of the Black

else to defend

the

same

Howard

Chicago Defender

community

rallied

around Johnson,

University itself from reactionary attacks.

set forth

The

if

nothing

editorial staff of

an impassioned defense of academic freedom. Putting

aside any specific discussion of Johnson for a second, the Defender argued that the very

purpose of higher education was

to

examine

a

wide range of perspectives

an engaged,

in

informed manner.

Communistic activities on the campus of Howard University as
the Dies committee was told. What of it? Should not the students of a university
be conversant with different and differing political concepts? Is it not the
Suppose

there are

function of an academic institution to investigate the nature of
their relation

The

all

theories and

and application to society?

editorial cited the recent hiring

of "an avowed Communist"

at

Harvard University

and the radicalism of the University of Chicago, before warning against "aborting] the
processes of education with the ultimate, inescapable result of warping the intellect of our

students."

85

This same editorial took an interesting approach to defending Mordecai Johnson
individually. Essentially,

it

argued that he was not intelligent enough to be a Communist.

There are those, however,
conscientious liberal.

To

who
call

believe that Dr. Johnson

him

a

Communist

unsuspectingly high degree of analytical

Marxism

are not easily grasped

There are two possible explanations for

by

is to

intellect.

is

not even a

attribute to

him an

The fundamental

tenets of

the emotional, undisciplined mind.

this tactic.

In the closing paragraph, the editorial

board referred to "disagreements] with Dr. Johnson on his method of administering the

85

"Suppose He Did?" Chicago Defender, November
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19, 1938, pg. 16.

internal affairs of

Howard

.

.

."

.

Hence, the comments regarding his

the Defender's passive-aggressive

way

academic freedom while distancing

intellect

could be

of defending the university and the principle of

itself

from Johnson personally.

by portraying Johnson as possessing a second-rate
depict Johnson as non-threatening to the

intellect, the

On

the other hand,

paper could be trying to

White community. Using the stereotype of the

"emotional" Baptist preacher, as opposed to the "analytical" Communist, takes an
important Black leader and renders him harmless, even as he continued to call for radical
Of.

economic and

political reforms.

One Howard alum,

voicing his support for Mordecai Johnson, took the negative

attention towards the school

is

and

its

leader as an indication of their successful records. "It

certainly an indication of real growth and achievement to learn that

Howard

University,

under the present administration, must be attacked by certain ultra-conservatives and
'die-hards.'

It is,

in this case, a sign of liberalism; a sign of progress.

you, Dr. Johnson, in the great

advancements

in higher

work

that

education with "progressive,

which Johnson and Howard represented

"many people

you are doing. ..."

in his

mind.

... are praying for your success."

Although there was no apparent

fallout

liberal,

He

democratic principles,"

assured Johnson in closing that

87

from Cobb's testimony,

government viewed Mordecai Johnson and

duration of his presidency. Given Cobb's

8

Arthur

W. Boswell

"B, 1938-9."

to

way

this record, as

that certain

University.
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people

his political activities for the

work on behalf of Paul Robeson

Mordecai Johnson, November

MSRC, Howard

to

The author equated

with the 1935 Interior Department report, continued to shape the
in the federal

More power

16, 1938.

in the 1950s,

MJPP, Box

151, Folder

it is

safe to assert that his attack

on Johnson was motivated by

rather than political disagreements.

Yet the episode also demonstrated how Johnson's

opponents recognized anti-Communism as an instrument
the years that followed

their professional dealings

to further their

Cobb's testimony, Mordecai Johnson continued

controversial stands on a variety of important issues, from the growing

war

to the

recognize

own

agendas. In

to take

menace of world

continued denial of Black equality. At times, however, he also began to

how

his

own words and

actions, as well as those of the larger

Howard

University community, might have a detrimental impact upon his ability to lead his

school and his race.
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CHAPTER

7

THE PACIFIST AS WAR PRESIDENT,
In spite of his reputation to the contrary,

ruling over

in a

Howard

University with an iron

Mordecai Johnson was not a

He was

dictator,

a sophisticated political player

very political city. Johnson certainly voiced controversial opinions and defended the

right of his faculty

positive publicity

members

to

do the same. But he also knew a thing or two about

and cooperating with those who controlled Howard's purse

These issues came together
controversy, of course,

is

in early 1939, in the

well-known:

American Revolution (DAR) refused
at

fist.

1939-1944

Constitution Hall.

months of furious

to permit the

activity,

Anderson

is

Daughters of the

world-renowned contralto

The case generated even more public

the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.

What

person of Marian Anderson. Her

in a highly-publicized case, the

Roosevelt announced her resignation from the

strings.

attention

to

when Eleanor

DAR as a result of their actions.

finally did

perform

After two

perform her Easter Sunday concert

— on

1

often ignored in discussions of this case

is

the role that

Howard

University played behind the scenes to bring the situation to a resolution. The

Howard

University School of Music, indeed, had been the original sponsor of Miss Anderson's

proposed concert

Howard

at

Constitution Hall.

2

After the controversy erupted, Lulu V. Childers,

University's director of music, was part of the local committee that attempted to

bring Anderson to Washington D.C. and scrambled to find a

1

new performance space

For complete details of the controversy, see Marian Anderson,

in

My Lord, What a

Morning: An Autobiography. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2002; Allan Keiler,
Marian Anderson: A Singer's Journey. New York: Scribner, 2000; and Charles
Patterson. Marian Anderson. New York: Watts, 1988.
" "Anderson
Ban to be Reconsidered," Washington Post, March 2, 1939, pg. 1, 7.
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—

light

of the

even

if

DAR's

we have

board refused to

As Miss Childers

actions.

to build a tent for her."

her perform

let

at

3

By

put

late

any of the

Board

legendary attorney

to reconsider its decision.

who

transformed

Education's arguments that

performances.
the Marian

As

it

He had more

February 1939, "She'll sing here

when

February,

participants in a
4

professors

mass meeting designed

could not use school property for paid commercial

than a passing interest in these events; he

was chairman of

5

Anderson controversy made national headlines, one prominent

discrimination of the

DAR:

Republican Party spoke
Charter Day. Here,

at

Howard

among

own dismay

official

at the blatant

Senator Robert Taft of Ohio. The conservative lion of the
in early

March 1939

at the

annual celebration of

other things, Taft blasted the "narrow prejudices" that

excluded Anderson from performing

at

Constitution Hall.

He even went

President Roosevelt in publicly calling for an anti-lynching

"to protect those Federal constitutional rights

some

Howard

School, publicly rebutted the Board of

used Howard University as a pulpit from which to express his

in

the District school

Charles Hamilton Houston, the

Howard Law

Anderson Citizens' Committee.
the

in

local public schools,

James Nabrit and Doxey Wilkerson were vocal
to pressure the

it

place, not in fact." At the

same

bill to

which colored

conservative message for his audience in attacking the

be passed by Congress

citizens

time, however, Taft had a

Works

further than

have

in theory but,

much more

Progress Administration.

Forecasting future arguments of the Republican Party with regard to Black advancement,

4

"Anderson Concert Sure, Says Sponsor," Washington Post, February 18, 1939, pg. 5.
"1,500 to Fight School Ban on Colored Singer," Washington Post, February 27, 1939,

pg. 3.

"Anderson Ban to be Reconsidered," Washington Post, March 2, 1939. pg.
Meeting to Protest Anderson Ban," Washington Post, February 23, 1939, pg.
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1,

2.

1;

"Mass

Taft called for private efforts to free African Americans from their

'The Government

own

a negative and defensive thing. Colored people must look to their

is

efforts, assisted, not controlled,

by the Government. There

economic discrimination which we must do our utmost
efforts in the

to

economic

make progress

as

you have

popularity with Black voters.

benefited from

in the past."

New

7

His swipes

But

his attack

on the

became acceptable even

bill

6

One

Only by your own

weaken
at the

was

could, of course, argue that Taft

the Roosevelt Administration's

WPA,

given the degree to which

took advantage of the

rift in

Roosevelt's

own

DAR does indicate the degree to which the Anderson case

to political conservatives.

The barrage of political pressure
relent

to reduce.

them an

Deal policies, smacked of political desperation, while his

noble defense of the anti-lynching

party.

exists for

can you build economic security for the future, and continue

field

taking advantage of the racial situation to

Howard

economic chains.

and allow Anderson to perform

at

finally did force the District school

board to

Central High School, on one condition.

They

stressed that allowing her to perform should not be taken as an indication that the school

board had changed

would

its

policies regarding segregated education in the District, nor that

relax those rules. Charles C.

conditionally accepted the Central

Superintendent Frank

6
7

W.

Cohen, chair of Howard's concert

High

offer.

Ballou in writing that

In

doing

Howard

"Taft Voices Anti-Lynch Bill Plea," Washington Post,

This was a period

See Nancy

when

the Black vote

was

still

up

so,
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committee,

however, he informed School

University did not accept the

March

3,

1939, pg. 13.

for grabs for both political parties.

Weiss, Farewell to the Party of Lincoln: Black Politics
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1983.
J.

series

it

in the

Age of FDR.

"conditions or implications" of the decision with regard to segregation. Ballou took this

to

be "in reality a refusal" of the Board's offer and rescinded

Mordecai Johnson took note of the prevailing
University to play a role in the controversy. There
intimately involved in the

is

Howard School of Music

it

political

no

in

immediately.

8

winds and allowed Howard

direct evidence that

Johnson was

planning the concert. But rather

than direct them to cancel the concert outright, Johnson recognized this was a battle

worth fighting, especially since public opinion was on Anderson's

March showed

that just

over two-thirds of the nation

Roosevelt's resignation from the

DAR over the

includes the 57 percent of Southerners

at large

First

included clear majority support from both political parties:
9

Lady's actions.

68%

3, the

discriminatory policies. His

DAR's

came from

8

9

New

1

%

official

that

10

sites.

In

Gavagan of New York

letter to the

head of the

actions to a "Nazi and Fascist philosophy" for

exclusion of Anderson solely on racial grounds.

from

also

It

Washington Post hinted

addition to Senator Taft, Democratic Representative Joseph A.

organization compared the

mid-

of Democrats and 63

Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes was looking for alternative concert

DAR's

poll in

supported Eleanor

Just as importantly, support

channels in Washington D.C. As early as March

publicly attacked the

One

Anderson controversy. This number

who opposed the

of Republicans backed Mrs. Roosevelt.

side.

its

Senator Robert Wagner, a Democrat

York, pointed to the issues involved as "the most challenging issue

"Ballou Bars School Hall to Miss Anderson," Washington Post, March 18, 1939, pg. 7.
"67% Approve First Lady's D.A.R. Stand," Washington Post, March 19, 1939, pg. B2.

10

"The Anderson Concert," Washington Post, March 3, 1939, pg. 10. The newspaper's
opinion piece noted that if one accepted the Board of Education's argument regarding
commercial use of public property, then the theaters at the disposal of Secretary Ickes
would also be closed to Anderson's performance. The implication, of course, is that
Ickes was already looking for an answer to the problem.
11
"Rep. Gavagan Calls Anderson Ban Fascistic," Washington Post, March I, 1939, pg. 3.
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confronting American democracy today," stating, "This fight must and will be won."

Howard

University received public support for

Oscar Chapman (Assistant Secretary of the

its

Henry Wallace,

stand from Wagner,

Interior),

Mary McLeod Bethune, Franz

Boaz, Anson Phelps Stokes, and a host of prominent educators and political leaders.

Even Mordecai Johnson's former enemy, Congressman Arthur
noted to an Associated Press reporter that the
Hitler if he

knew of its

Howard

actions against

DAR

Mitchell, caustically

"would get a medal" from Adolf

Marian Anderson.

12

University finally solved the dilemma in part through

its

connections

with Secretary Ickes. The Interior Secretary announced only ten days before the concert

that

he acceded to the University's request that Miss Anderson perform

Memorial

in a free

performance on Easter Sunday. "This seems to

public facilities," Ickes said, "and the request

was

from Howard University and "other interested
Secretary.

Howard

It is

me

at

a

the Lincoln

good use of the

granted." Officially, the request

citizens of

Washington," according

came
to the

naive to overlook, however, the past relationship between Ickes and

University, and the impact this probably had on his decision.

13

With

the blessing

of the Roosevelt Administration for the free concert, Mordecai Johnson put forth his

name among

the dozens of prominent "sponsors" of the event, including Mrs. Roosevelt,

the Treasury Secretary, the Attorney General, several United States Senators, and a host

of other national figures.

Whatever
certainly

12

14

difficulties she

experienced in reaching

this

moment, Marian Anderson

had divine support for her performance on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.

"Anderson Case Held Challenge

to

Democracy," Washington Post, March 27, 1939,

Nordin, pg. 239-40.
pg.
13
"Miss Anderson to Sing at Lincoln Shrine," Washington Post, March 31, 1939, pg. 11.
14
"Fist Lady Also Sponsors Miss Anderson," Washington Post, April 6, 1939, pg. 5.
1,

7;
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"Clouds, which had shadowed the big Grecian temple,

came through

before the concert began, and the sun

out the radiance of the Easter finery."

been

lost

helped

on Mordecai Johnson from

initiate a

American
official

life.

moved away

to the

North just

to bathe the reflecting pool

The symbolism of the moment could

VIP

his

seat

and bring

not have

on the platform. Anderson's concert

period in which issues of Black equality were resurrected to the center of

She stood

in front

of this tremendous crowd in large part because of the

imprimatur of the Roosevelt administration, particularly the public support of

Interior Secretary Ickes

the federal

and Eleanor Roosevelt. At a moment

government was preoccupied with

the continued

economic depression, the

the

in

history

when

looming war clouds over Europe and

entire nation briefly focused

segregation, with the Roosevelt administration leading the way.

By

American

on the

issue of

15

1939, the winds of war were beginning to blow across the nations of Europe

and Asia. Economic problems
world increasingly turned

still

to the

plagued the United States, but the attention of the

growing militarism of Germany, Japan and

an atmosphere, internationalist voices
illustrate their

like

Italy.

Mordecai Johnson found new ways

In

such

to

old messages. Over the following few years, and particularly after

America's entry into World

War

claims of defending democracy,

II.

Black leaders pointed to the hypocrisy of the Allied

at the

same time

that

Great Britain and other nations held

colonial possessions in Africa and Asia. These world events helped to crystallize the

ideologies of African

American leaders on domestic

moral imperatives of their arguments for

"Ickes Introduces Contralto

Washington Post, April

at

War

Lincoln Memorial;

10, 1939, pg.

1.
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II

It

strengthened the

home, especially

racial equality at

"master race" arguments of Adolph Hitler. World

15

policies as well.

in light

would not be a time

Many

of the

to set aside

Officials Attend Concert,"

the African

These years

American's "special" complaints, as W.E.B. Du Bois urged during
built the foundation of the Civil Rights

Movement

of the

fifties

WWI.

and

sixties,

both in the promotion of Black militancy and the weakening of rationales supporting
racism.

For Mordecai Johnson, these proved tumultuous times, but not for the usual
reasons. Although there were challenges to his administration, Johnson faced greater

changing

difficulties in finding his political voice in a

calls for

Third World independence with the political

1944, Johnson's institutional duties at

Howard and

He was

era.

realities

forced to balance his

of a nation

at

war.

his past efforts in support of

Black

freedom struggles came into conflict with a new generation of African American
searching for

more

Johnson's rhetoric
situation

direct

means of assaulting Jim Crow. As we

in support

where public and

Anderson

activists

shall see, for all of

of civil rights, he proved squeamish

political

By

when faced with

a

opinion was not necessarily on his side, as in the

case.

The Roosevelt Administration did not

limit

its

attention to racial issues in this

period to the Marian Anderson concert. Secretary Ickes, for instance, reiterated his
support for Black education

at

a

Howard ceremony

attend the opening

ceremony

volumes. "This

a far cry from the time

be opened only

is

for Founders Library, a

at infrequent intervals;

particular students

by

when

the

It

new

1939. Ickes

facility

was proud

housing

12,500
to

books were chained, and loaned only

to

head of the

institution," Ickes

was a crowning achievement

several important building projects during the
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1

to

were kept locked and barred,

libraries

specific authorization of the

dedicating the federally-funded building.

saw

when

May

in

in a

noted in

decade that

Hoover and Roosevelt administrations,

one

that

marked Howard's

ascendancy

true

larger sense, Ickes recognized the

Black higher education
in the last six years

to the level of a first-class university.

development of a stronger federal commitment

in this country.

.'
.

has constructed educational buildings for colored institutions

PWA

Howard

at

a cost

University in that time for

,16

.

The dedication of Founder' s Library marked

many

the

end of a productive decade for

Howard

University.

Howard

fared very well during the economic crisis of the 1930s.

Compared

Depression, which hit

salaries,

to

"In 24 of the 48 states, the speaker said, the

of $34,000,000, aside from the $3,502,678 granted to
construction.

In a

Howard

to

of

its

counterparts

hard, the university

was

among

the nation's

"Even during

17

Yet

this did not

the

able to stabilize faculty and staff

develop a rudimentary building plan, and streamline and improve

law, medicine, and dentistry."

HBCUs,

its

schools of

prevent Mordecai Johnson from

occasionally taking dead aim at the current administration's shortcomings.
Just days after Ickes heralded the federal

government's support of more

democratic educational opportunities, Johnson warned students in his annual
baccalaureate address that they were responsible for making democracy

country. In

racism

making

this

argument, he urged them to look

in revitalizing the

democratic

spirit for

a

new

at

work

in this

both the class issues and

age, particularly in light of the rise

of alternatives to democracy overseas. Johnson contrasted the

vital

energy behind these

systems, whether for good or evil, with the seeming lack of passion for democracy

home

16
17

in the

at

United States.

"Ickes Dedicates

New

Library

at

Howard

U.," Washington Post,

Janken, pg. 202.
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May

26, 1939, pg. 30.

Democracy

competing with enthusiastic governments, with new ideals of life,
which they are giving themselves with all their hearts. Beside them,
democracy cannot survive unless it believes in its own principles, which will, if
properly used, uproot the economic slave system now in vogue. We must admit,
however, that we are not even trying to put democracy into effect in Georgia,
is

to

Alabama
Johnson
and

felt that

women"

or Mississippi.

any such program of democratization had

"questioning the work system."

To

to

his critics

who might

of Marxist leanings, however, he already had a response. "The

a

Communist one who

thinks along these lines

American democracy, who would

is,

throttle all free

honest thinkers, of university caliber, under the ground."

As
to play

a critique of the Roosevelt administration,

both sides of the political situation.

case that

FDR

order to save

On

had been making for most of the

it.

Taken

this

the

it

who

man who

intelligence,

characterizes as

and drive

in

all

an interesting speech that

is

thirties: the

is

man

18

one hand, Johnson

way, the university system

defenders of capitalism, young minds

take this as a sign

himself, the most dangerous

working

men

begin with "university

need

to

is

making

the

tries

same

reform capitalism in

a breeding ground for future

can reform the labor system, presumably with

an eye towards economic justice for the working classes. Taken

this

way,

it is

essentially

a conservative speech that toed the line of the current administration. Moreover,

reiterated the very points that he raised throughout his career, that of elites

it

working

to

ameliorate the worst abuses of the current economic system. Whereas Johnson often

spoke of corporate leaders and educators striving towards such goals, he simply replaced

them with

a generic class of "university

men and women"

—

the

same group

that

would

give rise to the educators and corporate leaders of tomorrow anyway.

"3,500 Hear Dr. Johnson

at

Baccalaureate," Washington Post, June
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5,

1939, pg. 20.

Yet Johnson balances

and the

role

this call for a

plays in searching for a

it

reformed capitalism with his critique of race

more "democratic" economic system. The

Alabama and Mississippi

reference to the lack of democracy in Georgia,

dig at the Roosevelt administration and a reminder of the

justify the

own

economic brutalization of whites and Blacks

party, the

most vocal resistance

Southern Democrats
their states.

who

New

all,

been used

within

to

FDR's

Deal reforms of capitalism came from

feared any programs that might benefit the Black population in

making sure they benefited white constituents

The implication of

all this,

of course,

is

that race

country from dealing adequately with
structural

problems had

its

economic

to also

crisis.

as

much

as

prevented not only the true

flowering of democracy throughout the United States, but that

economy's

that race has

After

alike.

both a subtle

Those Southerners who did support Roosevelt's policies jealously guarded

the spoils of the program,

possible.

to

ways

is

it

also prevented the

Thus, any effort to resolve the

examine the country's

19

racial politics as well.

Shortly after this speech, Johnson participated in an international conference that

helped focus some of these reformist impulses. The Conference on Education for

Democracy took place

in

Johnson might have had

New York

in

City in August 1939.

mind during

It

was just

the sort of meeting

his days in the tobacco fields of Connecticut.

Educators, business leaders, politicians and other interested parties converged upon

19
It

the

should be remembered, however, that some Southern Democrats heartily supported

New

Deal

— with

a twist. Senator Theodore Bilbo of Mississippi, for instance, had

one of the most pro-New Deal voting records in the Senate. He knew that most of his
support came from poor whites who might benefit from these programs, and he did
everything he could to bring federal funds to his home state. At the same time, he fought
for local control of the funds, to prevent them from benefiting Black Mississippians. For
a discussion of Bilbo's

New Deal politics, see
New Deal. (Baton

Chester Morgan. Redneck Liberal:

Theodore G. Bilbo and the
1985, pg. 49.
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Rouge: Louisiana State University

Press),

1

Teachers College

at

Columbia University

to discuss the state of

democracy

in light

of

contemporary international conditions, with particular emphasis upon the role of
education in shaping democratic citizens. Participants included Alva Myrdal, director of

Stockholm's Training College for Nursery School and Kindergarten Teachers; British
union leader Ernest Bevins; novelist (and,

at

one point, Howard University Trustee)

Dorothy Canfield Fisher; former British Prime Minister Earl Baldwin of Bewdley; and
historian Charles A. Beard.

Winthrop W. Aldrich, vice-chairman of the conference, was

also the chairman of the board of

Chase National Bank.

20

Several of the presentations encapsulated important aspects of Johnson's political
ideologies over the following decade. This

is

not to say that Johnson only

became

interested in these issues because of his attendance. Rather, they coincided with several

notions that were already crucial to Johnson's overall political outlook and helped
influence the direction of these ideas in the years to come. For example, the panel

discussion on religion stressed cooperation across lines of faith, particularly in the

promotion of democratic principles.

21

The opening remarks of the conference by

Columbia University president Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler emphasized
protecting freedom of thought, a topic that

gave greater weight by the 1950s.

"50 D.C. Leaders
pg. 3; "Dr. Butler

August
"

to

"Religion

is

1,

Vital to

to

Johnson and one

that

he

22

Attend Meet on Democracy," Washington Post, August

Warns

16, 1939, pg.

was already dear

the need for

We Must Act Now to Save

Democracy," The

New

3,

1939,

York Times,

17.

Democracy, Leaders of Three Faiths Agree," The

Times, August 17, 1939, pg.

New

York

9.

"Addresses to Forum by Dr. Butler, Ciechanowski, and Lord Stamp," The

New

York

Times, August 16, 1939, pg. 16. In one incisive section, Butler responded to critics who
sought to separate freedom of thought from freedom of expression in the classroom by
reporting the words of a Nazi officer. This official supposedly said he
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was

fully in favor

One such

lecture

was

that given

University of North Carolina. "Dr.

by Dr. Frank

Graham

P.

Graham, president of the

declared that inequality of educational

opportunity, prevalent in the United States even with an annual school expenditure of

$2,000,000,000, must be remedied to safeguard democracy.

only through Federal aid to States."

made

He

chastised those

It

can be remedied, he

who would

reduce the services

available through public schools, characterizing their stance as "attacks

education for democracy and ... a frontal assault on democracy
extraordinary series of statements for a Southern white educator,

said,

on

In an

itself."

Graham vehemently

defended principles of academic freedom and the right of teachers to fully participate

in

must extend

its

the political process outside of the classroom. This society, he believed,

concepts of freedom and democracy "in light of widespread economic injustice and
inequality" to "stress the ideal of equality of opportunity."

Not

to belabor the point, but

role in the Southern

power

structure.

23

one cannot separate these comments from Graham's
In his native region, African

American teachers

(and liberal white ones as well) were often prohibited from expressing views in the

classroom that smacked of racial equality. Likewise, their
classroom against Jim

Crow were

subject to

community

political activities outside the

policing, harassment, and

outright violence. Press coverage of the event does not reveal whether

asked about his feelings on these issues with regard to race in his home
Carolina.

years

If

later.

he was not yet aware of the racism
In

in his

own

state,

it

Graham was
state

became

of North

clear five

1944 there was a public outcry for the removal of a campus chaplain who

of freedom of thought and expression, "provided the facts upon which thought proceeded

were properly controlled by the State."
"Congress on Democracy Has Overflow Throngs," The
1939, pg. 16.
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New

York Times, August

16,

allowed Black members of the Navy Band to "commingle"
eds, "white, of course."

and prevented

and race-baiting

to

when

church with

UNC co-

supported the Reverend Charles M. Jones

to his credit,

from the university. Six years

his expulsion

bid for the U.S. Senate

for his

Graham,

at his

later, in

at

UNC. The

lost his

anti-Communism

his opponent, Willis Smith, resorted to

smear Graham's accomplishments

Graham

1950,

result

was

a victory

opponent by fewer than twenty thousand votes. Graham's reputation as "the

South' s most prominent liberal" ran into the political realities of the American South in
the mid-twentieth century.

24

But Graham's words
for support

answer

to

among Southern

in

1939

may have encouraged Mordecai Johnson

white moderates and liberals. In effect,

to search

Graham was

the

Johnson's long-standing problem with Congress, since any whiff of

controversy

at the university

Democrats.

By

provoked a heated response from conservative Southern

building relationships with the Frank

Grahams of the South, Johnson

could hope to build an alternative power structure for the region, one that attempted to

Du

confront issues of race by bringing together, in

Boisian fashion, the "best"

of both groups. Before the end of the Second World War, this
that

Johnson and other Black educators
Since there

is

in the

how

it

method

at

individual sessions,

One should

it

is

impossible to

not underestimate, however,

took place the conference was seen as a major international event.

Nearly four hundred registered participants worked on the seminars, and over three

24

issue.

neither an official record of Johnson's perceptions of the conference

the conference affected his thinking.

that at the time

precisely the

South employed to confront the race

nor any transcripts of what he might have said
say

is

members

Tyson, pg. 35, 66-7.
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thousand people attended, well beyond the expectations of the planners. Renowned
voices from the fields of education, business, economics, politics, and every other field

Given these

participated.

by

the participation of so

facts,

many

it

is

reasonable to assume that Johnson was encouraged

white Americans talking frankly about the promotion of

democracy. The conference even devoted a panel

to issues facing minorities, calling for

concerted efforts by American schools "to introduce the young to the social, economic

and

political conditions

which create these problems

Johnson was surely emboldened by

9S

this egalitarian spirit."

Unfortunately for the conference as a whole,

their

own

for elements in our population."

its

members soon saw

abilities to positively affect the international situation.

the conference, John

M. Ciechanowski, former

On

the limits of

the opening

day of

Polish minister to the United States, told

attendees of the weaknesses of totalitarian states. Yet he did not underestimate the

power

of such states to create havoc for the democratic world. "[E]very sincere democrat,

wherever he

hails from,

over the world, that

it is

must have realized
in danger,

and

that

democracy

is

now

being challenged

all

that in this great conflict of rival doctrines, the

ultimate defense of democratic principles, of individual freedom, of equality and peace

must
all

in the

rest

with America." While America should lead the charge, he argued,

countries must participate in carrying out the principles the conference

perpetuate.

25

end

hoped

"The defense of democracy," Ciechanowski exclaimed, "demands

"Reports of Directors of Sixteen Seminars on Problems of Democracy," The

Times, August 18, 1939, pg.

9.

The summary

report for the "Education

to

the setting

New

York

and Minorities"

panel recognized discrimination in "race and nationality," "religion," "economics and
occupations," "politics and government," "relations of

men and women," and

"relations

all members of the panel except one agreed
was
primary
problem of the period. Unfortunately,
that "economics and occupations"
the
there is no discussion as to what the remaining member said or who the remaining

of region to region." This report stated that

member

was.
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up

in

every community of a relentless and vigilant guard over the

democratic principles

Two

application of

in practice.""

and a half weeks

later,

combined forces of Germany and
Paving the Path to World

More

strict

War

Ciechanowski's native land was overrun by the

the Soviet Union.

II

than twenty-six months passed from the invasion of Poland until America's

official entry into

upon the United

World War

States.

II.

But events

Even without

in

Europe and Asia had an immediate impact

a formal declaration of war, the country eased into

a wartime economy, offered military aid to the British, and debated the merits of entering

or avoiding active participation.

couch

their efforts

As

a result,

towards social change

American

in the

activists as early as

1939 began

to

language of patriotism and wartime

exigency. At the same time, Johnson and others attempted to stem what they considered
the inevitable tide of

war before

it

engulfed the United States in another world conflict.

Take, for instance, Johnson's remarks before the

September 1939. According

to

Howard

student

body

in

Gregory Hunter, "Johnson lamented the possibility of

another world war, which had the resource potential to destroy civilization from the face

of the earth."

To avoid such

a fate, he encouraged the "concentration of our minds, our

imagination, and our emotion upon the positive world purposes of this nation, which

because of our history and the genius of our institutions
the pursuit

this

are obliged to pursue and for

and effective doing of which we must restrain ourselves from participation

in

war." Thus Johnson's tied America's mission as a nation with the avoidance of war,

rather than the necessity of spreading

26

we

democracy through

force.

The

real threats to

"Addresses to Forum by Dr. Butler, Ciechanowski, and Lord Stamp," The

Times, August 16, 1939, pg. 16.
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New

York

America were posed by those who would ignore
political justice," or

who would

economic and

sacrifice these issues in defense of the "democratic"

European nations who nonetheless grew

Some

"efforts to establish

rich

from non-white colonies.

27

of these same concerns regarding the issue of neutrality were reflected in

the findings of the

American Youth Commission's reports

in late

Johnson was a member of this group, yet another example of

coming together

November

intellectuals

1939.

and

capitalists

Here, under the auspices of the American

to tackle social problems."

Council on Education, Johnson's associates included Robert E. Wood, chairman of the

board of Sears

& Roebuck;

Henry

I.

Harriman, former president of the United States

Chamber of Commerce; Ralph Budd,

president of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy

Railway; two compatriots from the Conference on Education and Democracy, Dorothy
Canfield Fisher and William F. Russell; John

Commissioner of Education; and

the

W.

Studebaker, United States

Reverend George Johnson, director of the

department of education for the National Catholic Welfare Conference.

The
the

first

report from the

Commission came

forth

problem of unemployment among Americans aged

direction of Floyd

Reeves

(like Fisher, a

Howard

1

on November
5 to 24 years.

29

19, 1939, tackling

Under

the

trustee during Johnson's

"7

Gregory Hunter, "Howard University: 'Capstone of Negro Education' During World
War II," The Journal of Negro History, Vol. 79, No. 1 (Winter, 1994), pg. 56-7.
"
In the following years, the American Youth Commission funded several important
studies on Black youth in particular. See E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youth at the
Crossways: Their Personality Development in the Middle States. Washington, D.C.:
American Council on Education, 1940; Allison Davis and John Dollard, Children of
Bondage: The Personality Development of Negro Youth in the Urban South.
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1940; and Charles S. Johnson,
Growing Up in the Black Belt: Negro Youth in the Rural South. Washington, D.C.:

American Council on Education, 1941.
29
"Idle Youth Held Threat to Neutrality," Washington Post, November
5.
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20, 1939, pg.

1,

administration), the group called for federal funds to provide part-time

up

to four million

American youths. '"Some such action

is

welfare,' the report stated, 'because of the dangerous effect

employment

imperative for the national

on American youth of

prolonged and widespread unemployment, plus the strain of the present war
[Italics

added.]

The

neutrality, as the

for

report went so far as to consider these youths a threat to

crisis.'"

American

"continued pressure of unemployment on youth" might push opinion in

favor of active American participation in the war as a

means of creating increased

economic opportunities. As such, youth unemployment was an issue of national

'"Any nation interested

in self-preservation

must see

to

it

that the

security.

young have a proper

chance to grow into useful citizens." Here, one can hear the echoes of the August
conference, in the need to create opportunities within a democratic society, combined

with the heightened urgency of the

A week

later,

the

new "wartime"

Commission issued

health care in the United States. Noting the

its

situation.

30

second report, dealing with the issue of

wide scope of the health care

report called for federal support of health care initiatives

crisis, the

on an unprecedented

administered by the states themselves. Citing the large number of Americans
not afford any medical attention, as well as those

not a serious illness, the

nation's

way of life.

Commission took aim

at

who

scale, to

who

be

could

could only afford basic care but

what

it

perceived to be a threat to the

"Serious handicaps have been place on 'several million young

Americans' threatening national security and the success of American

institutions, the

statement said." [Italics added.] At the same time that the report used the exigencies of

war

to highlight the national crisis,

it

tried to build a

352

pragmatic case for action that went

1

beyond

the

immediate excuses of military preparedness and promoting security. "But

should not take war to bring
insisting that 'society in

efficiency caused by

Even

this

condition to public attention, the commission asserted,

one way or another has

to

pay the

bill'

for the waste in

health."'

at this early

stage of the war, then,

the language of patriotism and national security.

manner

human

1

ill

we

see the roots of postwar

progressivism. Government intervention in social and economic problems

things, the

it

in

which

is

rooted in

These ideas helped define, among other

argued in favor of Black

racial egalitarians

American

civil rights for the

following quarter century. Mordecai Johnson was one of the earliest Black leaders to
take this approach, and he did so with regard to a wider range of problems than did most

African American activists. The same approach he and others employed with the

American Youth Commission

in

1939 helped

to crystallize

Johnson's approach to

education, health care, civil rights, and even international politics for the rest of his

political career.

As Johnson made

man who symbolized

the transition to a "wartime presidency," he did so without the

the "loyal opposition" at

Howard

University for the

first thirteen

years of his administration. Shortly after Christmas, Kelly Miller passed away, taking

with him the most determined opponent to Johnson's presidency. Asked to
Miller's death, Mordecai Johnson

was

uncharacteristically subdued and terse. "Prof.

Miller will be greatly missed, particularly by

31

comment on

Howard

University, where he ran the

"Big U.S. Health Drive Urged," Washington Post, November 27, 1939, pg.
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gamut

32

Howard

University might

miss Miller, but Johnson, personally, seemed to take the news

in stride.

Meanwhile, the

of education from the school's infancy to

Washington Post wrote, "His name
his

memory

will be enshrined

development of

will long

be remembered

in

Washington. At Howard

because of his outstanding constructive influence

that university."

that the University

present status."

its

33

While

this

was

named anything on campus

figuratively true, there

is

after Kelly Miller during the

in the

no evidence
remainder of

Mordecai Johnson's presidency.

Nor did Johnson long dwell upon
work
in the

inside and outside the university.

European

conflict,

the loss of Kelly Miller before

resuming his

In January 1940, in spite of his calls for neutrality

Johnson took the

first

steps towards

war preparation by

appointing the University-Wide Committee on Education and National Defense. "The

committee was charged with the responsibility of studying and making recommendations
concerning

'all

aspects of the relationship of

Howard

University to the National Defense

program.'" Sub-committees sponsored a wide array of activities over the following

months and

years, ranging

from the establishment of a body

to

work with

local defense

organizations in the District of Columbia to the development of projects for

University

women

to support the

war

Howard

34

effort.

That same month, Johnson participated in a panel discussion on religion
sponsored by the Institute of

Human

Relations. Coincidentally, Frank

presided over this closing session of the conference. Here,

32

MSRC, Howard
34

members of the panel

Howard U. Arts College Dean," The Evening Star
December 29, 1939. Kelly Miller Papers, Box 71-3, Folder

"Kelly Miller Dies; Former

(Washington, D.C.),
33

all

Graham of UNC

University Archives.

"An Eminent Educator," Washington

Post,

December

Hunter, pg. 57-8.
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31, 1939, pg. B8.
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struck a chord of inter-faith cooperation. But Johnson took

it

a step further, not only

rooting his stance in the ongoing international crisis (as did several of his colleagues) but,

by extension, using the

crisis to point the

American's campuses.

First,

way towards

greater academic

freedom on

he pointed to those opponents of democracy "in our midst

already calculating the possibility of using anti-Semitism or anti-Negro prejudice as the
force to coalesce a discontented mass." This "discontented mass," produced by the

world's recent economic

minimum
At

crisis,

necessitated that religions introduce "at least the

of an economic body to the concept of a brotherhood of man."
this point,

Johnson makes an interesting

intellectual leap.

35

In order for religions

and, by extension, democratic societies, to incorporate strategies for economic equality

into their larger messages,

that are

viewed

Johnson

calls for free

as threatening global security.

most painstaking study
fascism,' he suggested.

academic inquiries into the very systems

"American

to the literature, proposals

universities 'should give the

and techniques of communism and

'With a dispassionate examination of these theories,

we might

discover techniques that can be divorced from the systems and successfully adapted to

our democracy.'" The frightful alternative, he suggested, might be a takeover of

American
that

universities

by those trying

to

exclude such open academic enterprises, a path

would place America '"on our way irrevocably toward

dictatorship.'"

36

Here we see some of the early trappings of Johnson's Cold War-era ideologies.

He

successfully distanced himself from

Communism

acknowledging the appeal of these systems

35

"Freeman Asks Church Unity

to large

for Tolerance,"

17.
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and Fascism, while

at the

same time

numbers of people. Only through

Washington Post, January

1

8,

1

940, pg.

true

academic freedom, Johnson argued, could the forces of democracy repair the flaws

in their

own

system, hence giving people a viable alternative to totalitarianism. Johnson

finessed his arguments to

come from

a pro-capitalist perspective, without resorting to

reactionary rhetoric, while upholding the free and open exchange of intellectual ideas.

Johnson quickly turned his attentions back

to

Howard

University and the latest

challenge to his presidency. Several months after Miller's death,

members of the Alumni

Association mounted one final campaign to remove Johnson from power.
prior campaigns, this one

seemed

to generate far less attention

his dismissal:

G. Jefferson, Thurman L. Dodson,
surprisingly,

J.F.

a petition to the

Nathan A. Dobbins, Michael Jones, George

Bush, J.M. Carter, Eugene Davidson and, not

James A. Cobb. The other

as "alumni, citizens

to

on and off campus. Eight

members of the executive committee of the Alumni Association signed
Board of Trustees requesting

Compared

thirty-five

names on

the petition

were described

and taxpayers." Three days before the Trustees meeting, the

disgruntled alumni announced their intentions in the Washington Post. Ostensibly, their

demands were rooted

in a recent legal decision against the university in a four- year

dispute with the former University Architect, Albert

I.

Cassell.

On

the

day of the

meeting, April 10, 1940, however, the Board refused to even receive the petition of the

committee, stating "the board had 'time and again considered these same charges' and

had found them 'without any justification and unsubstantiated by any
they announced their intentions of appealing the Cassell

suit,

facts.'"

Moreover,

demonstrating further

support for Johnson in that particular episode. Controversies continued to arise with
faculty

members, alumni, and government

officials, but
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Johnson's internal opponents no

longer had anyone of Miller's stature within the university to bring attention and
respectability to such campaigns.

37

Johnson wasted no time deliberating over these
he appeared in Chattanooga

later,

Human

Welfare

,

to

opening night of the Southern Conference for

for

Democracy." (Unfortunately for Johnson, most of the headlines

Malcolm Dobbs Cotton, executive

Southerners, for his harsh criticisms of the
39

on

civil liberties.)

conference

at

Just four days

joined once again by Frank Graham, on a panel dealing with "The

Meaning of Religion
went

at the

latest charges.

In early

secretary of the Council of

FBI and

the Dies

May, Johnson began planning

Young

Committee

for their attacks

his participation in a July

Harvard University on religion and democracy, centered on "the problem

of applying the ethics and morals of religion

"Trustees Will Get Plan to Oust

in the critical

Head of Howard

problems confronting

U.," Washington Post, April 8, 1940,

"Howard Board Declines Plea to Oust Head," Washington Post, April 10, 1940, pg.
The Cassell lawsuits received steady attention in the press from 1936 through 1940.
Originally, Cassell sued Johnson and three other trustees for $250,000 and Howard
University itself for $50,000, but the ultimate judgment was against the school for less
than $20,000. Cassell alleged that there had been a breach of contract when the school
awarded design contracts to outside vendors in connection with its construction projects
in 1936. Ultimately, the judgment awarded him damages not for lost architectural work,

pg. 4;
20.

but for services rendered in connection with several large property acquisitions during the
1930s. For more information on the controversy, see the following articles in the
Chicago Defender: "Architect Files Second Suit for Damages," July 4, 1936, pg. 3;
"Architect Enters Suit for Damages," July 1, 1936, pg. 3; "Howard U. Says Architect
'Fully Paid' For Services," July 1 1, 1936, pg. 5; "Dr. Mordecai Johnson Fights Back in
$250,000 Suit," August 1, 1936, pg. 5; "Howard Univ. Seeks to Halt Cassell Suit,"
August 1, 1936, pg. 4; "Cassell Sues Howard Head and Trustess," November 6, 1937, pg.
4; "Cassell Still Remains in Howard U Quarters," November 27, 1937, pg. 4; "Architect
Wins $19,687 Award from Howard U.," March 30, 1940, pg. 12; "New Move to Oust
Howard U. Prexy Fails," April 20, 1940, pg. 2. Strangely enough, one of James A.
1

Cobb's legal partners represented Johnson and his fellow trustees named in the suit.
38
For a history of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, see Thomas A. Krueger,
And Promises to Keep: The Southern Conference for Human Welfare, 1938-1948.
Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1967.
39

"FBI, Dies Assailed

at

Parley in South," The
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New

York Times, April

15,

1940, pg.

8.

democracy and world peace."

It

may have been

busy with outside commitments

to

pay much attention

the case that

to this

Johnson was simply too

weak attempt

at

toppling his

administration.

Perhaps

was

this

the case.

It is

far

more

likely

anxiously looking forward to the appointment of his

Administration released the final details of

of this plan, oversight of

Howard

Education.

Administrator.

shift in

government and was

Now, however,
It

remained

FSA

boss. In April, the Roosevelt

changed the

By

islands'

The school was

still

still

required to

to

41

annual

be seen whether there were any other repercussions of the
to the

FSA.

41

during this period was Paul V. McNutt, former Indiana governor
stint in the latter

High Commissioner of the Philippines, during which time he

immigration policies to take

whispered his name as either a successor

November. Based on

file

subject to inspections by the Office of

in

Jewish refugees from Nazi Germany.

1940, his relationship with Roosevelt was so close that

District

1(c)

the ground, this did not affect the day-to-

and an ardent supporter of President Roosevelt. His career included a
half of the 1930s as the

1

those reports were submitted to the Federal Security

government oversight
Leading the

Johnson was busy

Reorganization Plan. Under Section

On

affairs of the university to a great degree.

reports to the federal

new

that

University shifted from the Interior Department to the

expanded Federal Security Agency (FSA).
day

its

however,

his record as

to

some people around

the

Roosevelt or his running mate in

governor and his relationship with Roosevelt,

"Harvard Planning Assembly for Peace," The New York Times, May 4, 1940, pg. 64.
th
"Text of Roosevelt's 4 Reorganization Plan," The Washington Post, April 12, 1940,

pg. 8.
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Mordecai Johnson had reason
the university.

to

be optimistic that McNutt would be a valuable ally to

42

The reorganization did not seem
Howard's

latest

He

graduating class.

to alter Johnson's

message

in

June 1940 to

stuck to the theme that dominated his

work of the

previous year, that of promoting democracy. Once again, Johnson's baccalaureate
address emphasized the need to
regardless of their station in

make

life.

"He

the benefits of

called

never to cease agitating until they brought to

democracy available

life

and competent

mankind." Such a program would help

instill

democracy worldwide and

it

trouble with

is

democracy

neither hot nor cold,

differentiate

...

is

a system that will develop 'men with the

to

new

earth,

tell

though born of a slave, yet

hold their place in the eyes of

life into

the sagging fortunes of

She

is

repudiated because she

where she stands. The need of the Nation

not for regimentation of an ordered society, but for the development of

common
days

variety,

which

will never

later, in his final official

all

from the powers of totalitarianism. "The

that she [has] lost her soul.

and no one can

all,

upon members of the graduating classes

God-given dignity of manhood, though green from the
able, honorable, self-respectable

to

be daunted

in

making

its

way

is

manhood of the

in the world."

task at the University, Harold Ickes dedicated a

43

Two

new men's

dormitory by reiterating the threat to democracy worldwide and calling on educated
people "to preserve an orderly world from complete dislocation and destruction."

44

42

For more information on Paul V. McNutt, see I. George Blake's biography, Paul V.
McNutt: Portrait of a Hoosier Statesman. Indianapolis: Central Publishing Co., 1966.
"Baccalaureate Speakers Urge Students to Uphold Democracy," Washington Post, June

3,
44

1940, pg. 13.

"Dormitory

is

Dedicated

at

Howard

U.," Washington Post, June 5, 1940, pg. X9.
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Over

the

summer,

to thoughts of war.

trend.

find

for

became

was

clearer that the nation's entire mindset

shifting

Johnson's work with the American Youth Commission reflected

The Commission's

work

it

latest report,

young men and women

this

released in July, called for a national program to

war

in

industries.

In the

words of the

report,

"we

can no longer afford the present hit-or-miss type of public education." Rather, the group
called for a coordinated effort between public schools, labor, government, and

industrialists to place

young people

message coincided with

calls for

in these jobs

and

train

them accordingly. This

"compulsory youth training" by the Roosevelt

administration and marked a continuation of the Commission's earlier efforts to attack

youth unemployment. Here, however, there was no longer any need to overtly speak of
"national security" or "threats to neutrality," as in the report of the previous

Instead, the

war

industries are

assumed

an answer to a national problem.

By

early August, the

to

be a fact of national

life

and, thus, put forth as

45

Commission

refined

its call

for joint action in light of the

Roosevelt Administration's desire to impose compulsory military service.
things, the

November.

Commission was concerned

Among

that with "large Federal appropriations

.

.

.

other

being

poured into expansion of the vocational aspects of secondary education," traditional
classes were being "warped" while schools were being asked to

responsibilities. Consequently, the

demand

assume vast new

Commission took advantage of this

increased federal aid for education.

situation to

46

"Youth Group Offers Defense Training Plan," Washington Post, July 10, 1940, pg.
"Youth Commission Lists Seven Safeguards for Compulsory Military Service
Legislation," Washington Post, August 4, 1940, pg. A6.

46
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At no point did the Commission challenge the need for or logic of a selective
service draft. Rather,

to the nation's

it

attempted to ameliorate possible abuses of the system with regard

young people. As such,

it

recommended a

strict

age limit of 21 years for

draft eligibility; protections to assure the equal distribution of draft service

among

all

those eligible and able to serve; a time limit on the use of the draft; Congressional

oversight to guarantee the draft

measures

is

only taking enough

to avoid overrepresentation

among

the poor

men

to fulfill the military's need;

and unemployed; the "most

modern methods of personnel examination and

classification" to ensure proper

placement; and revision of the pay scales in the

Army

demanded of the workers.

In addition to the role

placement of youths in these

roles, the

to reflect the high skill level

of schools

in

Commission requested

helping facilitate the
additional funds for

"youth-serving agencies" to help compile accurate statistics on these youths and their

needs.

47

Again, the Commission did not challenge the need for the

reflect

some of the

draft, but

nation's insecurities as the country drifted towards war.

presence of industrialists and government officials on the Commission,

integrity to

acknowledge

that military service

it

did begin to

Even with

it still

the

had the

should not be a complete substitute for a

well-rounded solution to the problems of America's young people. Nor should poor
youths serve as a never-ending supply of cannon fodder for the federal government.

was increasingly an

War

inevitable part of the immediate future, not merely a rhetorical device

used to advance a social cause. Faced with
protect America's youths and schools

this

impending

reality, activists

from shouldering an undue burden
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sought to

in the

coming

war. This did not stop the

Commission's parent group,

the

American Council on

Education, from joining the newly-formed Coordinating Committee on Education and

Defense

in

September 1940

to oversee cooperation

new

bodies. Johnson, perhaps acknowledging his

Security Agency,

These

was named

latter

new

sense of allegiance to the Federal

organization's operating committee.

months of 1940 demonstrated the

Johnson was experiencing
role as educator, he

to the

between government and educational

crisis

of conscience that Mordecai

in his varied roles as educator, activist,

now worked hand-in-hand

and theologian. In

his

with the government in coordinating

defense activities. Yet Johnson had long considered himself a follower of non-violence,
as practiced

by Mahatma Gandhi. The war years demonstrated

the lengths to

which

Johnson's position as Howard University president forced him, on occasion, to
his personal convictions for the

good of the school. Contemporary

Johnson did not exercise enough caution

in this regard, but his

critics

wartime

set aside

argued that

activities

marked

a decided break with his past and future political ideas.

The following year was
major attempts

to oust

relatively quiet

him from

the

Howard

by Johnson's standards. There were no

presidency, nor any embarrassing public

controversies. Johnson might have been busy planning the seventy-fifth anniversary of

the founding of the school.

At a ceremony

in

acknowledge the anniversary of the meeting
in 1866.

November

that established the

groundwork

For Johnson, the prayer meeting that took place on November

epitomized the type of Christianity he espoused
insisted,

1941, the University stopped to

in his

own

career.

19,

for

Howard

1866

These people, he

were the "sort of Christians capable of conquering the world." Their generosity

"Educators Meet for Defense Aid," The

New
362

York Times, September

8,

1940, pg. 25.

of

spirit,

and

that of the

virulent racism

founders and early officers, marked a dramatic break from the

which marked

their times.

"[I]n a

world

full

of contempt for the

personalities of former slaves, they held the highest reverence for the personalities of

former slaves." Johnson lamented

problem which they attacked

problem of the Nation,'
people'

still lies

ahead."

.

.

49

that for all the great

in the post-Civil

adding that

.

'the

War era

"You have

In spite of this, he found

instituted

is 'still

the greatest unsolved

completion of the emancipation of the Negro

current generation of Howardites had placed their

legacy.

works done by the founders, "The

much

to celebrate in the

own stamp upon

and developed democratic practices

way

that the

the school's rich

in the internal

administration of the university and, in the face of criticism and pressure and at great

personal sacrifice, you have at

Howard

University maintained academic freedom

lifeblood of a university in a democracy."

About

three

weeks

after

—

the

50

Johnson celebrated the "Christian"

spirit

of the Founders

and "democratic practices" of the present University, the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor

marked America's
even

official entrance into

after the attack. President

Johnson

World War

II.

One Howard alum

"justified the actions of the

recalled that

Japanese by giving an

explanation of the provocation of racism which underlay their attitude and the attitude of

all

people of color around the world." Soon thereafter,

at a

ROTC officers, Johnson's pacifism and religious principles

graduation exercise for
led to an

unguarded moment

of pure candor:

"Tribute Paid to Founders of H.U.," Washington Post,

"People

in the

November 17,
pg. M2.

News," Washington Post, February 22, 1948,
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1941, pg. 17.

don't want you to permit any brass bands, any stars under your lapel, no parades,
no honors. I don't want any of these things to blind you of the fact that what you
51
are leaving here to do is wrong in the eyes of man and God.
I

Surprisingly, such

comments

did not receive any publicity outside of

Howard

University.

Perhaps the attentions of the local press were so tightly focused on the international
situation that Johnson's

words simply slipped through the cracks. Regardless, there

is

no

evidence that Johnson repeated these words in any form during the course of the war,
perhaps fearing reprisals from the federal government. Johnson was not naive

came

to the shifting political winds,

and surely knew

it

was

when

political suicide for

him

it

to

defend the attack on Pearl Harbor in such an atmosphere of hyper-patriotism. Besides,
the

campus was too busy joining

the

war

effort to offer

such a radical critique, with

Johnson himself leading the way. The Howard community
difference between preparing for

and unexpected

battles

war and waging

on the home

it,

at large

a difference

soon learned the

measured

in lives lost

front.

Mordecai Johnson, "War President"
In a relatively short period of time following the attack

on Pearl Harbor, Howard

University found itself readily adopting a militaristic mindset, with Mordecai Johnson

leading the charge.

By February

1942, Johnson joined a committee assembled by Col.

Lemuel Bolles and charged with advising
related to schools in the

Washington D.C.

the

government on defense and security issues

area.

The committee was asked

current level of preparedness and security at these institutions,

for

improvement

in these areas,

and consider ways

and faculty, among other things. Perhaps

51

this

was

Hunter, pg. 61.
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to

to study the

make recommendations

improve morale among students

a reflection of the success of the

Japanese attack, in that

committees

like this

it

shook the myth of American

one demonstrated a vulnerability

invincibility.

that

the likelihood of future attacks after the nation's entry into

distinct possibility.

devolved

in that

same month

to national security.

actions.

Alas, such legitimate

into the

The formation of

Americans rarely displayed,

World War

means of dealing with

II

as

seemed a

the country's latest crisis

mass internment of Japanese-Americans

as "threats'

Surely, Johnson did not miss the racial significance of these

52

Johnson's membership in

this

group

may have been

little

more than symbolic, but

such imagery played an important role in his war-time administration of Howard
University. President Johnson had already sustained fifteen years of challenges to his

administration,

By

many

of them centered upon complaints of radicalism from the top down.

participating in panels such as this in his official role as University president, Johnson

could strengthen the school's patriotic standing within the federal government.
also create

some room

in

would

which Johnson and other members of the Howard community

could continue to express radical ideas, as long as they did not take direct aim
effort.

It

at the

war

The years 1942 through 1944 thus represented a continuation of the dualism

that

Johnson faced from 1939

to 1941: balancing his radical critiques of race relations

and

capitalism with the necessity of appearing pro-American to his enemies.

In this spirit of unity,

Johnson invited a special speaker

to

commemorate

seventy-fifth anniversary of the founding of the University: Senator

the

Alben W. Barkley, a

Democrat from Kentucky and the Senate Majority Leader. Barkley' s speech represented
a perfect balance of the messages Johnson tried to

52

"Bolles

Names Advisory Body

for Defense,"

13.
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convey during the war years

Washington Post, February

On

the

15, 1942, pg.

one hand, Barkley warned the

fascist

about to end. "For eight years

we have watched

Now

powers of Europe

that their reign of terror

the Nazis

was

march across the world.

they must watch us march back with the spirit of freedom

at

On

our side."

.

.

.

the other

hand, he used the sacrifices of African Americans in the war effort to defend their civil

liberties at

home.

"We must recognize

that

men who

are

compelled

to fight or

who

volunteer to fight to preserve our national integrity and our national liberties are entitled

to

work wherever

their capacity

and

their opportunities

may come

together."

Senator Barkley' s statement on behalf of racial egalitarianism

moderate

in tone, but

their

own

done

in times

helped

it

may have been

Johnson and other Black leaders

to offer

assessments of American race relations. As African Americans had always
of war, this speech linked the fortunes of America as the flag-bearer of

democracy overseas with
people of color. Black

light

set the stage for

53

its ability

to

implement democratic reforms

men and women

at

home

vis a vis

already used such tactics during the 1930s in

of the rise of fascism in Europe. But America's entry into World

War

II

gave these

arguments a powerful boost. Since America put herself forth as the defender of
democratic ideals, Blacks challenged the nation to live up to

its

own

rhetoric or face the

consequences.

Johnson typified

this

approach to wartime racial protest.

participated in a meeting of the

American Council on Education

On May
in

1,

1942, he

Chicago. As other

educators lamented the lack of qualified teachers, particularly in rural areas, Johnson

53

"Howard U. Marks 75

th

Anniversary," Washington Post, March

3,

1942, pg. 21.

course, these sentiments also reflect the success of A. Philip Randolph's

Washington Movement

in securing

Executive Order 8802 from the Roosevelt

When Negroes March: The March on
Organizational Politics for FEPC. New York: Atheneum

Administration. See Herbert Garfinkel,

Washington Movement

in the

Of

March on

Press, 1969.
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forced the issue of Jim

Crow education

Nowhere was

into the convention.

this

more

evident than in the disparities of funding for white and Black students. According to

Johnson, "while the average per capita expenditure for education in the country was $75
yearly, for

Negroes

in the

South

it

was only $20 and

in five

Southern States $7.60." But

he did not stop with the state of the schools themselves. The Jim

Crow

conditions that

eviscerated Black schools in the South also threatened national security, particularly

when

practiced in the

armed

forces.

Dr. Johnson also declared that the morale of the

Negro race

at

present

was

low" as a result of discrimination in the Army, Navy and air forces.
The Navy, he said, "is perfectly in accord with Hitler's perception of race and will
not have Negroes around except in menial positions."
"tragically

A

whose own address immediately followed Johnson's

representative of the Navy,

speech, hoped that Johnson "did not intent to include ... in his criticism" the "hundreds

of thousands of young

men who

In linking these issues,

stood ready to give their lives for this country."

Johnson also

himself an opening for hostile

left

54

critics

who

might charge him with a lack of patriotism. One of the tragedies of the Jim

Crow

education, according to Johnson,

undermined the war

meant

"that the

persons

who

effort.

The

was

the

manner

lack of funds for

Negroes are going

in

which substandard schools

Negro schools

in

many Southern

states

to furnish a disproportionately large percentage of

cannot be relied upon to do anything substantially resourceful, because they

are illiterate."

55

This manifested

itself in

both the number of Blacks disqualified from

service due to illiteracy and in the lack of skilled laborers the race could provide for the

armed

54
55

forces.

"The Negro

"Teacher Shortage

Stirs

is

now

obliged to go through the humiliating experience of

Educators," The

New

Mordecai W. Johnson, "Negro Education and

Record, (July 1942), pg. 469.
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York Times,

May

2,

the Present Crisis,"

1942, pg. 15.

The Educational

going into the army overwhelmingly to do the menial tasks, deprived almost en masse of
the privilege of doing the things of skill, not because he has been subjected to a system of

education in which he had

full

opportunity to get his powers ready and failed, but because

he has never had anything approaching an adequate opportunity to have his powers

exposed and developed."

Once

again, part of the

blame rested with

the federal

government, as Johnson blasted several branches of the armed forces and the military

academies for making

little

As Johnson brought
arguments of racists on

effort to give

Blacks more than token representation.

the speech to a close, he used

their heads.

First, as

propaganda value of American racism
could point to America's treatment of

to the

its

did

two

many Black

57

rhetorical tactics to turn the

leaders, he

invoked the

Japanese armies. The Japanese, he said,

citizens of color

and decry

all

of

its

democratic

language as "propaganda":

"And," say the Japanese, "they do not intend to yield. They have no intention of
fighting for your liberty. They have not said that they will. They have not put it
in their war aims, and they do not intend to. And even if they do so," say the
58
Japanese, "would you listen to their words, in the face of these facts?"

On

a

more

original note, however,

government

Johnson questioned the

in protecting the true interests

priorities

of the federal

of the American people.

Bureau of Investigation came to see me about one of
our teachers, questioning his patriotism because he had attended a certain
meeting. I raise here a question which is far more serious than that: I raise the
question of the patriotism of those who, in a grave national crisis, refuse to use the

The other day

Ibid, pg.

143,000
student.

the Federal

469-472. "Between

May

15 and September 1941, the

army

disqualified

men who
did not meet the minimum intelligence rating of a fourth-grade
Of that 143,000, 58,000 were Negroes." With regard to skilled laborers,
.

.

.

Johnson pointed a finger at "labor unions and public bodies" in the Southern states for
helping to oppose greater opportunities for Blacks to attend vocational schools.
57

58

Ibid, pg. 472-3.
Ibid, pg. 474.
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from a tenth of the nation's man power because

intelligence and strength available

of the color of their skin.

59

This was an extraordinary statement on several levels, particularly during wartime, and

was more than an open acknowledgement of FBI monitoring of political
Implicitly,

would be

Johnson hinted

that the

it

dissidents.

Bureau's time and the federal government's efforts

better spent defending the rights of African

political radicalism or anti-war efforts,

posed the

Americans. Here, racism, not

real threat to national security

and

consequently deserved the attentions of the FBI.

What Johnson
by

the

FBI

that spring,

the thirties and forties,

members of the
powers

did not acknowledge, however,

even as he gave

"Howard

Civil Service.

.

As

a result, the

to oversee their political affiliations as

it

that

he was under investigation

Johnson was cognizant

University's faculty
." 60

.

this speech.

was

members were considered

to

be

government exercised the same

employed against other members of the

federal bureaucracy. In the spring of 1942, this scrutiny resulted in an

of Mordecai Johnson under the Hatch Act.

that during

One of the Bureau's

FBI

investigation

confidential informants

advised that Johnson had never been involved in any subversive organizations, to his

knowledge, but also pointed the FBI towards the Interior Department investigation of him
several years earlier. Before the

articles

FBI concluded

and speeches dating back

to

1928

its

investigation,

in its attempt to link

it

culled newspaper

Johnson

to subversive

causes, and secured a written loyalty oath from

him denying any connection

Communist

the investigation closed

Ibid, pg.

organizations.

The FBI considered

476.

McKinney,

pg. 298.
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to

by the end of the

summer, without taking any action against Johnson. But
its files

on Johnson's

activities well into the 1960s.

Johnson's criticism

is

invaluable because

racism from a regional to a national problem.

If

it

the

Bureau continued

to

update

61

broadens the critique of American

he confined his remarks merely to the

realm of public education, he could have offered a damning image of race relations

South

— an image

problem confined
the

that

was

all

too easy to paint. But Jim Crow, he insisted,

to the South.

problem as one

Too many

that affected only

one region of the country. Johnson capably

practices of the federal government, even in a

—

a

apologists of American racism tried to paint

demonstrated the extent to which a "regional" phenomenon,

these themes

was not

in the

war

i.e.

Jim Crow,

By

against Hitler's racism.

the Southern and national manifestations of segregation

altered the

linking

—Johnson sharply

rebuked the nation as a whole for readily adopting a Southern mindset on questions of
race.

In his baccalaureate

institutional criticism of

sermon a few weeks

American racism with a

ACE speech warned of the

injurious impact of

later,

Johnson attempted

to balance this

call for individual action.

Jim Crow on Black morale,

While

his

this

baccalaureate address called upon the graduates to find their callings and engage in

society.

Too

intelligence,

often, he lamented, intelligent people stand

"aloof through "hypercritical

which analyzes various movements and causes, and

enter or join in such a

way

that the resultant

judgment forbids

parties,

which one may

participation in any at all."

61

FBI Memo, "Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, President, Howard University, Federal
FBI Memorandum for Mr. Mumford RE: Mordecai W.
Johnson, October 12, 1942; Mordecai Johnson to John Edgar Hoover, June 9, 1942; John
Edgar Hoover to Special Agent in Charge, September 15, 1942, RE: Dr. Mordecai W.
Security Agency," 5/30/42;

Johnson, Federal Security Agency, Internal Security, Hatch Act.
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In other

words, over-analysis of the situation

at

hand prevented many

from participating and changing those conditions, while membership
lulled

some people

themselves.

into supporting the "party

,,

intelligent people

in

some groups

without taking any direct action

62

Examining these statements from a
that in spite of the temptation to

racial perspective,

Johnson seemed

to argue

withdraw, educated African Americans needed to engage

the very institutions that attempted to exclude them. Analysis of the situation might lead

some

to believe that there

was nothing

to be

done against American racism. Johnson

attacks such thinking as an excuse for inaction rather than an attempt to rectify the

At the same time, they needed

situation.

no room

to act in a

way conducive

avoid alliances with "parties" that

to

slap in the face of the Democratic Party, given

West with African American

voters, at the

its

same time

that

between Black radicals and the Communist

it

it

them

interpret this as a

newfound allegiance

Southern base. From a more conservative perspective,
affiliations

One could

to individual "morale."

left

in the

North and

tolerated the racism of

its

could also be an attack on

Party.

In this case,

Johnson could

be warning Howard graduates that any entangling alliances with the Left might hinder
their abilities to

work with mainstream

politicians

and

parties

towards real changes for

African Americans.

These two speeches summarized the dilemma facing Black leadership during

World War
racism

at

II

(and beyond). Whites in power needed to be convinced that America's

home

not only

left

it

susceptible to foreign criticism, but undermined the ability

of African Americans to support the country unequivocally. Simultaneously, race leaders

62

"Dr. Johnson Stresses Morale In

1942,

Howard U.

pg. 7.
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Baccalaureate," Washington Post, June

1,

had

to

encourage the Black masses to avoid the very malaise about which they spoke.

Their participation was crucial, not only in actively working to change race relations

home, but

demonstrate

to

the defense of the country

that,

at

given the opportunity, they would be completely loyal to

and the extension of

its

interests.

was

It

a delicate act,

attempting to balance the very real victimization of Blacks as a result of racist policies

and attitudes with the continuation of the struggle against these very conditions.

One should
the

was

war

not take from these speeches the impression that Johnson downplayed

effort or otherwise failed to support the nation in

filled

with examples of support for the

men and women

country in general. Just as importantly, Johnson

government
the

in general

In the fall

in

need

the

war

effort with as

sixty-five reserve

as they entered active duty in the

lives, if

FSA

and the federal

As

its activities.

such,

much pomp and circumstance

aid to "protection against high explosives."

first

March 1943 honored

and hearts clean

that the

as

of 1942, the school announced plans to add night courses in civilian

defense, ranging from basic

services in

knew

of the military and for the

maintained oversight of the University and

Howard community supported

possible.

war time. Howard University

in the

armed

midst of war's

be, to their country,

forces.

64

And

the

good

that their souls

Chapel

Howard community

Johnson advised them

brutalities, to give their

remembering

accordance with a higher idealism.

members from

63

to

"keep minds

right hands,

and

their

remained for self-disposal

as the university prepared for graduation

"Howard U. Adds Civilian War Courses," Washington Post, October 25, 1942,
"Howard Honors Students Off to War," Washington Post, March 31, 1943, pg.

372

pg. 8.
16.

exercises in

May

1943, the school held a regimental review in Johnson's honor, complete

with competitions

among

the soldiers and the presenting of awards to various students.

65

Johnson was concerned, however, not only with declarations of patriotism and
overt examples of discrimination by the military, but with the (mis)use of Black leaders

to ameliorate

Black

criticism.

During the summer of 1942, Howard history professor

Rayford Logan received an offer
for African

Americans

at

to serve as

commander of "a

Civilian Protection School

Tuskegee" under the auspices of the War Department.

Logan's biographer, Kenneth Janken, "Logan 'consulted' with several of

According

to

his friends

and colleagues: Campbell Johnson; Frank Snowden, a professor of classics

Howard, and Snowden* s wife Elaine;
respected educator

at

Howard and

his wife, Ruth; Charles

Thompson,

at

the well-

founder/editor of the Journal of Negro Education;

Charles Wesley, his colleague in the

Howard

history department; President Mordecai

Johnson of Howard University; and Crystal Bird Fauset." Several of those consulted,
however, voiced concerns over the nature of the offer and advised Logan not

"Mordecai Johnson and Charles Thompson warned Logan
substantially the

may

'It

same

intent as those offered to

be part of a scheme to shut up outspoken critics.'" Thus,
institutional support for the

power of Black

Howard and elsewhere,

war

in matters

"Review
)g.
6

leaders, at

to

of race.

Honor

Dr.

war

effort,

to critique the

it.

appointment had

Campbell Johnson and William

Johnson upheld Howard's

the

that the

to accept

at

the

Hastie.

same time

that

he tried to maintain the

government's waging of

66

M.W. Johnson

at

Howard

B8.

'

Janken, pg. 126.
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U.," Washington Post,

May

28, 1943,

Johnson offered

September

his

own

assessment of the government's race policies in a

31, 1943 speech before the

Rhode

He

Island Conference of Social Workers.

took this opportunity to blast the hypocrisy of the American war effort on racial grounds.

God must

respect the

unitedly for them;

Germans, who boldly

God must

and are fighting

state their principles,

respect the Russians,

who have marshaled

all their

America with one hand upholds the Four
Freedoms, and with the other holds down twelve million Negroes, and says by act
and deed that these freedoms are not for them.
forces to fight for their ideas; while

It is

interesting that

particular.

Johnson chose

Many Black

to

compare

the United States to these

protesters in this era invoked the specter of

attacking the racial mores of the

two nations

Nazi Germany

American government. This was a sore spot

Roosevelt Administration could neither ignore nor finesse, as evidenced by
to the

March on Washington Movement. But Johnson

the Soviet Union.

To some

extent,

in

in

that the

its

reactions

also praised America's ersatz ally,

White leaders had grown accustomed

Germany

to the

comparison. In some ways, however, the invocation of Russia as an honest and
praiseworthy alternative to the United States was more difficult for

swallow. After

all,

some people saw

war

in the

many

people to

effort an ultimate goal of not only

defeating the fascist powers, but establishing postwar dominance over the Soviet Union.

Thus, Johnson's criticism called into question both the stated wartime goals of the nation

and the

suitability of

America

for postwar global leadership, with Russia as the likely

candidate to pose a serious challenge. Anti-communism

during the war, but

it

was never completely

may have been downplayed

forgotten.

These tensions between patriotism and constructive criticism came

1944

in

an unexpected manner.

Howard

to a

head

in

University students attempted to use the rhetoric

Hunter, pg. 65.
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of the war effort in defense of Black civil rights in the District of Columbia. The result,
for

Mordecai Johnson, was a

of his true allegiance to the Black freedom struggle and

test

yet another delicate balancing act for his administration.

New Negro
In a

or Uncle

Tom?

1942 memorandum regarding the financial future of the university, Mordecai

Johnson took time
accomplishments

to

in

look back upon his

which he took

first fifteen

particular pride

years in office.

was

Among

the

the school's ardent defense of

academic freedom. Such freedoms, he asserted, were not reserved for faculty and

staff

members. Rather, they included
maintenance of complete freedom of expression by the student body, including
freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of petition, freedom of protest,
with a resulting complete relaxation of tension between students and the
administrative side, which characterized the institution in
great increase in esprit de corps and loyal cooperation

throughout the university.

As Johnson wrote
him

to consider

these words, a

how much

its

former years, and a

by the student body

68

movement was slowly

he believed them.

And

taking shape that would force

the only person

who knew what was

happening was an undergraduate student named Ruth Powell.
Powell was a native of Massachusetts and vice-president of the Student Council

who
at

encountered her

first taste

of Jim

Crow

a department store lunch counter, Powell

some time

after the incident.

Her

in the District

was shaken and avoided leaving campus

initial fear

gave way to a fierce determination

challenge the injustice of the situation. She spent

one-woman

sit-in

campaign

in

of Columbia. Denied service

much of 1942

to

launching, in effect, a

Washington D.C.'s segregated dining

facilities.

Her

techniques were noteworthy for the degree to which they anticipated the methods

68

McKinney,

pg. 96.
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for

—
employed by students
politely for service,

in the 1960s.

She walked

into a

and when she was refused, would

chosen establishment, "ask[ed]
sit

quietly,

sometimes for hours

a time." After singling out one of the employees, Powell silently stared at

at

him or her

"with a perfectly blank expression on her face," hoping to unnerve the unlucky worker.

If

anyone present questioned her

several simple replies:

state the

law

that says

"Why?"
I

tactics or

argued

or "Just give

me

in favor of segregation, she offered

one good reason why," or "Will you

can't be served?" Like the protesters

who

followed in her

footsteps twenty years later, she always spoke with an even voice devoid of any emotion

or nervousness. This calm

demeanor occasionally

sides of the segregation issue, even if

In

it

went unnoticed by the student body.

segregation

at the

women were
down

United Cigar Store

described as "active

at the

at

— were taken

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue

N.W.

summoned two

69

police officers,

Pauli Murray,

Song

in

All three

members of the Howard Chapter, NAACP."
first,

maintaining their seats

who examined

a Weary Throat:

at

70

They

the waitress refused to

serve them, so they asked to speak with the manager. Informed that he

"still

women

into police custody for challenging

counter and ordered" hot chocolate. At

they offered to wait for him,

on both

69

January 1943, the campus finally took notice. Powell and two other

Marianne Musgrave and Juanita Morrow

"sat

raised the ire of bystanders

was not

the counter."

The

present,

store

the situation before ordering the waitress

An American

Pilgrimage.

(New York: Harper

and Row, Publishers), 1987. Pg. 203-5. The Congress of Racial Equality also used the
same techniques throughout the 1940s, but Murray's timeline indicates that Powell
probably employed these tactics in 1942, while

CORE did not begin its first sit-ins until

Rudwick, CORE: A Study in the Civil Rights
May 1943. See August Meier and
Movement, 1942-1968. New York: Oxford University Press, 1973, pg. 13-4. This
Elliott

Howard in 1943-4.
CRC-HU Chapter, "Confidential Report on Howard Chapter NAACP, and Civil
Rights Committee." 5/5/44. Pauli Murray Papers, Box 75-1, folder 15. Howard
section includes a brief reference to the activities at

70

University Manuscript Division.
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to serve the customers.

She did

so,

but upon giving them their check, the waitress

charged them twenty-five cents per cup instead of the usual
cents on the counter and attempted to leave,

when

ten.

They

left thirty-five

the police sprang to detain them:

[T]hey were arrested, held until the arrival of a police wagon, carted off to

jail,

searched, and thrown into a cell with prostitutes and other criminal suspects.

"The policeman who arrested
taken in
t
agents

Ruth reported later, "told us we were being
for investigation because he had no proof that we weren't 'subversive
us,"

,.,,71
!

Powell's statement implies that the police had no intention of charging them with
subversive activities. Their actions aimed to send a message to any Blacks

defy the unwritten segregation laws of Washington D.C. Several hours

arrest

reached Dean Susie

Elliott, the

Dean of Women

police released Powell, Musgrave, and

Morrow

for

Howard

who

later,

dared

word of the

University.

The

into her custody without pressing

any

formal charges.

Luckily for Powell, other

Howard

students were considering similar tactics.

William C. Raines, a North Carolina native, described his idea
technique" to other

profits.

at

Howard

One person who

students, hoping to force businesses to negotiate through lost

paid attention to Raines's idea was Pauli Murray, then a student

Howard Law School and

Reconciliation,

a

which sought

member

71

—

of a pacifist organization, the Fellowship of

to effect social

Murray was already developing
the Black press

for a "stool-sitting

change through non-violent

a reputation in the

articles that also

Black community for her writings

launched a friendship with

Murray, Pg. 203-4.
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direct action.

First

Lady Eleanor

in

Roosevelt.

Upon

was

the time

hearing of the actions of Powell, Musgrave and Morrow, Murray

ripe for

campus-wide

72

action.

In response to the January arrests, Powell,

"formed the Civil Rights Committee,

was too

Musgrave, Morrow, Murray and others

NAACP chapter at

Howard "only sponsored"

Murray and others worried

this

new

main

elders.

office,

Such

however, they assumed that they acted with the

implicit support

came not only from

the University administration as well.

three

was

women,

When

that

group, that their actions

"ran the risk of repudiation from the National Office." Since no objections

the

NAACP.

in the belief that the local student chapter,

inactive to provide the leadership they needed."

since the

felt

full

came from

support of their

the local civil rights officials, but

from

student anger flared over the arrest of the

the school issued a warning that "individual action on the part of students

apt to affect adversely public relations of the Univ[ersity]; that they should do such

Having met

things under the guidance of an organized group." [Italics added]

criterion, the students

seemed

to

have no cause for concern with the University.

There was another factor motivating many of the students,

arrests

and the formation of the CRC,

activities.

In part, they

women

As

73

in addition to the

January arrests of three students. As a result of the war emergency,
University's able-bodied male students served in the military.

this

is

many of the
evident from the

played a crucial role in fostering these

were cognizant of the challenges facing Black soldiers overseas.

Several student leaders argued that female students

felt

obligated to match their

contributions on the battlefield by advancing the cause for civil rights at home. Pauli

Murray, 203, 221-2; Bryant, Flora Renda. "An Examination of the Social Activism of
(Ann Arbor, MI:
University Microfilms International), 1991. Pg. 68.

Pauli Murray." [Thesis (Ph.D.), University of South Carolina]
73

"Confidential Report

.

.

.

,"

PMP Box

75-1, folder 15.
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Murray,
that

in her

Black

shape

autobiography, celebrated the unique (and often overlooked) contributions

women made

in the

in early 1943, Juanita

wartime advances

Morrow asked

in civil rights.

74

As

result in fair play

well as the other? If not, then

why do we,

down

others called for Black

American race

relations

women on

and equal consideration for one as

the

home

front to

on behalf of the "boys" on the front

Double-V Campaign, they saw

ideas of the

it

all

the

more poignant

sitting technique,"

launched

75

its

as

as the special duty of

direct-action campaign.

2.

in

In

in

keeping with the

women

to fight

Europe. For some,

it

William C. Raines, the student who developed the "stool-

marched off to war with

Murray, pg. 236.
The Hilltop, 2/5/43, Pg.

that of

demand changes

lines.

racism in the United States, paralleling the battle against racism

was

the barrier

without reluctance or protest, give our

boys up, not only to the slaughter of the Japs and Germans, but to
75
American Whites?

Morrow and

movement took

her fellow students,

Will this mutual suffering by the white and black races break

between the two, and thus

the

his fellow

Howard

students before the

CRC

76

Howard

University Archives. Gerald Gill's dissertation on

wars cited a number of African
Americans who raised similar concerns over Black participation in the war effort, but the
vast majority of these came prior to Pearl Harbor. See Gerald Robert Gill, AfroBlack opposition to American participation

in foreign

American Opposition to the United States Wars of the Twentieth Century: Dissent,
Discontent and Disinterest. Dissertation (Ph.D.) Howard University Department of

—

History, 1985, pg. 50-67.
76

Howard

University Students' Civil

Rights Campaign, 1943 and 1944. Pauli Murray Collection,

Box MC-412, Folder 404.

Pauli Murray,

March

31, 1981 re: Roll of Honor,

Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College. Murray decided to include Raines in a

"The name of William C. Raines is included because,
although he was called into the armed forces before the first sit-in took place, he
furnished the concept of "stool-sitting" which flowered after his departure."

celebration of the sit-ins in 1981.
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During the spring semesters of 1943 and 1944, Howard University students

engaged

in the first

organized

sit-in

campaign

in the nation's history.

Committee conducted workshops

Civil Rights

in non-violent

77

In April 1943 the

techniques and drew

university-wide support through "noon-hour broadcasts from the tower of Founder's
Library," that potent symbol of the school's relationship with the federal government.

On

April 17, 1943,

Howard

students initiated their campaign against the Little Palace

Cafeteria at the corner of Fourteenth and

U

Streets Northwest.

Picketers outside the

establishment brandished signs that invoked the ongoing war for democracy overseas,

reflecting the

mood

of Black America's Double

V

Campaign. Within days, the owner

relented and agreed to serve African Americans. Another small cafeteria

integrated prior to the end of the spring term that year.

Summer

also

78

vacation paralyzed the nascent movement, halting any

students generated in their successful campaigns.

was

The following

momentum

spring,

Howard

the

students

nonetheless prepared to resume their activities, this time against Thompson's Cafeteria.

Unlike

Little Palace, this cafeteria resided in the

remained unavailable
part of town.

striking

It

was

to

Black government workers

location,

its

early 1960s.

section of the city, yet

who conducted

Wool worth's

"Thompson's was

their business in that

Thompson Company,

store that initiated the sit-in

selected because of

its

convenient

moderately priced food, and the fact that service was maintained on a twenty-

CORE initiated its first true
in 1943.

downtown

a branch of a national chain under the John R.

noteworthy parallels with the

movement of the

white

Meier, and Rudwick,

sit-ins in

Chicago three weeks

after the

Howard campaign

pg. 14-5.

78

Murray, pg. 206-8. The Little Palace episode received considerable coverage from the
Black press of the period. See the Sentry (Washington, D.C.), April 23, 1943, and the

Chicago Defender, April 24, 1943

for

more

details.
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four hour basis.

If

Thompson's Jim Crow policy could be broken down,

special benefit to thousands of

Negro government workers during

government cafeterias were closed."

On

would be of

it

the hours

when

79

April 22, 1944, Black protesters repeated the

same techniques they employed

so dramatically the previous spring. Picketers in front of the cafeteria carried placards
reading, "Are

(Equality)?

You

for

HITLER'S Way (Race Supremacy)

Make Up Your Mind!" and "We Die

Together?" Inside,
soldiers, held their

manager and

at the height

or the

Why Can't We Eat

Together.

of the protest, fifty-six demonstrators, including six

ground and refused

the district supervisor.

to

budge, in spite of the protests of the store

By 8:30

in the evening, the district supervisor

received orders from the national office to serve the protesters.
so elated to end the sit-ins that

the

manager and

AMERICAN Way

when

He and

the

manager were

the waitresses balked at serving Black customers,

the district supervisor gladly filled in

and served the patrons

on

themselves.

Howard

students had

practice, the Civil Rights

following few days to

little

time to bask in this victory. In keeping with the prior

Committee

make

sent students back to

sure the cafeteria

Thompson's over

was adhering

these occasions, the restaurant decided to revert back to

its

to

"
80
1,

came from

a

new

policy.

On one

of

previous discriminatory

practices. Just as the students entered into negotiations with

situation, opposition

its

the

management

to resolve the

most unlikely source: Mordecai Johnson.

Ibid, Pg. 222.

Murray, pg. 222-224, and George M. Houser, "Erasing the Color Line." PMP, Box 75folder 19. Howard University Manuscript Division.
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Johnson made

clear to the students and their faculty advisor,

it

Leon Ransom

the conduct of the students did not have the official backing of the University. "It

understanding that the present policy and regulations of the Board of Trustees of

is

that

my

Howard

University do not provide authority or approval for an officially recognized student

organization, in

Washington
than

Howard

for the

Howard

University, to engage in a

University

itself."

City of Washington

Leaving the door open for a future change

.

.

.

until

real fear

attack

left

unsaid in

to "desist

from

its

draw

on Jim Crow

this rather

the ire of Southern

Howard

University."

81

dry statement on university regulations was the

May

1,

activities

members of Congress who objected

in the nation's capital.

emergency faculty meeting on

in this policy,

program of direct action

behind Johnson's cease-and-desist order. He worried that the

students might

of

such time as their proposed program shall receive the

voted approval of the Board of Trustees of

What was

in the City

purpose of accomplishing social reform affecting institutions other

Johnson nonetheless ordered the Committee
in the

program of direct action

Johnson elucidated

1944. Four days

later,

this

to

of the

an overt

reason in an

Howard Thurman, dean of

the chapel, shared this information with the students in an attempt to resolve the conflict.

President Johnson, according to Thurman, "[o]bjected to a group of students

as an official

segment of the University, committed the university

who

acting

officially to their act,

thus exposing the whole university to formidable attack." Technically, the president had

"no objection
officially."

to a

group of students acting as individuals to do the job [and] not acting

To make

matters more confusing, the President and faculty expressed

"approval in principal" of the activities of the Civil Rights Committee. In the end,

81

Mordecai Johnson

to

Leon Ransom,

May

2,

1944. Pauli Murray Collection,

412, Folder 397. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College.
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Box MC-

however, Johnson's stance

that the students

needed permission from the Board of

Trustees directly contradicted his affirmation in 1942 that the students of

complete freedom of speech and freedom of assembly.
instructions of the University a year earlier,

when

individuals in the aftermath of the student arrests.

After three weeks of exchanging

came together on May

administration finally

meeting

itself

letters,

It

Howard had

also went against the expressed

they ordered the students not to act as
82

meetings, and rhetoric, the students and

19th

at

nine-thirty in the morning.

The

almost proved to be anticlimactic, as the discussion focused primarily upon

the question of student involvement in University governance. Rayford

the meeting at the students' request, and gave a brief account of

it

Logan attended

in his diary.

This

account indicated that most of the meeting was devoted not to the specific issue of
student picketing, but a

more general discussion of how

to give the students a greater

voice in the rules governing them.

When

seemed

there

to

be general consensus

in

favor of early participation,

I

pointed out that the crux of the question was the extent of the power of the

committee on which students would be represented.
After

some

further discussion, Caroline

that point again,

had a

class.

committees.
discussion?"

82

"5/5/44 Prof.

and asked

that

When made my
I

I

felt like

I

Ware

J.

did not comment.

tried to bring the discussion

be allowed to

make

point clearer, Pres.

asking him: "Well,

Pres.

why

J.

back to

a second statement since

I

said that there already existed

in the hell

prolong the

3
I

left.

Thurman meg. w/ Murray." PMP, Box

75-1, folder 8-3.

Howard

University Manuscript Division.
83

Personal diary of Rayford Logan, 1944,

May

19, 1944.

Rayford Logan Papers, Box

4.

Library of Congress, Manuscript Division. Interestingly enough, although Logan
attended this meeting at the request of the student activists, he saw no reason to include
later. One is tempted to
went so far as to say that
there were no significant student protests during World War II. Given his own
antagonism against Johnson, it does not seem that he was attempting to protect Johnson's
reputation. Perhaps his own antagonism towards later Black protest movements is the

the sit-ins in his history of

Howard

University a quarter century

say that perhaps he forgot the incident, but in the history he

more

likely explanation.
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This division within the faculty ranks did not escape the students' notice. Pauli Murray

and Ruth Powell scribbled

own commentary

their

to each other during the course of the

meeting:

PM: "Ruth, how
RP:

is it

going?"

"I can't tell!"

PM: "They're

so divided

new committee

ain't

funny."

84

came out of this meeting was

Ultimately, the only thing that

formation of a

it

a vague agreement and the

Howard's decision-

to explore student participation in

making processes. As Logan's commentary implied, both

sides

came

together on the

issue of student representation and issued a joint statement attesting to that fact: "Agreed:

Whenever University

regulations affect the

life

and conduct of students or persons, the

students or persons affected thereby shall be a part of whatever group shall formulate or

modify such regulations and
reached."

To

shall participate in

such group activities until agreement

is

follow up on this idea, the parties agreed to the formation of a panel to

explore student representation in such decisions. This group included four students from

the Liberal Arts school,

one student from each of the other eight schools, three

Presidential appointees, one faculty

faculty

member from each

members, and President Johnson or

would be

to

make

would present

its

On May

a full report to the

The Committee's mission

his assistant.

Board of Trustees

recommendations for changes

28,

school selected by his/her fellow

in

October,

at

which time

it

in the University.

1944 Johnson made his Baccalaureate address, which Murray

intended to meet with skepticism. In the text of the speech, however, Johnson stressed

84
85

Handwritten note,

PMP, Box

75-1, folder

"NAACP Meetings-5/ 19/44." PMP, Box

8.

Howard

University Manuscript Division.

75-1, folder 8-1.

Manuscript Division.
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Howard

University

the need for Blacks with skills and education to go forth into the

change

that region for

both

its

Black and White

citizens.

American South and

Murray wrote about

the event

the next day:

The President sounded weary when he
President of

Howard

University

the enemies of the University

such challenges into their
intensity of his feeling

and

While Murray achieved her own
their

would not

teeth.
I

I

knew

Howard

let

watched

years.

grow almost purple with the
man was laying bare his soul. 8

his face

then that a

internal peace with

academic careers without incident, the

the halls of

He implied that he might not be
Some of us felt he meant that
him continue much longer to hurl

finished.

many more

Johnson and the students continued

effects of this saga did not

immediately leave

University. Students, faculty, and the Black Press alike voiced

displeasure with President Johnson's actions, and the accusations of "Uncle

lingered during his time in office.

unfavorable in

One account

People 's Voice was decidedly

view of his stance:

its

President Mordecai Johnson

of the

in the

Tomism"

New

Negro. ...

No

doubt, the good prexy wants the students to endure

and discrimination

indignities

apparently completely out of tune with the temper

is

until

some millennium

when

date

those

perpetrating the disgraceful indignities against the people decide in their

good time

to discontinue the practices.

(OR ACT)
anyway.

.

.

.

that way.. ..Not in the midst of a

Well, the

New Negro

war against

fascistic practices,

87

Regardless of the epithets hurled against him,

it

seems

that

Mordecai Johnson

accomplished exactly what he wanted. The end of the school term brought with
to the protests,

and

the October 1944

this

time they did not resume the following spring.

Board of Trustees meeting shows no evidence of

involvement of students

in the writing

of University regulations.

Murray, Pauli. "Correspondence—General— 'Open Letter

1944 Howard
University Manuscript Division.

University Washington D.C. 5/29/44."

87

own

doesn't think

Murray, Pg. 227.
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PMP, Box

an end

An agenda from

a report

on the

And Johnson

to the

it

himself.

Graduating Class of

75-1, folder 4.

Howard

in spite of his

admonition

to the students,

continued to attack racism, colonialism,

imperialism, and unregulated capitalism, in his "official"

title

as President of

Howard

University.

According to Rayford Logan's diary, one of these attacks came
his battle with the student body.

commencement address

at a

A May

1,

1944 entry indicated

that

height of

Johnson gave a

school in Kentucky. In this speech, Johnson referred to

He informed Logan

Great Britain as "'a cold-blooded exploiter of colonial peoples/"
that a Louisville

at the

newspaper called him a

"'lunatic' or

something

like that," yet

he

still

go

planned on using the same statement
to the students, this

in "5 or

begs the question: where should Johnson himself draw the line with

regard to public statements and activities, given his
threats of reprisals his

why

movement
at

the University?

seem

to

endorse the

sit-ins in

face value,

it

is

possible that he

was

Black community. Thus,

attention to events only a

If

we

take Johnson's

fearful of Congressional reprisals. After

in the heart of the

it

is

government

sit-ins.

1943 but destroy the

1944? There are several possible explanations.

in

1944 protests took place

88

history of controversy and the

deserve special attention with regard to Johnson and the

did the University

sit-ins in the

own

words occasionally brought upon

Two other points
First,

In light of his orders

6 other addresses."

district, as

opposed

word

all,

the

to the earlier

possible that politicians would pay

more

few blocks away from the Capitol. Moreover, the head of the

Personal diary of Rayford Logan, 1944,

May

1,

1944. Rayford Logan Papers,

Box

4,

Library of Congress Manuscript Division. The exchange between the two, as revealed in

Logan's diary, is fascinating in the context of their relationship at this time. In late 1943,
Johnson removed Logan from his position as acting dean of the Graduate School. Logan
took the news bitterly. "At Howard, Logan wrote, the reward for failure was promotion,
while the price of loyalty was dismissal." See Janken, 157-8. In spite of this, Logan's
description of their conversation regarding the Kentucky commencement was almost
playful, with Johnson slyly asking Logan to back his anti-colonial assertions if needed.
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Senate District Committee
racists in

at the

time was Theodore Bilbo, one of the most notorious

Congressional history. Just weeks before the Thompson's campaign, Bilbo

entered into the Congressional Record a speech in which he called for the investigation of
a North Carolina public school teacher

classroom.

89

who advocated

ideas of racial equality in the

Finally, all of this took place in the aftermath of the

bloody race

riots the

previous summer, which placed greater white scrutiny upon anything perceived as
"radical" Black activity.

Taken

together, these factors could explain the mindset behind Johnson's decision

to quell the student

movement. But one question

government actually pressure Johnson

was

certainly

aware of the movement

Palace.

at Little

90

Whether or not

is left

unanswered: did anyone

to act as he did? First

in J 943, as Pauli

the First

Lady Eleanor Roosevelt

Murray apprised her of the events

Lady shared her information with President

Roosevelt or anyone else in his administration

of course, pure conjecture. Mrs.

is,

Roosevelt did have a good relationship with Mordecai Johnson and with
University in general, so

invoke her help

little

in

it is

"smoking gun"

will reveal

Administration. Given the timing of the events

invasion

sit-ins

—

it

is

any

—

just

entirely possible that the President

taking place

down

the street.

Of course,

it

impending attack heightened the administration's

Congressional Record
90

Pauli

Murray

.

.

Howard

not out of the question that a government official could

passing along official opposition to the

likelihood that a

in the

sit-ins.

Unfortunately, there

official pressure

weeks before

from the Roosevelt

the

D-Day

and his cabinet paid no attention
is

is

to the

just as easy to argue that the

sensitivity to criticisms of the District's

.

to Eleanor Roosevelt,

May 4,

1943. Eleanor Roosevelt Papers,

Folder 1682. Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library.
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Box

788,

—
and wished

racial policies

to preserve a united national front.

speculate as to what really happened behind the scenes at

Like the protests against segregated
restaurant,

is

Either way,

Howard

facilities in the

we

University.

are left to
91

House of Representatives

should be noted that no students were actually punished for their actions.

it

It

possible that Johnson supported the students in their aims and their methods in both

cases, but

needed

their actions.

to defuse

Seen

any criticism

in this light,

that he

Johnson

students in public while winking at

is

a trickster figure,

home and

His meeting with the
student actions

*'in

wagging

at the

same time

result of

his finger at the

them behind closed doors. Such a view

with his "support" for the American war effort

relations at

and the University faced as a

is

consistent

that he critiqued race

called for postwar independence for African and Asian colonies.

sit-in leaders in

principle,"

May

making

1944 confirmed

that he

approved of the

the ''trickster" interpretation plausible.

Unfortunately, regardless of his intentions or sympathies, the immediate impact of his

caution

was

to

stymie the emergence of another weapon in the arsenal against Jim Crow.

While these events
during the

latter stages

at

Howard

of World

War

University certainly preoccupied Mordecai Johnson

II,

he continued

causes, especially those related to aspects of the

For the most

part, scholars

war

to

remain active

effort.

in a variety of

Shortly after Senator

have ignored the existence of these

sit-ins.

They

are

WWII or the emergence of
movement. As of yet, there is only one scholarly treatment of the episode.
See Flora Bryant Brown, "NAACP Sponsored Sit-ins by Howard University Students in
Washington, D.C., 1943-1944." Journal of Negro History, Vol. 85 No.4 (2000), 274-86.
Unfortunately, while Brown offers an excellent description of the movement, her analysis

occasionally cited in works on the Black experience during
the civil rights

does not adequately deal with several aspects of

it,

including the context of Johnson's

Washington community to continue the sit-ins (despite the
activists), or even the gendered aspects of the protests.
Aside from her work, the only substantive account comes from Pauli Murray herself

opposition, the failure of the

involvement of a handful of local

hardly a dispassionate historical analysis.
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Barkley's speech

Howard

at

appeared together

at a

University

commemorating

"Voice of Washington" meeting

aid to victims of the Holocaust. Barkley grimly

Germany were

its

75

anniversary, the

in favor

warned

of increased international

that the

dangers of Nazi

not confined to the battlefields of Europe. "If there

where the Nazi program
in their merciless

is at

two men

is

a field of

the present time proceeding according to plan.

.

endeavor

.

it

is

only

program of extermination directed against the Jews of all occupied

European nations." Johnson offered a poignant counterpoint on behalf of African

Americans
you,

if

to the

you need

Jews of Europe, saying, "All we have,
92

it."

and early summer.

In

Johnson maintained

May

little

this international

1943 he attended an

official

as

it is,

we

shall share with

outlook into the

White House

state

late spring

dinner in

honor of President Edwin Barclay and President-Elect William V.S. Tubman of the
Republic of Liberia.

93

Several weeks

on a just and durable peace"

at

later,

Hood College

"Domestic Foundations of a World Peace."

On

the

Commission
Welfare."

"The

Bill

95

home

at

a

front,

Johnson took

in Frederick,

Johnson resumed

of Rights

in

later,

Maryland, where he spoke on

94

his

November 1943 conference on

Three months

part in a "regional conference

work with

the

American Youth

the "Redesign of

Youth Education and

he joined Norman Thomas and others

in a

conference on

War," under the auspices of the American Civil Liberties Union.

96

For some members of the Black community, however, such actions were overshadowed

92

"U.S. Lead in Rescuing Jews Urged," Washington Post, March 31, 1943, pg. Bl;
"Rally at Capital Asks Aid for Jews," The New York Times, March 31, 1943, pg. 12.

93

94

"Capital Host to President of Liberia," Washington Post,

96

27, 1943, pg. 1-2.

"Living Standard Called Basis of Permanent World Peace," Washington Post, June 19,

1943, pg.
95

May

9.

"Youth Group to Meet," The New York Times, November 15, 1943, pg. 24.
"Scores Opponents of War Relocation," The New York Times, February 13, 1944, pg.

14.
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by

his pressure to

end the student movement. Johnson's defenders would argue

that he

did not really end the protests; he merely argued that the students could not act under the

auspices of an official university organization. But the chilling effect of this edict on

own

student activism contrasted sharply with his

opinions and actions during the same

period, his defense of the "academic freedom" of students, and the historical role of

Black colleges

in

developing new and dynamic race leaders.

Conclusion

When

people read of the Marian Anderson episode, the story typically ends with

the triumphant concert at the Lincoln

often neglect

is that

Anderson

Memorial on Easter Sunday, 1939. What

finally did give her concert at Constitution Hall in

1943, in a benefit performance for the United China Relief Fund.

Mordecai Johnson was
battles to break

down

in attendance, lending his support to the

barriers for

for understanding the historical

understood that the nation
the

it

97

On

famed

moment and

at large

seizing

it

contralto in her

to his advantage.

later,

Johnson saw

In 1939, he

many Black

down

that the exigencies of

barriers

leaders of the period, Johnson

hoped

movement was confined

nor to America in general. In the bloodshed of World

that the

movement

racism, rather than the extent of America's racial egalitarianism. For

visionary leaders, like Johnson, such a

war made

once thought

gains for African Americans were the beginning of a widespread

97

both occasions,

supported Anderson in her battle with the Daughters of

possible for Anderson and the D.A.R. to break

states

January

Black performers. These concerts also reveal his knack

American Revolution. Four years

impenetrable. Like so

historians

wartime

against

some of the more

neither to the Southern

War

II,

he and others saw an

"Mrs. Roosevelt Hears Marian Anderson Sing in D.A.R. Hall for China Relief Fund,"

The

New

York Times, January

8,

1943, pg. 24.
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opportunity to remake race relations on a global scale.

however, was the emergence of new conflicts

that

over the following decades.
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What

they failed to predict,

impeded the path

to true racial equality

CHAPTER

BLACK LEADERSHIP
As 1945 dawned upon
West Baden

Springs, Indiana, to speak on a topic on which he

was asked

Church" before a group of

more

audiences, they expected a

the

A COLD-WAR WORLD,

IN

1945-1949

a war-weary nation, Mordecai Johnson took the

expert: religion. Specifically, he

the Catholic

8

to lecture

in

was something of an

on "The Negro's Attitude Toward

local Jesuits. Perhaps, as with

symposium, or a mere

polite

podium

many of his

recitation of facts regarding

Black Catholic community. What they received, instead, was a wake-up

call.

Dr. Johnson explained that in the United States "in view of your numbers and in
view of your tremendous power you have been disappointing. You have behind
you the finest of organizations and the example of noble devotion. But, for the
majority of educated Negroes, you do not exist."

Johnson described
Black people

much on

this contradiction

in the

by pointing

to the attitude of the

Church towards

United States. Accusing the Catholic Church of "operating] too

the motive of pity

and benevolence," he

listed the

ways

in

which they were

patronizing towards Blacks or actively cooperated in hindering their progress. "Your

message has been a kind message but a condescending one.
the

Negro

to rise to

priesthood.

your

You have

own

not

stature.

more than

You have

You have

not encouraged

not developed a Catholic Negro

a handful of Negroes in

it's

all

your colleges. That's

a policy."

His talk then took a rather interesting turn. In one

fell

swoop, Johnson managed

connect a seemingly innocuous talk about racial attitudes in the Catholic Church to the

labor

1

.

1

not an accident;

to

.

movement and emerging changes

"Howard Prexy

Criticizes Catholic

in the international arena.

Motives

On

'

1945, pg. 1,4.
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"You have

already

Negro," Chicago Defender, January

6,

been outflanked

You have been

in the race for interracial leadership.

Communists, by the CIO, and by the public schools where
side

Irish,

outflanked by the

Greek and Negro,

sit

by side and become teammates on the gridiron." In case there were any doubts

among

his

audience member, Johnson made

it

clear that these

were merely domestic

manifestations of an international problem facing the Catholic Church and the people of

the world.

"The Negro knows

sample of what exists

coming

in the

that the situation in the

United States

and Africa. The Negro knows

in Asia, India

is

only a laboratory

that a great

change

is

world," a change marked by the diminishing power of the Western colonial

powers. Johnson pointed to the Soviet Union as an example of the future direction of the
world, "a nation in which discrimination has
created for the West. "There

Americans and Christians
shall not

moved

be

One
in

is

Howard

University,

George W. Coleman, marveled
criticize the

his logic

later that year,

awe. "The

way he was

the Middle

West was an outstanding example of what

Ibid, pg. 4.

well as

many

to fellow trustee

Coleman was

and made them

to follow a

much

like it."

I

mean. He gave them the

still

in

He tempered

his criticism

truth

Coleman was of the decided opinion

higher calling than the helm of

University. "I have been telling President Johnson for a long time that

2

manner

received this winter by a group of several hundred Jesuits out in

to hear

Johnson was meant

at the

audience he was addressing, and

and oratory. Writing

and prominent Jewish philanthropist Jacob Billikopf

that

and progress

2

win them over the with the power of

which they needed

We as

a tension between this country and our own.

which Johnson could, on the one hand,

yet

a crime," and the problems this

are determined that the center of morality, trade

to the East."

trustee at

now

become

if

Howard
he could be

somewhat by praising the Jesuits in particular,
work on behalf of African Americans.

individual Catholics, for their
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as

released from his very important task at

preacher

gift

at

large to the

Howard

University, he should be sent forth as a

American people, both colored and white. He has an outstanding

of expression and a complete understanding of what
Unfortunately, the

more

little

in the

political leadership for the

much broader

going on in the world."

3

press coverage that this address received did not go into

detail about his last statement

Johnson included himself

is

on "the center of morality."

"we" who sought

West. What

is

clear

is

to maintain the crest of

that

new

moral and

Johnson's attentions focused on

issues than race relations in the Catholic Church.

towards a postwar world in which

not clear whether

It is

Johnson already looked

would emerge from Africa and Asia. He

nations

maintained his ever-present concern with issues of economic justice and education,
particularly for people of color.

But he was already looking

the driving force in the next period of

American

history,

as the chief focus of the United States as a rival for

that defined

American history

in the

Supreme Court decisions

striking

down

and looking

to the Soviet

Union

world leadership. Given the events

decade following

Cold War, labor unrest and rollbacks of the

to the international sphere as

this address

rights of labor unions,

—

the

emergence of the

and a series of

legal segregation in public schools

—Johnson's

effortless linking of these hot-button issues through the lens of race is prophetic in its

foresight.

The focus on

many Black

the Soviets, however,

activists in the

draws attention

era,

African American leaders paid

attention to foreign affairs than in previous decades. Unlike

3

primary focus

in the

George W. Coleman

to

changing focus of

postwar period.

At the outset of the post- WWII

their

to the

many Whites

immediate aftermath of World War

Jacob Billikopf, July

6,

Folder 11. American Jewish Archives.
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II

was not

much more
in this country,

the

Communist

1945. Jacob Billikopf Papers,

Box

12,

threat of the Soviet

Union, China, Korea and Eastern Europe. Rather, they were

preoccupied with the emergence of

new

nations from colonized areas of Africa and Asia.

For many Blacks, including Johnson, the

fate

of these colonies was inextricably tied to

the pro-democracy justifications for the recently-completed war.

freedom and self-determination

that

supposedly motivated the United States and Great

Britain apply to peoples of color around the world?

support for colonial powers abroad and Jim

racism of Nazi Germany?
the

And

in light

Cold War, could the nation afford

through

its

Did the ideas of

Crow

at

Could

the United States continue

home,

in light of its battle against the

its

of America's growing responsibilities vis a vis

to

undermine

its

moral leadership of the world

continued oppression of African Americans?

African Americans hoped that the international postwar political environment,

and especially the emergence of the freedom movement
might have a positive influence upon
Unfortunately, at the very

moment

their

that

own

legal

in the so-called

and

Third World,

political status at

home.

most Black leaders focused upon the

international

situation through progressive lenses, the politics of the nation took a sharp turn to the

right.

This chapter will attempt to decipher

leaders of the era, navigated the

competing

how Mordecai

choppy waters of

the early

Johnson, like other Black

Cold War

in light

of these

interests.

Looking Towards a Postwar America

By

early 1945, Mordecai Johnson and the rest of the United States

impending end

knew

to hostilities.

But Johnson,

like other progressive thinkers

that the challenge of defeating fascism

tremendous impact on the

political

was not

yet complete.

welcomed
and

the

activists,

The war had had a

thought and activities of African Americans, from the
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dramatic growth of the

experiments

non-violent direct protests, including

in

campaign epitomized

More

importantly,

home had

NAACP to nearly half a million

it

members by 1946

sit-ins.

the increasing militancy of the African

to the early

Robert Vann's "Double

American population.

demonstrated the growing recognition that America's racism

direct links to

its

V"

4

at

support of racist colonial regimes abroad, and that the Allies'

defense of "freedom" against the fascist powers of the Axis rang hollow in light of their

own

practices."^

Johnson's view of the United States in the postwar era actually began to take root
during the

first

year of America's involvement in the conflict.

As

early as 1942, he

delineated a clear outline for America's future in a Sunday morning sermon delivered at

Harvard University. His

lecture, entitled

"Thou Preparest

a Table Before

Me

in the

Presence of Mine Enemies," Johnson examined the massive government-led program to
turn the nation's political

that

4

and economic structures towards the war

effort.

"[H]e declared

never again, after the spectacle of productive and distributive and educative power

Robert Vann was a Black lawyer and longtime editor of the Pittsburgh Courier, one of

American newspapers. See Andrew Bunie, Robert L. Vann
Pittsburgh Courier: Politics and Black Journalism. Pittsburgh: University of

the nation's leading African

of the

Pittsburgh Press, 1974.
5

For example, Johnson's longtime friend and supporter, Walter White, wrote, "World

War

II

has given to the Negro a sense of kinship with other colored

—peoples of

oppressed
allies

the world."

White predicted

that the

—and

also

racism of America and

its

could cause problems dealing with non-white nations in the postwar world. See

Walter White,

A

Rising Wind. Garden City,

NY: Doubleday, Doran and Company,

Inc.,

1945, passim, esp. 142-155 (quote taken from pg. 144). W.E.B. Du Bois continued to
stress these connections for the rest of his life, while also noting the manner in which

racism towards Africa had already influenced the course of history. See

Du

World and Africa: An Inquiry

World

New

into the Part WJiich Africa

Has Played

in

Bois, The
History.

York: Viking Press, 1947. Throughout the postwar period through the 1960s,

Department played an important role in arguing for changes in federal
responses to racism at home and abroad. See Michael L. Krenn, Black Diplomacy:
African Americans and the State Department, 1945-1969. Armonk, NY and London:
M.E. Sharpe, 1999, passim, esp. 10-22.
Blacks

in the State
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for war, can

we

argue our incapacity, on technological grounds, to produce and distribute

and educate adequately for peace." Johnson was impressed with the manner
nation prepared itself for war and quickly shaped

its

in

which the

priorities to aid that effort.

But

it

also demonstrated, in his mind, that the government could challenge the nation's

economic and

social

problems

in peacetime, if

it

had the

political will to mobilize its

resources to such a purpose. This, then, became the basis for
in the years following

As

the Allies

World War

many of his

political ideas

6
II.

pushed towards Berlin

at the

beginning of the 1945, Johnson

continued to use the war effort to press for equal opportunities for African Americans on
the

home

front

and a more progressive and

January 1945 he participated

activist role for the federal

in a panel discussion

sponsored by The

government. In

New

York Times

regarding federal aid to education. Johnson pointed to the vast discrepancy between

funding for white and Black schools. "The average per capita expenditure on the Negro
child, he said,

was

a

little

more than one-sixth

the average of the United States as a

whole. '" In such a system, African Americans had become an "'educational caste, based

on

color, in

which the financial support

below America's best
purposes."

is

grossly

below the American average, and so

as to be unbelievable in a nation of our resources

far

and democratic

7

Benjamin Fine,

in

an extensive review of the education aid issue, was deeply

impressed with Johnson's rhetoric in describing the plight of these Black students.

6

Marc Moreland, "Roger Williams:

Discipline for Today." Phylon, Vol. 6, No.

nd

2.

(2

Qtr., 1945), pg. 136.
7

"Federal Aid Held Vital to Schools," The

New

York Times, January 24, 1945, pg. 14;
and "Negro Education Cost One-Sixth U.S. Average," Chicago Defender, February 10,
1945, pg.

9.
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Johnson used the image of a skyscraper

American schools, especially
with the richest schools

If a

rocket

bomb blew

Negro child
classroom.

bottom

at the

in the
If yet

floors.

making

in

in the South.

He

his case for federal aid to African

painted a picture of a sixty-story building,

top and the poorest

at

the bottom.

off twenty-eight stories of the skyscraper, not a single

segregated school system would be obliged to leave the
another

bomb would blow

99 per cent of

their schools destroyed, but

all

all

the building except the four

white children in the United States would have

over half the Negro school children would

still

be

there.

And how would
said, they

those children fare in these surviving schools? "At best, Dr. Johnson

would have classrooms costing $400 per

would be $232 a year

in Mississippi or

support for existing schools, and in

Black students, the results were

$371

many

stark.

in

year, with a teacher

whose

salary

South Carolina." Between the lack of

areas the lack of any public high schools for

"Out of 9,000,000 Negro Americans

in eighteen

O

states there are

30,000 candidates for high school graduation."

With regard

to higher education, Johnson, argued, the figures

were even worse.

"In the year 1937-38 the governmental units of this country spent $192,394,548 in

support of higher education; of this sum, Dr. Johnson said, only $4,820,082 was spent on
higher educational institutions for the Negro." Government support for land-grant
colleges revealed even greater funding gaps. "While the Federal and State governments

contributed $92,903,750 toward the budgets of sixty-nine land grant colleges, only

$1,931,782 was spent for seventeen land grant colleges for Negroes."

None of these

land

Benjamin Fine, "Education in Review," The New York Times, January 28, 1945, pg. E9.
For a point of comparison, the best-funded schools in Johnson's "skyscraper" were the
handful of public schools in New York which received about $6,000 per year. "Sixty
stories down would be 38,000 Negro children in schools of Arkansas, Georgia and
Tennessee, receiving financial support of less than $100 per classroom."
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grant institutions for Blacks offered professional schools in law, medicine, dentistry,

pharmacy or engineering, nor did they
For Johnson,

this

offer Ph.D.

programs

in

any

field

of study.

was not merely a matter of equal opportunity or

9

civil rights.

He

masterfully linked his critique of unequal education with the welfare of the United States

in

World War

II.

"Here then

is

the segregated system of

Negro education," he added.

miserable commentary upon the health of the American democratic

can be no wonder that in

this

time of crisis the leaders of the

"It is a

will.

There

Army have been

Negro selectees on account of educational
deficiencies
from one state rejecting as high as 43 per cent. The system of
education which we have provided for the Negro has all but butchered his
children and it has crippled the nation in her most precious resource
intelligently
10
able men."
obliged to reject 34.5 per cent of

all

—

—

Thus, while Johnson

hit at the

moral aspects of America's subpar schools for Blacks, he

also framed the issue in practical terms that demonstrated a shared sense of self-interest

between the United States as a whole and

At

the

same

looked with alarm
conflict.

On

its

citizens of color.

time, however, Johnson and other educators, Black and white alike,

at

a federal government that

January

1

1,

seemed

to prepare for a

much

longer

1945, General George Marshall addressed the convention of the

Association of American Colleges, defending the government's recent call for

compulsory military

training. After the hour-long "off the record" lecture, college

and

university presidents debated the merits of the government's arguments. Mordecai

Johnson played a key role

9

"Federal Aid

the stage with,

.

.

."

in these discussions, as

NYT, January

among

sponsor of a pending

he was one of four college presidents

24, 1945, pg. 14.

Interestingly enough, Johnson shared

others, Senator Lester Hill of Alabama. Senator Hill was a co-

bill in

Congress

to increase federal support for public education.

There was no record, however, of whether Senator Hill had anything
Johnson's criticisms of unequal funding for Black schools.
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to say

about

1

to

speak directly against Marshall's proposal. In the end, despite the arguments of Robert

Clothier of Rutgers and George R. Stuart of

overwhelmingly against compulsory

Birmingham Southern,

training, asking

Congress

the Association voted

any consideration

to delay

of this issue. President Emeritus John Nollen of Grinnell College, speaking in favor of

the resolution, said, "I

am

heartily in favor of the report as a whole.

by General Marshall was limited
the point of

Americans of

government

emboldened

.

The discussion

.

He

problem.

talked from

view military science and military needs. The discussion was based on one

broad assumption, that war

federal

to the military aspects of the

.

is

inevitable.

all political stripes,

in

two key

areas.

I

do not accept

that premise."

1

then, tried to assess the direction of the postwar

how would

First,

international status as the world's primary

the United States react to

its

economic and military power?

Already, the Soviet Union was emerging as a rival to America's preeminent position in

the international

community and

a

new

Communists' momentum. Second,
auspices of the

economy and
seemed

New

Deal,

how

that buttressed his

groundwork

after

twelve years of intense intervention under the

did the federal government view

the larger realm of

to lay the

administration in Washington sought to slow the

American

life?

for a continuation,

its

own

role in the

Roosevelt's final inaugural address

and perhaps an expansion, of the ideals

economic platforms of the 1930s. Now, with Harry Truman

in the

White House, what could the American people expect ?
In assessing

figure

must be taken

interest in

11

how

these trends affected the Black community, one other major

into account:

J.

Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI. By 1945, the FBI's

Black radicals already stretched back nearly three decades, about as long as

"Educators Reject Plea by Marshall," The

New

400

York Times, January

its

12, 1945, pg. 17.

"

3

determination to root out

Communist

separate trains of thought

came

official racism, including a

subversives. In the person of Hoover, these

One

together.

memo

to Herbert

the one hand, he had a long history of

Hoover's Attorney General

Blacks as "basically lazy and unreliable, 'low Red Cap
the

Second World War came

was not paying adequate

to a close, he felt that the

attention to the

eradicating

that followed.

Communists within

new

the other hand, as

presidential administration

the borders of the United States.
1

all

infiltration at

in the final stages of

Hoover rededicated himself to

the problem, a poison that had to be eradicated at

politicians

On

growing specter of Communist

home. "As months passed and Truman was absorbed
and the peace agreements

,12

sorts.

that described

costs."

.

.

Like

World War

the cause of

For Hoover,

.

II

it

was

many Southern

(Hoover was a Southerner himself), he was only too eager

to see connections

between the Black freedom struggle and Communist-inspired revolutionary movements,
whether those connections were

real or not.

At times, Mordecai Johnson seemed

to

welcome such an

intellectual leap

on

the

part of the Director. In early February 1945, speaking at North Carolina College in

Durham, Johnson once again compared

the respective race records of the United States

and the Soviet Union, and found America sorely lacking. "Dr. Johnson praised the
Russians for 'evolving a type of democracy and Christianity which would vie

war period with

attitudes in the

West

for the affection of the world." Indeed,

in the post-

Johnson

overtly called for the United States to observe the Soviets in their approach to race

12

Hack, pg. 83. Hoover was equally uncomfortable with Blacks in his personal life.
Speaking about a group outing to the Cotton Club on New Year's Eve 1936, Luisa Stuart
indicated that Hoover did not want to go because the white drummer, Gene Krupa,

performed with Black musicians. Once they arrived, he was "extremely upset"
sight of interracial dancing. Hack, 194-5.
13

Hack, pg. 248-9.
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at the

relations

and follow the Communist example. "If America

leadership on post-war spiritual affairs, this country must

program embraces the whole gamut of human color and

is to

occupy a position of

come with Russia whose broad

culture."

14

As

usual, Johnson's

defenders could point to the text of the speech and insist that he was merely looking out
for

American

interests in

world

and arguing

affairs

perceptions of American leadership abroad. But

time

when he recognized

Johnson looked

the

to the Soviet

it

that race relations threatened

is

perfectly clear that in 1945, at a

emergence of tensions between these two great powers,
Union, not the United States, for moral guidance in matters

of race.

San Francisco and a

New World

Order

.

.

.

Maybe

People of color throughout Africa, Asia, the Middle East and the Americas

wartime

that Allied

calls for

knew

democracy and self-determination meant nothing without

postwar guarantees. Colonized people throughout the world had watched in horror as the
Paris Peace Conference of 1919 did nothing to bring about local rule in the non-white

world and even redistributed the former colonial holdings of Germany

powers

as

punishment for Germany's conduct

which these same colonized people offered

in the war.

their

own

lives

to other

After a second

European

World War

and resources to the cause of

freedom, African Americans and other people of color looked to the founding of a

world body, the United Nations, as a source of hope

With
Francisco in

world

14

stage.

this in

May

in

new

in their quest for equity.

mind, Black America paid special attention to the proceedings in San

1945. Certainly,

its

leaders

made

efforts to

have their voices heard on a

"W.E.B. Du Bois and Walter White of the National Association

for the

"Negro Education Cost One-Sixth U.S. Average," Chicago Defender, February

1945, pg. 9
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10,

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), M.W. Johnson from Howard

Mary McLeod Bethune from

the National Council of

University,

Negro Women, and Edgar Brown

of the National Negro Council attended the conference as either official consultants in the
case of the

NAACP officials

and Bethune or as unofficial observers."

15

They hoped

to

push the issues facing the non-white world to the forefront of the meeting and secure
international support for these nascent independence

acting

on behalf of the

Dumbarton Oaks

NAACP,

movements. Du Bois and White,

called for three provisions to be included in the

charter: "Equality for

all

races," an international bill of rights, and the

"Abolition of the colonial system in favor of an international agency to which the

colonial

wedge

powers would report." Bethune,

for African

Americans

for her part,

this

conference as an opening

to gain a foothold in international politics.

conference, the Negro becomes closely allied with

more importantly he becomes integrated
people everywhere."

saw

all

"Through

this

the darker races of the world, but

into the structure of the peace

and freedom of

all

16

Technically. Mordecai Johnson attended the proceedings in San Francisco as an

"unofficial observer."

He was

part of the delegation sent

by

the Federal Council of

Churches, along with Rev. J.L. Horace and Rev. J.C. Austin, both Baptist ministers from
Chicago.

17

There

is

no indication of how Johnson became involved with

this delegation,

of whether he sought the opportunity or whether the Council asked him to take

15

16

1

Lauren, pg. 25, in

Plummer

(ed.),

Window on Freedom.

Richard Durham, "Parley Ducks Colonial Issue," Chicago Defender,

,6.

The Defender saw

fit

to

part.

May

5,

1945, pg.

have three correspondents report on the proceedings in San
Durham explored the role of American Negroes in the

Francisco under one headline.
proceedings, editor-in-chief

Metz

T. P.

Lochard wrote about the refusal of the

proceedings to deal with the colonial issue, and John R. Badger discussed which nations

might support calls for a "world trusteeship" over the colonies.
17

Ibid, pg. 6.
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What

is

clear is that

Johnson maintained a very public presence

duration of his stay.

He

San Francisco

in

participated in a series of high-profile public meetings organized

by Edgar G. Brown, director of the National Negro Council,

who

with other Black

leaders used these meetings to raise funds towards a million-dollar

aim of this

effort

was

to eventually

more than $10,000 towards

media campaign. The

pay for a national radio broadcast "to inform white

Americans of the demands of the Negro people." These meetings

the

for the

that goal.

in

San Francisco raised

Moreover, they gave the "unofficial observers"

San Francisco conference a chance

to

views on colonial questions and human

speak before wide audiences and share their

rights.

diverse collection of Black leaders from

at

all

The meetings

walks of

life:

also brought together a

Johnson, Brown, Bethune,

Max

Yergan of the Council on African Affairs, Loren Miller of the National Negro Bar
Association, Eunice Carter of the National Council of

Negro Women, and representatives

of the West Indian International Council and the Liberian consul in Los Angeles.

The designs of the

participants

went well beyond fundraising, however.

the immediate impetus for the meetings

"for refusing to

work following

came from

the Port

18

Much

of

the court martial of fifty Black sailors

Chicago explosion." (The

fifty

men were

sentenced to a total of 588 years for their "crimes.") This incident merely served as a
starting point for these discussions.

The

resolution passed calling for a national radio

broadcast, for instance, argued the need to "appeal for justice not only for

Negro

sailors

but for servicemen of every color and creed." Speakers, including Johnson, Bethune,

Brown, and Judge Hobson Reynolds of the Civil Liberties Commission, also paid special

18

"Prominent Negroes Will Speak Sunday," San Francisco Chronicle, May 4, 1945, pg.
10; "Pardon Urged In Mutiny at Port Chicago," San Francisco Chronicle, May 7, 1945,
pg. 9; "$10,000 Raised At S.F. Parley," Chicago Defender, May 12, 1945, pg. 4.
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attention to the proceedings going

international race relations.

meeting on Sunday,
to set

up an equal

May

rights

6,

on

and linked the Port Chicago incident

in that city

More than 2000 African Americans

in attendance at a

passed a resolution "to request the San Francisco Conference

commission

as part of a

permanent structure

segregation and discrimination on account of race or color."

If this

to

had been the extent of Johnson's involvement

to abolish

19

in

postwar discussions,

it

might have been easily overlooked. In early June 1945, however, Johnson offered his
views on the San Francisco proceedings during a press conference

in

Washington, D.C.

The Defender summarized Johnson's view of the American delegation
"grevious

[sic]

one of

disappointment," particularly with regard to colonial questions. In what

would become an important
saw

as

part of Johnson's postwar critique of the United States, he

the world's moral leadership shifting perceptively to the East.

"The propositions our

delegates brought into the conference on these questions were so dominated with the

inflexible purposes of the

from Japan
were."

that

we

Army and Navy

to

keep and control certain

with

taken

placed ourselves in a position to be outflanked by Russia, and

we

20

That the United States failed to take the lead
rule

territories

was bad enough. Johnson worried about
its

the

in

guiding these nations towards

message the American delegation

self-

sent

choice of allies in these debates.

19

While the Defender referred to a series of mass meetings in the Bay Area, the
May 6 meeting was the only one that received specific press attention. Unfortunately, the
scant press coverage did not quote any of the speakers at these meetings, so we cannot
assess what Johnson and Bethune thought of the San Francisco proceedings based on
them. See also Plummer, Rising Wind, pg. 134-8; and Robert L. Allen, The Port Chicago
Mutiny. New York: Warner Books, 1989.
20
"Howard Prexy Hits U.S. Leadership At Frisco, Lauds Stand of Russians," Chicago
Ibid.

Defender, June

9,

1945, pg.

5.
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"Russia took the leadership away from us," he added.

"We

found ourselves in the
most dangerous position possible, lined up with Britain, France, Holland and
Belgium defending imperialism, with Russia and China, representing the East,
squarely on the other side." He said it had been his hope that the United States

would have taken the position of leadership which the Russians took on these
21
questions in championing the welfare of peoples instead of control of areas.
Again, Johnson tempered his criticism by pointing to his desire for the United States to
take the lead in such matters. But

viewed

in light

United States and the Soviet Union during the

of his other comparisons between the

first

half of 1945, Johnson consistently

challenged the United States to take a more progressive stand in

its

The

foreign policy.

connections that Johnson already drew between domestic race relations and American
policy overseas served as a forerunner to similar critiques from African American leaders

throughout the

fifties

and

sixties.

"The Color Line and the Destiny of Our Nation"
by

International conditions, highlighted

Johnson a chance

to present his theological

movements undertaken by people of color

the events in

views

at

in light

home and

San Francisco, offered

of the growing democratic

abroad. In 1945, Johnson and a

number of other graduates of the Rochester Theological Seminary (now

the Colgate-

Rochester Divinity School) came together to write Christian Leadership
Society.

They published

Moehlman,

the

book

in

honor of the recently

the school's longtime chair of

retired

in

a World

Conrad Henry

Church History. These alumni wrote "not

merely because of their sense of indebtedness

to

him

because he represents a group of Christian educators,
institution but theological schools in general to

406

make

as their teacher

who

and

friend, but

helped not only their

the transition to the

own

new age

that

was dawning
unification of

all

people in "one world," and

face issues of social justice

With

This "transition," as they saw

thirty years ago."""

this

at

it,

was towards the

in that unification, Christianity

needed

to

every turn.

challenge before them, the contributors attempted to outline the ways in

which Christianity needed

to adapt to the

new

situation.

Mordecai Johnson authored a

piece entitled "The Color Line and the Destiny of Our Nation" that attempted to connect
Christian ideas of social justice with his continued calls for American moral leadership in
the postwar era.

faced in this

new

Citing the "daily relations with

men

of every color" that Americans

world, he asked his government what

its

attitude

would be towards

those millions of people. "They have been our fellow soldiers, our

of our cause. Are

we

to

respect themselves and

freedom?"

allies

and the friends

be their friends, in whose presence and with whose help they can

move toward economic,

political, intellectual

and

spiritual

23

Johnson detailed the notorious manner

in

which the colonial powers treated

people of color throughout the world, warning that these dealings represented most of

what

the

emerging Third World knew about white people. These same conditions created

the desire for independence that

are hungry for

Justin

World

itself

known

to the

freedom from economic exploitation, from

personal humiliation.

^

made

And

in

San Francisco. "They

political subordination

and

they are eagerly scanning the horizon to discover what hope

Wroe Nixon and Winthrop

Society: Essays in

world

Still

Hudson

(editors). Christian

Leadership

in

a

honor of Conrad Henry Moehlman. Rochester: The Colgate-

Rochester Divinity School, 1945. Pg.

7.

23

Mordecai Wyatt Johnson, "The Color Line and the Destiny of Our Nation." Justin
Wroe Nixon and Winthrop Still Hudson (editors). Christian Leadership in a World
Society: Essays in honor of Conrad Henry Moehlman. Rochester: The Colgate-Rochester
Divinity School, 1945. Pg. 37-8.
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a

they have for such a brotherhood in freedom as

in the suffering

with regard to

is

so clearly implied by their brotherhood

and dying of the war." Johnson examined the record of the United States

own former

its

slaves and

neighbors to the South and offered, perhaps

its

too optimistically, hope that America would stand on the side of democracy and justice.

More

importantly, he

World
to

saw

in leading these

it

new

as

to

fill

a leadership role for the Third

nations towards democratic institutions. "It

have such hope and expectancy directed upon a nation. Individual
directed towards

them have

challenge which a

man could

it

America's duty

hoping

He saw

God

like

looking into the face of

Johnson compared America's role

that the nation use its

in the

world

seen

—

meet, which he could never forgive himself

fail to

he

if

to a

"knowledge and resources and power"

the calls for

American leadership came not only from non-Whites

thing, but only a bald

thing which the conduct of their

from Europeans yearning for the same

that Hitler's "terrible doctrine of race

supremacy

result.

.

.

.

and shameless and more intense assertion of the same

own

nations toward Africa, India and China, the Near

East and the Malay Islands for four hundred years had implied." In an interesting

rhetorical twist,

Johnson used

this

comparison between Nazi race theory and European

colonialism, not to demonstrate further the depths of Western imperialism, but to offer

whites a

way

out of the moral

to

24

Europe the recognition

was no new

men who have

not

to eradicate the colonial system, but

in

light thing

was

promote freedom everywhere.

To Johnson,

no

felt that it

failed to meet." In this sense,

commandment from God,

is

dilemma they had created

Ibid, pg. 38-42.
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for themselves.

For

it

was

German

militarism that ultimately saved the European soul,

making

it

evident for

all

to

see that racism in any form can only lead to man's continued inhumanity toward man.

25

Just as he extended this olive branch to the West, however, Johnson surprised the

colonial powers by once again challenging

them

to live

up

to the

examples of the Eastern

powers, Russia and China. Voicing the hopes of Third World people to "build a world

which

is

from the competitive struggle

free

the lands and the labor of their black and

to live

by straddling the backs and exploiting

brown and yellow

nations as providing just the sort of leadership the

moment

brothers," he pointed to these

required.

Both nations,

in

Johnson's opinion, longed to end imperialism and bring self-determination to the
oppressed masses.

With

the help of these

two

nations,

we

western Christian nations could

unite in bringing the struggle for existence, over land

could enter upon the great experiment for which

at last

and bread, to an end. We
life was made
the

—

human

establishment of security and mutuality in variety throughout the earth. Not

without
will

Johnson

peril,

we have

not without trembling, but not without hope that

and the resources of knowledge

to

make

at last the
26

the experiment possible of success.

unequivocally, that the United States had the "physical power and

felt,

independence"

to provide

such leadership to the world. Those looking to America to

provide this leadership, however, feared that the nation lacked the "moral strength to do
so." That

American racism played a

"Sometime

it

seems

to

them

that

slave states." Indeed, America's

white

men by

colors than

Ibid, pg.

all

we

role in creating this anxiety

all

own

may

all

too clear.

be overwhelmed by the unfaith of our former

racist institutions

direct contact to deal with condescension

the

was

"have trained a larger number of
toward the

life

of

men

of other

European imperialisms put together." The combination of American

43-44.

Ibid, pg. 45-6.
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made

racism and American greed

uphill battle.

it

clear that conscientious Christians were fighting an

27

Yet Johnson warned
"evil destiny."

that the stakes

were too high for America

to pursue such an

Speaking of people of color worldwide, Johnson wrote,

They would know

.

.

block of European and western powers,

that in the entire

.

the democratic and Christian purpose had been

would have been defeated only

who conquered

him.

We

abandoned by

the state,

and Hitler

to rise again in the leadership of those in the

should awake one morning to find that the eyes of

West
all

China and Africa and the Near
years had been focused upon us in hopeful

the hundreds of millions of people in India and

East and Malaya, which for

expectancy, would no longer be turned in our direction.

In religious terms,

Johnson described the process by which God would lower the United

States in the eyes of the

result, the nation

world and

would begin

"lift

to "rot"

following the

Johnson pointed

—

war

a

just as the

Roman Empire

to the large strides that

Communist Revolution, and vowed

great

would be

Babylon

—

a

did, while

war more huge and more destructive than
Russia made in the decades

that China, out of fear of

military power, could demonstrate similar advances in the years to

feared,

me." As a

to take thy place before

from within,

also laying "the foundation for the next

history ever saw."

up another

American

come. The

results,

worldwide rebellion against America, viewed around the world

the last great

raper of our liberties."

whore among

the nations

—

he

as "the

the seducer and betrayer and

28

The economic motives

America to preserve imperialism were not
lost on Johnson. He openly wrote about those who viewed this as the "American
century" and argued that the United States should help itself to everything within its own
power to take.
"8
Ibid, pg. 51-3. At one point, Johnson offers a critique of America by God, in which the
mantle of leadership is turned over to the Soviet Union. The passage is strikingly similar
to a nineteenth-century Shaker document, one that painted England as the "haughty
nation" and America as the hope for liberty in the future. See
Ibid, pg.

47-49.

for
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Johnson insisted

that this "is not the

road

we wish

which, by the very inertia of the moral forces within us,

Thus he

ourselves."

to travel. But,

we

it

is

the road

shall travel, unless

we

bestir

reasserted that the United States could not content itself with

avoiding evil deeds against other nations. American "inertia,"

its

inability to act

constructive goals of political freedom and economic justice, could pose just as

threat to the welfare of the nation. For this reason,

towards

much of a

Johnson wrote, Christians needed

to

"capture and control the will of this nation" to guarantee that the United States pursued

an anti-imperialist agenda on the world stage. His statement,
political

movement based on

outlook. "It

is

time

now

liberation theology

29

and a broad-based internationalist

for all aggression to cease, for the entire imperialistic system to

be organized out of existence.
organization."

in effect, called for a

The United

We must become

States could not

do

a part and a leader in this

this along, but

only in combination with

other nations around the world. Only through engaging these countries on the basis of

justice for all nations could Christians be successful in carrying out their duties.

In this relatively brief essay,

Mordecai Johnson

political

and economic self-determination

political

agenda

that he

in the

set forth

postwar

era.

an extraordinary plea for

This was not a moderate

espoused under the guise of Christian brotherhood.

It

represented

a radical political and economic reorganization of the world community, one based upon
principles of peace, opposition to imperialism, and concerted effort to give emerging

Third World nations control over their

own economic

destinies without perpetuating the

existing cycles of oppression and exploitation. Critics might point to an overabundance

http://www.passtheword.org/SHAKER-MANUSCRlPTS/PropheticRevelations/prophrevlx.htm. October 15, 2006.
29

Ibid, pg.

53-55.
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of idealism on Johnson's part in attempting to separate what he saw as true "Christian"
principles

from Western imperialism, or

in his attempt to

American power. But they could not challenge
of the various manifestations of the color

his

awareness of the problems that came

use moral suasion as a check on

the scope of his thought, his recognition

line, the threats

to pass as

of international militarism, or

America struggled with the mantel of

world leadership.
Affairs at

Howard

As

usual, there

were controversies

in the air at

Howard

University, but this time

Mordecai Johnson was not facing a disgruntled employee or two.
support for organized labor dating back to the 1920s, he did not

both professors and non-teaching staff to unionize after World

CIO

attempts to unionize

a great deal of attention to

Johnson

in

Howard

31

by the end of the summer, the

CIO

EL

By

already spreading to the

Charley Cherokee,

own

1

It

who

paid

salary while refusing to deal with the

Johnson's intransigence reached such a high point that
"sicked

[sic] the

National Labor Relations Board on

[him] to force recognition of bargaining rights for non-teaching members."

"

January 1945,

University in his weekly Defender article, criticized

February 1945 for raising his

demands of the CIO members.

30

own

welcome attempts by

War

members of the Medical School were

College of Liberal Arts and the staff of Founders' Library.

In spite of his

32

Charley Cherokee, "National Grapevine," Chicago Defender, January 27, 1945, pg.
Charley Cherokee, "National Grapevine," Chicago Defender, February 3, 1945, pg.

11.
11.

should be noted that Cherokee often made pointed criticisms of Johnson's

administration

at

Howard,

particularly

when

it

came

to

Johnson's dealings with organized

labor.
32

Charley Cherokee, "National Grapevine," Chicago Defender, September

13.
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15, 1945, pg.

This stance, coming on the heels of a tax dispute with the District government,
threatened to create "headaches" for the

Johnson

in particular at the

Howard Board of Trustees and Mordecai

Board's October meeting.

33

In

what was probably a

calculated move, the Trustees did choose to recognize the rights of non-teaching staff to

bargain collectively. But they refused to recognize the

CIO

as the official bargaining

group of the faculty members. Thus, they attempted to create a

members of the

who

still

clerical

and maintenance

staffs

lacked the recognition of their union.

rift

represented by the

between those

CIO and

the teachers

34

These confrontations between Johnson's administration and workers
University reached a boiling point in the spring of 1946.

Working through

at

Howard

their union,

Local 10 of the United Federal Workers of America, 275 faculty members issued a
statement decrying the physical conditions, working environment, and scholastic
standards of the school. Their report "warned that the educational program of the

College of Liberal Arts

is

functioning far below any reasonable level of effectiveness"

and expressed the fear that

its

programs might lose national accreditation.

Johnson administration and the Board of Trustees
alleviating 'an obviously

unwholesome'

were charges of overcrowding

33

Ibid.

The

in the

situation."

Among

at

assailed the

"any program for

their specific complaints

dormitories and the classroom, lack of enforcement

tax dispute in question concerned whether the University had to

recently-acquired property valued

pay taxes on

over seven hundred thousand dollars. As

it

turned

government was entitled to collect taxes from the school on this property.
"275 Howard Professors Revolt Against Prexy," Chicago Defender, April 13, 1946,

out, the local
34

for their lack of

It

Pg-7.
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of faculty regulations, low admission standards, and lack of a program to facilitate faculty
growth.

35

Coincidentally, this report

CIO

finally

came

to

came

an agreement on a

possible, therefore, that this

at the

new

was designed

moment

that the administration

labor deal for faculty members.

on

to place pressure

and the

It is

the Trustees to ratify their

agreement or face the possibility of more embarrassing press coverage. At the same time,
however, there were strong signs of discontent on the part of several faculty members.

Over

few weeks

a span of only a

three professors in the

his

Law

immediate resignation

"new

administrator,"

members

in early April, four faculty

resigned, including

School. Leon Ransom, a longtime law professor, tendered

after

he was passed over for promotion to dean in favor of a

George Johnson. Bernard

"lack of adequate pay and promotional opportunity" in the

almost immediately after being promoted to

was

S. Jefferson

Law

full professor.

also

dismayed over the

School and resigned

These complaints forced the

University to deal more seriously with the faculty's nascent labor union and gave the

additional fuel in the charges

It

is

cents.

levied against Johnson.

important, however, to place

administration in perspective.

and

it

Much

some of these

criticisms of Johnson's

of the situation comes

The Chicago Defender noted

that,

"As

far

down

in support of

of dollars

House Appropriations

an increased budget for the operation of the institution warned

of the danger of the university losing

35

to a matter

back as March 22, 1945, Federal

Security Administrator Paul V. McNutt, testifying before the

Committee

CIO

its

rating,

and implored

that 'the substandard

"275 Howard Professors Revolt Against Prexy," Chicago Defender, April

13, 1946,

pg. 1,7.
36

1,

"Trouble Mounts in Howard U. Faculty Brawl," Chicago Defender, April 27, 1946, pg.
8; Charley Cherokee, "National Grapevine," Chicago Defender, April 27, 1946, pg. 13.
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salaries prevailing

institution

throughout the non-teaching staff should be built up, so that the

own

can operate efficiently." Johnson's

testimony, cited in the same

article,

echoed a similar note of despair, offering specific examples of improvements needed
several schools and pointing to the rapid influx of students during the

Johnson and McNutt feared
immediate

the

that the increased

war

years.

in

Both

enrollment showed no signs of abating in

37

future.

Indeed, Johnson testified before Congress about the need for three million dollars

in building appropriations several

At

that time,

and

Johnson pointed

fine arts building, a

new

months before the faculty members issued

to the

need for two women's dormitories, an auditorium

building for the dental school, and a building to house the

school of engineering. Defending his call for

that there

their report.

were over 2900 female students

at

women's

dormitories, Johnson pointed out

Howard, but

the three existing dormitories

could only accommodate 332 women. Likewise, the auditorium was necessary because
at that time, there

entire

freshman

buildings on

was no longer

class.

campus

The

that

a single indoor space on

due

the

dental and engineering schools were relegated to older

were not originally designed for the purposes they now served.

Indeed, Johnson said, the engineering school

different buildings,

campus capable of housing

was spread across

the

campus

in three

to the lack of space.

In other words, both the federal administrator overseeing

Mordecai Johnson himself acknowledged the problems

Howard

that the faculty

University and

members

delineated in their April 1946 report, thus lending credence to the complaints of Local 10

37

"Sub-Standard Conditions Hurt Howard Univ.," Chicago Defender,

May 4,

1946, pg.

1,6.
38

"Howard Plans $3,000,000 Postwar Building

1946, pg.

2.
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Plan," Chicago Defender, January 5,

of the

UFWA.

may have been

The

efforts to rectify the

problems through increased funding, however,

sidelined in the short term by the ongoing

war

Moreover, the

effort.

faculty report did not take into account the impact over the following

Montgomery

G.I. Bill

and the subsequent increase of Black soldiers

institutions across the country.

for recognition

it

seemed

that in the union's

it

at

Howard and

anger over

its

other

battle

overlooked the tangible efforts that

to increase Congressional funding to deal with

problems facing

University.

At times, Johnson wished
occasional brawl with faculty

episode

Thus,

from the Johnson Administration,

Johnson had made

Howard

39

few years of the

came

to light in

that his

most pressing problems were merely

members over

salaries.

A

the

particularly embarrassing

October 1946, when the Chicago Defender ran a report on the

work of the head of Howard's department of zoology.
Johnson's chagrin, the Defender's front-page

article

Dr.

Tage U. H.

Ellinger.

Much

to

uncovered an academic paper

Ellinger printed in the April 1942 edition of the Journal of Heredity entitled

"On

the

Breeding of Aryans." Here, Ellinger offered a "[g]lowing account of Nazi distortions of
science and nature to produce

[a]

master race," including "infallible" methods "for

picking out non-Aryans," "forced sterilization of Jews, and experiments in which
children are placed in cages for observation."

damning

that Ellinger

drew

parallels

To

the Defender's readers,

between German and American

it

was most

efforts at racial

purity:

In a vein of cool effrontery, Ellinger accepts as science the Nazis' deliberate

eradication of the Jewish elements in

which had

as

its

Germany

as a "large-scale breeding project"

ultimate end "eliminating from that nation the hereditary attribute

This issue will be dealt with in greater detail in the next chapter.
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of the Semitic race," and blandly states,

have solved to

Adding

to the insult

their

was

own

"it is

a problem similar to that Americans

satisfaction with regard to their colored population."

that Ellinger's

two-year temporary appointment was made to

replace the noted African American scientist Ernest Just.

quoted

in the article,

and inexcusable."
not protected

Two

other

anonymous professors

by academic freedom, contrary

far as to

professors were

describing Johnson's lack of due diligence as "entirely indefensible

university, since they

went so

Unnamed

were not based

to

James Nabrit's assertion on behalf of the

but his

in fact,

said that Ellinger's statements were

own

personal opinions.

quote two academic responses to Ellinger's

The paper

article, printed in

1942 and

1943, respectively, that attacked the scientific basis for his conclusions and dismissed

them

outright.

As

if this

been aware of
attention,

and

away from
and

it

40

were not bad enough

this

information

for Johnson, the article also revealed that he

at least since

that the article in question

the university for

summer

June 1946, when

was

sent to

vacation, however,

does not appear that any action was taken that

student rally at Rankin Chapel

him

condemned

English-born Dr. R. Ruggles Gates. Gates,
"stating opposition to classification of

Fall.

in

it

was brought

had

to his

August. Since Ellinger was

no action was taken
In late

at that

time

February 1947, a mass

Ellinger and another zoology professor, the

it

was discovered, had published two

mankind

articles

as a single species, upholding the

doctrine of 'superior' and 'inferior' races, opposing racial inter-marriage and

championing an

inferior status for blacks under a kindly white overlordship."

student leaders presented

demands

to

Johnson

40

that

When

both professors be removed, he

"Uncover Nazi Sympathizer on Howard Faculty," Chicago Defender, October 5, 1946,
pg. 1-2; "Fascist Scientist in America," Chicago Defender, October 5, 1946, pg. 2. The
latter provided a photostatic copy of part of Ellinger's original article.
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1

"expressed general dissatisfaction with the demands and steps taken by the students."

According

to the students,

Johnson insisted

that university policy prohibited the outright

dismissal of these professors. Instead, he urged them to

that

file

a formal written complaint

could be investigated and upon which the board of trustees could
Strictly speaking,

4

act.

Johnson was correct: there was indeed a university policy

in

place regarding the dismissal of faculty members, a policy which he himself helped

create early in his presidency. His seemingly nonchalant reaction to the

Black students, however,

is

troubling to say the least. Giving

doubt, his defenders could argue that he

manner, contrary

was prone

was

legitimate concerns raised

by

But

the benefit of the

resisting the urge to act in an authoritarian

to the charges leveled against

to such high-handedness.

him

demands of

him throughout

his presidency that he

his failure to recognize

and

the presence of racist professors at a

act

upon

the very

Black university

is

puzzling. Several weeks after this protest, a university committee actually cleared

Ellinger of any wrongdoing, following a formal complaint by botany professor Morris

Raines, while nothing

was

officially

announced with reference

to Dr. Gates.

42

Granted,

Johnson was probably not responsible for the findings of that particular committee. But
as a Black college president, not to

mention a vocal

advocate of strong interfaith relations, there
reaction to these reports.

Given

is

critic

of Nazi atrocities and an

no apparent explanation for his lack of

his proclivity for offering strong

and unwavering

opinions on controversial subjects, Johnson's silence on the issue of scientific racism

his

own

school

is

in

deafening.

41

"Howard Student Rally Protests Profs Belief in 'Master Race,'" Chicago
Defender, March 1, 1947, pg. 1,4.
42
"Howard U. Committee Clears Dr. Ellinger," Chicago Defender, March 29, 1947,
Ibid;

2.
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pg.

The postwar years did

On

offer

Johnson a more pleasant

if

bittersweet opportunity.

October 25, 1945, Johnson joined a large group of celebrants

the outgoing

head of the FSA, Paul McNutt,

the assembled guests

at

at a

dinner in honor of

Washington's Hotel Carlton. Addressing

on behalf of Howard, Johnson applauded McNutt' s handling of

his

oversight duties toward the university. "His spirit and good will toward us has found a

steady expression in the

men and women

helpful to the University; and

initiative

of his

staff.

They have been

friendly and

more than once they have taken a spontaneous and strong

on our behalf." More importantly, McNutt did so while upholding

institutional

autonomy of Howard

in light

the

of the trying circumstances of the previous few

years.

Whenever he has been called up by others to take any action with regard to our
work, he has made us aware of the issue and has always, consulted us before
acting. Under his administration there has been no single instance when current
political influences were projected into the internal life of the University. He has
supported the inward integrity of our processes for the admission and graduation
of students and for the appointment and retirement of personnel; and he has
respected and protected the academic freedom of the teachers.
for

me, therefore, to say

won

that

It is

Governor McNutt commands our esteem. He has

our affection.

Linking McNutt' s work for Black higher education with his previous work

Johnson offered a cross-continental salute
think of ourselves and our work,

when we

not sufficient

we

see

to the

outgoing department head.

him go away with

think of our brothers in the Philippines,

we join

in the Pacific,

"When we

the deepest reluctance. But

in

sending him forth with our

prayers.

Johnson's remarks on the retirement of Paul McNutt reflected a growing comfort
in the

43
1.

postwar years with his relationship to the federal government. Indeed, during the

George Blake, Paul

Central Publishing

V.

McNutt: Portrait of a Hoosier Statesman. Indianapolis:

Company,

Inc.,

1966. Pg. 330-1, 335-6.
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second half of the 1940s, Johnson and Howard University found new ways

and enhance

this

bond. The best example came several years

December 1949, when Howard

trustees Jacob Billikopf

later, in

The February 1948 dinner paid

tribute to

at the

Nuremberg

trials.

who had

more

however,

striking,

Black, the former

to a notable career as a jurist.

intriguing, to say the very least.

barely on speaking terms with one another,

honor. Perhaps

two Supreme Court

served as the lead American

Hugo

Later, the school feted

Alabama senator and Ku Klux Klan member who went on
The choices of these two men were

is

February 1948 and

Robert H. Jackson, former Attorney

General and current Associate Justice on the Court,
prosecutor

embrace

and Earl G. Harrison took the

lead in sponsoring black-tie dinners at the University in honor of

Justices.

to

making them an unlikely
that neither

was

These justices were
pair for this shared

particularly

known

for

expressing liberal views on the Court. Black was part of the majority in striking

restrictive

opinion

covenants in Shelley

in the

Kramer

(1948), but had also written the majority

infamous Korematsu decision, upholding the internment of Japanese

Americans during World

War

Nuremberg, he only voted
after intense

v.

down

EL While Jackson

was

best

known

in favor of school desegregation in the

lobbying from Earl Warren.

Rehnquist, in a controversial

44

for his role in

Brown

decision of 1954

Indeed, one of his young law clerks, William

memorandum urged him

to

uphold "separate-but-equal."

45

The website of the Robert H. Jackson Center (www.roberthjackson.org/index.html)
includes a great deal of information about Jackson's

interviews with those

who knew and worked

life

and career, as well as

clips of

with him. Eugene C. Gerhart wrote two

older volumes on Jackson, Supreme Court Justice Jackson, Lawyer's Judge ( 1961 and
America 's Advocate: Robert H. Jackson (1958), but neither was able to incorporate
Jackson's personal papers, which were largely unavailable to researchers until the 1980s.
More recently, Jeffrey D. Hockett has written New Deal Justice: The Constitutional
Jurisprudence of Hugo L. Black, Felix Frankfurter, and Robert H. Jackson (1996), and
William Domnarski penned The Great Justices, 1941-1954: Black, Douglas, Frankfurter
)
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What,

then,

was

the purpose in bringing these

men

to

Howard?

It

seems

that the

events focused less on the justices being honored than the other official invited to
participate in the celebrations. Billikopf

officials

and Harrison extended invitations

to

dozens of

throughout the federal government, prominent members of the judiciary,

representatives of organized labor, reporters for major newspapers, and several prominent
private citizens. These receptions

came

private corporations and foundations

at a

time

when

the federal

were becoming more

university could play in fostering their

own

interests,

government and some

interested in the role that the

from national security

and development. Thus, the dinners may have been an attempt

to research

to curry favor

with as

wide a swath of power brokers as possible, with the ostensible purpose of honoring
Jackson and Black.

community noted

It

was

a sound strategy, and

more than one member of the Howard

the possible benefits of these events.

School of Engineering and Architecture noted,

Dean L.K. Downing of the

"I believe that

our guests and others

present caught the spirit of the affair and that future programs of this type will prove quite

profitable to the University as a whole." Likewise,

of Medicine wrote,

good

will."

"It

was

a very impressive gathering and

Jacob Billikopf was more

in

Chambers

I

direct, referring to the

our periodic dinners, the purpose being

and Jackson

Dean Joseph

L.

Johnson of the School

think productive of

much

Black reception as "one of

TO MAKE FRIENDS FOR THE UNIVERSITY

(2006). In lieu of an adequate recent biography, there

is

a

surprisingly well-researched article on Jackson available at

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Jackson, utilizing his manuscript collection

at the

is much more scholarly work on Black, in no small part due
34 years on the Court. Recent works include aforementioned works by Hockett
and Domnarski, Steve Suitts/s Hugo Black of Alabama (2005), Roger K. Newman's
Hugo Black: A Biography (1994), and Howard Ball's Hugo L. Black: Cold Steel Warrior

Library of Congress. There

to his

(1996).
45

"The Racial Views of the Chief Justice of the United
Higher Education, No. 23 (Spring, 1999), 72-3.
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States."

The Journal of Blacks

in

AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE.'*
the

[Caps

Part of this

in original]

interest in

promotion of "interracial relations," as Billikopf also wrote, but the primary focus

seemed

to

be "giving a picture of what

It is

Howard

doing."

all.

rights litigation of the era has

the role that the

—two Supreme Court
cases — was
very

show two of the

judgment on these issues

Howard Law School played

way of promoting

contact between Black and White elites.

to

It

who might

Howard Law School, thanked

manner

know him

in a

way

and reading his opinions."
whether

L.K.

this

47

was designed

Downing
March

Billikopf,

that

if

the Court took further

Billikopf for the Black dinner on behalf of the

He

also

welcomed

the opportunity

me

it

afforded

Law

him

to

a very real person and

I

could not be possible from watching him on the bench

Absent any "smoking guns." of course,

to

own

George M. Johnson, Dean of

speak personally with Justice Harold Burton. "He seems to
to

exercise their

formal capacities on the Supreme Court, that such

in their

steps to dismantle legal segregation in the United States.

came

this perspective, the

"interracial relations" through

nation's leading jurists,

attended the event.

in the civil

might also have been a chance for the Howard

contacts could take place in a peaceful and respectful

who

in itself a

been well-established. Taken from

dinners could be seen not only as a

Faculty

46

turn in either direction on a civil rights

deliberate decision. After

community

is

tempting to speculate whether the specific choices

who might

justices

the

was surely an

it

is

pure conjecture

impact the thinking of the justices or indeed had such an

to

Jacob Billikopf, March

6,

1948. Jacob Billikopf Papers,

16,

1948; and Joseph L. Johnson to Jacob

Box

12,

Folder 10; Jacob Billikopf to

Lorimer Milton, December 12, 1949. Jacob Billikopf Papers, Box 12, Folder 9.
American Jewish Archives. Folders 9 and 10 include extensive notes on the planning of
both dinner, including guest

lists,

responses to invitations, and congratulator

letters after

the dinners took place.
47

George M. Johnson to Jacob Billikopf, January
American Jewish Archives.

12, Folder 9.
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10, 1950.

Jacob Billikopf Papers, Box

Howard community had come

impact. Clearly, though, Johnson and the

to

embrace,

rather than fear, their relationship with the federal government. Instead of viewing

it

as

an albatross around the university's neck, Johnson and company chose to use these
connections to the benefit of the school and to the larger cause of race relations in

this

country.

Challenges to American Democracy

Throughout
conflicts at

this period,

Howard and

post-war world.

To

of course, Johnson continued to wrestle with both internal

external conflicts that threatened the larger nation and the entire

this end,

he reunited with some old friends in September 1945. At a

discussion on "Tomorrow's Challenge"

at

Manhattan's Christ Church, Mordecai Johnson

joined together with Eleanor Roosevelt and prominent Socialist
addressing America's roles and needs in the
session of the meeting,

movement and

its

hammering home

implications for

new atomic

Norman Thomas

in

age. Johnson addressed an early

the moral drive behind the Black

American democracy. "Denouncing

freedom

the 'daily

contempt with which the personality of the Negro has been regarded,' Dr. Johnson said
that "Southern white people today stand

morally defeated

in the

presence of the Negro.'"

Indeed, his talk inspired Roosevelt, the evening's keynote speaker, to focus on "the fear

in the hearts

of people nominally free but not actually free." This theme

the larger scope of the address she gave.

year, Roosevelt

to

late

perfectly into

husband's language earlier

emphasized freedom from fear and freedom from want as the guiding

principles of the postwar nation.

program

Evoking her

fit

Not

surprisingly,

Norman Thomas

end unemployment and poverty" and "a foreign policy

423

called for "a

that

makes

sense."

that

"Calling for an 'honest willingness to face facts,' he declared

"to the

cannot lead the world

cooperation that peace requires without a humble and contrite heart.

While
event

we

at the

the white press

emphasized Roosevelt and Thomas

expense of Mordecai Johnson,

form a framework for Johnson's postwar
speeches were
of social

ills

1 )

all

in their

,,,

coverage of the

of their points should be taken together to

political ideologies.

The key

ideas behind these

an emphasis upon positive government action towards the eradication

and the promotion of freedom; 2) fostering American leadership abroad

through the strengthening of

its

moral standing; and 3) a recognition that international

cooperation, not brute strength, needed to guide America's foreign policy. In the person

of Johnson, these values took on an extra meaning, cloaked in the experience of African

Americans. Questions of America's moral commitment to equality and democracy in
this

period often hinged upon the status of Blacks. Thus, any attempt to invigorate the

American

some

political

system with an added sense of

social, political, or

extent had to deal with the race question. Unless and until

would have a great deal of trouble defending

its

it

economic justice

did, the

to

United States

morality in the realm of international

opinion.

In a larger sense, these values pointed to the greater goal of self-determination.

Both Roosevelt and Thomas

stressed, to

the system through affirmative action.

some

degree, the need to give people a stake in

Freedom,

to

them, could not be accomplished

through laissez-faire government policies. Rather, the federal government had to take the
initiative in actively

in

48

promoting freedom and, consequently, giving people an investment

American democracy. Expanding these notions

"Valor Held Need for Atomic Era," The

New
424

to the international arena, they

fit

York Times, September 28, 1945, pg.

19.

perfectly with Johnson's calls for Third

World

liberation in the aftermath of the

war and

simultaneously point to the need for America's commitment to democracy abroad. Just
as the nation's

moral fitness for leadership was under question with

America needed

race question at home,

its

handling of the

to stake out a position as a leader for

independence movements abroad, particularly where people of color were concerned.

Such ideas were not new

for Johnson, but the

postwar milieu provided a

fertile

ground

in

which they could mature.
Just as

the threat of

Norman Thomas was unnerved by

some

drift

in the federal

towards a semi-permanent

far as to

of war.

state

By

the

end of the

government were already calling for compulsory military

education to strengthen the nation's armed forces.

went so

bomb and

more warfare, Johnson was growing more and more uncomfortable with

America's continuing
year,

the unleashing of the atomic

One government

report

on the issue

say that "most Negro leaders" supported such a plan of action. Johnson

and others took exception

to this turn

of events. In December 1945, Johnson joined with

other Black leaders in voicing their opposition to any such policy. '"On the contrary,' the

group

said, 'a large

number of colored people

are definitely

opposed

to

such legislation,'

not only to prevent the extension of 'present military services on the traditional Jim
basis' but also because

compulsory military conscription

American policy." The phrasing of the statement
hand,

to,

it

emphasizes

that the reasons for

is

is

points to the

manner

in

On

from past

of particular importance.

On

the one

Black opposition include, but are not restricted

issues of discrimination in the military. Past precedent

of resistance to the plan.

a departure

Crow

seems

the other hand, the inclusion of

to be the

primary point

Jim Crow as a problem

which racism undermines national unity and, indeed, national

425

security.

The unspoken challenge behind

break with

its

the statement

is that

government willing

a

to

past policies regarding conscription should also be willing to question

Jim Crow segregation.

"traditional" policies of

Johnson further

49

between America's postwar

clarified the ties

its

politics

and race

in

an address to the general session of the North Central Association of Colleges and

Secondary Schools
powerful nation

in

in the

Chicago

in

March

1946. Citing Russia as the second most

world and the most pressing challenger

Johnson stressed the possibility

that

to

American preeminence,

emerging non-white countries might look

Soviet Union for "moral leadership."

To

this end,

Johnson contrasted Russia's record on

race relations with that of the United States. "'She (Russia) has a moral

from her own dealing with her own races
western world

if

the Black and

that

Yellow races and

Russia as the moral leader of their hopes.'"

It

was nothing new

for

may

Johnson

at least

power acquired

transfer moral leadership out of the

the

young people come

to look

on

50

to point out that

on race relations than did the government of the United
arguments

to the

Communists had
States.

a better record

He had been making such

since the early 1930s. In this postwar environment, however, such

pronouncements took on a whole new meaning. While there was certainly a sense of
antagonism between the Soviets and Americans dating back to the end of World
the events of the thirties

direct competition with

and

forties left

them

as the world's

two superpowers

War

— and

I,

in

one another.

49

"Negro Group Excepts," The New York Times, December 12, 1945, pg. 12. Johnson
was joined in the statement by the Rev. Shelton H. Bishop, St. James Church; Frank
Crosswith, Negro Labor Committee; William H. Hastie; A Philip Randolph; the Rev.
Shelby Rooks, St. James Presbyterian Church; George Schuyler; and Walter White.
50
"Howard Head Sees Challenge of Red Morals," The Washington Post, March 30, 1946,
Pg- 9.
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African American leaders, sensing this

advantage of the opening

it

created to

the language of patriotism to

do

shame

From

so.

shift in international politics, tried to take

the nation in front of the world, while using

their perspectives,

the faults of the United States in order to correct

it

was necessary

to point out

them and maintain an unblemished

record in defense of democratic practices. Johnson's 1946 address was one of the

demonstrate

of Black politics in the early history of the Cold War, and

this strand

first to

it is

important to examine the few surviving quotes carefully. The speech implied that moral
leadership

still

been

This

It

lost.

rests with the

fit

West

—

the

Johnson and others

more

embrace

tragic for "'true"

own

its

stressed,

was

reiterated

Communism

democracy

.

.

.

that

through Europe,
years,

we

year, in his

is

to

its

calling the rise of

a challenge to

nations.

in all

at

all

Only

Howard, Johnson

Communism

'"It is a

exists in Russia

democracy

are face to face with a people

of a "challenge"

situation

citizens of color could the United States avoid

American democracy.

to lay

new democratic

1947 baccalaureate address

communism which

answer by calling on us

which made the

Such a

overseas.

some of these same themes,

wholesome' challenge

to lose.

Americans. Implicitly, Johnson asked the United States to

through the extension of democracy to

The following

was America's

utterly preventable,

traditional role as an inspiration to

the ascendancy of

that has already

dominated the next two decades.

perfectly with the Black rhetoric that

stressed that the moral leadership of the free world

crisis,

from leadership

a crucial distinction

good thing

and

is

phases of

for

making

life.

who, when we say they

"a 'most

American

its

For the

are

way down
first

time

in

400

worse than we,

our cards on the table.'" Again, Johnson saw the necessity

in order to force the

West

to

embrace

427

all

the conditions of true

democracy. Presumably, Johnson hoped
abroad,

was one of the

challenge of

that racial equality, in the

United States and

issues forced onto the table of world opinion.

Communism

Only

the external

could force Western nations to either rectify the problems

facing their "democratic" institutions or admit to the world that the promises of
51

democracy were merely a

bluff.

Johnson was more

Hampton

direct in an address at

Institute the

following year.

Here, at the very institution where the rise of Booker T. Washington began, Johnson

openly connected

civil rights issues at

"Communist Russia

home with

will wrest the leadership of the

within the next decade unless America proves

in its Constitution."

line

it

forceful denunciation of federal government.

was not just a moral issue

to flourish

through

that threatened to

issue,

its

It

The

Cold War abroad.

world away from the United States

can live up to the

The message here with regard

he developed over the previous two years.

was a constitutional

the intensifying

to the Soviet

civil rights

Union was

guarantees

the standard

was coupled, however, with
denial of African

undermine American

American

a

more

civil rights

credibility abroad.

It

implying that the federal government allowed these conditions

refusal to enforce the laws of the land. Perhaps this speech

was

a

reminder to the recently elected Harry Truman that Blacks required more than reports to

change

their conditions

Cracks

in the

52

Walls of Segregation

One of the most
of the most harmful in

51

on the ground.

galling

its

"Baccalaureate Rites

examples of American racism

effects,

was

in the late forties,

certainly the legal segregation of

Draw Thousands

in District Area,"

and one

American public

Washington Post, June

2,

1947, pg. B2.
52

"Civil Rights

Program Urged

as

Bar

to

Reds." Washington Post, December 11, 1948,

pg.Bl.
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schools in the South. During these years, the

campaigns upon eradicating
forties, the

South

this aspect

NAACP focused its most important

of the color

line.

Throughout the

thirties

legal

and

Association slowly built a series of precedents that theoretically forced the

to enforce the

"equal" clause of the "separate but equal" doctrine. Plessy was

the law of the land, but the

NAACP frightened the

into equalization projects for

still

South into pouring millions of dollars

Black schools or risking the consequences of integration. In

higher education, several states were forced to integrate graduate and professional
schools for their decades-long failure to provide adequate separate opportunities to

African Americans. These years laid the foundations for the 1954

Brown

decision and

the titanic struggles over public schools that followed.

Mordecai Johnson epitomized the
debates over segregation.

was an uncompromising

difficulties inherent in discussing the history

As an outspoken defender of Black
critic

of the manner in which Jim

institutions, in turn, served to reify the existing

nation, one that rested firmly

on the

pillars

Johnson was the president of a Black
system of segregation.

Many

economic

equality before the law, he

Crow laws were used

and sustain inferior Black public schools throughout much of

of

the South.

to create

Such

structure of the region

and the

of white supremacy. At the same time,

institution that flourished, in part,

because of the

of the brightest Black students and faculty, faced with

limited opportunities at predominantly-White institutions, turned instead to a handful of

Black centers of higher education, including Howard. What would become of these
schools

if

Jim Crow was overturned? And what would happen

Americans employed

at

these institutions?

Even

429

to those

African

the poorly-funded public schools of the

Deep South provided important professional

Would

Blacks.

opportunities to a small class of educated

these jobs be sacrificed in the

Johnson's public statements reveal

name of civil

little

of this internal dialogue within the Black

community. At times, however, the circumstances of
complicated political developments

in the

November

University in

his

background.

as clearly as the inauguration of Charles S.

rights?

remark pointed

No

Johnson as the

to the

event captures this dynamic

Black president of Fisk

first

1947. Charles Johnson set the tone by noting the particular

concern Fisk University had with issues of education for the Black community. "Fisk
not

now

'in the

much

interested solely in the welfare of the

but no

more than any other element of that
of Fisk to continue

of the South."

Given

its

his position within

Fisk also sponsored a seminar on

amid

America, said Dr. Johnson, but

likely

all

He

population.'

put his faith, he added,

contributions to the social and cultural development

53

Black higher education,

Johnson attended and participated

its

in

education of Negro youth because they are a part of that nation and deserve as

in the ability

and

Negro

is

development

in the festivities.

"An

is

no surprise

that

Mordecai

In connection with the inauguration,

appraisal of the progress of education in the South

for the next ten years."

the celebrations of a

it

Johnson spoke

Black educator taking the helm

at

at the

seminar and,

Fisk University, attacked

segregated education with religious language and fervor. Already, he noted with a
Biblical allusion, "the walls of segregation in education are falling

country."

53

More than

this,

"Dr. Charles S. Johnson

Times,

November

8,

Johnson stated equivocally

is

that "the

down

all

system of racial

Inducted as President of Fisk University." The

1947, pg. 19.
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over the

New

York

segregation in higher education in the South would be breached

within the next 10 years."

It

for

He

Johnson

to

merely predict the downfall of segregated higher

described the trend toward racial equality as a crisis for true

Christians in the South. "'Southern Protestantism

the right

and the

is

by the Roman Catholic Church and on the

have crossed the

principle and in fact'

54

was not enough

education in the South.

'in

line to establish

brotherhood

.

.

already outflanked,' he said.

left

by Communism, both of which

Communism,

.

the brotherhood of labor

and the Roman Catholic Church, the brotherhood of the

flesh,

the region that if

it

failed to follow the

examples these groups had
and the nation.

'On

set,

spirit."

there

He warned

would be

dire

consequences for the region, the

faith,

Protestantism tried to hold to

position of segregation, that they will be so outflanked

moral

initiative will

were moving

when

that,

given recent actions by the

the Methodist

Church

in the direction of justice.

this nation will

humanity.'"

be

fit

to

in

Catholic Church in the

Their actions '"point to the coming of the day

appear before the world as a champion of justice for

all

55

of Cold

War realities.

to

Rauschenbusch and redefined

failure to act

upon

it

in

Like Rauschenbusch, he almost equates Protestant or

Christian morality with that of the nation as a whole.

Ibid;

Roman

Washington, D.C., the region and the nation

Johnson took the social gospel according
light

Southern

be taken away from this hemisphere for the next 100 years."'

Johnson was hopeful

Upper South and

its

"'I predict that if

He invoked

the democratic impulses of Christianity

would make Southern

"End of Educational Segregation Seen," Washington

2.
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his mentor's fear that a

Post,

November

8,

1947, pg.

Protestantism irrelevant in the

paradigm

that

coming

Subtly, he puts forth the

social crisis.

Rauschenbusch used three decades

earlier: that

between a socially-conscious system devoid of religion or a

same

people will have to choose

faith lacking in social

awareness. In his version of this dichotomy, however, Johnson basically equated the

West with

Christianity,

and saw some elements of the West (border

South, the Catholic Church)

moving

in the direction

developments produced seeds of hope and
actions, thus appearing patriotic.

of social irrelevancy

if

it

left

cities in the

Upper

of social justice. These

Johnson some room

to

defend the West's

Southern (White) Protestantism, however, ran the risk

failed to adapt to these

changing times. Johnson's theological

War

defense of school integration, then, was Rauschenbusch redux, set forth in a Cold

context.

By

1948, Johnson attempted to put into practice his prophesy that Southern higher

education would be integrated in the coming decade.

He continued

to

warn of the

negative impact of segregation upon the mindset of otherwise patriotic Black Americans.

A

March 1948 interview with

ongoing campaign

to create

Johnson took particular aim

the Washington Post served as a sounding board in his

more opportunities
at

is

Black professional education, and

Southern medical schools. According to Johnson,

nation refused to begin admitting

States

for

Negro youths

to its professional schools, "the

if

the

United

going to make the most cold-blooded, negative, repressive decision in regard to

people of color that

it

has

made

since the days of slavery," and in the process create a

generation of embittered youths. Focusing on the plight of Black physicians, Johnson

pointed out that

Howard and Meharry medical

schools were the only ones in the South to

accept Black students. "'This system,' Dr. Johnson said, 'has produced

432

4000 Negro

physicians, one to serve each group of

3337 Negroes. The average

for whites is

one

doctor for 750.'" Regional schools, a proposal of pro-segregationists, were not the

answer, he insisted. The time and expense involved in such a project meant that no

Black physicians would be produced for ten to fifteen years. Rather, the only way

new

to

confront the crisis was to provide adequate support for existing Black institutions and to

begin the process of admitting African Americans to the South' s White institutions of
higher education.
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Johnson's militant statements against segregation even drew notice from some of
his harshest critics. Charley Cherokee,

Howard

routinely lambasted Johnson's actions as

president in his regular Defender column, took note that Johnson had "stopped

shushing because 'Congress might get

now and

who

criticizes

mad and

cut our appropriation,' and speaks out

Congress, the government and anybody."

57

To be

fair, this

was an

oversimplification of the matter, as Johnson had a long history of speaking forthrightly on

political causes.

to fear

But Cherokee was correct on one count:

government action

of the color in the

Double-V, Cold

late-

that

Johnson no longer seemed

as he once had. His continued criticisms of

any manifestation

1940s further buttressed Cherokee's observations.

War Edition

Johnson's speeches on behalf of racial egalitarianism did not confine themselves

merely

to abstract matters,

however. In January

gathering of about four hundred ministers at

"Congressional anti-lynching,

56

948, for example, he addressed a

Mount Carmel Church

employment

March

in

practices, anti-poll tax

"Negro Educator Warns Open Colleges or Reap Harvest of

Post,
57

fair

1

favor of

and other

Bitterness,"

14, 1948, pg. L5.

"National Grapevine," Chicago Defender, September 20, 1947, pg. 20.
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civil

Washington

rights bills," following a prayer

Capitol.

tight

meeting of the clergy on the steps of the United States

Johnson, of course, was an astute politician by

this time,

and he recognized the

hold that Southern Democrats had on the workings of Congress. Their refusal to

budge on segregation, even

moving towards

in the

wake of increased evidence

a pro-civil rights stance,

would soon

that their

own

result in a Dixiecrat

was

party

nominee

for

president and serve as a prelude to a radical political reorganization in the 1960s. In

1948, however,

it

merely succeeded

in stalling

any

real civil rights action

by Congress,

as

conservative Republicans and Southern Democrats saw no need to act on these pressing

issues.

While Johnson could not push a

recalcitrant

Congress

continued to look for opportunities to improve educational
especially at

to act,

however, he

facilities at the

HBCUs,

Howard. For much of February and March of 1948, Johnson fought

improve conditions for medical students by encouraging Gallinger Hospital

Howard's students

for internships

George Washington

and by allowing Howard

universities in having representation

to join

to

to accept

Georgetown and

on the hospital's executive

committee.

The Howard School would nominate attending physicians in pediatrics,
communicable diseases, [and] dermatology and assume responsibility for
professional services in those divisions up to one third the bed capacity of those
services.

privileges

The school would be

'progressively granted hospital and teaching

and representation on committees and medical
two other schools.

staff

of Gallinger up to

equality' with the

Oscar Ewing, speaking on behalf of the Federal Security Agency (which had oversight of
both the hospital and of Howard), also explained that hospital rotations and the

assignment of patients to particular doctors would be conducted without regard to race.
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"400 Ministers

to

Pray on Capitol Steps," Washington Post, January

434

7,

1948, pg. Bl.

When

a representative of

Georgetown questioned

blasted the veiled defense of segregation that

for racial groups to live together,

When

were

the details of the plan

credit to our city

we

it

the

implied. "[I]f

are giving the

finalized,

wisdom of this

we

Commies an

decision,

can't

Johnson

work out

a

way

opportunity to move."

Johnson hailed the decision as a '"great

and country.' He said he hoped the Secretary of State some day would

be able to take foreign visitors to the hospital and show the cooperative effort as a
demonstration of democracy

at

work."

That he was able to portray
clearly demonstrated

how

egalitarian purposes.

Many

to portray the

far

59

this "local" issue in

terms of American foreign policy

he would go in utilizing the exigencies of the Cold

of his activities and speeches in 1948 echoed

Black struggle for equality

in

this

same

benefit the race.

world

young

listeners to learn to take

Johnson reminded

rights,

NAACP,

his

his public statements

audience that "the position of

affairs 'constrained the President to take this action[.]

joined a group of 15 Black representatives
Forrestal and leaders of the branches of the

American leaders

at the

at

In April,

this nation

Johnson

a meeting with Defense Secretary

armed

meeting were able to

provide a united front in favor of

desire

advantage of the legal system to

While commending President Harry Truman for

on behalf of civil
in

his

for

terms of international conflicts over the

nature of democracy and freedom. Before a youth conference sponsored by the

Johnson implored

War

forces.

For once, the African

set aside all personal differences

full integration

James

and

of the military, warning of the effect of

segregation on the rising "Negro temperatures" and on "America's position in the world."

"3-School Plan for Gallinger Staff Offered," Washington Post, February 22, 1948, pg.
Ml, Ml 5; "Howard U Students Gain Point," Washington Post, March 20, 1948, pg. B2.
60

"Negro Youth Told

to

Advance Cause," New York Times, April
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1,

1948, pg. 15.

They "refused

to

form a permanent

racial relations advisory

committee

services, as long as segregation continues in the military forces."

Johnson asserted before a meeting

at

61

Columbia University of the

to the

armed

Late in the year,

Institute

of

Human

Relations that the United States "represented the last chance the different religions had of

showing

their

power and moral

the nation to accept the

force."

62

All of these public stances attempted to force

consequences of the moral leadership

it

attempted to claim as

its

postwar responsibility. These consequences, he asserted, included an obligation to
recognize and protect the rights of all

citizens, or to

its

admit that

its

promises of justice

and equality were empty declarations.

At

the

same time

that

Johnson openly used the specter of

Communism

for his

purposes, he resisted the urge to grant the federal government unfettered power in

execution of the Cold

prominent

War

at

citizens, ranging

home. To

this end,

from authors

to

Employees Loyalty Review Board "to use

injustices inherent in the present wholesale

to the lack of

its

he joined a group of thirty-five

members of Congress,

its

own

influence to cut

in urging the Federal

down

the 'danger of

check-up/" Specifically, the group objected

adequate hearing procedures for the review of evidence and testimony of

witnesses, the "use of such ill-defined words as 'subversive,' 'totalitarian/ and

'sympathetic association/" the failure to provide blacklisted groups a means of

challenging their status, and the exclusion of several key government departments (War,

Army,

State,

safeguards.

61

and the Atomic Energy Commission) from compliance with federal

The

signatories praised the recent finding of the President's Civil Rights

May

1948, pg. 13; "Negroes
Advisory Unit for Military," Washington Post, April 27, 1948, pg. 1.

6"

"National Grapevine," Chicago Defender,

"Lag

in

Leadership by Colleges Cited,"

New
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8,

York Times, November

Ban

18, 1948, pg. 30.

Committee

that all federal

employees should have

the

same

rights to challenge

any

accusations of disloyalty that they would have in a court of law, but feared that these

would not be enforced. "While we do not question

rights

require loyal support of the principles of our Constitution

"we

stated,

Government's

the

by

all

right to

employees," the

letter

seriously question whether the provisions of the President's order afford

adequate safeguards to them."

Still,

Johnson was independent enough

commemorating

government nor
ends.

64

felt that this

his ability to use the

Nor did he

feel

any particular need to engage

at the

later that

year

Soviet Embassy, no

his loyalty to the federal

War

for his

own

political

of "loyalty" to

in false expressions

was supportive of Harry Truman

personally.

asked to be on the President's "Inaugural Religious Participation Committee" as

part of the inaugural celebration in January,

the maintenance of segregation in

Johnson's

Johnson declined,

most aspects of

This fight against the color

in

—

compromised neither

language of the Cold

the federal government, even though he

When

openly attend a reception

the anniversary of the October Revolution

Apparently, Johnson

less!

to

activities in the first half

line, at

in

the festivities.

home and

no small part because of

65

abroad, continued to dominate

Day

of 1949. Howard's annual celebration of Charter

March welcomed Senator Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota, who

students and faculty that the advancement of African

American

told the

rights

was

assembled
"inevitable."

Asked in Loyalty Tests," New York Times, January 12, 1948, pg. 10;
"Safeguards Urged in Federal Loyalty Checks," Washington Post, January 12, 1948,
"Protection

pg.

4.
64

"National Grapevine," Chicago Defender,

November

65

20, 1948, pg. 6.

"Four Years Department," Chicago Defender, January 8, 1 949, pg. 6. On the Inaugural
Committee, William Houston, Charles Houston's father, took a great deal of criticism for
the committee's failure to present a celebration devoid of Jim Crow practices.
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"The Minnesota senator

.

.

.

told

them

'the trend is

desperate resistance to the age-old drive for

toward

full liberation

liberation,' despite 'a last

by those who would ignore a

golden rule so that they can keep a Senate rule.'" In Senator Humphrey's opinion, a
small group of Americans attempted to dictate racial policy to the nation as a whole, and

their efforts

were doomed

frustrate a nation,"

he

to fail.

"A

minority of

men

in the

United States Senate cannot

66

said.

Unfortunately, Johnson was fearful that the United States government
interested in the international dimensions of the color line, except insofar as

benefit

America and

its

European

allies.

was not

it

could

At a meeting of the American Council on

Education in early May, Johnson challenged Paul G. Hoffman, administrator of the

Economic Cooperation Administration, on
of Africa and Asia.

Hoffman had

insisted

that group's relationship to the native

on the promotion of economic development

Africa as part of the solution to the ongoing crisis in Europe. Johnson pressed

this issue,

empires.

and Hoffman "disclaimed

He

for

people

EC A

in

him on

any intention of helping build up colonial

said that the development contemplated

would help

the people of Africa as

well as Europe."

Johnson, however, remained skeptical, as was evident in his address to graduating
seniors in

May

1949. Here, he celebrated the handful of people in the United States

were performing God's work through

their

work on

Nation today sees segregation on account of race as

the race question.

'a

"A

66

this generation

of activists to those

who opposed

"Howard Alumni Cited on Charter Day," Washington

438

minority in the

blasphemy against God and a

decadent and rotten pillar in democracy' and are determined to eradicate

He compared

who

Post,

it,

he asserted."

slavery in the days leading

March

3,

1949, pg. 11.

up

to the Civil

War

in

both their foresight and the justice of their cause. Their "prophetic

radicalism" was necessary in today's world to combat the evils of race prejudice, and

Johnson urged the graduating students
irony,

to

embrace

that heritage.

Apparently without

Johnson cited the figures of Abraham Lincoln, Harriet Tubman, William Lloyd

Garrison, and

Thomas

Jefferson for their belief in

"human

dignity" and the advancement

of democracy. Equally important, he pointed out, was the international perspective. Not

only were the Communists watching America's racial morality play, he indicated, but the

world was watching as the nation "has not

lifted a finger" in

native people under colonial rule in Africa and Asia.

universal ethics" on the part of this

years to come.

new

Only

defense of the oppressed

the adoption of "radical

generation could guide the United States in the

7

Mordecai and the Mahatma

The summer and

fall

following this address brought the nation as a whole even

closer to the brink of an international crisis, with the Soviet detonation of an atomic

device in August and the establishment of the People's Republic of China in October. At

a

moment when

seemed

to

move

the United States

further to the

left,

was increasingly

fearful of tensions overseas,

particularly with regard to his belief in pacifism.

joined a number of prominent educators and religious leaders,

an open

letter to

Harry Truman

in

is

among

others, in issuing

still

being held in American

surely no national danger," they wrote, "to justify the abridgement of

the religious liberty of this minority," a reference to the predominance of

67

He

September 1949, demanding "immediate and

unconditional freedom" for those conscientious objectors
prisons. "There

Johnson

"Talk Inspires Howard Class," Washington Post,
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May

30, 1949, pg. 7.

Quakers among

The group

the imprisoned.

minorities

insisted that "[t]he liberty

the cornerstone of our democratic

is

imprisonment of

men

and tolerance afforded small

ways of

life,

and

to permit the

solely because of deep-set conscientious objection to

war

is

an

infringement of that liberty."

These intersections between the rights of minority groups, religious tolerance, and
pacifism offered a perfect microcosm of Johnson's political views in the postwar years.
Increasingly, although his public statements were saturated with references to the racial

record of the Soviet Union, India

came

worldview. In his formal capacity as

to represent

Howard

more closely

ambassador

to the

own

progressive

University president, Johnson presided

over the granting of an honorary doctorate in June 1949 to
Pandit, the Indian

his

Madame

Vijaya Lakshmi

United States. Pandit reminded her audience of the

"indivisible" nature of freedom: that India's recent liberation

from colonial

rule

was

incomplete, in light of the continued oppression of other people around the world. All
people, she insisted, had a role to play in the liberation of humankind. '"This task

confined to India' she told the graduating class,

Remember,

also, that the

crusade of

human

'a

liberty

is

not

similar task confronts you.

demands

a total dedication based

on

complete purity of motives and strength of action. This was the lesson of Mahatma

Gandhi and

this is the

the United States

Johnson's

own

I

would

like to leave

with you."

More

and the Soviet Union, these sentiments were closest

political thoughts as the

"75 Urge President
69

message

"900 Get Degrees

decade came

an end.

to expressing

69

New York Times, September 14, 1949, pg. 15.
Howard; Mme. Pandit, Bunche Honored," Washington Post, June

to Free Pacifists,"

at

to

than any actions of

4, 1949, pg. 2.
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During the
Johnson's

latter stages

political ideas

became much more tangible

of African American leaders

United States

of 1949, however, these connections between India and

in October.

who met

According

in nature.

Johnson joined a group

with Prime Minister Nehru during his

to

visit to the

Brenda Gayle Plummer, the Indian press was

highly critical of Nehru for neglecting to include African Americans on his original

agenda.

at

As

a result, Nehru's sister,

Embassy

the Indian

everything in

The Negro

its

Pandit, sponsored a dinner for Black leaders

in clear defiance of the State

power

leaders

Madame

to avoid

who met

Department, which had done

open discussions of American

with Nehru included Johnson,

racial policies

with Nehru.

Mary McLeod Bethune,

Walter White, Robert Weaver, Roy Wilkins, and Ralph Bunche. For good measure,

White and Bunche, who were responsible

for putting

Madame

Pandit in contact with

Black leaders, took Nehru on a tour of Harlem to give him a first-hand look

American experience. As

Lillian Scott wrote, "If Pandit

increased understanding of the Negro problems here,

it

Nehru returns

will be

due

at the

African

to India with

any

to the special efforts

of a few private individuals and not the State Dept., which muffed the works." The

Defender wryly noted

Negro

reporters on

that several State

wha-hoppen

leaders actually told

Nehru

in

Department

New York

the truth about

officials

went "so

far as to

and Chicago" out of concern

that

query
Black

American racism. The newspaper then

scolded the State Department for failing to enter into an open discussion of race with

Nehru when

it

had the chance: "didn't anybody ever

that the stork didn't fetch'em than

have him learn

it

tell

you

that it's better to tell Junior

the hard way."

70

"Along Celebrity Row," Chicago Defender, October
22, 1949, pg. 8; "For the Record," Chicago Defender, November 19, 1949, pg. 6.
Plummer' s work also pointed to the connections between the Indian and African
Plummer, Rising Wind,

pg. 219.
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This was merely a prelude to Johnson's

During the

last

week of November, Johnson

participate in the

World

own

physical and spiritual journey.

traveled to India for the

first

time to

Pacifist Meeting, "a conference of leaders representing over

Mahatma

countries ... to discuss the possibilities of using the techniques developed by

Gandhi

an effort to obtain and preserve peace in the world."

in

Kapur argued,
India," as

"it

was Gandhi, more than

Johnson saw important

the cause of peace,

parallels

between Gandhi's

Jesus Christ. His forty days in India, however, forced

that

Gandhian nonviolence was more than a

Mahatma' s second son,"

him

tactic to the

Initially, as

Sudarshan

which drew Johnson
life

and

20

tactics

to

and those of

to consider for the first time

Mahatma. Manilal Gandhi, "the

told an audience at Tagore's university at Santiniketan:

and listened to you, more and more it has dawned upon me that you
working on the assumption that you can only intellectually understand my
father's methods, what he hoped to do with it and how he worked it
you'll be
able to work it too.
That's what I thought when I followed him in South
Africa. I have been doing this for twenty years what you're doing now. But I
think I understand every method he used, but they won't work for me
where he
succeeded, I am a relative failure. ... I have come to this conclusion about it and
I commend it to you for your thoughtful consideration; that these methods and
these tactics that you're talking about were the methods and tactics of a man of all

As

I've sat

are

—

.

.

.

—

but unparalleled purity of heart.

has

made me

a failure.

Johnson was deeply moved by

It is

my

It's

not

my

lack of intellectual understanding that

lack of purity of heart.

his encounters with

7

1

Gandhi's followers, his highly-

symbolic forty days creating something of a spiritual rebirth in him.

He

not only

left

India with a deeper understanding of Gandhi's life and spirituality, but a stronger desire

to spread his

message. This he would do, although he could not have

opening weeks of 1950 that the

American presses during the

political climate in the

late 1940s,

known

in the

United States would make

it

much

including the sharing of information between the

two.
71

at

"Checking the Record," Chicago Defender, December 3, 1949, pg. 6; "Howard Prexy
Confab in India," Chicago Defender, December 17, 1949, pg. 1; Kapur, pg. 145-6.
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more

difficult to

espouse such

beliefs.

Throughout the

late 1940s,

Johnson took a

series

of calculated risks in upholding the Soviet Union as an example of the "moral leadership"

to

which

the United States should aspire.

With

the meteoric rise of the junior senator

from Wisconsin, however, Johnson and other progressives had

more caution
II.

In 1949,

in

1950 and beyond than they had

Johnson could safely

Communism,

this

tell

in the

to exercise considerably

immediate aftermath of World War

a religious convocation at

Howard, "In

country faces the most passionate enthusiasm for [the] establishment of

a just social order since the beginning of Christianity."

72

But as McCarthyism took hold,

he learned to choose his words more carefully.

72

"Words Men Live By," Chicago Defender, November

443

19, 1949, pg. 6.

CHAPTER

9

SOCIAL JUSTICE AND SATYAGRAHA

IN

THE MCCARTHY ERA,

1950-1953
Robert Griffith's The Politics of Fear attempted to place the rise of Joseph

McCarthy and

his rabid

brand of anti-communism within the context of "both the older

rhythms of American politics and the newer dynamics of the Cold War." McCarthyism

was

neither a

mass movement nor

political realm.

the product of

Rather, he argued,

it

was

some

fringe elements within the

the result of traditional

power

struggles

between Democrats and Republicans, and the attempt of the Republican Party
control in the

post-WWII

era.

to reassert

Part of the challenge that Griffith issued in the

introduction to his second edition

was

to

examine McCarthyism

in

connection with the

other dominant political trends of the 1950s:

How

did the

new anti-Communist

politics connect, as both cause

and

effect, to the

struggle over the character and direction of the New Deal state, the rise of the
Cold War and its bureaucratic penumbra, the forging of a new political economy,
the campaign to win American hearts and minds for the new diplomacy of
protracted conflict, and the maintenance of a domestic order riven by divisions of
class, race, and gender? [Italics added.]
1

To

his credit, Griffith

recognized that race was one of the driving forces behind a

reorganized postwar conservatism. This connection between anti-radical politics and

White supremacy, however, was nothing new. As we have seen, Mordecai Johnson faced
this

deadly combination from the earliest days of his presidency. Challenges to the

American

status

quo were long associated with subversive

undermined the nation's

1

political traditions

more than

Griffith, xxv.
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politics,

and few things

racial liberalism.

Viewed

in this light, there are striking similarities

Mordecai Johnson

to

War pressures and

Cold

the tactics used

the South to deal with a hostile political environment.

was

that

Howard

between the response of

by many Black educators

The major

difference, of course,

University served as an extension of the federal government during an

known and

intense period of repression against both

were Communists and other

political radicals at

suspected radicals. Certainly, there

Howard

University during this period.

But they often faced the double stigma of radicalism and race, a combination

War conservatives were

much

some ways

the rise of

made them

Cold

Woodrow

The combined

the continuation of a

Wilson, towards the Dixiefication of

As previously mentioned, anti-Communist and

often went hand-in-hand.

suspect.

McCarthyism represented

larger progression, beginning with

national politics.

that

only too happy to exploit. Their actual political affiliations were

rendered irrelevant, as racial liberalism automatically
Indeed, in

in

crises of the

anti-Black sentiments

Cold War and the emerging Civil

Rights Movement, however, only served to strengthen such connections in the minds of

White Southerners.
Cold War

fears of domestic subversion legitimated [Dixiecrats'] long-standing

demands that upset the norm threatened
Anticommunist militancy masked a more fundamental resistance to

commitment
society.

to segregation.

Insurgent

contemporary observers frequently recognized the
segregationist anticommunism, that acknowledgement did not

social change, and although

opportunism
necessarily

2

in

weaken

Plummer, Rising Wind,

it.

pg. 167-8.

Two recent

studies

draw

direct connections

between

See George Lewis, The White South and the
Red Menace: Segregationists, Anticommunism, and Massive Resistance, 1945-1965.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004; and Jeff Woods, Black Struggle Red
racism and anti-Communism in

this era.

Scare: Segregation and Anti-Communism in the South, 1948-1968. Baton Rouge:

Louisiana State University Press, 2004.
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When

anti-Communist issue as

the Republican Party increasingly used the

point of attack on the Democrats, they created

more room on

reactionaries to paint their opponents with broad

Red

its

central

the national level for racial

strokes.

The connections between

Southern Dixiecrats and Republican Cold Warriors served as merely a prelude to the
of the modern Republican Party in the aftermath of the Civil Rights Movement.
trace a direct path

Americans and
of

between those

later efforts to

One can

play upon the racial fears of White

this earlier alliance against the rising tide

of Black agency and the specter

Communist domination.
Like McCarthy, Johnson attempted to feel his

in search

of the most productive path. This

economy

colonialism, civil rights, the

way

times, however, the

political

the postwar landscape

not to say that his stated views on

or the Cold

War were

purely opportunistic. At

he crafted his messages was surely influenced by the larger

two decades of

his first

Johnson continued
the

that

is

way through

atmosphere of the era and by his desire to protect the gains

made under

movement

for

Communists.

3

to

to

civil rights at

make

Howard had

American

leaders,

home. But unlike some of his counterparts,

his case without resorting to the

Rather, he looked for

Walter White and Mary

Black leaders

leadership. Like other African

that

grope for ways to make the international situation advantageous to

Black

Johnson continued

3

rise

ways

to

demonization of

both shame the United States and the West

McLeod Bethune were two

of the most notable examples of

who invoked anti-Communism to make their cases. See White, A Rising
Communism immediately after World War II.

Wind, for his early use of the specter of

For allegations of Communist loyalties against Bethune and her use of anti-Communism
as a political tool, see Joyce

Political Activism.

Ann Hanson, Mary McLeod Bethune and Black Women 's

Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2003, pg. 187-194; and

Audrey Thomas McCluskey and Elaine M. Smith (editors), Mary McLeod Bethune:
Building a Better World. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2001,
pg. 264-270.
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to

more progressive stands through Cold War pressures while

ground

for peaceful cooperation with the

When

Communist

McCarthy was

Bloc.

in particular,

one other factor needs

certainly the public face of

to

be considered. While Joseph

anti-Communism, he was only the second

most important proponent of this cause. His rapid ascension
a

common

considering the impact of McCarthyism on Black leaders in general, and

Mordecai Johnson

marked

also seeking

major turning point

in the

Cold War. But,

in

as Richard

February 1950 certainly

Hack

wrote,

Edgar Hoover, who eagerly joined the senator's campaign by
him with an endless stream of confidential files on hundreds of
suspected Communists then living in the United States. Hoover's support was
given freely, if secretly, allowing McCarthy to bathe in the reflected glory while
4
Hoover accomplished his own goal the clearing of Communists from America.

The midwife was

J.

quietly supplying

—

Johnson already knew

and

staff

members

Hoover was

at

the real

that the

Howard

FBI was keeping

Hoover needed McCarthy
unfounded allegations

the senator

to serve as his

that littered

create an atmosphere of fear that

moderate voices

McCarthy was an enemy

University.

power behind

track of his activities and of other faculty

own

it

be feared, yet

from Wisconsin. At the same time,
public voice, to act upon the often

Hoover's reports and

made

to

files.

Together, they helped

increasingly difficult for progressive and even

to challenge the status quo.

In the short term, Johnson's determination to confront

American support

for

imperialism overseas did not seem to have a negative impact upon his public reputation.

Colby College,

for instance,

May

An

17, 1950.

editorial written in the

complimented Johnson

4

bestowed upon him an honorary Doctor of Laws degree on

as an

Washington Post by a native of Indiana

example of the type of leader who recognized

Hack, pg. 260.
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that, in the

words of Charles A. Wells, "we must win people away from communism instead of
trying to drive

them away with

threats of imprisonment, guns, planes or

Howard's own baccalaureate exercises
predicting possible

[a] spiritual

At

is

willing to substitute

nature for accumulated military might behind which

our finger pointing and big talk." Once again, Johnson questioned the West's

"moral authority" when

it

came

to

people of color around the world. "Mr.

America's big voices have yielded the moral
refusing to

to

5

June 1950, Johnson "jolted" his audience "by

two years unless American leadership

in

and resolution of

insight

we do

war

in

bombs."

champion

initiative to

the cause of over a billion Asiatics

Russia and

J.

said

Communism by

and Africans who are struggling

throw off the yoke of colonial slavery to say nothing of the millions of Southern

colonial[s] within our

own

gates."

6

After two and a half decades at Howard, Johnson's political message reached a

wider audience than ever before and he seemed invulnerable in his position
University. But

McCarthyism

how would

in the years to

at the

these conditions fare under the glaring spotlight of

come?

Johnson's Continued Calls for Peace

Joseph McCarthy vaulted into the national spotlight following his February 1950
speech

its

in

Wheeling, West Virginia,

lax attitude towards

in

which he attacked the Truman administration

Communists and other suspected

for

radicals in the federal

government. The combination of McCarthy's bold claims and the outbreak of hostilities

on the Korean Peninsula created an atmosphere

5

in

which rampant anti-Communism took

"Mordecai Johnson Honored," The New York Times, May 18, 1950, pg. 25; "Winning
Communists," Washington Post, September 14, 1950, pg. 10.
"Heavy, Heavy Hangs Over Your Head," Chicago Defender (national edition), June 7,
1950, pg.

6.
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hold.

In the short term,

Mordecai Johnson's

however, there did not seem

political

to

be any appreciative impact upon

message regarding domestic race

relations, the

Cold War,

and America's role overseas.
In spite of Joe

McCarthy's antics during the early part of the decade, Johnson

continued to put forth calls for peace, based largely on his experiences with the followers

of Gandhi. As Sudarshan Kapur wrote, "As a result of his encounters with a large group
of Gandhians, Johnson gained not only a deeper understanding of Gandhi's perspective

on nonviolence but also a new zeal

Mahatma

to

action took

to

communicate

the

meaning and message of the

African-Americans." This desire to spread the gospel of nonviolent direct

him

to

Fellowship House in Philadelphia

in the spring

of 1950. Here, a

young seminarian from Crozer Theological Seminary, Martin Luther King,
rapt attention to Johnson's descriptions of

Gandhian

resistance.

Jr.,

listened in

One King biographer

wrote of the encounter:

As he

Mordecai Johnson, he found his skepticism melting before an
oratorical onslaught. Why was Gandhi a great man? asked Johnson. On five
counts. He had liberated India. He did it without firing a shot. He embraced the
Untouchables as children of God and made a place for them in a society that had
excluded them, segregated them. For his exemplary and saintly personal life
alone, he was a great man. But the capstone of it all, said Johnson, was this: he
had shown how to harness the redemptive power of love to social issues, and
through it, change had come. He had even, like Jesus, died a redemptive death
which abated the fearful strife between Hindus and Muslims that had raged after
listened to

independence.

7

Kapur, Raising

Beacon
Miller,

Up

Press, 1992.

a Prophet: The African-American Encounter with Gandhi. Boston:
Pg. 146-7. The bloc quote cited by Kapur is from William Robert

Martin Luther King,

York: Weybright

& Talley,

Jr:

His

Life,

Martyrdom, and Meaning for the World.

1968; Discus edition, 1969. Pg. 30.
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New

King

"profound and electrifying" impact

later cited this incident for the

and for pushing him

to learn

more about "Gandhi's

life

and works."

8

it

had upon him

Such statements by

Johnson, however, also threatened to place him on the "wrong" side of heated Cold
discussions. For the adoption of nonviolence as a philosophical tool

shunned the use of military

even the threat of violence,

force, or

meant

that

War

Johnson

in the ideological battle

between East and West. In an era dominated by the constant mobilization of American
military might, not to mention several "hot" conflicts in Southeast Asia, such calls for

peace were viewed

in

some

These speeches

circles as treasonous

in favor of

and comforting

to the

"enemy."

nonviolence marked a continuance of the policies he

had espoused since the end of the Second World War. Yet

his

open reliance upon

Gandhi's example made his public statements more threatening to the status quo, for
several reasons. First,

by building

his

arguments upon a foundation of morality, he

undermined the presumed moral authority

West claimed
victory

made

that the so-called

"democratic" nations of the

for themselves. Secondly, his persistent references to Gandhi's bloodless

it

clear that unless the

West regained

this

could likewise spread without firing a shot, particularly
Third World. Finally, unlike earlier

critics

moral advantage.
in the

Communism

emerging nations of the

of Gandhian nonviolence

among African

Americans, they could not derail the proponents of nonviolent direct action as politically
naive or unrealistic, in light of the success of the method in liberating India. Throughout
the decade of the 1950s,

American foreign

Johnson applied these principles

policy.

to his

own

critiques of

His continued reliance upon Gandhian nonviolence placed him

Kapur, pg. 147.
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firmly to the

American

left

of the political spectrum, particularly

when he dove

into the matter of

relations with the Soviet Union.

Two

public statements in particular deserve attention, and will be treated here

Johnson participated

length.

First,

affiliate

on August

6,

1950.

It

was

in a radio round-table discussion

on the Chicago

the fifth in a series of discussions co-sponsored

at

NBC

by the

University of Chicago and the American Friends Service Committee entitled "Proposals

Johnson appeared with Trygve H. Lie, the Secretary-General of the United

for Peace."

Nations since 1946; Clarence E. Pickett, former executive secretary of the American
Friends Service Committee; and Robert Redfield, a University of Chicago anthropology

professor.

In his opening statement, Johnson reiterated the point he had been

previous few years: that the West
to provide the

forces and

on the defensive,

in large part,

because of

people of Africa and Asia with a viable alternative to

an illusion for us to believe that

and position

is

now occupied by

new

ideas are at

we can

the

work

its

for the

failure

Communism.

"It is

bring about peace within the unmodified program

Western powers

in the

making

in relation to

Asia and Africa.

world today which require

bring about a basic change in that program and position."

He

that the

called

upon

New

Western world
the

West

to

launch a bold program, with newly emerging countries of the Third World, "to bring

about ... an adequate standard of living for

all

the people of the world by the

use of the scientific and technical resources at our disposal.
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.

.

."

Such

a

maximum

program could

1

only take place, however,

if

the

West

set aside its

own

racism and desire for power to

help improve conditions for the non-white people of the world.

To Johnson,
two-fold. First,

it

were

the failings of the United States with regard to foreign policy

continued to place the greater part of

emphasis upon military force

its

"However necessary

as a solution to international crises.

it

accumulate military force, the problems which confront us

must be

9

settled as a foundation for peace, in

my judgment

may

be for us defensively to

in the

world today and which

cannot be settled by force."

Secondly, Johnson pointed to the failure of the United States during the colonial era to
offer support

political

and solace

to the oppressed

sought economic and

independence. The colored people of the world "have had reason to believe that

the United States,

by reason of her

have not done

We have been

so.

What was
Johnson stressed
alone.

who

people of the world

at

history,

would afford them

a great disappointment to them."

stake for the United States, then,

that "time is

that leadership, but

was

moving very rapidly and

There are alternate programs

in the world,

its

we

10

relevancy in world affairs.

that the

world

and we must move

is

in

not waiting on us

time and

adequately to offer an alternative which meets the needs and avoids the difficulties which

we want

1

to avoid."

Johnson argued, was

The

best

way

to

maintain relevance as a leader of the Third World,

to offer a concrete plan for the

emergence of new,

free nations, a

plan that seeks to include the people of Asia and Africa themselves in the decision-

making process. "They want

9

Transcript,

to

be consulted about the decisions to be made, and they

"The University of Chicago Round

table: Pattern for Peace,

An NBC

Radio

Discussion by Mordecai Johnson, Trygve Lie, Clarence Pickett and Robert Redfield,"

Number

645, August
Mordecai."
10

6,

1950. Pg.

1.

Schomburg Press Clipping

Ibid, pg. 3-4.

"Ibid, pg.

4.
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File,

"Johnson,

want

to

know

that, in a self-respecting

manner, they are going to cooperate in the

execution of those decisions. They want to
decisions, the

In order to

program

make

this

itself, is realistically

happen and

know

also that the substance of these

applicable to the needs of their

to help create

economic

own

people/'

stability in these regions, the

United States had to look for answers on a much grander scale than ever before, while
cooperating with "Russia and China and our former enemies" to eradicate poverty

worldwide.

12

The second relevant statement came

at

Thanksgiving Day. Speaking before a group

a

that

American workers, Johnson "flayed" the West's
capabilities.

Johnson spared no feelings

"We

imperialist powers.

humiliators

[sic]

of

rights that ever

in

Chicago on

attempted to assert economic rights for

efforts to control the world's

in his attack

are probably the

human

CIO convention

economic

on the United States and the other

most ruthless dominators and exploiters and
spanned the pages of history."

13

As was

his

custom during the early years of the Cold War, he stressed the lack of "moral leadership"
demonstrated by the West in

were the extent of

this speech,

it

however, two noticeable trends
his traditional

might not have gained much

in this presentation that

took

notice.

it

If this

There were,

well beyond the scope of

stump speech.

First, this

was perhaps

actually endorsing

12

relations to the rest of the (non-White) world.

its

the closest

Communism. His

Johnson came

in

any of his public addresses to

description of what he felt

Communism embodied

Ibid, pg. 7-9.

"Negro Leader Flays Imperialism At CIO Parley," Daily Worker, November 24, 1950.
Willard Townsend, who observed the speech, quoted several passages in the Chicago
Defender that were also carried in the Daily Worker, particularly those relating to
Johnson's perception of Communism. Townsend highlighted this speech in a most
enthusiastic

manner

(see below).
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at its

core addressed the same key issues that Johnson himself considered vital to world

peace and

stability:

That the scientific and technical intelligence which

we have

at

our disposal in the

western world and by means of which the United States has been able to arrive

two hundred

a productive capacity of
in the

hands of

men who

love the

fifty billions a

human

year

is

at

an instrument which

race, could reorganize the entire

economic structure of the world so as to overcome the worldwide struggle for
existence and build up a working population, regardless of race, creed or
nationality, which could feed and clothe and house its children without taking
14
anything by violence from any human soul.

He

repeated

some of

when he attempted

the language that he used in the

to point the

West

Chicago roundtable discussion,

in a similar direction.

The

Baptist minister even

lauded the Communists for "subscrib[ing] unequivocally to the universal ethics of

Judaism and Christianity and they are crossing every boundary

that separates

basis of race, creed, color and sex, confident that they have the

power

into a

.

.

society."

.

community of cooperating

weld them

labor which will lay a foundation for a

the

all

new

15

Johnson differentiated between the
that

to

men on

time and the belief that

"He explained

Communism was

that the military

totalitarian) are

totalitarian state that ruled the Soviet

and

Union

incompatible with political democracy.

political steps in the Soviet

Union (which he terms

regarded as imperative for the victory of socialism and against the

expected onslaughts of the

capitalists.

Johnson did believe, however,

that true

which they are operating," implying

[Johnson] found no fault with this program."

Communists "hate

that

it

was

a temporary and necessary evil.

setting forth this entire argument, he tried to deflate

14

Ibid.
15

Ibid.
16

Ibid.
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the very totalitarian state

Cold War

critics

who

16

In

attempted to

at

align the idea of political

democracy with the West. Since Johnson upheld

the ideals of

Communism

with regard to the redistribution of economic power, he wanted to create

philosophical

room amidst

uphold both economic
In his mind, the

the

Cold

justice, as

War hysteria

embodied by

two ideas did not need

for

members of the American
and

the Soviet Union,

political

Left to

democracy.

to be incompatible, regardless of the shrill nature

of contemporary debates.

There was a second aspect of the speech

even

if

it

was overlooked by

that deserves attention

the extensive coverage given

by

from

historians,

the Daily Worker. At a

time when most American thoughts regarding Asia focused on the conflict in Korea,

Johnson instead examined the freedom struggle of Indo-China against the French
imperialist forces.

"Now, suppose you were Indo-Chinese, wouldn't you be amazed at us? For over
100 years the French have been in Indo-China, dominating them politically,
strangling them economically, and humiliating them in the land of their fathers.
We (the United States) haven't ever sat down with the French and demanded that
they change that system.

And

in the defect of leadership

turned to the Communists, and the

on our

part, they

Communists have given them

have trained their troops, and given them money and
win, and as they are about to win their liberty

we

now

it

have

leaders, they

looks as

if

they can

rush up to the scene and say,

'Dear Brothers, what on earth are you getting ready to do? Are you going to

throw yourselves into the hands of

this diabolical

conspiracy under the false

Why, they aren't free; we are the
we have democratic institutions, we are your friends, we
we will send you ammunition, we will send you bread.'

notion they can bring you freedom?

free people

of the world,

will send

you

leaders,

amazement and they say, 'Brother, where have you
17
been? Why, if we'd a-known you was a-coming we'd have baked a cake.'"
'"And then they look

The use of this

particular

at

us in

example

is

a fascinating choice on Johnson's part.

He

mentioned Indo-China long before the Vietnam conflict was on the radar of most

17

Philip S. Foner (editor),

1974.

New

Paul Robeson Speaks: Writings, Speeches, Interviews, 1918-

York: Brunner/Mazel Publishers, 1978. Pg. 572n4.
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8

Americans, even on the Left.

It

was not a Western phenomenon,

reinforced Johnson's point that political democracy

in spite of

American opinion on

demonstrated the leadership void the United States created

own

And Johnson made

through

its

failures

were not a recent phenomenon. Rather, they were

in

activity.

which the United States

failed to

uphold

it

its

the subject,

and

emerging Third World

in the

clear that America's foreign policy

own

part of a larger historical trend

ideals overseas

people of color. Third World political and economic freedoms,

it

when

it

came

to

seemed, did not

warrant the same American sacrifices as did their European oppressors.

Within the Black press, the coverage focused on yet another aspect, one that
played an important role earlier in Johnson's public career. As harshly as Johnson

denounced Western imperialism, he lavished the CIO with praise for
color line. Speaking of Black union members, Johnson said,

your movement not as Negroes, but as
in the effort to

made

win bread and security

human beings who,
for their people

that necessary effort of theirs a basic part of

its

efforts across the

"You have

invited

like yourselves, are

and for

their

your objectives.

them

into

engaged

homes, and you have
."
.

.

Whereas

his

speech in Charleston, West Virginia nearly three decades earlier focused on the need to
integrate Blacks into the labor

vision a reality.

1

As he saw

it,

movement, Johnson now thanked
the group's efforts to

combine

the

skilled

Before the decade ended, Howard University hired Bernard

Fall,

CIO

for

making

that

and unskilled

one of the nation's

leading experts on Indo-China at the time, to teach international relations. Fall wrote

extensively on events in Southeast Asia before dying in Vietnam in 1967,

when he

stepped on a landmine. For more information on Fall, see Dorothy Fall, Bernard
Memories of a Soldier-Scholar. Washington, D.C.: Potomac Books, 2006.
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Fall:

workers,

ideals

attempts to avoid discrimination within

its

made
As

it

"the

most basically hopeful movement

a whole, the speech

to

is

Communism

American

were constructive

leadership" in his Chicago

his custom.

CIO

There seemed

West

the speech

The speech

itself

Johnson's description of

down

flatly

19

to

be

it

was not the

much more

all

the

it

is

the closest he

Communism.

endorsing

America

its

basic

to exercise

appearance that

that issue to give the

While Johnson raised

criticism.

address,

in his calls for

the issue of "moral

focal point of his presentation, as

of an emphasis upon the Soviet Union

as a legitimate moral alternative to the United States

which makes

political

life."

brand of

its

in his public statements,

"moral leadership." Time and time again, he used
his speeches

its liberal

notable in the trajectory of Johnson's career as his most

ideals while aligning himself firmly with the

"laid

in

an outright endorsement of the Soviet Union and

Often, Johnson flirted with

was

ranks, and

Western imperialism. More importantly,

forthright denunciation of

came

its

more amazing, given

and the

rest of the

Western powers,

the circumstances of 1950.

did not go unnoticed. Certainly, the Daily Worker reveled in

Communism. Columnist George Morris wrote

that

Johnson

and eloquently" the "plain and brutal truth of imperialism and

exploitation of the 'freedom-loving' western democracies.

.

.

."

capitalist

Black columnist Albert

Barnett, writing in the Defender, wryly noted that Johnson's speech "so pointedly

diagnosed present-day

segments of the press."

19

ills

21

of the world, that his address was 'overlooked' by some
Several weeks

"CIO Lauded As Most
Defender, December 9, 1950, pg. 7.
Albert Barnett,

later,

another African American observer,

Helpful

20

Movement

In

American

Life,"

Chicago

"Negro Leader Flays Imperialism At CIO Parley," Daily Worker, November 24, 1950.
Albert Barnett, "CIO Lauded As Most Helpful Movement In American Life," Chicago
Defender, December 9, 1950, pg. 7.
21
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Willard Townsend, was so

moved by

experience. "Never before in the

completely

in

felt that

here

is

one

Ho

many

it

a life-altering

experiences that have been mine, have

man who

March of 1954, Paul Robeson

Freedom, comparing

the speech as to consider

has the answer."

22

More

I

so

than three years

later,

cited the speech in an article he wrote for the journal

Chi Minh

to the great Haitian leader

Toussaint L'Ouverture.

After citing Johnson's description of the Indo-China conflict, Robeson wrote, "Today,

more than

ever, is the time for plain speaking/'

presumably referring

to

Johnson's

straightforward denunciation of imperialism."

Thanks

to the

coverage of the speech in the Daily Worker, one other organization

paid attention to Johnson's remarks: the Federal Bureau of Investigation. But their

attentions, as

we

Race Relations

shall see, did not

at

make themselves known

until 1953.

Mid-Century

Johnson's increasing tendency to look outward towards America's commitments
overseas did not distract him from the growing calls for civil rights reforms

at

home. Of

course, Johnson felt that the two issues were inseparable: America's reputation abroad

was

inextricably linked with

enough, for someone

who

Communists, one of the

its

failures to secure

Black

civil rights at

home. Strangely

spoke so often of the need for peaceful coexistence with the

first

targets of Johnson's attention in this period

In February 1950, he praised the Air Force for

its

was

the military.

efforts to eradicate discrimination in the

treatment of Negro members. Johnson contrasted the slow but noticeable progress

by the Air Force and Navy against the stubborn resistance of the

22

Willard Townsend, "Shouldn't Underrate the Reds;

Them," Chicago Defender, January 6, 1951, pg.
23
Foner, Paul Robeson Speaks, pg. 379.
"
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7.

Army

We Can Learn

to accept

Lesson From

made

integration and

damaging
It

move

forward.

"Army

reluctance to end segregation, he declared,

morale and efficiency of Negro personnel."'

to the

him

did not take

long, however, to return to his previous political messages"

blasting the racial records of the United States and

present this criticism in a

humorous

light.

its

By June

frame them as matters of national security.

Howard

Johnson read the
and

citation for Smith's award,

witty, as

it

'indicted'

that

It

allies

without the need to

room

to

University conferred upon Lillian

at its

commencement

one observer noted that

Miss Smith

old practices of segregation and jimcrow.

Western

1950, Johnson even found

Smith, the noted Southern author, an honorary degree

original

is

it

exercises.

As

was "unusually

as a 'revolutionary' seeking to subvert the

ended with Prexy Mordecai Johnson saying

because of her revolutionary activities the faculty and board of trustees considered

her guilty and therefore entitled to the 'esteem and love' of

Lillian Scott,

citation

was

assumed

that the citation

all

America." The observer,

was Johnson's work. As humorous

also an ingenious piece of political propaganda, as

it

as

it

was, the

undermined the

prevailing paradigm that equated "revolutionary" activities with treasonous, anti-

democratic actions.

25

The following March,

in a

speech

in

Durham, North Carolina, Johnson once again

took up the cause of colored people around the world. This time, he wanted to back his

pledge of support with the federal government's money, calling upon the United States to
establish a

$25

his mind, the

24

billion

fund to provide material aid to the people of Africa and Asia. In

money would

serve as a "moral counter-offensive against Russian

"Langley Field Racial Policy Wins Praise," Washington Post, February 23, 1950, pg.

12.
25

Lillian Scott,

1950, pg.

"Along Celebrity Row," Chicago Defender

8.
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(national edition), June 24,

Communism." The choice of words

is

striking, as

between the two superpowers and seemed
used

this as a tactical

maneuver,

time. His aim, however,

was

clear: "If

Communism, democracy must
millions

who have been

in light

it

played up the sense of conflict

to side with the

it

democracy

help in a positive

is

way

was a Marshall Plan

at that

meet the challenge of

to

to

improve the

lot

of the world's

."
.

.

a step further, as his proposed fund

'"disadvantaged peoples in Georgia as well as in South Africa."

effect,

He may have

of the conflict on the Korean Peninsula

too often exploited in the past.

Johnson even took

United States.

would attempt

to help

What he proposed,

in

for people of color everywhere, including the United States.

At the same time, he chose his comparison between Georgia and South Africa with a
particular

War

agenda

picture

back

in

mind. His reference to South Africa brought the international Cold

into the foreground, as

it

reminded the audience of the deterioration of

race relations in that country and America's support for the Apartheid regime as an anti-

Soviet

ally.

Simultaneously,

and disenfranchisement

it

in the

equated that regime with the ongoing abuses of Jim

American South. Thus, what seemed

overture only served to underscore Johnson's disgust with

all

to

Crow

be a pro- American

manifestations of the color

26

line.

Throughout
at

this period,

Johnson continued

to maintain a high profile, particularly

events focused on challenging existing racial hierarchies

November 1950, when Ralph Bunche could

at

home and

abroad. In

not appear in person to deliver a speech

before the National Conference of Christians and Jews, he asked Johnson to read

it

for

him. Johnson was only to happy to comply; sharing a podium with Secretary of State

26

"Wants Moral War Against Communism," Chicago Defender

24, 1951, pg. 5.
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(national edition),

March

Dean Acheson, Johnson

delivered Bunche's message, calling for the eradication of

"undemocratic practices and undemocratic attitudes"
27

international responsibilities."

slowing

at

did,

own

address on

annual Institute of International

in the early sixties, but

showed no

signs of

however, begin to show signs that the heightened tensions of the

Cold War, embodied
and forcing him
in

th

his

his hectic schedule or relenting in his steadfast political beliefs.

Johnson

came

He was now

Whittier College."

down

of the country's

The following summer, he delivered

"Racial Attitudes and Foreign Policy" before the 17
Relations

in light

all

to

in

Joe McCarthy and the Korean conflict, were taking a

consider these pressures in his public

February 1951. Johnson,

committee observing W.E.B.

Du

among

life.

toll

on him

The most notable example

others, served as an honorary chair

on the

Bois' eighty-third birthday. In observance of the

occasion, the Council on African Affairs decided to hold a dinner in his honor, the

proceeds from which would defray the costs of the group's office for
possibly support the publication of

On

February

9,

some of his

1951, however,

unregistered agent of a foreign

power

Du

Du

Bois and

writings.

Bois was indicted on charges of being an

for his

work

in a pacifist organization, the

Peace

Information Center. Within days of the indictment, Johnson and two other scheduled
speakers withdrew from the event. Apparently, there were

Johnson

felt

some

clear boundaries

he could not cross, given his relationship with the federal government.

never wrote or spoke about

this decision,

He

nor did he prevent other Howard figures like E.

Franklin Frazier from participating. But clearly, Johnson

27

felt that

Howard might be

"Acheson Stresses Moral Purposes," The New York Times, November 10, 1950, pg. 11.
"Gandhi's Policy Must Prevail, Indian Asserts," Los Angeles Times, July 5, 1951, pg.
A6.
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threatened given the nature of the federal charges against

Justice Department's history of investigating

Milestones Observed and Milestones Yet to

While Johnson was happy
any and
public.

own

all

Du

Bois, coupled with the

Johnson himself."

Come

to challenge

racism

at

home and

opportunities to recognize the accomplishments of

Two

abroad, he

Howard

University in

occasions in early 1952 allowed him to combine such celebrations with his

political

messages. The

eighty-fifth anniversary.

students, faculty

first

came

On March

and guests

to

mark

10,

in

March, when the University recognized

Johnson spoke before a crowd of

the occasion.

of democratic

is

life is

Communism

not the

but racism. "The greatest

enemy which

is

enemy

with the slow

hand. The

American society with which everyone should be concerned, he

assembled crowd, was not

which

at

its

hundred

six

He was more concerned

progress towards integrated schools, however, than with the celebration

"threat" to

welcomed

told the

to

our system

confronting us from outside, but that

enemy

corroding democracy from within, namely, the extent to which segregation has
30

enfeebled our faith in and our loyalty to our democratic institutions.""

The twentieth anniversary of the Journal of Negro Education afforded

a second

opportunity for Johnson to offer his views, in a manner that ultimately reached a

larger audience. In April 1952,

Howard

"The Courts and Racial Integration

in

much

University organized a national conference on

Education" that also marked the Journal's

Herbert Aptheker (ed.), The Correspondence ofW.E.B. Du Bois, Volume III: Selections
1944-1963. Amherst: The University of Massachusetts Press, 1978, pg. 310-11, 324;

W.E.B. Du Bois, The Autobiography ofW.E.B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy on Viewing My Eife
from the East Decade of its First Century. International Publishers, Inc., 1968, pg. 346-7,
361-8; Lewis, W.E.B. Du Bois: The Fight for Equality and the American Century, pg.
549.
30

"Mordecai Johnson Hits School Segregation," Chicago Defender (national

March

22, 1952, pg. 3.
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edition),

milestone anniversary. While Charles H. Thompson, the longtime editor of the Journal,
presided over the conference, Johnson delivered his

own "Welcome Address and

Explanation of the General Purposes of the Conference," which was
in a special edition of the Journal. In his

the

JNE over the

opening remarks, he celebrated the growth of

previous two decades into "one of the finest magazines in the field of

education in the United States."

He

pointed to the

initial

from one prominent educational foundation, and how
the

JNE as

later printed in full

struggles for financial support

that

same foundation came

"the most able and thoughtful Journal in the field that

it

chose

.

.

from the

.

point of view of objectivity, comprehensiveness and grasp" just five years after

founding.

to value

its

31

Most of his comments, however, focused on

the immediate reason for the

conference: the courts and integrated education. Johnson was pleased to see
representatives from across the United States, including Mississippi,

who were concerned

with the issue of education and minorities, "not only the Negro minority but
in their population."

More

than that, he

was encouraged by

all

the presence of "a

minorities

wide

representation from religious, labor and other public bodies." In keeping with his

consistent Cold

War

message, Johnson praised these groups for "instinctively

recognize[ing] that while

we

are addressing ourselves here to an educational question,

involved the whole position of our society, especially
In an uncharacteristically tactful

handbook and examined

31

in light

of world affairs."

manner, Johnson took a page from the

the state of graduate

"

NAACP

and professional education for Blacks

in the

Mordecai W. Johnson, "Welcome Address and Explanation of the General Purposes of
The Courts and Racial

the Conference." Journal of Negro Education, Vol. 21, No. 3,

Integration in Education.
32

it

(Summer

1952), pg. 233.

Ibid, pg. 234.
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South, in keeping with the litigation practices of the

was

less controversial than

raised the ire of Southern

NAACP. Such

a scope, in theory,

an examination of grade school education, which always

Whites amid

cries of

miscegenation and intermarriage. As an

example of the paucity of advanced educational opportunities available
Johnson pointed

to the region's engineering schools.

for example, there

states

"I

simply

to Blacks,

state that in the

were thirty-one accredited colleges of engineering

year 1939

former slave

in the

with 25,000 students. Not a single one of these students was a Negro; not a single

one of these institutions would receive a Negro; and there was no single accredited school
for engineering in that entire area for Negroes."

African American community.

field

which

is

"No

effort

The consequences were

had been made whatsoever

so determinative in the development of

modern

to

dire for the

open up

this

3

civilization."

Thus, Johnson drew a direct line between educational exclusion and the inability
of a group to contribute to "modern civilization."

however, were

much more

Johnson pointed

concrete than

to the "shortage

that.

The consequences

for the group,

In the realm of health care, for example,

of 15,000 in the group of Negro physicians

who

are

undertaking to serve the Negro people in segregated institutions of health, operated over
the entire area of life in

the

numbers were also

which the Negro people

34

live."

In law,

pharmacy and

dentistry,

distressing. This pointed to the failure of Southern states to

provide opportunities for Black graduate students, the unwillingness of predominantly

33

Ibid, pg.

234-5.

Ibid, pg.

236.

34
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White schools throughout the country

admit African Americans, and the poor

to

preparation offered to Black students in the poorly funded public schools of the South.

Johnson

briefly

minorities to be cognizant of their

The

NAACP attacked these

reviewed the methods by which the

systematic barriers to Black education.

own

The conclusion he reached
and ever-ready

rights

35

stressed the need for

to protect them.

and most encouraging aspect of these facts is the discovery by the Negro
people themselves that the Constitution of the United States is indeed a
revolutionary document, that it has in it great possibilities of advance for the
first

humblest minority, provided that

and

intellectual

document.

spiritual

powers

this

minority discovers the

in bringing out the

way

dynamics

to use

its

that are in that

36

In his effort to maintain the support of Southerners attending the conference

and

extend the reach of Southern interracial cooperation, Johnson then stressed the

to

warm

reception generally afforded Blacks students in the graduate and professional programs

now open
money

to

them

in the region.

to a lawsuit against their

He

cited

own

one example of white students contributing

university and taking their

for their segregationist stances. Black and white attorneys

these schools to begin changing their policies.

Justice Fred

come up on

knock out segregation

In criticizing the

professors to task

worked side-by-side

a white

to force

Supreme Court justice. Chief

Vinson of Kentucky, rendered the recent Court decision

that "does not

to

And

own

in

Sweatt

v.

Painter

the specifically stated purpose of that distinguished gentleman

as such

.

.

.

[but]

does come upon a

train

of thought which

unwillingness of White schools nationwide to admit Black applicants,

Johnson used the example of medical schools to make his point. Of the approximately
750 Black medical school students at the time, 550 were in the two Black medical
schools (Howard and Meharry), while only 200 Black students were dispersed among
approximately 70 White medical schools nationwide. The case against Southern public
schools needed little support, but Johnson cited a study from the 1940s that showed New

York

State spending an average of $4,000 per classroom of 23 students, while

former slave
36

states

combined spent about $400 per classroom.

Ibid, pg. 235.
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Ibid, pg. 236-7.

all

the

makes

it

impossible for segregation to occupy the same track ever again." Segregation,

in the scenario

one

put forth there,

is

under attack from an interracial coalition

that foresees the future of the region in a post-Jim

Even with
of integration

have

Supreme Court

the support of the

"may

to multiply the

suggest that

number of

the public elementary

we may have

suits

to

Crow

world.

do a

little

more suing and

and we may be obligated

to sue all the

alternative,

single case that sought to overturn the Plessy precedent entirely.

He

beginning to be very intensive." Segregationists

this is arrived at

political action

"may be

by

the

was

said,

that,

a

this time."

but

If

such a

relied

upon

to

do everything
God,

to see to

Supreme Court of the United

States or

and under

their

in

it

by

of any kind.""

Here, Johnson returned to his theme of Cold

proper note of national

Johnson

[to

that the opposition to integration "is

their power, out of a sense of obligation to their country

no such decision as

we may

way down

pending cases before the Supreme Court could do just

method was employed, however, Johnson warned

any formal

that

slow pace

pointed to the

Court "has been very sagacious about postponing them up to

that the

that

17

in its recent decisions, the

and secondary schools]." The only

possibility that several

in the South,

interest.

He

directly

War moral

suasion to strike the

compared Southern segregation

policies to

conditions in South Africa, while impressing upon the audience that the non-white half o
the world took

America's race record into account

in its

ongoing feud with the Soviet

Union. Johnson actually placed the impetus for change upon the Supreme Court. "[W]e

37

Ibid, pg. 235-6.

elsewhere

in his

It is

fair to point

out that this seems to contradict the message

speech of the systematic exclusion of Blacks from predominantly White

few members of the interracial coalition he
celebrated exercised any leadership positions in the realm of higher education, North or
schools.

It

would seem,

in his scenario, that

South.
38

Ibid, pg. 238.
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know

confirm segregation as a permanent part of American

that a decision to

life,

acceptable under the Constitution, would probably precipitate the disaster which
Jefferson had in

just,

I

mind when he

tremble for

said,

my country.'"

'When

I

Thomas

consider slavery and remember that

Rather than a

civil

God

is

war, however, the stakes involved

the role of the United States as a global leader in turbulent times. "[T]he story of the next

few years might not be

more probably
initiative

we

that

Russia and

ourselves gave

Communism

it

away

to

took the world away from us, but

them by yielding them

As he

39

closed his speech, Johnson introduced the colonial question to the equation,

America's domestic race record colored the manner

overseas.

"The decisions which we make with regard

decisions which

we

are

making with regard

200 years has been imposed by
pursuit of freedom

reached

the moral

and the exclusive championship on the most important question of human

relations in the world."

as

that

move and seeking

to

which

in the

saw questions of race

whole panel of human

are a part of the

life

which

for

powers on over half the human race." The

nonviolent work of Gandhi.

to eradicate

it

Negro education

by these people, he suggested, antedated the

crescendo

its

the colonial

to that

in

rise

of

Communism and

Now, with Communism on

men who

"every line of division between

labor,"

it

the

was

imperative for the United States to offer a viable alternative.

Our

hesitation in the presence of segregation

is

in itself

an exhibit of dividedness

of mind, feebleness in action, and moral defensiveness which
the presence of such an
us,

cannot choose those

enemy. God himself, having

who

think so

much

467

make

human

race.

sustain in

a choice between

of themselves that they must

segregate and condescend to over half of the

Ibid, pg. 238-9.

to

we cannot

Johnson ended on a positive note, citing his belief
and much hesitation and much

fear,"

America, "with great reluctance,

that

would eventually "turn

the corner" and, with

it,

turn

the tide of international opinion. But even here, his allusion to the "hesitation" and "fear"

of racists revealed his

own

concerns over the nature of the opposition to which he earlier

40

referred.

Johnson's consistency of message over the course of the postwar years

demand

remarkable. Granted, for someone in such high

it

is

not surprising to see

him

rely

as a public speaker

upon certain key phrases or images. By

however, certain aspects of his message were becoming politically
thing to insist that America needed to change

rights

even

agenda

if

at

home.

such statements

It

was

fell

short of endorsing

human

ideas and tactics.

race

and

Communism

volatile.

It

was one
its civil

Communist agenda,

altogether. Johnson's

Communism and

came dangerously

lecturer,

this time,

image overseas by reforming

quite another to praise aspects of the

repeated references to the "brotherhood" of

the barrier that divided the

its

is

to its efforts to

break

close to an admiration of

Each time he spoke of the Cold War, Johnson was careful

down
its

to include an

escape clause, either through an expressed desire to aid the American cause in the Cold

War or
to

a

hope

that

America would maintain

such statements after the

fact

McCarthy period progressed,
any kind words

in support

of

it

its

"moral" leadership. He could then point

and profess his loyalty

became increasingly

Communism, much

Soviets in moral terms.

Ibid, pg. 240-1.
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to the

United States. But as the

difficult for public figures to offer

less

imply that America

trailed the

"

However, Johnson and other Black leaders continued
connecting the oppression of Blacks

at

home

with international politics. Johnson himself

stressed this before a meeting of the District of

December 1950. "Dr. Johnson
toward a solution of

its

throughout the world."'
racial politics of the

for action

own
In

Columbia branch of the

said the United States should exert

racial

41

to build a public discourse

its

NAACP in

'moral power

problems and those of other colored peoples

some ways,

this

was

safer than a

comparison between the

United States and those of the Soviet Union.

and for the maintenance of international

allies in light

It

emphasized the need

of non-white movements

towards independence, without implying that the Soviet Union already had the upper
hand. Unfortunately, such attempts to defend American interests in the Cold

only to reify the emerging East-West dichotomy.

Cold War

that

It

was

this

caused the Truman administration to place

served

very obsession with the

civil rights

blue-ribbon report, "To Secure These Rights"), on the back burner.

Cheng

War

(and especially the

As Charles W.

wrote, "the nation, specifically the federal government, slowed the

momentum

[of

postwar Black activism]. Interests of black people were considered of secondary
importance

Howard

in the fight against

University and the

As much

as

41

still

University president.

"Segregation

Bill

— A Sidebar

Mordecai Johnson focused

international relations, he

Howard

GI

world-wide communism.

his public

pronouncements on matters of

faced considerable challenges in his primary role as

Gone were

the

most vocal foes of the past who

End Asked by Howard Head," Washington

Post,

December

vilified his

15, 1952, pg.

13.
42

Charles

W. Cheng, "The Cold War:

the United States," in Michael L.
U.S. Foreign Policy since

Its

Krenn

impact on the Black Liberation Struggle Within

(ed.),

The African American Voice

World War II. New York and London: Garland

Inc., 1998. Pg. 131.
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in

Publishing,

every

move and

sought his ouster

at

every turn. But there were

still

enemies within the

ranks and the occasional scandal to rock the university, although they seemed to lack

either the

power

or the determination to raise a serious challenge to Johnson's authority.

But there was also a modern university to run and support, and one of the greatest strains

upon Howard during
soldiers during

Under

this

period

World War

came

War

Montgomery GI

received

Bill,

approximately 7.6 million soldiers

some type of college

or university training at the

expense of the federal government. For some schools, especially
influx of

new

expected a decline

inability

state institutions, this

students initiated a period of broad growth. For smaller public and private

schools, however, the shift

early 1950s.

many Black

II.

the auspices of the

from the Second World

as a result of the sacrifices of so

in their

was somewhat

different.

Many

enrollment numbers during the

They assumed

that the

of these institutions had

latter part

of the 1940s and the

lower birth rates of the 1930s, resulting from the

of Americans to support large families during the Great Depression, would lead

to a slight dip in the total

universities.

As

number of

a direct result of the

students attending the nation's colleges and

GI

Bill,

however, the anticipated decline

in

enrollment numbers was offset by the influx of veterans, leaving institutions of higher
learning to scramble for additional resources.

43

For Mordecai Johnson, the additional opportunities available to African American
soldiers

were both

a blessing

and a curse. He,

like his counterparts at other universities,

admired the "serious attitude of GI students," a maturity
wartime experiences and

43

"7,600,000 Have

from both

their ages (several years older than the average

Had Some Kind of Schooling

Washington Post, July

that resulted

15, 1951, pg.

B2.
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as

GI

Bill

their

incoming

Deadline Nears,"

Some

student).

of them undoubtedly had families and often attempted to juggle school,

employment and family

the

life at

same

time. Additionally,

leaders surely admired the sacrifices already

made by

these

Johnson and other Black

young people. Their

military

experiences, combined with a government-sponsored education, helped contribute to the

growth of a Black leadership class on the eve of the Civil Rights Movement. Since
Johnson and other Black educators strove
racism, the

GI

Bill

went

such generals in the war against

far in contributing to the success of their goals.

pointed out in 1951, "there

in

to create

is

no doubt the program had a substantially helpful influence

widening educational opportunities for Negro youth.

the part of the Government."

As Johnson

Even one

soldiers admitted, "Clearly, the

GI

Bill

critic

of the

was a crack

surrounded the American university system.

It

It

was

a very wise

bill's overall

in the wall

program on

impact on Black

of racism that had

forced predominantly white colleges to

allow a larger number of blacks to enroll, contributed to a more diverse curriculum

many HBCUs, and helped

Ibid.

who

President Cloyd

provide a foundation for the gradual growth of a black middle

Marvin of George Washington University praised the

"revitalized" the school's thinking.

He

45

Ibid.

how many American youths "were being barred from
money enough to maintain themselves there."

While a number of scholars have pointed

to the

soldiers as contributing to the rise of the Civil Rights

available on the impact of the

GI

soldiers

also indicated that thanks to their examples,

he recognized
did not have

at

Bill within the

college because they

wartime experiences of Black

Movement,

less scholarship is

Black community.

It is

particularly

necessary given the confluence of trends in this period. Just as the GI Bill
education more accessible to lower-income African Americans, the

made

NAACP's

higher

push

to

and graduate schools had its greatest success. More research needs
to be done in this area to determine whether the GI Bill influenced this aspect of the
NAACP's legal strategy during the late-forties and early-fifties.
46
Hilary Herbold, "Never a Level Playing Field: Blacks and the GI Bill," Journal of
integrate professional

Blacks

in

Higher Education, No. 6 (Winter, 1994-1995), pp. 108.
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It is

important, however, not to overreach in determining the impact of the

on the Black community. Hilary Herbold' s excellent study argued
have nearly as great an influence on African American soldiers as

GI

Bill

that the bill did not

it

did on Whites

because of the social pressures of the period. "Given the obstacles facing blacks in 1944
[the year

of the

bill's

level playing field for blacks seeking education

the almost perpendicular slope

But that

is

To Herbold,

Bill in the Senate,

institutional sense, the

provided a more

and a more dignified means of living than

part of the

problem rested with the

John Rankin of Mississippi.

In a larger

Department of Veterans' Affairs upheld the discriminatory

patterns of individual states in the dispersal of

African American veterans to

its

unemployment

benefits, the hiring of

state offices, its close relationship

American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars, and
for

Bill

most American blacks had known since Reconstruction.

not saying very much."

cosponsor of the GI

GI

passage], one must acknowledge that the

with the segregated

the segregated facilities maintained

Black veterans' housing and medical care. All of these conditions contributed to a

larger

atmosphere of hostility against Black soldiers exercising

their rights

under the GI

47

Bill.

In terms of the actual enforcement of the educational terms of the

Herbold recounted the same twin problems
higher education for

much

of the

first

that

cents.

"Budgets for black schools

Ibid, pp.

in

Bill,

confronted African Americans seeking

half of the twentieth century: inferior education at

the lower levels and discriminatory practices of

only schools in the South, of course,

GI

much

White

institutions.

of the difference came

In the case

down

of Black-

to dollars

and

most areas were about one-fourth of those for white

104-106.
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schools which, for their part, were often far from exemplary." This reality was

compounded by

the practice of individual schools in refusing to accept

Black applicants

under any circumstances. Thus, "Though Congress granted the same benefits

to both

blacks and whites theoretically, the segregationist principles of almost every institution of

higher learning effectively disbarred a huge proportion of black veterans from earning a
college degree."

48

This focus on the White schools, of course, begs the question of the impact of the

bill

upon

the

enrollment

HBCUs.

at the

Citing the

Negro

colleges,

work of Keith Olson, Herbold wrote, "Postwar
which

reached the breaking point. Limited
to turn

to

away an estimated 20,000

meet

in

1940 was 43,003 and 10 years

facilities

forced the colleges, during 1946 and 1947,

veterans." For a group of institutions already straining

the needs of their students, this enrollment increase of

only increased the competition
resources

at their disposal.

later 76,600,

among Black

more than

fifty-six percent

colleges and universities for the limited

The problems were compounded by

the placement of

most of

these schools in the Southern states, which relegated them to the role of educational

stepchildren in the

first

place.

institutions of the South,

universities,

training

meant

As

a result,

"Overcrowding

at historically

and discriminatory admissions policies

that for

many

at

other colleges and

veterans in search of a college degree, vocational

programs and trade schools were the only available options."

Howard

University, of course,

Johnson may have appreciated the
as a tremendous strain

48

Ibid, pp.

106-107.

Ibid, pg.

107-108.

49

black

was not immune

49

to the pressures

of these trends.

attitudes of the soldiers, but he also recognized

them

on the university's resources. "[H]e said so many of them were
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enrolled at

." 50
.

that 'the quality of instruction in the

dropping the ratio of teachers to students from

injured,'

.

Howard

Some

.

undergraduate division was

1

teacher to 13 students to

began

Johnson cited a dip

in

to expire for

WWII

veterans. In

September 1952,

enrollment of approximately ten percent, calling

disguise." That year, he said, the teacher-student ratio dropped

that

the decline into account, the

Howard

numbers suggest

from

1

it

that in the fall of 1952,

for example,

a ''blessing in

to 25 to

1

the staggering rate of

University had already experienced under Johnson's tenure.

Washington Post reported
school.

25

of the strain began to decline in the early 1950s, as the enrollment and

benefits deadlines

Even taking

to

1

to

1

1.9.

growth

The

4400 students were enrolled

at the

51

Compared

to

its

HBCUs, Howard had
anniversary in

March

own

indeed

status twenty-five years earlier

come

a long way.

Upon

and

to the standing of other

the occasion of the school's 85

1952, the Post took stock of the great advances

th

Howard made

under the leadership of Mordecai Johnson. "Today the 10 schools of the university are
recognized. The trebled faculty
grants have

plant

is

zoomed

sprinkled with leading scholars in every field. Federal

above two and half million dollars a

worth more than 14 million dollars with a building program

17 million dollars

states

to a figure

is

now

in progress.

and 24 foreign countries."

The enrollment has grown

to

year.

The physical

to cost

an additional

5181 students from 42

52

3U

"7,600,000 Have Had Some Kind of Schooling as GI Bill Deadline Nears,"
Washington Post, July 15, 1951, pg. B2.
51
th
"Howard U. Opens 86 Year With Convocation Rites," Washington Post, September
24, 1952, pg. 43; "Says Drop In Students Is Blessing," Chicago Defender (national
edition), October 4, 1952, pg. 4.
52
th
"Howard to Mark 85 'Birthday,'" Washington Post, March 2, 1952, pg. L6.
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The Post piece was

lavish in

praise for Johnson's administration, even while

its

acknowledging the heated struggles of the

past.

It

growth and development

attributed the

of the university to the twenty-year educational plan instituted during Johnson's
in office.

much

At the same time, the

years at the helm of

Johnson

said, "There'll

Howard

if

it

remained

all

consider

life

felt

beyond

"This Invitation

When

Is

there

its

.

noted, had an

I'll

.

beyond 1955,
step

down

for a

climb as a university for students of

Having secured

were few challenges

hallowed

From

to

.

it

was

Johnson only three

his plans

be no revisions of the retirement plan.

parts of the world."

perhaps Johnson

university,

in effect, left

Asked about

University.

younger man. Howard will steadily continue
races from

the certainty that Johnson

The

closer to the end of his term than the beginning.

automatic retirement age of 65 which,

more

was infused with

article

left

his legacy

for

him

at

year

first

all

and the school's standing,

Howard and began

to

53

halls.

the Heart, Mr. President."

Johnson spoke to the Washington Post about the advances made by

Howard during

his presidency,

he did so with the

full

knowledge

that

Howard's rapid

progress over the previous quarter century stood in marked contrast to the glacial

movement of race

relations nationwide.

Americans during

that

time did

little

The modest advances made by African

to guarantee their basic constitutional rights,

of which continued to be violated by the federal and

Truman had made some
efforts

efforts to place civil rights

state

many

governments. President Harry

on the national agenda, but these

were quickly swept aside by the national obsession with the Cold War. Even

though one historian of Truman's presidency, Michael R. Gardner,

53

Ibid.
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laid the

blame

for

most of these

own burden
For

failures at the feet of Congress, the Executive

of guilt in the oppression of African Americans during

all

this period.

its

54

of Truman's shortcomings in this area, he had gone further than his

celebrated predecessor in

integration of the

armed

some

areas of African

forces. Perhaps

Black rights (and Howard University)

Johnson was attempting

27, 1952, four custodial workers

maybe he sought an

in the

away from
were

overcome by

the

including the

Cynics might assume that

a recent tragedy at the University.

killed while

fumes as

men

frustration

opportunity to place

moving 420 pounds of

chemistry building, "where

1929." The chemicals exploded, killing the four
other bystanders were

civil rights,

in the national spotlight.

to deflect attention

sodium chlorate from a storage room

American

Mordecai Johnson sensed Truman's

with the slow pace of civil rights reform, or

On March

Branch certainly carried

it

had rested since

instantly; ten firefighters

well.

A

and five

government inquiry cleared the

University of any wrong-doing, but never explained what sparked the explosion.

Whatever

his motivations,

Johnson wrote

an invitation to the President to speak

at

to

Truman on May

20, 1952, extending

Howard's commencement exercises

following month. Johnson stated, "This invitation
expressive of the esteem and affection which

is

we and

from the

heart,

55

the

Mr. President.

It is

millions of our people bear toward

Michael R. Gardner, "Harry Truman's Famous Day at Howard University," The
Journal of Blacks in Higher Education, No. 37. (Autumn, 2000), pg. 1 10. Gardner
defended Truman's record by pointing to those advances he initiated through executive
order, but failed to

examine other aspects of federal policy

under control of the Executive Branch, including Hoover's

either completely or partially
activities

with the FBI,

discriminatory practices within Veterans Affairs (detailed earlier in this chapter),

segregated public housing,
55

etc.

Howard in Explosion," Chicago Defender (national
The Defender pointed out that the death toll could have

Suggs, P.B. Young, pg. 176; "Clear

edition), April 5, 1952, pg. 1-2.

been much higher; there were usually hundreds of students
day, but

many

of them were registering for classes
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at the

in the building

time of the

blast.

on a normal

Harry Truman, because in the high office of President he has remembered the humble
and, with greatness of heart and unquenchable boldness of

sought to have them possess in
Constitution of our country."

fact,

It

spirit,

he has persistently

every basic freedom and opportunity intended by the

was a long

shot, at best, for graduation exercises

were

only twenty-five days away. But something in Johnson's language appealed to the 68year-old president, and he agreed to the invitation.

Philleo Nash,

who

previously served

56

Truman

as his Special Assistant for minority

problems, was by then his Administrative Assistant.

He

had two reasons

had been

for accepting the invitation. First,

three or four administrations to participate in

this

was Truman's

last

civil rights

it

exercises at least once, and

"it

also might offer a

statement that would represent both his views and

helpful in the 1952 campaign."

year stunt, but

commencement

Truman

tradition for the previous

opportunity to do so. Second, Nash recalled,

major opportunity for a

would be

it

recalled that President

37

Cynics might view

should be acknowledged that

Truman was

this solely as

an election-

already a lame-duck

president, and that such a forthright statement in favor of civil rights might actually hurt

the presidential aspirations of his party's

then, there

was

still

something of a

nominee

political risk in

in the South.

In spite of appearances,

Truman's desire

to

speak out on

civil

rights.

Although Johnson was surely overjoyed
he did not stop there.

commencement

30
57

No

at

Truman's acceptance of the

invitation,

previous President of the United States had delivered the

address and actually attended the entire graduation ceremony. Nash

Ibid, pg. 1 10.
Jerry Hess's Oral History Interview with Philleo Nash, October 31, 1966, pg. 437-8.

http://www.trumanlibrary.org/oralhist/nash9.htm, September 17, 2006.
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seemed unaware of this history
aware

prior to his conversations with Johnson, but soon

became

that

I

was being sold something —

receive the offer

—

it

was

me and it was my job to
had made a "lightning" appearance

his job to sell

that previous Presidents

at

Howard University; what the aviation people would call a touch-and-go landing —
come in, made an appearance, made a little speech, and left. Even FDR only came
in through the back of the building, went out on to the front, made a brief
appearance, and left, so that he was not personally present at the moment of pride
for the graduates and their parents, when they are actually handed their diplomas.
Consequently, he continued to work on Nash, trying to convince him that the President
should stay for the entire exercise. Truman agreed and, in a striking

bit

of irony, insisted

on wearing the "most Southern" hood from his previous honorary degrees,
University of Florida,

when he

received his honorary hood from Howard.

that of the

He would

not

personally present the diplomas to the graduating class but, unlike other Presidents,

would

stay for the entire

Gardner's
but only to

make

predecessors.

He

article

ceremony.

58

on Truman's "famous day

at

Howard"

the case that the President's involvement

went

cited the

far

Nash interview,

beyond

that of his

did not point out the role that Mordecai Johnson played in shaping the

speech that Truman delivered on that occasion. According to Nash, he and Dave Lloyd

composed Truman's speech

for him. Yet, "the basic suggestion as to the content of the

Howard University commencement speech were
not

my

original concept, nor

Dave

Lloyd's, nor

was what Mordecai Johnson thought ought
principles that he thought

He

Ibid, pg.

anybody

be

[said].

made by

Dr. Johnson, this

elses [sic], nor

.

.

."

Johnson

was

Mr. Truman's.

It

set forth three

to stress.

"The President ought to say three things. He ought to relate the civil
movement in his program for civil rights to the rising Negro expectations

said,

rights

58

Truman needed

to

actually

439-440.
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in

this

country as a whole, but he shouldn't stop there, because

rising revolution of expectations throughout the world,

be number three in the speech, and

needs saying

time, and

at this

it

this is a

this is just part

and therefore,

commencement

this

of a

ought to

type address and

it

ought to be said by the President of the United

States.

Nash

felt that

The President

Johnson's points made "good sense," so he presented the ideas to Truman.
replied, "If this is

commencement, then

what Mordecai Johnson wants, and

what we ought

that's

to do."

it's

his

59

Nash, Lloyd and Truman put a great deal of effort into writing the speech, with

Nash and Lloyd composing

their

own

drafts

and Truman offering more personal input

than usual as they combined their ideas. In the meantime, Nash also worked personally

with James Nabrit to completely reorganize the

commencement

accommodate

and a larger crowd. Truman himself had

little

the President, his security detail,

input in the coordination of the

request: that the

Howard

commencement

exercises to

exercises, but he did

University Choir perform "The Battle

Hymn

make one

of the Republic."

His request was granted. Nash and Nabrit presided over three weeks of frenzied
breaking

Day

down

the

ceremony and planning

arrived, with the eyes

On

it

minute by minute. Soon, Commencement

and ears of the nation

set

upon Howard University.

June 13, 1952, more than seven hundred graduates from

University assembled with their friends and family

in the

all

commencement

Quad, bordered by the

59

stepped to the podium,

Ibid, pg.

440-442.

Ibid, pg.

443-445.

60

Howard

exercise was, traditionally, one of the highlights of the

social calendar for Black Washington, but even

When Truman

60

sectors of the

Frederick Douglass Building on one side and Founder's Library on another.
University's

activity,

it

was

by

their standards, this

clear that

479

day was

special.

Nash and Lloyd took seriously

the

points set forth by Mordecai Johnson in their face-to-face meeting.

warned

that

false ideas

'we should realize that

of racial superiority."

much of the

He added

trouble in the world today

that 'in the past the

nations has too often been marred by a racial pride that has

between East and West.'"
instability, but the root

Taking
First,

his

61

"The President
is

the result of

conduct of the democratic
scars

left its

on the

relations

Racial prejudice was not merely the source of internal

core of

much

of the misery facing the contemporary world.

cues from Johnson, Truman stressed two key points in his speech.

he put forth the necessity of using federal, not state power, to defend the basic

liberties

of African Americans. "Our Federal Government must live up to the ideals

professed in our Declaration of Independence and in the duties imposed upon

Constitution.

The

full

force and

it

by our

power of the Federal Government must stand behind

protection of rights guaranteed by our Federal Constitution."

progress that individual states and cities had

made

He acknowledged

in passing their

own

the

the

civil rights

laws

over the previous few years. But he saw no reason for the federal government to avoid
duty to protect the rights of all citizens, regardless of color,
take the initiative.

Secondly,

when

its

the states refused to

62

Truman

linked the struggles of African Americans at

home

with people

of color worldwide, and placed both freedom movements within the context of the Cold

War. He emphasized the need for the United States

to use its technical

and

scientific

advantages for the benefit of the entire world, especially those areas emerging from the

bonds of colonialism. "In many countries of the world, misery, poverty and poor health

61

"Truman Demands

14, 1952, pg.
62

Civil Rights

Based on Federal Power," The

New

York Times, June

1.

"Text of Address by the President on Civil Rights," The

1952, pg. 10.
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New

York Times, June 14,

Some

are widespread.

people are

of these countries were formerly possessions or colonies. Their

now determined

independence.

to

And we can

that in keeping with the

improve

help those

their welfare

new

and

to preserve national

countries reach their goals."

emerging "brotherhood of man,"

"We

are

Truman

stressed

working with the new

nations of Asia and Africa as equals. Anything less would be a betrayal of the

democratic ideals

we

rather than "America's century,"

towards peace and justice. "If
could

know and

make

all

Truman

set forth a

challenge to

all

the people of the world, including the Soviet Union,

reality.

With courage, with

these ideals a reality around the world."

vision,

will

little

pleased to hear his

own

He had spoken

time

humanity, the need for the United States to use

He had warned

discrimination.

Now,

of the lack of unity within this country over issues of racial

these

same arguments

leapt forth

from President Truman, while the

world took notice. The President's emphasis upon the findings of his

own

Civil

Rights Commission became part of the Democratic Party's national platform that

summer, much
wished

its

advantages for the advancement of economic and political freedom throughout

the world.

entire

all

not be a

and with God's help, we

thoughts resonating from the lips of a standing American President.

and again about the united nature of

would

63

Mordecai Johnson must have been more than a

scientific

people to work

appreciate this fact, lasting peace and universal justice

dream. They would be a
yet

work towards "humanity's century,"

profess." Calling for people to

to the chagrin of

Southern Democrats and moderate Northerners

to set aside the race question in the interest

481

who

of party unity. Civil rights were not

yet

on the national agenda as they would be

down

the parameters of the debate to

To Johnson's
and Nash managed

pleasure, the

to

come.

Truman's speech helped

in the 1960s, but

lay

4

ceremony and speech proceeded smoothly,

keep everything on schedule. At

least

as Nabrit

one University professor

could not remember a ceremony that went quite so smoothly. As Nash recalled, "Sterling

Brown, professor of English

at

me

to

and

said, 'Philleo,

have ever had

I

want

in the history

dark."'

More

words

that day.

Howard, who was a great philosopher-poet, walked up
thank you for the finest

of this university. This

importantly, the Black

statement ever

community

as a

The Chicago Defender described

made by an American

is

to

commencement ceremony we

the

first

time

we

ever got out before

whole took notice of Truman's

the speech as "the most forceful

chief executive while in office," and

it

was hard

to

argue with such as assessment. His calls for an end to the poll tax, segregation in school,

and discrimination

in

rights revolution to

housing and employment served as an opening salvo

come.

65

For one brief moment, Johnson must have
this

the

achievement.

He had succeeded

commencement

Movement on

in

felt that

nothing could take

away from

convincing the President to not only participate in

exercises, but to espouse the ideas of the

a national stage, in Johnson's

past, the attempts to oust

in the civil

him from power,

own

growing Civil Rights

language. All of the challenges of the

the questions of his qualifications to lead such

an august institution, must have seemed a distant memory.

Nash interview, pg. 446-450. Nash acknowledged that they hoped to influence the
this speech, but had no idea how much they would

convention and the elections with

impact the Democratic Party platform.
65

Ibid, pg.

455; "Truman Dares

Them

All,"

Chicago Defender, June 21, 1952, pg.

482

1-2.

As

it

turned out, the next challenge

came from

without, not from within, and the

source was a familiar one.

A

Subtle Shift

Johnson's position
political winds, if for

administration.

at

Howard

required

no other reason than

Changes

in the political

political ideologies, but they

him

to

always measure the prevailing

to be prepared for the next attack

landscape rarely impacted Johnson's

participate in the founding of the Council

its

other members.

his

own

could affect the manner in which he presented them to the

public. In the late 1930s and early 1940s, for instance,

nature of

on

By

on African

it

had been permissible for him

Affairs,

to

even with the "radical"

1952, however, the frigid climate brought about by the

emergence of Joe McCarthy on the national landscape forced Johnson and others
pursue the cause of Africa through a

new

to

organization. That year, Johnson joined

George

Houser's newly-created Americans for South African Resistance, an organization that
included Bayard Rustin, A. Philip Randolph, Charles S. Johnson,

Jr.,

and George Schuyler. According

to historian

Adam

Clayton Powell,

James H. Meriwether,

AFS AR rapidly positioned itself as an avowedly noncommunist alternative
CAA. When the CAA contacted AFSAR regarding mutual cooperation in
mobilizing public support for the South African protesters,
distanced

itself.

view, responded

While surely people

AFSAR,

"there are

in the

CAA

many who

AFSAR

represented

are not

that he

would join

a

firmly
points of

by any means

unsympathetic to the basic policies of the Communist Party."
Considering the backlash that Johnson personally faced for

many

to the

many

66

of his policies,

group with such an avowedly anti-Communist agenda.

it

is

odd

It is

particularly glaring in light of the organization's outright refusal to even cooperate with

James H. Meriwether, Proudly We Can Be Africans: Black Americans and Africa,
1935-1961. Chapel Hill and London: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002. Pg.
112.
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other groups suspected of harboring Communists, since Johnson's

demonstrated no such hesitancy on his
the

CAA,

part.

own

history at

Howard

Greater government pressure on groups like

however, began to force Johnson to selectively reconsider some of his

characteristic candor, especially

when

the

FBI turned

its

attention to

Howard

University

with renewed vigor.

With

the heightening of

Cold War tensions

government began paying greater attention

in the early 1950s, the federal

to the recipients of federal funding.

Potentially subversive elements were investigated to prevent

them from receiving

government appropriations. Consequently, the FBI launched a major investigation of
Mordecai Johnson

in early

March 1953. The

resulting report included detailed accounts

of his alleged involvement in a number of "Communist front" and "subversive"
organizations. These activities ranged from being a signatory to an

protesting "inadequate safeguards in current loyalty tests" to

contributions to the National

Committee

to

ACLU

making

letter

a pair of $5

Abolish the Poll Tax to cosponsoring an event

of the American Pushkin Committee commemorating the centenary of the poet's death.
All progressive causes,

indicative of

it

seemed, were not only relevant

un-American

proclivities.

to the investigation, but

67

Eight days after the FBI launched this investigation, Johnson gave a major
address to the Fifteenth Annual Spring Conference of the Division of Social Sciences

Howard

University.

The speech,

entitled

at

"The Social Responsibility of the

Administrator," included an impassioned defense of the principles of academic freedom.

—

—

FBI Memorandum, "Mordecai Wyatt Johnson, Security Matter C, Labor Federal
Security Appropriations Act of 1953," March 6, 1953; FBI Report, "Mordecai Wyatt
Johnson," April 30, 1953.
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A closer examination,

however, reveals a subtle

shift in his

Consistent with his past statements, Johnson insisted, "There

defense against revolutionary

Communism

in

America and

Communism.

treatment of

is

only one effective

in the world.

It is

the

responsible discharge of the obligation to change whatever basic condition hurts

life,

and

to

change such hurtful conditions by due process so steadily

to overthrow the

same

government and no need

time, he defended the right of the

Party in the United States, calling

up

in

it

Communists and

make

man." At the

to attack the

efforts to

Communist

determine the extent of

the other hand, he felt individual

the final determination of whether their

employees were indeed

assailed the federal government for promoting an atmosphere of

paranoia and academic stagnation.
the last dollar than that

we

"It

would be

better that our

American

institutions lose

should turn our faculties into a group of frightened sheep,

afraid to think independently,

sit

On

infiltration in higher education.

institutions should

no need

an extension "of an international organization headed

Moscow." Johnson backed Congressional

Communist

that there is

to suppress the free thought of

American government

human

down by somebody who

is

and afraid
a

to

go out

to dinner for fear they

member of the Communist

accepted the right of the government to defend

may

accidentally

Party." Essentially, Johnson

itself against

anything

it

deemed "foreign

subversion," while attempting to maintain the institutional autonomy of American

colleges and universities.

68

made reference

on
subversive individuals and organizations in his speech. This was certainly influenced by
his own earlier investigation by the FBI in 1942, for which he submitted to a government
interview. It was also motivated by the attempts of the federal government to dismiss a
number of professors from Howard for alleged Communist ties. Johnson worked closely

McKinney,

on

this

pg. 286-3

matter with Paul

earlier investigations of

1

1

.

Indeed, Johnson

to the extensive

FBI

files

McNutt of the Federal Security agency (who helped oversee
Johnson himself)- Johnson convinced McNutt to immediately
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Although the

Communist

shift is subtle,

Party by 1953

when he defends

investigate "subversive elements."

issue,

Johnson might refer

Johnson seems

in

It is

to

be taking a harder line with the

the right to the federal

government

to

notable that in every other major address on the

passing to the "evils" of communist ideology, but his major

emphasis was always mutual cooperation between the major powers. That Johnson
departed from this message in March 1953 suggests that he was aware of the FBI's

renewed

interest in his political activities.

Unfortunately, there

prove that Johnson knew what was happening

at the

is

no "smoking gun" to

Bureau. The timing of his address,

however, seems more than a mere coincidence.

A

review of some of Johnson's subsequent speeches, particularly those after the

FBI concluded

its

investigation in April 1953, strengthens the view that his

was a smokescreen
six

months

to satisfy reactionary elements of the federal

after the investigation closed,

speaking

at the

March

oration

government. Less than

opening exercises of Howard's

eighty-sixth year, Johnson once again focused on the need for cooperation, not suspicion.

With

the recent conflict in

"'battlefield has lost

its

Korea

mind, Johnson warned his students that the

glory and that the shift

Gandhi's example, he stressed
the

in

is to

that only negotiation

the conference table.'" Citing

could solve the problems between

two powers. "Johnson said he does not hold with persons who say the Communists

will not negotiate.

He

declared 'we cannot control the ways of power in the

Communist

dismiss 23 of the 25 cases; the others were investigated further and eventually dismissed.
It is

not clear from the evidence whether Johnson

into his

background

at the

time he

made

knew

this particular
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that the

FBI was looking closely

speech on March

14, 1953.

Party,'

adding that 'we can control our ways and

beings.'"

this return to

On

full circle.

Gandhi, Johnson's

and pledged

the interests of the nation in mind.

But

here, in

reached the climax of hate.

always said

—

who

that they

We now

that his criticisms

is

to the

There stood above

human

life that

single living

all

would

human

1949 and 1950. "'We have

And

since Gandhi's

Mahatma's example

it.'

power

work

example of successful international negotiation

Johnson returned again

to the

see that what the Scriptures said of the world have

take up the sword shall die by

capable of.'"

reiterated

were only meant with

September 1953, he returned

'international negotiations to the highest constructive

character

Howard, Johnson

at

radical nonviolence that peppered his political speeches in

greatest

human

views during the McCarthy period

political

occasion during his remaining years

his allegiance to the United States

human

as

69

With

came

Communist

treat the

He made

that

human thought and

in India

that this

to inspire

a plea for raising

provided "the

world has ever seen,"

peace

in

an age of unrest.

and simple integrity of
by deceit and violence against a

the intellectual content the clear

rather die than to progress

soul,

and who looking

at the future

of India took the position

would be better that all of us were dead than that we should embrutalize
ourselves ... by killing our Indians in order to overcome their wills.

that

it

Johnson no longer moderated
Rather, his desire

was

to

his

message by pointing

imbue a sense of morality

to the flaws

of the West's foreign policy.

of the Soviet system.

and deception"

that

marked so

70

"Dr. Johnson Urges Peace Negotiations," The Washington Post, September 23, 1953,
pg. 38.
70

Kapur,pg. 148-9.
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.

into the sphere of international

relations, a morality that sought to eliminate the "brutality

much

.

.

1

It

is

possible, however, that there

temporarily during the

first

was an

ulterior

few months of 1953.

A

motive

list

name an African American

February 1953

running for an open

to the board,

and Johnson's name was

of nominees submitted to the White House by Senate District Committee

Chairman Francis Case.

The previous

It is

unclear whether Johnson

however, he noted

year,

Howard's mandatory retirement age
date.

in the

in

on the Washington, D.C. Board of Commissioners. There was a good deal of

pressure at the time to

on a

changing his stance

newspaper report

noted that Mordecai Johnson was one of twelve candidates
position

in

With

this in

mind,

it

is

the future, providing

Commissioner.

in

published interview that he would reach

1955 and had no intention of staying beyond that

for a seat

on the Board. Even

Eisenhower was pushing

that

if

he proved unsuccessful

to increase the Board's

Johnson with the possibility of easing

membership

in

into "retirement" as a

7

Johnson's talk of retirement was not confined to

same time

the position or not.

reasonable to speculate whether Johnson was trying to

maneuver himself into position
in early 1953, President

in a

welcomed

this single interview.

Around

the

he spoke of his imminent retirement in the Post, Johnson also convinced

his longtime friend

and supporter, P.B. Young,

Trustees. According to

to

remain on the Howard Board of

Young's biographer, Henry Lewis Suggs, Young attempted

resign from the board in

March 1952,

citing his age (he

and health concerns, which had already forced him

was almost

to relinquish the

to

sixty-eight years old)

Board's

chairmanship.

71

"Case Talks Patronage

21;

"Howard

to

Mark 85

at

th

White House," The Washington Post, February 1 1, 1953, pg.
The Washington Post, March 2, 1952, pg. L6.

'Birthday,'"
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Johnson quickly and "prayerfully" asked Young to reconsider because he himself
would reach the mandatory retirement age of sixty-five in 1955 and he needed
Young's help to determine his choice of a successor. "No man in America knows
better than you the perils through which this university has passed," wrote
Johnson. He asked Young to influence the appointment of a president in whom
72
his children and the children of all people could "repose their confidence."
Apparently, Johnson was as convincing as ever, since

Board. Ultimately, however,

Young

Young agreed

did not have a say in

to

remain on the

naming Johnson's successor;

the board granted Johnson a five-year extension in February 1955, while

and became an honorary trustee
not seem that

Johnson

Young

There

'at

any time,

one other reason

is

was a common theme

and

it

had

to deal with a

that

at the

for anything ... in the interest of

It

did

top of

Howard.'"

money.

In

1953 Howard University

administration in the White House, one that did not

its

budgetary agenda. The previous Truman budget

had requested $2.75 million for faculty

was only accepted by

his request

year.

Johnson may have temporarily altered his stance,

in his administration:

new Republican

place Black education

and

same

resigned

retained any bitterness over Johnson's change of heart, as he "urged

upon him

to call

after 21 years of service in April of the

Young

salaries;

the

House

Eisenhower cut
after

an

that

amendment

amount by $215,000
restored an

additional $295,000 in Republican cuts. Perhaps Johnson sensed that the changing

political

When

winds

in

Washington required

pronouncements.

73

74

on

his part in the short term.

the Senate refused to restore additional funds to the University budget in July,

Johnson may have

72

a bit of discretion

felt

comfortable reverting back to his more outspoken public

74

Suggs, P.B. Young, pg. 176.
Ibid, pg. 179.

"Howard Loses Second

Fight for Budget Hike," Chicago Defender (national edition),

July 11, 1953, pg. 4.
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Conclusion

As
in

a whole, Mordecai Johnson deserves a great deal of admiration for the

which he handled

his public

persona

at

the height of the

McCarthy

the

Cold War

—Mary McLeod Bethune and Walter White come

remained consistent

in his calls for

these political stands as being

general, could only

hope

in particular,

confront

its

own

Asia and Africa

history of exploitation

Given Johnson's respect
surprise that

in

Gandhi appealed

complementary ideologies

—

to

call for the

democracy

if

—concerns

and oppression

He saw

extension of

that forced the

West

to

in these very areas.

Rauschenbusch,

him and guided

Cold War thinking as

social justice

in

they addressed the

for the teachings of

his

of

—Johnson

and the industrialized Western nations

to spread their version of

concerns facing emerging nations

mind

to a

in the rhetoric

peaceful coexistence and economic justice.

commensurate with America's

democracy. The United States

to

Compared

era.

number of other prominent African Americans who adorned themselves

manner

and satyagraha

it

should

come

as

no

well. Their

—provided Johnson with

a

keen insight into the international dimensions of racism and economic exploitation. They
also

made him an easy

not face

more

Throughout

target for

anti-Communists throughout

official reprobation,

beyond

the 1953

FBI

investigation,

his career, Johnson's public statements differed

several African

this period.

little in

Americans who did face recriminations during

is

That he did

stunning.

their content

the 1950s, like

from

W.E.B. Du

Bois and Paul Robeson. The key difference between them was that Johnson always

framed his statements

in

Moreover, even during

such a light that they could be taken as constructive criticism.

this period,

he maintained something of his earlier respect for

business leaders and sought opportunities to work with them, not against them. All told,
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he had more than enough ammunition to defend himself from accusations of

Communism, even
In

striving to

if his politics left

him suspect

any case, Johnson was keenly aware
produce radical changes

in the

that

minds of some.

people of color around the world were

in the conditions dictating their

with his knowledge of international

even with his

affairs,

the

the rest of the decade.

He

did,

to

lives.

Even

perseverance of the

the tumultuous events that

however, have his eyes on a series of cases before

Supreme Court dealing with segregation

law school he worked so hard

everyday

faith in the

American Negro, Mordecai Johnson could not have foreseen

marked

7'

in public education.

improve played key roles

Key members

of the

in bringing these suits to the

highest court in the land. Little did Johnson anticipate the far-reaching implications of

the law school's activities over the previous

would

result

from

their legal actions

two decades, or

the

mass movement

that

behind closed doors.

Two examples

of his pro-business mindset stand out. In February 1950, the National
Urban League helped Howard University organize a Career Conference featuring "25 top
industrialists

.

.

.

[discussing]

employment

trends, job requirements

and opportunities

with university students." See "Breadlines in the Makin' and Breakin'," Chicago
Defender (national edition), February 25, 1950, pg. 6. Two years later, Howard opened
nd
its doors to the 52
annual meeting of the National Negro Business League in October
1952. Johnson served as principal speaker at their founder's day banquet. See "Key
Leaders Expected At Business Confab," Chicago Defender (national edition), October
25, 1952, pg. 3.
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CHAPTER

10

AN AGING WARRIOR,
As Howard
to

president,

1954-1960

Mordecai Johnson did not

like surprises.

be caught off-guard by changes in the delicate balance between

and the federal government. By the early 1950s, Johnson sensed
the verge of a vast

been aware of

change

in the

this possibility, as

designed to create a cadre of

Jim Crow. Thus,

it

realm of public education.

much

how

a

civil rights attorneys

was not very surprising

Supreme Court

and what could be done

Howard

University

that the nation

who

certainly should have

that in 1951, he solicited

memoranda from

Howard. Johnson wanted

ruling against segregated schools might affect

HBCUs if white

their

Howard

schools had to

consider Black applicants on an equal basis. In particular, Johnson wanted to

its

Law was

could pose a serious challenge to

to avert a potential crisis for all

the University could justify

was on

of the work he poured into the School of

the heads of individual schools and departments within

opinions on

He

Nor did he want

know how

continued support from the federal government over the

1

next ten years.

Two

of the responses stand out from the rest for their prescience. E.S. Hope, head

of the School of Engineering and Architecture, set forth a twelve-point outline of what

would happen

in the

wake of an

integration ruling.

Most of his conclusions

rested

upon

a

very simple premise: that widespread resistance to integration would limit the Black

presence in White schools to

little

more than

a "token." Resistance to meaningful

integration in the primary and secondary schools would, in turn, have residual effects for

those institutions of higher learning that did pursue integration on an equal basis. "The

1

A full collection of the responses

Papers,

Box

168, Folder "Future

to this request are contained in the Caroline

Needs of Howard University
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— 1951," FDR

Ware

Library.

limitations of opportunities for

Negroes through the objective applications of scholarship

standards will effectively limit Negro higher education for

many

years because the

foundation work in secondary and primary schools will continue to be laid in inferior
segregated schools.""

Hope then
and the

takes his argument a step further. Certainly, resistance to integration

difficulty in

proving inequality

recognized larger societal issues
facto segregation in housing

in the courts

at play,

were impediments. But Hope

ones that extended far beyond the South.

would reinforce Jim Crow schools

"Racial groupings in living areas will for

many

would be

many

years to come.

years facilitate continuation of segregated

schools (in effect) even in such cities as Chicago and
practical effects of such conditions

for

little

New

York." Hope feared that the

different in the

the South. "It has been proven that segregation and inferior

North and West than

accommodations

The continuation of poor schools

lower

at the

wrote, combined with "economic hardships" and other social factors, "will

development of Negro

retard full

talent

and

ability."

Hope concluded

that

HBCUs.

"If

conditions required the continuation of the historical roles of

is

level,

the

Hope

operate to

still

such

Negro

achievements are ever to substantially approach National standards some school must
continue to take the inferior graduates of secondary schools and turn out
graduates.

2

Howard

University

is

the

most

logical school for this task."

168,

class

3

Howard University," n.d. Caroline Ware
1951," FDR Library.
Folder "Future Needs of Howard University

E.S. Hope, "Moral Justification for

Box

first

—

3

Ibid.
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in

are

corollary and will undoubtedly continue to be no matter whether the segregation

result of legal or other action."

De

Papers,

—
many of the same

Charles H. Thompson, Dean of the Graduate School, put forth

by Hope. Like Hope, he was pessimistic

points raised

quickly, even with a favorable

What

is

likely to

Supreme Court

happen

that integration

would proceed

ruling.

in the next five years is that the U.S.

be confronted with the issue of segregation per se and
,

climate of opinion will declare segregated schools

in

illegal.

Supreme Court

will

view of the present

Two

cases in the

Columbia filed by Hayes and Nabrit are now on their way to the
Supreme Court. If they are favorably decided, segregated schools will be
District of

outlawed

year or

in a

so.

Such a decision, however, would not lead
students

and teachers

After

all,

any meaningful integration for Black

for the next twenty-five years, he predicted. In the

would be

argued, the best hope for both groups

particular.

to

in the

HBCUs, and

he pointed out, those few Black teachers

universities usually did so

students, with

Howard

at

at

Howard

at

white

places like

few genuine opportunities open

predominantly- white colleges, would continue to matriculate

in

secured jobs

on the basis of the education they received

Howard. Meanwhile, Black

come.

who

at

meantime, he

to

for

them

at

some time

to

4

Thompson took

argument

his

to another level,

however,

in justifying the

continuation of federal funding for Howard. In part, he looked to the past, reviewing the
history of

Howard's appropriations

in

Congress and the rationalizations offered over the

previous three decades.

First,

not necessarily in importance, was precedent. The Government had

maintained an unbroken record of yearly appropriations for forty-nine years
long enough, so that

it

could not be easily explained as to

be suddenly broken. Second, and by no means
political

Charles H.

concern of

Thompson

to

many

this

chain should

least in significance,

was

the

of the Congressmen. This concern had been evidenced

Mordecai Johnson, "Future Government Support of Howard

University," April 9, 1951. Caroline

Howard University

why

— 1951," FDR

Ware

Papers,

Library.
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Box

168, Folder "Future

Needs of

on numerous previous occasions, and many of the Congressmen from the large
northern urban centers had found out that Howard University's welfare was of
prime importance to Negro voters, and hence to candidates for political office. A
third reason, certainly the one most emphasized, was that Howard University met
a public

need which no other

institution

was meeting, namely, performing

a

residual function in the education of Negroes.

For Thompson,

was

this last point

crucial.

In light of the

and others foresaw, Howard University would continue

American
still

slow pace of integration

to serve a

unique role

society. "[DJespite the fact that integration of students is

that

he

in

imminent, there will

be the necessity of meeting the public need of performing a residual function

in the

education of Negroes and other minority groups." In effect, Thompson's argument was
that

Howard should continue

"integrated"

to receive federal funds, since

America would not change.

Perhaps because of

all

the

its

role in a supposedly

5

work Mordecai Johnson had performed

in support of

integrated schools, he understood the necessity of preparing for the possibility of an

integrated future.

As much

as he

welcomed

the opportunities this

to African Americans, he also recognized the pitfalls for his

HBCUs

across the nation.

They came

into existence to

fill

own

new

era might present

institution

and other

the educational needs of a

race that was not being served by the schools of the dominant group. If those doors

suddenly opened,

if

only in theory, then what would become of the dozens of Black

institutions already in operation? This struck at the heart of the debates

over integration.

African Americans did not want the laws or practices of the nation to keep them from
participating in any opportunities

sacrifice the

to other

Americans. But they did not want

to

"complexional institutions" they had developed over a century and a half to

meet the needs of

5

open

their

own community.

Ibid.
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On

the eve of the

busy attending

to his

Supreme Court's momentous

own

hectic schedule

ruling,

and protecting the University's

than considering the future of higher education in post-Jim

to

speak out on the Cold War, the color

his attentions to

more mundane

however, Johnson was

line,

interests rather

Crow America. He continued

and Christianity

1954 before turning

in early

matters: the University budget.

He

voiced grave

concerns to the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee over the Eisenhower
Administration's cuts to Howard's funding, cuts that a Washington Post editorial
described in apocalyptic terms.

"It

not only drastically cut funds for capital outlay but

reduced the operating appropriation as well so severely as to diminish the faculty and
curtail a variety

of services.

hopelessly crippled

if this

decline in attendance at

Howard

will lose stature as a university

kind of economizing continues." The Post did note the recent

Howard due

to the

end of GI

integration of Southern graduate schools. Yet the

and Thompson three years
still

crucial

and necessary.

university. That time

should not be

made

is

earlier, that

"It

may

Bill benefits

newspaper

Howard's service

certainly not

now

at

hand, however.

a ground for reducing Federal support of

much

like

Hope

Black community was

be no need for a 'Negro'

And

a drop in enrollment

Howard

University without

6

The tumult over Howard's appropriation quickly receded
months forced America

and the slow

stressed,

to the

be, in time, that there will

careful consideration of the consequences."

the following

and will indeed be

to wrestle

to the

with two of the defining events of the

decade. One, of course, was the Court's ruling on

May

17, 1954.

Earl Warren, the

"Howard's Future," Washington Post and Tribune, May 3, 1954, pg.
More Funds for Howard U.," Chicago Defender, June 12, 1954, pg.
Retired, To Keep Job," Chicago Defender, February 5, 1955, pg. 3.
1
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background, as

;

10;

"Johnson Wins

"Dr. Johnson

newly-installed Chief Justice, took the unusual step of reading his entire 35-page decision

to

members of the

surrounded by his fellow justices to underscore the unanimous

press,

decision they reached in

Brown

v.

Board of Education ofTopeka, Kansas.

remarkably short decision, by Supreme Court standards, but the
left listeners in

first third

a

It is

of the decision

doubt as to what the Court had actually decided. Following a summary of

the history of the Fourteenth

Warren reduced

Amendment

as

pertained to public education, however,

it

the case to a single premise.

We come

then to the question presented: Does segregation of children in public

schools solely on the basis of race, even though the physical facilities and other
"tangible" factors

may

be equal, deprive the children of the minority group of

equal educational opportunities?

If there

was any doubt, Warren removed

unequivocally,

"We

conclude that in the

'separate but equal' has

The

no

Army-McCarthy

McCarthy of using

field

in the

hearings. In early 1954,

his influence

on behalf of a former

McCarthy from

7

Brown

acting to prevent

v.

further hearings

by the Court,

middle of the second prominent event

Army was

As

of public education the doctrine of

was delayed pending

Army

ranks.

does.

several paragraphs later, stating

preferential treatment in his

own

it

to the troubled history of school "integration" in the years to

The Brown decision came
the televised

it

believe that

place. Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal."

issue of enforcement, however,

opening the door

We

a result,

Army
aide,

officials

come.

that year:

accused Joe

G. David Schine, to secure

assignment. McCarthy shot back with claims that the
investigating

McCarthy launched an

Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483

Communist

investigation that

was

infiltration in its

aired live

on the

(1954). Full written decision of the Court

available at
http://caselaw.lp. findlaw.com/scripts/getcase.pl?court=US&vol=347&invol=483.

September

1,

7

2007.
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ABC

and

DuMont

networks. The hearings lasted for 36 days, featuring 32 witnesses, but

the turning point took place

his former

defining

you
the

who was

membership

moment

9,

with the famous exchange between McCarthy and

The Senator attacked one of Welch's

attorney Joseph Welch.

law firm, Fred Fisher,

on June

accused of having Communist sympathies as a result of

in the National

Lawyer's Guild. Welch's reply became the

of the hearings: "Have you no sense of decency,

American public witnessing McCarthy's bullying

in the

tactics,

over Washington and the nation.

his reign of terror

McCarthy's peers

power

sir, at

long last?

marked

By

the

the beginning of the

end of the year,

Senate voted to censure him, undermining most of his remaining
8

in official circles.

Although the FBI kept tabs on Mordecai Johnson into the early 1960s,
to

Have

no sense of decency?" The applause from the audience, combined with weeks of

left

end of

associates in his Boston

monitor his

activities

the early 1950s.

from 1954 onward never reached the

endorsements of the Soviet experiment.
to

efforts

levels of the late 1940s or

Never again did Johnson face any serious accusations of Communist

sympathies, in spite of public statements that continued to

government,

its

He always

come dangerously

close to

operated with one eye on the federal

be sure, but he did so for the remainder of the 1950s with considerably

fewer restrictions than in the previous decade. Not only
decision and the emergence of the Civil Rights

that,

but in light of the

Brown

Movement, he had more opportunities

to

Crowd Applauds Him At Finish," New York
th
Times, June 10, 1954, pg. 1, 17; "Excerpts from 30 Day of Testimony in Senate
Hearings on Army-McCarthy Dispute," New York Times, June 10, 1954, pg. 15; Ted
Morgan, Reds: McCarthxism in Twentieth-Century America. New York: Random House,
"Exchange

Bitter;

Counsel

Is

Near Tears

as

2003. Pg. 483-499.
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.

speak out against

was slowly beginning

racial injustice in a society that

to reject the

most

overt forms of discrimination against African Americans.

Securing Howard's Future
In the

immediate aftermath of the Brown decision, Johnson attempted

plan that had been shelved four years

At

earlier.

convened a "Committee on the Ph.D. Degree"
the school's

first

that time, in

to act

on a

February 1950, Johnson

to look into the possibility

of establishing

doctoral programs. Unfortunately for Johnson, this coincided with the

high tide of GI Bill enrollments in the postwar

when

time

era, a

all

University units faced

budget crises and a shortfall of professors. As Kenneth Janken wrote, Rayford Logan led
the opposition to Johnson's plan.

Logan,

who was on

this

committee, believed that such a program would end in

one of two debacles. Either

it

would

further

damage

undergraduate and master's programs by diverting
or

it

would

gain,

likelihood, both

and deservedly

would

befall

the quality of the existing

critical

resources from them,

so, a reputation as a lightweight

any department

that offered the

program. In

Ph.D. before

all

it

could adequately support a solid undergraduate and master's curriculum.

As

a result, the plan

was shelved

for several years.

After Brown, however, Johnson

saw a

doctoral program as essential to maintaining Howard's continued relevance to Black

students in the future.

program

in

Still,

1950 resurfaced

took Johnson

until

some of the same arguments
in 1954; "the river

trustees to approve his plan."

When Johnson

proposed

of faculty resentment ran so deep that

down

January 25, 1955, to put

that sidetracked the

it

the rebellion and get the board of

10

felt that

the survival of

Howard

University was at stake, he rarely

accepted constructive criticism that threatened to derail his plans. As such, Logan and E.

9

Janken, pg. 21
Ibid, pg. 212.

1
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1

Franklin Frazier, two of the most prominent

members of the

faculty, faced

Johnson's

wrath for their opposition to the doctoral program.

Logan accused Johnson of having

"less interest in building

up an educational

demonstrating his ability to outwit any and

institution than he has in

all

opposition." Johnson told a meeting that Logan's and Frazier' s opposition to the

Ph.D. program was "both non-intelligent and not honorable." Frazier then

stormed out of the meeting; Logan retorted by claiming that Johnson's assertions
were "neither intelligent nor honorable" and then resigning from the Committee
on the Ph.D. "I do not permit anyone, not even the President of the University, to
impugn my honor," he wrote in his letter of resignation.
1

It

would be seven more years before

program

for the History

the

Board of Trustees actually approved a Ph.D.

Department, the

first in

the University.

years after Johnson ceded power, his three and a half decades at

groundwork

for this latest advance.

laugh in

argument with Johnson.

this

doctorate in 1964 to a student he

In

felt

Although

it

came two

Howard helped

some small way, however, Logan had

When
was

the History

Department issued

clearly undeserving,

lay the

the last

its first

Logan ordered

a

subordinate to vote in favor of the degree regardless of the student's shortcomings.

noted caustically that "this
Harvard. This

is

is

not the Ph.D. of the type you get from Amherst and

a black Ph.D."

Johnson probably knew

Howard

University, but he

He

12

that he

still felt

would not

there

see the

was much

to

do

first

doctorates issued by

for the school in light of recent

circumstances. During his testimony before Congress in 1954, Johnson joked of his

approaching the mandatory retirement age, "I
for

11

l

"

myself when

I

know how

am

never in a position to prophesy grace

desperate the needs of the university are to find a good

Ibid, pg. 212.
Ibid, pg.

Johnson
campus.

213-214. Janken noted that immediately after Logan's heated debates with

in 1955,

Logan suffered

a heart attack, probably in part due to these tensions on

500

man."

13

By

the

end of the

year,

however, talk of retirement

The Board of

fizzled.

Trustees did nothing to force Johnson from his position following his sixty-fifth birthday

in

January 1955. In

same meeting

1955

in early

him

they followed the letter of the law and voted to retire

fact,

at

at the

which they approved the doctoral program. Having

complied with the rules of the school, the Board immediately offered Johnson a five-year
contract that

years.

would take him

to the

age of 70 and end his term of office after thirty-four

The aging president may have become more prickly

had demonstrated both a passion

advancing years, but he

to continue in his role as president

and energy the position demanded.
If

in his

and the effectiveness

14

nothing else, Johnson had not

lost his

sense of timing.

As previously

discussed,

Johnson went before the House Appropriations Committee and accused the Eisenhower
administration and Oveta Culp Hobby, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, of

"killing

Brown
the

Howard" with

decision

the proposed cuts to the school's funding, just

was announced by

American Bar Association

because of

inadequate

its

Earl Warren. This followed a

in late

facilities

March

(although

Eisenhower administration encouraged
School played

in the

this

that the

some believed

that

closed

members of the

course because they resented the role the

Law

pending Brown case). Several weeks after the Brown decision was

appropriation

— about

money going

to

six million dollars

more than

improvements of the physical

"Mordecai Johnson

Is

An

Artist In

in

Howard's

the previous year

plant.

— with much of

"Dr. Johnson Retired,

To Keep

Using Words," Chicago Defender, June

Job," Chicago Defender, February
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the

At the same time, a committee

19, 1954,

Pg- 7.
14

the

recommendation from

Howard Law School be

announced, however, Congress hurriedly passed a large increase

13

weeks before

5,

1955, pg. 3.

report called for the immediate release of funds towards the building of a

has to wonder whether

members of Congress were more

millions of dollars in a Negro university

legal right to attend colleges

credit to

now

that African

on an integrated

basis.

Congress and President forced Johnson

to fight time

appropriation. In April 1955, for example, Johnson

Air Force

ROTC

willing to

pump

American students had

16

Illinois.

)

Still,

the

some of the

(Later accounts gave

William Dawson, the Black congressman from

Army and

school

15

and administrative building.

One

new law

a conservative

and again for the school's annual

warned

that the school

programs unless funds were restored

to plan a

could lose

new

its

military

science/physical education building. In addition, he requested additional funds promised

to the school to staff

the

its

same time denying

operate these buildings

Three years

later,

new

buildings.

"To

erect buildings at a cost of millions while at

the appropriation required to provide the professional services to

is

to veto the effectiveness of the millions already invested."

1

7

he once again told a Senate committee that the failure to restore funds
I

cut

by

the

House threatened

to

At the same time, Johnson continued
administration

was

anti-union.

o

undermine the success of the recent building program.
to deal with accusations that his

Nowhere was

this criticism

more pronounced than

in the

school's discussions with the federal government over the fate of Freedmen's Hospital.

Between 1956 and 1958,

there

were serious discussions regarding the transfer of control

Closing of Howard U.

Law

May

1954, pg. 2; "Bar Recommends
School," Chicago Defender, April 3, 1954, pg. 1-2;

"Signs of the Times," Chicago Defender,

8,

"Howard's Future," Washington Post, May 3, 1954, pg. 10; "Johnson Wins More Funds
for Howard U," Chicago Defender, June 12, 1954, pg. 1.
16
"From the Memo Pad," Chicago Defender, May 4, 1957, pg. 2.
17
"Howard U. Asks Funds to Be Restored," Washington Post, April 27, 1955, pg. 15.
"Restoral of Funds Asked for Howard," Washington Post, April 15, 1958, pg. A12.
1
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over the hospital to

Howard

University. This

would be a tremendous boon

to the

School

of Medicine, providing additional opportunities for hands-on experience and research.

The major holdup, however, was
loss of their civil service status.

that

many of the

More

hospital employees were afraid of the

to the point, they

were afraid of Johnson's

anti-

union reputation and the possible loss of wages or benefits resulting from such a merger.

Johnson insisted before Congress
benefits

pay would be

instituted

and

all

would be preserved. Under questioning before the House, however, Edith Green

of Oregon raised

and the impact

some

this

dispute with Local

Employees led
International

until

that a sliding scale for

May

ongoing.

serious issues regarding the protection of faculty jobs at

Howard

might have on Freedmen's Hospital. Indeed, Johnson's ongoing

1

of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal

to the resignation of a

Howard

trustee,

James Carey,

the president of the

Union of Electrical Workers. Johnson did not conclude

a deal with Local

1960, at which time negotiations for the transfer of Freedmen's Hospital were

19

As

usual, there

were

difficulties maintaining competitive

wages

for faculty

members, who also complained of the ever-increasing teaching loads they had

Such problems inevitably contributed
Meanwhile, conservatives
dollar the university

in

to an inability to retain

Congress made sure

that

some

Johnson had

faculty

to bear.

members.

20

to fight for every

needed from the federal government. But with the construction of

19

"Howard Gets Labor Probe," Washington Post, August 8, 1958, pg. B4; "Freedmen's
Merger Hits House Snag,'* Washington Post, August 14, 1958, pg. Bl; "Carey of IUE
Quits Howard U. Board," New York Times, February 2, 1959, pg. 22; "Freedmen's
Merger Plan Advances," Washington Post, May 24, 1960, pg. Bl. After much
maneuvering, the merger was finally approved in September 1961, after Johnson retired
from Howard. "Howard-Hospital Merger Enacted," Washington Post, September 8,
1961, pg. CI.
20

1

"Morale on the Campus," Chicago Defender, September 24, 1955, pg.
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2.

new

several important

Johnson

at least

sound footing

buildings during the late- 1950s, especially the

knew

that

in the era

he had done everything

He hoped

of school integration.

compete with White schools

in his

power
this

for quality students, as African

new Law

School,

on

to place the school

would be enough

Americans began

to

to take

advantage of new opportunities for higher education.

Engaging the Civil Rights Struggle
Regardless of the place that
nation,

its

Johnson continued

manifestations.

an Emancipation

to

Howard

push for greater understanding of the nature of racism

One of his most eloquent

Day

University might hold in the post-Brown

declarations against color prejudice

celebration in Baltimore, Maryland on January 10, 1954.

in all

came

It

in

was

not only a chance to speak before a largely Black group on the state of race relations, but

—

a chance to honor his father

Maryland.

21

Speaking

at the

the event

Bethel

was sponsored by

the

Masonic Lodge of

AME Church before a distinguished group that

included Maryland Governor Theodore McKeldin and United States Senator George
Butler,

Johnson

laid bare the

connections between racism

at

home and

the continued

subjugation of the Third World.""

On

the

home

front,

Johnson argued, Blacks needed

desegregation of all areas of public
nation's

life

and press

for

to

push for the immediate

immediate and equal access

to the

economic opportunities. The existence of segregation, on the one hand, fostered

continued fear and hatred in the hearts of Whites, feelings that could only be diminished
with the

full integration

21

McKinney,

~"

Ibid; "National

1954, pg.

of American

life.

On

the other hand,

Johnson pointed

to the lack

pg. 312/

Grapevine: Baltimore Bombshell," Chicago Defender, January 23,

2.
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of African Americans in skilled jobs or managerial positions, indicating, "This
accident.

building

a deliberate policy.

It is

down

Today not only

not an

are they doing that, but also they are

here plants that used to exist in the North, on condition that those plants

subscribe to that doctrine before they come."

barrier,

is

The breaking down of these economic

he stressed, constituted the "most important single platform" of the Black

struggle for equality. "But

we have

not yet turned the corner. Unless

corner on these two fundamental things

second the elimination of
people are not yet free."

this

now

—

first

we can

turn the

the elimination of segregation

wretched policy of economic segregation

.

.

.

and

—we colored

23

The American color

line also

had important ramifications for the

of the world.

rest

Johnson assailed former South Carolina Governor and Secretary of State James Byrnes, a

White Southerner who was well-known
that the

for his

James Byrnes of the nation were trying

would "destroy our leadership"

in the

West and

commitment
to lead the

in the

to segregation.

United States

world

24

at large."

He

down

feared

a path that

Their views of

race relations, he asserted, were merely an American manifestation of a global

phenomenon, one rooted

When

in the historical realities

[Whites] quit enslaving us, they began to operate the whole of the continent

of Africa on this basis.
today.

of slavery and colonialism.

Look

at

You

don't have to take

South Africa, where the Boers,

my word for
who

it;

look

at

Africa

are Protestant Christians, are

operating their relationships against the millions of black Africans in exactly the

same way that Maryland is operating her relationship to colored people in this
state. The French in Tunisia are doing exactly the same thing. The Belgians in
the Congo don't talk about it much, but they are doing the same thing. The folks
in North Africa are doing the same thing.

McKinney,

pg. 314-317.

Ibid, pg. 319.
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These people, he argued, "are being

dominated, economically and socially

politically

segregated, and exploited by the European colonial process. Those colonialists are the

same

as the people

As was

who

sold us into slavery, and they are doing that now."

custom during these years, questions of Third World independence

his

invariably led to the

Communist

issue.

When

politicians in

Johnson emphasized, "they are not merely answering
colored

man

scared of

it

for Africa, India,

Communism

the control of a

new

as

we

potential threat of

are.

26

it

that question in relation to the

in the sight of Eternal

God, and they

and China." These nations, meanwhile, were "just as
But they are not going to run from

Communism

into

This was one of his stronger statements against the

Communism,

cooperation. Rather, in

threat,

are answering

America debate segregation,

nation that segregates and humiliates them and robs them of equal

opportunity to earn a living."

Communist

They

[in this country].

are answering

25

much

as he did not attempt to soften

the

same way

it

with calls for

that other civil rights activists

used the

he pointed to international developments in order to bolster his calls

for racial equality at

actions of President

home and
Truman

abroad. There were hopeful signs, he said, in

some of the

several years earlier and in the recent changes within the

Catholic Church and the Church of England. But African Americans had to look for
opportunities to elect politicians with solid pro-civil rights credentials, or the nation

Communism. "They

risked losing the colored people of the world to

have

to

look somewhere else [for leadership].

them

to

make

a
26
27

that choice."

.

27

Ibid, pg. 322-3.
Ibid, pg. 324.
Ibid, pg. 324-6.
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.

— and you —

My God, my fellow men,

will

don't force

Although Johnson's speech was characteristically long, running almost one
hundred minutes, "the three thousand people jammed into

were enraptured."

In

its

it

to "the

representatives of both political parties.

dropping of a depth charge" on the assembled

"So

clearly did Dr.

omission and commission of the American white

it

left

no doubts

to

make

man and

The

spell out the sins of

new determination

him by

of the

the [C]onstitution that

that the sands in the hourglass of decision are fast slipping through."

later,

Johnson used a religious speech

theater

at

On

April 18, 1954,

New York City's

Radio City Music

was transformed by "a mammoth back-drop of stained

and "four twenty-foot candelabra"
voice choir. Services began

at

into a "cathedral-like illusion,"

seven o'clock

people turned out to hear Johnson speak.

in the

28

in a decidedly secular

a softer case for cooperation with the Soviet Union.

Johnson addressed an early-morning Easter service
Hall.

Johnson

the

to achieve the elusive equality guaranteed

Several months

venue

AME Church

coverage of the speech, the Chicago Defender hailed Johnson's

oratory as "jarring," comparing

American Negro

historic Bethel

glass

windows"

complete with a

1

20-

morning, as approximately 7,000

-9

Johnson's address, entitled "America's Greatest Hour," bluntly acknowledged the
dire threat

posed by the atomic standoff between the world's two superpowers.

In such a

scenario, he insisted, "victory" could not be attained through military means, as each side

possessed the capability to destroy the other.
Christ, however, tragedy provided

And

yet

it

again has

is

29

the death and resurrection of

humanity with a new opportunity

showed Himself to

who

redemption.

his people,

and today

I

have the feeling

Dawn Draw

that the risen

appeared with radian[t] and joyfully stimulating

"National Grapevine," Chicago Defender, January 23, 1954, pg.
"Services at

at

precisely in these very dark hours of history that God, again and

Christ, that very Christ

28

As with

Thousands,"

New

York Times, April

507

2.

19,

1954, pg. 10.

power

to the first disciples, is

very close to America.

and hear him clearly he would be
that has

history.

telling us that

[it] is

If

we

could see him clearly

precisely this terrible crisis

brought us the most glowing opportunity that any nation ever had in

He would be

telling us that the

bridegroom of our history

is at

hand; that

we not only possess the power to bring peace out of
we have the power to bring that peace by a program of
constructive action which may give a decisively upward trend to the whole course
of human history, and bring us nearer the Kingdom of God than humanity has
our great hour has come, that
this terrible crisis, but, that

ever been before.

This opportunity, Johnson said, was for the United States and the Soviet Union to

combine

their efforts

towards the elimination of poverty. Nobody should take his

statement, he emphasized, to be "an appeasement whatsoever of their methods of

power operating with aggressive

dictatorship, centralized

we cannot make

violence, and

peace with the deceit and subversion which they exercise within the boundaries of our

own

society." But the benefits for

suffering, in terms of the

West's

such an enterprise. Moreover,

it

democracy

own

at

home and abroad were

standard of living, that was bound to

would bring humanity

here on earth, while fulfilling His moral designs for the

the case, as

testifies,

power

to

we must

then America can

do

it.

It is

Of course,
on

believe,

command

human

in this era of increasing

Brotherhood Campaign

in

race.

this

"If this be indeed

Easter morning

It is

within our

30

Black activism, Johnson was not only focused

found ways
as

come with

Kingdom of God

the strength to travel this pathway.

consistent with our honor to do so."

Movement. For example, he served

u

closer to the

and as our very presence here on

this international standoff, but

well worth the

to support the nascent Civil Rights

one of the sponsors of the fourth annual Pledge

February 1954, a national drive to boycott businesses that

"America's Greatest Hour," April

18, 1954,

Folder 14. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

Radio City Music

MSRC-HU, passim.
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Hall.

Box

178-14,

accommodated Jim Crow
as he

showed no signs

conditions.

that his

In the aftermath of

speaker.

31

Yet

his voice

remained

his

most potent weapon,

advancing age hindered his effectiveness as a public

May

1954, he encouraged respect for the

ruling on school integration, seeing

it

Supreme Court's

as a crucial first step towards full legal equality,

economic opportunity, and world leadership. Johnson lauded Brown

v.

Board of

Education as "the most important act of government leading toward freedom of the

Negro

since the Emancipation Proclamation" at a meeting of the Virginia Congress of

Parents and Teachers. "It has opened a clear path to first-class education for our children

on every educational

level."

February 1956, he urged

32

full

Before the 37

spiritual

power

annual Ohio Pastor's Conference in

support for the school integration decision, warning them

Communists were watching

that the

th

to see if the

United States had the "moral and

to carry the decision into action."

33

Likewise, he warmly praised those

Southern communities that immediately complied with the Court's ruling. At a Detroit
fundraiser for the

Kentucky

for

NAACP,

he lauded the White community

in places like Louisville,

"conducting] themselves with dignity and honor."

34

Johnson's most overt collaboration with the mainstream Civil Rights

came

in

May

1957,

when he

participated in the Prayer Pilgrimage for

Movement

Freedom

at the

Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. The event was largely organized by Reverend

Thomas

31

Kilgore,

"Boycott Jim

whose long career

in public life

included the presidencies of the (mostly

Crow Campaign Underway," Chicago Defender, February

13, 1954, pg.

7.
~

"Shiftings,

1955, pg.

New Laws

to

Keep Jim Crow Schools," Chicago Defender, November

26,

3.

"Says School Edict Saved World From Communism," Chicago Defender, February
1956, pg. 18.
34

"Johnson Praises South Integration," Washington Post,
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May

7,

1957, pg. A5.

9,

White) American Baptist Churches,

USA

and the (predominantly-Black) Progressive

National Baptist Convention. Kilgore, a fellow Morehouse graduate, had been involved
in civil rights activities since his attempts to register

workers

in the

He was

Carolinas during the 1940s.

Black voters and organize tobacco

an early

member

of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), founding the group's Los Angeles branch.

Later, he

was

also involved in planning the

August 1963 March on Washington.

The Prayer Pilgrimage commemorated

the third anniversary of the

decision, bringing attention to the widespread Southern resistance since

Rev. Kilgore put

it,

the purpose of the

march was

35

Brown

May

1954.

As

to "' arouse the conscience of the

nation* in the implementation of desegregation in schools, the passage of civil rights

legislation

by Congress and

citizens in the South."

The

result

was

the prevention of

any further violence

the largest civil rights demonstration, at that time, in United States

officials

crowd

in song, as did

group from Philadelphia.

Tennessee

to integrate their local schools laid a

Martin Luther King,

Jr.

electrified the

"Thomas Kilgore

Jr.,

wreath

84;

crowd with

to the Defender, riled a

Led 2 Baptist Groups,"

choirs,

New

one of them an

braved angry mobs

at the foot

most eloquent spokesperson for

But Mordecai Johnson, according

3

two

Two young people who

interracial

solidified his status as the

25,000 participants.

counted 14,000; the Chicago Defender claimed 30.000

attended.) Mahalia Jackson led the

statue.

Negro churches and

36

history. Estimates varied, although organizers of the event cited

(Law enforcement

to

of

Abraham

his closing address

this

in

Lincoln's

and

burgeoning movement.

crowd

that '"listened politely

York Times, February 10, 1998,

pg. D22.

"Rites to

Mark Decision on

Segregation," Washington Post,

510

May

16, 1957, pg.

C8.

and attentively"
laws designed to

to the early speakers."

went wild," "waving
entire afternoon

NAACP membership illegal,

make

underground methods

was

.

of going to

at the risk

.

.

jail."

set."

He

then connected the

that segregation

declared, 'we might as well have

wrapped up

Christmas paper and delivered

to the

As

it

Blacks, in defiance of

to support the

At

new

group "even with

this suggestion, "the multitudes

pennants and programs," "and the pace of enthusiasm for the

Supreme Court had ruled

'"If the

He urged Southern

it

Brown
was

ruling to international affairs.

constitutional,' the noted educator

the leadership of the United States in

Communist party/"

37

turned out, this event on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial was not the only

time the paths of Johnson and Martin Luther King crossed paths. The Dean of the School
of Religion

at

Howard, William

Stuart Nelson, suggested to

King would be an excellent candidate
on

their

to take

over as Dean

Johnson

earlier in

when Nelson

Based

retired.

correspondence, King arranged to meet with Johnson and discuss the position

while he was in town for the Prayer Pilgrimage. Johnson and King met on
although nothing was finalized in terms of a decision

that

1957 that

King

finally

at that time.

It

May

was not

16,

until July

decided his place was in the South, continuing the nonviolent struggle

against racism.

The

vast possibilities of a non-violent, non-cooperative approach to the solution

of the race problem are
the unfolding

still

challenging indeed.

development of

with you the other night

South could be

fulfilled

I

this

felt that

approach for

would like to remain a
a few more years. When
I

many of my obligations and desires in
now I have the feeling that

by June of 1958. But

part of
I

talked

the
it

will

take longer.

37

"30,000 Pray for Civil Rights Legislation," Chicago Defender, May 25, 1957, pg. 1-2;
"Crowd Chants for the Ballot at Pilgrimage," Washington Post, May 18, 1957, pg. Al,
Bl. See also Taylor Branch, Parting the Waters: American

New

York: Simon and Schuster, 1988, pg. 217-8.
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in the

King Years, 1954-63.

Johnson was disappointed, but understood King's decision. "There are indeed vast
approach

possibilities of a non-violent, non-cooperative

problem
and

in the South;

spiritually,

strength

which

and

you are
is

this

undertaking

fitted for the

needed day by day

is

challenging beyond measure. Intellectually

work; and
to

to the solution of the race

I

believe that

go forward with

God

will give

you

all

the

it.""

Johnson was certainly impressed with the young Southern Baptist preacher who

was slowly building

own

a non-violent

army

decision in the 1920s to reject a

made

to

him.

Still,

there did not

ideas that dominated his

own

of activism and writing

life

seem

be

to

much

regret, as

when

the offer

was

Johnson saw many of the

speeches over the years finally receiving widespread

When Howard awarded King

attention.

against racism. Perhaps he thought back to his

an honorary degree that June, Johnson took

advantage of the occasion to speak on the need for Howard graduates to change the world
non-violently.

human

"The way

to

personality with honor and respect.

centuries to

no

avail." In an age

Johnson warned,

it

mankind's

.

.

.

The

violent

way

is to

deal with the

has been tried for

where "one man could conceivably destroy

was increasingly important

changing the world for the

better,

civilization,"

to seek alternatives to violence in

employing "God's way" for the alleviation of

39
ills.

The online
letter

overcome opposition without violence

edition of the Martin Luther

King Papers includes both King's July

5,

1957

declining the post and the above-quoted excerpt from Johnson's response.

http://www.stanford.edu/group/King/publications/papers/vol4/570705-008-

To_Mordecai_Johnson.htm, January 12, 2008.
39
"Convince Peacefully, Howard Seniors Told," Washington Post, June 3, 1957, pg. B6.
Jackie Robinson received an honorary degree from Howard on the same day as King.
"Howard to Cite King, Jackie; 9 Chicagoans Graduating," Chicago Defender, June 5,
1957, pg.

8.
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Howard

University, Johnson, and the

World Beyond

Johnson's continued interest in foreign

the United States

affairs

manifested

statements during the late 1950s and several important visitors to

Although Johnson was

itself.

acceptance of Black equality
attitudes towards the

all

at

too happy to use the

home, he continued

Communist

State

Howard

Communist

to question

Bloc. Johnson lent his

President Eisenhower, Vice President Richard Nixon,

itself in

name

both his public
University

threat to foster greater

America's hostile

to

an open

letter to

members of Congress,

Secretary of

John Foster Dulles, and Harold Stassen, the President's Special Assistant on

Disarmament

in

February 1956. The

letter,

signed by 100 prominent Americans,

attacked the brinksmanship mentality that marked the Eisenhower administration's recent
foreign policy statements and warned that the results of a violent altercation with the

Soviets could be "too horrible to contemplate." Johnson and the other signatories called

for the

government

to seek constructive

problems: revisions to

tariff

and peaceful solutions

and immigration laws

to

to pressing international

promote "the

free

exchange of

nonmilitary goods, services and delegations"; greater aid to the underdeveloped nations

of the world and "specialized agencies of the United Nations"; and increased
opportunities for the public to propose "constructive and workable" ideas to the special

Senate subcommittee on disarmament. Johnson was not only a signatory to
but

was

listed as

Henry Grady,

E.

one of

its

"initiators" along with

Raymond Wilson,

this letter,

former Assistant Secretary of State

executive director of the Friends Committee on

National Legislation, and Emily Greene Balch, longtime pacifist and 1946 Nobel Peace
Prize winner.

"100 Urge Review of Foreign Policy,"

New
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York Times, February 19, 1956, pg. 39.

Johnson's calls for internationalism seeped into

Howard
to "love,

University's

have

faith

commencement

and

many

of his public speeches. At

exercises in 1956, Johnson called for the graduates

to orchestrate the

human

differences in the world." Using

language that often marked his discussions of the Soviet Union and China, "he cautioned

You

the seniors against 'stereotyping groups because of individual behavior.

shortcomings among

all

groups," he warned, but

honorable, strong, and lovable."

called for these

subject."

and

groups also have "men

who

the barriers people erected,

are

Johnson

young men and women "to work together with them on some common

He sounded

that existed

To break down

all

will find

upbeat about the future of humanity, despite the serious divisions

on the world

this unity will

"In spite of their differences,

stage.

come about

men

are about to be unified

very short time with your help."

in a

41

Two

years

later, his

1958 baccalaureate address put forth Howard University as precisely the type of place

where

"[t]he

religions

human

personality as such

and races can

live together

is

respected" and where "people of

—democracy

evangelistic."

42

nations,

without feeling ashamed of what they are." With the

support of the federal government, Johnson exclaimed,

best

all

The following

Howard was "democracy

year, at the annual Founder's

at its

Day

celebration at Southern University in Baton Rouge, Johnson reiterated the connection

between America's treatment of

its

minority population and

its

ability to

"win" the hearts

and minds of the Third World. "The Negro holds the key for the success of America's
winning friends among two-thirds of the world's population."

41

42
43

43

"People to be Unified, Howard Students Told," Washington Post, June

4, 1956, pg. 22.

"Speech Hails Example Set by Howard U.," Washington Post, June
"Baton Rouge," Chicago Defender, March 28, 1959, pg. 21.

1958, pg. Bl
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2,

1.

Nor was Johnson shy about bringing

so-called "radical" voices to

Howard

University to discuss world events. In early 1958, the Division of Social Sciences, led by

Johnson and Rayford Logan, decided
events since

World War

I.

Johnson,

W.E.B. Du Bois

to invite

to

who had withdrawn from Du

speak on international
Bois's birthday

celebration in 1951 following the scholar's arrest and indictment, insisted that there be no

restrictions

on what

Du

Bois could say in his address.

Mordecai Johnson, turned out

to hear

Du

44

An

Bois's address on

overflow crowd, led by

March

31 on

"A

History of

the Last Forty Years." In a far-reaching speech,

Du

Western dependence on colonial holdings

shock of "Big Business" when

potential market

to the

Bois touched upon everything from

and source of cheap labor, China, was "lost"

to the

its

largest

Communists. He

called the rise of socialism across the world "inevitable" and felt Blacks

would be

"stupid" to merely seek participation in an American society based on outmoded

capitalist structures.

The University not only gave Du Bois an opportunity

openly of the coming demise of capitalism;

luncheon for his lifelong

battle against

it

honored him

that

racism and oppression.

week

at the

to speak

President's

45

44

George Murphy to W.E.B. Du Bois, March 21, 1958. W.E.B. Du Bois Papers, Reel
Murphy had expressed concern that Howard University might try to restrict his
speech and encouraged Du Bois to resist if necessary. See Murphy to Du Bois, February
12, 1958. W.E.B. Du Bois Papers, Reel 73. According to the March 21 letter, however,
Murphy had every assurance from Rayford Logan that Johnson told him "there are no
conditions on what Dr. Du Bois is to say in his lecture."
45
"A History of the Last Forty Years," Speech at Howard University, March 31, 1958.
W.E.B. Du Bois Papers, Reel 81. The University's decision to honor Du Bois was not
without controversy. After his speech and the reception in his honor, the local branch of
73.

the Veterans of Foreign
earlier indictment

Wars

and his

protested the University's actions in light of

Progress,'" Washington Post, April

DuBois," Washington Post, April

9,

1,

Du

Bois's

See "Scholar Assails U.S. as 'Fighting
1958, pg. B9; "District VFW Protests Fete For

anti-capitalist views.

1958, pg.
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Al

1.

Beyond
to

the rhetoric of the

Cold War, Johnson and Howard University continued

engage the leaders of the Third World, enhancing the school's reputation as a

America

representative of Black

to the

world

at large.

The year 1954 saw

several visits

from representatives of the African continent. Haile Selassie, emperor of Ethiopia,
received an honorary degree from

Howard

in

June 1954.

46

Several months

later,

Ethiopia's Bishop Theophilas visited the University to discuss religion in Africa and the

United States.
visit to

47

In October, Liberian President

William Tubman took time from his

state

receive an honorary doctor of law degree at Howard, where he praised the

University's legacy and the leadership of

its

president.

Indeed, Mordecai Johnson and his

wife secured invitations to the state dinner given by President Eisenhower in Tubman's
honor.

48

Several years

to 28-year-old

later, in

Tom Mboya,

a

June 1959, the University granted an honorary doctorate

Kenyan

Federation of Labor, and invited

Johnson seemed
"democratic"
President

year.

50

state in

Tubman

in

him

legislator

and general secretary of the Kenya

to address the graduating class.

to take a particular interest in Liberia,

sub-Saharan Africa

at that time.

He

given

49

its

status as the only

attended the inauguration of

January 1956 in Monrovia following his reelection the previous

About two months

later,

Howard

University hosted a luncheon in honor of the

outgoing Liberian ambassador to the United States, Clarence Simpson, before he was

"The Lonely Emperor," Chicago Defender, June 12, 1954, pg. 2.
,," Chicago Defender, October 9, 1954, pg. 3.
Photograph, "His Beatitude
48
"Give Small Nations Chance to Aid the Underdeveloped, Tubman Asks," Washington
Post, October 20, 1954, pg. 20; "Tubman Sees Ike, Then Starts Tour," Chicago Defender,
October 30, 1954, pg. 1-2. Michael L. Krenn has noted that a number of Black diplomats
also came out of Howard during the 1950s and 1960s, including Frank Snowden, Mercer
Cook, and Ronald D. Palmer. See Krenn, Black Diplomats, pg. 31-2, 86, 98, and 125-7.
49
"650 at Howard to Hear Mboya," Chicago Defender, June 3, 1959, pg. 7.
50
"Elite Witness Tubman Fete," Chicago Defender, January 9, 1956, pg. 1.
47

.

.
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transferred to his

in

new

post in London.

51

Johnson also attended

festivities in

honor of Liberian Vice-President William Tolbert during his "unofficial"

United States during the early summer of 1957.

ceremony

The

Liberian chancery in Washington.

53

A few months

founded University of Liberia honored Johnson and his longtime
honorary degrees in early 1956.
Sierra

Leone and

the

The decade

54

Gold Coast.

also

saw

Johnson took advantage of

was not

Medal of the Grand

the

of the Star of Africa on behalf of the Liberian government in a

at the

visit to the

attention towards Africa

Ambassador Simpson awarded Johnson

one-sided, however.

Commander

52

Washington

later,

friend,

this

May

1955

the recently-

John Davis, with

opportunity to tour

55

the Ethiopian

government honor him with

the

Order of the

Star of Honor, with

Grand Cordon.

to other parts of the

developing world, probably due to his outspoken defense of the

economic and
Panama,

award

political rights of all

for instance, "conferred

to a private citizen."

Increasingly, though, Johnson's

fame was spreading

people of color. The government of the Republic of

on him the Order of Varco Vinez de Balboa,

important turning point in world history.

51

its

On March

6,

1957, the Gold Coast officially

Photograph, "Destination London," Chicago Defender, March

Simpson was replaced in his post by George Padmore.
"Liberian Veep Visits Ike Here," Chicago Defender, July

54

"Dr. Johnson

is

Decorated," Washington Post,

among

1956, pg. 12.

1957, pg.

2.

12, 1955, pg. 36.

four African American educators honored with

these degrees.
56

May

6,

7,

"Liberia Honors U.S. Educators, Businessmen," Chicago Defender, February 4, 1956,

pg. 3. Johnson and Davis were
55

to participate in an

independence from Great Britain and the establishment of a new nation,

5"

53

highest

56

Yet more than these individual honors, Johnson was privileged

marked

its

McKinney, pg.

103.

Ibid, pg. 102.
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Ghana. For several decades, Johnson was among the most vocal American

critics

colonial system and an ardent defender of Africans' rights to self-determination.

Pan-American Airlines

special

flight transported

of the

A

Johnson as part of a distinguished

contingent of Black leaders from the Americas: Martin Luther King, Ralph Bunche,
Lester Granger, A. Philip Randolph,

Adam

Clayton Powell.

Norman Manley of Jamaica, and Congressman

One person quipped

leadership of the United States

that

"had

would have been

lost."

educators, and activists were personally invited by

Ghana,

to participate in the

Johnson, knowing that

college, Lincoln University in Pennsylvania.

midnight, signaling a

new dawn

57

crashed, the top

Negro

These distinguished

Kwame Nkrumah,

independence ceremonies.

Nkrumah was himself the

it

It

had

to

the

politicians,

new

be a special

leader of

moment

for

product of another historically-Black

When

the

Ghanaian

flag

was

raised at

for people of African descent all over the world,

Johnson
CO

surely reflected on his

As

usual,

small role in that struggle with a good deal of satisfaction.

however, Johnson kept an eye on other areas of the developing world,

especially India. In

director of the

own

May

1955,

Howard

University

Gandhigram Rural University

Mahatma Gandhi.

59

Three years

later,

in

welcomed Govindan Ramachandran,

Madras and a former follower of

during the spring of 1958,

hosted Dr. Sarvepalli Radharkrishnan, India's vice-president,

honorary doctorate from the school in 1953.

3/

Howard once

who had

Within weeks of that

again

received an

visit,

Johnson

"VIPs Jam Accra for Birth of Ghana," Chicago Defender, March 5, 1957, pg. 1, 17;
News," Journal of Negro History, Vol 42, No. 2 (April 1957), pg. 152.
"Ghana Born!," Chicago Defender, March 6, 1957, pg. 4. See also Taylor Branch,

"Historical
5

Parting the Waters, pg. 214.
59
"Indian Finds U.S. Growing in Amity,"
60

"India's

Veep

in

Howard

Spotlight,"

New York Times, May
Chicago Defender, April
518

15, 1955, pg. 30.
8,

1958, pg.

A 12.

addressed a distinguished gathering in honor of Ambassador Gaganivihari L. Mehta
before his return to India after five years in the United States.

A

Larger Stage

Although Johnson was often approached

was eager

to lend his

outside of

Howard

name

to assist

them,

a regular basis. In

November

Johnson with a chance
that time,

it

was

to participate in progressive causes

its

and

difficult to find time for organizations

He was much more

University.

a group's letterhead or speak at one of

At

61

likely to allow his

name

meetings than to participate in

its

to

be used on

operations on

1958, however, an opportunity presented Mordecai

to affect international politics in a

American delegates

to the

way

he never dreamed possible.

NATO Parliamentarians'

preparing for a proposed conference in June 1959 to

commemorate

of the founding of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
opportunity for the group to take stock of where

it

Conference were busy

It

the tenth anniversary

was widely viewed

as an

stood and what needed to be

accomplished. Leaders of the group, including several members of Congress, sought
additional

members

to serve

on the Board of Directors of the United States Committee

for the Atlantic Congress, Inc., the private organization founded to organize the

American delegates

to the conference.

their delegations in this

manner

to

(All participating nations agreed to coordinate

minimize control over the opinions expressed by the

delegates and theoretically promote an open exchange of ideas.)

61

62

"VIP's to Honor Envoy of India," Washington Post, April 13, 1958, pg. F20;
"Washington Salutes Mehta," Washington Post, May 1, 1958. pg. B3.
62
Memorandum to the Board, March 21, 1959. Box 178-27, Folder 7. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. The information regarding the conference was contained in
an attached draft of a fundraising letter sent to dozens of American corporations to help
fund the delegation's work.
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Such private
laws.

It

efforts placed

unique strains upon the group, as reflected

attempted to function as a tax-exempt organization, meaning that

eschew any overtly

political activities.

reflected the tensions

between

its

original by-laws spoke of the "importance of strengthening

their peoples," the

specific task of preparing delegates for the

promoting the "development of public

emphasis upon

liberty

Whereas

and reaffirming the

new purpose

upcoming conference

interest in the

and equality found

had

to

revised by-laws, adopted in January 1959,

Its

private nature and public functions.

forms of the Atlantic governments and

it

in its by-

in

the

spirit

and

stressed the

London. Instead of

importance of safeguarding the

in the Atlantic

Community,"

officers

now

stressed that "the corporation shall not in any way, directly or indirectly engage in the

carrying on of propaganda or otherwise attempt to influence legislation." These interests

were not mutually exclusive, of course, yet the group needed
appearance that

it

avoided any overt political aims.

By November
committed themselves
its

63

1958, fifteen individuals from

to

work with

meeting on November

10,

the

to maintain at least the

all

walks of

life

had already

Board of Directors of the Committee. Minutes of

1958 indicated they were waiting for responses from a

number of potential delegates and Board members, but

the leaders

still

solicited

recommendations for additional members from the others present. These suggestions
included calls for "at least 2 Negroes, perhaps from the field of education."

63

No

specific

States Committee for the Atlantic Congress, Inc., n.d. Box
Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. Richard J. Wallace to
Mordecai Johnson, January 17, 1959. Box 178-27, Folder 9. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

By-Laws of The United

178-27, Folder

7.

MSRC-HU.
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African Americans were

named

as potential candidates, according to the minutes, but the

need was indeed glaring, as there were no Blacks on the Board

at that time.

64

one of

In spite of this lack of specificity in the minutes, Senator Estes Kefauver,

the key

members of the

delegation,

penned an

invitation to

Mordecai Johnson the

following day. Kefauver was a fellow native of Tennessee and one of only three

Southerners

who

A

Congress since 1938, he was surely familiar with Johnson by reputation,

fixture in

nothing

else.

His

refused to sign the "Southern Manifesto" opposing the

letter to

delegation to help shape

Johnson emphasized the need

because he received the senator's

consider.

at the offer,

letter as

as

I

return

most thoughtful study and
present hope that

I

may

to present the best possible

will

I

American

flattered

shall give the matter

he was, but begged some time to

which you have

be able to accept the invitation."

On November

Minutes,

I

can.

26.

November

10, 1958.

Box

my

Johnson

elite

group of

John Sherman Cooper, Senator

Congressman Wayne Hays, former Senator William Benton,

UCLA

It is

the

65

Board of Directors, Johnson found himself among an

and diplomat Jacob Blaustein, and future

me

laid before

respond to your invitation as promptly as

leaders, including Senator Jacob Javits, Senator

Estes Kefauver,

away

but could not commit right

wrote to Kefauver once again, officially accepting the offer.
In joining the

if

he was leaving for a speaking engagement in

He impressed upon Kefauver how

"As soon

decision.

NATO policy and influence international relations for the good

of humankind. Johnson was surprised

Cleveland.

Brown

industrialist

chancellor Franklin D. Murphy.

178-27, Folder

7.

Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
65

Estes Kefauver to Mordecai Johnson,

November

1,

1958; Mordecai Johnson to Estes

November 17, 1958; Mordecai Johnson to Estes Kefauver, November
Box 178-27, Folder 9. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.

Kefauver,
1958.

1
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26,

Including the delegates

entrenched

who were

not

members of the Board,

the

Committee was deeply

in the political, industrial, philanthropic, educational,

and even religious

structures of the nation.

It

was

also a group that

and, in spite of

its

was conscious of the

political role

was evident

Douglas expressed concern

in a series

of

to

make

that the proceedings

to play

in

which L.W.

might impact ongoing negotiations
fate

of Berlin. Specifically,

sure there were no opportunities for the Soviets to sense

dissension in the Western ranks.

London may be

March 1959

letters in

between the United States and Soviet Union over the

in

was supposed

mandate, several members were determined to toe a specific

ideological line. This

Douglas wanted

it

"Some of the

irresponsible and

may make

delegates to the Congress at the meeting

speeches or comments that could very

well prejudice the success of the negotiations [over Berlin] because the Kremlin does not
distinguish between the position taken by the responsible negotiators for the Western

powers and those who are not accountable for conducting the negotiations." He feared
that

any inconsistencies between remarks of the delegates and those of American

negotiators might leave the nation susceptible to Soviet propaganda. In a subsequent

letter,

he softened his concerns regarding the American delegation, though for somewhat

cynical reasons. "I think

it

is

quite possible, indeed probable, that

well what our delegates say. But

is

said

I

do not believe

that

by the delegates from France. Accordingly,

Congress will disclose a lack of unity rather than a

I

we

am

we can

control fairly

can, for example, control what

still

apprehensive that the

solid, firm

unanimity of opinion."

L.W. Douglas to Eric Johnston, March 10, 1959; L.W. Douglas to Eric Johnston,
March 14, 1959. Box 178-27, Folder 9. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
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66

The members of the Board of Directors had
their internal discussions.

On

to deal with similar tensions during

April 13, for example, one

member

raised the issue of the

position papers being written by representatives of the delegation. His question initiated

a debate over the nature of these papers. Should they reflect the consensus opinion of the

entire delegation, or

were they designed

discussions at the conference?

in

A

to

be provocative and thus promote open

number of Board members, including Johnson, chimed

with their opinions on the matter. After

much

debate, they agreed

upon several

guiding principles. Committee leaders "should get the advice of the State Department,

NATO,

etc.,

and

to

be responsible for seeing that the American delegates are informed."

The authors of the papers or

the leaders of their committees

would

brief other

members

of the delegation on their particular areas. Finally, they agreed, "There should be some
unified stand or position

stressed that action

is

when meeting with

by individual

delegations.

script

On

As

when

would speak with

that these people

On

the one hand,

same perspective

as the

who went

off-

were not speaking on behalf of the current

67

the delegates

began preparing

in earnest for the conference, they

at the Atlantic

committees addressing various aspects of

67

the

should be

officially dealing with their counterparts in other

assigned to work on specific committees

economic

it

the other, they tried to hedge their bets against anyone

by stressing

administration.

at least

and

citizens not in official positions."

the leadership tried to ensure that they

American government,

parallel committees,

relations within the Atlantic

Minutes, April 13, 1959.

Box

Congress. There were five

NATO policy,

including cultural, political and

community and information on

178-27, Folder

HU.
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7.

were

the

Communist

Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-

Bloc. Unsurprisingly, Mordecai Johnson

Committee, devoted

to

was asked

to participate

on the Free World

examining the relationship between the Atlantic countries and the

"Free" or uncommitted world. This referred to the nations of African, Asia and Latin

America

that did not

choose one side or the other

in the

Cold War, but attempted

a middle road. Specifically, Johnson joined the subcommittee examining

Economic

"Common

Policies of the West," particularly those policies impacting the underdeveloped

areas of the world.

He was joined

in that

Chairman of the Board, McCormick
President and Chairman of the

a past president of both the

subcommittee by Charles

& Co.;

Farm Bureau Federation and B'nai

Advisory Board on Mobilization.

It is

P.

McCormick,

Meyer Kestnbaum, Special

Commission on Intergovernmental

Patton, president of the National Farmers

the

to steer

Assistant to the

Relations; Allan Kline,

B'rith;

and James G.

Union and a past member of Truman's National

safe to say that Johnson

was the only member of

committee with significant experience examining economic issues from the

perspective of the underdeveloped countries, as opposed to that of America and

its

68

allies.

Johnson's past pronouncements on the economic and political struggles of the
Third World probably placed him to the

United States.

Still,

left

of

many

of the delegates representing the

he gave no immediate indication that his views were going to be

contrary to those of the Committee or the American government. Considering his

reputation, there

is little

evidence that he expressed

meetings of the Committee in

late

many

strong opinions during

1958 and through June 1957. Aside from commenting

on the controversy involving the position papers, Johnson did speak up

at his first

68

Draft Program, Atlantic Congress, London, 1959. Box 178-27, Folder
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
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8.

Mordecai

member

meeting as a

of the Board of Directors.

One committee member suggested

that

Alfred C. Neal. President of the Committee for Economic Development, and Paul

Hoffman, former President of Ford Foundation, head the committee looking
relationship

between the Atlantic countries and Africa. At

interject his vision of

what

that

this point.

at the

Johnson

tried to

committee should express.

Johnson thinks that NATO has some responsibility for political and economic
development of Africa, that the nation-to-nation procedure now prevalent there is
a real danger to the whole world. He said he thinks the US should take the
69
initiative in some sort of a development program.
Dr.

Based on

the minutes of these meetings, there

significant

If

comments on any

is

no evidence

December and

other issues between

Johnson needed any prodding

to

that

Johnson made
June.

speak his mind, the motivation came from the

paper compiled on behalf of the American representatives to the Free World Committee.

John H. Crider. a Pulitzer Prize-winning
subcommittee

entitled,

"NATO: New

penned

journalist,

Phase,

New

a report for Johnson's

Means." For the most

represented the very aspects that Johnson despised about America's Cold

From

the beginning, the Soviet

domination

at the

Soviets were

expense of

Union was depicted

all that

the

West held

moving quickly towards economic

as an

ominous

part, this report

War

entity bent

dear. Crider* s fear

was

mentality.

on world

that the

control of the Third World.

Soviet Russia has declared open economic warfare upon the Free World.

and other means of economic subversion are the principal
is the vast underdeveloped part of the world, rich
natural resources, which churns with more than a billion non-white peoples.

Politically rigged trade

weapons. The main
in

Minutes, December

9,

battlefield

1958. pg.

4.

Box

178-27. Folder

MSRC-HU.
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7.

Mordecai Johnson Papers.

most of them so blinded by their national aspirations and developmental
70
ambitions as to be easy pawns for subtle, would-be subjugators.
In his

mind, Africans and Asians were merely pawns being used by the Soviets:

"blinded" by Russian opposition to Western control and imperialism. Such economic
conflicts, Crider worried, ran the risk of failing to maintain the attentions of the general

public because they lacked the "drama" of military clashes.

For

it

parts,

is

not easy to dramatize a situation in which the world

two of them contending for the

third.

The two

are the

is

divided into three

Communist

bloc and

the Free World, and the third, the vast areas of the underdeveloped world

whose

governments are largely uncommitted as between Communism and freedom. It is
difficult to dramatize the fact that the one of the two contending ideologies which
succeeds in winning the confidence of these billion-odd people will not only gain
access to priceless raw materials indispensable to the growth of industrialized
countries, but will have gained new allies so numerous and potentially so strong
as to almost certainly strangle the loser in a kind of enforced isolation.

Of course,

Crider explained, the West would never use their allegiances in such a manner.

Only the Soviets would engage

in

Marxian blueprint leaves them no
removing capitalism and

To
in the

all its

such tactics against the Western world. "For their
alternative but to use that, or

distinguishable remnants from this earth."

72

American South and

Republic of South Africa threatened to undermine Western relations with the non-

during

73

its first

Moreover, he readily admitted

that

John Crider, "NATO:

New

Phase,
1.

New
Box

a

number of mistakes

Means," The Atlantic Congress, United States
178-27, Folder 20. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
71

Ibid,

NATO made

decade, most of them resulting from infighting or a lack of concerted effort

Delegation: Committee D-3. Pg.

pg.3.

72

Ibid, pg. 4.
73

any other means of

his credit, Crider recognized that racial conditions in the

white world.

70

71

Ibid, pg. 4-5.
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on

the part of the

member

nations.

Unfortunately, he used these arguments to

ultimately endorse rather conservative or reactionary ideals that

the future. These included increased efforts

independent institutions

like the

by

NATO should follow in

NATO to control projects

World Bank; developing

efforts to

funded by

combat

the trading

and loan practices of the Soviet Union towards Third World nations; and fostering greater
cooperation

among

each other. To

the

Western nations

this end,

among

policies in concert with

NATO Economic Council to

these countries and to formulate responses to Soviet

75

The antagonistic tone of Crider's
beliefs

economic

he called for the establishment of a

coordinate economic policies

actions overseas.

to formulate

report probably grated

and his hope for East- West cooperation. Moreover,

it

upon Johnson's

was almost

pacifist

entirely

concerned with economic relationships from the perspective of the Atlantic Treaty
nations themselves. Cider expressed no real concern for issues of economic justice or

political

independence, as evidenced

in his

remark

that these areas

national aspirations and developmental ambitions." Anything that

were "blinded by

smacked of genuine

independence on the part of these nations only made them more susceptible
propaganda,

in Crider's opinion.

their

to Soviet

This also contradicted everything that Johnson had

preached since the dawn of the Cold

War

in 1945.

represented his committee to the rest of the

their ill-disguised attempts to concentrate

Perhaps the idea that these words

NATO members pushed Johnson to confront

power

the world.

Ibid, pg. 5-14.
Ibid, pg. 17-21.
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in the

West

at the

expense of the

rest

of

Luckily for Johnson, an opportunity presented
his

own

late as

vision of

May

Soviet-NATO

still

address the Plenary Session.

It

relations in the context of the underdeveloped world.

entire conference

is

unclear

him on June

invitation to speak, just a day before

What

is

clear

convey

Howard and

is that

to the

a final decision

was made, but just

Johnson accepted an invitation

prior to

to address the

1

expressing his delight that Johnson accepted the

Johnson was slated

to leave the

United States.

76

Johnson put a great deal of thought into the message he

Congress

at large.

Given

the

number of addresses he gave, both

elsewhere, and his amazing photographic memory, he could often recall

parts of previous speeches

In the limited time he

in his

how

on behalf of his Committee. Douglas Robinson, on behalf of the

Atlantic Congress, wrote

at

As

lacked a representative of the Free World Committee to

the beginning of the Atlantic Congress,

to

allowed him to present

1959, just weeks before the conference, drafts of the program of events

revealed that the conference

wanted

itself that

had

and bring them together seamlessly into a new presentation.
to

compose

his speech,

Johnson revisited ideas

thoughts and his public utterances for the previous decade.

that circulated

One handwritten

draft

picked the overall themes of his major public addresses and attempted to summarize them
in

one page.

A

later attempt recalled,

on American-Soviet

almost word for word, the thoughts he expressed

relations in his 1951

Howard

baccalaureate address.

77

At

that point,

Douglas Robinson to Mordecai Johnson, June 1, 1959. Box 178-27, Folder 1.
Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
77
Untitled document, "The heart of my message is brief," n.d. Box 178-15, Folder 28.
," n.d. Box 178-27, Folder
Untitled document, "There are some forces in the world
16. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. The language in the latter is directly taken
from the 1951 address, including his emphasis on the points "That peace is possible; That
peace with Russia and Communism is possible; That peace with Russia and Communism
is possible in such a way as to preserve the institutions and practices of freedom which
1

.
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.

.

Johnson seemed

intent

on actually sticking

to the strict

time limits

set

by the Congress, as

he confined himself to two pages. As he got closer to the speech, however, Johnson

wrote a

much

importantly,

it

longer draft that more closely reflected the final product.

78

More

represented a complete rejection of John Crider's basic thesis on the nature

of the Communist threat and the necessary mindset for the Atlantic countries.

On

June

concert organized by lan Hunter

officially

at Festival Hall.

system of cooperation."

If

Truman among

others, calling for a

NATO countries

new

London relaxed

II,

the Atlantic

who hoped

will be

that

at

a

Congress

by the end of

one step nearer

to a

nothing else, Mordecai Johnson must have been

first

day of the conference, signed by Harry

renewed emphasis on the nonmilitary duties of

towards one another and the

from the message of cooperation

in

The next day,

community

pleased that a petition was circulating on the

for a

79

began with an address from Queen Elizabeth

the conference, "the peoples of the Atlantic

practical

assembled

4, 1959, those delegates already

that

rest of the world.

Johnson wished

80
Still, this

to stress, leaving

was a

Johnson

the

far cry

speak

to

era of international relations.

Two

days after the Conference began, Mordecai Johnson stood "before 650

delegates from the fourteen nations composing the North Atlantic Treaty Organization."

He

apologized to the assembled crowd for his

his

words might be "inadequate"

are the precious achievement

in

own

tiredness, explaining that as a result

presenting his ideas.

He

then launched into a lengthy

and heritage of the western world, and

in

such a

way

as to

enhance these institutions and practices of freedom.
78

Untitled document, Box 178-15, Folder 28. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
Mordecai Johnson to Richard Wallace, May 15, 1959. Box 178-27, Folder 9.
Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
80
"Queen Opens Congress of NATO Supporters, Who Affirm Unity," New York Times,
79

June
81

6,

1959, pg. 1,3.

McKinney, pg. 326.
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oration that borrowed heavily from his speeches throughout the 1950s, one that

eloquently yet forcefully advocated a renewed effort by

way
say

viewed both the Communist

it

is

intended, as

the cause that

is

As with

my

father used to say

precious to you
his address at

quoted the Book of Matthew
civilization

is at

threat

and

its

own

NATO to completely change the

place in the world. "Whatever

when he preached,

may come

to victory

up your pure minds so

to stir

on the highest

Radio City Music Hall several years
in telling the delegates that "the

level."

earlier,

come. To do

Johnson

bridegroom of our Western

hand." This next stage of history, he thought, was going to determine

whether the West would remain relevant as a constructive force of history
to

I

so,

he stressed,

NATO needed to change the way

it

in the centuries

viewed the Soviet

Union and China.

We must try to take a look at the

Soviet Union through the eyes of their purest,

most devoted, and honorable men.
central part of the
faith that,

When you

Communist movement

there

do
is

that,

you

a simple and great faith.

with the scientific and technical intelligence that

disposal in the

modern world,

if

we

put

it

in the

will see that at the

we have

at

It is

a

our

hands of the right men, the

overcome

worldwide way.
Poverty, squalor, ignorance, disease, and early death could be conquered and the
foundation laid for a great society in which culture would be available to all
struggle for existence in this world could be

human

beings.

83

The West, Johnson argued, needed
billion

in a

to recognize the appeal of the

Communists

"underdeveloped people," based primarily upon the manner

in

to the

1

.2

which Communist

nations actively engaged the Third World. "They have radical, universal ethics in their
relationship to the black and

brown and yellow peoples of the world," many of

already suffered at the hands of the West. With this in mind, Johnson warned,

whom had
"We

are

up against a great antagonist with a great passion, with an immense achievement as a

82
83

Ibid, pg. 327.
Ibid, pg. 328-9.
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result of that passion,

that leads to

our graveyard

digging for ourselves.
In contrast,

economic

and with a profound

ties

He

—

is

now

believes that."

created by colonialism.

minds" as a

for

it

created

made

same manner

result of the

some 500

years and

it

more

as the

difficult for

Western

Communists.

It left

the

speak only of "tactics" and "self-interest," "without one word of pure-

of obligation to do these things for them because

freedom

As

are

This failure to create a political and economic alternative to

hearted love for these people, without one single intimation that

create

we

great world-enriching concept in the

we have been devoted

nations to approach Africa and Asia in the

to

getting ready to turn the corner

in [their]

He saw "no

colonialism and the power relationships

West able

is

84

Western nations were "divided

fallen."

he

no, that leads to the graveyard and to the grave

place of the colonial system to which

which

faith that

in this

world."

it

is

we

are

moved by

a sense

a great thing to be in a position to

85

a result, Johnson impugned, the economic aspects of their program toward the

Third World represented a "puny vein" compared to their quest for military preparedness.
This reliance on the military side of the Cold

cocky

for

its

own

into the battle of

War

good, "walking too boldly and

your lifetime, you

may

fail

equation also

in

left

the

West

a bit too

such a self-congratulatory manner

and ruin the thing

that

He

has loved you for

from the foundation of the world." Thus, before the West could deal with the economic
and military questions facing

NATO,

it

needed

dilemmas created by colonialism, recognizing

Ibid, pg.

329-331.

Ibid, pg. 332-3.
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to

the

engage the "religious" or moral

common humanity

of

all

people and

their shared aversion to "political

humiliation."

Once

86

again,

positive agent for

the Third

domination, economic exploitation, segregation, and

World

Johnson wanted the West

change

that they

in the world.

to accept the

In order to

do

were genuinely interested

"moral responsibility" to be a

so, these nations

had

to

convince

in the well-being of Africans

and

Asians.

We have got to go to them with a pure heart and say, "We have come to you

not

you aid for the sake of your military helpfulness, not to hand you
economic assistance as people put a halter on a bag of oats before a mule's mouth
in order that, while you are eating the oats, we may lead you along the pathway to
take up a load that otherwise, of your own free will, you would not take. We have
come to offer men this program purely so they may be free in the same sense that
we are free, so they may conquer the struggle for existence in their territory in the
way that we are conquering it, and so they may be members with us of the great
7
society that we have in our hearts and that we intend shall cover this world."
to offer

Like Crider's report, Johnson advocated a centralized organization that would coordinate
these efforts on behalf of the West. Unlike Crider, however,

tool of

Western

capitalists.

of the earth to which

affected

the

by

its

economic

we

policies.

For one, he wanted

it

to

it

was not intended

be "as diversified as the populations

Moreover, he saw such a committee as a means of recognizing

potential of the Third

of scientific and administrative

World

in terms of its natural

wealth and agricultural

reaching that potential through the development

88

skills.

Such a program, Johnson recognized, would not be cheap.
as one-tenth of all the productive

"It

power of the Western world.

Ibid, pg. 334-5.

Ibid, pg. 335-6.
Ibid, pg.

be a

go," thus representing Asians and Africans as the people directly

possibilities, then aiding these nations in

much

to

336-7.
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may
It

cost us as

may even come

where

to the place

so

we may

lift

it

costs us the necessity to recoil from our high standard of living

up the standard of

gratitude of the

men who

however, would succeed

life all

over

this

we may

world, and

.

.

.

deserve the

are looking to us for leadership." Nothing short of this,

in renegotiating the

and the Third World. Moreover,

it

terms of the relationship between the West

would place

the

Communist

bloc squarely in a

defensive posture.

It

will place us in a position

where we can look

them, "Khrushchev, you miscalculated.

You

at the

Communists and say

talk.

What you

say you want to do for this world

Why can we

not do

it

What you

together?

we were morally
Now, let us sit down and

thought that

incapable of this and, therefore, you had to deceive us.

it?

to

—

can't

you see

that

I

am

doing

say you want to do for the world

—

and you say you cannot do without totalitarian power do you not see I am doing
it with freedom and flexibility and am listening to the wish of the people? Turn

away from your methods,
world

With
"but

that

that,

I

who

my

son.

Come

are your brothers indeed,

and

with your brethren in the Christian
let

us do these things together."

Mordecai Johnson begged for forgiveness for making such a lengthy address,

had a message for you

message out of

its

that

was so big

that a stone

me now,

system. Hear

would have

for even in these times

burst unless

men

like

it

got

you ought

on

to listen to a stone."

Notwithstanding the length of his speech
allotted time

results

—he spoke

—Johnson received an extended ovation from

were no

less

thirty

minutes beyond his

the assembled delegates.

glowing from several international news accounts. The

New

Post noted, ""Many were moved (by the address), some with annoyance, but
the applause lasted for five minutes."

approach

to the

mundane

nothing exceptional

—

new

—

York

at its

end

The Times of London contrasted Johnson's brash

style of his predecessors in the plenary session.

or very

The

in either (previous)

Ibid, pg. 337-8.
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"There was

address (those of General Lauris

Norstad and Admiral Jerauld Wright), but into the relaxed atmosphere they had

engendered exploded Dr. Johnson." In
the speech

and

its

Paris,

impact on the Congress. "The 650 delegates

most frank and most courageous expose
author

Its

.

.

.

Le Monde summarized

(was) the president of

that

Howard

one might be able
University

.

.

.

.

.

.

the significance of

heard Saturday the

to hear at

such a meeting.

son of a slave,

who made

himself the ardent and moving defender of the under-developed peoples, particularly
those in Africa."

90

Later that summer, the Journal of Negro History acknowledged the

speech, noting that Johnson "spoke as usual out of his subtle grasp and understanding of

international affairs.

He

has long revealed almost prophetic vision of things to

occasionally his forecasts have

According
and are likely

to

way

the

true."

91

Associated Press, "Delegates applauded the proposals warmly

make them

NATO's member
the

to the

come approximately

come and

a prime point of the

recommendations they

will press

on

governments." Unfortunately, the speech did not necessarily change

Western nations did business with the Third World, given the

rise of

neo-

colonialism in Africa and Asia and the support for dictators sympathetic to American

Cold War aims.
the actions that

10

th

In the short term,

Johnson

however,

set forth as the

the Atlantic Congress,

upon

the

it

did drive the Atlantic Congress to push for

answer for Third World engagement. "On June

recommendation of the Free World Committee,

adopted a resolution calling for the creation of a centralized international economic aid

Pamphlet, "The Need for a Program of International Economic Aid." Pg.
15, Folder 28.
91

Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
The Journal of Negro History, Vol. 44, No.

"Historical Notes,"
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2.

Box

178-

3 (July 1959), pg. 283.

program, designed to raise living standards in the world's underdeveloped countries and
to bring individual

freedom

Back home, Johnson's speech and
impact on Senators Jacob
at the Atlantic

to strengthen the

.

.

.

"

the adoption of this resolution

had a

direct

Kefauver, and Rupert Hartke. Their experiences

add language to the 1959 Mutual Security Act

might best together formulate and effectuate programs of assistance

economies of

." ,93

free nations.

its

member

Unfortunately,

.

.

when

opposed the plan,

nations, the United States

need for "freedom of action"

Winding

does not exist."

the secretary-

NATO proposed that the group play a greater role in the aid programs

developed by
its

to

it

by the Executive [Branch] of "methods by which the United States

calling for "a study

general of

Javits, Estes

Congress led them

and other nations

where

to those countries

emergencies abroad.

in response to

citing in large part

94

Down

At the age of 69, Mordecai Johnson had reached the high point of his career
terms of influence.

He

finally

had a forum

in

which

he did not hesitate to use the same language before

to present his ideas to the

in

world and

NATO that he had employed

hundreds of times over the previous fifteen years, before church groups, organized labor,

who would

educators, and anyone else

forum

was

as a

young man,

this

the exclamation point

Two months

93

this

speech in the same

might have been his coming-out party.

In

Johnson's case,

it

on a distinguished career.

before addressing the Atlantic Congress, Mordecai Johnson

informed the Howard Board of Trustees

97

Had he given

listen.

that

he "lacked the energy to apply to

new

tasks"

ibid

Jacob K. Javits, "To Accelerate Foreign Aid."

New

York Times, December

9,

1959, pg.

44.
94

"NATO

Role

On Aid

Is

Opposed By

New

U.S.,"
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York Times, December

4, 1960, pg. 8.

and would not accept an extension of his term of
and

retire at the

years

end of the 1959-1960 academic

would not be any

easier, in spite of the

office.

year.

He planned

Johnson knew

to finish his contract

few

that the next

advances for African Americans during the

previous decade. Given the slow pace of change, he told a Congressional committee in
February, the

demands on Howard University were

as great as ever, since

it

represented

Americans' "unequivocal and substantial expression of their highest will toward the

Negro minority."
In

95

some ways,

the

knowledge

that the

end of his presidency was imminent

emboldened Johnson. For instance, he seemed
politics that

far less

dominated the previous decade. His

last

concerned with the Cold

year

at

Howard

War

University included

a trip to the Soviet Union, at the invitation of the Soviet Society for Friendship and

Culture, to observe conditions at one of

its

universities, the "biggest of

its

kind in Central

Asia with 6000 students.". According to the Russian news agency Tass, Johnson

my

said, "I

University could in

some way match

the University in Tashkent,"

while reportedly expressing surprise "that

women made up

half the Tashkent student

would be happy

if

body and almost half the

faculty." In return, he invited

Soviet Society for Friendship and Culture, to visit
spring during her trip to the United States.

The new school year

reflected just

three-plus decades in power. Three

new

physiology and zoology, while federal

5

"Howard U

Is

Seeking

New

Nina Popova, president of the

Howard University

the following

96

how

far the university

had come during

his

doctorate programs began in physics,

money under

the auspices of the National Defense

President," Washington Post,

November

11, 1959, pg.

B19.
96

"Educator Called Envious of Reds," Washington Post, November

"Exchange

Strips

Cold War Layers," Washington
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Post,

May

19, 1959, pg.

20, 1960, pg. C1-C2.

A6;

Education Act helped open a new Foreign Language and Area Center. That year, the

Center "offer[ed] courses in the Swahili and Yoruba languages and
social

and

$218,000

political

in

problems of Africa."

Johnson's

first

97

The school's

compared

controlled grounds worth over $30 million,

students matriculating at

Howard

federal appropriation, just

now approached

year of service,

to

economic,

in the

five million dollars.

$2 million

The 6500

in 1926.

that year nearly tripled the total at the

He now

beginning of his

service to the school.

And

the changes did not confine themselves to the small piece of the world

occupied by Howard University. In the

Sekou Toure, the

first

Toure ask the United States
in Africa

hunger and hardships

of 1959, the nation welcomed a state

visit

by

president of the newly-independent Republic of Guinea. Mordecai

Johnson was among those guests

"[Millions

fall

hope

at the

to help

that

luncheon

promote

America

in their lives."

at the

political

will help

Mayflower Hotel who heard

and economic freedom

them

live in

in Africa.

freedom and forget famine,

Thirty-one years earlier, Johnson himself had

blasted European colonialism in Africa and the capitalist impulses behind

it.

Now, he

sat

with ambassadors from "Liberia. The Sudan, Ethiopia, Haiti, and the newly arrived envoy

from Ghana," listening
United States of

its

by

a speech given

97

"6500 Begin

98

"Howard U

to the leader of an independent African nation as he

moral duties.

J.B. Kripalani,

Five months

later,

reminded the

Johnson was one of forty guests

head of India's Praja Socialist Party.

100

New Term at Howard," Washington Post, September 18,
Seeking New President," Washington Post, November

Is

The Third

1959, pg.
1

1,

CI 2.

1959, pg.

B19.
99

"Africa Needs America, Toure Says," Chicago Defender,

"Highlights of Toure Trip," Chicago Defender,
100

»

wife Giyes Him

Two

November

November

7,

7,

1959. pg. 21;

1959, pg- 21.

votes," Washington Post, April 18, 1960, pg. B5.
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at

World independence movement he foresaw during World War

II

had indeed come

to

pass.

A Movement
On

An

Begins,

February

1960, four students from North Carolina

1,

sparked a nation-wide

Era Ends

sit-in

movement among

conditions. Their protest at a

students' "stool-sitting"

movement of

to attack the students for

New

students seeking to challenge Jim

in

March

weekend

Buck, Martin Luther King,

in April

Jr.,

power.

.

.

.

101

to

Later that spring, Johnson

1960 when Howard University hosted Pearl

who

S.

The Gandhian

heard them speak, he said, "vividly participated

attack

.

.

.

fights with the soul instead of arms."

Johnson was impressed with the renewed popularity of nonviolent

young people, but

name

and the aforementioned Kripalani, a former follower of

Gandhi. The five thousand students
in a spiritual

lent his

funds for the legal defense of the student

to raise

daring of the students and the quiet heroism of Dr. King."
inspired by the

Howard

"Decent-minded Americans cannot help but applaud the creative

protesters, declaring,

felt

the

1943-4. This time, Johnson did not feel compelled

endangering their school's funding. Instead, he

York Times

Crow

lunch counter echoed the cries for justice of

Morrow, Ruth Powell, and Marianne Musgrave during

Pauli Murray, Juanita

an ad in the

Wool worth's

A&T in Greensboro

direct action

"

among

frustrated with the slow pace of change, including the lack of progress

for strong civil rights legislation in Congress.

No

longer concerned with the annual

federal appropriation, he blasted politicians for ignoring Christ's teachings, dragging their

101

Ad, "Heed Their Rising Voices,"

solicited funds for the

Committee

to

New

York Times, March 29, 1960, pg. 25. The ad
Defend Martin Luther King and the Struggle for

Freedom in the South.
102
"Non- Violence is Best Route Out," Washington
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Post, April 28, 1960, pg. C21.

feet in passing a civil rights bill,

platforms that summer.

As
life in

and

failing to write fair-job planks into their party

103

his retirement date approached,

higher education had begun almost

Johnson briefly returned
fifty

London, he connected the "universal

where

his

years earlier. Atlanta University conferred

upon him an honorary doctorate. Invoking a similar message as
earlier in

to Atlanta,

ethical will" of

that

he delivered a year

Communism

with the rise

of "darker nations" worldwide.

"We must

help emancipate the whole world from poverty," he said, "yet

we go

to Africa

Negro

in the U.S.

Johnson,

who

rights debate

and help

we

if

don't clean house at

how

can

home?" The treatment of the

in advance any such move, according to Dr.
months "Congress foamed at the mouth" in civil

[compromises]

cited the four

and then came out "with a wee mouse without even a squeak."

104

Apparently, Johnson's sense of nostalgia did not cloud his political judgments or the

on

force of his oratory

On

this occasion.

June 30, 1960, Mordecai Johnson served his

University. According to Richard

in his farewell

I

am

final

day as President of Howard

McKinney, Johnson spoke of his imminent retirement

speech that day.

not troubled at

retirement.

all at

the prospect of retiring.

In the first place,

I

The

fact is that

I

have sought

think that an institution which has lived under the

steady influence of one president for thirty-four years needs a breathing spell and

more youthful hand in its affairs. When I expressed my
Board of Trustees some fourteen months ago, I told them
nothing would delight me more than to see a vigorous and wise successor

the touch of a fresh and

desire to retire to the
that

take hold of

10

my

work.

"Howard Prexy Attacks

103

"Educator Declares Both Parties
1960, pg.
104
105

Chicago Defender, May 21, 1960, pg. 21;
Lax on Fair Job Vows," Chicago Defender, August 3,

Civil Rights Bill,"

3.

"Links Reds, Rise of Darker Nations," Chicago Defender, June

McKinney, pg.

104.
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18, 1960, pg. 21.

After several decades of constant

wanted

to take

some time now

movement and demands, Johnson

to think: about race relations, the

insisted that he

Cold War, America's

place in the world, economic justice in the Third World. These themes had dominated

his public life

and now,

at the

age of seventy, he hoped to devote some real time to

formulating answers to these nagging questions.
Naturally, the end of this epoch at

During the

certain degree of ceremony.

106

Howard

fall

University had to be observed with a

of 1960, Johnson's friends and colleagues

through the years organized a dinner in his honor. Eleanor Roosevelt, Board of Trustees

Roy

chair Lorimer Milton, Ralph Bunche, Jackie Robinson, Felix Frankfurter,

Wilkins,

and dozens of other prominent Americans served on the planning committee for the

Approximately 1250 guests attended the banquet

event.

Washington, D.C. on November 21, 1960

who were

friends

in

unable to attend sent their

at the

Park Sheraton Hotel

Mordecai Johnson's honor.

warm

A

in

number of

wishes via telegram. Eleanor

Roosevelt, for instance, offered her "congratulations,

warm good

wishes and deep

appreciation for your outstanding contribution in the field of education and to religious,

social

and

political thought."

107

President-Elect John F.

been one of the outstanding leaders

name

will

in

Kennedy wired, "You have

American education

in this century.

always bring hope and inspiration to millions of Americans."

Dwight Eisenhower declared, 'Tn our country and throughout

106
107

.

Your

President

the world, his

name

is

Ibid, pg. 105.

W. Johnson, Testimonial Dinner, Sheraton-Park
New York, NY. Box 178-1 1, Folder 10. Mordecai Johnson

Eleanor Roosevelt to Dr. Mordecai

Hotel,

November

Papers,
108

108

.

.

truly

21, 1960,

MSRC-HU.

Press Release,

Howard University News, "A Telegram from Senator Kennedy On

Occasion of the Testimonial Dinner for Dr. Mordecai

W.

Johnson, President Emeritus of

Howard University, Monday, November 21, 1960, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,
D.C." Box 178-17, Folder 6. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
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the

honored wherever

men and women

cherish knowledge and the opportunities

it

brings.

As

a student and teacher, as a minister of the Gospel, as a university administrator, and as a

great humanitarian, Dr. Johnson

Among

those present

the president-emeritus of

is

at the

an inspiring example to

109

all."

banquet, several stepped to the podium in praise of

Howard. Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture

Association of America, recalled and recited Johnson's vital message to the Atlantic

Conference, saying,

"My

tribute to this noble

American."

friends, hearing those

1

10

him" had

physical plant

to

acknowledge

there be

any finer

Benjamin Mays, Johnson's longtime friend and

who

president of Morehouse, insisted that "those

dislike

words again, can

love Mordecai Johnson and those

his outstanding record of

was constructed, an able

the

who

accomplishment: "a great

faculty assembled, with each and every division

of the University duly accredited, academic freedom maintained, the University kept free
of political pressures, and a fearless prophetic voice heard in the affairs of the nation.""

On

this occasion,

Press Release,

even the president of the General Alumni Association, Harry

Howard

University News,

I.

1

Wood,

"A Telegram from President Eisenhower On
Mordecai W. Johnson, President Emeritus

the Occasion of the Testimonial Dinner for Dr.

of

Howard

University,

Monday, November

21, 1960, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,

Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
110
Press Release, Howard University News, "Remarks by Eric Johnston, President of the
Motion Picture Association of America and Chairman of the Committee for International
Economic Growth, on the Occasion of the Testimonial Dinner for Dr. Mordecai W.
Johnson, President Emeritus of Howard University, Monday, November 21, 1960." Box
178-17, Folder 6. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
111
Press Release, Howard University News, "Remarks by Dr. Benjamin E. Mays,
President of Morehouse College, On the Occasion of the Testimonial Dinner for Dr.
D.C." Box 178-17, Folder

6.

Mordecai W. Johnson, President Emeritus of Howard University, Monday, November 21,
1960." Box 178-17, Folder 6, Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU. The Long Walk:

The Placemaking Legacy of Howard University offers a stunning architectural history of
University, allowing one to see just how much the physical plant grew and
developed during Johnson's reign. No fewer than thirty-six major building projects were
completed or initiated during his tenure. See Robinson and Edwards, passim, especially

Howard

pg. 152-3.
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Johnson's contentious relationship with the organization over the years and

set aside

waxed

poetic about his tenure. "[Y]ou are an idealist of rare sophistication.

articulate

Howard

and

spirited orations,

have inspired a high percentage of the graduates of

University to dedicate their lives to our National purposes of freedom, justice

and the equality of man.""

Two of Johnson's

2

colleagues

at

Howard

University pointed to his

To

building a first-class institution as the capstone of his life's work.

Branson, a professor of physics
firm

Your

commitment

to

at

Dr.

work

in

Herman

Howard, Johnson's most important legacies were

academic freedom and "his insistence

that

we

at

Howard

his

are capable

of the very highest levels of social and intellectual performance without reservation."

The longest

oration in praise of Johnson

succeeding him: President James Nabrit,

came from
Jr.,

the

formerly

man

113

with the unenviable task of

Dean of the Howard School of

Law. After a lengthy overview of Johnson's accomplishments, he emphasized

three

aspects of his legacy: his efforts to build the best group of Black teachers ever assembled,

his

working

in

promoting diversity

his ardent defense of

112

the

Press Release,

Howard

in the school's faculty, staff,

academic freedom.

Howard

114

University News, "Remarks by Harry

University General

and student body, and

Alumni Association, On

I.

Wood,

President of

the Occasion of the Testimonial

W. Johnson, President Emeritus of Howard University, Monday,
November 21, 1960." Box 178-17, Folder 6, Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
113
Press Release, Howard University News, "Remarks by Dr. Herman Branson,
Professor of Physics at Howard University, On the Occasion of the Testimonial Dinner
for Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, President Emeritus of Howard University, Monday,
November 21, 1960." Box 178-17, Folder 6, Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
Dinner for Dr. Mordecai

114

Howard University News, "Remarks by Dr. James M. Nabrit, Jr.,
President of Howard University, On the Occasion of the Testimonial Dinner for Dr.
Mordecai W. Johnson, President Emeritus of Howard University, Monday, November
1960." Box 178-17, Folder 6, Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
Press Release,
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21,

Finally, with all of the battles of the

Mordecai Johnson

finally

had a moment

Howard

to reflect

University years behind him,

upon

and

his successes

failures, his

high and low points, and to bask in the adoration of his friends and family. Alas,
just a

moment

for him.

He had

already given one major address that

Anniversary celebration of the National Council of Negro

Women.

1

month

15

at the

it

was

Silver

The following

month, the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs tabbed Johnson to head a

committee advising them on the restoration of Frederick Douglass' home
D.C.

have

115

116

If

to

have some time

to sit

and think,

it

Washington,

appeared that he would

to wait a bit longer.

"NCNW

Defender,
116

Johnson hoped

in

Holds Silver Anniversary Convention

November

in

New York City,"

Chicago

19, 1960, pg. 15.

"Plan to Restore Douglass' Home," Chicago Defender, December
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17, 1960, pg. 22.

CONCLUSION
LAST YEARS AND LEGACIES
Regardless of what Mordecai Johnson hoped, 1961 did not provide as
for peaceful reflection as he predicted.

Even

Johnson was

in retirement,

as a public speaker. In June 1961 he delivered the

1

that

Later that year, Johnson spoke at two separate meetings in

people.

in

time

demand

opening address before the National

Sunday School and Baptist Training Congress, a meeting

Baptist

still

much

drew nearly 15,000

November

Washington, D.C., dealing with the intersections between religion and

in

civil rights in the

United States. As usual, these events typified his promotion of dialogue and cooperation

One focused on

across faith lines, not to mention his internationalist vision.

as part of

Church

Howard's 45

in the

th

Christianity

annual Religious Convocation, emphasizing "The Role of the

World Revolution."

2

The other occurred

at the

46

Ih

biennial general

assembly of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations as part of a workshop on

"The Racial Revolution," one
connections between the

that included

civil rights

Some engagements were just
conscience.

When

examinations of peaceful resistance and the

movement and African

3

too inviting to Johnson's political and moral

Rabbi Stuart Rosenberg of Toronto's Beth Tzedec synagogue planned

the temple's first Institute of Ethics in conjunction with

Religion, Johnson

nationalism.

was

its

sixth annual Institute of

a natural choice to address the crowd. In a speech entitled

"The

Imperative Moral Challenge of the Underdeveloped Peoples of Africa, Asia and South

1

2

"15,000 Open Baptist Meet," Chicago Defender, June 20, 1961, pg. 16.
th
"Three Day Meet Marks 45 Annual Convocation at Howard," Chicago Defender,

November 4,
3

1961, pg.

"Civil Rights

7.

on Agenda of Judaism Unit," Chicago Defender, November

18.
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11, 1961, pg,.

America," Johnson revisited the same issues he covered
casting the need to "look at the

as "a matter involving the life

called for the

West

to look

human

rights of the

the best in the

1959

NATO

speech,

underdeveloped peoples" of the world

and death of our western

upon

in his

civilization."

Communist ideology

4

Once

again, he

to find a

common

ground.

It is

an understandable

human weakness

that in

such cases

we

all

tend to

concentrate our attention and our public utterances upon the evil and dangerous

and purposes of our enemies, and upon the good and salutary
elements in the life and purposes of ourselves. However good this may be for the
preservation of internal unity and morale for the time being, its accuracy,
soundness and wisdom are open to doubt and may lead us to an underestimation
5
of the real power of our enemy and an illusory overestimation of our own power.
elements in the

He

life

pressed for peaceful coexistence and cooperation with

the shared goal of eliminating poverty worldwide.

impression on his audience. Several months

later,

thanking him for his presentation. "I want you to

your magnificent address.
profound analysis of the

It

isn't often that

As

Communist

usual, Johnson left quite an

a Toronto rabbi wrote Johnson,

know

that

I

am

one has the privilege

real issues facing the

countries towards

world today."

still

under the

to listen to

spell

of

such a

6

Without the demands of Howard University, however, Johnson also had more
opportunities in the 1960s to engage in organizational efforts, especially those based in

Columbia. Locally, he and Anna were members of Neighbors,

the District of

group devoted

to integrating the District of

Inc., a

Columbia's residential sections and

4

"The Imperative Moral Challenge of the Underdevelo9ped Peoples of Africa, Asia and
South America," pg. 1-2. Box 178-15, Folder 6. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
5

Ibid, pg. 4.
6

(Rabbi) Dr. Walter S. Wurzburger to Mordecai Johnson, February 23, 1962.

14, Folder 7.

Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU.
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Box

178-

.

combating "white
branch of the

flight."

Women's

They were

International

also subscribing

League

members of the Washington

for Peace and

Freedom.

8

Johnson

maintained an intense interest in world peace, serving on the Advisory Committee to the

Committee

for

World Development and World Disarmament.

Council for the Prevention of War
1961

10

A

listed

him

as a

member

9

Moreover, the National

of the Corporation in October

long-time supporter of the American Civil Liberties Union

continued to serve on the group's National Committee into the 1960s.
In 1962,

(ACLU), Johnson
11

Johnson was one of the co-founders of the Gandhi Society for

Human

Rights, Inc., a committee that steered funds towards various nonviolent campaigns for

civil

and human

rights in the United States, including direct action

Gandhi Society saw

Fund by addressing
cases and arrests.

itself as

its

supporting the work done by the

Legal Defense

They helped provide funds both
~

He

for bail

served as a

money and

in initial court

legal defense in

member of the Board of

Inc. Membership Card, "Dr. and Mrs. Mordecai Johnson," 1962-3; Margery
Mordecai Johnson, March 28, 1963. Box 178-29, Folder 13. Mordecai

Neighbors

T.

Ware

to

Johnson Papers,
8

NAACP's

major shortcoming: the LDF's lack of involvement

local cases involving civil rights workers.

7

and court cases. The

Women's

MSRC-HU.

Peace and Freedom Annual Membership Dues Card,
October 1964 to October 1965, "Dr. and Mrs. Mordecai Johnson." Box 178-30, Folder
16. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
9
Memo to Associates and Advisors of the Committee for World Development and World
Disarmament, June 4, 1962. Box 178-27, Folder 24. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRCInternational

League

for

HU.
10

Minutes of the Annual Business Meeting, Friday, October 27, 1961. Box 178-28,
Folder25. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
11
B.W. Huebsch to Mordecai Johnson, June 24, 1963. Box 178-28, Folder 16. Mordecai
Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
12
"Gandhi Society for Human Rights, Inc., End of Year Fund Raising Appeal," n.d.;
"The Legal Activities of the Gandhi Society," n.d. Box 178-28, Folder 7. Mordecai

MSRC-HU. After the death of Medgar Evers, president of the
chapter of the NAACP, in 1963, the group named its bail fund in his

Johnson Papers,
Mississippi
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honor,

Directors with Martin Luther King,

Jr.,

former senator Frank Graham, and others. In

new

February 1964, the group nominated Johnson as

its

decline the nomination, Clarence Jones, George

Lawrence and Henry Wachtel assured

him

that the

newly-created position of Executive Vice-President would assume some of

the President's duties.

group.

President. After he tried to

With these guarantees, Johnson accepted

the offer to head the

13

Johnson's reluctance to accept
that arose in his "retirement": a seat

Columbia.

He

this position resulted

from yet another opportunity

on the Board of Education for the

accepted the three-year term

in

District of

1962 as Washington, D.C. and the

the South continued to deal with the ramifications of the

Brown

rest

of

decision. During

Johnson's term of office, he remained as outspoken and confrontational as he had during
his three-and-a-half

decades

at

Howard. For example, "he opposed the appointment of a

white candidate as head of the elementary schools in the [predominantly-Black] District."

Johnson explained
position.

that he felt

While he respected

it

implied a lack of qualified Black candidates for the

the candidate a great deal,

it

integration, as "all of the eight top positions in the school

also threatened to slow school

system would be

filled

by

Caucasians." Throughout this period, he blasted the institutional racism that gave greater
financial support to predominantly-White schools, at the expense of the District's Black

youths. Yet Johnson saved his most vocal criticisms for Carl F. Hansen, the

Superintendent of Schools,

Board censured Johnson

much

to the

chagrin of

whom

Johnson deemed a "dangerous man."

for using "intemperate language" in

NAACP head

Roy

In fact, the

one tirade against Hansen.

Wilkins. See Taylor Branch, Parting the

Waters, 828-9.

Minutes, Board of Directors Luncheon Meeting

Box

178-28, Folder

7.

Mordecai Johnson Papers,
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at the

Dorset Hotel, February

MSRC-HU.

6,

1964.

At the end of his term, despite

community, "the
remark,
you."

District

God

calls for his

Court judges refused to reappoint him," prompting Johnson

He

"I

thank

If

nothing else, Johnson

14

reappointment from the local Black

that

has relieved

me

at least felt

to

of the responsibility of being a part of

vindicated in 1967

when Judge

J.

Skelly

Wright of the United States Court of Appeals offered stinging criticisms of the Board and
ordered a number of changes in

Still,

Mordecai Wyatt,
at

support for Black schools.

in spite of his continued

time for his growing family.

years

its

Howard,

Jr.,

He and Anna had

the

home, Johnson always found

five children together:

Archer Clement, William Howard, and Anna

his children recalled that

was home. During these
piano, and while

demands outside

1 '^

Carolyn Elizabeth,

Faith.

Even during

his

Johnson always made time for them when he

times, they shared meals together and "gathered around the

Anna Ethelyn

played, he sang."

Sundays were special occasions for the family. Before breakfast, the family
would meet in the living room for prayer. Then followed a discussion of family
affairs and of whatever problems one of the children may have had. He inquired
of each child how he or she was doing in school and tried to resolve any
problems. Johnson would also ask each child to recite a verse of scripture.
It

seemed

that

his mother's

Johnson learned from

hands-on approach

and hard work.

As

his father's mistakes

to parenting with his father's

the decade of the 1960s concluded, however,

Mc Kinney,

strengths,

emphasis on

combining

spirituality

16

decided turn for the worse. She became seriously

14

and his

ill

Anna

Ethelyn' s health took a

in early 1969,

during which time

number of newspaper
Board of Education. See Box 178-17, Folder 14.

pg. 121-2. Johnson's personal papers include a

clippings detailing his time with the

Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
15
.," John Mathews, Washington
"What an Impact One Made in 50 Years
Box 178-17, Folder 15. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
.

l6

McKinney,

.

pg. 100-102.
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Star, n.d.

7

Johnson remained steadfastly

at

Anna

her side.

died on February 28, 1969

age of

at the

seventy-seven, following fifty-three years of marriage to Mordecai, five children, and

twenty grandchildren. At her memorial service
alike noted her cordial manner, her

Howard

at

engagement

Rankin Chapel, friends and family

in social

causes with the wives of other

University personnel, and her devotion to her family and their church. For

Johnson, she had been the sole person whose support never wavered, whose faith

never

faltered, in spite

He

of the tumultuous years they experienced together.

in

felt

him

her

1

loss keenly.

As was

often the case in Johnson's

moments of despair.
Johnson back

A

into contact with an old friend

knew

'Sweet Alice,'

Memphis

from

Howe

the times they shared together

Eventually, Johnson asked Hutchins

girl,

however, new opportunities sprang from

speaking engagement in

two men reminisced about

pretty

life,

I

if

a

few months

Institute,

some

six

later

brought

Fred Hutchins. The
decades

earlier.

he remembered what had happened to "that very

was supposed

to

marry?" As luck would have

exactly where she was, giving Johnson her address and phone

it,

number

Hutchins
in Austin,

Texas. Ironically enough, Alice had married a graduate of Meharry Medical School, Dr.

John Q. Taylor, a

fact that

Johnson thought confirmed the matron's story

been out with her Meharry "boyfriend" on
engaged. John and Alice married

remained together

until his

insurance salesman

17

Ibid, pg. 123-4;

Post,

March

3,

who

in

that fateful night they

that Alice

were supposed

had

to get

1916 (the same year as Mordecai and Anna) and

death in 1931. Alice later married Charles B. King, an

later established a lucrative

"Anna Johnson, Wife of

mortuary business

Past President of

1969, pg. B3.
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Howard

in Austin.

When

U.," Washington

he died in 1941, Alice "took over and expanded the mortuary," eventually training her
children in the business as well.

Alice told her two children from her

first

marriage of her previous relationship

with Mordecai (or "Monty," as she called him).
with Johnson during a

trip to

Washington

would meet with him but happened

room

until

Johnson emerged from

Alice's son, John Q. Taylor King,

He

in the 1950s.

to catch

him on

of "Sweet" Alice Woodson.
the

two spoke

Upon

if

King

sat in the waiting

his office, preparing to leave for a meeting.

hearing

for forty-five minutes.

inform him immediately

took a chance that Johnson

a busy day.

noticed King, asking of he had an appointment. King told

this,

When

met

him

no, but that he

Johnson invited King

Johnson

was

the son

into his office

and

they emerged, Johnson told his secretary to

King or any member of his family

visited the office in the

19

future.

As King

recalled, he visited his

mother one day

in the fall of 1969.

The telephone

rang as he entered the house. Alice answered the phone and continued talking for the
next thirty minutes,

at

which point King signaled he had

goodbye and continued talking" without

"Monty" was on

the other

end of that

interruption.

call, the first

to leave.

Only

His mother "waved

later did she tell

him

time they had spoken in about

that

fifty-

seven years. The two agreed to keep in touch with one another. This led to regular

letters,

daily

year ended.

wedding

18

19

phone

On

plans.

Mc Kinney,

calls in the evening,

his fourth visit,

and three

trips to

Austin by Johnson before the

Johnson and Alice met with her children

to discuss

While some of Alice's family hated the prospect of her moving

to

pg. 124-6.

Ibid, pg. 126-7.

Tillotson College

King was also a president of an
from 1965 to 1988.
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HBCU,

serving as the head of Huston-

1

Washington, D.C., they did not object to the marriage. Alice and Mordecai finally
married one another on April

12, 1970, nearly fifty-eight years after they parted

in

20

Nashville.

By

the 1970s, Johnson's time

their families.

They occasionally

was devoted almost

entirely to his

new

wife and

traveled to Austin to visit her children and

grandchildren. In 1972, they were invited to Paris, Tennessee, where Johnson

honored with the four other university administrators

Thomas

ways

Jarrett

at

Martin.

University, and Larry

By

Memphis

town:

State University, Joe

McGhee, chancellor of the University of

9

in the District.

Johnson suffered from cardiovascular disease
appearances declined.

that small

1975, however, Johnson's declining health meant that they

home

usually stayed closer to

He was

present

Howard

at

Mordecai Johnson Administrative Building

"As

come from

of Atlanta University, Cecil Humphreys of

Morgan of Austin Peay
Tennessee

to

was

University for the dedication of the

September 1973.

in

Dr. Johnson spoke, he reminded

in his last years, so his public

me

of an Old Warrior," said one spectator.

As one looked through the crowd yesterday, he could see tears in the eyes of
many of our present administrators as they watched the man who gave so much
for Howard give a moving speech in acceptance of the honor of having his name
given to Howard University for all time. At times, Dr. Johnson would rap his
cane against the dais with great vigor; some indication that the strength of spirit

~

Ibid. pg. 126-9.

McKinney noted

upon returning

that

to

Washington

member at Howard
man but me!"

the engagement, a radiant Johnson told a faculty
getting married and "she has never loved any
"

Ibid, pg. 130, 132.

King's help

Interestingly enough,

in finding a

White man from

relative of Johnson's family.

on one

Paris,

visit to

now

announcing
they were

after

that

Austin, Johnson solicited John

living in the Austin area,

who was

Mordecai, Alice and John went to the man's drug store and

noticed the remarkable resemblance between the two. Johnson, however, did not share
his identity with the

a

man, nor did he

tell

him they were

551

related.

and the indomitable persistence of the man

its first

1976,

5,

Howard honored

the fiftieth anniversary of Johnson's appointment as

One newspaper noted

African American president.

there too, to hear himself praised, at

86

his

Howard

contrast to the robust personality that dominated

far too small for the suit he

that

"Mordecai Johnson was

speech impaired and his

clouded by age." Photographs from the event revealed a

seemed

University were

there."

still

On May

who made Howard

was wearing,

brilliant

thin, fragile

life

for so

man,

many

few months

later,

Johnson returned

to

in stark

Johnson

years.

yet behind the frail facade were alert

eyes and an upright posture. This was Johnson's final public appearance

A

mind

Howard

at

Howard.

23

University Hospital, where the

previous year he had had a pacemaker installed. Griffith Davis, son of Mordecai's

longtime friend John Davis, visited him

Johnson as

Howard

"alert,"

even

in his final days.

University Hospital,

chuckled softly when

I

in the hospital

I

"The

last

time

crawled under his bed

we were

to

in his sleep

around six o'clock

in the

Johnson's body laid in state

morning on September

at

new

cheer us both up,

children got shoes.'" In contrast to his time on earth, the end

described

together at (his)

to fetch his shiny

dragged them out and quipped,

He

towards the end.

shoes.

'all

He

God's

was peaceful: Johnson died
10, 1976.

24

Rankin Chapel on Monday, September

13.

The

following day, an overflow crowd turned out for his funeral. "Because Rankin Chapel

22

"Howard

17,
23

Presidents Address the Nation," The Hilltop, September 7, 1973.

Folder 15. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

"What an Impact One Made

May 6,

178-

John Mathews, Washington Star, n.d.;
1976," reprinted from the Washington
1976. Box 178-17, Folder 15. Mordecai Johnson Papers,

50 Years
Photograph, "Dr. Mordecai Wyatt Johnson,
Star, Thursday,

Box

MSRC-HU.

in

.

.

.,"

May 5,

MSRC-HU.
24

Griffith

J.

Davis, Letter to the Editor, Washington Post, September 18, 1976.

17, Folder 15.

Mordecai Johnson Papers,

MSRC-HU; McKinney,
552

pg. 132.

Box

178-

could not accommodate
the service,

it

was

all

televised

the local

and out-of-town mourners who wanted

by closed

circuit to several

auditorium." Former Morehouse president Benjamin

hundred people

Mays

to share in

in the

Cramton

led the parade of speeches in

Johnson's honor. At Mordecai's request, the pallbearers included several members of the

Howard

University maintenance staff and ground crew.

represent every facet of the

members who drew

Howard community,

most

the

attention.

Even before Johnson's
Black students did not

Howard

death,

He wanted

the

ceremony

to

not just the administrators and faculty

25

some people

feared that the next generation of

fully understand or appreciate

Johnson's struggles to build

University into a first-class institution. Ethel Payne noted that during an

appearance

at

Howard

in 1969,

Johnson was "enthusiastically greeted by the faculty and

visitors" but that fewer than half the students in the gallery stood to applaud.

they are too young," she wrote, "to appreciate the
Capitol Hill to literally wring

Increasingly,

it

was up

growing popularity of

to

a

money

man who

'Terhaps

used to trudge annually up to

out of a reluctant Congress to keep

Johnson's contemporaries to keep his

new, more militant generation of Black

memory

Howard
alive

going."

amid

the

26

activists."

The immediate aftermath of Mordecai Johnson's death gave

his friends

and

colleagues just such an opportunity to educate Black youth about his contributions to

higher education, talent as an orator, and ardent defense of

Washington Post, while noting

that

human

rights.

The

Johnson "could be abrasive, short and even

overbearing," lauded his contributions to the struggle for African American equality.
Citing his impact on Black education and his espousal of Gandhian nonviolence, the

25

26

McKJnney, pg. 132-3.
Ethel Payne, "So This

is

Washington," Chicago Defender, September 27, 1969, pg.

553

9.

paper celebrated his "vision, determination, and administrative skills" for creating

Howard

the "climate in

which were forged

the instruments that overthrew

at

Jim Crow."

27

At Howard, the student newspaper likewise observed:

The purpose of education, he

was not only to free the individual mind,
but to be the instrumentality for lifting from humiliation, degradation and squalor
the vast millions of poor people in the whole world. He saw Howard as a vital
center for such democratic and constructive education. He realized that Howard's
28
opportunity was not only national but international in scope.

The same

edition of the Hilltop included an invitation with

Michael Winston,
in

insisted,

who was

also a

Howard

fall

He

library director,

University alum. Winston noted the manner

which Johnson "consistently displayed compassion

than he."

Howard's

for those

who were

also recalled the fiery orator he first encountered at

less fortunate

Rankin Chapel

in the

of 1959. "'He could talk from a whisper to a shout,' not abruptly, but expertly.

'He had a twinkle

in his eyes, a lively smile

an old testament [prophet].'"

and a lively sense of humor ... he was

like

29

Sadly, this burst of attention in 1976 did not translate into formal historical

assessments of his administration and ideas. For

many

Johnson's career was Rayford Logan's seminal work,

Hundred Years 1867-1967. Of course,

it is

fair to

towards Johnson colored his treatment of the
valuable as a source on

Howard

years, the

Howard

most extensive work on

University: The First

say that Logan's personal animosities

latter' s

administration. Logan's

work

is

University's institutional history and Johnson's role in

27

"Mordecai Johnson," Washington Post, September 17, 1976, pg. A22.
"Dr. Johnson Was His Own Man," The Hilltop, Vol. 59, No. 2, September 17, 1976,
pg. 4. Box 178-41. Mordecai Johnson Papers, MSRC-HU.
~9
"Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Dead at Age 86; First Black President Made HU Bloom,"
The Hilltop, Vol. 59, No. 2, September 17, 1976, pg. 4. Box 178-41. Mordecai Johnson
28

Papers,

MSRC-HU.
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developing the school. But

it

is

almost useless in terms of Johnson's commitments and

statements outside the University.

Since the publication of Logan's work, Johnson's historical legacy has largely
centered on two things.

this regard,

he

is

First,

of course,

often mentioned in

during his lengthy administration.

30

works on

Howard

legacy as

is his

University president. In

the prominent faculty

members

at

Howard

Second, his support for Gandhian nonviolence has

attracted the attention of historians. Unfortunately, outside of Sudarshan Kapur's Raising

Up

a Prophet: The African-American Encounter with Gandhi, these works

any depth or context

in

fail to

offer

terms of his larger political ideals. Most of these references only

deal with Johnson's Fellowship

House speech and

without treating Johnson as a political figure in his

its

impact on Martin Luther King,

own

31

right.

For examples, see Jonathan Scott Holloway, Confronting the Veil: Abratn Harris Jr.,
and Ralph Bunche, 1919-194] Chapel Hill: The University of

E. Franklin Frazier,

.

North Carolina Press, 2002; Kenneth Janken, Rayford Logan and the Dilemma of the
African American Intellectual. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1993;
Spencie Love, One Blood: The Death and Resurrection of Charles R. Drew. Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1996; Kenneth R. Manning, Black Apollo of
Science: The Life of Ernest Everett Just. New York: Oxford University Press, 1983;
Genna Rae McNeil, Groundwork: Charles Hamilton Houston and the Struggle for Civil
Rights. Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983; Gilbert Ware, William
Hastie: Grace Under Pressure. New York: Oxford University Press, 1984.
T

1

For examples of works on King that refer to Johnson's influence, see David Levering
Lewis, King: A Biography. 2" ed. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1978, pg. 34-5;
David J. Garrow, Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference. New York: W. Morrow, 1988, pg. 43; James H. Cone, Martin &

Malcolm

& America: A Dream

NY:

Orbis Books, 1991, pg.
29; and Michael G. Long, Against Us, But For Us: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the

or a Nightmare. Maryknoll,

Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2002, pg. 57. Several other well-known
works on King, including Let the Trumpet Sound: The Life of Martin Luther King, Jr. by
Stephen B. Oates and / May Not Get There With You: The True Martin Luther King, Jr.
by Michael Eric Dyson make no reference to Johnson's impact. Taylor Branch's Parting

State.

the Waters

is

interesting in that

it

contains several references to Johnson, including one

that placed him in the "foremost triumvirate of [Black] preachers"

Vernon Johns and Howard Thurman. See Branch,
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pg. 6.

in the

But none of

1940s, with

his references deal

Outside of these efforts, there
legacy. John Egerton's

is

no

historical

work on Black activism

Movement lumped Johnson with

a

other hand, depicted Johnson as "clearly

further than this, including

."

Still

A

generation before the Civil Rights

left

recent biography of

Max

of center" and a leader

home

first

What

views" on gender
is

at the

with those for

human

race relations,

who

"consistently

rights abroad.

expense of his other

is

his "traditional

political ideals.

striking in assessing Johnson's political thought

the 1960s, as presented in this work,

Yergan, on the

African Americans to successfully

Meanwhile, Linda Perkins' work on Lucy Diggs Slowe emphasized
paternalistic

to

another work on King's political philosophies went

Johnson among the

link the struggles for civil rights at

in the

group he characterized as "unmistakably moderate

conservative" African American leaders.

carved out a radical position

unanimity on Mordecai Johnson's

and

35

between the 1920s and

the continuity of his message.

With reference

to

economic justice, Third World independence movements, and American

relations with the

Communist

Bloc, Johnson consistently put forth a message that used

Christian ethics and language to assail hierarchies of power. Critics will justifiably point

out that he had a major blind spot

roles.

when

it

came

Johnson certainly deserves criticism for

to his progressivism,

namely, gender

his inability to reconcile his

directly with Johnson's speech at Fellowship house, although they

own

do mention

lofty

his interest

in nonviolence.

Now Against the Day:

The Generation Before the Civil Rights
Movement in the South. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995, pg. 271.
David Henry Anthony, Max Yergan: Race Man, Internationalist, Cold Warrior. New
John Egerton, Speak

York:
~

4

New York University

Thomas

F. Jackson,

From

Press, 2006, pg. 142-3.
Civil Rights to

Human

Rights: Martin Luther King,

Jr.,

and

Economic Justice. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007,
work also falls into the realm of works on King which touch upon
Johnson's political views in passing, although he gives Johnson a little more attention and
the Struggle for

pg. 36-7. Jackson's

books previously cited.
Perkins, Lucy Diggs Slowe, pg. 96.

credit than the
35
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ideas with his actions towards

longtime Dean of

Women

women,

seemed

Dean Slowe. His mistreatment of the

particularly

to indicate a

deeper insecurity when

it

came

to the

practice of gender equality, regardless of what he said publicly on the issue. But in light

of his public speeches and stances, Johnson's conservatism on gender does not warrant a
blanket indictment of his entire political program as reactionary. Even critics like Perkins

acknowledge

had

to

and

that his

that he hired significant

"conservatism" was the norm

universities.

at

numbers of Black women faculty members
historically-Black colleges and

36

But Johnson's antipathy towards labor unions, as seen
President,

is

to the

aims of organized labor, while criticizing

Blacks from union membership.

it

Howard

problematic in light of his overall emphasis on economic opportunity.

seemed sympathetic

Howard,

in his actions as

If this

were the basis of

its

efforts to

He

exclude

his anti-union actions at

might be understandable. Yet more often than

not,

he was dealing in his

professional capacity with organized units of Black employees at the University. Dating

back
sit

to his

YMCA days, he seemed to believe in the power of capitalists and laborers to

down and work through

their issues together.

This seems distinctly

at

odds, however,

with his overall criticisms of the inequalities created by capitalism and his attacks on

Western

elites for their actions in the

Indeed,

it

was

in the

Third World.

realm of international relations that Johnson's contribution

was most important. He was not

the only African

American

against racism to the international dimensions of the color

earliest to discuss these connections,

to link the

line.

domestic struggle

Johnson was one of the

however, and remained among the most forceful
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mainstream forces against

made

his

argument

political

distinctive,

and economic oppression of the Third World. What

however, was the manner

questions about the Soviet Union and the spread of

Communist

threat to

advance Black

Communist bloc and

Communism. While

home,

leaders like

in

urging the West to live up to

problems of totalitarianism under Soviet

to

work together

saw

to

its

thrust of

work together on common

the 1950s,

And

did not

unlike

leftist

he was not blind to the

of the Soviets a chance for the East and West

it

worked,

this as a

it

was anything worthwhile

to create opportunities for political

had the potential

and economic

to

thaw relations between the

self-rule in

failed because the Soviets refused to cooperate, the

leadership" of the world by pointing to the

World independence. Underlying
its

all

in

means of promoting nonviolence and

the West; to ease the military buildup that threatened

improve

main

improve conditions among the emerging non-white nations of the

justice across the globe. If

ability to

to

rule.

in the highest ideals

Communism. Yet he saw

Communists and

the

highest ideals.

world. Critics considered Johnson naive for believing there

the ideas of

was not

it

he did utilize the

Mary McLeod Bethune, he

W.E.B. Du Bois and Paul Robeson during

Rather, he

this

the "free" world to

ground. Unlike Black leaders like Walter White and

demonize the Soviets

which he connected

Johnson saw the Third World independence struggle as an

his argument. Rather,

opportunity for the

civil rights at

in

former colonial areas.

West could regain

Communist

world peace; and

refusal to act

If

the "moral

on behalf of Third

of these ideas was a genuine belief in humanity's

conditions for all people, based on his view of Christian morality

and the "Kingdom of God."

558

it

Time and
university,

again, in spite of the potential problems

Johnson continued

to express

line.

That he accomplished

while leading a Black institution largely dependent upon White funding sources

significant accomplishment.

how

caused him and his

an ethic of political and economic agency in

response to global aspects of the color line and the capital

this

it

At times,

to

be sure, Johnson had to be more guarded

is

a

in

he approached a given situation or audience. Like Dr. Herbert Gronne, George

Schuyler's parody of him, Johnson did have to leave himself

most stinging criticism of American policy resulted from
But his devotion
outspoken

to

room

to argue that

the best patriotic intentions.

nonviolence in solving humanity's problems, combined with his

calls for political

and economic empowerment of oppressed people, made him

a committed proponent of progressive change in the United States. Johnson's

educator and political provocateur throughout his public

anonymity

even the

in the three

decades since his demise.
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life

work

as an

certainly belie his historical
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